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The true difference between plants and animals consists in

this, that animals have a consciousness of an outer world, while

plants have none.

We are accustomed to distinguish animals from plants by
their being endowed with free, that is, voluntary locomotion,

and with feeling. Linnseus long since said : Saxa crescunt, Vege-

A certain kind of feeling however cannot be denied to some
plants, for instance to the Mimosa. As to the "voluntary"
motion, which modern handbooks generally consider as the
standard difference between plants and animals, I shall try to

show that the term voluntary is far better replaced by* the

term " conscious of an outer world." W
microscopist as vegetable-nature in the Navicula, and as animal-

nature in the Monas? Both move, but the Navicula in its

steady onward course runs foul of every obstacle that crosses

its way, while the Monas dodging with ease and dexterity, ftuda

its winding way through a host of obstacles, apparently without

touching one. It is this evident consciousness of surrounding

objects that characterizes the animal.

The consciousness of an outer world is the fundamental prin-

ciple of the soul of animals. The consciousness of self, of the J£go,
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2 D. F. Weinland on Animal Psychology.

which is rather obscure, even in the highest animals,

in the human child, is proportionate to the i

outer world ; it is a result of the latter, for it is only in opposi-

tion to an outer world, that the animal conceives itself and be-

comes conscious of itself. The degree of psychical development in

different kinds of animals may be judged from the degree of de-

velopment of the consciousness of an outer world. The soul of

an animal is the higher, the more relations it has to the outer

world, that is, the larger the horizon of its outer world. The
latter point I will explain with some illustrations taken from
the lower animals, in which the psychical life is more simple, and
therefore easier to understand.

What is the outer world of a coral-polyp? With hundreds
of its kind it lives on the same coral -stock"; it is there fixed and
is able to move its mouth and tentacles only : thus it awaits its

prey, a little craw-rish, without eyes, and without touching it—by
a sense unknown to us—it perceives the presence of its prey,

throws out its lasso-cells and catches it. Every individual has

both the sexes united. Though closely crowded together, I

never could notice a trace of psychical relation between the

polyps of the same stock. What "is the outer world of such a
|

polyp ? The whole range of its psychical life is evidently con- 4

fined to the objects of food.

Let us now rise one step higher, to a Helminth, an Ascaris,

that inhabits the intestine of some vertebrate. In regard to

feeding it stands evidently on the same, perhaps on a lower level

than the polyp, but still we must rank it psychically higher!
The sexes are divided, and in the line of reproduction the male
and the female individuals meet each other. There is therefore \

besides a consciousness of an outer world in regard to food, evi-

dently also, a consciousness of other living individuals, although
that consciousness may be dark enough.
We may take a bee, a wasp, or any of the social Hymenoptera,

as a third step. In the bee the consciousness of the existence
and the interest in other living ind n ed merely
to the season and to the instinct of reproduction, but to the
•whole life. At any time the individuals of the bee-hive know *

each other, give each other signs, help each other, fight for each
other. It is evident how much more varied the relations to the

outer world, how much more extensive the latter is for a bee
than for an Ascaris, and still more than for a polyp.
In order to judge how extensive the outer world is, of which an

animal is cons •ns, that is, in o rh r to jiuhj al d <% p^, hiad hor-

izon, we must investigate the organs of that cojisciousness, that is, the )

organs of animals.

The psychical organs of animals are of three hinds: (1.) RE-
CEPTIVE organs, organs which receive impressions from the outer
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world; here belongs the whole shin-si senses. (2.)

Keflective organs, that is, organ ' impressions

received 'by the receptive organs; here belongs the mitral nervous sys-

tem. (3.) Eeactive organs, that is, organs which react upon the

u-y are the s r rants o/ tin central in; - sysl m,

v.-hi'-h y i ,',->,,,< iri-hin outward, while the receptive organs go from

of voluntary muscles, with mg to them.

Tin: --fin lent of animal psychology has mainly to depend upon

f!,e third hu.d n, /</""S "<' <"h/, the reevtive, not only because the

.

but also been the mirror of the whole

; also the resultants of thefunctions

of the receptive and reflective organs.

The functions of the reactive organs are the voluntary motions.

When .observing these motions in an animal more chsth

perceive two kinds of motions, which are in their ends entirely dif

Let us look at a dog. We see in the first place, that it makes

many motions, which have no other purpose than to satisfy the

Ego of the dog itself. Such are the motions by which it eats,

drinks, etc. These motions we call subjective, as having refer-

ence exclusively to the Ego, to the subject of the dog itself.

But besides these, we see other motions in the dog, which

have no immediate reference to the Ego of the dog, but to

other doffs, or to men; we see motions of the head, ti-

the tail,°of the whole body, by which the dog would show to

other dogs or to his master, what it thinks, i > Is or wants. This

second kind of motions I propose to call sympathetic motions.

The subjective motions are common to all animals and must

be so. We have seen them in the polyp, and we see them

in man. They are, generally speaking, the same throughout the

animal kingdom. Bui - t) exists in regard to

lathetic motions with different animals, and it will be

from the following illustration, that the degree of their

development is the principal standard lor the student of animal

>gy. The more the organs for sympathetic motions are

i. the more extensive is the outer world of which the

animal is conscious, and the larger is its psychical horizon. Let

us compare a fish, a lizard, a monkey and finally man m regard

to the organs motions. The fish lying horizon-

tally in the water, its head, neck, trunk and tail forming one

continuous massy body ; its eyes cold and stiff, turned -

nearly immovable; no voice; hardly traces of an ear.—what

organs has this animal to show to its fellow-creatures the pro-

cesses of its soul? How different a spectacle offers a lizard to

the thinking observer ! Its body raised upon four legs ; a dis-
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tinct neck, upon which the head plays freely, thus giving at

once to the eyes a horizon not only towards the sides but also

upwards and downwards. And how expressive are those eyes!
their expression mainly lies in the play of the eyelids, (of which

so that from the eyelids alone an experienced
observer will perceive, whether the lizard is contented, or sad, or

enraged. The tongue, which in the fish is a mere organ for swallow-
is in the lizard a true organ of sympathetic motions,

for we often can see them licking at each other in play or in love.

The ear is well developed ; they like music and some of them have
a voice, as those well know who have spent a night in a virgin
forest of the tropics. I will not dwell upon the intermediate
degrees of

]
ion as exhibited in birds and the

lower mammalia, but consider next the monkey. How rich

at once the organization for sympathetic motions. The front
legs—in the lizard mere locomotory organs—are in the monkey
arms with which the mother embraces the young. The foot,

a mere organ of support in the lizard, has become a hand, with
which he grasps the hand of his mate. The lips, of which
there is no trace in the lizard, are in the monkey very perfect
organs of sympathetic motions. With the lips and the whole
play of the muscles of the face, with the eyelids, with the tongue,
with sounds, etc., the monkey shows to his fellow ereal
it likes and what it hates, what it wants and what it thinka

Finally let us consider man. The natural position of the
monkey is on four legs ; in consequence, his head is naturally
half bent downwards, thus confining the horizon of his eyes,
and his front legs though used as arms are at the same time still

organs of locomotion, mainly of climbing. On the contrary,
man standing upright on his legs has his arms and hands free,

they are perfect organs of sympathetic motions, locomotion being
confined to the lower extremities. His head stands free upon
the neck, thus giving to all the senses and particularly to the
eyes the largest possible horizon. His eye is the mirror of his
soul m which the fellow-man reads the innermost thoughts and
feelings. His lips, tongue, and the whole apparatus of the larynx
produce by their motion the most perfect of all sv
motions, language. These and many more not less interest-
ing points are suggested by a comparison of the organs for

mc motions, and from the facts pj
1 for educational purposes may be derived; but what 1

have mentioned is sufficient illustration of the truth that owing
to the great perfection of organs for sympathetic motions, the rela-
tions of man to his fellow beings are far the most diversified and
at the same time the most intimate, not only to his fellow beings
but to the outer world generally. Whatever our civil I.

performed, has been done by improving these natural pyschical
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organs. The outer world of the polyp is confined to the objects

of its pre}', the outer world of the civilized man is the Universe.

Our steam vehicles on land and on sea, what else are they than

improved organs of locomotion ; our letters, our books, our jour-

nals, our telegraphs, what else are they than organs of human
language on a more extended scale? our telescopes, our micro-

scopes, what else are they than the receptive sense of the eye

extended. Thus all the inventions of our civilization tend to

enlarge the horizon of the individual man. And this is the true

destiny of man. I do not know of a greater motto or life-

principle than that which was written on the temple of the

oracle of Delphi in ancient Greece: /**©#» ae«vi(W— " Know thy-

self;" but another is equally great, written by Wilhelm von

Humboldt, the great philologist, (brother of the author of the

Cosmos), it is this :
" I wish to leave when dying as little as pos-

sible behind me in this world, with what I have not come in

contact," that is what I have not mastered with my mind. Hum-
boldt wanted the most perfect knowledge of the outer world,

while the Greek philosopher wanted the deepest knowledge of

himself. One of these sentiments is only the reverse of the

other, or rather it follows immediately from the other. The
most thorough knowledge of the outside world involves the

deepest insight into ourselves
;
just as in morals, he who loves his

neighbor the truest is the happiest, and thus loves himself the

Art. II.—On ,

Society, Sept. 15, 1857.)

Among Batrachians the circumstances under which the young
are developed, though less varied than in some of the other

classes of vertebrates, still present a considerable range. By
most species the eggs are deposited in the water either upon
aquatic plants or 01/.the bottoms ; by others, as in Salamandra
erythronota, they are laid in damp places under logs or stones

;

with some the evolution of the embryo commences a short time

previous to the laying of the egg and is completed subsequently,

while there are other species which are wholly viviparous.

The most remarkable deviations from the ordinary modes are

to be found in those instances in which the eggs, after being laid,

are again brought into a more or n with the

parent, as in the "Swamp toads" (Pipa Amer>'>:.,,,o) of Guiana,

where each ovum is developed in a sac by itself on the back of
the female, in Kotodelphys of Venezuela, where all the eggs are

lodged in one large sac, also on the back, and is analogous to the
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pouch of the Marsupials, and in Alytes, the "Obstetric toad" of

Europe, where the eggs are wound in strings around the legs of

the male who takes care of them until they hatch.

The species, the habits of which are noticed below, and which,

in so far as I have been able to learn, have not attracted the at-

tention of naturalists, adds another to the series just mentioned,

though the relation of the foetus to the parent becomes less inti-

mate than in any of the preceding cases.

Hylodes lineatus (Dum. and Bib.) is very common in Dutch
I its peculiar habits are well known to the colonists.

The first specimen with young which came to my notice had

been preserved in alcohol, and was presented to me by Mr. G.

0. Wacker, residing at Osetnbo, on the Para Creek, Surinam,
and had been captured at some distance from the water. The
young, ten or twelve in number, though separated from the

parent, he assured me, when found, were attached to her back.
In the month of May, 1857, during an excursion to the country

inhabited by the Bush negroes, above Sara Creek on the upper
|

Surinam Eiver, I had an opportunity for the first time of seeing

these animals carrying their young. The grass and bushes were
quite wet from a recent fall of rain, and this seemed the induce-

ment that led them from their hiding places, for when the ground
was dry none had been seen. They were very quick in their

movements, and when alarmed went at once into the grass and
thick bushes. One of my companions, Mr. John Green, and myself

succeeded in capturing some specimens, which, as we were"just
leaving the village, were placed at once in alcohol. In one in-

stancs the larvae were retained permanently adherent to the

back of the parent, in consequence of the coagulation of the

mucus covering the surface of the body, and are still preserved

seum of Comparative Anatomy at Cambridge. (Fig. 1.)

The young, from twelve to twenty in number, were collected
upon the back of the mother, their heads directed towards the

They were about three-fourths of an inch in length.
No limbs were developed, though in some of them the rudiments
of a leg existed in the form of a small papilla on either side of

the base of the tail. No especial organ was found to aid them
in adhering to the back of the parent. The adhesion may have
been effected by the mouth ;

this is rendered probable by the
fhct that all of them had the mouth in contact either with the
skin of the parent or with that of another larva. A viscid mucus
covering the integuments undo;' ,me measure
to bring about the same results. However this may be, they re-

tained their places perfectly well, and were not displaced when
the mother, closely pursued, carried them through the grass.

On dissection of the young nothing was found materially dif-

ferent to conditions of the larvae of other Anouxa. The external
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gills had disappeared, but were replaced by internal ones which
were arranged as usual on three hyoid arches. The development
of the lungs had commenced and these were represented by a

slender conical mass of cells, but not permeable to air. The
mouth was provided with finely denticulated horny jaws, and the

intestinal canal was shorter and less spirally convoluted than in

ordinary larvse of frogs and toads. The stomach was not so much
developed as to be distinguished from the rest of the intestine;

but this last, after passing the liver, was somewhat dilated, and

to its walls.

We have here then a larva, in all of the details of ii

especially in the existence of gills and of a flattened tail, adapted
to aquatic locomotion and respiration, yet passing a portion of its

time at least on the back of its parentand at a distance from the

I was not able to ascertain whether the eggs were primarily

deposited in the water or not, but it is well known to some of

the colonists that after the larvse have reached a certain degree
of development they are carried about in the manner just de-

scribed and they do not know them under any other circum-

stances. The existence of yolk cells in the intestine, shows that

for a period at least they may have from these a supply of nutri-

ment. But after this is exhausted, and it appeared to be nearly

so in those which I have dissected, how do they obtain their

food ? In the absence of limbs adapted to terrestrial locomotion

can they leave the body of the parent? and if they cannot, do
they, as in the case of Pipa and probably in Notodelphys, depend
upon a secretion from her ?

Among Fishes, as far as at present known, the external con-

ditions under which the eggs are developed are more varied than

in any other class of Vertebrates. There are scarce any known
conditions of the higher classes to which there are not analogies

at least in the class of fishes. Besides the ordinary mode of de-

positing eggs upon the bottoms, some of the Salmonidse, like the

turtles, bury their eggs, the Lampreys (Pdromyzon), the Breams,
(Pomotis), the Hassars {CaUiclhys), the Stickle-backs {Gaster-

ostei), &c, build more or less complete nests. Among some of
the Pipe fishes, (St/ngnalhzdce), the eggs and subsequently the

young, are carried in a pouch analogous to that of the opossums
and other marsupial animals, and among some of the Sharks
there is a vitelline placenta analogous to the Allantoidian one of
the Mammalia.*
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To those species enumerated above where the eggs become
more or less intimately connected with the body of the parent
after they are laid may be added the Aspredos and some species

of Bagrus, from Guiana.
Aspredo Icbvis (Cuv. and VaL), the "Trompetti" of the colonists,

is about fifteen inches in length, and belongs to a remarkable
genus of Siluroid fishes, which, in addition to several peculiarities

of anatomical structure, are remar I the eggs and
young attached to the under surface of the body. These fishes

are very abundant in the waters of the Surinam where they are

taken in the nets with other kinds. They are not used
of food except by the negroes, who have a fancy for Siluroids

generally, and in consequence these are known among the colo-

VtngrS fisi or "nigger fish." A general account of the

internal structure of Aspredo, is given in the Hist. Nat. des
Poissons, by Cuvier and Valenciennes, T. xv, p. 35.

In describing the organs of reproduction, Valenciennes says

:

"the ovaries are small and contain very large eggs, which leads

to the belief that this fish is viviparous." In those specimens
which I have dissected the eggs when mature are not remarkable
for their very great size, being from 0'09 to Oil inch in diameter,

even after the commencement of the development of the foetus,

and when the egg has already increased in size. The ovaries

are about an inch and a half long and completely separated from
each other.

Valenciennes further describes to the under
side of the body :

"A certain number of individuals in each
species (of Aspredo) are remarkable for singular appendages on
the under side of the thorax and abdomen, and which, after the

few observations which I have been able to make appear to indi-

cate a certain state of the female. I have not seen them in the

males and the females do not have them at all times. They first

appear as pores on the under and naked surface of the trunk

;

and these enlarge and swell into tubercles, which subsequently
elongate into filaments, and the extremity of each filament is

dilated into a small cupule." *

that Bloch saw them in an

= ''•'-
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add
Guiana and this is all we know of

their habits.'' *

From the preceding paragraphs it does not appear that Valen-

ciennes had supposed that the so-called " cupules" were intended

to contain or had contained ova, especially as he had previously

expressed the belief that the Aspredos, in consequence of the

large size of the eggs, were viviparous. The true use of the

appendages in question relates to the development of the eggs,

as the following description will show. The habits of the nsb

are well known to the fishermen, from one of whom Mr. Green

obtained information with regard to their peculiar mode of gesta-

tion. After many ineffectual efforts, we at last succeeded in

procuring the specimens on which the following observations

were made, and Mr. Green has kindly presented to me some

very fine ones from his own collection, without which this notice

would have been much less complete, f
In the month of June the eggs are found adhering to the

underside of the body, to the ventral and pectoral fins, and ex-

tend as far forward as the under lip, and as far backwa
middle of the tail. (Fig. 2.) In some, however, the <1

is much more limited'. I was unable to learn anything witfc

regard to the transfer of the ova from the genital orifice to the

point of their attachment. The only organ which seems in any

way adapted to such a purpose is the slender and flexible tail

terminated by a delicate caudal fin. It is possible that the eggs

may be deposited on the bottom of the river, and sul

attached by pressing the under side of the body upon them.
In those individuals where the ova were still in the ovary, but

approaching maturity, the integuments of the under side of the

body gave no other indications of the changes about to take

place than of being quite vascular; the skin was perfectly

smooth, no "pores" were visible, but a large vessel was seen

emerging from the region of the liver, and descending along the

median line gave off branches quite freely to the integuments.
This may have some relation to the future development of the

pedicles which support the eggs and perhaps to the nutrition of

the embryo as will be adverted to hereafter.

In all the specimens which I have had an opportunity of ex-

amining, the eggs were either somewhat advanced or quite

mature ; so that no observations could be made on the earlier

conditions of the egg and the formation of its pedicle. The
pedicle is a flexible outgrowth from the common integuments, is

about two lines in length, is attached to the skin by a slightly

expanded base, and spreads out at its summit into a shallow cup

: the Boston Soc. of Nat. History for April, ]
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1

or " cupule," for the support of the egg. It is composed almost

entirely of fibrous tissue, invested with a layer of tesselated

epithelium. In some instances when the eggs were but little

advanced, numerous fusiform cells were detected among the

fibres. It is vascular, two or three vessels reaching to the cup,

where thev ramify and form a somewhat extended capillary

plexus. (Figs. 3 and 4).

The eggs vary according to the degree of development from

the 0'09 to 0-iO'of ;m inch in diameter, and are covered with an

external homogeneous membrane, containing minute puncti-

form depressions—within Tin.- is a second, of a brownish color

and composed of epithelium. The embryos which were the

most advanced and just ready to hatch, had not as yet com-

absorbed the yolk, and" were coiled up within the mem-
,
which in consequence of the irregularities of the mass

formed by the embryo, had no longer a spherical form.

The eggs are retained in connection with the cup apparently

by adhesion alone, for as soon as the foetus escapes, the egg
membranes become very easily detached from the pedicle, and
this last as shown by some of the specimens undergoes absorp-

The relation of the embryo to the parent in this singular

mode of gestation cannot be determined very accurately, but
the vascular plexus in the cup, seems to be more than is neces-

sary for the mere nutrition of the part. The egg increases in

size during incubation, those ova in which development had but

leasuring from O09 to Oil of an inch in di-

ameter, while those nearly mature measured from 0-14 to 015
of an inch. How this increase (if size of the embryo over the

original size of the egg is actually obtained I have no facts to

show, but either of two suppositions are probable ; it may be
by absorption of materials trom the water which surrounds it,

or from the capillary plexus of the pedicles, and in this case in

a manner analogous to that of Pipa.

Among the Siluroid fishes of Guiana there are several species,

which at certain seasons of the year have their mouths and
branchial cavities tilled either with eggs or young, and as 13

believed for the purpose of incubation. My attention was first

called to this singular habit by the late Dr. Francis W. Cm gin,

formerly U. S. Consul at Paramaribo, Surinam. In a letter dated
August, 1854, he says, " the eggs you will receive are from an-

other fish. The different fishermen have repeatedly assured me,
that these eggs in their nearly mature state are carried in the

mouths of •

ing are relieved by the bursting
of the sac. Do you either know or believe this to be so, and if

possible, where are the eggs conceived and how do they get into
the mouth ?"
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In the month of April, 1857, on visiting the market of Para-

maribo, I found that this statement, which at first seemed to be

very improbable, was correct as to the existence of eggs in the

mouths of several species of fish. In a tray of fish which a negro

woman offered for sale, I found the mouths of several filled with

either eggs or young, and subsequently an abundance of oppor-

tunities occurred for repeating the observation. The kinds most

commonly known to the colonists, especially to the negroes,

are Jara-bakka, Njinge-njinge, Koepra, Makrede and one or two

I belonging either to the genus Bagrus or one nearly

allied to it. The first two are quite common in the market and

I have seen many specimens of them ; for the last two I have

the authority of negro fishermen but have never seen them

myself. The eggs in my collection are of three different sizes,

iocies ; one of the three having been brought

to me without the fish from which they were taken.

The eggs become quite large before they leave the ovaries, and

are arranged in three zones corresponding to three successive

broods, and probably to be discharged in three successive years

;

the mature eggs of a Jara-bakka eighteen inches long, measure

three fourths of an inch in diameter, those of the second zone

one fourth ; and those of the third or very minute, about one

sixteenth of an inch.

A careful examination of eight specimens of Njinge-njinge

about nine inches long, gave the following results

:

The eggs in all instances were carried in the mouths of the

males. This protection, or gestation of the eggs by the males,

corresponds with what has been long noticed with regard to

other fishes, as for example, Syngnathus where the marsupial

pouch for the eggs or young is found in the males only, and

Gasterosteus where the male "constructs the nest and protects the

eggs during incubation, from the voracity of the females.
In some individuals the eggs had been recently laid, in others

they were hatched, and the foetus had grown at the expense of

some other food than that derived from the yolk, as this last was
not proportionally diminished in size, and the foetus weighed
more than the undeveloped egg. The number of eggs contained
in the mouth was between twenty and thirty. The mouth and
branchial cavity wrere very much distended, rounding out and
distorting the whole hyoid and branchiostegal region. Some of

the eggs even partially protruded from the mouth.
The ova were not bruised or torn as if they had been bitten,

or forciby held by the teeth. In many instances the foetuses

were still alive, though the parent had been dead for many

No young or eggs were found in the stomach, although the

mouth was crammed to its fullest capacity.
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The above observations apply to Njinge-njinge. "With regard
to Jarra-bakka, I had but few opportunities for dissection, but in

several instances the same conditions of the eggs were noticed

as stated above; and in one instance, besides some nearly

mature foetuses contained in the mouth, two or three were
squeezed apparently from the stomach; but not bearing any
marks of violence or of the action of the gastric fluid. It is

probable that these found their way into thai last cavity after

death, in consequence of the relaxation of the sphincter which
separates the cavities of the mouth and the stomach. These facts

lead to the conclusion that this is a mouth gestation, as the eggs
are found there in all stages of development, and even for some
time after they are hatched.

_
The question will be very naturally asked, how under such

circumstances, these fishes are able to secure and swallow their

food. I have made no observations bearing upon such a ques-
tion. Unless the food consists of very minute particles, it would
seem necessary that during the time of feeding the eggs should
be disgorged. If this supposition be correct, it would give a
very probable explanation of the only fact which might be con-
sidered at variance with the conclusion stated above, viz., that
we have in these fishes a mouth gestation. In the mass of eggs
with which the mouth is filled, I have occasionally found the
eggs, rarely more than one or two, of another species. The
only way in which their presence may be accounted for, it seems

by the supposition that while feeding, the eggs are
1

and as these fishes are gregarious in their habits,

wnen the ova are recovered, the stray egg of another species

may be introduced into the mouth among those which naturally

belong there.

Fig. 5 represents a nearly mature foetus of the natural size from the

mouth of Bagrus, with the yolk sac partially included in the cavity of

the abdomen.
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While studying the nitrates of the sesquioxyds I found it

advisable, for the sake of comparison, to examine the proto-
nitrates also, with reference to some points not generally taken
into account in enumerating the properties of these salts. And
as the nitrates are among the most common and important salts,

it may be worth the while to exhibit these gleanings in fields

often gone over but not yet entirely cleared. There are few new
facts to be brought forward, but the chief object of this paper is

to shovy the fitness of certain means for the illustration of some
general truths already well known.

In most chemical text-books no good instances are given of
the development of heat by mere solidification. It is indeed
usually mentioned that water may be cooled many degrees below
the freezing point and remain liquid, and that on congealing its

temperature suddenly rises to 32° F. But the experiment is so

troublesome to make, especially in the lecture room, that these
truths commonly pass as matters of faith rather than of sight,
and the important principles which they illustrate, often fail of
being distinctly impressed on the mind of the student. Now
many of the hydrated salts, and among them the nitrates, melt

above the common temperature of the air, and are there-
fore well adapted for showing, at all seasons and with great ease
and clearness, the inertia of bodies with regard to change of form
and the liberation of sensible heat by crystallization * Nitrate
of lime is preeminently suitable for the exhibition of these prop-
erties, since after having been fused and heated above 150° F,
it may be cooled in a glass vessel as low as 60°, and kept in the
liquid state a long time, often for several days

; but on dropping
in a bit of the solid nitrate, crystallization immediately com-
mences, and an inserted thermometer soon rises to 110° FA substance which may be had both liquid and solid at a
temperature considerably below the melting point, is obviously
very convenient for displaying the comparative densities and
specific heats in the two forms, as complications caused by dif-

ferences of temperature, may be entirely avoided. Thus the
specific gravity of a specimen of nitrate of lime in the liquid
state at 60° F., was found to be 1-79. Some of the same was
poured into oil of turpentine, made to solidify, and cooled to

* In an excellent work published i

1 F. Zamminer. — iivh.wuliihiti
anoming a very striking example of the heat

; this salt is leas easy to oreoare than most of

•luauexceiiH; ... , „,.„,.„,:,,
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60° F. Its density was now 1'90. The contraction may be
rendered appreciable by the eye, if we cool to a certain degree
some melted nitrate contained in a long necked flask, fill with
an oil up to a marked height, effect the crystallization, and then
cool to the same point as before.
To illustrate the absorption of heat during the liquefaction of

solids, freezing mixtures are commonly employed in which one
of the ingredients, ice, is already cold. The experiment is more
striking when all the articles used are at the temperature of the
surrounding air. Such may be the case if we take crystallized
sulphate of soda and a sesquinitrate. A mixture of 80 tri i ns
of powdered pernitrate of iron crystals and 57 grams of fine
Glauber's salt, liquefied and lowered thermometer from 65° F.
to zero. It readily froze water contained in a test tube. In cold
weather, 8 grams of the nitrate and 9"5 grams of the sulphate
brought the thermometer from 22° to —10°. *

In manufacturing salts on a large scale, the hydrometer is a
very useful and ready instrument for determining when a solu-
tion is of the right strength to crystallize. But the quantities
operated on in the laboratory are generally so small that the
hydrometer can hardly be made available. The bulb of a ther-
mometer, however, requires but little depth of liquor, and hence
to one who wishes to prepare in the small way any of the highly
soluble salts, a' knowledge of the boiling points of the desired
products may be of great service. Thus, find

protochlorid of tin melts at 107° F., boils at 251°, and may be
cooled to 83° without becoming solid, we see that to make this
article in midsummer the evaporation of the weak solution must
be continued till the boiling point gets nearly or quite up to

It should be remarked that the melting and boiling points
given below, do not pretend to absolute exactness. Nolwo dif-
ferent lots of the same salt are likely to give just the same
figures

; for it is next to impossible to get most of the hydrated
salts exactly dry,—neither effloresced nor retaining mother liquor
in the interstices. For any particular specimen the point of
fusion can be determined with great precision. But the boiling
points are high and, unless very nice precautions are taken, there
will be some loss of water in heating up. So to find the tem-
peratures of incipient ebullition, crystals were taken that were
not entirely dry to start with, and the correctness of the indi-
cations was judged of after ascertaining the solidifying points of
the residues.

There is, of course, no definite limit to the cooling which a
melted salt may undergo without beginning to crystallize. I
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have here put down the lowest point at which each of the salts

tried has actually been observed to remain liquid without any
special precautions being taken to retard the crysl

With some few of the nitrates it makes a difference in this re-

spect whether they are moderately or strongly heated, If any
one of them is heated but little more than is necessary to effect

its fusion, it will begin to solidify before it gets many degrees

below the melting point. But when the nitrates of lime, iron

and chrome are brought nearly up to the boiling point, they c

be cooled very low before they begin to shoot. Considering t

difference in color between the solid and the liquid
n, chrome and cobalt, there seems to be no special absurdity

in supposing that some strongly heated nitrates may have to

overcome a reluctance to change of state as well as one to change
of form, and are therefore slower in beginning to show crystals.

The composition has in each instance been determined anew,
either by simple ignition or by drying down with an excess of

sulphuric acid, and so there is little room for error. It appears
that a greater uniformity prevails among the nitrates than among
any other salts. In all but four of those examined there are

either six or three equivalents of water to each equivalent of

nitric acid. In only two cases, has the same base been found
capable of forming two different crystallized nitrates.

of Magnesia, % ff fl„.—This salt melts at 194° F. The
* * o 188°. It boils at 290°.

i continued, the salt remains liquid and
clear till about five equivalents of water and a little of the acid

are expelled. The residue is not entirely soluble. It becomes
hot in recombining with water.

Nitrate of Zinc, Zn $ ft 6 .—Melts at 97£° F. It has been cooled
m the liquid form to 87°. It boils at 268°.
Some of the melted crystals, on continued boiling, remained

thin and clear till 42 p. c. of the weight was gone. The residue
hardened to a vitreous mass on cooling, which had a composition
not far from 2n 4 # 3 fi 3 . This substance did not heat n
treated with water; but when some crvstals were boiled till

about four equivalents of water passed off, the residue evolved
considerable heat in recombining with water.

Nitrate of zinc cannot be heated long without becoming basic

v insoluble in water.
Nitrate of Manganese, Sin ff B 6 .—Melts at 78£ F. Some dry

crystals liquefied in a stoppered bottle during the hot weather of

June and remained melted till September, though the tempera-
imes as low as 60°. It boils at 265°.
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If the boiling is continued, decomposition
and black oxyd of manganese is precipitated,

formation of peroxyd is also e

Some liquid nitrate at 70° F. was found to have a density of
1-8104, while the solid salt at 70° had the specific gravity 1-8199.

Nitrate of Nickel, Si.ff.fl,.—Melts atl34°F. Theliquidhas
been cooled to 115°. It boils at 278°.

When the boiling is continued the liquid remains clear till

three equivalents of water are expelled. It then begins to thicken

and parts with acid.

Nitrate of Cobalt, Co.#.£ 6 —I had too little of this to deter-

mine accurately the melting and boiling points, but they differ

little from those of the nickel salt.

Pernitrate of Iron, Pe+ 3$fi 6.—Melts at 117° F. May remain

found to be 1*6712, while the |

had a density of 1-6835.

Nitrate of Chrome, £r+ sft fl 8.—This salt melts at about 98° F.

It has been cooled to 68°. It boils at 258°.

Nitrate ofAlumina, XL+ sff£ 6.—Melts at 163° F.
T
can be cooled

to 147f°, and boils at 273°.

Nitrate of Uranium, £#S 6.—This beautiful salt melts at 139°.

It may remain liquid at 115°. It begins to boil at 245°,

When the boiling was continued, the stuff remained thin and
clear till about four equivalents of water and a little of the acid

passed off. The residue gave with water a solution which was
turbid at first but soon became clear. Some heat was evolved
during the solu

Nitrate of Copper.—When nitrate of copper crystallizes at a low
ure, it forms a pale blue salt having the composition
These crystals are not permanent in hot weather, for

at 79£° F. they break up into a liquid and crystals of the trihy-

drate. To make the whole liquid requires a heat above 100° F.,

and so the pale crystals have no definite solidifying point.*

TRIHYDRATES.

Nitrate of Copper, £u$tL 3 .—This is the formula of the crystals

which form above 79£° F. They have nearly the same shape as
the sexhydrate sometimes assumes, but are deep blue and are
permanent in every state of the air. The composition is errone-
ously given in some books as &i ft fl 4 —probably because the
analysts took no pains to ascertain the dividing limit between the
two salts, and tried a mixture.
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The trihydrate melts at 238°. It has been cooled down to

224° before beginning to shoot. It boils at 338°.

If the boiling is continued, nitric acid immediately begins to

pass off, and a green basic nitrate is deposited.

Nitrate of Lanthanum, ta.$~& 3 .—This was found to melt at

104° F., and was cooled to 70° without crystallizing immediately.
It boiled at 258°. These figures, however, cannot be considered
as exact, for the salt used for trial amounted to but 32 grams,
and was not absolutely free from didymium and cerium.

Nitrate of Glucina, Se + 3$ fi 3.—Melts at 140° F. and may
be cooled as low as 85° before it begins to fix. It boil

Some boiled till the thermometer rose to 320°, gave off acid,

but remained perfectly clear. When this residue was cooled to

61°, a crystal did not cause it to solidify, because it was too

basic. But the addition of strong nitric acid, induced a rapid
crystallization, the temperature rising to 142°.
When the salt was boiled not quite so long, the product could

be made to solidify, but the resulting temperature was con-

siderably lower. Dilution with a basic salt, has therefore the
same effect on the melting point as dilution with water.

Nitrate of Strontia, Sr S"fl: 4 .—Unlike any other hydrated ni-

trate, this salt crystallizes in the monometric system.
The composition of hydrated nitrate of strontia is always laid

down in the books as Sr ff fi 5 . But this formula has no analogy
in its favor, and having repeatedly tried good crystals formed at

a low temperature I have invariably found but four equivalents
of water. The nitrate crystallized above 75° F., is generally
anhydrous, and that formed below 60° is hydrated, but between
these temperatures there is no certainty. Thus a solution satu-

rated at 84° F., while cooling down to 62°, deposited nothing
but anhydrous crystals; and a solution saturated at 71°, by
standing some hours where the thermometer did not get below
70

,
gave only fully hydrated crystals.

The hydrated salt is resolved by heat into a liquid and the
anhydrous nitrate. Even the hot weather of summer causes it

to sweat, if kept in a close vessel. In dry air, it loses all its

water by efflorescence.

Nitrate of Lime, Caftfi 4.—Melts at 111° F. Some that was
heated only to 124°, began to crystallize when it had cooled to

96°. After being heated to 153°, it remained liquid over night
and got down to 57|°. This salt boils at 270°. When the boil-

ing is continued, the mass remains liquid and clear till about one
third of the water passes off. Farther heating renders it anhy-
drous, with scarcely any loss of acid. This dry residue evolves
a strong heat in reeombiuing with water.
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Nitrate of Cadmium, Cd ft fl 4.—This salt melts at 139° F. It
has been cooled to 91° before beginning to crystallize. It boils
at about 270°. On continued boiling it continues clear and thin
till nearly three equivalents of water are gone. When all the
water has passed off, a small portion of the remaining dry mass
is insoluble.

Nitrate ofBismuth, which was formerly supposed to be a tri-

hydrate, has been found more recently to have the anomalous
composition Bi ft 3 fij ,. In several trials of a pure nitrate dried
over sulphuric acid, I have obtained, by ignition, 48 per cent of
oxyd. This would make the quantity of water as near eleven
as ten equivalents. It is barely possible then that nitrate of bis-
muth may be a combination of a trihvdrate with a tetrahydrate
and have for its true formula Bift 3 H 9"+Bi ft 3 fl 12 .

This salt is not deliquescent and does not effloresce, even when
kept for a long time over sulphuric acid. It is insoluble, as a
whole, in water, and does not melt clear. At 163£° F., it

resolves itself into a clear liquid and one opaque solid. The
mixture has been cooled to 155°, but on stirring it solidified
again while the temperature rose to 163£°. Some of the liquid
part decanted clear, formed on cooling a mass of crystals quite
wet with acid and having altogether a composition not far from
£i 3 ft 1I fl38=3Sift 3 A 1 T+2#fi 4 .

Aet. TV.—Further Observations on the Allotropic Modifications of
Oxygen, and on the Compound Nature of Chlorine, Br>
by Professor Schonbein.*

These last six months I have been rather busily working on
oxygen, and flatter myself not to have quite in vain maltreated
my favorite ; for I think I can now prove the correctness of that
old idea of mine, according to which there are two kinds or
allotropic modifications of active oxygen, standing to each other
in the relation of + to — , i. e. that there is a positively-active
and a negatively-active oxygen,—an" ozone and an ant-ozone,
which on being brought together neutralize each other into

common or inactive oxygen according to the equation (+ 0)-f
(-6)=o.
The space allotted to a letter being so small, I cannot enter

into the details of my late researches, and must confine myself
to some general statements, which I hope, however, will give a
clear notion of the nature of my recent doings. A paper will

• Addressed as a letter to Prof. Faraday, and communicated by him to the L E.
and D. PhU. Mag., xvi, 178.

'
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before long be published in the Transactions of the Academy of

Munich.
Ozonized oxygen, as produced from common oxygen by the

electrical spark or phosphorus, is identical with that contained

in a number of oxy-compounds, the principal ones of which are

the oxyds of the precious metals, the peroxyds of manganese,

lead, cobalt, nickel and bismuth,—permanganic, chromic and

vanadic acids ; and even the peroxyds of iron and copper may

be numbered among them.
The whole of the oxygen of the oxyds of the precious metals

exists in the ozonic state, whilst in the rest of the oxy-compounds

named, only part of their oxygen is in that condition. I call

that oxygen negatively-active, or ozone par excellence, and give

it the sign —O on account of its electromotive bearing. Though

generally disinclined to coin new terms, I think it convenient to

denominate the whole class of the oxy-compounds containing

—O "ozonids." There is another less numerous series of oxy-

compounds in which part of their oxygen exists in an.opposite

active state, i e. as +0 or antozone, wherefore I have christened

them " antozonids." This class is composed of the peroxyds

of hydrogen, barium, strontium, and the rest of th-

metals ; and on this occasion I must not omit to add, that what

I have hitherto called ozonized oil of turpentine, ether, &c, con-

tain their active oxygen in the +6 state, and belong therefore

to the class of the " antozonids."

Now, on bringing together (under proper circumstances) any

ozonid with any antozonid, reciprocal catalysis results, the -0

of the one and the +0 of the other neutralizing each other into

O, which, as such, cannot be retained by the substances with

which it had been previously associated in the —6 or +0 con-

dition. The proximate cause of the mutual catalysis of so many
oxy-compounds depends therefore upon the opposite states of the

active oxygen contained in those compounds.
I will now give some details on the subject.

1. Free ozonized oxygen =(-6), and peroxyd of hydro-

gen =H0+(+6), or peroxyd of barium = BaO+(+6) (the

latter suspended in water), on being shaken together destroy each

other, H0+(+6) or BaO+(+6) being reduced to HO or BaO,

and +0 and -6 transformed into O.

2. Aqueous permanganic acid =Mna 2 +5{~0), or a solution

of permanganate of potash mixed with some dilute nitric acid is

almost instantaneously discolored by peroxyd of hydrogen or
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peroxyd of barium, the nitrate of the protoxyd of manganese
being formed in the first case, and in the second, besides this

salt, the nitrate of baryta. It is hardly necessary to state, that

in bothc ases the —O of the permanganic acid and the +0 of

the peroxyd of hydrogen or barium are disengaged as 0.

3. An aqueous solution of chromic acid containing some
nitric or sulphuric acid and peroxyd of hydrogen are rapidly

transformed into the nitrate or sulphate of oxyd of chromium,
HO, and inactive oxygen, which is of course disengaged. A
solution of chromic acid mixed with some nitric acid and BaO 2

gives a similar result, nitrate of baryta and oxyd of chromium
being formed, and O disengaged.

4. If you add to a mixture of any peroxyd salt of iron and
the red ferro-sesquicyanuret of potassium (both substances dis-

solved in water) some peroxyd of hydrogen, prussian blue will

be thrown down and inactive oxygen set free. On introducing
into a mixture of nitrate of peroxyd of iron and. the ferro-ses-

quicyanuret of potassium the peroxyd of barium, a similar reac-

tion takes place, prussian blue, nitrate of baryta, &c., being
formed, and inactive oxygen eliminated. From these facts it

that, under certain conditions, even peroxyd of iron and
r BaO 2 are capable of catalyzing each other into FeO

and HO, or BaO and O.
5. Under certain circumstances PbO 2 or MnO 3 are soluble in

strong acetic acid; now if you add to such a solution HO 2 or

BaO 2
, the peroxyds will be reduced to HO or BaO, and PbO or

MnO, inactive oxygen being disengaged.

6. It is a well known fact that the oxyd of silver = Ag(— O),

or the peroxyd of that metal =Ag(— O)
2

, and the peroxyd of

hydrogen =H0+(+6), catalyze each other into metallic silver,

water and inactive oxygen. Other ozonids such as PbO-f(— O)
or MnO+(-6), on being brought in contact with HO+(+6),
are transformed into PbO or MnO, HO and O. Now the per-

oxyd of barium =BaO+(+6), acts like H0+(+6). If you
pour water upon an intimate mixture of AgO, or AgO 2 and
BaO 2

, a lively disengagement of inactive oxygen will ensue,

AgO, AgO 3 and BaO 2 being reduced to metallic silver and
baryta. In concluding the first part of my letter, I must not
omit to state the general fact, that the oxygen disengaged in all

cases of reciprocal catalysis of oxy-compounds, behaves in every
respect like inactive oxygen.

There is another set of chemical phenomena, in my opinion
closely connected with the polar states of the active oxygen con-

tained in the two opposite classes of peroxyds. It is known that

WV
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a certain number of oxy-compounds, for instance the peroxyds

of manganese, lead, nickel, cobalt, bismuth, silver, and also

permanganic, chromic, and vanadic acids, furnish wit]

acid chlorine, whilst another set, such as the peroxyds of barium,

i .!. &c, are not capable of eliminating chlo-

rine either out of the said acid or any other chlorid. This

second class of oxy-compounds produces, however, wit!

acid, the peroxyd of hydrogen ; and it is quite impossible in any

way to obtain from the first class of the peroxyds HO 2
,
or from

the second chlorine.

You are aware that, from reasons of analog}', I do not believe

in the doctrine of chlorine, bromine, &c, being simple bodies,

but consider those substances as oxy-compounds, analogous to

the peroxyds of manganese, lead, &c., in other terms, as "ozo-

aids." Chlorine is therefore to me the peroxyd of murium

=MuO+(-6,) hydrochloric acid =MuO+HO, and, as already

mentioned, the peroxyd of barium =BaO+(+0,) that of hydro-

gen =HO-f-(+0,) and the peroxyd of manganese =MnO+

(-0). Proceeding from these suppositions, it is very easy to

account for the different way in which the two sets of peroxyds

are acted upon by muriatic acid.

From reasons as yet entirely unknown to us, HO can be

chemically associated only with +6, and with no other modifi-

cation of oxygen, to constitute what is called the peroxyd of

hydrogen ; and in a similar way MuO (the hypothetically anhy-

drous muriatic acid of older times) is capable of being united

only to —6 to form the so-called chlorine, which I denominate

peroxyd of murium. H we cause MuO+HO to react upon

BaO+(+6,) MuO unites with BaO, and HO with +0; but if

you bring together MuO+HO with Mn+(-6,) part of MuO is

associated to MnO, another part to —6, water being eliminated,

according to the equation

2(MuO, HO)+MnO+(-6)=MuO, MnO+MuO, (-6)+2HO.

As you will easily perceive, from these views it would folio*

that, under proper circumstances, two opposite peroxyds, on

being intimately mixed together and in the right proportion and

acted upon by muriatic acid, could yield neither chlorine nor

peroxyd of hydrogen, but merely inactive oxygen. If somewhat

dilute muriatic acid be poured upon an intimate mixture of five

parts of peroxyd of barium and two parts of peroxyd of man-

ganese, the whole will be rapidly transformed into the muriates

of baryta and protoxyd of manganese, the active oxygen of both

the peroxyds being disengaged in the inactive condition, and
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not a trace of free chlorine making its appearance. The same
result is obtained from dilute hydrobromic acid.

Another consequence of my"hypothesis is this : that an inti-

mate and correctly proportioned mixture of two opposite per-

oxyds, such as the peroxyd of barium and that of lead, on being
acted upon by any oxy-acid, cannot produce the peroxyd of
hydrogen ; or, to express the same thing in other terms, muriatic
arid must act upon the said mixture exactly in the same way as

the oxy-acids do ; and that is indeed the case. Mixtures of the
peroxyds just mentioned and acetic or nitric acids, are readily
converted into the acetates or nitrates of baryta and protoxy'd
of manganese, the active oxygen of both the peroxyds being of
course disengaged in the inactive condition.

Before I close my long story I must mention one fact more,
which, in my opinion, is certainly a very curious one. If you
mix an aqueous and concentrated solution of bromine with a
sufficient quantity of peroxyd of hydrogen, what happens? A
very lively disengagement of inactive oxygen takes place, the
color and the odor of the bromine solution disappear, the liquid
becomes sour, and on adding some aqueous chlorine to it, bromine
reappears. From hence we are allowed to conclude, that, on
bringing bromine into contact with peroxyd of hydrogen, some
so-called hydrobromic acid is produced. The hypothesis at

present prevailing cannot account for the formation of that acid
otherwise than by admitting that bromine takes up the hydrogen
ofHO 3

, eliminating the two equivalents of oxygen united to H.
I, of course, take another view of the case ; bromine is to me an
ozonid like peroxyd of lead, &c, i. e., the peroxyd of bromium

=BrO+(-6). Now HO+(+6) and BrO+(-6) catalyze each
other into HO, BrO, and inactive oxygen, BrO-fHO forming
hydrobromic acid, or what might more properly be called hy-
drate of bromiatic acid.

It will be perceived that I am growing more and more hard-
ened in my heretical notions, or, to speak more correctly, in my
orthodox views ; for it was Davy who acted the part of a here-
tic in overthrowing the old, venerable, true creed. Indeed the
longer I compare the new and old doctrine on the nature of
chlorine, &c, with the whole material of chemical facts bearing
upon them, the less I am able to conceive how Davy could so
lightly and slightly handle the heavy weight of analogies which,
in my opinion, speak so very strongly and decisively in favor of
Berthollet's views. There is no doubt Sir Humphrey was a man
of great genius, and consequently very imaginative ; but I am
almost inclined to believe that, by a certain wantonness, or by
dint of that transcendent faculty of his mind, he was seduced to
conjure. Up a theory intended to be as much out of the way and

Malic" as possible, and serve nevertheless certain
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theoretical purposes ; and certainly, if he entertained the inten-

tion of solving such a problem, he has wonderfully succeeded.
But what I still more wonder at is both the sudden and general
success which that far-fetched and strained hypothesis met with,

j

i i which the whole chemical world has been
i it ever since its imaginative author pleased to divulge

it
: and all this could happen in spite of the fact that the new

doctrine, in removing from the field of chemistry a couple of

fcical bodies, was, for analogy's sake, forced to introduce
compounds, not by dozens only, but by hundreds,—the

oxy-sulphion, oxy-nitrion, and the rest of those "nonentia."
But enough of this subject, upon which I am apt to grow warm
and even angry. Although the results I have obtained from
my recent investigations cannot but induce me to begin another,
and, I am afraid, endless series of researches, I shall for the pres-

ent cut short the matter and indulge for some time in absolute

Art. Y.~ Occurrence of Cobalt and Nickel in Gaston county, North
Carolina; by Henry Wurtz, Prof. Chemistry, National
Medical College, Washington.

Read in part before the 1

e explo u
counties, K. C, during the summer of 1857, I found
of the existence of ores of cobalt and nickel diffused I

a considerable extent of country.
The region explored comprised a range of rocks composed of

g strata of talcose and quartzose schists, which crosses
the South fork of the Catawba river a little south of the line be-
tw< o Lincoln and Gaston counties, and in the immediate neigh-
borhood of the falls known as the " High Shoals of the Catawba."
The general direction of this range, which forms a well defined

us belt of many miles in longitudinal extent, is about

~'o
2
t?

E
* (vai7in& however, in places between due K and N.

So E.), and at the High Shoals it is three or four miles wide. It

is everywhere traversed by "veins" of qui
and other sulphids, and showing at the sm :

zans derived from their oxydation. These "veins" in some
places have all varieties of strike and dip, although the most
important ones were found most frequently to conform in sirih
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(or very nearly so) with the containing rocks. The dip of these

rocks is nearly vertical, usually a little westerly, although notable

contortions and local variations of dip were observed in a few
places. At the place where this metalliferous belt crosses the

river its boundaries appear to be, on the northwest side a thickly

bedded granitoid schist, and on the southeast side, forming the

barrier over which the water falls at the High Shoals, a massive
range of peculiar feldspathic rocks, also thickly bedded in struc-

ture, and characterized by having the feldspar crystals, which
are numerous and large, all arranged with their longer diameters

parallel to the bedded structure, or generally about N. 20° E.

On the southwesterly prolongation of this latter rock, wherever
it crosses any of the tributaries of the river, a waterfall is found.

Crowder's mountain, which towers up about a dozen miles distant

in a southwesterly direction, seems to lie on or near this range.

Proceeding to the northeastward from the High Shoals into

Lincoln county along this belt of talcose and quartzose schists,

many places are encountered where gold has been mined, or
washed out from the beds of the small streams, among which
may be mentioned the Shuford and Cansler Gold Mines.
Many miles in the distance, but apparently on the same range,

is seen the high elevation in which is situated the iron mine
known as the "Graham Ore Bank." Fragments of limonite

gozzan and honey-combed quartz are constantly encountered on
the surface, sometimes isolated, and sometimes strewed along for

considerable distances marking outcrops. In this part of the

range, the quartz veins are usually found to contain, wherever
they have been opened, more or less galena, blende and chalco-

ually with native gold. In one place rutile was found.

Going southwestwardly from the river we find the rocks pre-

id in the course of some fifteen

miles, we encounter successively the "Long Creek Gold Mines,"
(from one of which, known as the Asbury Shaft, much gold
has been taken) ; and a number of places where iron ore is or
has been mined, known as the " Costner Ore Bank ;

" the "Alison
Ore Bank;" the " Ormond Ore Bank;" the "Ferguson Ore
Bank," and " Briggs' Ore Bank." A few miles beyond the Litter,

not far from the same range, lies the well known " Kings Moun-
tain Gold Mine." So called " greenstone-trap dykes " are occa-

sionally encountered, sometimes running parallel to, and some-
-. the strata, The beds of the streams frequently

contain pebbles of black tourmaline, and the black sand, so common
throughout this section of the country, was found to coi

f of a magnesia tourmaline, easily fusible bv the blow-
pipe. Immense veins, or rather strata, of black tourmaline were

1 with milky white
quartz. T fcerial for monumental
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and ornamental purposes. A turnpike road was found at one

spot completely covered and blackened {paved, as it were,) for

some distance with fragment and blocks of this material, in con-

sequence of its crossing a large outcrop very obliquely. In one

place was found the outcrop of a large vein of ihnenite. Veins
of pyrites were found crossing the beds of streams, where the

current appeared to have washed them bare, and one such vein

was observed which had a well marked schistose structure, similar

and conformable to that o! t k- in»-i 1 ..- talcose rocks, lbrming

a true pyrites schist. In other places solid banks of limonite were
found, standing in place above the surface of the ground, indi-

cating veins (or strata ?) of pyrites below. Specimens were seen

of a crystalline hematite schist, said to form a large vein (or

stratum"?) in Crowder's mountain, but this was not visited.

It was also perfectly evident, at most of the iron ore beds be-

fore mentioned, that the ore was merely the gozzan, or product

of oxydation of large strata of sulphids, probably pyrrhotine,

existing below. In some of these places, as at the Ormond,
Ferguson and Briggs' Ore Banks, the mining operations have
penetrated, in places, to the unaltered, or only partially altered,

pyrites. At the Alison and Costner Ore Banks, which are ex-

cavations into strata of ore from thirty to forty feet in width, the

last thrown out is a true magnetite schist, mixed however
with much limonite.

Throughout the whole range, wherever examined, the talcose

schists were found to contain, in numerous places, small seams,

incrustations and stains of a black substance, which gave blowpipe
reactions for cobalt. At every one of the mines above mentioned
the ore, or refuse material thrown out, was found to be more or

less coated with this substance. At the Ormond Ore Bank, par-

ticularly, so much of this substance was found mixed with the

ore that it is probably connected with the reputation of the iron

produced from this ore, for hardness and toughness, throughout
the surrounding country. At the Asbury Shaft of the Long
Creek Mines also, masses of quartz thrown out from the vein
were found thickly incrusted with mammillary masses of this

wad, or earthy cobalt. It cannot be doubted that it is the gozzan
of some cobaltiferous sulphid existing unaltered in the rocks
below. If this substance has ever attracted the attention of
mineralogical explorer.- in thi^ section, it has probably been mis-
taken for earthy manganese, from which it may readily be dis-

tinguished, however, by being very soft, smearing the fingers,

and when cut with a knife exhibiting on the section a bright
black lustre like that of compact graphite

; and to these proper-
ties it owes the designation of "black lead," which it bears
among the people of the country (to whom it is familiar).
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At a spot about a mile in a northeasterly direction from the

Long Creek Mines I found, crossing at right angles the road from
Lincolnton to Yorkville in S. C, where the latter crosses over
an elevation called " Cross' " or the " Paysour mountain," the out-

crop of a large " vein," or stratum of the rock, which contains

very much of this black gozzan or wad. It can scarcely escape

the'attention of a person travelling along the road, as it appears
like a broad black band at the side of the latter. At this spot

it measures about fifteen feet in width. A small opening was
made into it three or four rods from the road on the southern
side, and it was found to be about twelve feet wide, included be-

twe m walls of talcose slate, but so highly decomposed that no
satisfactory evidence could be obtained of its character where

1. It was traced and opened again about half a mile
southwesterly from the road, and found to consist there of a
number of rated by seams of talcose schist

one or two feet wide. The largest of "these strata was ten feet

wide, presenting a solid bank of limonite, mixed with a little

quartz, so compact that it was with difficulty broken by a pick.

Following the Yorkville road southerly from the point where
this vein crosses it, are encountered, interstratified with the tal-

cose schists, several narrow bands of a granular quartzose schist,

corresponding precisely in character to the itacolumite of Hum-
boldt, supposed to be the gangue of the diamond. No diamonds
have however, to my knowledge, yet been found in this imme-
diate neighborhood, although known localities of the gem are

not far distant. In places this itacolumite is highly granular and
friable, and would be called a saccharoid quartz schist. Such
specimens call strongly to mind the so-called flexible sandstone of
Mc Dowell Co., N. C, but no flexible specimens were observed.

Following the vein northwardly from the road, the outcrop
was found to descend rapidly along the western slope of Cross'

Mountain, and at about a quarter of a mile from the road was
found a spot where the ground consisted in great part of frag-

ments of the black cobaltiferous substance. Openings properly
made here would probably lead to interesting and valuable de-

velopments. A determination of the quantity of mixed oxyds
of cobalt and nickel contained in the mineral found at this spot,

gave 13-26 per cent. The presence of oxyd of nickel in con-
siderable proportion in this mixture was proved by the method
of Liebig,* that is, by passing for some time, in the cold, a
strong current of chlorine gas through the solution of the mixed
oxyds, to which has been previously added large excesses of
cyanid of potassium and caustic soda, the nickel being thus
thrown down as a black precipitate of Ni 2 3

. No quantitative

''on of the proportion of oxyd of nickel, however,

:

Annalen der Chemie und Pharmacie, IxxxviL 128.
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This Cross' Mountain gozzan was found, by qualitative analy-

sis, to contain besides cobalt, nickel, manganese and iron, small

quantities of copper, bismuth, zinc, lime, alumina, magnesia and
glucina. Traces of sulphur were also ascertained by Mr. Jas. B.

Brant, to whom I am indebted for some assistance in the exam-
inations. No traces of arsenic could be found.

In the mineral from the Asbury shaft, qualitative examination
detected iron, manganese, cobalt, . >/,, zinc, alu-

inii.-'i. silica, lime and magnesia, besides traces of something
which seemed to give the reactions of tellurium* $
traces was found by Mr. Brant, but arsenic was sought for with-
out success.

The substance from the Ormond Ore Bank may be called a

cobaltiferous earthy manganese, or granular and amorphous haus-
mannite. It gives with chlorohydric acid a deep brown-black
solution with evolution of chlorine (like hausmannite), which so-

* That this is really tellurium seems more probable in view of the unmistake-

, Ag and Pb, or Br and I, t

Te in the United States was announced by Prof. B.

Whitehall, n
sylvania Co., Va., in the Am. .1. Science for May, 1848, in

inee then tetradymite has been fo

" Boger Mines" in Cabarrus 0<

i

'
•

• i. -;,.: ;j'
:

79 p. c. Bi and 16 p. c. Te. v.-ith a little Se and S (see Ann
xiii, 372). Bismuth, which, it will be observed, was found in

appears to be a rather c

1

L

;;l

and the other long known localities at Trumbull and Monroe, Shepard

Poge. Ann- lxxvi,
Genth (Am. J. 3c ... a . in Genth's564) a,

:

• • ... '

.

:

'•..:"
' -.i..!".i... :• ; p-

I

Sold Hill, Rowan Co., N". C. (Am. J. Sci
, ["' ginian tetradymit

-

•me at Gold Hill. r. S i .
|
2 j, ax, 16), and Jackson

tint bismuth ochre, r.- with th \ irgi > letradymites (Dana's Mineralo

San Antonio, near Copiapo, Chili whence was obtained
!

phid of Pb, Cu and Bi, containing 61 p. c. of Bi (Dana, p. 77).
' '
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lution contained iron, manganese, cobalt, nickel, copper, bismuth,

\ traces of baryta, lead and magnesia. There

were in this also traces of sidphur, but no arsenic.

The Asbury Shaft and Cross' Mountain minerals give deep

beautiful grass-green solutions in chlorohydric acid, with evolu-

tion of chlorine, which solutions become yellow-brown on add-

ing water, a behavior characteristic of solutions containing con-

siderable quantities of cobalt with iron, and by which these

cobaltiferous wads may generally be distinguished from ordinary

earthy manganese containing but traced of cobalt or none.

As to the nature of the unaltered mineral, from which these

cobaltiferous gozzans have been derived by oxydation, it is pos-

sible to form a very probable hypothesis. The absence of arsenic,

not only from these, but from many other minerals that I have

examined from this region,* leads to the conclusion that this

unaltered mineral must be a sulphid, and not an arseniet of co-

balt and nickel, and the great resemblance of these substances

to the cobalt and nickel ore from Mine la Motte in Missouri,

which is also a product of oxydation, is presumptive evidence

that the original mineral may be identical with, or at

lar to, the one existing there. Now this original mineral at

Mine la Motte has recently been found by Dr. Genthf to be sie-

genite, containing 30-53 per cent of nickel and 21'34 of cobalt,

together with iron and traces of lead, copper and antimony.

The fact that the products of oxydation at the Cross' Mountain
locality contain but 13 per cent of oxyds of cobalt and nickel

is not against this hypothesis, for in the oxydation of such a

mixture of sulphids, the produced sulphates of cobalt and nickel,

particularly the latter, would be in great measure washed away,*

US"
bismuth locality in Chest i i

Jenth proved to be a sulpharsenate of sulphid of <

with the Peruvian species

'; [2], 3

bered that these two sulphates <

)f oxydati

s of cobalt and nickel, w
tianu cobaltican

edge is rather meagre, but still experimental evidence
ri"t wl IK wanting Thus Di (iibbs found (Am. J. Si

deutoxyd of lead partially oxydizes and preu;

dom or never indicated. The reason why. " the presence
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whilst the iron and manganese, passing to higher states of oxyd-
J

ation, would remain behind in insoluble forms. I caimot there-

fore refrain from offering the hypothesis that these veins, when
opened to a depth below the influence of surface oxydation, will

be found to contain either siegenite, or some nearly r<

eies. As relevant to this view, I may cite the fact that Dr. <

Genth has recently discovered siegenite,* associated with chalco-

pyrite, pyrites, blende, etc., in the vein worked at the Mineral
;

U h! Mine, Carroll Co., Md., in the same range of metamorphic
schists as these North Carolina localities.

The only place in this neighborhood where a vein has been

opened to a sufficient depth to expose the character of the unal- !

tered ore, is what is called the " Bronson Shaft," at the Long
Creek Mines, which has been recently worked for gold by a

!

New York company, and is situated about half a mile south- i

westerly from the Asbury Shaft, and either on the same vein

with the latter or on a closely parallel one. At this spot, how-
j

ever, unfortunately none of the black cobaltiferous substance

occurs with the ore. I examined this mine and found that near

the surface and above water level, the mineral mixed with the

quartz gangue of the vein is principally limonite, as usual. Be-

low water level, or about forty feet from the surface, the limon-

ite begins to disappear, and the vein gradually assumes the char-

acter of a porous mass of quartz filled with strings and bunches
ofpyrites and "vugs" or cavities lined with crystals of the same,

sometimes of the octahedral variety. Beautiful specimens were
found containing contiguous cavities, some lined with cubic, and
others with octahedral crystals, in the same specimen. The
whole mass of the vein is here saturated, of course, with water.

On descending to the bottom of the shaft, about 140 feet from
the surface, the vein is first found compact and apparently unal-

tered, being here about eight feet wide, and composed of a mix-
ture of quartz and pyrrhotine.

This pyrrhotine contains, however, but traces of cobalt and
nickel. I wish to ask here whether it is not evident from the

above facts, that the pyrites, as well as the limonite, found in

the upper part of the Bronson shaft, is clearly a product of the

action of aerated water upon the pyrrhotine ? The pyrrhotine
is compact and massive, with a granular fracture,f and no speci-

mens were found in the bottom of the shaft presenting indica-

tions of crystallization, whilst all the pyrites found above pre-

sents, as before stated, an eminently crystalline structure, an in-

mmber of small patches of eha
, in his recent Geological Report on North

pyrrhotine of the Long Creek M
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dication, according to the crystallogenic views which are rapidly

being generally adopted at the present day, of the agency of

water, at or near the ordinary temperature, in its formation.

Considering, for the sake of simplicity, as Breithaupt, von Ko-

bell, Frankenheim and Kammelsberg have done,* that pyrrho-

tine is proiosulphid of iron, the action of oxygeniferous water

upon it in the formation of pyrites and limonite, may be repre-

sented by the rather simple equation

3FeS+2|HO+20=FeS 2 +Fe 3 3
, l^HO+HS,

the sulphohydric acid formed entering into solution in the water,

and subsequently either undergoing oxydation in its turn, or

issuing in sulphur springs,f

on the geology c

i have mentioned a formation (No. 1 of the Nebraska Section)

consisting of reddish and yellow sandstones, and various colored

clays, with seams and beds of impure lignite, holding a position

at the base of the Cretaceous series of the northwest. Although
entertaining some doubts respecting the exact age of this forma-

tion, we have always placed it provisionally in the Cretaceous

system, in our published sections.

Having learned through Mr. Hawn that a precisely similar

group of strata, holding apparently the same position, occurs in

northeastern Kansas, we placed these latter beds on a parallel

with No. 1 of the Nebraska section, in a paper read before the

Phila. Acad. Nat. Sci., May, 1857. Soon after the publication

of fliis paper, however, a few fossils Mr. Hawn had shipped to

us some time before, from a bed near the base of a section of the

Kansas rocks he had furnished us for publication, came to hand.
On examining these fossils, we at once discovered they were
not, as had been supposed, Cretaceous forms, but similar to

those of the Permian of the Old World. From this it became
manifest that in drawing a parallel between the Kansas and
Nebraska formations, we had carried No. 1 too low in Kansas,
by bringing it down so as to include the bed from which these

fossils had been obtained.

l Lieb. Pogg. and *\

r
l have been abh

t These views -

shall have been able to complete my chemical examinations of the min
and in which I propose to bring forwar

3 regarding the metamorphism of the crystalline schists of the Unite,

le nature and origin of the included metalliferous veins.
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This misunderstanding in regard to the lower limits of No. 1,

in Kansas, also led us to place on a parallel with that formation,
all the lower two-hundred feet of Mr. Marcou's Pyramid Moun- I

tain section, (New Mexico) referred by him to the Trias. Sus-
pecting however, that No. 1, as thus denned, might possibly

|

include beds not properly belonging to it, we distinct!
the closing remarks of the same paper, that we yet wai
tive evidence, we might not be making it include beds older than
any part of the Cretaceous system.
Although we are now aware that in drawing this parallel be-

tween the Nebraska rocks and those of Kansas and New Mexico,
1 No. 1, too low, we yet regard all, or nearly all of Mr.

Marcous Pyramid Mountain section, referred by him to the
Jurassic System, as equivalent to the Cretaceous formations No.
1, 2 and 3, of Nebraska ; while the lower two hundred feet of
the Pyramid Mountain referred by Mr. Marcou to the Trias, we
think equivalent to the Kansas deposits between the base of
No. 1, as we now understand it, and the beds containing the
Permian fossils.

In our paper on the collections brought in by Lieut. Warren's
expedition to the Black Hills, read before the Acad. Nat. Sci,
Pinlad., March, 1858, we remarked that in consequence of the
occurrence in No. 1, of the genus Baculites, and numeroccurrence in iNo. 1, ot the genus Baculites, and numerous leaves
closely resembling those of some of the higher types amongst
our existing dicotyledonous forest trees, we thought we were
hazarding little in referring it to the Cretaceous epoch.
More rtv

- published a paper in the Trans-
actions of the St. Louis Acad. Sci. in which he places 1

1

tion in Kansas and New Mexico (as we had done), on

Trias *
l

'
°f the Nebraska section

>
but refers the whole t0 tlie

<

This difference of opinion caused us to examine with no little
interest, during our recent expedition to Kansas, some of the
localities mentioned by Mr. Hawn, near the junction of the
Grand Saline and Smoky Hill branches oi
the view of determining definitely whether or not the form-
ation regarded by him as Triassic, could really be the same as
No. 1 of the Nebraska section. In this we were pa
successful, for we not only found these Kansas formal;
ing exactly m all the details of their lithological characl
JNo. 1, in Nebraska, but we also discovered in them se^
specimens of the same dicotyledonous leaves so abundant in No.
1 at the mouth of Big Sioux river, and at Blackbird Hill, on
the Missouri, m Nebraska. Associated with these leaves we
likewise found specimens of the same peculiar trilobate leaf

1 Trias of Kansas, by F. Hawn, Trans. St. Louis A
. I p. 1
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{Ettmgshausima) mentioned by Mr. Hawn* as occurring in the
formation referred by him to the Trias, thus establishing beyond
the possibility of a reasonable doubt, the identity of the sup-
posed Triassic deposits of Kansas, and No. 1, of the Nebraska

In regard to the leaves here referred to, we would merely
remark that they are quite abundant in this formation, both in
Nebraska and Kansas, and certainly belong to higher and more
modern *ypes of dicotyledonous trees, than have yet been found
even in Jurassic rocks. Dr. J. S. Newberry our excellent au-
thority in fossil botany, to whom we have submitted the whole
collection, decidedly concurs with us in the opinion that the
rocks in which they occur cannot be older than lower Cretaceous.
In a communication recently received from him respecting these

be says: "They include so many highly organized
plants, that were there not among them several genera exclu-
sively Cretaceous, I should be disposed to refer them to a more

"A single glance is sufficient to satisfy any one they are not
Triassic, Up to the present time no angiosperm dicotyledonous
plants have been found in rocks older than the Cretaceous, while
of the eighteen species which comprise your collection sixteen
are of this character." * * * *

"The species of your fossil plants are probably all new;
though generally closely allied to the Cretaceous species of the
Old World. From the limited study I have given them I have
referred them to the following genera

:

Sphenopteris. Pyrus?
Abietites. Alnus.
Acer. Salix.

Fagus. Magnolia.
Populus. Credneria.

Cornus. Ettingshausinia."
Liriodendron.

" Of these the last two are exclusively Cretaceous, and highly
characteristic of that formation in Europe.

"I may say in confirmation of the assertion that your fossil
plants are Cretaceous, that I found near the base of the yellow
sandstone series in New Mexico, considered Jurassic by Mr.
Marcou,—a very similar flora to that represented by your speci-
mens, one species at least being identical with yours, associated

*ca, Inoceramus, and Ammonites of lower Cb
species."

* Prof
- Swallow exhibited a specimen of this species at the Baltimore meeting
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We have only to add in regard to the formation under con-

sideration that we think it will no longer be doubted that it

really belongs where we have always placed it, in the Cretaceous

System*
Between the base of No. 1 and the beds from which the

Permian fossils are obtained in Kansas, there is a considerable

thickness of red, blue, green and whitish clays, with a few beds
of sandstone, and near the base gypsum deposits. This series

may,—at least in part,—be Jurassic or Triassic or both, (much
more probably the former), but until we have some reliable

palasontological evidence, it would only be groping in the dark
to attempt to define its age; knowing as we do that litho

i meters are of no value whatever, as a guide in draw-
rallel between these formations and those of the Old

World.
As we expect soon to publish a paper giving in more detail

the results of our examinations amongst the rocks in which so

many Permian fossils have been found in Kansas, we would
merely remark here that the coal measures of that region pass

upwards by imperceptible gradations into an extensive series of

rocks, consisting usually of rather impure more or less magne-
sstones, alternating with generally much thicker beds of

blue, green, red and ash-colored laminated clays or very soft

I h occasional beds of sandstone. Into this series, nearly
all the species of fossils found in the middle and intermediate
coal measures pass in great numbers.f Associated with these

however, we occasionally meet with fossils belonging to tvpes re-

garded in the Old Worlol as characteristic of the Permian epoch.

* After the reception of a brief preliminary report by us, published

in the New Yoi h eh after speaking of some poii
ence in our opii logy of the far west, he Bays,

of the New Red Sandstone (Permian and Trias) and Juras*

;.
:

below No. 1, of the Nebraska

f Anmnccst these we recognize nearly all the Carboniferous fossils figured by Mr.
Marcou in nu " Geology of North America."

b
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As we ascend in this group of strata, which comprises, nearly or
quite all the lower Permian, and much of the upper coal meas-
ures of Prof. Swallow's and Mr. Hawn's section* we find the
Carboniferous forms very gradually diminishing in numbers to
be replaced by Permian "types, or others rati

their affinities, between those of the Permian and Carboniferous

Still higher in the series, without passing any horizon of un-
guilty, or meeting with any abrupt change, either in the

fossils, or the lithological characters of the rocks, we find, when
fairly up into the Upper Permian of Prof. Swallow's and Mr.
Hawn's section, that we have lost sight of nearly, or quite, all
the coal measure types, and meet only with Permian forms.
From these facts, we are inclined to the opinion that the entire

>;n near the top of the Lower Permian of Prof. Swal-
low's and Mr. Hawn's section, down even lower than the horizon
where they draw the line between the coal measures and the
lower Permian,f should be regarded as intermediate in age, and
as filling the hiatus between the Permian and upper coal meas-
ures of the Old World ; while we think only the Up] >er 1 '. mi i

of their section really represents the Permian rocks, as devel-
oped on the other side of the Atlantic.

This intermediate series might be very appropriately termed
the Permo-Carboniferous group, to indicate its relations both to
the Permian and Carboniferous rocks. In case however, it may
be thought best, in order to avoid the inconvenience of introdu-
cing a new name into our nomenclature, to class it along with

Permian or Carboniferous, we would certaii
it in the latter, since Carboniferous types greatly predi

>nformability
au mi as our knowledge extends, amongst ail tne rocks of Ne-
braska and northeastern Kansas, from the coal measures to the
top of the most recent Cretaceous. The whole series in K E.
Kansas, and along the Missouri, as far up as Heart river in Ne-
braska, where the latest Cretaceous deposits pass beneath the
water level, dip to the northwest. Consequently the elevating
forces that produced this inclination of these various for
must have been called into play—as in the region of the Black
Mills,—after the close of the Cretaceous epoch, and previous to
the deposition of the Miocene Tertiary formations of the north-

Acad. Sci., vol. i, p. 171.
t We found the genus Monotii ranging down sevei

£*» of what we understand to be the lower Permian i



While at Allatoona, Ga., in April last, Mr. S. Harris of that

place received a small blue crystal from Dr. Stephenson of Lin-
coln county, the name of which the Doctor wished to learn. It

being handed over to me for determination, I found it to be
Lazulite. The form of the crystal was well denned, and wholly
different from any specimens I had ever seen from Lincoln county,
or from elsewhere. This decided me to visit the locality if pos-
sible, on my way back to Charleston. On making the necessary
inquiries for my route, I learned with surprise, that instead of
coming from Lincoln county, K C, it was from a county of the
same name in Georgia, the two being several hundred miles

Want of time however, prevented my reaching nearer than
within twelve miles of the spot; but I was fortunate to obtain
the assistance of Dr. Stephenson in procuring a supply of the
mineral. He was good enough to visit the locality twice, at-

tended by t a favored me with a description of
the circumstances under which lazulite occurs.
The locality is upon Graves' mountain, a ridge three hundred

feet high and two miles in length. This elevation is situated
about twelve miles northwest of the short auriferous belt, known
as the Columbia gold mines in a county of the same name, lying
rit! v miles above Augusta. Graves' mountain is supposed to be
the southwestern terminus of a second parallel gold belt, which

ia, includes the famous Dorr mine,

Xorth Carolina. The central part
of the mountain, to the thickness of fifty feet, is composed of a

rook, which includes in some places an abundance of a
ferruginous kyanite, much resembling in appearance the diaspore
from the Lrals. With the kyanite is found rutile, often in

gigantic crystals (weighing upwards of a pound), and possessed
ot much » line form. The prevailing figure
is a square 'prism with truncated lateral edges, and surmounted

-tremities by an eight-sided pyramid. There is also

bioh thegeni-
culation is six times repeated,—producing an hexagonal prism,
surmounted at each end by a six-sided pyrai

ided, hopper-shaped cavity, at the tips. Th<
are all more remarkable for their symmetry and polish, than

ever seen. Some are fully equal in lustre to the
brilliant crystals of cassiterite from Cornwall or Bohemia. The

i perfect rutiles are generally imbedded in the massive ky
' • and when detached leave behind impressions having l
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polish and lustre equal to that of their own planes. A little

common quartz is also mingled with the kyanite and rutile.

Occasionally small imbedded crystals of quartz, of the form of
those found in the Trenton limestone of New York, are seen in

the kyanite.

Closely associated with kyanite, rutile and quartz, are consider-

able masses (eight or ten inches thick) of a mineral known among

stellulations it presents, and in the slight ferrugino
hibits near their centres.

The hematite is massive, granular (approaching compact) ; but
the masses are somewhat open, from including the decomposing
ferruginous kyanite, particles of pyrophyllite and even portions
of compact rutile. The large masses consequently possess a
somewhat slag-like and roughened aspect; and suggest, on being
handled, the presence of some native metal. It is possible that
this hematite may contain titanium as a constant ingredient ; in

which case it may prove a new mineral.

with a thickness of more than three hundred feet, which presents

one to three

s and crystals

numerous included zones or layers, varying from one to three
feet in thickness, in which is found imbedded,
of lazulite. The continuity of the lazulite i ^
feet,—the mineral rather exhibiting a tendency to form nests and
bunches. Within a few feet of the surface, the rock is loose and
sandy, and presents a pale buff color ; but at a depth of three
feet, it approaches compactness, with a greyish white color. It

lv schistose, with a tendency only to cleavage, and at

intervals not nearer than two or three inches. The h

almost wholly in crystals, varying from a quarter to one inch in
length ; and are scattered like garnets through granite or mica
slate, presenting a very pleasing appearance from the contrast
between the ultramarine blue of the mineral, and the clear pale
buff of the rock.

The itacolumite contains traces of gold, especially near the
southern extremity of the formation, where it becomes more

and embraces minute crystals of pyrites. It has here
heen worked to some extent for the precious metal.*
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A greenish, massive kyanite, with scales of white mica (often

{.composed so as to resemble talc), occurs very rarely

in little bunches, in the vicinity of the lazulite crystals. Among

these, the naked eye often detects minute and nearly tr.

red crystals of rutile. Those of a still smaller size, and visible

only with the aid of a lens, are pretty widely diffused through

the rock, and often coat the rough surfaces and joints of the lazu-

lite crystals themselves.

Small drusy cavities very rarely occur in the itacolumite,

pretty nearly filled wi1 and crystalline. Very

minute and perfectly formed transparent crystals of quartz are

discernible in the barytes, likewise microscopic crystals of sul-

phur. The form of the barytes is that represented in fig. 513

of Dana, coming from the gold formation (itacolumite ?) of Fau-

quier county, Va.
The crystals are represented by the following figures, obli-

gingly furnished by Prof. Dana; and are lettered in accord-

ance with the figure of a lazulite crystal on p. 404 of his Min-

eralogy. The rarest of these forms is figure 1, of which I have

detected only three crystals. Fig. 2 is very common, i

result of a vertical elongation of the crystal,

producing a slightly rhombic prism with very
oblique dihedral summits, having slightly

truncated edges. The planes 2t* are always
much narrower than in the figures. The crys-

tals of the form of fig. 2 are always small,
rarely above one-third of an inch in length.
Figs. 3 and 4 are unsymmetrical modifications

of fig. 1, in which the right hand plan
and -2 are horizontally prolonged, and k
4 are possessed of very unequal dimensions,
thus giving rise to a very flattened crystal. The crystals of fig-

3 are the largest found, sometimes measuring above one inch m
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Figure 5, a twin, is by far the most abundant form, equal-

ling in frequency all the others combined. It results from the

composition of two such forms as figure 1. The
5

plane of composition is coincident with the rhom-
bic base of the figure ; and the angle of revolution

= 180°.

The faces of none of these crystals are su:

ciently polished to allow of the use of the :

fleeting gonimeter.

The color of the lazulite is various shades of ^
berlin and indigo blue. The effect of weathering
is, to lower the intensity of the blue, and rarely

to give rise to a shade of green.

Tetradymite in Lumpkin county.

An important discovery of gold has been made during the last

summer in the middle of the Chestatee river, four miles east of

Dahlonega. It occurs in seams in hornblendic gneiss. Accom-
" ,vhite

tineral, having nearly the color and lustre of

tin, which was taken for silver by the miners, though to others

it suggested the idea of platinum and even of molybdenite.

Several specimens were forwarded to me for examination by Dr.

M. F. Stephenson and by W. F. Harris, Esq. I find it to be

tetradymite, a species I had before observed in small quantities

along with gold, at the Pascoe mine in Cherokee county, and at

a place near"Van Wort in Polk county.

From the specimens sent, it appears that the gangue of the

gneiss; though in a specimen from Mr. Harris it is

diffused in seams through granular white calcite, rendering the

BUss as heavy as barytes, for which substance it appears, on
this account, to have been mistaken.

_ jues, it is

cimens of the gneiss

to me for inspection. The quartz veins are transverse to the

>n of the gneiss, and vary in thickness from one to

two inches. They contain irregularly shaped masses of pyr-

rhotine (intermingled with traces of chalcopyrite), chlorite, an-

nents of green hornblendic gneiss, cleavable calcite,

ilrnenite in broad highly curved crystals, to which may be added
a few crystals of allanite and grains of yellow apatite,f A few

* As it has a very pale brass-yellow ea\ hxm : 1

7

'
'

-.'.•
may be an alloy of gold and bismuth, analogous to the -

;.•.;'::•.'.
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grains of reddish garnet are also visible in the gneiss, near its

junction with the quartz veins.

The tetradymite is a very handsome metallic mineral. It is

broadly laminated for the most part, though sometimes approach-
Jure. In one instance it is reported to have I

occurred in folise three or four inches across. I have not seen
f

it in perfect crystals. It contains very rarely, minute forms of

a ^silvpi-white pyrites not yet determined. The tetradymite
n Ik ii first heated before the blowpipe, evolves a distinct odor of

When in granular cal cite, it is accompanied by small crys-
tals of a brownish, semi-transparent mineral, in prisms resem-
bling tourmaline, but whether they belong to this species I

t

have been unable to determine.
Leadhillite occurs in small quantity at the Morgan silver lead

mine, in Spartanburg district, South Carolina. It is associated
with pyromorphite and cerusite.

Art. VIII.—Address ly Lord Brougham on the Inauguration of

a Statue to Sir Isaac Newton*

To record the names and preserve the memory of those whose
great achievements in science, in arts, or in arms have conferred
benefits and lustre upon our kind, has in all ages been regarded
as a duty and felt as a gratification by wise and reflet

-

Ine desire of inspiring an ambition to emu
generally mingles itself with these sentiments; but they cease

* From the London Times, September 23.

Grantham, Tuesday, September 21, 1858,-Lincolnshire enjoys the proud distinc-

,
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not to operate even in the rare instances of transcendent merit,

where matchless genius excludes all possibility of imitation, and
nothing remains but wonder in those who contemplate its

triumphs at a distance that forbids all attempts to approach.

We are this day assembled to commemorate him of whom the

consent of nations has declared that he is chargeable with noth-

ing like a follower's exaggeration or local partiality, who pro-

nounces the name of Newton as that of the greatest genius ever
bestowed by the bounty of Providence for instructing mankind
on the frame of the universe, and the laws by which it is gov-

" Qui genu^ b it, et oinnes

Restmxit ; stellas exortus uti retherius sol."

—

(Luc.)

" In genius who surpassed mankind as far

As does the mid-day sun the midnight star."

—

(Drydm.)

But, though scaling these lofty heights be hopeless, yet is there

The relations of Sir Isaac, who inherited his personal estate, devoted the sum of

| » overb that a prophet is honored everywhere save in his own country
recently, been verified. Some tl

themselves that some ornament was require round which is

styled St. Pete: r all, above the dead level of

Council—to whose" untiring zt

•;.
;

onlyc " •

T,,h>h of Tlmr's.liiy la.-t. Ti

!

: ;.- figure

nenof dean c.wn . it. Th ii-ure
- upon a pedesl il ed, and cut by Mr.
«. of Park Hill. T i- nventy-^ven
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some use and much gratification in contemplating by what steps

hi.: amended. Tracing his course of action may help others to

gain the lower eminences lying within their react', while admi-

ration excited and <• frames of mind both
wholesome and pleasing. Nothing new, it is true, can be given
in narrative, hardly anything in reflection, less still perhaps in

comment or illustration ; but it is well to assemble in one view
various parts of the vast subject, with the surrounding circum-
stances, whether accidental or intrinsic, and to mark in passing
the misconceptions raised by individual ignorance or national

prejudice, which the historian of science occasionally finds cross-

ing his path. The remark is common and is obvious, that the
^nius of Newton did not manifest itself at a very early age.

His faculties were not, like those of some great and many ordi-

nary individuals, precociously developed. Among the former,
Clairaut stands preeminent, who at nineteen years of age pre-

sented to the Royal Academy a memoir of great originality upon
' subject in the higher geometry, and at eighteen pub-

lished his great w^ork on curves of double curvature, composed
during the two preceding years. Pascal, too, at sixteen, wrote
an excellent treatise on conic sections. That Newton cannot be f

ranked in this respect with those extraordinary persons is owing
to the accidents which prevented him from entering upon math-
ematical study before his eighteenth year ; and then a much
greater marvel was wrought than even the Clairauts and the

Pascals displayed.

His earliest history is involved in some obscurity, and the most
celebrated of men has, in this particular, been compared to the
most celebrated of rivers (the Nile), as if the course of both in

its feebler state had been concealed from mortal eyes. We have
it, however, well ascertained that within four years, between the
ages of eighteen and twenty-two, he had begun to study mathe-
matical science, and had taken his place among its
masters

; learnt for the first time the elements of geometry and

changed the
face of the science, effecting a complete revolution in that and
in every branch of philosophy <

1 }efore 1661
he had not read Euclid; in 1665 he had committed to writing
the method of fluxions. At twenty-five years of age he had
discovered the law of gravitation, and laid the foundation of

ynamics, the science created by him. Before ten years r

had elapsed he added to his discoveries that of the fundamental j

properties of light. So brilliant a course of discovery in so
short a time, changing and reconstructing analytical, astrouom- I

ical and optical science, almost defies belief. The statement
be deemed possible by an appeal to the incontestible j

evidence that proves it strictly true. By a rare felicity these
l

.
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doctrines gained the universal assent of mankind as soon as they
were clearly understood ; and their originality has never been
seriously called in question.

Some doubts having been raised respect in

calculus—doubts raised in consequence of his so long withhold-

ing the publication of his method—no sooner was the inquiry

instituted than the evidence produced proved so decisive that all

men in all countries acknowledged him to have been by several

years the earliest inventor, and Leibnitz at the utmost, the first

the only question raised being, first, wdiether or not

he had borrowed from Newton; and next, wh sth t, as second
inventor he could have any merit at all.—both which questions

have long since been decided in favor of Leibnitz. But unde-
niable though it be that Newton made the great steps of this

progress, and made them without any anticipation or participa-

tion 1-v «>,h--rs, it is equally certain' that there had been ap-

proaches in former times by preceding philosophers t< i

& Oavalieri, by his Geometry of Indivisibles (1635),
Roberval, by his Method of Tangei - (18G7), I i both given

which Descartes could not attempt: and it is remarka-
ble that Cavalieri regarded curves as polygons, surfaces as com-
posed of lines, while Roberval viewed geometrical q i. ntita ; ; s

generated by motion ; so that the one approached to the differ-

ential calculus, the other to fluxions ; and Fermat, in the inter-

val between them, comes still nearer the great discovery by his

d< '
i miii ition of inurt.ntt and i >,,n »<> ; id hi- d\ iwnm of Inn-

gents. More recently Hudden hi ; tar methods
. Schoetin; and what is material, treating the subject

rather dealt

with it geometrically. It is thus easy to perceive how near an
had been made to the i great event

of its final discovery. There had in like manner been ap-

tnade to the law of gravitation, and the dynamical sys-

tem of the universe. Galileo's important propositions on motion,

especially on the curvilinear motion, and Kepler's laws upon the

form of the planetary orbits, the proportion of the
areas to the times, and of the periodic times to the mean distari*

ces
; and Huygens's theorems on centrifugal forces had been fol-

lowed be - h's to the doctrine of attraction.

Borelli had di-tim-iiy bribed the motion of the satellites to

brawn towards the I ttrns pre-

'in flying off by the centrifugal force. Even the com-
position of white light, and the different action of bodies upon

parte ha 1 been vaguely conjectured by Ant. de
. and more

i the middle of the 17th century by Marcus (Kron-
land, of Prague,) unknown to Newton, who only refers to the
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op's work; while the treatise of Huygens on light,

Grimaldi's observation on colors by inflexion, as well as on the

elongation of the image in the prismatic spectrum, had been

brought to his attention, although much less near to his own
great discovery than Marcus's experiment.

But all this only shows that the discoveries of Newton, great

and rapid as were the steps by which they advanced our knowl-

edge, yet obeyed the law of continuity, or rather of gradual

progress, which governs all human approaches towards perfec-

tion. The limited nature of man's faculties precludes the possi-

bility of his ever reaching at once the utmost excellence of

which they are capable. Survey the whole circle of the sci-

ences, and trace the history of our progress in each, you find

this to be the universal rule. In chemical philosophy the

dreams of the Alchemists prepared the way for the more ra-

tional, though erroneous, theory of Stahl ; and it was by repeat-

ed improvements that his errors, so long prevalent, were at

length exploded, giving place to the sound doctrine which is now
1. The great discoveries of Black and Priestley, on

heat and aeriform fluids had been preceded by the happy conjec-

tures of Newton and the experiments of others. Nay, Voltaij|

had well nigh discovered both the absorption of heat, the consti-

tution of the atmosphere, and the oxydation of metals ; and by
a few more trials might have ascertained it. Cuvier had been
preceded by inquirers who took sound views of fossil osteology,

among whom the truly original genius of Hunter fills the fore-

most place. The inductive system of Bacon had been, at least

in its practice, known to his predecessors. Observations and
even experiments were not unknown to the ancient philosophers,

though mingled with gross errors ; in early times, almost in the

dark ages, experimental inquiries had been carried on
cess by Friar Bacon, and that me tiended in a

.

) centuries later by Leonardo da Vinci, and
at the latter end of the next century Gilbert examined the whole
subject of magnetic action entirely by experiments. So that Lord
Bacon's claim to be regarded as the father of mode n
phy rests upon the important, the invaluable step of

to a system the methdi i

•

i .ted by those eminent
men, generalizing it, and extendi . all matters

of contingei g the errors, the absurd dogmas,
and fantastic subtleties of the ancient schools, and above all,

confining to the subject of our inquiry, and the manner of con-

ducting it, within the limits which our faculties prescribe.
""

"lual progress confined to the ph,
equally governs. Before the founda-

tions of political economy were laid by Hume and Smith, a great

step had been made by the French philosophers, disciples of
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Quesnai ; but a nearer approach to sound principles had signa-

lized the labors of Grournay, and those labors had been shared
and his doctrines patronized by Turgot when Chief Minister.

Again, in constitutional policy, see by what slow degrees, from
its first rude elements, the attendance of feudal tenants at their

lord's court, and the*summons of burghers to grant supplies of
money, the great discovery of modern times in the science of

politics has been effected, the representative scheme
which enables states of any extent to enjoy popular government
and allows mixed monarchy to be established, combining free-

dom with order—a plan pronounced by the statesmen and
writers of antiquity to be of hardly possible formation, and
wholly impossible continuance. The globe itself, as well as the
science of its inhabitants, has been explored according to the
law which forbids a sudden and rapid leaping forward, and de-
crees that each successive step, prepared by the last, sK

tate the next. Even Columbus followed several successful dis-

coverers on a smaller scale, and is by some believed to have had,
unknown to him, a predecessor in the great exploit by which
he pierced the night of ages, and unfolded a new world to the
eyes of the old. The arts afford no exception to the general
law. Demosthenes had eminent forerunners, Pericles the last
of them. Homer must have had predecessors of great merit,
though doubtless as far surpassed by him as Fra Bartolomeo and
Pietro Perugino were by Michael Angelo and Eaphael. Dante
owed much to Virgil ; he may be allowed to have owed, through
his Latin Mentor, not a little to the old Grecian ; and Milton
had both the orators and the poets of the ancient world for his
predecessors and his masters. The art of war itself is no excep-
tion to the rule. The plan of bringing an overpowering force
to bear on a given point had been tried occasionally before
Frederick II. reduced it to a system ; and the Wellingtons and
Napoleons of our own day made it the foundation of their
strategy as it had also been previously the main-spring of our
naval tactics.

It has oftentimes been held that the invention of logarithms
stands alone in the history of science, as having been preceded
by no step leading towards the discovery. There is, however,
great inaccuracy in this statement, for not only was the doctrine
of infinitesimals familiar to its illustrious author, and the relation
of geometrical to ;vr known, but he had
himself struck out several methods of great i

(as that known by the name of Napier's Bones)—methods that
are now forgotten, eclipsed as they were by the consummation
which has immortalized his name. So the inventive powers of
Watt, preceded as he was by Worcester and Newcomen, but far
more materially by Causs and Papin, had been exercised on
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some admirable contrivances, now forgotten, before he made the

step which created the steam-engine anew—not only the parallel

motion, possibly a corollary to the proposition on circular motion
in the Principia, but the separate condensation, and above all,

the governor, perhaps the most exquisite of mechanical inven-

tions
;
and now we have those here present who apply the like

principle to the diffusion of knowledge, aware, as they must be,

that its expansion has the same happy effect, naturally prevent-
ing mischief from its excess which the skill of the great mechan-
ist gave artificially to steam, thus rendering his engine as safe as

it is powerful.

The grand difference, then, between one discovery or inven-
tion and another is in degree rather than in kind ; the degree in

which a person, while he outstrips those whom he comes after,

also lives, as it were, before his age. Nor can any doubt exist

that, in this respect, Newton stands at the head of all who have
extended the bounds of knowledge. The sciences of dynamics
and of optics are especially to be regarded in this point of view,
but the ton u \ the completeness of the system
which he unfolded, its having been at the first elaborated and
given in perfection, its having, however new, stood the test of

time, and survived, nay, gained by, the most rigorous scrutiny,
can be pred bem alone, at least in its high de-

gree. That the calculus, and those parts of dynamics which are

purely mathematical, should thus endure for ever is a matter of

course. But his system of the universe rests partly upon con-

tingent truths, and might have yielded to new experiments and
more extended observation. Nay, at times it has been thought
to fail, and further investigation was deemed requisite to ascer-

tain if any error had been introduced—if any circumstance had
escaped the notice of the great founder. The most memorable

i this kind is the discrepancy supposed to have been
found between the theory and the fact in the motion of the lunar

hich about the middle of the last century occupied the

three first analysts of the age. The error was discovered by
a to have been their own in the process of their inves-

ligutv.ii; and this, like all the other doubts that were ever
momentarily entertained, only led in each instance to new and

Ql triumphs of the system. The prodigious superi-
ority in this cardinal point of the Newtonian to other discover-

• et any of the chapters

Jtory of science. Successive improvements have, by
extending our views, constantly displaced the system that ap-

plied. To take a familiar instance, how
e remains of Lavoisier's .

j on and acidifi-

ubversion of the sys-

t eminently the prop-
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erties of an acid (chlorine) is found to have no oxygen at all,

while many substances abounding in oxyg<
themselves, have no acid property whatever; and with

access of oxygenous or of any other gas heat and flame are pro-

duced in excess.

The doctrines of free trade had not long been promulgated
by Smith before Bentham demonstrated that his exception of
usury was groundless; and his theory has been repeatedly
proved erroneous on colonial establishments, as well as his ex-
ception to it on the navigation laws: and the imperfection of his

views on the nature of rent is undeniable, as well as on the
principle of population. In these and such instances as these it

would not be easy to find in the original doctrines the means of
correcting subsequent errors, or the germs of extended discovery.
But even if philosophers finally adopt the undulatory theory of
light instead of the atomic, it must be borne in mind that New-
ton gave the first elements of it by the well known proposition
in the 8th section of the Second Book of the Principia, the
scholium to that section also indi tion that it

would be applied to optical science; while Biot has shown
how the doctrine of fits of reflection and transmission tallies

with polarization, if not with undulation also.

But the most marvellous attribute of Newton's dia

that in which they stand out prominent among all the other
feats of scientific research, stamped with the peculiarity of his

intellectual character

—

i ved before
his age, anticipating in part what was long after wholly ac-

complished, and thus unfolding some things which at the time
could be but imperfectly, others, not at all. comprehended, and
not rarely pointing out the path and affording the means of

it to the ascertainment of truths then veiled in dark-
He not only enlarged the actual dominion of knowledge,
ating to regions never before explored, and taking with a
hand undisputed possession ; but he showed how the

bounds of the visible horizon might be yet further extended,
and enabled his successors to occupy what he could on!

as the illustrious discoverer of the new world made th

tants of the old cast their eyes over lands ami seas far distant

from those he had traversed ; lands and seas of which they could
form to themselves no conception, any more than they had been
able to comprehend the course by which he led them on his
grand enterprise. In this achievement, and in the qualities

which alone made it possible, inexhaustible fertility of resources,

patience unsubdued, close meditation that would suffer no dis-

traction, steady determination to pursue paths that seemed all

but hopeless, and unflinching courage to declare the truths they
led to, how far soever removed from ordinary apprehension—in
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these characteristics of high and original genius we may be per-

mitted to compare the career of those great men. But Colum-

bus did not invent th< s as Newton did the

instrument which guided his course and enabled him to make

his discoveries, and his successors to extend them by closely fol-

lowing his directions in using it. Nor did the compass suffice

to the great navigator without making any observations, though

he dared to steer without a chart ; while it is certain that by the

philosopher's instrument his discoveries were extended over the

whole system of the universe, determining the masses, the forms,

and the motions of all its parts by the mere inspection of ab-

lations and formulas analytically deduced. The two

apreat improvements in this instrument which have been made-
he calculus of variations by Euler and Lagrange, the method of

>artial differences by d'Alembert—we have every reason to

relieve were known at least in part to Newton himself. His

having solved an isoperimetrical problem (finding the line whose
revolution forms the solid of least resistance,) shows clearly that

he must have made the coordinates of the generating curve vary,

and his construction agrees exactly with the equation given by

that calculus. That he must have tried the process of integra-

ting by parts in attempting to generalize the inverse problem of

central forces before he had recourse to the geometrical approxi-

mation which he has given, and also when he sought the means

of ascertaining the comet's path, which he has termed by far the

most difficult of problems, is eminently probable, when we con-

sider how naturally that method flows from the ordinary process

for differentiating compound quantities, by supposing each vari-

able in succession constant ; in short, differentiating by parts.

As to the calculus of variations having substantially been

known to him no doubt can be entertained. Again : in estima-

ting the ellipticity of the earth, he proceeded upon the assump-
tion of a proposition, of which he gave no demonstration, (any

more than he had done of the isoperimetrical problem
ratio of the centrifugal force to gravitation determines the ellip-

Half a century later, that which no one before knew to he

true, which many probably considered to be erroneous, was ex-

amined by one of his most distinguished followers, Ma ' o "•;

and demonstrated most satisfactorily to be true. Newton had
not failed to perceive the necessary effects of gravitation in pro-

ducing other phenomena beside the regular motion of the planets

and their satellites in their course round their several centres of

attraction. One of these phenomena, wholly unsuspected before

the discovery of the general law, is the alternate movement to

and fro of the earth's axis, in consequence of the solar (and also

of the lunar) attraction combined with the earth's motion. This
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Vibration, or nutation, distinctly announced by him as the result

of the theory, was not found by actual observation to exist till

sixty years and upwards had elapsed, when Bradley proved the

fact. The great discoveries which have been made by Lagrange
and Laplace upon the results of disturbing forces have established

the law of periodical variation of orbits, which secures the
stability of the system by prescribing a maximum and a mini-
mum amount of deviation ; and this is not a contingent, but a
necessary truth, by rigorous demonstration, the inevitable result

of undoubted data in point of fact, the eccentricities of the orbits,

the directions of the motions, and the movement in one plane of
a certain position. That wonderful proposition of Newton, which,

corollaries, may be said to give the whole doctrine of
disturbing forces, has been little more than applied and extended
by the labors of succeeding geometricians. Indeed, La Place,

struck with wonder at one of his comprehensive general state-

ments on disturbing forces in another proposil
ted to assert that it contains the germ of Lagrange's celebrated in-

quiry exactly a century after the Principia was given to the world.
The wonderful powers of generalization, combined with the

coldness of never shrinking from a conclusion that seemed the
legitimate result of his investigations—how new and even start-

ling soever it might appear—was strikingly shown in that

memorable inference which he drew from optical phenomena,
that the diamond is " an unctuous substance coagulated" ; sub-

sequent discoveries having proved both that such substances are

carbonaceous, and that the diamond is crystallized carbon ; and
the foundations of mechanical chemistry were laid by him with
the boldest induction and most : ns of what
has since been effected. The solution of the inverse problem of
disturbing forces has led Le Verrier and Adams to the discovery
of a new planet, merely by deductions from the manner in which
the motions of an old one are affected, and its orbit has been so
calculated that observers could find it—nay, its disc as measured
by them varies less than a second from the amount given
by the theory. Moreover, when Newton gave his estimate of
the earth's density, he wrote a century before Maskelyne, who,
by measuring the force of gravitation in the Scotch mountains,
gfcva the proportion to water as 4-716 to 1; and, many years

< ixlish, by experiments with mechanical &]

'_17'-'M conned this to ;V4< and Baily, more recently (1842) to
5*66, Wewtoo having given the proportion as between five and
sue times. In these instances he only showed the way and an-

iuiry by his followers. But the
i re of the earth affords an example of the same kind,

with this difference, that here he has himself perfected the dis-

ci nearly completed the demonstration. From the
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mutual gravitation of the particles which form its mass, combined I

with their motion round it- axis, he deduced theprope-

it must be flattened at the poles ; and he calculated the propor-

tion of its polar to its equatorial diameter. By a most refined

process he gave this proportion upon the supposition of the mass »

being homogeneous. That the proportion is different in con-
j

sequence of the mass being heterogeneous does not in the least ;

affect the soundness of his conclusion. Accurate measurements
\

of a degree of latitude in the equatorial and polar regions, with I

experiments on the force of gravitation in those regions, by the i

(liitri, nt lengths of a pendulum vibrating seconds, have shown
j

that the excess of the equatorial diameter is about 11 miles less

than he had deduced it from the theory : and thus that the globe

is not homogeneous. But on the assumption of a fluid mass,

the ground of his hydrostatical investigation, his proportion of

229 to 230 remains unshaken, and is precisely the one adopted

and reasoned from by Laplace, after all the improvements and

all the discoveries of later times. Surely at this we may well
j

stand amazed, if not awe-struck.

A century of study, of improvement, of discovery, has passed

away, and we find Laplace master of all the new resources of

the calculus, and occupying the heights to which the labors of

Euler, Clairaut, D'Alembert and Lagrange have enabled us to

ascend, adopting the Newtonian fraction of 1 : 230 as the accurate

solution of this speculative problem. New admeasurements

have been undertaken upon a vast scale, patronised by the

munificence of rival governments ; new experiments have been

i science of optics as well

origin ; the theory and the fact have thus been compared and

reconciled together in more perfect harmony ; but that theory

has remained unimproved, and the great principle of gri

with its most sublime results, now stands in the attitude, and of

the dimensions, and with the symmetry, which both the law and

its application received at once from the mighty hand of its inv

mortal author. But the contemplation of NeAvton's discoveries

raises other feelings than wonder at his matchless genius. The

shines is not more dazzling than useful .
The

>s of his course and his expedients, alike copious and

refined for surmounting them, exercise the faculties i >J

while commanding their admiration. But the results of his in-

vestigations, often abstruse, are truths so grand and comprehen-

sive, yet so plain, that they both captivate and instruct the

simple. The gratitude, too, which they inspire, and the vener-

ation with which they encircle his name, far from tending t°

obstruct future improvement, only proclaim his disciples t
Va



How unlike the blind devotion t

of the modern world paralysed the energies of the him

" Had we still paid that homage to a name
Which only God and Nature

|

The westen wt bound,
The poets still might dream the sun was drown'd,
And all the stare that shine in southern skies

Had been admired by none but savage eyes."

Nor let it be imagined that the feelings of wonder excited by-

contemplating the achievements of this great man are in any
degree whatever the result of national partiality, and confined
to the country which glories in having given him birth. The
language which expresses her veneration is equalled, perhaps
exceeded, by that in which other nations give utterance to theirs

;

not merely by the general voice, but by the well-considered and
well-informed judgment of the masters of science. Leibnitz,
when asked at the royal table in Berlin his opinion of Newton,
said that, "taking mathematicians from the beginning of the
world to the time when Newton lived, what he had done was
much the better half." "The Principia will ever remain a
monument of the profound genius which revealed to us the
greatest law of the universe/' are the words of Laplace. "That
work stands preeminent above all the other productions of the
human mind." " The discovery of that simple and gei
by the greatness and the variety of the objects which it em-
braces, confers honor upon the intellect of man." Lagrange, we
are told by D'AIembert, was wont to describe Newton as the
greatest genius that ever existed, but to add " how fortunate he
was also, because there can only once be found a system of the
universe to establish."' " Never," says the lather oi'tlie Institute
of France—one filling a high place among the most eminent of

8—"Never," says M. Biot, "was the supremacy of
'I so fully confessed. In mathe-

matical and in experimental science without an equal and with-
out an example, combining the genius for both in its highest
degree." The Priacipia he terms the greatest work ever°pro-
J«K»d by the mind of man, adding, in the words of Halley,
"that a nearer approach to the Divine nature has not been

.

' "In first giving to the world Newton's
method of I", ons s Kontenelfe. " Leil utzdidlik Prom.

rom Heaven to bestow it upon men." " Does
1 asked, "sleep and wake like other

To"

celestial genius, t iitir< ly uisengaged

,

thus exalted to the



without the intermission of an hour, was passed in the search f

after truths the most important, and at whose hands the human

race had received only good, never evil—it is befitting that ;

no memorial should have been raised by nations which erect

statues to the tyrants and conquerors, the scourges of mankind.

* * * * But that his own countrymen justly proud

of having lived in his time, should have left this duty to

their successors, after a century and a half of professed ven-

eration and lip homage, may well be deemed strange. The
|

inscription upon the cathedral, masterpiece of his celebrated

friend's architecture, may possibly be applied in defence of this

neglect :
" If you seek for a monument, look around." "If you

seek for a monument, lift up your eyes to the heavens, which

show forth his fame." Nor, when we recollect the Greek orator's

exclamation, "The whole earth is the monument of illustrious

men," can we stop short of declaring that the whole i

Newton's. Yet in raising the statue which preserves his like-

ness, near the place of his birth, on the spot where his prodigious

faculties were unfolded and trained, we at once gratify our honest

pride as citizens of the same state, and humbly testily our grate-

ful sense of the Divine goodness which deigned to bestow upon

our race one so marvellously gifted to comprehend the works of

Infinite Wisdom, and so piously resolved to make all his study

of them the source of religious contemplations, both philosophical

and sublime.

Aet. IX.—Description of a new Mineral Species from Chili; by

Frederick Field. (From a letter to J. D. Dana, dated

Guyacana, Coquimbo, Chili, September 6, 1858).

I send you a specimen of a mineral from the Cordilleras of

- ion appears to me highly interesting. It consists entirely

of copper, arsenic and sulphur, having the following composition:

Arsenic,' -

IroD, silver,

and consequently has the following formula: 3Cu2
S+As8|, .

and may be considered as a tribasic sulpharseniate of copper,

like the artificial tribasic sulpharseniate of potassium, in whicb

that metal is replaced by Cu2 . Hardness 3-5-4. Sp. gr. 4'39-

You will see it resembles Tennantite in which the arsenic

takes the place of the iron ; a specimen of Tennantite having

the following value : Cu 48"2, As 12-5, Fe 9-0, S 31-14. I have

proposed the name " Guayacanite" for this new species, as the

mineral was first brought to the large copper smelting works ot
j

Guayacana.
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Art. X.

—

Geographical Notices. No. V.

Recent Surveys of the Amoor River.—The opening of
the Chinese Empire, the negotiation of a commercial treaty with
Japan, and the spread of the Russian dominion over the Amoor
region and Manchooria, in respect to which intelligence has re-

cently been received, are events which combine to give peculiar
interest and importance to our meagre knowledge of Eastern
Asia.

The proceedings in China and Japan have attracted universal
attention. The advances of Russia, however, in developing the
resources of its legitimate territory and in acquiring new do-
mains, have been conducted in a manner so quiet as to escape
general attention and elude the opposition of diplomatic vigil-

ance. Siberia has been so little known, and so much depreciated
by the world at large, that the accession of some thousands of
square miles to its territory has passed almost unnoticed. But
it will not be many years before the Russian policy on the
Amoor river will be appreciated as it deserves, and already the
demand has become urgent in this country for definite knowledge
in respect to a region with which American relations are likely
to grow continually more intimate.
To satisfy in part such inquiries, the Government at Wash-

fcxploi

by Mr. P. McD. Collins, an American citizen, who received from
tlie President, in 1856, an appointment, without a post, as
" United States Commercial Agent for the Amoor river," and
who travelled over land from the Baltic to the Pacific, endeavor-
ing to ascertain what relations might be established with advan-
tage between our own country and the possessions of Russia in
Eastern Asia.

The official rank of Mr. Collins gave him opportunities of in-

tercourse with Gen. Mouravieff, the Governor of Eastern Siberia,
and with many other dignitaries, from whom he gathered some
important facts in respect to the Russian policy in that region.
In addition to these, he states his own observations made on a
hurried tour through a region of vast extent and varied resources.
His report accordingly will be valuable to those who are inter-
ested in political changes, and to American merchants, but the
circumstances under which it was prepared were by no means
favorable to the collection of scientific materials. Tin
constructed maps, (without the indications of latitude and longi-

*" almost nothing to our
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Recent Surveys of the Amoob Eiver.—The opening of
the Chinese Empire, the negotiation of a commercial tr

Japan, and the spread of the Russian dominion over the Amoor
region and Manchooria, in respect to which intelligence has re-
cently been received, are events which combine to give peculiar
interest and importance to our meagre knowledge of Eastern
Asia.

The proceedings in China and Japan have attracted universal
attention. The advances of Russia, however, in developing the
resources of its legitimate territory and in acquiring new do-
mains, have been conducted in a manner so quiet as to escape
general attention and elude the opposition of diploma
ance. Siberia has been so little known, and so much depreciated
by the world at large, that the accession of some thousands of
square miles to its territory has passed almost unnoticed. But
it will not be many years before the Russian policy on the
Amoor river will be appreciated as it deserves, and already the
demand has become urgent in this country for definite knowledgen respect to a region with which American relations are likefy
o grow continually more intimate.
To satisfy in part such inquiries, the Government at Wash-

has Mr
explorations oi

by Mr. P. McD. Collins, an American citizen, who receiv

lo satisfy in part such inquiries, the Gc
ington has lately published (Wash. 67 pp., 8vo) i

Explorations on the Amoor river," which were made last year

the President, in 1856, an appointment, without a post, as
" United States Commercial Agent for the Amoor river," and
who travelled over land from the Baltic to the Pacific, endeavor-
ing to ascertain what relations might be established with advan-
tage between our own country and the possessions oi ,

Eastern Asia.

The official rank of Mr. Collins gave him opportunities of in-
tercourse with Gen. Mouravieff, the Governor of Eastern Siberia,
and with many other dignitaries, from whom he gathered some
important facts in respect to the Russian policy in that region.
In addition to these, he states his own observations made°on a
hurried tour through a region of vast extent and varied resources.
•His report accordingly will be valuable to those who are inter-
ested in political changes, and to American merchants, but the
circumstances under which it was prepared were by no means
tavorable to the collection of scientific materials. Three hastily
constructed maps, (without the indications of latitude and longi-
tude,) appended to the volume, add almost nothing to our
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Mr. Collins crossed the Urals at Ecatkerinberg, and then pro-

ceeded by Tumen, Omsk and Tomsk to Irkootsk, where he re-

mained a month. He then visit

neighboring towns,—the former Eussian, the latter Chinese,—

in which the chief exchanges of the two empires are effected.

After returning to Irkootsk, he went on to Chetah,
celebrated mines of Nerchinsk and then proceeded to Chilkah,

from which place, in a small row-boat, with two or three com-

panions, beside a crew of five men, he followed the Amoor to its

mouth. This river voyage of about 2600 miles he made in fifty

The impressions of Mr. Collins are favorable in every respect

to the introduction of American commerce. The i

to be navigable by steamboats from the junction of the Sehilka

and Argoon to its mouth. The neighboring country is thickly

settled, various articles of export, especially furs and
abundant, and manufactured goods are in demand. Mi
Collins's incidental remarks in respect to agriculture and mining

are of an interesting character, but his report must be looked at

as a collection of "Observations" rather than as the result of

tions." Coming as it does from an American it may

serve to draw attention to the much more elaborate and satisfac-

tory investigations which have been conducted during the last

few years under the direction of the Eussian government.
Before proceeding to enumerate the more important of these

expeditions and their several characteristics we stop to inquire

-ion of the impulse lately given to Siberian explora-

The immense capacity of Eussia for producing rav.

has long demanded freer communication between the interior

and the coast, both in the east and in the west, than !

been enjoyed. The complete control by the Czar of the Amoor

M have almost as much influence on the development
of Siberian resources as the control of the Dardanelles on the

prosperity of Eussia proper. Let the navigation of the stream

be made easy, and a few lines of railway established, and the

empire of Eussia will be as open as any country to the trade ot

China, Japan, the East Indies and America.
Taking advantage of the unsettled condition of the country

around the Amoor, Eussia has been for some years quietly push-

ing her out-posts farther and farther into the proper dominions

of China. Precisely what has been her progress and what are

now the claims of her "manifest destiny," can only be learnea

m the cabinet of St. Petersburg. This much is evident. By «»

treaty of Eussia with China in 1689,* after the well known defea*

* Cf. Petermann on the Amur Stream. Geogr. MittheiL 1856. p. «*
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in, and also by the treaty of 1727, the boundary be-
tween the two empires was the Northern watershed of the
Amoor river on the Stanovoi mountains, leavim./ the eniiro ha-ir
of the river, east of the junction of the Sch
possession of the Chinese. It was so delineated on the official
charts of Kussia. In 1844-5, von Middem
tions from the Imp. Acad, of Sciences in St. Petersburgh, pro-
ceeded to determine on the spot the exact boundary line. He
reported that the Chinese did not claim as far north as the
watershed, but only as far on the left bank of the Amoor as the
tributaries were navigable for small boats. Without further
ceremony, so far as it appears, some fifty thousand square versts
on the south of the Stanovoi summits were accordingly indi-
cated on the charts as belonging to Eussian dominion.
The Crimean war caused the removal of large bodies of troops,

often under highly intelligent officers, quite to the Pad
for the defence of such Eussian possessions as were threatened
by the allied fleets. About that time not less than five Eussian
forts were "provisionally" established on the Amoor, between
Ust-Strelotschnaja and the mouth of the Sungari. ;

at the mouth of the Amoor river, was fortified, and ev
south (on the right bank of the Amoor) as De Castries bay the

lag was raised and a fort erected. The act il

sion of the Amoor was thus completed. By recent a
appears that Russia, in addition to a commercial treaty like that
of the other powers, has obtained a treaty conceding to it all of
the Amoor territory which had thus been occupied. What ;

the exact limits of thi ) are not yet informed.
There can be no q r» ill employ to its own

advantage the aggrandizements thus made, but whether its next
advances will be in China, or Japan or the English pos
ii India the future will reveal. It will not be forgotten that

as the first power which watched the movements of
Com. Perry in Japan, nor on the other hand that Japan has long
been suspicious of its Muscovite neighbor, having even dis-
patched a special agent to the Amoor river to discover if possible
the ulterior purpose of the movements in that region.*
The considerations which we have now presented sufficiently

explain the recent energy which Russia has displayed in the ex-
plorations of the Amoor. So many scientific investigators have
now visited that country that we may anticipate at an early day

-ions to our knowledge of Eastern Asia. Already the
outlines which have been communicated to the world, i

way be found for the most part in the comprehensive " Mitthfial-
ungen " of Dr. Petermann, are sufficient to awaken a profound
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It would not be difficult to compile from them a

reliable and complete report of the „

be derived from the observatcould be derived from the observations of many non-scientific

travellers.

We proceed to specify some of the accounts of the Eussian

explorations.

1. We mention first a Eeport of Peschtschuroff, who accompa-

nied Count Putiatin around Cape Horn to Japan and afterward

returned by way of Irkootsk to St. Petersburgh. His astro-

nomical determinations of twenty-three points on the Kiver

Amoor, between its mouth and its commencement were pub-

lished two years ago. More recently he has furnished a hydro-

graphic description of the upper portion of the river from Ust-

Strelotschnaja to the mouth of the Sungari, with some general

statements in respect to the characteristics of the whole stream

and many interesting ethnographical remarks. He refers in this

report to a special chart of the Amoor in twelve sheets on a

scale of two miles to an English inch (about 1 : 146000) which

has been constructed from the sketches of Lieut. PopofY. Df-

Petermann publishes what he supposes to be a reducti
chart, adding however some corrections obviously demanded by

Peschtschuroff's data. The observations now making by Lieut.

Roskoff may be expected to give still further accuracy to these

tions. The fact is not concealed that there are obstruc-

tions to navigation, especially numerous islands.
2. Herr Permikin has reported to the Imp. Geograph. Society

of Russia in respect to the Geology and Natural History of the

entire stream. Between the Sungari and the mouth of the

Amoor, his journal may be considered in its general statements

as supplemental to that of Peschtschuroff.
3. Leopold Schrenk's report to the Academy of Sciences gives

an outline of his journey down and up the whole course of the

Amoor. He has made important collections for scientific purpo-

ses. Thirty of his boxes containing specimens in Na
tory, were at the date of recent advices on their way to St

Petersburgh. His investigations of the island Sachalen and bis

examination of the region around the mouth of the stream, ana

:IS 1;u ' "! sitended.
4. Since 1855, the Imperial Geographical Societv

bed a party of explorers known as the "East Siberian

i" under the direction of the astronomer Schwarz. Its

important of these articles, extending through four yolume
(Gotha, 1855-8), are the following :—

"
" n Acquisitions in the Chinese Territory;

Petermann. p. 47

"tream; by the
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is to survey in three years r
j

nd the ^

stigationt having extended on one side to the Amoor and
having been impeded on the other, the party was to continue in

the field during 1858. Notices of the progress of the expedi-

tion by Dr. Schirren have been printed from time to time in the

Berlin " Zeitschrift fiir allgemeine Erdkunde." The .May number
of that journal contains a brief summary of the labors of each

member of the party during the last three years. Lieut, Rosh-
koff has been especially charged with the Amoor survey.

liadde has been making Natural History investigations in part

of its neighborhood.
Roshkoff determined the position of twenty-one places and

-unwed the route from Gst-Strelotsclmaja to Albasin and from
Marien station to Nicolaieff, and the part of the river between
his surveys were surveyed by Lieut. Sondhagen.

5. Around the mouth of the Amoor river, and for a consid-

erable distance upon the coast to the North and South, the

Russian flotilla has collected much information of importance
mi na\ ig.-ition. Some ot these details are given in the report of
the Russian Admirals Sawojka and Putiatin in respect to the
naval operations in the straits of Tartary, in 1855, which is

in the official journal of the Ministry oi the Marine.

The English cruisers made at the same period soundings and
observations, especially around the island of Sachalen, many of

which are given in Whitingham's Notes on the late expedition

against the Russian Siberia Settlements. (Lond. 1856.)

6. The last iuv< -ligations to which v..' .-..
' an tion are those

of Maximow it -el , who has been travelling for the Imperial

Botanieal Garden of St. Petersburgh. His letters have been

published in the bulletin of that establishment, and many of the

plants v, 1 i i > et,.,t de-eribedby Kupreeiit Ma\iuiowitseh
travelled part of the time with Schrenk, and part of the time
independently.

From this brief indication of the explorations which have
lately been made under the patronage < >r dir< -c\ ion < >f the Russian
government, it is evident that we may look for vast accessions
at an early day to our knowledge of the Amoor country. All
its charae'teii-ties have be*'ii so little known heretofore, that
much has now been unquestionably gained indifferent depart-
ments of natural seienee. The commercial \v> » Id will not be
long in appropriating the important results of these various
investi nations.

New Maps of Tropical America.—The German publishers

have recent
1

\ issued t •
, irtant . aps of different parts of
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The most complete of the.se charts is Kiepert's ' ; New Map of
:

Central America," published in four sheets. Berlin, Reimer. It

includes the territory between 76° and 79° Ion'
Greenwich, and between 6° and 22° N. lat. Although immen
districts within these limits are unexplored, this
found of very great value, as an accurate presentation of what
is known. The scale is 1 : 2,000,000. Upon it, there are five

subordinate maps. 1. The state of San S
posed Honduras Rail Road from the surveys of E. G. Squier
andW H Jeffers, in 1853. Scale, 1 : 1,000,000. 2. The I.,
mus of Tehuantepec as surveyed for a proposed railway, a

t
' 57 S?

L Barnard
- Scale 1 : 1,000,000. 3. Th

ia, from the survey in 1847,
,

in) yAV
n
n Bulow

- ScaIe 1:500,000. 4. 1st
Kail Koad of Panama, from the surveys in 1849 bv Col. C. W,

,
Scale 1:400,000. Tract of the proposed i

,

Canal of the nver Atrato, from the surveys of W. Kennish in

18o4. Scale 1 : 400,000.

thp fol?^
1106 t0 ^e ™ieTi^s «sed in constructing this map,

the following note is given by the compiler.

rW C°aSt
1

lines
1

are ^Pied from the II j tish Admiral?

on It
S

p
V%ed

°!5^ Atlantic side Principally bv I

IW ,?

aClfi

n
SldG fr°m New Gran^
tanca by Capt. Kellett. The part not yet en-

Isthri^Tl
1 bjthG

?Pltish Nav^ from that point to the

of Tehuantepec has been retained from the .

uh some corrections in the princi]^A BntlSQ ^^nch and American seamen

veverl l>wi
terior

,

no part has hithert0 bee» satisfactorily^

fn?+l

'

,
0n]^ excePtion of the measurements executed

lortne proposed canal and railroad lines ana , , \- . xt . ,m: >J

on the isthmuses of Tehuantepec, Comax

c^rtnni
*" SpeClfi6d With the names

'

;

1, 9
mpanym

° this maP' The otheiwhose accuracy most confidence may be ;

; part of the New GranadiL territory east of tli- - *S^^fromamap^
;

-
and corrected by some new sui

,rip^^xtegss^sfl

;
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" To the same gentleman we are indebted for the new intelli-

gence produced on the southern part of the state of Tabasco.
All available works of other distinguished travellers (viz. Messrs.

Thompson in 1825, Dunn 1827, Legh Page 1834, Montgomery
1838, Stephens 1838-39, Dunlop 1844-46, Wagner and Scbereer

and others.) have been consulted in order to correct

sary precaution in the drawing of the mountains, from the well
known but not entirely authentic map of Mr. Baily."
A second chart in two sheets, covering part of the territory

included in the map just mentioned, has also been published by
Reimer. It is entitled " Carte de l'lsthme de Panama et de
Danen, et de la province de Choco." It is based on the surveys
of Augustin Codazzi, Colonel in the New Granada corps of
Engineers, and is edited by Dr. Kiepert. It is printed on two

a scale of 1 : 800,000. Subordinate maps (correspond-
those above mentioned) of the rout< - of t

1

,
;\-': ,ma

Rail Road and the proposed Atrai en. In the
outlines of the coast, Mr. Codazzi art on the

the English engineer, Mr. Kellet, published in 1854,
with the introduction, however, of some clian- s. Dr. Ki

\
rt,

tiously exact in all his publications, j s fun- <\ in

tieh accompanies this map, to express his doubts as to
the reliability of the delineations of the interior of the country.
A third map, recently issued by the same editor and pub-

lisher, is < America North of the Equator,"
and comprises the West Indies, Central America, Mexico, X< w
Granada, and Venezuela, It is composed with the help of all

ie and literary materials hitherto published. One of
die s!io< ts eont tins a subordinate map of the central part of the
M-\i -m Republic on an enlarged scale. The entire work is

execut* d with great clearness and precision.
Hkof.xt Kxim.(-iiat!oxs in South Australia.—We <

from the Berlin <• Zeitschrift fir allgemeine Erdkunde'' f„r An-
-ii>t. 18.~>S, tlie following interesting notice <>;

! -e - exploration? in
•^outh Australia. In the year 1857 two explorations

auspices of the Colonial government into ill

ie mountainous region which exl
'' "'•' north-easterlv and nearly to the bottom of the v,

Lake Torrens. This singular lake, now su]

immense morasses, Ball
• ; IP,;, water—so shallow as to be dry during a i rtion of the

sars to commence to the northward oi SpencerGulf,
;

; ally connected by a valley of towards 4<>ij

tnd, extending northerly three degrees, to
K.. S.E., then southerly in 140 E. long, to a point
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nearly opposite the place of commencing. The mountain land

above alluded to, as enclosed by Lake Torrens, coi

Flinders range, which runs in a nearly straight and unbroken

line or belt from the vicinity of Port Augusta north-easterly to
j

30° 40' S. lat., and of the Pound Range, etc., a series of detached

peaks or spurs, appearing to branch off in all directions from

the northern extremity of the Flinders Range. The main ob-
j

ject of these explorations seems to have been to lay open new
j

and desirable grazing lands, and thus to direct intelligently the
j

course of colonization. Accordingly Goyder, who made the

first exploration in May and June, especially noted vegetation, i

followed the course of streams, fixed the position of r

springs or pools, and when he reached the south shore of the

bend of Lake Torrens in 29° 13' S. lat. joyfully reports it " as an

apparently interminable body of fresh water flowing with a de-

cided current towards the northwest." He describes the north

shore, as seen through a telescope, as covered with
and yet he makes no mention of the depth, real or apparent, of

the water. As we shall afterwards see, the government was

misled into the conclusion that this portion of the lake was nav-

igable, and that it might be made the highway to unexplored

wealth in the heart of the continent. Nor was this the r

point in which his report proved an unsafe guide. His glowing

pictures of the fertility of large portions of the soil were based

partly on near at hand observations during the most favorable

period of the year when the streams were full, and
ns, of wide

Freeling's expedition, undertaken in consequence of Goyder 3

report, and in the following September, was chiefly directed to

the navigation of Lake Torrens from the point whei
had observed it " flowing in a northwesterly direction,

purpose he was provided with a small iron boat. On his arrival

at the above named point, Freeling to his surprise found tuc

water to have receded more than half a mile. The soil thus law

bare was "clay, mixed with sand, without stones;" so too the

shore for a mile inland, bore the same character, bu1
cracked into fissures by the heat of the sun. From the very

slight elevation of the shore, which bore the appearanc
flats, as well as from drift-wood and water-marks, it seemed

probable that the lake had already receded some six o

at the time of Goyder's visit. Freeling was at once convinced

that the lake was not navigable, but he resolved not to return

until baffled by actual experiment. He accordingly made three

successive attempts to reach deep water. On the" pi

trial he waded but a short distance out, sank ankle-deep in muu



overflowed witli water only one inch deep. He then had the
boat brought, and this, though on other occasions a light burden
for two men, was now, in consequence of the mud, carried with
difficulty by six, one quarter of a mile, where finding only two
inches of water, they returned. The final experiment was ex-

tremely dangerous. The party waded knee-deep through viscid

and tenacious mud, three miles from the short . . b tonml but

six inches of water. They were much fatigued with the labor,

and under constant apprehension at every step of sinking in

some treacherous quagmire, and were rejoiced at their "good
fortune in coming upon two small little above
the general level, where they rested before retracing their course."

Two of the party, however, more courageous than the rest,

pushed on for the north shore, thinking to wade across the hike.

Their hardihood had nearly proved filial, ibr afb r ace n nli.-hing

about two miles farther, they became so exhausted, J 1

1

only by the utmost labor that they were enabled to rejoin thfiir

comrades. They reported the water somewhat deeper and the
mud slightly more yielding. Thus ended the expectations of
the government in that quarter. Freeling pronounces the ap-

pearance of the lake, its islands, and the opposite shore as seen
by Goyder to be due to the mirage.
The expedition of Stephen Hack in the summer of 1857 from

Streaky Bay to Lake Gairdner and its vicinity, has proved of
far greater practical importance than either of the two already
noticed. " The new grazing lands discovered to the south of
bail Gairdner comprise an area of more than 4,500 square
miles." Hack skirted the south shore of this great lake, but for

various sufficient reasons he was me his ex-

plorations, and he returned across the country to Port Augusta.
Mr. Harris, surveyor to the expedition, took by azimuth obser-

vations, combined with determinations of latitude, the position of
all permanent bodies of fresh water, and of the mountains
passed on the route, and charted the outlines of the lake-shore
by the results of trigonometrical measurements. Mr. Sack*!
original intention was to have rounded the southernmost bay of
Lake Gairdner and ascertained its entire outlines upon the east.

He thinks there is reason to suspect some union between Lake
Torrens and Lake Gairdner, and perhaps that they are one and
the same great expanse. It is hinted that the geographical
notes of this expedition are of great interest and importance,
but they have not yet come to hand. Meanwhile we may judge
of the pressing need in South Australia of more extended pas-
turage, by the fact that within one week after Mr. Hack's return,

negotiations were pending for the purchase of about 2000 of the
4,500 square miles of meadow land newly discovered by him.
And shortly previous to this, one of the largest proprietors had
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been compelled to send a herd of his cattle to New South

Wales to graze.

An expedition in charge of Mr. Swinden to explore the region

to the west of Lake Torrens left Port Augusta in August, 1857;

but the notes we have of it are short and unsatisfactory, amount-

ing to little more than the bare mention of distances between

one creek, pool, or spring, and another, and of the character of

the water in each, whether brackish or fresh. The great num-

ber of such bodies of water, and their nearness to each other,

have excited much interest respecting this region, and the reader

will doubtless be pleased to learn that a strongly equipped expe-

dition is probably now on the ground,
prosecution of the instru tions \ eh Mr. B. Herschell Babbage,

its leader, received from the government in February, 1858, will

soon result in an accurate knowledge of this now unl
ritory. We may add that there are accompanying this expedi-

tion, not only a surveyor, but a chemist and a botanist.
Height of the Himalayan Peaks.—The survey, now in

progress in Caschmir and Thibet, under the direction of Col. A.

S. Waugh, has lately determined the height of one of the peaks

of Kara-Korum, and ascertained it to be 27,928 En
more than 1000 feet above the Dh . the third

in height of all the peaks in the world yet measured.
The following measurements are given for the highest Hima-

layan peaks

:

Mount Everest 29,002 English feet.

Kintschindjunga 28,156
a

Kara-Korum 27,928
"

Dhaulagiri 26,826
"

Tschumalari 28,946
"

Guyot's Physical Tables.—Upon another page of this num-

ber a detailed account is given of the Meteorological and Phys-

ical Tables, prepared with tin- irnarr >i care, by Prof. Arnold

Guyot, of which a second enlarged editii

published (Washington, Smithsonian Institution, :

allude to the subject here for the sake oi calling the attention

of those who are interested in geographical investigation, to a

variety of tables which they will find of great convenience and

Yale College Library, Dec. 4, 1858.
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Art. XL—Biographical Notice of Dean Conybeare and Alcide
UOrbigny; by Major General Poktlock, President of the
Geological Society of London.*

1. Dean Conybeare.

It has been justly said of Dean Conybeare that he was one of
a race of. clergymen, and those, men of intellectual eminence.
His grandfather was Dean of Christ* ihurch
the friend of Bishop Berkely, and the author of a work distin-
guished even in an age of deep thinkers and profound theolo-
gians, entitled, "The Defence of Eevealed Eeligion." The
Bishop's only son, Dr. Willian Conybeare, Hector of Bishopsgate,
left behind him two sons, both of whom were eminent men.
The elder, John Josias, Vicar of Bath Easton, was an accom-
plished scholar, no inconsiderable chemist, a sound geologist,
and filled with credit the University offices of Professor of
Poetry and of Anglo-Saxon, as well as that of Bampton Lecturer

:

he promoted the revival of Saxon literature, and left behind
him, on his death in early life, a volume of translations which it

was his brother's office to complete and edit. That brother, the
oi Dr. William Conybeare, was tl

tm Daniel Conybeare: he was born in June
1787, and in due time sent to Westminister School, where he
received his early education. From Westminister he proceeded
to Oxford, and entered Christ Church in the same year as his
fellow collegian Sir Robert Peel, taking a fin
in which he was classed with Sir Robert, and a second class in

• ics, in which he was clasj Whately.
Until he took his M.A. degree, he continued to reside at the
University, pursuing various stud, his exer-
tions to lay the foundation of gi then only a

ace. At the early portion of the present century, an
ce, such as we can now scarcely understand, as to the

i of the natural sciences prevailed at Oxford; but. in
the midst of the consequent general neglect, a small band of

-'. residents of the University, were united in the effort
to keep alive a taste for at least one branch of natural science,
and succeeded in enlisting others in its cause.
The first lectures given at Oxford on Mineralogy, which was

then as a study not accurate! v distin-u Au d fi -m 0< olo-v. w< re,
it is believed, those delivered by Sir Christopher P
Regius Professor of Medicine : an 1 altla .ugh it may not be possi-
ble, either from written records or from the personal testimony

* From the Anniversary Address of the President of the Qeolo-ical Society of
London, Feb. 19, 1858- Qoari Parti.
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of any one now living, to form an accurate <

merits of those lectures, it may be fairly assumed that they were

not destitute of attractiveness" as the same individual delivered

long afterwards lectures on Anatomy, remarkable for a

gance and a fluency of diction which have caused them to con-

tinue fresh in the recollection of many. Sir Christopher Pegge

was succeeded by Dr. Kidd, who for several years gave courses

of lectures at Oxford on both the allied sciences, Mineralogy and

Geology, and collected around him a knot of persons

irsuits, who formed themselves into a little club of

Oxford Geologists. This club included amongst its members the

late Dr. Buckland, the two brothers Conybeare, the late Rev.

3 rle, of Trinity College, afterwards Rector of Addington,

Oxford, and many others, who, though less vigorously devoting

themselves to geological research, were still, from their eminent

qualities and high character, most instrumental in la-

the growing interest for the new science, and in raising the char-

acter of the club so high, that some of the early members of the

Geological Society of London, then in its infancy, amongst whom

were the late Mr. Greenough and the present patriarch of our

science, Dr. Fitton, were in the habit of paying an :

in Whitsunweek to the University, in order to explore, under

the guidance of the geologists of Oxford, the physic:!

of the rocks in its neighborhood: whilst, on their part, they

thu- jiui e y,i-' cn'i'-n d ] < •; { inquirers in the service of general

geology.

The venerable Principal of Magdalen College, Dr.
'

is the only survivor at Oxford, of this memorable club, and be ,

preserves at an advanced au'c the visor <

his former interest in the progress of learnii

science; but of non-residents, there still survive Archdeacon

Hony,now I m, and Mr. Philip i
1 u

now reside- ot 13 it!. . fh. iattet and hi^ 1 i 3tlier. Mr. John Grant

were Fellows of New College, were honored by the degree o

D.C.L., and were remarkable not only for their love
history, but for their zealous support bf every philant

scientific object. The Ue\. William [>. C-mvLeare wa% -;'";';

ever, in the first rank of this little bodv, and stood so highl
»

bers, that Dr. Buckland, when ti&

c tu ring as the successor to Dr. Kidd, expressed in th

terms ins sense of the obligations he owed to him for

mation he had imparted on points relating to geolog

that it would not have been
to fill the office of lecturer on t:

Conybeare been desirous to occupy it. Let me add here, thai

another equally emn founder of the ne*

school of geology at Cambridge, as Dr. Buckland was of that »
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Oxford, has assured me, with a similar frankness, so character-

istic of Prof. Sedgwick, that he too looked upon Dean Conybeare
as his early master in geology.

In 1814 Mr. Conybeare married, and retired from the Univer-
sity, the scene of his early triumphs, to undertake the quiet work
of a country curacy, and nine years afterwards removed to the
vicarage of Sully in Glamorganshire, on the presentation of the
late Evan Thomas, Esq., his brother-in-law ; but, whilst holding
the curacy of Banbury and Lectureship of Brislington, near
Bristol, he was mainly instrumental, in conjunction with Sir
Henry DelaBeche, in founding the Bristol Philosophical Institu-

tion and Museum, and it was at that time he received a visit

from the great French geologists, M. Elie de Beaumont and M.
Dufrenoy, who came for the purpose of acquiring a knowledge
of the secondary rocks of England, as a standard of reference
for those of France ; and he so deeply impressed them, whilst
acting as their companion and guide in an exploration of the
neighborhood, with a sense of his geological knowledge, that they
were prepared on their return to cooperate with Cuvier in ob-
taining the election of Mr. Conybeare as a corresponding mem-
ber of the Institute for Geology. Nor must it be supposed that

[lent man neglected his sacred duties whilst storing his
mind with the richest treasures of geological research, as it was
during his residence at Sully that he delivered, gratuitously, at
the request of his friend Dr. Prichard, a course of theological

lectures at Bristol College, of which institution he had become

In 1836 he left Sully and went to Devonshire, having present-
ed himself to his family living of Axminster, and, whilst there,

preached, at the request of the authorities of the University of
Oxford, the Bampton Lecture for 1839. The living of Axmins-
ter he resigned after a few years, on being called by his friend
Bishop Copleston to the care of the Cathedral of LlandaiV. I [ere
he continued zealously to carry on the good work of restoration
which had been commenced by his predecessor Dean Bruce
Knight; and, as at all times in his life, he was ever ready to
distribute the rich and varied stores of his mind for the benefit
of his fellow-men in whatsoever station of life they might have
been. This venerable, much-loved man, and admired philoso-
pher, left Llandaff to attend the death-bed of his eldest son, and,

ising in his return at the house of another son, was
ith pulmonary apoplexy, and died on the morning of

the 12th of August, after an illness of only three hours, in the
flat year of his age.
Such is the general picture of the life of a truly estimable

ln:ili
: ami I shall now add to it a very brief notice "of his most

• works, premising, however, that, even before the
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peace of 1815 had opened the Continent to British geologists, I

Mr. Conybeare had formed, from the imperfect data then within
j

his reach, a sound opinion as to the identity of the Jura lime- I

stone with the oolitic formations of England, an
which he had afterwards the gratification, in conjunct!
Buckland and Mr. Greenough, of verifying. The v
the genius of Dean Conybeare led him to examine a

the lesser points connected with organic remains, as

greater; a circumstance in which he strongly resi

friend and fellow-laborer, Dr. Buckland. For an e:

of this peculiarity of his mind, I shall refer to his paper pub-
|

lished in the year 1844, in the second volume of tl

tions of the Society, and therefore one of his early -

to palseontological science. It was entitled, " On the Origin of

a remarkable Class of Organic Impressions occurring in nodulej

of flint." Mr. Parkinson had described them as "si

compressed bodies, not exceeding the eighth of an in

longest diameters, and horizontally disposed, conned
cesses nearly of the fineness of a h;iir. which pass from different

parts of each of these bodies, and are attached to the surround-

ing ones ; the whole of these bodies being thus held in connex-

ion." Mr. Parkinson considered that these bodies were the

works of polyps, and he therefore classed them wit!

some unknown genera ; and Dr. Buckland, who had directed to

attention to them simultaneously with Mr. Conybeare, consid-

ered that the moulds in which the siliceous casts had been

formed were the work of parasitic insects, the thin 1

pendages having been the passages of entry first mi
insects, and the larger flattened bodies the cavities
excavated, the object of the excavation having of course been

to obtain nourishment from the body thus eaten into, whether a

shell or any other. This observation of Dr. Buckland
municated to Mr. Conybeare, but not until he had completed hi*

own researches, and arrived at the so-

namely, that "these cellules were the works of a

|| shells and on the vermes inhabiting them." In amy

lis conclusion, Mr. Conybeare was guided by
various fragments of shells, still preserved in conWJ

siliceous matter which had subsequ
into the cavities produced by the boring a
to have been portions of shells distinguished bv a s?

ure, and were stated by Mr. Conybeare b

.

the genus Inoceramus &<

aciditiou to these, Mr. Conybeare found them con;
other shells, and even with an Echinus and Belemna .

Mr. Conybeare spoke with diffidence of his having
before the Society a paper on such minute palaeontology, it can"*
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doubted that the interest connected with the discovery of the

and workings of minute marine animals i

an epoch is of a very high order. The flints and other siliceous

deposits of the chalk and other geological epochs, have indeed
been striking examples of the effect of judicious investigation in

rendering the most obscure objects the means of throwing light

upon natural phenomena.
Mr. Conybeare was fully aware of the necessity of studying

physical as well as organic phenomena in connexion with geo-

logical science ; and it is truly surprising how often the intimate

connexion of the physical geography of remote epochs with
their natural history is overlooked. His description of the land-
slip which occurred on the coast of Culverhole Point, near
Axmouth, in December 1839, was ably illustrated by a series of
lithographic plates from the drawings of the present Lieut.

Colonel Dawson ; and the magnitude of the results was well ex-
pressed by the following words :

" Although this convulsion can
only be ascribed to the less dignified agency of the land-springs
constantly undermining the sub-strata, yet, in the grandeur of
the disturbances it has occasioned, it far exceeds the ravages of
the earthquakes of Calabria, and almost rivals the vast volcanic
fissures of the Val del Bove on the flanks of Etna." Without
doubt these phenomena are very striking and interesting in

themselves : but they become still more so when we reflect as

Mr. Robert Mallet has taught us to do, that they ought not to be
confined to the existing epoch alone, but should be sought for in

the stony records of past ages. The paper on the Hydrographi-
cal Basin of the Thames, written with a view to determine the

causes which had operated in f tri ! be Thames
and its tributary streams, is equal I ig to main-
tain the value of attending to physical Lieotiraphy in geological

II i s - \a.i lai on. also, i tin 1 ory of Moun-
j, then recently propounded by M. Elie de Beaumont,

as well as his remarks on the phenomena of geology which
most directly bear on theoretical speculations, are proofs of the
truly philosophical and enlarged view he took of his favorite

In noticing the works of Dr. Buckland, I have already de-
tailed the importance of the paper which was compiled by him
hi eonjurn ;..

i with Mr. Conybeare, on the Bristol and South
Welsh Coal-fields ; one, as I then observed, of those elaborate
and comprehensive papers which were the fitting work of the
first pioneers of geological science, and the difficulty of which
can scarce;

.

liese times when the foundations
of the scie; ; .ve only to
improve or correct the details. His remarks on the sections of
the Antrim and Derry coast were also a conjoint work, and of
much interest.
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Another and equally remarkable work was that undertaken in

conjunction with the late Mr. William Philips, namely, the

"Outlines of the Geology of England and Wales," as it maybe
considered the first systematic work on the subject; and, though

geology has been since more specialized and studied in minuter

ds work will always be regarded as a striking proof of

the ability and knowledge of the authors.
It was, however, in 1821 (April 6) that Mr. Conybeare com-

municated to the Society that remarkable Palaeontological paper

which excited so much interest at the time, and established in

the most satisfactory manner the propriety of establishing a new

genus of Reptilia, forming an intermediate link between the

Ichthyosaurus and Crocodile, to which Mr. Conybeare gave the

The discovery of immense vertebras of oviparous quadrupeds

'— Bristol had attracted the attention of Mr. Cony-

beare, who quickly recognized the difference between those

belonging to the Ichthyosaurus and others, which evidently in his

opinion were portions of a different animal. With a singular

acumen and rare sagacity, he placed the detached vertebras in

their proper position, and finally established his new genus, for

which he adopted the name Plesiosaurus, as expressing its near

approach to the order Lacerta.
For the whole group of animals which approximate, on the

one hand, to the crocodiles in general organization, and yet have

been provided with such specific organs as were necessary to ena-

ble them to live, at least principally, in the sea, Mr. Conybeare

proposed the name Enaliosauri, as a classic appellation for the

whole order ; and he observes of the genera composing it, that

even the Ichthyosaurus, which recedes most widely from the form*

of the Lizard family, and approaches nearest to those of fiato

exhibits in its osteology a beautiful series of analogies with that

of the crocodile, and which widely remove it from fishes.

In this paper he then described in the minutest detail the

osteology of the Ichthyosaurus, and exhibited a knowledge oJ

anatomy which excited the admiration of every one. He the11

examined with equal care the relics of the new genus, wW
although at that time not complete, were sufficient to enable Mr.

Conybeare to conclude that the vertebral column recedes fro®

that of the Ichthyosaurus in all the points in which the latter f
preaches to the fishy structure, and that the invertebral sub-

Stance must have been disposed much as in Cetacea ; and that,
j

from the locking together of the articulating processes, it &<&
!

have had much less flexibility than in the Ichthyosaurus or
Jj

fishes. In examining also such portions of the paddles as could

be arranged in order, he comes to a similar conclusion in another

direction, namely, that the paddles of the Plesiosaurus are inter
'
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mediate in character between those of the Ichthyosaurus and the
Sea-turtles ; and thus in every respect he laid a sound founda-
tion for his new genus.

It is to be remarked that this paper was given as the joint
production of Mr. Conybeare and Sir Henry De laBeche, to whom
Mr. Conybeare most liberally ascribed a full share of the merit
of the discovery; but, allowing Sir Henry every praise for his

assistance in that discovery and in all the geological details, I

believe the sagacity and skill exhibited in the osteologici
and reasonings have always been ascribed to Mr. Conybeare.

In a second paper, read May 3, 1822, Mr. Conybeare was en-
abled to describe much more fully all the relations of the genera
Ichthyosaurus and Plesiosaurus, from the discovery of other re-

mains, both of the Ichthyosaurus and Plesiosaurus, by his coadjutor
Sir Henry De laBeche. A very minute examination of the teeth,
especially, enabled him to point out that those of the Icthyo-
saurus were more intimately related to the teeth of the crocodile
than to those of other LacertxB (an opinion then at variance with
the opinions of some anatomists), whilst at the same time, in
other respects, the analogy was in the other direction, for Cony-
beare observes, "in pursuing, however, the history of the teeth
of the Ichthyosaurus to the last stage, we quit these analogies with
the crocodile, and arrive at another point wherein the J

rus resembles the other Lacertce, in common with many of the
Mammalia: this is the gradual obliteration of the interior cavity
in old age, by the ossification of the pulpy nucleus.'' In con-
junction with Sir H. De laBeche he brought up the number of
species to four, determined from the teeth ; and in his further
consideration of the genus it is right to notice the following re-
marks, proceeding from him after noticing a difference in one
character of the fossil crocodile, when compared with the recent,
as stated by Cuvier:—"I am persuaded from every circum-
stance, that a much nearer approximation to the structure of the
older lacertian genera will be found in the fossil than in the re-
cent crocodiles : interesting links in the chain of Saurian ani-
mals will be thus supplied, and it will probably be found that
many of the points in which the Ichthyosaurus differs from the
recent type are only instances of its agreement with ?:.

The researches of Sir H. De laBeche had not at this time led to
the discovery of a complete skeleton of the new genus Plesio-
saurus; but additional portions of it were found, including a
very perfect dental bone of the lower jaw, whilst a tolerably
perfect head was discovered by Mr. Thomas Clarke in the Lias
of Street, near Glastonbury.
The investigation of these new relics of the Plesiosaurus led

Mr. Conybeare to the following conclusion: "On the whole
then, the manner in which the ribs of the Plesiosaurus articulate
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throughout, by a single head, to the extremity of the transverse

processes of the vertebrae only, the structure of the humero-

rts, and the characters derived from the head, approxi-

mate this animal most nearly to the Lacertce. By its teeth, on

the other hand, it is allied to" the crocodile ; while its small nos- !

trils and multarticulate paddles are features in which it resem-
j

bles the Ichthyosaurus.'
1

'' This able paper he concluded with
'

words characteristic of his natural modest;,-, after
|

the difficulty of rendering anatomical details at once s<

accurate and yet attractive to a general audience :
" I need not

j

add how much these difficulties will be increased in the hands
|

of a writer who must acknowledge that, while intruding on the

province of the comparative anatomist, he stands on foreign

nd, and, using almost a foreign language, is frequently

m to adopt an awkward periphrasis, where a single word from

the pen of a master would probably have been sufficient."

However some may at the time have been inclined to throw

doubts upon the deductions of Conybeare, the ability and accu-

rate discrimination of the author were publicly recognized by

the great Cuvier, who hastened to advocate his admission to the

French Academy as a Corresponding Member for the science o

Geology ; and I am sure that all living palaeontologists will

follow the example of the late well-known, and at that time so

highly respected, Mr. Clift, in recognizing the great merits of

Dean Conybeare, and considering him one of the principal

founders of the science in this country.
At the present moment it would be tedious and unnecessary

to pass in review the whole of the long series of Mr. Conybeare

s

rks, nineteen in number ; and I shall point your

. therefore solely to that able " Report on the Progress,

Actual State, and Ulterior Prospects of Geological Science,

which he presented to the British Association in 1832, at i&

meeting in Oxford, in which he treats the subject with the com-

bined powers of the scholar and man of science, pointing out

the remarkable analogy in the views of Leibnitz to those o

many modern speculators on physical geology; the opinions d

Hooke in respect to the hypothesis of the elevation of our con-

tinents, by volcanic agency; the masterly observations of Smita,

first made known in 1

7

Ai not the first to origi-

nate the doctrine of a regular distribution of organic remains,

yet reduced to certainty and order what had been before vag«

and conjectural ; the gradual rise of the Tertiary Geology a?®

its foundation in the admirable " Memoir on the Basin of Paris,

by Cuvier and Brongniart, published in 1811 ; the establishmen

of the Geological Society in 1808, and the labors of all the gr^1

men connected with it, including, amongst many others, Green
-

ough, Buckland, Sedgwick, Fitton, Murchison, DelaBeche, Ph"'
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lips, Scrope, Daubeny, and Lyell, together with those of foreign

geologists, including the great Von Buch and Boue. That Ke-
port alone is sufficient to prove his masterly acquaintance with

the history of his favorite science, and with all its bearings,

whilst it marks the liberal spfrit with which he entered into all

geological inquiries. The advance of geology since that Report
has been enormous ; and, if a period of twenty years from the

publication of Cuvier and Brongniart had done so much in

raising Tertiary Geology to a high position, may we not say that

the result of the next twenty-five \ ears has been still more re-

markable, and has richly rewarded the continued and judicious

researches of some of our most distinguished geologists, such as

Lyell, Forbes, Prestwich, and Austen, whilst the elevation to

which the Silurian system has arrived by the persevering exer-

tions of Murchison is a monument of progress which we can
scarcely hope will be equalled in that peculiar branch of geology
in future times.

Th

, he visited the Peak of Teneriffe, and studied
the other volcanic phenomena of the neighboring islands. How
deeply must we regret that his last days were embittered by
sorrow for the death of another son, from whose funeral he was
returning at the time of his death! But so excellent a man,
prepared for death by the strict performance of every Christian

autv during life, requires not the commiseration of those who
survive him ; although all who recollect his air of gravity and
of sincerity, which always made his words effective in command-

on and respect, and in bringing home conviction to

the minds of his hearers, must feel how heavy a loss we have
experienced.

2. Alcide D'Obbigny.

Alcide D'Orbigny, Professor of Palaeontology at the Museum
of Natural History in the Jardin (k> Planter, was remarkable
for the vast magnitude, as well as for the interesting character
of his palseontological works, intended as they were to embrace
the whole field of geology in France, and, of course, compara-
tively to notice the relations of the ancient inhabitants of all

portions of the earth whilst descJ ^?ive coun-
try. Mr. D'Orbignv was born at Cou-xon (Loire Inibneurc),

<-nd was. in sinw.^ibn, Travelling Natural'^ lor the Museum of

Natural Ilisi S-oretai of th Natn a II story Society,

Member of the Central Commission of the Geographical Society,

Assistant of M. Conlier in the I
el latterly

occupant of the chair of Palaeontology which had been created
expressly for him. He was a Knight of the Legion of Honor.
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Mr. D'Orbigny commenced in 1826 his travels for the Mu-

seum, under the auspices of the government. As a student at

Rochelle, D'Orbigny passed his earlier years on the sea-shore,

and employed much of his time in examining the ua1

dootions thrown ashore by the wives. Before he had attained

the age of twenty-two, he presented to the Academy a work

which was attended with great success, as the committee ap-

pointed to examine it reported that, from the great number of

new species he had made known, he deserved to be placed in

the first rank of original observers. In 1826 he proceeded, as

Travelling Naturalist for the Museum, on a voyage to South

America, where he explored, with equal perseverance, courage,

knowledge, and success, Brazil, Buenos Ayres, the frontiers of

:i, and the Republics of Chili and Bolivia, from the

shore of the Pacific Ocean to the centre of the continent :
he

afterwards went through the Republic of Peru, and, when he

returned to France, had visited all that portion of the earth from

the 11th to the 12th degree of latitude, and from the Pacific to

the Atlantic Ocean.
As the product of this voyage, Mr. D'Orbigny brought home

-*—
collections and manuscripts, numerous drawingsraosi extensive collections ana manuscripts, numerous uravyug

of objects of natural history, and everything necessary to illus

trate the geography, the languages, the ethnology, and
ogy of this part of America: historical manuscripts, thirty-six

ties of the American language, a collection of animals

s 7000 species, of which many were new, and one of

ftboul 2300 species of plants, as well as much information re-

specting the geology of the countries he visited, were amongst

ts of his labors, and were embodied in the great work

entitled, " Voyage dans 1'Amerique du Sud," published under

the sanction of the Minister of Public Instruction. He also

superintended the publication of another work, " Voyage pitto-

08 les deux Ameriques;" and his labors were apprecia-

ted by the Geographical Society of France, which awarded him

its annual prize in 1836. As an active, intrepid, and persever-

ing traveller, he had thus made his way over an immense extent

of country, from Brazil and Peru to Patagonia, in eight succes-

sive y>':trs, sometimes navigating previously unkno .

sometimes penetrating virgin forests, resting on the loftiest pla-

teau x of the Andes, or in the plains of Patagonia, frequently

tiding tribes, and being obliged to

take part in their conflicts.

Alcide D'Orbigny, who had thus studied nature under all

its varied forms, now devoted himself to a task not less deserv-

ing of the admiration of posterity, as he thenceforth consecrated

u - iil to the study of i\ib .mtology, a science which had only

sprung into existence in the nineteenth century, and which has
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already enabled the geologist to study the ancient natural history
of the several epochs of the earth

1

! history, and to d
-•true Aatio age of th< mineral d posits with which

the fossil relics of animals and plants, long .since removed from
observation as existing genera and species, are associated. It

hashed, iiistksmdtii I what he succeeded in accomplishum m
this new branch of science, \v;h so vast as to be almost beyond
the intelligence, ami, I may add, the physical powers of any one

<>i Cub;), oi the C marie., of \\ :

'

\'
ie, i m)

';

- on the Cricoids, Ins " Prodrome <le Paleontolo-ie,"
lii.s

••< 1

ours.
:

- .> Si.,-; tmraphicd ol -vg ami esp> cialh his " Pahe-
ontolog\ of France."' which has extended to fourteen volumes,
and contains 1400 plates of French fossils.

Alcide D'Orbigny was removed bv death onlv four years alter
li chosen Professor at the Jardm des Phmtes, and before

m«- to < oi lplcte hi- -r< i i) , )„i >1< j -.I works,
T """i-i' it is believed that he i .fapahe-

: collection worthy of France. I have on a former
spoken of the nomenclature introduced by him into

geology, whi led in great measure upon that

1 - in- loan it- simi.li.-iU

iv, the ready receptraB

"'.
;

l high order of intellect, in
will briefly but more particula
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Uus
t
—or his note on the genus Co

tabular view of the class Cephalopoda, his memoir upon a second

living species of the family of Crinoids, to which he gave the

generic name Holopus, and many other of his papers, are suffi-

cient proofs of his great knowledge of, and accurate judgment
upon, almost all branches of natural history ; but others speak

the language of a philosopher on sach subjects.
Every one will doubtless remember the different opinions

which were once entertained on the true position, amongst or-

ganized beings, of the Foraminifera, some naturalists having,

from the resemblance of form, allotted them to the Cephalopoda.
After a careful examination of the animal portion as well as of

the shelly covering of these minute, often microscopical, bodies,

he disproved the earlier notion of their alliance to the Cephalo-

poda, which he had himself at first adopted, and proposed a

general classification of the Foraminifera, founded upon the form

of their shells, placing them amongst the Radiata, close to the

Polyps. In this great and important inquiry he described and

figured 118 new species from the Island of Cuba and from the

Antilles, and afterwards 43 species from the Canaries, of vhich

33 were peculiar to those islands. Nor was it to living Foram-

inifera that he confined his attention, as he described ai

54 species from the white chalk of the Paris basin, all, with the

exception of three or four, new, and then again those which had

been discovered by M. von Hauer in Austria, ending by the fol-

lowing statement of the geological distribution of Foraminifera:

Genera. Species.

Palaeozoic strata 1 1

Tertiary strata 56 450
Existing epoch 68 1000

So that it would appear that the genera and species were few
|
D

number and simple in structure at first, and increased both m
number and complexity of structure from formation to forma-

tion, until they had obtained their maximum of development in

the present seas. D'Orbigny even considered that this grad-

ual advancement from simple to compound was more
1 in these minute beings than in any others, and that

they are in consequence the best fitted for determining with pre-

cision the relative ages of geological strata. The following tj"

living genera, Oromi- m,
Vertebralina, Caw*

nia, Pavonina, Bobertina, Cassidvl rid CruciloW

I »"Orbigny named as not having been as yet discovered

in a fossil state ; and he gave the following view of the climat^

distribution of the Foraminifera, which also cannot fail to V
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~, 3; Frigid Zone, S„. _
the seas of hot climates are more productive of species of Foram-
inifera than those of colder regions.

D'Orbigny traces the history of these bodies from their first

discovery in 1731 to the present time ; and as a proof of the

importance of the office they may have played in the formation
of some geological strata (the houses of Paris and the pyramids
of Egypt being in part built of rocks composed of F< a

ous shells), he states that little more than an ounce in weight
of the sand of the Antilles yielded 480,000 of these shells.

D'Orbigny concluded, from his examination of the Foraminifera
of the Paris basin, that they had lived in a hot climate, and bad
not been subjected to the wearing action of any current.

In explaining the distribution of the Foraminifera of South
America, Mr. D'Orbigny points out how varied the groups are,

under the influence even of chorographic differences,—the Fo-

a of the southern shores of the Pacific differing from
those of the southern shores of the Atlantic, and both from
those of the equatorial region of the Antilles, from which fact

he deduces the conclusions, that in the same sea, and in connex-
ion with the same continent, different fauna may exist at very

stances from each other; and further, that Tertiary
basins, although different in their fauna, may have been formed

eously, just as the material deposits are net

widely different in character at localities by no means very re-

mote. Unquestionably the reasoning is good, and equally ap-

plicable to the geological deposits of all ages of the world.*
In his essay on the distribution of the Acetabuliferous Cepha-

lopoda, he states, in reference to their present distribution, that
io out of 16 genera are found in hot countries, 10 in temperate
regions, and 6 only in cold ; and he also concludes, from his in-
" uiries, that these forms are more complicated i

otter regions, and further, that it is probable th

* It must not be assumed from my remarks on D'Orbigny's 1;

niii
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lived under a high temperature. Taking account of this view of

ct, it is interesting to observe the other statement of M.
D'Orbigny, that the Acetabuliferous Cephalopoda appeared first

in the Jurassic formation, when they were represented by tbe

Bekmnites and six other genera. isting genus
Sepia and three other living ge sly with the

vast numbers of Ammonik^: thai all disappeared except the

'rnnites in the Cretaceous epoch, being re]

however, by different species; and thai in he T
til '' Btl#n& .i,

ing] p]aC( ,i by the genus

pearing for the second time, and the genus Behptera,
which appeared, only to pass rapidly away, as it is no lontrera

-• These are unqucstiun'abh very remarkable ik-^:

and have on the one hand a tendency to support the doetrioJ

v "" ^ I
m ),,_,. ..,,,!,.,,_ .,.,, ,., Nj of the destruction of

one creation and the production of another again and apaiti at

-i. on the other, they may induce a pause

in the decision of the
i seems difficult to con-

ceive that any such ., ,,i]t is, &c, could have

d so far back as the J .-,i have to-

peared, to be again crea and existing

q^'l^. I iiiuM !_:dn maintain thai it i^ mmv natural to con-

ceive that the link of connexion between the dead and the living

ept up, although hitherto the region of their habita-
+k " long period of time elapsed, has been veiled

from observat

_
I shall not attempt further to follow the able author of no less

ct treatises, some of vast magnitude and interest,

ngenuity and knowleds ; but 1 may notice him

which is gaining ground

-apidly; and in doing so I will quote, as illustrative of his

method, the distribution of the Bryozoa-Cellulina, which he

thus details:

—

d all full of J
tj

the author oi that i omei clatur-

Etage N6ocomien ... 1— Aptien 1— Albien 1

— Turonien ..'.'. 9— Senonien .... 54

rvien.... 3

— Subapenin ... 4
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The Bryozoa-Centrifugina, which form the other division of
the class, he discovered in almost all the geological formations,

and he gives their numbers thus:

—

In the Palaeozoic 10 66
Triassic °
Jurassic 32 93

Cretaceous 130 480
Tertiary 32 101

Existing epoch 26 80

And he concludes from the whole that there were three centres of
• of ihc Bryozoa, the first two composed of B. Cen-

', —namely, one in the Carboniferous stage of the

and one in the Bathonian of the Jurassic,—and the
other composed of both orders, Cellulina and Centrifugina, in
the Senonian stage of the Cretaceous.
Having now, I trust, enabled every one to form a correct

of the great and varied abilit'

aid of whose r<
-

I
. has twice awarded t__. r _

the Wollaston Fund, I will close my remarks with the

om the report of Messrs. Brongniart, Imfiv-

Elie de Beaumont, on his "Geology of South A
as it conveys a sentiment in which all our members will, I am
s ure, cordially concur:—
"The author's reserve, in treating upon a subject so vast and

difficult, cannot but be approved, although no one can fail to

that the memoir of M. D'Orbigny has enriched science
with a great number of new facts and with many ingenious

ts may hereafter lead to a modifi-
cation of some of his theoretical views; but the merit will

his of having considered a vast subject from a point
•

1 as must non-sari U can*, it to com-

putable advancement which has been mad*' towards a

-, ;;, America, by his courageous
.

• me alaoadd, toward*
ed ge of the geology of all parts of the earth ; for his great works
on the Palaeontology of France deserve such commendation.
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Art. XII.—Cartography ; bj Prof. C. Dewey.

(Continued from vol. xxiv, p. 48, Second Series.)

No. 254. Carex Geyeri, Boott, Lin. Trans., vol. xx, p. 118,
Kunze, No. 55. Illus. Car. Boott, No. 98, Tab. 105.

Spica unica androgyna, superne staminifera cum squamis ob-
longis obtj

;tibug 1_A alte^ig subre.

product* vel stipitatis glabris, squamam oblongam magnam am
plectentem cristatarn

bracteatis. r

C!+-S
Uln

i-
a

i

f
?
0t high

> f
lender

,
sometimes scabrous above, with

stiff radical leaves as long as the culm and rough on the edges;
spite single, an inch or more long, upper half inch staminate.
and slender-cvhndnc with long and oblong close whitis
the lower part pistillate, with 1-4 large fruil
and subremote or scattered, sometimes 4 fruit along an inch,
often fewer and nearer, the upper fruit sometimes one-fourth inch
below the staminate; stigmas 3; pistillate scale broad, obloog,

wore or less awned, and a little longer or shorter than

Mountains of North America; C. A. Geyer, in honor of whom
med; also, Duffield's Banch, Sierra Nevada; Dr. Bige-

low Explorations for Pac
; v . p . 163 ;

I his species is related to C. p} v,hich has a

snorter-and sca]e ve j a^d leaf.like . Its

association is with C. Wiidenovii, Schk.

No. 255. C. decidua, Boott, Lin. Trans., vol. xx. p. 119. Ulus.

Car. No. 157, p. 63, Tab. 170.

Spicis3-6 cylindraceis erectis gracilibus atro-purpureis ; su-

prema staminifera brevi-pedunculata clava-formi interdu - wi
\ el medio pistilhfera, squamis oblongis obtusis vel obovatis doro-

:
-•''

- - • .- \
!

-
.

... ... .. . - '

;

bracteatis, superioribus 1-3 brevibus parvis contiguis interdum
-'.. :,:

' V '

'

' - - ,

:

--'.:-
'

'

'.'' '
:..

:

..,,:-..
"

: ,.\ •

latis interne teretibus deciduis nervosis ore integris, squama ob-

longa obtusa dorso pallida subduplo brevioribus

»Ao u
f°0t °r

J
n?°re hi-h ' Hfquetrous and quite rough on the

edges above and leafy towards the base, and sheatl

W .f*l
st
t
ramaVPike s^gle, short-pedunculate, often pistil-

late at the base and sometimes in the middle, longish and club-
lorm, with staminate scales oblong, obovate, obtuse and white
on the keel

;
pistillate spikes 1-5, erect, sessile, rough-bracteate,
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sometimes 1-3 short approximate to the staminate, and stami-
nate also at their apex, and two longer and remoter below,
sometimes only 2 or 3 pistillate spikes of which the upper is
near the staminate and the other more remote ; stomas 2 fruit
oblong, ovate, or obovate, short rostrate, entire at the orifice,
nerved and tapering below, but scarcely stipitate

;
pistillate scale

frui°t

Dg
°
btUSe Pde °

n tHe ba°k
'

and neaT twiCe the leDgth °f the

First found in Terra del Fuego ; afterwards with the preceding,
by Dr. Bigelow, as noticed in the same work. My specimens
are from the latter locality.

Note —As the authority of Willdenow led to the confounding
of C. paleacea, Wahl., with C. crinlhi, Lain, it is important to say
How the confusion has been ascertai corrected.
- has been done by Dr. Boott in his "Illustrations of the

rex, a title so unpret<.-p at work on
Varicography, finely characterized by Prof. Gray in the July
number of this Journal.
Wahlenberg gave a specimen of his C. paleacea to Mr. Tucker-

to passed it to Dr. Boott. It proved to be the C. man-
«»w, V ahl, and of course, was very far from C. crinita, Lam.«W our botanists had long before found a plant, which was

£§\ \J
Schk - as one form of a crinita

'
and the^ were thence

iea to call another apparent form of it, var. paleacea, as being the
^•paleacea, Wahl. ; Schk. supported thesame mistake. Having
£*'corrected the mistake of Willd. and error of Wahl. and of
^cnk., Dr. Boott saw that our so-called var. paleacea is the real

Lain. Hence, the other form of it must be the variety,

}.

n Delongs to it. But Dr. Boott shows the manifest difference
between them, and gives to this the name 0. gynandra, appro-
bated to it by Schweinitz as early as 1824. The true (

'. crin ita,
^am. then is ascertained, and another species is named. Thisa™ its synonyms will be as follows :—

^"n
25̂ - °- 9ynandra

}
Schw., An. Tab. Boott Illus. Car., No.

*«, Tab. 50. C. crinita, Schk., fig. 125, Tab. Eee, not of Lam.
***., Sill. Journ., vol. x, p. 270, and Am. Auth. Var. gynan-
**> Schw., and Tor, and others.

With the change of names in Sill. Journ., vol. x, p. 270-1,

^ indicated above, the description there is definite and adequate,
as shown by the specimens sent by me to Dr. Boott.

* nave not often seen the peduncles of the lower spikes so
°*g as on Dr. Boott's figure. The spikes too are generally

bom in the middle, with more
laminate flowers at their tapering summit, and more densely
suited than those presented, or more like fig. 125, Schk. The
geographical range is greater than shown by Dr. Boott's speci-
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mens, and extends over much of New England, New York, and

far into Pennsylvania.
The separation, long desired by some, of this species from C.

crinita, has thus been accomplished.
It is thus made easy to settle the synonyms of G. crinita,

common in American authors.

0. crinita, Lam. Boot, Illus. Car., No. 47, Tab. 49. Schk, fig.

164, Tab. Ttt. Muh. Gram, p. 229. C. leonura, Wahl. Sarfr

well Exsic. Car, No. 58. Var. pah I >ew.. Sill. Journ., x,

p. 270-1. Tor. Hon, 401. Carey and Gray's Manual, p. 549.

Changing the names in Sill. Journ, vol. x, p. 270-1, as already

indicated, the description there wi
Dr. Boott's figure fully and finely shows th\< sj.-'ci.-s ami i^ far

superior to fig. 164, Schk, above mentioned, though I had in

1826 referred this species to it. The long ai i

densely flowered spikes, with the long and rough-awi
late scales, and the roundish or obovate or oval fruit, short-beaked
and ventricose, form ters. They describe G.

crmitn, Lam., there called var. paleacea.
Var. minor, Boott, as above.
Spikes smaller and shorter, 1-2 inches lono1

, often n< <

erect, rather loose-flowered, commonly with a long I

and rough-awned scale.

These characters are plain on my specimens of this variety.

This species differs from C. gynandra, Schw., in h; •

scabrous sheaths of the leaves, more slender a

gpikes more closely frail the fruit and

scale.

Dr. Boott's enthusiasm, position and extensive collection of

,;. enable him to make

other corrections, some of which at least will much interest oar

students of this vast and difficult genus. I advert to one more,

V •• th(1 proper d. s . , so lon^ known over

:h r „„ ,, . Muh. The ,„•<„ , ,. x , i-ion .u'"
1

r he •lic-

ence of opinion. It was so named by Mul
Willdenow, on accounl

•
-

' -" <*,f >>< ii 1^2.;
1 i i,.,t,.i -

t-.

),rJ ' -
•
n, Grav s Bot., named one of them (under C. anctfl
', very appropriately. In 1857. Dr. Gnu, in ^

Dr. Boott published the reasons for this reference in his IllusOf
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I iOM, with the synonyms and several varieties. There is much
propriety in presenting some of the changes, observing at the

i been called in our country to
loo 7, C. anceps, Muh.

C. laxijiora, Lam., 1789, not of Schk
Boott, 111 us. Car.. No. 87, Tab. 89, 1858.
Gray, Man. Bot, p. 524, 1857.

0. heterosperma, Wabl., No. 67, 1803
C. striatula, Mx, vol. ii, p. 173, 1803.
C. anceps, Muh., Letter to Willd.

Willd., vol. iv, p. 278, 1805.
Schk, Tab. FfF, %. 128, 1812.

t. planiarjmea, in pi !, fi„ 195 1812 not
Lam. to ' '

Muh. Gram, p. 242, 1817, not Lam.U anc^s, Muh. Dewey, Sill. Journ, vol. x, p. 36, 1826.

,

T°r
- Mon

- 'Cyp., p. 414, 1836, and Am. Auth,w. pa wfc/o&a, Dew. Carey Ed. 1, and Man. Bot, 1857, and
var. plantagmea, Boott, both Schk, fig. 195.

nvm
h
,

1S CaS
n
Sh0WS US the PrinciPal ^use of the numerous syno-

S?n

S
- l
n y- h

: '—['".- viz, their being named by ,

i different places and unknown to each other. In so
mg more than eight hundred species, in all

. the globe, this multiplication of names may casilv
- w. - in n< d 1#; : uthoi> in din" n -it parts of

- who knew not those already given. Hence, all the
, except the reference of this

[>y Dr. Boott, the point attained shows only the author

:>s as long, or nearly
ption, ast - 3 its . there is no objection to

pieties of this
i

or three other am
SEw-»ND SERIFS v
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(Read 1

Lsr common with a large number of our citizens, my attention

was directed some short time since, to a somewhat sudden, inex-

and enormous increase in the amount of our quarterly

bills for gas consumed ; an increase equal at times to ai

of a hundred per cent over the corresponding quarter of the

. As it would have been absurd to suppose a

ieous derangement of all the meters over an extensive

it was obvious that the difficulty could not lie in any

the registry of the gas, but in its illuminatri

ily requiring the consumption of a greater bulk of gas

to produce a given quantity of light. Feeling curious to know

how this difference could have occurred, I set myself to work to

ascertain, if possible, what causes could be acting to diminish

the illuminating power of the gas.

It has long been known that the quality of the gas produced

from the fat coals is very materially influenced by the circum-

stances of the decomposition. In the elaborate" e

:

made some years ago on a most extended scale by Hedley, the

British Engineer, as detailed in his report to a committee of the

House of Commons, we find this subject most satisfai

cussed. Below a cherry red heat the products obtained by

heating coal in close vessels contains hardly any ilh

material. At that temperature it is furnished most freely. ' v::

after having been formed is liable to decompositk
58 of carbon by contact with any highly heated su

ling through the apparatus. Such decarbonization
11

e degree of heat, with the extern

"

with the time of contact. Agai
• important, the best gas coming (

hour, the quality rapidly deteriorating, until at the <

four hours the product is worth very little to the consi
after five hours may be considered as worthless. Bui
of such worthless gas that can still be obtained by pus
process to completion is very considerable, equal sometimes to

| of all that passes over.
"

How far any neglect in the observance of the precautions J

quired to produce a proper illuminating gas, may explain tl

result the public have no means of knowing. All that we kno*

* The title of the above paper was accidentally c
read before the AssociationWM published in the Jul
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is that the manufacturers furnish an article which they say is

spared in the right way, and p
;

M
!

,

' ,,1 "i."-!
..in II t<;» 17 candles. That \7

'-. that on trial with a photometer at stated
r '•' ->. the gas burning from a jet, consuming five cubic feet per
•;" lr

-
gives an amount of light equal in tiie avi'ratrc in that of

,.' i

'

:

1

"
|

,

' nt e;llull, -'s *>* to the pound. The patent candle bcinir os-
of spermaceti and wax. Assuming as Irue
by the r cturers, it

* furnished

'cd illuminating power, compelling "the

claimed
1

l if properly made and correctly tested may
condition of greatly di-

nning the consumption of a
greater bulk to obtain the required light and consequeiwg the record of the meter and the sum total of the
o»is. In my trials to determine the specific gravity of our gas
y weighing a globe previously exhausted and then t

: from -570 to -580 somewhat belowwat given as characterizing good gas. But in realitv [ attaeh
-

UDon £?' C°mpleX mixtUre ascoal Sascan ^dlybe reliedupon to determine its commercial value.
Although good gas certainly has a higher specific gravity thanTO yet the difference could not be taken to represem

hliSf
DCe m Value since the Principal components of the mixture

parogen, carbonic ox bi b gen, olefiant
other still heavier hydro, ;, , M , ;vi .

"es, widely different, might vary a
^"ions sufficient to affect the illuminatnm , ,,'r. witi.n'ui atue same time and to the same ex

JJ£
1 he action of chlorine in rem. >v i n g *

r;„i
6r !"ore dense hydrocarbons, t

^ofthecoalgai, ,

^exceeding 10 per cent. But not having time almentt
o guard against all sources ,

'

' '

•

,

- •
•

...•.

keeping it in conta I

« it does deteriorate when thus b i L or when k i I

"tt&oil or even close <
stwJfl

6 tells us that^ from oil when nrst rnade and with aC faVit^ of 1-054 v. ,ii oive ;:•:_:• -f on,- randi, when

keen th
J
i

etS consuming 200 cubic inches per hour. But
''eksand then to get the same light from

• "!• you must supply b!0<> cubic incln-s

rapjj p .
***" coa^ gas the deterioration appears to

oneca jjV^ sucn M^ when lii>t made will give the light of
by the consumption of 400 cubic inches per hour.
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when kept four days will require the consumption of 460 cubic

inches per 'rapt toob-

Inin M>n - u • n>-n'ts in nan on the evening of the

when I filled a large receiver from the street main and placed it

on the shelf of the pneumatic trough, the next evening I filled

a second one and put it alongside of the first, the following eve-

ning I filled a third receiver, and still the following evening, the

11th inst, I filled a fourth receiver. On the evening of the

12th I was'thus provided with four jars of gas, one oi

been standing 24 hours or one day over the pneumatic trough,

this I will call No. 1 ; another, No. 2, had been standing two

days ; No. 3 had been standing three days, and No. 4 had been

four days in contact with the water. The diminution in volume

by such exposure was indicated by a receiver graduated to cubic

inches into a hi. ii I i itr«>d i< d liiO < u l> < in< ies of gas on the

evening of the 8th ; on the evening of the 12th this had lost

about 10| cubic inches, indicating a loss of about 8 per cent, of

the original bulk.

The effect produced on the illuminating power of the gas ty

the loss of volume became at once apparent as I proceeded to

contrast the value of the flames furnished by the contents of the

s, 1, 2, 3, and 4. I used for this purpose the ar-

rangement, taking the relative r ten?'/.
1

ys produced, as a measure of the relative intend} •

the light. The candle employed for the comparison wi

ent candle already referred to, and the burner was the Jnn

known as fish tail burner, which had been previously guageo»

and known to consume a trifle more than 5 cubic feet per nour

with the average maximum pressure of the gas works. I ne
^

hardly add that the burner was the same in all the trials, and oc-

cupied exactly the same position. The burner and the scree_

on which the shadows fell were not move<
periments. The only adjustment m ant< d was to bi

nearer to or father from the screen, and by beginning
most luminous gas the adjustment became simply a gi

drawal of the candle.

The capped receiver from which the gas was pass

freely in a large glass jar, supported in an erect positi

perpendicul

ments, making a difference of level between the water arov r
-

and that within equal to 3f inches, a little exceedin
;

ry evening pressure in the gas pipes. This differe'

on the escaj ing

uniform by ing of the receii •

was consumed, a flexible tube communicating betwe
of the receiver and the gas burner. This .

a steady, equable flame, which continued
;

the shadow
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enough to enable me, after a few trials, to note, very exactly, its

true value. The results as first obtained were too startling to be

at once believed, but subsequent repeated trials satisfied me that

they were very close approximations to the truth. The first

trial was with/thc gas from the street main, which I found equal

to 10-71 candles. The same gas, transferred from the pipe to

the capped receiver, and burned immediately, gave exactly the

same power, 10-71 candles. Gas No. 1 was next used, and ibund

equal to only 350 candles; Gas No. 2, after standing two days,

gave the light of 3'20 candles; Gas No. 3, three days old, was

equal to 1\90 candles; and Gas No. 4, four days old, gave the

light of 1-75 candles—these quantities representing the average

of repeated trials.

It thus appears that the illuminating material of our

is so rapidly abstracted by suffering it to remain in contact with

water, that the same volume of gas which to-day will give me
the light of nearly 11 candles by standing until to-morrow will

give the light of only 8* candles, and if left standing four days

will give the light of only 1| candles, while the only means left

to the consumer to get the light he requires from this deteriora-

ted gas is to burn more of it, as we have all been doing through

the past winter. If we now take into account the well known
&et that gas of less illuminating power has

gas of less densil y -
• »agh a g-veT1 aperture

than gas of gr at'er d. i sitv. we Lav.' another cause operating to

increase the consumption. In Hedley's experiments the Argand
burner which gave the light of 25 candles when supplied with

3 cubic feet per hour of gas from Welsh cannel coal, with a spe-

< pravitv oi -737, renuired no less than 7£ cubic feet per hour

•. from the same humor, when the gas was

"W'le from the Newcastle <•< al and had a specific gravity of only

Again, as we diminish the illuminating power of :'.

d this necessar.lv brings with it a

the burners, a highci

g'ven to the gas passing through I

the Bow. It is thus '
: -' * ' * w l'

ub
!
,c are

placed ma peculiarly unfortunate position, since all the mistakes

that are likely to occur in the]
'•' are mis

;
takes that i aae the bills of the consumer and

the profit* od }° ™&
-

the heat to i

** ne al *

-owa the heat to rise a little too high, the result is inevitable the

product h ting power. Or if on any one
day a little more gas is produced than is legitimately required,

the surplus remains in the gasometer to vitiate the supply of to-
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morrow. To what extent this vitiating action operates may be

inferred from the fact that I have never been able to obtain from

the gas of our pipes an illuminating power equal to the minimum
of that reported by the engineer of the gas company. In my

trials the power has varied from that of 13 candles down as low

as that of 9 candles, instead of ranging from 14 to 17 candles.

This difference is perfectly intelligible if we assume the last

quantities to represent the value of the gas when first made, and

ray results to represent its value as delivered to the consumer.

In conclusion I would merely add that the difficuly suggests

its own remedy. And that would be to have a sta nd;
ity established by the proper authorities, taking the n,

power as the basis of the calculation, and then to have the re-

quirements of such standard insured by a nightly ev
if necessary on the part of some one entirely disconnected with

the manufacture. In other words the photometer can be made
;h available and as valuable to the consumer of gas as the hy-

drometer is to the spirit merchant ; as he distinguishes with hi-

instrument in any mixture, between the spirit he wishes to buy

and the water he is unwilling to pay for, so the consumer of

gas can distinguish with the photometer between the true illu-

minating material and the worthless heat producing gases, hy-

drogen and light curburetted hydrogen, that make up the bulk

of the ordinary coal gas.

Art. XIV.—On the Dynamical Condition of the Head of a Comet:

by Professor W. A. Norton.

It is proposed, in the present article, to give the mathematical
theory of the development of the nebulous envelope of the head,

and the tail of a comet from the nucleus ; under the combined
action of a repulsive force exerted by the nucleus, and a repul-

Bive force exerted by the sun—each of these forces being sup-

posed to vary inversely as the square of the distance from the

centre of the repelling mass. So far as I am aware, no attemp

rto been made to develope the idea of a d

of the head of a comet into a mathematics
based upon precise numerical laws.
The hypothesis that a projectile force is in operation, combined

Lvitatin^

side to\
lormal to the surface, regarded as sphe:

ery small, in comparison with the nebul

with a repulsive action, or even with a gravitating force
will also be briefly considered.

Let us first suppose cometic matter to be expelled from &
points of the surface of the nucleus, on the side toward the sun,
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of the head, the error will be slight if we regard it as a mere
point, and conceive the nebulous mutter to Ik: repelled in all

- from this point. At the same time it must be obaerred
that, for each expelled particle, the central point of repulsion is

below the point of emission a distance equal to the radius of the

nucleus. Again, as the reetilinear dimensions of the head of a
'"nut arc small as compared with its distance from the sun, we
may, without material error for our present purpose, regard the
repulsive force of the sun as constant.

Let N (fig. 1) be the nucleus, regarded as a point, XS the
direction of the sun, and AB a line perpendicular to NS, which

we will regard as the line of demarcation between the hea<
toil. Suppose a particle to be emitted in the direction
and let the angle of projection, ZXB = a. Also let // = ac
anon due t0 excess of repulsion of nucleus ov<

• i the nucleus; k= opp

«nce passed over I
m any interval of t
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ntegrating, — —^ k sin a *+C= Y-

f we suppose the initial velocity o be zero, v = 0, when z=r,

-£-*.m..,+ C=0, or C=^+*«n«.

_, ;r2 (i_i)_ isina(z _ r
V 2 ,/«-r\ ill

{z~r)-— • • • 0)

Let Z= greatest distance passed o yer in the direction NZ, and

This value of z is the distance NZ, X being the point where

the orbit is tangent to the line ZX, perpendicular to NZ. Put-

ting a=90°, we get for the distance u> which a particle will re-

cede from the nucleus, when emitted in the direction NS,

But, by equ. (2), Zsina =^ = H; also Zsina = ZsinNZV

=NV; hence NV=H, and the point Z will fall on VT, drawn

through V, at the distance H from N, and perpendicular to »»
To find X, the point of tangency, resume equ. (1)

;

remote from the nucleus r may be neglected in comparison with

z, we have j£= .«:=2(jr-*rfaa.«) . • (4)

Whence, dt= ±-_ .
_* =**=

V2 Vpr-kaiaa.z «/2pr JEsina

< l ~ pr *

r ferin<t.g\j

Integrating, fa= *
. \ ^J_

V 2pr 1 A; sin a
~

Or, reducing, t= - 2^~^™— + C . . (a)

This formula is quite accurate for determining any portion ot

the interval of time sought, for the beginning of which
in comparison with r, and as the motion is far more rapid in the

vicinity of the nucleus than at a distance from it, we may obtain

pretty nearly the whole interval of time, from N to X, by sup-

posing z, at the beginning, to be several times r ;
but, on tbi»
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supposition the formula gives nearly the same value, as when z

is made equal to zero. Therefore let t=0, when 2=0, and we

instant of time when the distance becomes equal to the - part

of the whole distance, Z ; during which the motion may be
regarded as_very nearly uniform, with an average velocity
equal to v^r. The calculation for the remaining interval was
made by the above equation (a). The result obtained is T=

r-r^~l 1H"g -
j

. This differs from the above determination, by

OIUy £i, in the case of the comet of 1811, and about — in the

instance of Donati's Comet.

To find ZX=X, we have X=Pcosa.T 2 =£&cos ap^ra
=

f^^-.cot* . . (7)

But ZX=ZNx cot ZXN=^^ . cot ZXN; hence ZXN=a=

ZXB=XSZ. (Fig. 1.) Thus NX=NS; and the point of tan-

gency, X, of the path of any particle to the line ZR, lies in a
parabola, which has N for its focus, and V for its vertex.

As the orbits of all the particles are tangent to this parabola,
the paraboloid generated by revolving it about its axis will be,

approximately, the bounding surface of the head of the comet.
To ascertain the form of the orbit traced, on the present sup-

ion, by any particle, resume the value of t, as given by equ.

also take the value of t given by equation x=\ k cos a . t
s

.

thus get

*sina\
X

N'
1" pr

Z
l >]*cosa

*rj~^ (l-Jl-^^2)=*~co^ (aPProxin1;ite,.
v
)

1'
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Reducing, 1 x =\ z
\ pr cos a J pr

Transposing coordinates to point X, we have,

and z=— z' ; substituting and reducing,

*™i tang.3a.*'*=z', or,feJL cotW
pr & ' ' k sin a

• This is the equation of 2.

a parabola ; the diameter
through X makes an an-

gle <? with XR (fig. 2) de-

termined by the equation

cot(?= — ; or by laying

off LP=2X, and joining
PwithX. The parameter
of this diameter=X . cot a

To find the focus and
vertex lay off on the di-

ameter produced the dis-

tance XY = para

^
eer

.cos 3
fi draw YK perpendicular to the

diameter ; the vertex will be on this line. Through the point

n where this line crosses the tangent XZ, draw nm perpendicu-

lar to XZ, and with a radius = Parameter describe a circle

i point J rhich this circle cuts *

is the focus. Drawing FK parallel to XP, we have the I

the vertex. The parameter of the axis = Xcot«siB0. Bin"f
X cot a sin

.

3?=Z cot »asin ^ (by equs. (2) and (7)).
;In this investigation it is virtually supposed that the nucleus

moves along the line NL, perpendicular to NZ, at the same ra*?

that the particle recedes from NZ. This may seem to be a rougn

; it ion except in the case of a large angle of emission,

hut, with a certain restriction soon to be stated, the results ob-

tained are in fact a close approximation to the truth. The reason

is that the repulsive force of the nucleus produces the greater

part of its effect while the particle is in its vicinity, and at ••

distance from it, where the change of direction and the differ-

ence between NZ and NX has become considerable, it is ex-

ceedingly small in comparison with the sun's action. To test

the accuracy of our results, let us investigate the distance tb*1
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the particle will recede in the direction NZ, upon a different
and extreme hypothesis ; viz., that it is projected from a point
at a distance 2 r from the centre of the nucleus, with a velocity
equal to that acquired in passing from the distance r to the
distance 2r, and that the repulsion of the nucleus acts in the di-
rection NX, which, as we have seen, is inclined to NZ under an
angle equal to the complement of a. The differential equation
for finding the velocity in the direction NZ, will be

Integrating, _£_ sina-/tsina.z+C—-—

.

Putting V= velocity at distance 2r,

Whence, £aB*d. # (aM)+F- *> «(I- Ij-f™ . .

To find V», we have v> dv'=P-£ dz, or£= -^!+C.

c=~-; «H»-^=pr» [i--V Whieh gives Yl=^y2-Fl

Substituting in equ. 9, we have

T =*rin«(2r-*)-

Putting second member =0, we obtain

a) (nearly) . . . (10.)
j*. *r K

We accordingly have, in general, Z= ^-^ (nearly). This is

J®
same result that was obtained by the first investigation.

nat it can differ but little from the truth may be seen by com-
ing V=^~ with the greatest possible velocity that the re-
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distance. The expression for this maximum velocity is
*/%f\

greater than V only in the proportion of 7 to 5. At the point

V (fig. 1) the repulsive force of the nucleus is less than that of

the sun, in the same proportion that NV is less than r, the radius

of the nucleus. In the case of the great comet of 1811 this

ratio was nearly as 300 to 1. Unless a comet comes very near the

sun, the repulsion of the nucleus, at the outer surface of the

head, is therefore so small in comparison with the sun's repulsive

energy, as scarcely to have any sensible effect.

We may therefore suppose that when any receding particle

reaches the tangent point X, (fig. 2), it continues on its course,

subject to the sun's action alone. The preceding investigation

would not, in general, apply with sufficient accuracy to the orbit

continued beyond this point. The trajectory that we readily

obtain on the supposition just mentioned, becomes, however, ma-

terially modified when a returning particle passes in the vicinity

of the nucleus. The repulsion of the nucleus will in this case

deflect the particle into a curve convex to the nucleus. When
trice is too great for this effect to be produced, the repul-

si( m will still have the effect to diminish, more or less, the curva-

ture of the orbit.

The trajectory at the remoter distances from the nucleus may

also be obtained, by the ordinary theory of projectiles, if we re-

gard the particles as projected from the point where its orbit be-

comes parallel to AB, and with the velocity which it there has.

As the angle of emission, a, becomes quite small, this conception

would lead to less accurate results.
We have hitherto supposed the particle, emitted from the sur-

face of the nucleus, to have no initial velocity. If we suppose

it to be projected with any velocity V, this velocity may be re-

garded as having been acquired in moving from a point at a dis-

tance - from the centre of the nucleus; and proceeding with the

investigation as before, we obtain in place of equ. (2)

z=n *£r • • • (")
From which it appears that the effect will be to increase the val-

ue of Z, in the ratio of n to 1 ; without, therefore altering the

form of the head of the comet. The present supposition *

equivalent to conceiving the nucleus to be concentrated int0

a sphere whose radius is -, and that the particle leaves its sur-

face without initial velocity.

Let us now suppose, for the moment, that the particle is P1

^
jected from the nucleus, and is subject onlv to the attraction

o»
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the excess of the attractive <

['-'

(13)

ich is of the same form as equ. (2).

[n view of what has now been established we may conclude
it, if the force of repulsion is of the same intensity, on all

es of the nucleus, the outer surface of the head of a comet
Fers but little from a paraboloid of revolution, having its focus
the nucleus and its vertex at the point V, (fig. 1) to which

l particles are expelled in direct opposition to the sun's repul-
e force. We see also that the paths of the individual parti*
s are very nearly parabolas, having the positions and dimen-
ns indicated on p. 90. Or at least this is sensibly true, from
I nucleus to the tangent point X. Fig. 3 shows a number of
ae orbits, corresponding to various angles of emission.

Such, on the present theory, is the actual limiting surface of
we head. The form and extent of the surface, as visible to the

***rver on the earth, must differ more or less from this; for in
we first place, at the actual boundary the line of sight touches
the surface, and it is not until it falls within it and traverses a
"""ger extent of luminous matter, that a sensible in.;

jjjwe upon the eye. Again, the apparent form depends upon
we obliquity to the axis under which the head is viewed..
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Donates comet, about Oct. 10th, was seen under IV
cumstances for observing the actual form of the head. The line

of sight was then inclined under a large angle to the axis of the

head and tail. The visible form of the head must also de-

pend upon the various degrees of condensation, or closeness

of proximity of the moving particles ; and this is dependent

upon the relative velocity of the particles following on after each

other, and the proximity and intersections of the orbits of differ-

ent particles. To illustrate, those particles which are ejected more

in a direction toward the sun, have very small velocities at the

tun 1 1 1 ig points of their orbits ; the particles are therefore crowded

together there, and the visible surface should differ but little

from that of the paraboloid, before mentioned. On the other

hand the particles which are emitted from the sides of the nucle-

us, or under small angles, (a), are constantlv moving with in-

creasing velocity, and hence, those which follow each other, in

the same path, must separate from one another as they recede.

It is therefore only by the proximity and intersection of such

separate orbits that the luminosity can be greater at some par*

than at others. The tendency o\ ~ will be fe

contract the lateral parts of the head
; or in the direction NB

(fig.3). The apparent surface of the head should therefore lie

within the actual parabolic surface, and have the approximate
form of an ellipsoid,—the form which Donati's comet presented.

A still greater deviation from the parabolic form would result

if the energy of the repulsion should be less at the sides than at

the anterior portion of the nucleus ; or if, while the repulsion

remained the same, the velocity of projection should decrease

from the front of the nucleus where the sun is vertical.
If we suppose the repulsive acceleration of an emitted parti-

cle, to depend upon the action of the sun's rays upon the surface

of the nucleus, and to be proportional to its intensity, then the

distance to which it will be repelled, in the direction of emission,

will be expressed by ^- x sin a, or ^. On this hvpothe^

the form of the head would be nearly circular. The circular

form has in fact often been observed (e. g. the semi-circ
or hood, resting upon the nucleus of Donati's comet, after i»

lSn*
1011 pasSage

'
also head of Halley's comet, on Oct. 29tb,

If we adopt the idea that the nucleus
action

; or that its repulsion, if any, is exceeded by its a
equ. (12), shows that the form of the head must still be i
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For the first term gives the parabolic form, and the subtractive

term varies as -7— , which is also the law of variation of the dis-

tance between two parabolas having a common focus and axis,

estimated m a direction perpendicular to tin- tangent. The only
•i iilbrencebetweenthisca.se and that in which t\\c repul-

sion is in excess, is that the returning particles which pass in the
vicinity of the nucleus will now be attracted by it, and pursue
paths more concave toward the nucleus, instead of convex.
A detailed discussion can therefore alone settle delinitivelv the

< tween these two possible modes of development of the
* -met from its nucleus. Tins must be left for another
We will only call attention here to a remarkable lu-

minous appearance that has occasionally been observed behind
ffl of a comet (e. g. Comet of 1807), which seems to be
indication of the operation of a force of :

It consists, apparently, of two jets of luminous matter, issuing
from the nucleus, and convex toward each other, like the two
branches of a hyperbola. Upon the theory of repulsion, it may
be explained by the intersection of the orbits of particles that
pass in the immediate vicinity of the nucleus. Those which
make the closest approach to the nucleus, will be 4.

most deflected from their course. The consequence I

*ill be that the trajectory of each particle will
intersect those of all the particles that come be-
tween it and the nucleus. This curious result is

ulustrated in fig. 4. It is a case similar to that of
"

caustic curves in optics.

i referring to fig. 3, that the par-

"*e from eaefc other, when the amrle becomes small. !

» imperf,

,

J**!
to increase astheang* !

-. until it

becomes quite small. The peculiarity here noticed affords an
explanation of the sudden curved termination? of the luminous
™sc that formed the central portion oi the head of Donati's
^«met, as seen in te and of other similar
JtHmnous appearance- it as seen by Struve,
°* 29tb, 183o>nd the same on Oct. 22). The natural result,
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upon the normal condition of things, would seem to be modified

and made more conspicuous, in some instances, by a sudden dis-

continuance, at a certain point on the side of the nucleus, of the

ejection of luminous matter.
I have indicated on a previous occasion (in a paper read before

the American Philosophical Society, in 1843) the cause of the

curvature of the tail, and of the deviation of its general direc-

tion from direct opposition to the sun; on the theory of the

particles being separately driven off by the repulsive force of the

sun.
_
The theory of the development of the tail is so intimately

associated with that of the head—the two appearances being in

two different parts of one general phenomenon,—that

it will be proper here to notice a particular phenomenon which

appears to find its explanation in the views now presented. I

allude to the fact so conspicuous in Donati's Comet, and before

recognized as a general fact, that the preceding side of the tail

was brighter and more distinctly defined than the following side.

The phenomenon appears to result from the unequa
of different particles as they pass from the head into the tail

This explanation is illustrated in fig. 5. The particles which

recede to a greater distance from the base, AB, of the head,

pass it on their descent with much greater perpendicular velocity

than those emitted under small angles from the nucleus, and at-

taining only to a small height above AB. The more rapidly mov-

ing particles go to the interior of the tail, the others to the mar-

ts. Now the former will pursue a straighter course, as

they move away from the head, and one which deviates less

from direct opposition to the sun. They will, therefore, cross

in succession, or crowd upon the lines pursued by the outer

particles on the preceding side of the tail, and separate from

those traced by the particles on the other side of the tail.
TnlS

effect should be more marked as the comet recedes from the sun,

and the initial velocity acquired by the central particles, be-

comes a larger fraction of the velocity imparted to them by the

sun. It was finely observed, in the instance of Donati's Comet,

about Oct. 10 and 11. As the comet receded from the earth and

sun became less distinct, and our line of sight became oblique

*? the
.J

lane of the orbit
>
tne contrast was less conspicuous, and

tne wide dispersion of nebulous matter toward the end of the
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following side of the tail was no long

duce the same results; the central particles, which 1

have the greater velocity, were emitted from the nucleus before
the others which leave the base of the head at the same instant,
and therefore arrive with a higher velocity in the direction of
the orbital motion of the nucleus. To these may be added
another possible cause, in occasional operation ; viz : the more
copious evolution of luminous matter on the forward side of the
nucleus, which, if the comet does not turn upon an axis, has
been longest exposed to the sun's action.

In striking confirmation of this explanation we have the fact
noticed in the case of Donati's Comet, and of comets generally,
that the fainter secondary tails make their appearance at the
anterior side of the tail.

Explanation of the observed variations in the size of the Nebulous
Envelope of the Head of a Comet, as the Comet approaches and re-
cedesfrom the Sun.—Many of the variations noticed as having
taken place in the length and distinctness of the tail of a comet,
are merely apparent. For example, when a comet is at a great
distance without the earth's orbit its tail is foreshortened ; but,

ason is more distinct than it would otherwise be. The
tail of the great comet of 1843 was also very much foreshortened
on Feb. 28th, when it was seen in open day ; to which supposed
Jact was attributed, in part, the great brilliancy of the comet
before its orbit had been determined. But the variations in the
dimensions of the bead, to which we here allude are real, and
general, if not universal. The facts noticed are that the nebu-
losity of the head contracts greatly as the comet approaches the
sun, and enlarges, in a corresponding degree, as it recedes from
the sun. These curious and puzzling facts are but simple con-
sequences of the dynamical theory that lias now been developed.

7
1 referring to equ. (3) it will be seen that the repulsive force

ot the nucleus exceeds that of the sun, at the distance of the
nucleus, in the ratio of the focal distance NV (fig. 1) to the ra-
dius of the nucleus. Unless, therefore the repulsion of the nu-
cleus varies with its distance from the sun, the ratio of these
torces must vary inversely as the square of the distance from
the sun. The focal distance and all the distances Z. given by
*TJ- (2), should therefore both decrease and increase, according

J?
the same law, as the comet approaches the sun, and recedes

Ym &ni again. The contractions, observed by Hevelius to take
P'ace in Encke's comet, in 1828, as it approached the sun, were
greater than would result from this cause alone. The enlarge-
ment of the envelope of Donati's cornet was also, according to
«« measurements of G. P. Bond, Esq., of Harvard College Ob-

!l!!
0rj

'
more raPid than should nave resulted simply from
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the decrease in the - re conclude,

from our present stand-point that the matter of the nebulosity is

either repelled or projected from the nucleus with an intensity

of force that decreases as the comet approaches the sun, and in-

creases as it recedes from the sun. Variations in the amount of

luminous matter ejected may also conspire with these variations

of intensity of force, to give increased effect. The changes here

supposed may seem to be contrary to what would naturally be

expected; I can only say in the way of explanation, that they

accord with the theoretical views which I have been led to adopt

on other grounds, with regard to the process of evolution of

nebulous matter from the nucleus, and the nature and origin of

the repulsive action.

If we suppose, in the case of Encke's, and other similar com-

ets, that the attraction of the nucleus exceeds its repulsion,

the variations in the value of h, as the comet approaches the sun,

and recedes from him, will still be attended with an alternate

1 expansion of the nebulosity. But to explain

t of this change, we must suppose the projectile

force to vary at the same time.

Determination of the Mass and Density of the Nucleus of a Com-

—If the force of repulsion which we have here considered as

exerted both by the nucleus of a comet and the sun, be a prop"

erty belonging alike to all the ^articles of the mass of each body,

we have the means of readily determining the mass and average

density of the nucleus. For equ. (3) makes known
- '- '

, and by the law of inverse squares, we may compute the

Which gives M = - . — . m . .

p /2

I have made the computations for the comets
following table, which contains, also, the data use
lations.

met; Oct. 5th, 400 mil.

-

Oct. 6th, 800 " 5120 " ;,:

7720 " 58,500,000
*

63,500 " 106,000,000
'

25,520 « 64,000,000
'
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In the instances of the Comets of 1799 and 1807 the date of
the measurements is not known, and accordingly the distance
from the sun has only been roughly estimated. The distances
given for the other comets are sufficiently close approximations
for our present purpose. The true diameter of the nucleus of
Donati's Comet cannot exceed 400 miles, as determined on Oct.
5th

;
but as it is possible that the cometic matter may be ejected

from the surface of the apparent nucleus, the calculations have
been made from the observed diameters. The results obtained
by taking the diameter of nucleus at 400 miles are given at the
bottom of the table.

The following table contains the results of the calculations

:

Name «*— Density

Donati's ; Oct. 5th, irinrr.iW™ TuhlV 3-8

Oct, 6th, T,TOT*nr.Tnn> tfr* I'l

Oct. 8th,
TTF.irb.innr vdn 0-75

First Comet of 1811, *.&* 13-6

Halley's Comet, SOTT&nrffir r.*Vs 12-6

Comet of 1799, ff,*Tr^r*.Tnnr T.^Tt
Comet of 1807, K*» 5-0

donati's
; Oct. 6th, vmirsTnrv **v 4-4

Oct. 8th, it.tWts,*™ *x 5-9

Ihe densities, although differing considerably among them-
selves, and possibly, as we shall soon see, too large, indicate that
tHe nuclei of the larger comets are not made up entirely of va-
P°r>

or gag. The most probable inference to be drawn from
Jton, is that the nucleus of a bright comet is a body of solid
matter, like the earth, more or less covered with water, of which
'he greater portion is ordinarily in the condition of ice.

If the masses, as above determined, are too large to be admis-
sioie, we must then draw the theoretical inference that the mat-
r expelled from the nucleus derives part of its velocity from a

jorce of projection. That such a force of projection is in fact
»ornetimes in operation, if the present theory be true, may be
seen from the results given in the following table. The calcula-

nf°Artr
re ilere made for tne outer envelope ;

for which the values
01 JN V were 321,500 miles and 20,000 miles.

Name and DatP )M»sa Density.
j

with -

Tll58
8

Oc\°2l'
6th

' T^'r
t
5'H T

\
T

18-7
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When the nucleus appears to be surrounded by a spherical en-

velope, which is not continued into the tail, as in the case -f the

great comet of 1811, in the formation of this inner envelope the

repulsion of the nucleus may possibly be inoperative, The mas

of the nucleus may be determined on this supposition, only by

_ a value for v. We now have equation (12). which, by

dividing by r, and taking a = 90°, gives,

es the ratio of g to k, for any assumed value

) of h to the force of gravity of the r "

also be made for any supposed value of V,
pulsion is inoperative.

As we do not know to what extent a projectile force is in ope-

ration, we cannot be positive that the smallest masses and densi-

repulsive force of the nucleus, we may reduce the ms
sity to any extent. We may even suppose that the nucleus

. neither sensibly repels nor attracts the matter project
and conceive the whole effect to result from the pro
The velocity of projection, on this supposition would be given

by the equation,

v =>/2k(K^F) .... (16)

t

The approximate correspondence that obtains between the den-

sities we have computed, lends support to the idea of a general

cosmical repulsion, as a property of all particles i I

operating under special circumstances ; since it accor
notion, probable in itself, that the nucleus is made up of liqM
or of solid and liquid matter, like the earth. If subsequent cal-

culations made for the other bright comets should give similar

results, this inference would seem almost to be established.

Condition of the Nucleus—Evolution of Nebulous M
these topics there is only space to give a summary of the specu-

lative notions I have formed. In the first place I conceive tw

telescopic nucleus of a large comet to consist of an atmosphere

of aqueous vapor, or of a vaporous and gaseous atmosphere conj-

oined, condensed upon an inner nucleus more or less covered wrtn

water, or water partly in the condition of ice. In the case of toe

telescopic comets this central mass is probably altogether want-

ing. The vaporous atmosphere of the nucleus experiences van*
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ations of electric excitement under the influence of the sun—
after the same manner that the earth's atmosphere is effected by
the sun. That an electric influence is directly exercised by the
sun upon the upper regions of the earth's atmosphere, or thephoto-
sphere of the earth, appears to me to have been established in my
later papers on Magnetic Variations, published in former Nos. of
this Journal. When repeated electric discharges take place in the
higher and rarified regions of the atmosphere of the comet, or of
that of the earth, they must have the effect, according to the re-
sults of the recent experiments of M. Pliicker, to arrange the
vaporous matter in columnar masses, coinciding in direction with
the lines of magnetic force. We thus have auroral columns
in the comet's as in the earth's atmosphere. At the magnetic
poles of the nucleus these would have a vertical position ; and
from these points would gradually decline from this position
until at the equator they would lie parallel to the surface. Now
as a comet recedes from the sun its temperature falls, the sus-
pended aqueous vapor begins to condense at certain depths in
its atmosphere, the electricity thus set free flows in a series of
electric discharges, which follow the course of the auroral col-
umns, as soon as they are established. Condensations extending
through a considerable vertical depth in the upper atmosphere,
would also be attended with electric discharges from the one ele-
vation to the other. It is these electric discharges along these
auroral columns that, as I conceive, disengage the particles of
aqueous vapor, or nebulous matter so called ; and impel them off*
with a certain velocity. The same discharges bring the expelled
particles into a condition to be repelled by the nucleus. How
this result may be produced cannot here be adequately explained.
As the temperature of the receding comet continues to fall, the
process of condensation, and consequent evolution of aqueous
vaper, goes on, and the visible nucleus increases in size. It
would seem, from the observations of Mr. Bond, on Donati's
comet, that large masses appeared to be disengaged at certain
intervals. These phenomena may have arisen from the occa-
sional suspension of the electric discharges taking place in the
uPper atmosphere. This would produce the appearance of the
uetachment and expulsion from the surface of the nucleus, of
a ring of nebulous matter. Luminous phenomena, precisely
similar to those here supposed take place in the upper atmo-
^oere of the earth, to which we have given the name of Aurora

reafo?, and Aurora Australia; and probably from the same

I

use
-

™
Dev are almost uninterrupted at the pole, during the

:

n
.f
Polar winter, and only at intervals display their coruscations

u the skies of the temperate latitudes ; where the changes of
temperature are less, and the vaporous columns assume a more
umique position. On the other hand while a comet is approach-
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ing the sun, its I
: n(j at t

'

iie ?:ime tjme fo a{.

mospheric dec ti f anUeous vapor
and their attendant electri ,v much iesg fre-

quent. It thus happens that the evolution of vaporous matter,

form the head and tail., is much less copious before than after

the perihelion passage

;

While thes

1 to sod-
may be styled, are thus subject to great fluctuations, and t

den interruptions, and are most prevalent in the polar regions*
of the nucleus, there would seem also to be an uninterrupted
electric discharge, from all points of the nucleus, turned toward
the sun continually detaching particles of aqueous vapor. This

should be most abundant at the regions to which the sun is ver-

tical, and where the electric excitement produced
greatest

;
and may give rise to the hemispherical form of envel-

ope, (see p. 94).

The phenomenon of separate concentric envelopes, or rings,

often noticed, shows that the vaporous matter set free, at any

time, is not all expelled to the same distance from the nu-

cleus. This would be the case if we were looking down upon

the polar regions of a comet whose axis was perpendicular to

the plane of its orbit, and the matter was detached in zones from

different latitudes. The statement here made will,
better understood on glancing
at the annexed figure. It
would seem also that differ-
ent intensities of electrical dis-
charge should be attended with
different velocities of projec-
tion. Upon the theoretical
views I have formed these elec-

rise to different intensities of
"•tion, as exerted by

the nucleus. Again,
particles set free should not be
of the same size, the smaller p'

^^wil exPerieuce the greater repulsive acceleration; p#
video" the material repulsion is of the nature of an impulse
action against the surface of the particle.

.

If the speculative "

tion arises whether
present point of viei

luminous 1

3t presented be correct, the que*

the earth may not be regarded, from o^
r
,
as a comet ; and if so, why do we not see

The proper answer to this inquiry wouia

3 perpendicuhu
I . i0 far as e%P°'
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seem to be that the earth is actually, in a certain sense, a comet
its luminous train is seen by us in the Zodia

I he nebulous earth-ring contended for by the Eev. Mr. Jones, in
exp]anation of his admirable observations upon the zodiacal light,
would seem then, in a modified sense, to have a real existence

;

instead of being in a condition of statical equilibrium, as sup-
posed, rt is in a dynamical condition of perpetual dispersion and

Nor is the expulsion of vaporous matter into the surrounding
regions of space confined to the nuclei of comets, and the earth.
It occurs at the surface of the sun, and perhaps of all the heav-
enly bodies. It is beautifully seen, as a solar phenomenon, in a
total eclipse of the sun

; in the corona, or halo that encircles the
sun concealed behind the dark body of the moon

; the aigrettes
that stream out in various directions, and perhaps also the rose
coloredflames that here and there project beyond the dim circular
disc of the

Art. XY.~Review of Hall and Whitney's Report on the Geology

inJk
E firSt yolume of tne Report on the Geology of Iowa has

Th £?
ea Publisned ,

and in a style highly honorable to I

anl t>
mbracesmii

hand 1° S Hal1 and Whitney who have had the survey in
ana, have accomplished great results considering the tinu

fpo;i?!_
e

-

Xpl
,

oration
- Tn <3 Carboniferous formation is a prominent

ie geology, and has afforded a splendid collection of
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Crinoids for description and illustration. Even the Permian has

some representative beds, though discovered too recently—the

Introduction states, after the Permian fossils of Kansas had

been made known—to be described in detail in this volume.

Prof. J. D. Whitney contributes chapters on the Physical Geog-

raphy, Geologv, and Chemical and Economical Geology including

Mines,—Prof. "Hall, on the General Geology and Palaeontology,

and A. H. Worthen, (Assistant,) on the Geology of the Des

Moines valley and some other parts of the State.

The geological investigations have thus far been confined to the

eastern half of the State, the western portion of Iowa, which

is equal in area to New York, Massachusetts, Connecticut and

Rhode Island put together, not having yet been examined. The

work is divided into eight chapters, or divisions, of which the

first is devoted to the Physical Geography, the second to some

general remarks on the Geology of the Northwest, the third to a

review of the Geological formations occurring in Iowa, as exhib-

ited in a section on the Mississippi river, the fourth, fifth and

sixth to the detailed Geology by counties, the seventh to the

Economical Geology, and the eighth to the Palaeontology, the

the leadbearing crevices near Dubuque.
In Chapter I, we have a concise view of the topography of Iowa.

The State is a vast plain, gradually rising as we proceed from

the east towards the west, and from the south, northwards :--the

absolute elevations are given from the railroad surveys, when

such could be obtained. In this plain the streams ha\

and narrow valleys, which are bordered by precipitous " blufls,

as they are termed, the river-bottom, bluff and prairie being tne

three conspicuous features of the topography of the State. IW

height and steepness of the bluffs decrease gradually from W
north towards the south. The course of the tributaries ottjc

two great rivers forming the eastern and western boundaries oi tn

State, the Mississippi and Missouri, is adduced as evidence oi

the direction of the drainage having been determined by tw

sets of low and narrow flexures of the strata, one set running i

a northwest and southeast direction and the other neai

angles to this. The Wapsepinicon is mentioned as aremarT|L
instance illustrative of this ; this river having a length of w°

250 miles and draining a valley which is only from eight

twelve miles in width. The " mounds" which break the monov

ony of the landscape in the lead region, are described as outlie

of Niagara limestone, overlying strata of the Hudson river gro Pj

and rising in isolated, flat-topped hills, presenting evi^e^
C

feet
extensive denundation. These mounds are from 400 to 600

1

above the Mississippi river, and about 200 above the gene

jpvel of the prairie at their bases.
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The prairies, those wonderful treeless and fertile plains,
the most marked feature of the Northwest, are described and
the subject of their origin, a much controverted question, is

briefly discussed. The theories which have, at different times
been brought forward to account for the absence of trees in
the prairie region are discussed and pronounced to be inade-
quate. It is attempted in the report to show that the extreme
fineness of the particles of which the soil is made up is the pre-
dominating cause of this peculiar condition of the vegetation,
and some facts are stated which go to confirm this theory,
reasoning from analogy of the smaller prairies to the thickly
wooded region of the Upper Peninsula of Michigan, it is infer-
red; "that the whole region now occupied by the prairies of the
JNorthwest was once an immense lake, in whose basin sediment of

impalpable fineness gradually accumulated, under con-
le discussion of which is postponed to another volume

I be drift phenomena of the Northwest will be taken up

;

that this basin was drained by the elevation of the whole region,
but, at first, so slowly, that the finer particles of the sn
deposits were not washed away, but allowed to remain where
they were originally deposited. After the more elevated portion
°t the former prairies had been laid bare, the drainage becoming
concentrated in narrower channels, the current thus produced,
aided perhaps by a more rapid rise of the region, acquired suf-
ncent velocity to wear down through the finer material on the

wash away a portion of it altogether, and mix the rest
so effectually with the underlying drift materials, or with abra-
ded fragments of the rock in place, as to give rise to a different

of soil in the valleys from that of the elevated land.
A his valley soil, being much less homogeneous in its composi-
tion, and containing a larger proportion of coarse materials than
tnat of the uplands, seems to have been adapted to the growth

vegetation ; and in consequence of this, we find such
0C

(f {r
es covered with an abundant growth of timber."

Wherever there has been a variation from the usual condi-
tions of soil, on the prairie or in the river-bottom, there is a cor-
responding change in the character of the vegetation. Thus, on
tie prairies we sometimes meet with ridges of coarse material,
Pparently deposits of drift, on which from some local cause,
Here has never been an accumulation of fine sediment: in such
localities we invariably find a growth of timber. This is the

ted^
11 °f

-

tte &roves scattered over the prairies, for whose isola-

.
position and peculiar circumstances of growth we are unable

l0 *^>unt'in any other way."

jg

At the close of the chapter on Physical Geography, a review

maif
V,ei

j-
* the meteorological observations which have been

*Ue m «ffei
t e by different observers. From**» SKRIEg J* MVUi No 79>_JAN f8M
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a comparison of these some light is thrown on another question
which has been discussed without having been satisfactorily an-

swered, namely: What is the difference between the climate of

the Eastern and Western States on the same parallel ? It appeara
that while there is but little difference in the mean temperature
of the year on the Atlantic coast and in the Mississippi valley,
in the same latitude, there is a perceptible tendency to extremes
in the mean of the seasons, the summers being hotter and the

W1
So?

3 ?,,' as WG S° farther west. The annexed table (from

p. 33) will serve to illustrate this statement.

Fort Snelling, Min, 44 53 44 -6 45-6 %qq JJJ ifrl

In the geological portion of the Eeport, we notice the follow-
ing matters as of more especial interest.

The members of the geological series developed in Eastern
Iowa, all belong to the Palaeozoic system, and include groups of

strata from the Potsdam Sandstone up to the coal measures. The

existence of the Permian in the central portion of the state is

inferred from the presence of large masses of gypsum overlying
the coal measures, but in connection with which no fossils have

as yet been discovered. The range and extent of the formations
is exhibited on the geological map accompanying the Report,

a glance at which will be more satisfactory than an attempt at

description. It may simply be noted that the general trend of

the formation is northwest and southeast, and that the dip being

to the south and west, the traveller, in passing over the State

from northeast to southwest, crosses successively higher groups.

I here appears to have been but little disturbance of the strata

since their deposition, and no igneous or metamorphic rocks are

kn2Jn t<> e*ist within the limits of the State.
1 he bilunan series, as it is developed in the Northwest, * |

made up of alternations of sandstones, dolomites, limestones, and

shells. The order of sue _, aracter and tbi«'

ness of the different members which are recognized in Iowa, mar

be seen in the annexed table, arranged in an°ascending order:

LowerM
Sa

n

dstollV '

(Calciferous Sandstone of N.Y. Rept.)
Upper, or St. Peter's Limestone,

Trenton, or Blue Limestone,
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York, and a disappearance of some of them. A few particulars
with regard to the various groups are here added.

_
Potsdam Sandstone.—The very great thickness of this forma-

tion, which has been shown to exist in the Lake Superior re-

gion, is limited to the vicinity of the trappean rocks. Proceeding
southwesterly from the copper-bearing range, we soon find the
conglomerate to have disappeared, and have no evidence in Iowa
and southern Wisconsin of the existence of more than 400
feet at any one point, while the mean development is prob-
ably not over 250 or 300 feet. The exposures of this rock

united in Iowa, but it covers considerable surface in

Minnesota, and still more in central Wisconsin. Bands or in-

tercalated masses of conglomerate are almost entirely wanting in
the sandstone ; these, as well as the lines of oblique lamination,
appear to be confined to the vicinity of the igneous rocks. There

' nberof.the '

ontological c

been traced from Ion. 73° to Ion. 104°, exhibiting everywhere
the same granular silicious character and characterized by the
same organic forms, and we have, up to this time, no evidence of
the existence of organic remains below this formation.

t

Iawer Magnesian Limestone.—This is a mass of dolomite, hav-
mg a thickness of from 225 to 250 feet, about 200 of which are
nearly pure, crystalline dolomite, containing from one to ten per

i. mechanically intermixed; the remaining
25-50 feet are beds of passage into the sandstone below, corawf-
lr>g of mingled and alternating sai

- lv rare in this memberof the series; afew have been
observed in Wisconsin in a very imperfect state of preservation,
but none in Iowa.

Upper or St. Peter's Sandstone.—This, repetition of the sand-
stone underlying the lower magnesian, is also remarkable for its

Persistence in lithological character and thickness over a great
eitent of surface. From La Salle, in Illinois, where it makes its

appearance in a low axis of elevation, underlying the coal-meas-

ures unconformable to St. Paul in Minnesota, a distance of over
w0 miles, this sandstone hardly varies more than ten feet from
lt8 normal thickness of about 80 feet, which indicates a remark-
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able uniformity in the physical conditions prevailing at the time

of deposition of this comparatively thin mass. The fact that

this sandstone is so persistent in its thickness and lithological

character
; that it consists of almost chemically pure quartz, in

the form of grains of minute, but uniform size, with crystalline

facets; that it contains no pebbles or fragments which can be

recognized unmistakably as being of foreign or detrital origin,

are noticed as giving plausibility to the supposition that it was

a chemical precipitate, rather than the result of the mechanical

disaggregation of pre-existing quartzose rocks. No fossils have

been found in this sandstone.
Trenton Limestone.—Under this head is designated the series of

beds between the Upper Sandstone and the Galena limestone,

which may be subdivided into two portions : a, the buff lime-

stone, an impure dolomite, containing from ten to twenty per

cent of sand and clay; it is from fifteen to twenty feet thick.

and is, in the vicinity of the Mississippi river, quite destitute of

fossils. It is succeeded, in the ascending order, by b, the bloc

or Trenton limestone proper, a series of calcareous and calcareo-

argillaceous layers, lime unaccompanied bv magnesia appeanng

here tor the first time in the series, the whole having a thickness

of from 70 to 80 feet. For the first time also we find traces of

organic life abundantly disseminated through the rocks, a fact

not without significance in its relations to the absence of magne-

sia noticed above. Many of the layers, and shalv partings be-

tween the compact calcareous beds, are crowded with forms either

identical with, or closely allied to, those which characterize the

irenton limestone in its extension from New York through

Canada and on the northern shores of Lakes Huron and Michi-

gan, and as far west as the Mississippi, along a line of outcrop

some 1500 miles in extent.

t

Galena Limestone.—The passage from the Trenton limeston*

mto the next succeeding member of the series, the Galena lio*

stone, is not an abrupt one ; on the contrary, there are, in m**
localities, several alternations of eal.i ' a iuareo-ma£
calcareous layers, indicating that the change of conditions *
resulted in the deposition of the highly crystalline dolef*
which overlies the Trenton was not eftected at once, nor witboo

occasional partial returns to the former state of things. JJGalena limestone as usually developed, is a rather thick-bed^
1 ght greyish, o, dolomite, distinctly <j£

£n£
ln its texture and usually rather coarse-grained ^more crystalline portions frequently contain cavities lined *J

ir^rjS
+

talS
°u

hT^? -

Spar
'
and the ™ck is remarkable *%£

witS £ Tlr
™hlC\? weathers, leaving picturesque oathg

tf LT» ! f
e
?I°T

S
>
hke ™t<*-towers, orthe half-rained w^

of ancient fortified cities. The quantit> f insoluble matt**
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this dolomite is very small, not usually exceeding two or three
per cent; it consists almost entirely of (

fossils of the Galena limestone are closely
Trenton, although, in the lead-region, cer
Receptaculites and Lingula quadrata, which a „„
Galena limestone, are not found in the underlying blue. The
fossils of the Galena are all in the form of casts with the excep-
tion of those in which the shell originally consisted of phosphate
of lime instead of the carbonate, as was the case with the Lingula •

it appears, therefore, that the chemical changes which the rock
has undergone since its deposition have been such as to remove

tance of shells consisting of the carbonate of lime, but
to leave the phosphate untouched. Another interesting fact in
connection with the palaeontology of the Galena limestone is,
the discovery in it of a single specimen of IMysites catenulatus,
the characteristic and most abundant fossil of the Niagara lime-
stone in this region. This coral was in the form of a cast, while
those of the Niagara are uniformly silicified, this, with other cir-
cumstances, removing all possibility of error in regard to its true
'-•< "tinv. A single specimen of the same genus is described by
Mr. Hall as occurring in the Hudson river group on Green Bav
these two being the only instances in which this genus has been

nT ™ the United States in Lower Silurian rocks.
Ihe Galena limestone forms a very important member of the

series in the Upper Mississippi valley and in Wisconsin, although
"tly recognized to the eastward of the Menomonee

*IZ± •
i!

S
•
y 250 feet thick in the vicinitJ of Dubuque,

wnere it has its maximum development, and from which pointh gradually thins out in every direction. It is, economically,

Af tv.'
S
r

interest
>
from the fact of its being the chief repository

Z !k tt
ore which has beeD

>
and sti11 is, so extensively mined

ln

J

ae L PPer Mississippi lead-region.
nuf$on River Group.—This member of the series according to

jne Keport is first distinctly recognized in its extension west of

Sw %des No(
l
uets

- Being composed chiefly of silicious and
Niico-argillaceous shales, which disintegrate with rapidity, so thatagood natural section is rarely exposed, its existence in the Upper

Slf£l>
Valle

^W i

Sf
5
r a long time overlooked, although many

01 the shafts in the lead region are sunk through a greater or

IldidI w eSS
°fKm °rder to Teach the ""M^g 5

it i„ i,

DOt
ft

escaPe the observing eye of Percival, who mentions

"iSLcu
T* annual Report, dated 1855, under the name of

i*l«t£
l6
/- ^

ut witho^ any indication of its pake- •

Ration or thickness, as, indeed, it has, within the 1m.

nirnlT
0n W

,

^Wisconsin, been almost entirely removed by de-

£fo?m°™
T
o
C thickness of these shales, when felly

" from 60 to 80 feet, and in some places perhaps, as much as
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100, but no natural section has been observed exposing more

the i 2& The quantity of organic remains crowded into some

of the layers of this group, is truly astonishing ; some strata of

six or eight inches in thickness are made up of Orthocerata

packed as closely together as they can lie. The palaeontology

of this formation has not been investigated in detail, but its po-

sition and the general character of its fossils leave no doubt

of its equivalency with the Hudson river group.

An interesting fact in connection with these shales, is the

large amount of bituminous matter which they co-

wmen is shown in this Beport to be characteristic of this group

from New York, through Canada, to the Mississippi river. A

specimen of a dark chocolate-colored shale from Sava

was found to contain 20"96 per cent of combustible s

other specimens from the vicinity of Dubuque, lost, on

from 11 to 16 per cent, of organic matter. The black, highly-

glazed and apparently very carbonaceous shales of the Hudson

river valley, which have been so frequently mistaken for coal,

contain from one-half to one per cent of carbon, but no volatile

matter ; while specimens of the Utica shale from Herkimer Co.,

on the other hand, lost from 12 to 14 per cent of their weight

when burned in oxygen.

The presence of carbon in the shales of the Hudson river

group over so extensive a region, and in so large qu

not only a matter of very considerable economical importance,

as indicating a source from which, in those parts of the country

where the true Carboniferous rocks are wanting, a supply of ma-

terial for lighting, and perhaps heating, purposes may be obtain-

ed; but it is also of great interest in a theoretical point of v£*\

as bearing on the question of the origin of the carbon in ^e

coal-measures themselves. These shales and slates seem to baW

been accumulated under conditions somewhat resembling those

which prevailed during the deposition of the Carboi

ries, while the presence of so large a per-centage of carbon i

them is rendered still more striking by the fact, that, in «*

Northwest, neither the rocks below, nor those above as far up

the coal-measures, contain more than the merest trace of carbo-

naceous matter. From the base of the Potsdam to the top w

the Galena limestone, the whole amount of carbon present in t,

rocks, would not, if collected into one layer, make a

more than an inch or two in thickness ; 'but if the I

matter of the Hudson river shales at Savannah, were 6

ed by itself in one stratum, instead of being diffused throi^

perhaps 60 or 80 feet of shale, that stratum would have p

haps equalled twenty feet or more in thickness. A far
^
ber

hita
.

vestigation into the exact nature and distribution of the

minous matter is contemplated.
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Niagara Limestone.—This is the third great mass of dolomite,
which, throughout the valley of the Upper Mississippi, lies next
above the Hudson river shales, and which, as well from the ex-
tent of surface covered by it as from its thickness and persisten-
cy of hthological and palseontological characters, forms one of
the most important members of the Silurian series in the North-
west It is one of the rocks which, prior to the recognition of
the Hudson river shales in the Northwestern mineral region,
was included under the Y limestone ;" and, more
recently, has been described as the " Coralline and Pentamerus
beds oi the Upper Magnesian limestone,"—the term " Upper Mag-
nesian limestone," according to Dr. Owen, including all the mem-
bers °f the series from the base of the Galena, up to the base of
tne Hamilton group. The Niagara limestone of the region in
question is a nearly pure dolomite having a crystalline structure
and a light yellowish gray color ; it differs but little in external
appearance from the Galena limestone, and hand-specimens of
tbe two rocks might frequently be mistaken for each other.
J-ne JNiagara limestone, however, does not often exhibit that
tendency to irregular decomposition, and consequent weathering
in tantastic forms, so characteristic of the Galena ; it also con-
tains a greater amount of silica in the form of layers and nod-
ules of fl int) and it differs from this last mentioned rock also, in
«ie tact that the fossils it contains are usually silicified, and not
preserved m the form of casts simply. It may also be noticed
tnat, whereas in the Lower Magnesian and Galena groups the
amount of magnesia present is almost exactly that required

J°
iorm with the lime and carbonic acid, the double car-

bonate, or dolomite; in the Niagara, on the other hand, there is
frequently a small excess of lime over the magnesia. The thick-

US)
5

f^ w member of the series is estimated at about 350 feet,
leet being the greatest amount measured in any one expo-

re
- T̂ e Niagara limestone throughout the Northwest is

arked by the presence of beds crowded with the Pentamerus
as also by numerous corals, of which Halysites, Favosites,

er mJ Syringoma and Lyellia are the most conspicuous gen-

],

a
' LhQ™ are also numerous Crinoids identical with, or closely

•

ea to
>
tnose of the Niagara limestone of New York, but mostly

«,.A
V^y bacl state of preservation, as might be expected in a

crystalline dolomite.
Le Claire Limestone.—Of the groups recognized, in New York,

nia K
edlate between the Niagara and the base of the Devo-

rf\ meagre representation has been observed in Iowa,
•

n<

|
that onlv on the Mississippi river. The Le Claire limestone

h»r,?°
r
j
b

!r
d bJ Mr- Hall as a very heavy bed of dolomite, several

Zjy feet in thickness, which, in consequence of its disturbed
tution and enduring character, has been the cause of the
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Upper Eapids of the Mississippi. The fossils in it are all in the

form of casts, and among them are, a small

a Pentamerus, undistinguishable from P. occidentalism several Gas-

teropods and some chambered shells. This dolomiii

placed, conjecturally, on a parallel with the Gait limestoDe of

Upper Canada, hitherto supposed to form the base of the Onon-

daga Salt Group. The Le Claire limestone has not been traced

to any distance from the river, and is certainly wanting in north-

eastern Iowa, where the Niagara limestone is overlaid directly

by rocks of the Hamilton group. It appears that a further ex-

amination should be made of the section at the Upper Eapids,

as it is difficult to understand how so thick a mass of rock should

appear and disappear without having been recognized anywhere

except at that one point.

The Onondaga Salt Group, a member of the Silurian series of

so much economical importance in New York, is represented in

the Mississippi river section by a few feet only of magnesian

limestone, or nearly pure dolomite, although soft an ;

of crystalline structure. The p idition of the

Onondaga Salt Group, as it exists in New York, is e.\

some of the layers of the section on Quarry creek, a small tribu-

tary of the Mississippi, but the economically valuable minerals

anting. This group has not been traced west of the

*, where, indeed, it exists only in a few detached frag-

Of the rocks of Devonian age, the Upper Helderberg Limestone,

so well marked in New York and Ohio, is with difficulty to be

recognized to the west of the Mississippi. Certain non-fossil-

iferous strata cropping out on the bank of that river, at, and for

two or three miles above, Davenport, are referred by Mr. Hall to

that group, chiefly, as it appears, from their stratigraphical pos1-

tion and lithological character.

The Hamilton group is an important member of the series in

Iowa, covering many hundred square miles of surface, although

greatly diminished in thickness from what it was in New Yot£

rts of a series of purely calcareous and calcareo-magnesian

strata, with occasional bands in which argillaceous matter occurs

to some extent, the lithological character of this portion 01

the series being somewhat more variable than that of the groups

below. The greatest thickness of this group exposed in any on

section appears to be about one hundred feet ; but its entire dfr

velopment has not been satisfactorily ascertained. A few of tn

species of fossils found in it are identical with those occunngg

Devonian species of Central Europe than any
previously described from this continent.
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The Chemung group in the Mississippi valley gives but a

meagre representation of the same series of rocks in New York.
IVnns\ivania and Ohio. It contains almost an entirely now
Fauna, j

- - sly allied to those of more easterly

The passage from the Devonian to the Carboniferous series is

shown, in this Report, to be an al • one, both
m the phwul and i

..

'-. on ;..,...._ e. i haracter of the groups,

there being no strong line of demarcation separating the upper
calcareous beds of the Chemung group from the Burlington

limestone, the lowest member of the Carboniferous limestone

One of the most interesting facts brought out in this connec-
tion, is the existence of five distinct members of the '

erous limestone series. These are shown to have been deposited
in an ocean which was gradually contracting its limits on the

north, the greatest development of each successive member of

Hiding order, being to the south of the one
below it; while, subsequent to the deposition of all these and
the sandstone which separates the fourth and fifth limestones, the

entire area was submerged, allowing the coal-measures to be de-

posited on the slightly inclined edges of all these limestones, as

well as of the Chemung and Hamilton rocks, and albo. to some
extent of the Silurian limestone aftei tiie% had b-, bisMibKl
and denuded* All these limestones of the carboniferous series

are well characterized by the fossils they contain.

The fossils of the survey are described and figured in Part II

on Palaeontology, by Prof. Hall, this portion of the volume ex-

tending to 250 pages. The Devonian and Carboniferous series

We been selected for illustration, as the Silurian had previ-

ously received much attention in the Reports of Dr. Owen. In

the Hamilton and Chemung groe, ticularly

nearly 'the same
i

- ni Ne
entire number of species described from all these rocks i

„», -J illustrating the successive members
of the series; and with this obj< m have not
been selected, but, on the contrary, the more common and char-

''

mi
lcal with European species are proved to be qua

.
» he number of species of Crinoids, described in the volume,

is probably equal to or greater than all those before made known

* See this Journal, [2], xxiii, 187-

•ECOND SERIES, Vol. XXVII, Ko. 79.-JAN. 1889.
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from the same formations. Those of the Carboniferous lime-

stones amount to one hundred and seventeen speeii

these eighty-nine are new or not before described.

The true generic characters of /'< >i-",s Af/aricocrinus and

Agassizocrinus of Troost,—genera which that author had given

in his catalogue, but of which he had never published the foil

iyen. In this and other

cases Mr. Hall has evidently aimed to recognise fully the un-

published labors of Prof. Troost, He has on page 544 the fol-

" I have transcribed these observations, as well as 1

description of this species, from the MS. of Dr, Troos
upon the Crinoideas, which is to be published in the S

Contributions to Knowledge ; having been permitted to make

such references and citations as would enable me to

of the genera and species which I might describe in the Iowa

Eeport. By this means, although Dr. Troost's pap<

yet been published, he has the precedence which belongs to

The ScapMocrinve in its tvpical species so nearly resembles the

Graphiocrinus of De Koninck and Le Hon that Mr. Hall is led to

suspect that they have overlooked a series of small

b

These characters are here illusl

is shown a series of three basal plates below the five

posed by these authors to constitute the base. This genus is

further sustained by five American species, all of which are neff.

Some interest! no- {';•
•

;

IA first time, connectedSome i

with the structure of the Actinocriuns, and particularly thed

tribution of the arms and their relations to the rays

series of the plates of the body. These relations] as well as

other important points for the discrimination of species are shown

in the diagrams accompanying many of the descriptions witn a

formula of numbers belonging respectively to the anterior, antero-

lateral and postero-latej :haracters, shown to w

constant, offer import es for the determin-

ation of species, especially where specimens are imperfect.

Of the genus Actinocriniis alone twenty-nine new species ana

two varieties are described, and of the genus Platycri

new species. Bhodocrinus is noticed for the first time amoDo

American Carboniferous species. Five species of the genus
^

chceocidaris are described and illustrated, one from each oi

limestones of the Carboniferous series. ^
This Eeport is doubtless the best contribution yet m

knowledge of the Crinoids and other K hinoderms of the
^

boniferous system ; and, both as regards their structure and t

geological distribution, it is of the highest interest. We mig

cite at length important observations on the genera and speci
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did space allow. The plates are all good, and those of Crinoida
remarkably beautiful and effective.

In the chapter devoted to Economical Geology, we find a large
number of analyses of the rocks, coals, and other materials of
economical value occurring in Eastern Iowa. The limestones
analyzed are many of them almost chemically pure do
and, in general, the predominance of crystalline carbonates of
lime and magnesia over the purely detrital rocks is very marked

:<!; the series. There is a striking deficiency of the
argillaceous element, especially, in all the Silurian rocks. The
analyses, taken together, exhibit a tendency, as we rise in the
geological scale, to a greater variety of lithological character in
the mem!) -. .. groups, a greater amount of

there beL
Silurian.

Among all the specimens examined, the only ones found to
contain a sufficient quantity of insoluble matter to be available

e those from the Buff limestone, at the base
ot the Trenton. It remains to be ascertained, by practical trials,
how far the dolomites and highly magnesian limestones, with
but a small quantity of insoluble matter, can be used for hy-
draulic purposes, as they have been to a limited extent in Vir-
ginia and also in France:

I he analyses of numerous samples of coal show that they
belong, hke all the Western coals, to the highly bituminous
class

;
they contain from 35 to 40 per cent of bituminous matter,

and from 45 to 50 of fixed carbon. They all appear to hold a
Jarge amount of hygrometric moisture with great tenacity, part-
nig with it slowly, and not until after years of exposure to a dry
atmosphere. Some samples give as much as fifteen per cent of
*ater, expelled by drying at a temperature of 212° F. Sulpha-
's present in all these coals, in a form not perceptible to the eye,

•

the amount of from one-half of one to two per cent, and also
"i much larger quantity, in combination with iron and lime, as
Pyrites and gypsum, which substances materially impair the
value of western coals. No workable iron-ore of any import-
Qce has been discovered in connection with the coal-measures of

J£\\
wnicA are exceedingly thin, no section having been meas-

; n Tl -

1

? tlle ^es Moines valley giving much over a hundred feetm thickness.
J 5

.' 'ct of the occurrence of the lead ore in the Lower
appi valley, and, espe-

m d in this Eeport on

fiZ*
422

,
to 468. The principal crevices, or lead-bearing

S T'
W^ch have been ^rked in the vicinity of Dubuque

aescnbed, and a diagram given illustrating their surface-
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dent, so far as could be made out from the ii

collected. In no part of the lead region are the crevices devel-

oped on a more extensive scale, or with so much regularity, aa

in the Dubuque district. The characteristic form of occurrence

of the ore is the cave-opening, or expansion of the vertical crevice

r chamber, whose walls are sometimes lined i

heavy incrustation of pure galena, but which are more generally

partially filled with clay and loose masses of rock, m
fragments of ore, derived from the decomposition of the material

which once filled the opening, or metalliferous portion of the

rock. Some of these caves have yielded several mi 11 iocs of

pounds of galena, from a space very limited in depth and length.

It is a favorite idea among those who ha\
with mining operations in general, or who wish to dispose of

abandoned lead-mines to Eastern capitalists, that the It-

extend indefinitely downwards, and that the only reason wty
deep mining has not been carried on in this region is that the

miners have not sufficient skill or capital to work down to any

considerable depth. It has also been insisted on by the same

class of persons, that the Lower Magnesian limestone is a good

mineral-bearing rock, and that lead-mining may be ca i

it with profit, while the expediency of sinking shafts tl

Upper Sandstone into this rock in search of ore, has often been

discussed and urged by them. In regard to these points, of so

much economical importance to the lead-region, the Eeport has

the following :*

" There is very little evidence that the crevices continue to be

productive, in the Dubuque district, even as low down as the Blue

limestone
; and it is certain from the study of the whole region,

that they are everywhere completely cut off by the Upper sand-

stone. 'In no instance, so far as we have been able to learn, have

the lodes been found to extend more than a short distance into

• one, or to be productive of galena in that rock. It lS

trd< that, in some localities, ore has been found in the limestone

ig this sandstone (the Lo i en this roc*

occupies the surface
; but the deposits in that geologies

are very few in number, and the ore limited in qua
have yet to learn of a single instance in which diggings in that

rock have been profitable for any length of time. But, again.

even if the Lower Magnesian were a good mineral-bearing 1°°^

there would be little encouragement to continue sinking n?m

the Galena limestone, through the sandstone, into the underlying

sandstone ; for there is no reason to suppose that a crevice, alter

being entirely interrupted in the sandstone, would be resumed

in the limestone below, at a point exactly in the line or

of the workings above. A miner would be no more justified m
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sinking through the sandstone, in the expectation of meeting a
don of his crevice in the Lower Magnesian, than he

would be in commencing a shaft anywhere at random in this

rod:, v, it boat regard to surface-indication, and expecting to strike

a valuable lode. He might possibly find one ; but the chances
would be more than ten-thousand to one that he would not."

That the amount of lead produced in the Upper Mississippi
lyiiiovi is gradually diminishing is evident from the statistics;

the maximum produce of these mines was in the years 1845-47,
when it was nearly 25,000 tons per annum. At present it

amounts to less than half that. In answer to the question, what
can be done to develop the mining interest of this region, a sys-

tematic topographical and mining survey of the whole lead-bear-
'!'- region is urged as an indispensable preliminary to future suc-
cessful explorations. A more or less symmetrical disposition of
the crevices will be found to prevail, and from the symmetry of
the known, the position of the unknown may possibly be ascer-
tained. There is no doubt that heavy bodies of ore yet remain
concealed under the thick covering of drift, which makes surface

>ns so expensive, and that a large amount of labor is

i fruitless search for workable lodes which might be
more profitably expended if more systematically directed.
The existence of zinc ore in sufficient quantity and under suit-

able conditions with reference to fuel, labor, and a market, is

pronounced highly questionable. Gold is not to be looked for,

except in the most minute quantity, a caution inserted with spe-

ace to the gold-fever raging in Central Iowa, at the
^me this portion of the Report was passing through the press.

specimens of considers -iy, have found their
way out of the pocket- -. into the
soil of Iowa.
In closing the Report, we would express our earnest hope that

the survey so well begun, may be continued to its completion,
a^d that other volumes as valuable may soon follow.

Art. XVI.—Correspondence of Prof. Jerome Nickles, dated Paris,

October 26th, 1858.

g° beyond the bounds <

this, as scie
scientifac news is our special duty as correspondent of the American

The German Scu
a* much for the mem<*tings however ha
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the capital of the Grand Duchy of Baden. It was remarkable forth*

sympathy between the government and the people, and also for the men

there gathered ai forward. The first of the chemist*

and physicists of Germany were there ; and geology, mineralogy, botany,

zoology, and medicine had equally distinguished representatives. As the

meeting was divided into sections, we could not hear all, and selected

those departments according with our own predilections,—physics and

chemistry ; and we therefore confine our communications to facts brought

The presidents of the section of chemistry were successively Liebig,

Wohler, Schonbein, and on the declinature of Bunsen, H. Rose. Th«

sessions began on the 17th of September.
Schlossberoer on the property of ammoniacal oxyd of

ing cellulose.
mi "

The ammoniacal sulphate ot copper acts as a se.lv* nt only irom me e*^
of oxyd of copper present. Mr. s.-, ;. -si •!•,. -r rinds t

;

power increases with the proportion of copper, and that the hydrate e!

solved in ammonia acts better than the sulphate.

The cupro-ammoniaeai liquid, dues not dissolvt gum, d

while it does .-. The salts, and especi

line salts, pr of copperm
the same effect. The precipitate shows no trace of organi;

to differ in percentage composition

from that of cellulose.
_ ,

These same alkaline salts do not precipitate the soluti*

the fact may be made the basis of a i>r«. d-< i'..r sci.ai'alin-

ton. The solution of cellulose is pi

trated solution of honey, gum Arabic, or dextrin-/ Tic

..xyline

conchyoline, are insoluble in it."
..•• -*..:; ,.l:

NiOH^N, acts like the salt of copper,
a fine blue in the latter aid a yellowish b

J. Nickles c

In this paper, tl, Mi'i.jeei of V jii.-li has been briefly presented w lu'°

lusions were arrived at.

1. There is !( has been supposed.

2. There are only small traces of fluorine in bones. Aft«

the proportion is 3 grams in 100 gra P

"

rt °* bon '

•

.

vegetable substances,—although some V

ry to experiment on^kucc.

ntaining t "*

are: (a) potal

tain so little t

water. Beside

!e wa'

.at it

the ]

even a large proporti

mineral waters that a

and Mont d'Or, etc.
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4. The water of the Seine taken at Paris, is one of those containing the

least fluorine.

5. Of the rivers of France, one of the richest in fluorine is that of the
La Somme near Amiens.

6. Mineral waters vary in amount or i

1

,1 ;
;' H ',. -; \ muted

•
;

litre of these

V. The Atlantic affords no sensible amount even from 300 litres, show-
ing thus a striking difference between marine and mineral waters.

8. The law of the diffusion of fluorine may be thus expressed : There

sedimentary way.
9. There are t\ > sources of em r in tin i

-""1 in tiiod of detecting
fhii>ritif— >ne arising from the: fact that suljhi.rio ,a. ad nl. .i

- ' - nun the fact that this

quantities of fluohydric acid.

10. These sources of error are eliminated from my methods—by using

fluohydric acid.

11. The solvent which I use is chlorhvdric acid, which, with a little

care, may be found free from fluorine in the shops.
In the memoir I point out the e ir um-mn. «

• under uhi.lt such a chlor-
nydric acid may be produced in tin m letui it the large way.
On the Preparation of Ozone by von Babo, and by Messrs. Bunsen and

ined bj the combustion

gas to pass through a solution of chromic acid. This acid not'onlv

i ag thew is more oaroe than before,

evidently beca ickl a itself a cause of
ozonization.

Von Babo has succeeded in drying ozone so far as to render it anhv-

P«nsen and Mao-nus who mad i . - •-
I i"

>'-
' M> *

-
'

'• *''«

< , ,.,,, t : ,i .. tw.. kinds .f ... ue, on aiiotropic oxygen
«d the other a hydrogenated compound.

name of Erdmann is in

..:

to detect the future grea I chemist
»a to open the
*hose labors ha

,~
U U ., ceased—

have s,, greatly enlarged the horizon of ch<ministry.

good fortune to make the persona! ae.juain

• lamented friend, and to obtain from him in

tance of the- first

formation on the

r biog. notice of Gerhard t, this Jour., JaD.,
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water it was plunged into cold water ; this restored the rigidity of ftl

feather previously swollen by the warm water.

Schroeder—Relation between fermi n lion.—In 1854

Mr. Schroeder in connexion with Mr. Dusch published a paper on fermen-

tation and putrefaction, and showed that putresc

stances could be indefinitely preserved, if instead of leaving such matter

in common air, they were placed in vases filled with air that had been

filtered through cotton. Flesh, soup, and all kinds of alimenta

boil thei

i preserved, if the precaution has been taken previously I

is in vacuo, but solidities c

fact that crvst,

through a tube filled with cotton *

Mr. S. explained the results of his experiments in 1854 by supposing

that the air filtered through cotton is deprived of the spores of <

j

1
'

g'a",

mic infusoria, which are the cause of putresence and fermentation. If

the experiment on the sulphate of soda tends to estal

between fermentation and crystallization, it serves to prove also that

these cryptog*

" '
'

'
'.•: _

:
.-.

.

•

.
-

appeared to us finished by the earlier researches of Mr. Schroi
up anew. These facts do not interior.- uiiii :!. :i . . .:. .-.'. th-i}

Liebig, nor that derived from the recent researches of Pasteur on the

propagation of fermentation.

J. Nickles—Electromagnets and Magnetic adhesion.—The e

on this subject have been reported briefly in former com.
They have acquired a new interest since the French Government has

ordered General Morin, of the Department of Arts and Trai
up that part of my researches which is applicable to locomotion on rail-

roads.
r

Before iiv. r ,3 known, the

straight and the horseshoe or bifurcate
.f

In 1852 I made known the

magnet, (or magnet with three poles having only a -

for magnetization although possessing ng power,) ana

the |wra«rcttfar magnets,! and aft... § These 1^

two kinds have some special proper!
motion as the revolution takes place, but the magr
are polished at the circumference and without teeth. These

ich attention on account of their pe<

as. One of them has been put in action on a large scale on

the Lyons railroad.

This meeting of the German Association was without representative*

- •- _ .. .<.-;. .< f •-, ....
,

... , .. .... .... ..,. ..

any from France. This is owing principally to the fact that Associations

are in session in England, France, Italy and Germany at nearly the sain

* Journal de Pharmacie and de Chemie, 1854, T. xxv, p. 314.
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period of the year. The only way to remedy this difficulty is to
tute for these partial associations, a European Scienti
<...„„ i„ a r .,/,•,,-„/ Scin.f.jic Association, which shall hold its s

" : t,,n^ ' (! tne ditfeivnt cities of the old and new continent.
Bibliography.—At H. Bossange's : Researches on the Difus

Fluorine, hy J. Nickles. 60 pp. 8vo.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS.

1. On the Siliciuret of Hydrogen.—-Wohler has communicated a

€
.?
d by Bufl of an alloy of

Mers laboratory by Martins, who found that a sc

'-

ate of sodium, and 10 grams of fused

to be finely pulverized and intimately mixed in a
hot mortar. The mixture is to be introduced into a glass ves
can be dosed, and 20 grams of sodium in very small pieces added. The

crucible, heated to redness. The crucible is to be covered and heated,

.

en the com >.vith repeated decrepitations. When

removed from the fire, allowed to cool . i us a greyish-
Wack fused mass filled with globules and plates resembling cast iron.
Abe coarser pulverized mass is to be introduced into a flask with two

ong enough
. to the other tubulure is attached a

ide conducting tube. The entire apparatus is now to be filled

' -iter, and then plunged beneath the surface of the pneumatic

is expelled. A collecting tube may
w °e filled with water and inverted over the orifice of the tube convey-

"g the gas. Strong chlorhydric acid is now to be poured through the
nel. A violent reaction ensues and much foam unavoidably passes

h air whl a white flame

The silicic acid formed produces t

f

* Puo*pl»uretted hydrogen. The gas is completely decomposed by i

"
;"

!
'' h > H. bn.wn amorphous Miicjn brin- .l-;»-itnl. WJi.-n burn-,

I'oro-iain it gives a brown spot. With chlorine tl»

V"
'' v

l
,lo<-^- s violmtlv, but p.

- ".\vd of nitro;r,.n

_. - '.. which l.i;,k.-sr
^mcult to determine t-. , lM „ ,-„,„. s hydrogen precipitate!

gas
°"y,

aeta '8 from their solutions. A salt of copper igitated with th<

J 'elds a red pellicle of a siliciuret of copper, which in the air oxyd
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izes to a lemon-yellow silicate of copper. Nitra

.

state. The gre\ -h mas* which yieid> the ga-

."

nei.L and of another -incim'.-; m :•, •.;; -
:

,v, v. '; :

> > i«
.

drie acid free hvdioge . In one ease the authors

succeeded in regular octahedrons, some*

times presenting cubic surfaces. 1
i e- w v< t

Mg9 Si, and as this corap a< .

be Sillo. M- !•:> - - <],<< . ... .

'

i studying the subject further.—Ann. it

Chernie et de Physique, liv, 218, Oct. 1858.

[Note.—It must be remembered that Woiiier and Martins take the

equivalent of silicon as 21, so that silica is Sj( )?.. The shin

nesium above mentioned has no probable formula if we I

14, as appears necessary,

the tin-- -. it is very much to be

the compounds of silicon with ethyl, mctiivl, iVc. h can

hardly be doubted that ethyl-zinc would give with chlori

silicon, a coin; ind of ti v\ and silicon havii ; tli I'm

since we should have a reac equation

2 . Zn(C4lI5
) + Si Cla= 2Zn CI+ 8i(C4H»)s.

A determination of the density of the vapor of

s— tii ; i
:.,.•,'•! ii interest. The results obtain 'i bv II

Cahours in the formation of compounds of ethyl, &c, wil

and arsenic render the existence of similar compounds of silicon and boron

almost certain.—w. c]
2. On protoxyd of iron with caustic potash as a reduch

Hempel finds that i,n.t..\yd «jf iron in the j.iv-ence of an •.

potash reduces iodic acid, bichlorid of platinum, and p
mercury. Platinum yields a black powder which after

water contain! g , hi," In iri, acid at i drying. i> idih «

.!-:
: . I

•
,

- "

!

'

of mercury and the filtrate is free from mercury. Nitra. e

-•.;:!".-;:>,,. .[ "

.

of chlorid of gi . The a

this process for the determination of mercury, the precii

being collected on a weighed tiiter, washed and dried,

mercury volumeti following proce

very good results. The solution of the chlorid, nitrate

mercury (in the two last cases chlorid of sodium must be

introduced into a a ground stopple, a

tosulphate of iron led, the flask well

oxyd of iron di— \< d l>y ;i< i. I g .] 'ute sulphuric acid.

of mercury is allowed to settle and the supernatant Hqi

After complete washing the filter may be pierced and the c

down into the flask with the rest of the
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' hypermanganate potash is then to be added, the

fiask do» i The unde-

r anoi ed by a solution

of oxalic a. i i. ana t e < \< ^- or uii- i- ,'. termined by means of a titred

solution of the hvpennauiiWiiate. The percentage of mercury is then

und Pharm. cvii, 97.

3. On tke loci i<l j Mct/u/lcn.—When powdered iodine is padded to

crystallized i reaetioa occurs, and the mass be-

comes fluid. ]i\ (ii>tiliino- the ni;is Uuttk-row obtained a heavy oily

from this by water : this

is the iodid of methvlen < ilhli. Ti > -u ie substance is formed in larger

qiirmtitj win u one ."... oi iodoform Callla is added to three e ,>. of etliyl-

o.xyd-soda, and water'added ro tiie pro.met <-f t
; ii- reaction. The iodid is

a li \ « il\ inid , i y< 1 ,w ,- t i r it l r d< nsi \ '< 342 : at
-2° it

solidifies to 'a . A-> o >•,.,*„,_. lU i,, ;, __
t\ ;,„ ,{\si'h ' tate ..f <m1

ether and then distiliinir, a colorless oily iiouid passed over at about 170°.

This is the acetate of methyl-glycol /^Hs02> |
°4 - Tlie author did

not however succeed in obtaining methyl-glycol from this body.

—

Ann.
der Chemie und Pharmacie, cvii, 110.

4. On the action of Ammonia upon Glyoxal.—W\ the- action of nitric

acid upon alcohol Debus obtained two new bodies termed n

glyoxal C4Ha( n and i/ivoxiiie acid CUlDOs. By the action of a warm

mia upon glyoxal, Debus obtained a

base having the formula I being represented by the

equation

3(C4H204) + 4NHs =a Ci 2HeN4 -f 12HO.

Gljcosin the new base is a light white powder soft like talc am

•

which hast!: orC»&N*CMP*CIi.
The ration a ording to Debus is

(
C4H, )

NsJCsHsV.
( C4H. )

The mother-liquor from which the glycosin is obta

^'d the oxalate of a new base which the author terms glyoj

!

N P^tinum salt has the formula CfiHiNs, HCl + I'" >- '"
!

ln magnificent orange-red prisms. The formation of glyoxabn is ex-

pressed by the equation

2(CiH204)+ 2NHs= C6H2N2+ CaHa04+ 4HO.

Ann. der Chemie und Pharmacie, cvii, 199.

:

conclusion that the formula
r,<\ 2TaOa, a portion of the tantalic acid being i

, which latter has probably the formula ZrOa, aa

Seville and Troost have suggested.—Pogg. Ann., civ, 85.



a.—H. Rose has published in part, the results of hi

,nd elaborate investigations of niobium and its com-

5 which may justly be considered as amoDg the

most difficult and te< • r underl ken. V

nt ourselves with a brief abstract of the most important points

in the history of the metal.

Metallic niobium is most easily prepared by heating the double fluorids

or hypofluorids of niobium and the sodium to a

strong red heat in a crucible of cast iron. After cooling, the

is to be diffused in cold water in a platinum capsule; the n

bium boiled with water, and finally washed with water contaii

alcohol, till the washings leave no residue on evaporation. The metal

obtained is purer, when a tolerably thick layer of chloric! of p

placed upon the mixture of fluorids w

lie niobium is a black
j

. and is acted

on by reagents more easih than tantalum. I

moist niobium when heated with dilute chlorhydi

evolution of hydrogen. The colorless solution gave with ammonia a

voluminous precipitate of a brownish color, which however o.v

the filter and became whit-. It i- th. r. miv <!< .,> tint the

of niobium which is lower than hyponiobic a

acid do 3 n< * d ssol

acid dissolves metallic nio

ish color and gives a brownish prec

acid also dissolves niobium, and the

by a mixture of sulphuric and fluohydric acids. Fusion with

heated in chlorine the metal ignites, both the yellow and the white cbio-

rid being formed—

1

, latter cann°

be converted into the yellow chloric! XbCi - 1 it _ 1.

oxydation of niobium yields only h
acid NbOa, so that in this respect t

density of the metal obtained from the fluorids was 6'297 :

means of sodium, 6-272, but the dens^

varied greatly in different specimens in consequence of the

more or less hyponiobic acid as impurity. When phosphorus vaP°
r
,

passed over bi-hyponiobate of soda, heated to redness in a current of T

drogen, the metal is redu<-| and stains < uh, a fa-
:es place much less easily and completely in 1

- ...; second memoir I:

The yellow chlorid, NbCla, resembles the corres]

lan the latter, beginning to pass over at 125° C, wh
•of tantalum becomes gaseous at about 144° C. The chlorid of mow

melts at 212° C, and solidifies sooner than the chl

fuses at a rather higher temp rature. Rose made repeated

:!,'.•.: .-.:'... ... - .,' , -
;

;.;'.. •

'

culfcy of the subject did not yield results which correspond as accural
J

as could be desired. The author rejects the results of the first fave,
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from the mean of the last three deduces the numbers 48-82 (or 610-37

0= 100) as the equivalent of niobium.

Chlorid of niobium, NbCla, dissolves in chlorhydric acid ; after some
time the solution becomes turbid and platinizes. Water does not com-

solve the mass, the filtrate is opalescent, and conta
1

i almost completely separated by boil-

with chlorhydric acid, a

turbid - iution is pruJu \vhi< h does not yelatini ••. and- r'« nn> \\ th

water a clear solution which is not precipitated by boiling. The chlorid

dissolves in alcohol to form a clear solution, while a small quantity re-

.. tli water. When the alcoholic solution is dis-

tilled, alcohol, chlorid of ethyl, and pa* over,

ffbHea Byn b diaaolrea in water, giving a clear

by boiling. The syrupy

i'i- of eth\l. AVli.-n .-hl'oiid of niobium is dis-

s n 'i, d v, ih 1 , d. it d ii. ii ii r ore zmc placed in

the solution, a beautiful blue color is produced. Bromine forms two

compounds with niobium, one of which is yellowish and voluminous, and
corresponds to the hypochlorid, while the other is purple-red, but becomes

s. Th.> yellow color of the hypo-

the bromid appear to be due simply to the pres-

ence of free bromine.
In a third memoir the author treats of the fluorids of niobium. The

hydrate of ni ivdric acid, and the solu-

louble fluorids. The pota«
are colorless and , rw.-.i !:.,.. < >f these, one has the formula KF+ NbFa,
while the other is (KF + NbFa)+ (KF+ HF). The soda salts are

XaF+ NbFs, (2NaF+NbFi) + (NaF+HF),and (NaF+XbF2
) +

V
- [ - + UK). It is difficult however to obtain these salts in a state of

purity.—Pogg. Ann., civ, 310, 432, 581.
7. On the constitution of titaniferous

published an elaborate investigation of the titaniferous iron ores, the

Principal results of which are as follows

:

(1-) The greater number of the titaniferous iron ores, among them all

wsd forms, consist of 1 eq. of titanic acid and 1 eq. of pro-

toxyd of iron (prot. of manganese or magnesia).

(2.) Hague! tuent of all these ores. Inthecrys-
tallized mineral from Laytnn the magnesia amounts to 14 per cent.

.

I ";l According to Mosanders theory the titaniferous iron

Ti : with isomorph
°f titanate of magnesia or mixtures of such with sesquioi

. ^ost part in simple proportions.

[*•) The theory of H. Roa r « isomoiphoi

9°K*y<M of titanium and iron would require the assumption ot a a

(5.) The author prefers Mosander's theory for the present state of our

knowledge.

(6.) In Iserin we find grains consisting of foTi, and *eTi3.

{") No titaniferous iron crystallizing in regular octahedrons is known.
*ne dense masses or octahedral grains which contain titanium appear to
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(8.) The crystallized magnetic iron ores contain no titanium, they con-

sist of one atom of protoxyd and one atom of sesquioxvd.

(9.) All the Elba iron ore does not contain titanium, but all, like that

from Vesu\ .,,,,] protoxyd of iron.

(10.) The strongly m
ered as a specular iron, which mbobedrons of

iron, contain in part large quantities ol magn<
protoxyd of iron. They consist either of magnetic iron w I

converted into sesquioxyd of iron, as well as of the isomorphic

ttioa Mg3Pe . or, as is more probable, the two protoxyds are iso-

morphous with sesquioxyd of iron, which is itself dimorphous—Pog}-

Ann., civ, 497.
8. On a new acid obtained by the oxydation of malic acid.—fy ^

action of bichromate of potash upon a dilute s<

saignes has obtained an avid which has the formula CeH-iOs, and which

may possibly be ident:, „1 Gf Barral. The author

terms it provisionally malonic acid, and remarks that it is probably ho-

mologous with oxalic acid, being the term
oxalic and succinic acids. Malonic acid forms large rhomb
tals, and is easily soluble in water and alcohol. It has a

taste, melts at 140°, and is decomposed at 150°. By dry
yields a mixture of acetic acid with unchanged malonic acid; carbonic

acid is set free at the same time, the equation being

CeEUOs= C4H404 -f C2O4.

Malonic acid forms neutral and acid salts with the alkalies,

ammonia precipitates the salts of lime, bai .la. sii\< r aud
author remarks that while the analogy between malonic an

is strongly marked, the resemblance between malonic and su<

is much less distinct.— Comptes Mendus, xlvii, 76. Wl G '

9. Remarks on Chemical Science; by Sir John Herschei
cent meeting of the British Association at Leeds.—Since 01 -

Hoffmann, and its other distinguished cultivators, that high

the links of the platinum bases, and compounds su

Genth, under the name of the ammon
those which are everyday coming into view by the mutual iut< ^''\;

*

11 I may use such an expression, of x

composition in bases such as those of the ni I

t of relation to the ordinary atomic theory as put forth by I >ai'" :i

!

.'

" oxyd, acid, aud t
Wiggins, and the elementary notions of oxyd.
that the transa Ids to common algebra, ai

perhaps I may be toierat. 1 it I pm r, it v.,.,,; ,,f „. ' ia7m..ti ;<-

system of notation into which chemists who for the most part are n

Draists, have fatt u ,.,.. These 6

have been grad ,,,} more repulsiv

ok ought to be b

mind in framing the conventional notations, as well as nomenclat
every science, at every new step in its progress, viz : that as sciei
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not stand alone, but exist in mutual relation to each other—as it is for

their common interest that there should exist among them a system of
free communication on their frontier points—the language they use and
the signs they employ should be framed in such a way as at least not to

ii other. As the atomic formulas used by the chemist are
not merely symbolic of the mode in which atoms are grouped, but are

ilso to express numerical n '. be aggregate

atoms in each group and the several groups in each
compound, it is distressii ' '

pret a chemical formula

ed rules of arithm
published a long time ago on the Iryjx : ularly <

ful to use a mode of notation which, while perfectly clear in its chemical
sense, and fully expressing the relation of the groupings I allude to, ac-

commodated itself at the same time perfectly well to numerical computa-
tion, no symbol being in any case juxtaposed, or in any way intercombined
with one another, so as to violate the strict algebraic meaning of the
formula. This system seemed for a while likely to be generally adopted,
but it has been more and more depart. h a manifest
corresponding departure from intelligibility.

of groups i:

ngs, ana its order in mat family,

g, and the part it will play in the combination.

K>rms part of the 5th volume of the Memoirs of the American Academy of
Arts and Sciences,) to extend and carry out the classification of chemical

allude to, in a system of grouping, in
^hieh the first idea, or rather the first germ of the idea, may be traced to
a remark made by M. Dumas, in one of his reports to this Association,
and which is founded on the principle of arranging them in a series, in
each of which the atomic weight of the elements it comprises are found
among the terms of the arithmetical progression, the common difference

\ 8, 4, 5, 6, 8, and 9 times the atomic

hydrogen respectively. So arranged they form six groups,

' airly entitled to be considered natural families, each group
having common properties in the highest degree characteristic; and
*hat is more remarkable, the initial member in each group possessing
in every case the characteristic property of the group in its most eminent
degree, while the others exhibit that property in a less and less degree,

.^ion, or according to the increased

•alue of the atomic equivalent. Generally speaking, I am a
^e slow to give full credence to numerical generalizations of this sort,

jecause we are apt to find their authors either taking some liberties with
ww numbers themselves, or demanding a wider margin of error ra the

of their principles than the precision of the experimental data
renders it poa . more or less wanting in
«at close appliance to nature which makes all the difference between a
0086 aQal<>gy and a physical law; but in this instance it certainly does
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npetent to judge than myself, whether I have been

forming an overweening estimate of the value and importance of such

appear that the groups so arising not only do correspond remarkably well

ieoretical numbers with those which the best autlu

to their elements, but that it really would be difficult to distinguish the

elements themselves into more distinctly characteristic classes, by a con-

sideration of their qualities alone, without reference to their atomic num-

bers. When we find, for instance, that the principle affords us such fam-

ily groups as oxygen, fluorine, chlorine, bromine, and iodine, s

in that very order ; or again, nitrogen, phosphorus, arsenic, antimony, and

bismuth ; when we find that it packs together in one group all the more

active and soluble electro-positive elements, hydrogen, lithium, sodium,

and potassium, and in another the more inert and less soluble ones-

calcium, strontium, barium, and lead—and that without outraging any

other system of relations, it certainly does seem that we have here

something much like a valid generalization : and I shall be very glad to

learn in the course of any discussions which may arise on sui

as maybe brought before us in the regular conduct of c

from thos

forming :

I will only add on this point, in reference to what fell from our excel-

lent President in his address to the assembled Association last night, that

this kind of speculation followed out would seem to me likely to termin-

ate in a point very far from that which would regard all the members ot

each of these family groups as allotropes of one fundamental one, inas-

much as the common difference of the several progressions which their

atomic weights go to make up, are neither equal t<

mensurate with the first terms of these progre '

the chlorine group, the first term being 8, the

Something very different from allotropism is surely
relation. It would rather seem to point to a dilu

primary element by the superaddition of dose aft<

modifying element, and this the more strikingly t

standing at the head of very distinct groups hav : ~~

pondence in some respects, and very striking difl

all these speculations take for granted a principle, with which I must con-

fess I think chemists have allowed themselves to be far too easily satisflea-

viz : that all the atomic numbers are multiples of that of hydrogen- i*°

nbers are determined with a precision approaching th»

^hich can leave no pos-

i tenth or a hundredth of a per cent, and in the
p«Jj

ence of which such errors as are at present regarded as tolerable in

atomic numbers of even the best determined elements shall be c°BSldfr
utterly inadmissible, I think can this question be settled—and wfl

such gigantic consequences—so entire a system of nature is to be o

on a principle—nothing short of such evidence ought, I think, ^^ *

conclusive, however seductive the theory may appear. I do not tfl

^
such precision unattainable, and I think I perceive a way in w

f
lC

.

might be attained, but one that would involve an expenditure of timj

labor, and money, such as no private individual could bestow upon it-

the phenomena of chemistry are ever destined to be reduced under
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dominion of mathematical analysis, it will no doubt be by a very circuit-

ous and intricate route, and in which at present we see no glimpse of

light. We should therefore be all the more carefully on the watch in

making the most of those classes of facts which seem to place us, not

[thin view of daylight, but at what seems an opening that

may possibly lead to it.

Such are those in which the agency of light is concerned in modify-
ing or subverting the ordinary affinities of material elements, those to

which the name of actino-chemistry has been affixed. Hitherto the more
attractive applications of photography have had too much the effect of

„ the attention from the purely chemical questions which it

raises, but the more we consider them in the abstract, the more strongly

they force themselves on our notice, and I look forward to their occupying
a much larger space in the domain of chemical inquiry than is the case at

present. That light consists in the undulations of an etherial medium, or at

all events agrees better in the characters of its phenomena with such un-

dulations, than with any other kind of motion which it has been possible

to imagine, is a proposition on which I suppose the minds of physicists

are pretty well made up. The recent researches of Professor Thomson
and Mr. Joule moreover have gone a great way towards bringing into

vogue, if not yet fully unto acceptation, the doctrine of a more or less

analogous conception of heat. When we consider now the marked in-

fluence whirl; ;i,.shaveon their affini-

ties—the change of crystalline form effected in some by a changing tem-

perature—the allotropic states taken on by some on exposure to heat—or

the heat given out by others on their restoration from the allotropic to

the ordinary form (for, though I am aware that Mr. Gore considers his

electro-deposited antimony to be a compound, I cannot help fancying that

at all events the state in which the the antimony exists in it is an allotro-

pic one) ; when, I say, we consider these facts in which heat is concerned,

and compare them with the facts of photography, and with the ozoniza-

tion of oxygen by the chemical rays or the electric spark, and with the

striking attractions in the chemical habitudes of bodies pointed out by
Draper, Hunt, and Becquerel ; and when agaii

far that, as in the experiments of Bunsen and 1

chemical action numerically measuring the quantity of light absorbed,

hope that the pursuit of these

mechanical theory of

nain unrealized, the

say nothing of dis-

t seems hardly possible not to indulge a

coyery, the use of photography merely as a chemical test may pre

'e myself quite recently experienced,
'

--•~,~, iU*v C myw5„ 4u,«, IC,Cu^ WJW—, - the evidence
nas afforded me of the presence in certain solutions of a peculi

having many of the characters of arsenic, but differing f:

and strikingly contrasted with it in its powerful photographic qualities,

^hich are of singular intensity, surpassing iodine, and almost equalling

There is another class of phenomena which, though usually consid-

ered as belonging peculiarly to the domain of general physics, and so

°ut of our department, seems to me to want some attention in a chem-
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t of view. It is that of capillary attraction. The co-efficient of

I here touch upon it,

ness of a force so far allied to chemical affinity as to be capable o

ration, rests on other grounds besides that of the mere diversity of action

above alluded to. But I must remember that you are not met here to

listen to generalities of -whatever nature, but that we have plenty of real

and special business before us.

10. An account of some experiments on Radiant Heat, involving an ex-

tension of Prevosfs Theory of Exchanges ; by Mr. B. Stewart, (Proc.

Brit. Assoc, Ath. 1614).—These experiments were performed with the

aid of the thermomultiplier, the source of heat being for the most part

bodies heated to 212°. Four groups of experiments were considered.

Group the first contains those experiments in which the quantities of heat

radiated from polished plates of different substances at a giv

ture, are compared with the quantity lilar surface of

lampblack at the same temperature. The result of this group of expen-

ments is, that glass, alum and selenite, radiate about 98 per cent of what

lampblack does—thick mica, 92—thin mica, 81—and rock salt only 15

per cent. The second group of experiments was designed to connwe

together the quantities of heat radiated at the same temperature froffl

polished plates of the same substance, but of different thicknesses. ^e

result of this group was, that while the difference between r

power of thick and thin glass is so small as not to be capable of. being

directly observed, there is a perceptible difference between t

from thick and thin mica, and a still more marked difference between tM

radiation from plates of rock salt of unequal thickness. The third gro»P

of experiments was made with the view of comparing the radi

various polished plates with that from lampblack, as regards

of the heat—its quality being test. .f
transnisg

through a screen of the same material as the radiating plate. Fr0IU \
group of experiments it appears that heat emitted by glass, m
salt is less transmissible through a screen of the same mat
heated plate than heat from lampblack,—this difference bein?.V$
marked in the case of rock salt, which only transmits about one thir

^
the rays from heated rock salt. The common opinion that rock sa

equally diathermanous for all descriptions of heat is thereto]

The fourth group of experiments shows that heat from thick pWJ^
rPft"S

] material
glass, mica, or rock salt is more easily transmitted by s

nature as the heated plate than heat from thin plates
It was shown that all these experiments may be explained bj^tfa
theory of exchanges, somewhat extended. This extension consists o

following laws:—1. Each particle of a substance has an indepen*
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radiation of its own equal in all directions and without regard to the dis-

tance of the particle from the surface of the body. 2. The radiation of

a particle equals its absorption, and that for every description of heat.

3. The flow of heat from within upon the interior surface of a polished

plate of indefinite thickness is proportional to the index of refraction of

the body, and that for every description of heat.

The bearing of these experiments on Dulong and Petit's law of radia-

tion was then attempted to be traced. It was shown that unless bodies

from simply being heated change their transmissibility for the same de-

scription of heat (which there is no reason to suppose), the radiation of

thin plates or particles at a high temperature will bear a less proportion

to the total radiation of that temperature than at a low,—the conse-

quence will be, that the radiation of single particles will increase with the

temperature in a less degree than Dulong and Petit's law would indicate.

It may even be that the radiation of a particle or very thin plate may be
proportional to the absolute temperature of that particle. Taking a
piece of glass or mica, therefore, at a low temperature, as it is very

opaque with regard to the heat radiated by itself, we may suppose that

the total radiation consists of that of the outer layer of particles only,

that from the inner layers being all stopped by the outer. At high tem-
peratures, however, we may suppose that there is not only the radiation
of the outer layer, but also part of that of the inner layer which has
been able to pass, swelling up the total radiation 1

Dulong and Petit's experiments. This way of loot

possibly bring the radiative power of particles to obey t

with the conducting power of particles, which Prof. Forbes has shown

>ng and Petit's experiments. This way of looking at radiation may
possibly bring the radiative power of particles to obey

'"

with the conducting power of particles, which .

decreases with an increase of temperature. The author of this

mcation is indebted to Prof. Forbes for the use of the instrum

substances employed, and also for many valuable suggestions with re-

gard to the experiments it contains.

11. On the Phosphorescent Appearance of Electrical Discharges in a

Vacuum made in Flint and Potash Glass; by Mr. J. P. Gassiot, (Proc.

Brit. Assoc. Ath., 1615).—The discharge from an induction coil when
taken in a vacuum tube made of flint glass, has (under certain conditions)

the property of rendering the glass highly phosphorescent, the phospho-
rescence being denoted by the intense blue color of the glass with v, lii.-h

the stratifications are surrounded. On trying the discharge in some
vacuum tubes I had obtained from Mr. Geissler, of Bonn, I observed that

«ie phosphorescence was no longer blue, but was of a slight green color,

lo test whether this difference was due to the gaseous matter remammg

J Geissler's tubes, or to the character of the glass which he

Torricellian vacuums prepared in German glass tubes, and in thi> manner
ascertained th the color was entirely due to the char-

acter of the glass : that of Germany is, I believe, made with potash, and
« entirely free from any lead, while in the English flint glass lead is in-

troduced to some extent. I have recently obtained a vacuum tube from
Bonn, which shows this difference in a very beautiful manner :

the outer

ends of the tube are composed of German glass, the centre of the tube

« of English glass; by this arrangement the contrast between the two is

v*ry manifest.
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12. On Induced Electric Discharges when taken in Aqueous Vapor; by

Mr. J. P. Gassiot, (Proc. Brit. Assoc. Ath., 1615).—If the tube of a well

constructed water-hammer is partly covered with two separate coatings

of tin-foil, and the coatings are connected one with the outer, and the

other with the inner terminal of an induction coil, a discharge will be

observable through the centre of the tube in the form of a wave line.

On repeating this experiment I ascertained that the vacuum in the tube

was very much deteriorated. I could no longer produce ti

bubbling in the ball of the apparatus which is always att

gently heating the tube with the warmth of the hand ; this bubbling was

originally very sensibly perceptible in the tube I now exhibit

received it from the maker, Mr. Casella. I have repeated the experiment

with other water-hammers, and always with the same result ; but I have

not yet opened one to examine whether the vapor has been decomposed,

and gas evolved.

II. GEOLOGY.

1. OnMarcou's " Geology of North America ;" by Prof. Agasmz.—1
have not yet seen Marcou's latest publication on American Geology, bat

I have now open before me, his paper in the Proceedings oi

•etermann's "Geograpt
Iungen," both bearing date 1855, as well r,- the Geological ^aP of the

irish North America bv H. D. Rogers, also bearing

'l»te 1- ".
, Hall's ! L , Map , 1, mtrv «>-

with the 1st vol. ,/ K„i..iV< Report in 1S5-

to either Rogers or Hall to go to an

'•'
; i' I'liUi * n of Marcou's, in a comparison of -

;

.

claims to correct illustration of our Western Geology. Let me premise

by saying that as far as the geology
to the Atlantic coast, I acknowledge that to Hall is due, unquestionaNJj

;

; .: .
•'

examinations, the true geological horizon of the vastest exl

continent, not only by an examination of the sup
but also by the most minute and mosl
We all know also how much the Rogerses have done to e!

physical geography, the orography, and the order of succession of tw

" nd Vir '

'

i of Pennsylvania and \ n a much
Jupon the general geology of the eastern part of the continent. »

equally well known how much the special state surveys ha^
the details in this general investigation of the Geology of Norl

-

case is very different. The maps of Rogers", Hall and Mai
compilation and an attempt at coordination of surveys n hi

a very small portion of the ground. They are, as it were. I

of the authors of these different map iade by otWJJ

farcou has here unquestio/ f having g°n

himself over the ground.
. ,

.

A comparison for instance, of the manner in which the
;,

in California, Oregon and Washington Territories by Hall and Roge -



with Matron's representation

logical reader, that they are

: U" others. When a region i

prominent objecti

accuracy in detail, and tin:

rather than special points,

ion of State boundary lines

his map <

But I now come to the essential point. What is the true geological
character of those five hundred thousand square mil. - of
mg between tin Mi^i^jppi, we^t ot Yrku!i*a> an. I Missouri, md the
great Salt Lake Basin? Rogers colors it uniformly with Cretaceous
rocks, and th. lino; metamorphic rocks,

I i CarboniferoM in the
i

[all does the
same only making in addition, a distinction between the upper and
lower Cretar, ;rt lier between Permian,
Tnassic and Oolitic beds. I do not suppose that he, any more than
Hall and Rogers, imagines that the boundaries he assigns to any of t1.cs,>

groups are any more accurate than those assigned by Rogers and Hall
tin \ distinguish. These appear to me simply in the light

ot the respective readings of isolated facts recorded in the way they
have struck the authors . .. When in his paper to
[he Geological Society of France, Marcou speaks of himself as a travel-

ttle stone to the great edifice" (page
lot appear to me as vain-glorious boasting, and we ought to

• ilv the contributions of a Frenchman, using language after
•' his nation, .-sen though it be not the way in which we

would haye expr, .-, d 1,1,1-. 1\< -. Now 1 oim - that after reading the
condensed Review of American Geology which Marcou has given, in

^etermann's Contributions, I find in it a more comprehensive account of
the general features of the orography and geology of the Western half
(,t "iir eontinent, than in the other representations I have read upon

: ; of American geology, and that

-. impressions, it would greath contribute to

the mind the -land I'eaturo of that remarkable country,

the geology of the \\ < st w ith that

I In middh ti ict of 0111 1 01 tiiieiit is 1 n jin -1 •

to the Lake

I
believe Marcou to be mistaken—

ousand square miles of questionable character as

ong to those from recent formations.

ears tome that the geology of our Atlantic States fur-

aring upon the question

th, may be founded. We know that
c Cretaceous formations extend from the Atlantic slope of the Alle-

ghany range round their southern spur into the great geological gulf
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occupied by the Mississippi valley. We know further that along

eastern slope of the Alleghanies, beginning with the Connecticut

y, there extends, between the axis of elevation of that chain and the

, its Atlantic foot, a series of deposits referred re-

2 Triassic and the Oolitic series.

We know also that to the south of North Carolina, these lower secon-

dary deposits are covered over by the Cretaceous. Now, since the up-

heaval of the Alleghanies is anterior to the deposition of the Trias, does

it not appear natural to suppose that Triassic and Oolitic form
have been deposited at the foot of the western slope of the Alleghanies

as well as upon its eastern slope, and that the Cretaceous dep
them in the Mississippi gulf in various ways, as along the Alleghany

chain, and that, following various routes, "the different geologists who

have gone across the continent must have seen, here Trias, then Jura, and

then again Cretaceous beds, overlaid by Tertiaries, in a number of points,

already determined, though the relative extent of all these beds, over

»

surface of 500,000 square miles, remains yet to be ascertained.
Ihe circumstance that Marcou has colored in yellow the whole middle

tract of the continent, can express nothing but his conviction that the

whole Mississippi gulf is lined with Triassic beds, overlaid with more or

less extensive Jurassic, Cretaceous and Tertiary deposits. In such a

theoretic representation of the geological features, where the details are

wanting, provided the existence of the Trias and Jura is made out some-

where, there is no more inaccuracy than in coloring a map of our eastern

geology, where the drift covers the greatest extent of the surface, as if it

were altogether occupied by Palaeozoic rocks.
I take it that such things are, by this time, understood by all those who

examine schematic maps,—at least they should be. Moreover, the dis-

coveries by Professor Swallow and Mr. Meek of Permian beds
along the eastern border of the great Mississippi gulf, and by Professor

Hall m Iowa, furnish a very unexpected confirmation of the broad state-

ment first made by Marcou, that while the Eastern part of our continent

consists of Palaeozoic rocks, the middle part is occupied by the Mesozoic

series. I truly believe that, at some future period, the general outline of

TO geology by Marcou, which by the way, has the priority over

the others, will stand before a complete survey of the whole in the same

light as Maclure's old map now stands, when compared to the well-know*

eastern geology.

j ft J
his connection, I cannot but remember that, with Thurmann, Ma*

dels ohe, Grossly, Quenstedt, Rbmer, d'Orbigny and Oppel, Marcou is on

of the geologists who knows the Jurassic formation best; that he has

published a masterly paper upon the Jura Salinois in the Transactions *

the Geological Society of France ; and that it seems hardly credible to inj

that he should have been so completely mistaken in his identification

«

U in the west. I have myself, in my collection, a large num"*

of specimens of the Cretaceous fossils of Texas and of New Jersey,
a^ong

beautiful series of the Exogyra, characteristic of the Ore*

iod, and I have seen the Exogyra and the Ostrea which Marco

brought from his excursion across the "continent, and I distinctly
refflfl"

ber that I could not identify them with the. Cretaceous species, but raU>e

thought them allied to Jurassic species.
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Whoever has r.v
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the identification, for the first time, of the Permian over theRocfy

mtain region; (3) the same, of the Triassic; (4) the same,ofth«

issic. I have presented evidence proving, as I believe, that he was

ngin each case; and hence, that the claii 3 .' prediscorerywW
s now urging over Europe are groundless. Besides this, I iiavepre-

need the work abusive of such men as the Rogerses, Hall, *™j&
ogan, Hunt, and many others, and grossly 'unjust to American science

nd geological history, while full also of groundless personal claims.

1 review some of these points.

Supposed Triassic of Lake Superior.—Prof. Agassiz admits that he

believes Mr. Marcou to be wrong with reject to the Triassic ("New

Red ") character of the Lake Superior Sandstone, and thus we do vsA

differ as to this one of the claims.
Now this question of the Lake Superior Sandstone is the one that

especially calls out Mr. Maroon's opinions of American geologists. Mating

these rocks, and the Connect k-i;"t ris.i a- 1 \ i'-mia beds, as well as

500,000 square mil,, of t-ni.,, v ov,-r the Roekv Mountains, "New Bed,"

ne is indignant that lh>U, Whitnev. Logan, Prof. Rogers, etc., donotfoHo*

m his track. Aft* i giving a ,,,/_, ,,.
j N ;, .v ,„• o! ,,7iions on the different

rocks which he classes together as undoubted "New Red" he says:

"It is difficult to present an a^e of strata in a manner more ambiguous mi

empatee. The broth* ., (o suppress the Ne#

Red Sandstone forma ..
l,now exactly what to

":• : -. V v.- ' - - .! '..• ..

''.:" ~

'

;:
' ••'

-

l
/<> valier of the Lemon of Honor, calls it «*

bomferous Sandstone. In Prince Edward Island, Connecticut valley, New Jersej-

Pwmerlvanift, M . Vew Red is coiored »

older Hesozoic (June-
, re Superiortt|J

Red in the UJ^J^%Sk

The jumble here is of Mr. Marcou's making, and it comes of his own

errors about the " New Red." We let the style of criticism go witM"

remark. s,ti,h'ed for the present with italicizing only some of the m°*

While on this topic, Mr. Marcou, noticing that Dr. D. D. Owen
JjJwithm a few years taken the same ground with Prof. Hall and«J

geologists, says, • win Owen < hat ged his views is quite a mystery.
D

will now regard the ease of Dr. Owen not the onlv mvsterv.
Permian of (he Rocky Mountain Region—I pointed out in Wj#

view that Mr. Marcou had ..
; an, rocks that'

""

tained fossils which he set down in his Field notes and Resumed*
query as a Belemnite and a Pteroceras (the latter word changed in &
recent work to Gasteropod), although no Belemnite or Pteroceras

»

known to occur below the lower Jurassic (Lias). Disregarding or d#

r? i
•

S imperfect fossils, he made the beds Perm*11

hthological characters and superposition alone.
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On the Permian of Mr. Marcou, Professor Agassiz says nothing. The
use made of ;,,

jN determination i- tar from sus-
taining tlie opinion .-iio.l above in paragraph 6.

-.\Jv review stales that Mr. Marcou
established the existence of the Triassic ..i, one fossil, and that an un-

:><-oies of pine wood: this one doubtful fossil wood, and the
lithological characters make up the evidence in favor of the discovery :

and on litho!o
:
i<ad vhaructrrs ami sup, , position alone he based his

Ulk, and Reaper—torn
again badly misusing lithological evident. II, m .-nt;..ii. <- tlie .1!,-

covery of a Cardinia, but says that Cardh.ia? occur in rocks from Hie
Jurassic to the Carboniferous.

Professor Agassiz brings forward nothing against my conclusion that

, b Mm. tai lu Mr. Marcou.
/."/•// J/r„/„/„;,,«._Thc evidence which I cited

tn
;

lf Mr. Marcou's Jura-sie is ivalh < 'ivta.-coiis was l,a<ed «.u the deter-
"••

'' •<'ivt:ir,„us, and that til \ oc-ur at ! a hies in tin wot
• Qryphea

"'t-»nj I understand' was made l, v Conrad, so that Conrad is

toth< id. ,nr, betw, , it and Mr. Marcou\s
species. Dr. Newberry, who has reeenilv r< rare-, I from the Uoekv Moun-

tns these c

sh H
•

U°h evidence
> even the exact idoiitiih-ation of the two foss

,

?'J
of little importance. The ( Y taceous is the lowest formation i

inch leaves of anj di otyl to - bare been found.
Wessor Agassiz Mai. -'that Mr. Marcou is a good Jurassic geologis

'
[t tins docs not affect the case in hand. For he had hut two or thre

™Mil8 about which to us, his Jurassic judgment; and if this iudgn.cn^'pronounced fossils to be Jn
'

- - cies, or if his knowledge of rocks in Kurope

their I-!
1
"? t0 think he Can tel1 Permian, Triassic, or Jurassic rocks by

«eir lithological characters, when he Met them in Am.
8e«-ved him badly.

ore as still true that Mr. Marcon'a I

^feeSuperior, is not Triass ,- ; ami n {|„ Ilncb Mo nit ,in reg ( „ , his

:

- prow d to he I Vrmiau. hi« I
:;.-.' not IV .,

•

""" ~"t Jurassic. Where are then his discoveries?

}C V'\~A * regards the geologic;

fc
ce >tween the easel ofKo

JOrmer do nnt r>i„;m * u j-

atul \r \ t
" to '"' discoverers over

. '
'" Ml " '-'udoes. Mr. Marcou. while r

uL?*} an<1 s,>uth " f the ,-uursc he followed are onlv

He ^oth parallel of latitude;" and guided by this- .

The
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ml then. :it a 1

ead the Tria--

ttion of thePermi-

L:ik.- Sn]

eagerly followed they i :.«! to 'ju<t the errors Mr. Mareou ha? made. But

his system for the West lias not even the show of probability in its

favor. It is well known. and Mr. Mareou limits it* that Cretaceous

fossils and rocks r-vur about tin- x-rv summit plains of the Rocky

Mountains. The nat r,,,j iur.-r.-n.-.- >. therefore, that when in Cretaceous

times these summits were under water, the sea also extended overw
them withCr, ~,ov„ dmuld be ex-

pected to be fiic - ii,doi>t<>od that the question re-

lates to the svrfan formation, as the < oiors refer in all cases to this,) and

that any JuYassic, Triassic, i i ist, should be covered

up by it. This, I say, ia « bal expected. Moreover,

this is what all researches since Mr. Mare,,,, was over the region are tend-

ing to prove; they sustain Hall and others in coloring the greater F*
of the Rocky Mou

, ,r beds, as the H*
ontologist quoted from in my paper states, may be looked foras°u-

cropping beds abo s or cresta of the mountains-

Mr Mar .uVmap shone, a recent researches,

We cannot see.
•

'

ma as a discoverer&
in any one case sua ts are in any respect enhanc^

by his American researches. And we certainly should not go to arm

—'i geology.

Mr. Marccfti. Be.; to dwell. "

2 On some po ,-,>/; by Trot***

M. Safford, of T. f EastTwJ
afford several v i , {hem there are

"
rr upon Arner

^inoidal variega^

5 Marble (n

inous bed i— .6 generally separated from it by a few feet of calcareous »-

-

whole is overlaid by limestones and calcareous shales of the U«"

period.

The geographical extent and range of these beds is peculiar, and to -

mind, indicates |chian oscillati°«*

is easily shown, til ... later and Mr
cnian movements, these beds were long and narrow belts stretching

l0

"'^ »uu oniest is a oea oi cnnwun. - - y
<
Jd of sandv ferruginous Limestone of P" . .

Hired not far from Knoxville) isncarlj^
^ is tn a .c, r and sometimes rests upon the ^
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1

nr.rrl.Mst and southwest. The Marble, for instance, ran from Yim-inin,
si- •— '<. to Looruna, a distance ,,f mui, than one hundred and

fifty miles. How rmicli furth.-r it extended l.-n-lhw ise h«-y..i:

•. 1 know not. Vet with this 1,-nirtli its -i-eati-:

'. twenty miles. There can be no question as to the belt-
i ofthia bod when ^r«< deposited AJthoca

!• »tN she .noma, thinning out of the bed Jate-

Tii" fVimrrinnus bed ^commenced within the limits of Tennessee, a k^v
-:-•. and ra., j *ii into Gtom

tward into Georgia, I have not ascertained. It covered a
aan the marble, but had very much the same long

jo u-hut now is the long narrow form of these beds to be attributed I

.n to the great Apnala-

one side than on the other? It appears to me that your view of the Silu-
rian age of the Appalachian oseil I

0l
', W|Ul small corals, (Tnaetetes.) form tin Marble bed. Afterwanfs by

s the bottom and the sediment were prepared tor the fer-

There a ubjcct, which 1 have observed

i efer to at present.
3. Post-Plhcene of LewisiOn, Maine.—-Mr. W. W.

account in the Proreeuin^ of the Boston Soc. Nat. His

iavVsof sand, gravel and clay, alier-

onlingto Mr. Bouvv, was the s; m*as the ii\ing
species of the coast. There were also numerous impressions of >b. •]!<-.

vnkrendder Jj. „„,,„ /,,, „„„,„• ICd-Obojhnin. bv |>, H.«,. 1;- () ns:
502

pp. 8vo. Stutt-art, 1.S5S.—This work is a .v,,erai • iwiew of the

'''"> Contributions to the Palaeontology of the T<lcsL„n<* or

•nian Strata of Scotland; by Mr. D. Page, (Pro-. Bri(

.
V,,. 1.J16).—Without entering on the strati-raphieai jela-

t'ons of these tilestones
|
n at q sql*eqp«X m«et-

• part of them, u in I

Joined to cap and form portion , ,
-

tK ™l ~ Forfar»»'re flagstones, undoubtedly l

- -•.-:
.

.',

mean time, he had ranked the whole as • >i!uri .»-! »..-v..ni.-.ii."
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with the Lanarkshire beds, lie had, since the Glasgow meeting, been

enabled to add several new forms to the fossil Fauna of that

hitherto no trace of vegetation had been detected in the strata. In ad-

dition t . Trockus In .. which were then known,

he had now to add Pterinea, Orthonot .. \ ,, i . A\ i uia, ( >rthoceras, and

other well-marked Ludiow or Upper Silurian shelU. To tl :

then known, viz., IWicbia. » -iopterus, he had

now to add several discoveries which rendered the structure of these

curious crustaceans more apparent, besides the detection of two entirely

new tonus wl,Vh he w..:i.d \,-nture to term provisional! v .

third pair of organs which spring from the under

side of their cephalothorax. Turning to the Forfarshire be
1855 were known to yield little more than obscure vegetable forms,

Parka decipiens of Lyell, Pterygotus, and Cephalaspis, he was now

enabled to ad , sfautic forms of Fueoids, i

Fauna he has added g _

annelid itself. There had also been discovered several new portions of

Pterygotus, which rendered the true -
g ntic crustacean

much more apparent; and he had also been enabled to describe and

figure two new .-.im.,.-. -u.. imd.-r the iiam-s <A Kampecaris and Stylo-

structure to Eurypterus, and approach-

> more was known than the head and bom
the body, he had now to add a well-marked corneous eye ca]

sal fin, and the true form of the large heterocej**

I of figuring this much-caricatured fish as had

''

and elegant fish, much resembling in general contour the armed bull-

head or Aspi, ,horcSi There had also been discovered

a vast number of fin-spines or Ichthyodorulites, which were yet un described,

g
u
Ven

. J
3 name of ^inocephahis granulans, in allusion to its fa*

jreen-covered body. For the discovery and preser-

vation of these new fossil forms, palaeontologists were mainly indebted to

James Powrie, Esq., of Reswallie. J fnon, surgeon,

•

sentation of Mr. Page, has given a grant of 20/., to assist in prosecuting

his researches among these interesting but as yet partially explored strata-

Ill. BOTANY AND ZOOLOGY.

\. Nereis Boreali-Americana ; or Contributions to the History of $*

Marine Algce of North America; by William Henry Harvey, *&
M.K.I A., F.L.S., Professor of Botany in the University of Dublin, etc

ffn S €hl°rosPer™<x. (Smith* 1858). *?'

140 tab 37-50, imp. 4to.—Our readers are familiar with the first p*
©t this elaborate work, containing the Melanospermece or olive-color**
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Aigse, and with the second, the Bhodospermece, or rose-red series With
vpertnea, or proper green A m completed
M\e undertaking, and furnished us with a manna!

est character, by which the marine Algae of our cot tin, „f, - ,„, ! aU> a
good part of the fresh-water species-may be
praise and cordial thanks are due to Dr. Harvey for the prolonged and

duous labors which hav< opened tin's wide and diffieul

erahty in the publication, not only presenting copies

edition upon sale at a lo

«

:

\ ; u the reach

-

'

has aclneved a popularity unsurpassed by anv „
soman Contributions to Knowledge.

JNo good account of the Chlorospermece could be given without some

blpnni !u IWttpoMi.oie under the -nt memoir
£.

a larSe Part of them can be inve* , Also the
tatomaceoB and Desmidiacece, although theysysh ;

i

mm /
et theyform a microscopic v.

] require a
p rate treatment by a special monographer. Tin

"list upon whom this task appeared to devolve.
done much towards its accomplishment, is no more; he of whom our
author feehugi,

? extract

"2" tlierefore
^ave the task of ' the fresn-

l.rok,;ii thread. I allude to t

earliest explo

ton*twh'
Aiff<

*' and ^h°Se Very able memoirs °n the Diatom

Joss is mol
tour we fi

» more personal than to

who first"*

ini>t if has not ended. He it was
tie a memoir on the American Mace ; he arran-jw!

n : he sitp-

••; from many American ai--e'!'' r
,ri-K who looked

lies. He was, as far as the Algae are

ee, to whom I could apply when seek-

onnected with this branch of study.

XnrX. At cotlstant'y associated my work, and to his approbation I
ooked forward as the m< id,m : and now that
« » removed, my interest unbly flagged, and I amn°t sorry that it is brought to a conclusion »
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V passing tribute is paid to the memory of a

) Professor Tuomey of Alabama : and his namH r Tuomey of Alabam
one of the two new genera de>cribed iu the present part. Tuomtyap-
ViuUlis is a fie-.li water plant, n-erni Iin<r a /. muu >.t in «

ance, but very different and not a little cmiou.
The other new genus, Blodgettia, is named for : ho late I>r. Y>\-V'

plants of the Florida Keys.
The structure of Blod'/ettia confervoides (winch is illustrated in one of

the plates) is so extraoi

tint of it. Briefly, the cell-wall of its unicel
"formed of separable membranes, the outer of which are i. valine ami

- of the inner ceii-wali:" The following w the detailed ac-

"The highly curious little Alga on which the present genus is founded

5 "»
« - !'• "-im "> i « i« i i iar!i, it wn i idilv piss for one, unless

it hi very closely examined under ,
.

Indeed so

ted it to my frit is with the in mm,' ,,;in

ny intention to have described it in the present work;

\y error until I commenced making l'
r did I

' la j what looked like a com] .

On applying a high
me to U^.v; .,„.. ,,;• . .

,,J, , i:< :,,,, N ,,;,,.

structure of the inner membrane or primordial utricle; in

•«-*<»» mat (developed. To see the
above descr ..,.,, Cut*

J

portion of one of the long cells which terminate the brand

;:: ' ' • - '::.. _:.,,..':
:

.:

tr tissue. But the inn«

coat offers a peculiarity of structure which I have not noticed in *n
*

other Algce, nor have heard of its occurrence in the cell's ,

mnute, elongated fusiform « iiuios, not m like the wood-cells of phane
?J

totally unlike any alga cells known to me. Caj^

i that the appearance of celiu
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structure is deceptive ; and that the membrane itself is homogeneous,

but traversed at nerves, which anastomose together,

solse which look like cells. These filiments give off //re ramufl

whose apices swell into spores ; and (probably) by repeated

of the areolae. The appearance of the whole membrane with its spores

is as if a number of the asci of a lichen were placed side by side ; tha

true structure, however, I need hardly say, is widely different."

Truly nature revels in variety, in the lowest and simplest, even more

ribea of plants. Hydrodictyon, or the Water-nel,

affords another, and a more familiar illustration of this, being a vivipa-

rous Alga. While ins

o i fits cells, mi V -h-a-

Bjreat number of zoospores combine to form one individual, com-
posed of a definite number of cells which remain unchanged, until each
cell gives birth to a new Hydrodictyon complete.

"In all stages the Hydrodictyon is a bag-like or purse-shaped net, wfth

generally five-sided meshes,—each mesh consisting of a single articula-

iindrical cell, united by its ends to the neighboring cells,

and from first to last carrying on an independent existence. When first

emitted from the parent, the young Hydrodictyon is of microscopic size,

ion becomes from a quarter to half an
inch in length, and half a line in diameter. Up t
are filled with a gree
ent sizes are formed,
finite number of n
ovate, pointed

i

wall, exhibit lr _v _
subside, and the zoospores arrange themselves, e

commonly pentagonal areolae; and when all the zoospores contained

completed be; nil is thus ready the

Parent net falls to pieces, each articulation floating separate); ; and

rda, on the bursting or deliquescence of the wall of the

^"r-eeii, the little network floats independently, and commences its

a and development."

.! rias. which are described a little

•

. " Soma
... -lid recessive movement, by which they can

. : - , .

: ' ;,::._ . ': ' ' •
'

' _ -

in one place, move from side to side, desci an arc. The

laments. Species of this genus are to be found

?n fully developed. 11

or blackish, or bluish color,

i of the floating scum be placed

n for some hours at rest, its edges wnl t e-nic

ate, radiating threads, which extend further and f
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from hour to hour The filaments have merely spread out, not

grown, by means of their peculiar movements. These movements are of

three kinds ; first, there is the <- -Matin- m .vement, one end of the thread

• r. while the other sways from side to side, some-

the tip of the "filament has a minute movement, bending from side to

the head of a worm; and thirdlv. there is an • -

ment, probably the result of the two former. It is this I

causes the filaments to radiate, and spread out from the edges of tin

But we must refer the curious reader to the work itself, wh

framed on a sy^r. marir and -tri.-m - •. .1

:

account of the rece im and others, of the sex-

nal fertilization of the spores of the lower Alga?, whi.di t;.

variety of v, nee, however, is made to

memoirs, of which, indeed, some abstracts have been given in former vo-

umes of this Journal.

The plates, although, from the nature of the subjects, not as showy as

those of the second part, are handsome and admirable. A
-
°'

2. Specvs Fdn i,„
,

f „,,,!, a, „„*,,{„ k;>o,n> I

ted toith plates; by Sir William Jackson Hooker. K. H.

don: 1858. Will n ]'a. lin Parts VII and VIII, or Vol. II, ±*?

Ill and IV. 8vo, pp. 250, tab. II 1-1 10.—The oublieati
•

is resumed after an interval <a ^ years. This delay, Ave are told, *»

been a source of great r.-gret b„th to the author and to the

has been, in a measure, occasioned by the gi\

the subject in hand,—especially in a genus ^so extensive -

occupies nearly the whole of the portion now issued, viz.,

sides Pteris the author has here elaborated Lla\

Icea and Ceratopteris. Llaeeu consists of a -

rated from Pellcea by habit rather than by a

tion. Cn/ptof/mmme is also considered as monotvpic, ( .

<

made to inc Brun m ma, and tie-

can C. aeros

this genus and for Pellcea on account of the

as originally drawn up by Bernhardi ;
' Sporangi

sub-aggregata. Hyposporangia sub-communia,m
cida ;' and because it "has been made a recepta

ri.-d -tru.-tn -. aee.-olino- to the diti'etent vi-w
-

name of Pellaa." The genus Pellcea was proposed by Lm
;; : -. '

:.

:

. :< .

..,;.;.....;•.
.

..
' '

!

:
• .. -

' '

-

'

:
• -.

'

'

. ...

the rjn ted States, vi/... P. >-,„:

purea from Vermont to Texas ; P. Bridgesii and P. dense in

P. h tlmm • '" and P. Orithnopus in the m
The last three species are probably but forms o

[Vide Botany of
Mexican »
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: "It will be

given, that I have taken the

II consider a retrograde movement in bota-
ny, in restoring almost entire the original Pteris of Linnaeus and Swartz
and Willdenow." Reviewing at some length the various modern genera,

urn, dr.. into which va-

r, be concludes with the-

opinion that "as new light is continually being thrown upon this family
of plants, it is premature to sanction i of genera by

aire of the venation when unaccompanied by any
^responding chancy - marked differences in "habit,

aud more philosophical to consider such groups in the light of sections

or subgenera. The

;-

to say the least, equally
degree of stability is given to nam- - im m. 1 and mctioned by the most
illustrious botanists that ever lived." This mode of regarding Pteris is

perfectly in accordance with the \vav in which Li/rJscea and Adiantum
were treated in the earlier part of the work, and on the whole must re-

commend itself to tfa botany. The inves-
" a single natural order is commit the fault

>e subdivision, while a
'< m Hooker, emi-

nent in all departments wider, not to
say sounder, views of the limits of genera and species. One hundred and
twenty-three species of P( nge number

•

nominal specie uln h u mlu, , t<> tic- - -m <p< lit n l"<ns <i pi ! , t

ent suborders by various botanists, and by one even excluded from the
'•.,

.
- - .

: ',
;

•

.

..-:'' : ••; ' ' -

i
ise no better pJace has been found

for it. We may remark in pas.-ino-, that it is n«t M uit<; correct to say, as

^ page 155, that Agardh excluded only the At'...,,.-: ..f I : ml, a. ., and

™lfromth i: t t'act. lc exelmied all tho-e that

"AJntntnhiur r am .ng tin m. /'. (»>htt<i, tic h i f Mr.

,' nus, Doryopteris. Pteris dis/xir, Kun/.c. m /Jot. Z,,t, 0. p.

I'ntlythe same plant as P. a-miphni<itn
y

var. «, and should
aave been given as a synonyme of it, An advertisement afford- the

that the first part of the third relume may be ex-

pected at an early day. D - c - *•

"iue of North American Birds, chi-tlv m tlie Museum of the

V. LVvinn. A-i-mnt S-cvtary of the

;
-

8Pecies of birds, of « hich all but -J are -i.i.rh \ -rth An., ricaii. All

.
e ' 38 were sons work

mmnrte's '

,r

'
' 1844, 506 species. The catalog

species than Audubon enumerated, ihe Grttah

especially valuable as a list of well ascertained localities ther.-l

1 care and i
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4. Odontoloxy, in- Trot. ' »wen\—A very extended article of great val-

ue on Tee t . ,
is published by Prof. Owe

in the 16th volume of the Encyclopedia Briti

takes up the whole range of vertebrates and includes both fossil and re-

cent species among its illustrations. The wood-cuts, of which there are

near 200, are excellent and highly instructive.

IV. ASTRONOMY.

Donates Comet, or the Great Comet of 1858.—In our last number

we were favored by Prof. Wm. C. Bond, of the Observatm .

College, w iti splendid Comet. In K
ematkal Monthly, Nos. 2 and 3, (Cambridge, Mass. Nov. an

Mr. Geo. P. Bond, of the same Observatory, has

teresting and valuable account of this body. Rarely has so fine an oppor-

tunity been presented for observing I
>n and internal

changes of a comet, and the opportunity has been well imp

second part of Mr. Bond's paper occupies 26 pages and is enriched ty

numerous wood-cuts, and by two engraved telescopic views of extraordi-

nary beauty. We cite a few passages from this important memoir, and

hope that our readers will procure and read the full account.

"The interest of the telescopic view, taking

account, the size of the instrument, the perfect purity of the

and the splendor of the object, have rarely been

and the outline of its nearest envelope were visible in full

the huge telescope. The head of the Comet could be seen

ked eye at twenty minutes after sunset, at which time the s<

ope was discernible with the telescope. It is most remarkal

A

all this accession of brightness, the nucleus itself had now rj

a diameter of only four or five hundred miles, scarcely one fifth ot *

it was on the morning of the 9th of September, by a very ca

mination. Its volume had thus di

The remaining nineteen-

ed into the tail, or had gone to form the envelopes which now encir

it, by a process which has been fully illustrated in the prec

But are we then to conclude that the nucleus, in the focus of these ^
terious operations, had in this way expended the greater pari

stance? To this ii [uirv ti : best reply is a consideration of i
*

condition. After several more eruptions from its

above described, it receded from our view about the 20th vt -^
:>f size compared with its condition tw

th its accustomed intensity." Jggi

time on the 5th with the highest powers w
n of a phase could be seen. * ^
was the day of nearest approach to w*

%

ident increase of size compared with i

before, and still shining \' ~ '

u Examined in the da]

it would bear, no indicat
" The tenth of October was the day of nearest approach ..

a

but the comet was manifestly on the wane, though expanded ^
larger extent of the sky than before. Five envelopes, reckoning

flf

terior haze as one, could be traced through the whole or some p

their outline." . ^ tail

." We must add a few words on the appearance presented by
, ^

between the 6th and the 10th of October. At the date first nam »
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"'" (!l1 ' sapp
I a distance of 5.5° or fifty millions of

the nucleus, somewhat exceeding that of the pria
•ad in a dil in aline from the sun. Others less

developed could he discerned near a point where the curvature

;. On the 8th five or
>ix transvn> ( ' ban.ls couid he <li>riuu-uishol in the tail half a degree or

Ij resembling

hey kept their position permanently,

the eye, they diverged from a point
between the sun and the nucleus."

"The train attained its largest apparent dimensions on the 10th, when
the main stream of light could be distinguished through an arc of 60%

ding to a length of fifty-one millions of miles, or rather more
»f our earth from the sun. The distribution of its

distance of 20° or 30° from the nucleus in parallel or slightly

bands, alternating with dark spaces, was strongly exhibited.

• ~->° long, and 20' or 30' wide, and might aptly be compared
either to the streamers which often break up the continuity of an auroral
arch, or to a collection of five or six tails of small comets, forming from
the remains of the large one."

''The most recent intelligence leaves no room to doubt that the comet
of Donati is periodical, having a time of revolution of about two thou-
sand years. The following are the results arrived at by different com-
puters:—

Watson, 2415 years.

Bruhns, 2102 u

Lowy, - 2495 "

Graham, 1620 "

Brunnow, 2470 "

Newcomb, _----- 1854 "

" Supposing its last perihelion passage to have occurred at the begin-
ning of the ( ave passed its aphelion in the early

Part of the tenth century, at a distance of 14300 millions of miles from
the sun, its velocity at that point being 480 miles an hour."

V. MISCELLANEOUS SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

1. Tables, Meteorological and Physical, prepared for the Sn
bv Arnold Gt vot, LLP. 2d edition, revised and enlarged.

Washington, Smithsonian Inst, 1858, 8vo.—The full value of this e.xten-

a detailed catalogue, which our limits do not permit. They are selected

from a wide range of authorities, bv a gentleman who is well known for

his thorough acquaintance with the best sources of knowledge on these

subjects, and for his faithful and exact computations. The amount of
]abor demanded for the preparation of the work must have been great,

and the scientific men of all countries are under weighty obligations to

the accomplished editor, and to the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institu-

tion for making accessible at so cheap a rate, so precious a collection of

auxiliary tables
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A first edition of part of these tables appeared in 1852. More than

three times as much matter is contained in the present volume, as in

The work now comprises six series of tables, viz.

:

I. Thermometrical, 15 tables, in 35 pages.
II. Hygrometrical, 33 « " 165 "

III. Barometrical, 28 " " 134 "

IV. Hypsometrical, 26 and 44 • 149
V. Meteorological Corrections, 99 tables " 120 "

VI. Miscellaneous, 6 " " 12 "

The following remarks are made by Prof. Guyot in respect to the con-

"In the Thermometrical series six small tables have been added; they

ared for converting into each other din
degrees of any one of the three thermometrical scales, irrespective of

their zero point.

"The Hygrometrical series has been entirely reorganized. It only con-

tained five tables, all in French measures, and the appendix. It is now

composed of twenty-seven, arranged in three divisions. In the first are

computing i

found ten tables, based on Regnault's hygrometrical constants, both in

brometer, the dew-point instruments, and for computing the

weight of vapor in the air. The whole set in English measures, and

lable V m French measures, have been prepared for this editi
based on the best elements we now possess, they are given he

utains the seven most impo
;

': .- -
'

'. :M -U- ':
•

.
i

•

metrical Table. These fables being much used in England, and the re-

ined by them exhibiting no inconsiderable^ differences from

those derived from the preceding ones, they are indispensable for compar-

ing the results. The third division, composed of ten miscellaneous tables,

paring the different values of the force and

ly those which have frequently been user
,n

Aug the indications of Saussure's Hair

-'"" r>fo -aire. The appendix remains a

the first edition, but all the tables have been revised and corrected.
"The baroni.-tri.-al -ri- now in four divisions, has been increased from

twelve to twenty-eight tables. Excepting three -

action, all the new ones have been computed for this edition. The com-

parison, now so much needed, of the Russian barometer with the other

scales, appears here for the first time.
"The Hyp* i:u tri. --J — ri •-, i, almost t-ntiivly m-w. It

Delcros's table for baroi s table for thermometry

snts, besides two auxiliary tables and the thirteen small tables

of the appendix. It now offers twenty-three tables for barometrical

measurement of heights, in which all the principal formulas and scale*

are represented
; three for the measurement of h

rich and in English measures ; and a rich appendix of i°rv"

four tables, more extensive and convenient than those in the old sew

which afford the means of readily converting into each other all *
measures usually employed for indicating altitudes.
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variations, for all parts of the world, mostly due to (lie untiring industry

v, hieh v. ii! surely he appreciated by

those who know li w dttti tilt , < < -> • - i m n. 1 t hies is for most

Action, com-
puted by Glaisher, Captain Lefroy, and In myself. Most of the tables

refer to temperature, only two to moisture. Two tables of Barometrical

corrections have been Erica! series, where they

were needed, until they can be joined by others to make a set in this

series, which still awaits new contributions, especially for these two last

departments."

2. On the Heating of the Atmosphere by Contact with tin Kartlf* Sur-

face; byProf.HENNESsr,(I'roc. ISiit. Assoc. Ath., No. 1616).—The tem-

perature of the atmosple : i the heat which it re-

ceives from the sun and on what it loses by radiation. A portion of the

solar heat is absorbed in
|

. while another portion

penetrates to raea thus heated, and

' :
•

'

- .

'

-
!

:

:- ':>

air becomes heated by contact with the ground must he a kind

don analogous to that seen in the movements of a heated mass
of liquid, such as boiling water. When studying the vertical movements
of the atmosph Efennessy had made a

communication to the A- -
i i

<>•> -n Id to consider

the connexion between such movements and the influence of the heated

ground. In order to experimentally study the question,
*

were suspended at different heights above the ground, and

Observations were made every minute, and sometimes ewry half minute,

during short intervals, about the middle of the month of M
when the sky was clear, an '- l-" ns ' T"'" 1

Lv ;i - 1,;it

deal of solar radiation. In general the thermometers eibibited hV-tua-

tions of temperature, the intensity of which diminished the more ihcy

were protected from the inflm ncc ol . i ' itin- emivnts tl dr. ['he

greatest fluctuations were presented bv tie Tinoiin •ts \

fulbs exposed in the sun. This im-l'.tn the ou-M^iamr that the

blackened bulbs, by acqu

obtained by the aid of pi
:

* ;lt

,

f,,e

a ( )xford. Attention has been .-ai:. d k Mr. .Uni-
son to a remarkable' serration in the temperature cnroe dttrii

-> and clotidv weatler. A\ lule it is

;• to the influence of the solar heat «p»ii the

ground, and the consequent circulation of small atmospheric ,
nrr-nK it

attords a very satisfactory confirmation of the trustworthiness ot the pho-

wgraphical method of registration.
, ,

3. On the Decrease or '.v f' r" f-

Hesxessy,
(Proc> Brit# Axoc Ath No, 1616).—He showed that the
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decrease of temperature in ascending through the atmosphere depended

not only on height above the s< i lev* I, I it ilso upon the absolute height

above the nearest surface of solid land. In this way the decrease of tem-

perature over plains, mountains, and plateaus, would be necessarily very

different, and we cannot immediately infer the state of the phenomena in

the two latter instant- from what in ay cnm in the former. Some of the

results of observations made on some of the hills and mountains of Ire-

land during the Ordnance Survey, as contained in the volume recently

published by Col. James, were referred to as illustrations of these general

Admiral FitzRoy thought that one circumstance was too much over-

looked by Prof. Hennessy in these researches, namely, that along with

these ascending currents the whole body of the air was carried along by

. horizontal currents, so that it could not be assumed that it was the very

same air which gave some of the indications which afforded the others,

kgain, it had been clearly shown that a thermometer placed upon the

ground, or close to it, frequently
feet or inches above it, while soe
the thermometer again fell, thus clearly

3 somewhat highe

was a maximum temperature. As to the latter part of what he stated,

it was so commonly observed that if you placed a thermometer m the

lower window ot a house, and an »tl . r in t! * id an innn diateh above

it, in nine cases out of ten you would find the latter indicate a lower tem-

perature than the former. Pr. sides what MfM
FitzRoy had pointed out, there were two other circumstance of gig
importance to be attended to in such observations as Prof. Hennessy had

been making. First, that evaporation was going on more or less lapdj

according to the ci
, the observations were

conducted. Secon, [ther gradual*
some cases, or abruptly, as in others,—to ascend" in its course very elev

ted ground, was compelled to contract in volume, become condensed,
ana

yet in some cases part with a portion of its vapor, and thus fortf

cloud which we so often saw , as giving ^<g
+^ high winds and storms whi il< d there. Dr. L?>

^said that he had just return

a scale of grandeur truly siil !nnc

-

an opportunity of witnessing columns of it whi. led up to an lm^
height by the a-, .-nd'uiir currents of air, into regions where it wa> '

dissipated, or melted and dispersed into vapor. It was also to be or*-^

ed that the sun's heat had a power of penetrating v atei and other ;-<
''

such as the clouds I reed by heat a<s

from less intensely ignited or h.-at, 1 >o,uv -, a, for instance. from
'•'"

heated red hot, or from vessel, rill, d v. ith h< t ss at- r and the like. ^the sun's rays, though they pel i the earth, ye ^
they totally lost their former powers, and when radiated back

p°J*no such power as before of penetrating clouds or other - "-
f'" ,

the earth and its atmosphere became a kind of trap for the solar »j



i took ptace at his residence in London on the 3Ut <-f <
vn.u r._ His

departure is a loss, not merely to the country in- whose Ber1

v. ^jutit, but t> tl « u-:i,!. 'jli- modest. unobtiuM\<' woith, hi-, unfal-

--men, and his valuable contributions to our knowl-

«\ suds, ail demand more than a passing notice of his .b.-ath.

Mr U illiam lb id was born at Kinglassie in Fii-liii - - u;.l. in

1791, and was the eldest son of the Rev. James Reid, a elerg

the Scotch Church. He was educated rat Wool-

four years of the Peninsula war, under the Duke
of Wellington. He was actively engaged at the seige of Ciudad Rod-

rigo and St. Sebastian's. In the sanguinary assault upon the latter

beaded one of the storming parties, was wounded ly a

-veredwith blood, which streamed from

and nostrils. He was supposed to be dead, but, on removing

-
:

'.. -L-. i

:!.-,:.•':,.
t

.-... :

.
-.

.

• ' -;

i' :tl1 i.uoviilingK issumed, inst. id "'-^ found

pressed into the wound ; and on using a little force to withdraw it, the

ball came out with it, not a thread of the handkerchief having been

severed. The removal of the handken &e surgeons,

on examination pronounced the wound mortal. <
«

ations, he recovered. He was wounded four times during this war, and

had three horses shot under him.
After the conclusion of the peace with France, he served on the coast

of An:.-:; • be war here,

when he n ">• In 1816

he served in the expedition against Algiers; was Adjutant of the corps

of sappers for some years after the peace. Afterward. M
, ;

-....- ' -'
.

in the destructive hurricane which devastated Barbadoes in 183 1. \Y nile

so employed, curiosity led him " to lea

r

' ,;1 nts 0I" P^-
^ous hurricanes, in the hope of lean. »« a ''"

1

mode of action, but in the West Indian histories he
:

' kifc erf the losses in lives and propertv, and no attempt to fui

•hereby the true character or the actual courses of these storms might
be investigated." W^hile thus engag
papers of our lamented countryman, Wm. C. Redfield, met his eye, being

sajs, "was the first paper he had met with which appeared to convey

'• dfield's views were correct, 1
thera " h7

carefully charting the observations made at different points." He soon

became satisfied of the rotative character and determinate progi

gles and hurricanes of the North Atlantic, as maintained by >1 i

Published his first paper on hurricanes in the second volume i

"onal Papers of the Royal Engineers," and soon after having prepared
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Facts, arranged

ve appeared. Some years later (1649) he published a

led " The Progress of the Development of the Law of

ravigation." By these labors, with those of Redfield, Piddington and

rn, his principal co-workers, the power of knowledge has conquered

Mhe Variable Winds, with the practical application of the subject

Thorn,

ntelligent .

i barometer, and those of the early \

securely watch its approach, and avoid, in almost all cases,1ts dangerous

vortex, and thus sail on unharmed by the gale—even while skillfully

using its outer winds to expedite his voyage.
But his meteorological labors, valuable as they have been, formed but

a portion of his usefulness. In 1838 he received, unsolicited, the ap-

pointment of Governor of Bermuda. On his arrival there in 1839 he

found agriculture far behind; corn and hay were imported; there w»

but little fruit; bitter citron trees grew everywhere; and in ^i^ht of the

government house was a wide swamp. Col. Reid set the example of

improvement. He grafted a sweet orange on a bitter citron tree, in front

of the government house ; it bore good fruit, and soon all the bitter

trees were grafted. He drained the swamp, imported plows and other

improved agricultural implements from New York, had plowing taught,

gave prizes for the best productions, and in 1846 held a grand agricultu-

ral fete in a fine dry meadow field—the old swamp. In fact, he g»w

new spirit to the people, showed them how to work out their own pros-

perity, changed the face of the island, took great interest in promoM
popular education, in diffusing temperance tracts, and so won the title

«

"the good Governor; 1 by wbi ,tely remembered _»

Bermuda. In one of the volumes of Dickens' Houseword Words,w
praises of this " Model Governor " may be fou Dd set forth.

In 18-16 he was transferred to the Windward \Y- -t Indi i
Islands, c -,

prising Barbadoes, St. Lucia, S ,- >bago and TtmJ**
Here also, by his firm and beneficent conduct, he gained the conWK"

and good will of the entire population, and devoted himself, as be o»

done at Bermuda, to the welfare of his people and to their advance*'

in agriculture, education and temperance. He removed a judge who fl

used his power to oppress the people, and when the home gove"'!\
i,

hesitated to give
in this, he promptly resign* ,

office, and returned to England in 1848. In 1849 he was app»»"

Commanding Engineer at Woolwich, and commanded the
©gin

officers and sappers and miners at the Great Industrial Exhibition,

on the resignation of Mr. Robert Stephenson, Col. Reid was «qu*jfV
the Royal Commission to become, in his room, Chairman of the JS*

tive Committee, in which cap* tin remitting
attend

On the closing of his service for the Great Exhibition—for which
W *

erously declined remuneration—he received the Order of Knife*^

I*
t struggle

i September, 1851, he received the unsought
a

pointment of Governor of Malta—no idle appointment, for P**
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government knew the value of the man they assigned to this most respon-

sible post. During the eventful struggle which ensued on the banks of

the Danube and in the Crimea, Malta was the chief point of embarkation

of Britifth troops. In February, 1854, Gov. Reid writes to a friend in

this country, "I am preparing for the Russian storm—the first portion

of 10,000 men from England having just now entered the harbor. I

must in charity believe the Czar to be mad, thus to compel mankind to

begin anew to destroy each other." He continued in this post until after

the close of tu ring meanwhile the promotion to Gen-
eral. Near the close of 1857, Lady Reid's health, which had suffered

severely from the debilitating climates of the West Indies and Malta,

forced her to return to England, and Gen. Reid, resigning his govern-

ment, followed her as soon as a su, cession could arrive. Lady Reid lived

but a short time after her return, and her husband has survived her but a
few months. Gen. Reid had always greatly desired to make a friendly

visit to the United States, but was never permitted that pleasure. Lady
Reid, with two of her daughters, spent the summer of 1845 in this

country, and those who had the pleasure of meeting her will not soon
forget the charm of her vivacious and intelligent conversation. Gen.
Reid has left no sons, but five daughters, two or three of whom are mar-
ried to officers in the military and naval service of Great Britain.

We can hardly avoid noting here the remarkable fact that the spirit of
this statesman and philosopher who had done so much to illustrate the

path of the winds, should pass away, almost, as it were, on the wings of

"canes on record. First coming under notice at the Windward Islands

about the 20th of October, it passed over Porto Rico, Hayti and the

Bahamas
; then recurving, its axis passed, on the 24th, nearly over Ber-

muda, where its violence was extraordinary ; and thence for some days
- ward, almost or quite to

the shores of Europe. No storm described by either Redfield or Reid
seems to have had the enormous diameter of this. It was severely felt

'00 miles eastward of Bermuda in the same latitude, while its western

border grazed New York, affecting the barometer sensibly, and rolling in

"pon us the extraordinary tides of October 24 and 25.

5. Journal of the Royal Dublin Society. Vol. I. 441 pp. I

1858.—This first volume of the Journal of the Royal Du

F- L. M'Ciintock^ '»» a geological m
and descriptions of fossils, bv Rev. S. Hau<rhton; several papers on Br
ish, Australian and South Pacific Crustacea, by Dr. Kinahan ;

Observatic

on the Climate and Zoologv of the Crimea, by Mr. William Carte.

6. Chimie appliquee tla Viticulture et a' TiEnolagU, Lecons
j

lessees en 1856, par M. C. Ladbey, Prof, de Chimie a la Faculte des

Sciences de Dijon, etc. 640 pp. 16mo.—This I

appliquee a la Viticulture et a7 rtbnolagte, i^?ons pro-

« * de Chimie a la Faculte de-

Fhis is an important voluro

>those who man
'ram the grape. Professor Ladrey is an able chenii
a thorough work. It treats of the growth of the a

position of the ashes—nature of the soil—wi
tilizers—organic matters of the vine—of

j

fermentation, etc.-diseases of the vine, etc.
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ographic plate.- to c-txnh number.

Price $2.00 per number.—This new work 'bv Mr. Holmes, is published in

the same style as the Pleiocene Fossils, and with similar beautifol illa-

tions. Figures of about 100 species are given in the 5 parts issued. The

volume will be completed in 15 parts, 5 parts appearing annually. From

Mr. Holmes we learn that the Post-pleiocene beds extend along the entire

seaboard of the state of South Carolina, outcropping about 10 miles from

the coast. At the Artesian well, in Charleston, the auger penetrated the

stratum of blue mud containing Post-pleiocene shells r.t the depth of

21£ feet. There was first 2 feet of mud ; then 2 feet or more of lami-

nated blue sands and clays; then blue mud again, and so on for 49 feet

5 inches from the snriace. when it n ached the" Eocene Marl. At Ashley

Ferry, 10 miles northwest of Charleston, the stratum is only 1 foot thick,

and rests upon Eocene %rl. The b..->t 1- .calitv is at Simmons's on Wad-

malaw Sound, JO miles from the sea-coast, as described in Tuomej*

Geology of South Carolina, p. 189.
8. Thf Medical Application of Electricity; by William F. Cu-

bing, M.D. Fifth enlarged edition. Boston: Thomas Hall, 168 Wf*
ington street, 1859. 12mo, pp. 242.—Dr. Channing's excelled W
volume has been known for mai.'. years : its former editions. It enu-

merates a large number of diseases to which electricity in some form

has been applied with more or less of success, with quotations of cases-

I>i an appendix. Mr. Hall (successor to D. Davis, Jr.) fjivc-s his Illustrated

Catalogue of Electromedical Instruments, so favorably known by the

medical profession for their superior excellence.
- 9. Treatise on the various Elements of Stability in the wellfW]
honed Arch, with numerous Tables of the Ultimate and Actual Thrust,

by Captain D. P. Woodbury, U. S. Corps of Engineers. 438 pp,Jvo>

with many plates and tables. New York, 1858: D. Van Nostraod.--

Being No. 7 of papers on Practical Engineering published by the Engine*

Department for the use of the officers of the U. S. Corps of Engine**

1 0. Maurfs Si arged and impr°vea
'

383 pp. 4to,. with numerous plates.

AMalhebbe, of Mete: Monograpbie des Picides, ou Histoire generate el

tg
So v, l %C? °iSeaUX ^^actyles. This wo,,

...red lithographic plates and 700 figures-

rGeognosie. Second edition, enlarged.
latTolo"*-

xvi and 960 pp. -
!„,-,,

^Proceed[.ng3 Boston < ,. \ A . U^ i,^ s'.—p 385, On the Species of ^
R

-.

•'' '

-::.:..'! -'. ;
'

"..: v _.
; ',

..
...

I8« ; Storer.-p. 391, Notice of Dr. J. Dei

u, Robin (Tardus

Isthmus of Darien,

of a new „._„«
ipecies of Eleodes found in the United States; /. L. LeCmM

-s-p. 179, Description of a new species of
a the speciea of Ele ' "
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Art. XVtL—The Atlantic. Cable; by George Mathiot, Elec-

trotypist of the TJ. S. Coast Survey.—(In a letter to Prof.

A. D. Bache, Supt, of the U. = iafed Coast

Survey Office, Washington, Sept. 11, 1858.)

As the Atlantic Cable has been laid for more than a month
and the line is not yet opened to the public, it is evident that

there is some great diflicuitv in the way. According to the

newspapers the trouble its. I fear,

however, that such is not the tru • I inves-

tigated the electrical conditions v :u the cable
as soon as I

rid ascer-•
«i '

• -
,

'

.
r

'

- ,. ,,...••..,:; '.^ •

'. .• ! : <

'. -':
':

' ; ..
: 1

.
It is gren' !, at' the counsel of certain electri-

cians prevai :tion of a cable having so small a

conductor,
; n m. But now that it is laid,

bor and expense, in conjunction

with fortuil ; - <:s us to

summon every aid of science and independently of theory to

interrogate
.

Lible direc-

Experiment shows that an immense amount of elc

disposed on the sides of the conductor before the current mani-
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fests itself through it. Theorists attribute this delay solely to

the circumstance of the electricity being thus disposed, and so

leave us without a remedy. The investigations of Ohm, how-

ever, tell us that the time of conveying a given quantity of

electricity between any two points is determined by tbe tension

at those points and the resistance between, and hence we inter

that if the sides of the wire must first be filled before any will

pass through, then the time will depend on the quantity re-

quired, the tension at the source and the goodness of the con-

ductor. Why should the mere circumstance of where the elec-

tricity is disposed cause the delay in its disposal ?

I considered the electrical conditions for a submerged con-

ductor on the first proposal for an ocean telegraph, and was so

fortunate as to have a paper containing some of my deductions,

published in the Coast Survey report for 1855. In that pap*

I described a voltaic experiment which proves that a battery r*

quires time to generate the quantity of electricity required i

produce the tension needed to overcome a certain resistance and

inferentially, that time is required for the generation as well

for the distribution of electricity. If you will turn to

J

paper you will there see foreshadowed all the present osSusf

of the cable; so fully am I persuaded of the correctness otw»

principles there given, that I would confidently underta*
^

charge the cable'in a very short time or extend the tun

^
charge many minutes. In the limits of a letter I will no

able fully to lay open the principles which I conclude sno^

govern the electricians of the cable, and fearing to intruae

your time I will proceed rapidly to elucidate the main p
and describe what I would propose. .

jfcv

The difficulties of the " static induction" are all PreV|^
Ohm, and I cannot but wonder that the European electr

did not thence comprehend it; the delay of the current l^
anticipated before experiment had exhibited it. f . ^jch

mental principle of Ohm is that the quantity of electricity

passes between two contiguous particles in a given torn ^
portional to the difference of tension between them. ^K

nS of

of this fundamental idea of the distribution, the elect?
the c0n-

the cable have sought to work it as a simple problem 01

duction of a quantity through, as on fully insulated cou

(those suspended in air) instead of considering it as tn
e^^

of the charge and discharge of a Leyden jar (an unliml
e c0ndi-

ber of momentary conducting lines) : thus regarding ^
tions of the flow of the current through the conductor, ^
"ignoring the circumstances under which those conai

established.
nt tafe*

The quantity of electricity which a Leyden arrangeme ^
as a charge, is proportional to the intensity of the so
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extent of surface, and the thinness and nature of the insulation,

(the dielectric) ; the time required for charge is determined by
the quantity to be conveyed, the resistance of the conductors

and the difference of the tensions, and the further resistance due

to a certain constant, dependent on the nature of the electric

medium, (its coefficient of elasticity,) which is wholly undeter-

mined so far, and probably can not be handled before we obtain

conducting lines of many thousand miles in length, but which is

so small that it may be disregarded in all practical applications

of electricity : in which we may make the expression of the

liiuiiy i

fraction
( ^^\ where T, t are the tensions,

. (^) ^ere 7; *, are the

Q the quantity required, aud E the resistance, and we certainly

have the means of increasing or diminishing it to the extent of

our ability to handle the generating electrical apparatus, up to

the point of fusion of the conductor. By Ohm's principler
— J

also by the demonstrated experiments of Coulomb, when a sur-

face charged to any given intensity is brought in contact with

another surface the electricity is distributed between them and

by the first surface; the time to convey a given quantity of

1 1 to a given surface will depend therefore (

flowing from S to 5 at any moment after contact will be —^- and

the time for passing the whole quantity or producing equilibrium

(~£-=o] will be dependent on the quantity to be passed, and

as this latter is --— , it is evident that the whole time for charge

is dependent on the value for Sas well as of 5 and the tension

of the source; and that therefore the time in the problem of the

conveyance of a given quantity of electricity from a charged

surface Sto a recipient surface s will be a decreasing function

of S.
F

The Atlantic cable is a Leyden battery of over four acres of

coated surface, (the surface of the conductor). The electrical

arrangements for working the cable I cannot learn, but suppose

they use an ordinary intensity battery of small pairs, probably

having terminal plates of but a few square inches of surface:

hence we have the ratio of S to s as millions almost; when this

small charged surface contacts with the great one. its tension is

lowered enormously, the difference of tensions is almost de-

stroyed, consequently the quantity carried in a given time is

Proportionally diminished l~P=Q> when T~ t=:0 then *=
)'
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Is it any wonder under such circumstances that four or even ten

seconds, as rumor stat s t. is reuumM to mnvev i

the quantity of electricity required to raise the i

point due to the great number of elemen
tor they employ.
The electricians of the cable seem to have concluded that the

tension of the terminals of the battcrv v,
tact, although the demonstration of Ohm and in I

the decline visible to the senses;
on the supposition that the battery wouldmaximum intensity by generating the el
.:,,,,.,, .,,. .

;

. _ .

appear to have been ruing ofOb*
thatm the case of the exterior conduction resistance being re-

moved or greatly decreased, a certain a<
arise from the mechanical obstruction oi
and products, a resistance which must be detr-™^., „ coiaumw wnicn must i

ior each electro-chem
,ut a]s0 for each mechan-

ical construction and size. These are coi
do not generally affect the distribution, and sensibly affect the

generation only when the battery is ui
vigorous action; that such circumstances obtain when the con-

•' <" ™iiin- th- terminals 01 the batter

electricity into the wire" at the moment of contact (see M
Mag. vol. vii, p. 199). In the general formula ~==<2 *bicb

is generally taken for the equation of the distribi
makeB+r=0, Q becomes infinite: a coi
tutes detonation and readily obtains to the amount oi
;,..-.,: -

.

: — -i.-
: •. : ^

. ,.,
-

^

hindered from obtaining in the
B(the multitudinous phenomena of nature)

-

bv the
due torn,,

of the****
ot the whole of the conduction be that when

«£,T?
a

1
P 1

1

ece
1

of oxydable metal, both the metal and finger

should explode; ha]

?o of?
m e m

?
St ™eT8etic f°™s of tl

as to make the generation of very large quantities
oi

electricity a matter of great difficulty. ' ° .

dusted™?
an idea of the limiting power of this resistance

1

dusted pulverulent platinum over a plate of zinc of one squ^
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foot of surface, and immersed it in a mixture of one part acid in

five of water, and found that one pound of zinc was dissolved in

fifteen minutes; this then was the measure of the maximum
amount of electricity a battery of such size could generate in

til'uvii minutes; but the whole amount a practical construction

of plates of such size could generate, would not be the tenth of

that amount, and it is easily foreseen that whatever the amount
might be, a cable of such length and favorable arrangements for

"Static induction" could be constructed that all the electricity

which <-ould be generated by a series of such pairs, in fifteen

ildbedispr
-

'ith least conduction resistance, could be disposed <

its sides before it would constitute a charge, and consequently

;na- of such cable with that battery would require more
than fifteen minutes.
The whole quantity of electricity which any battery will gen-

erate in a given time under any given circumstances will be

proportional to the size of the battery plates and the interior

the time required for

any battery to charge the Atlantic cable will bo in an inverse re-

lation to the size of the plates—the number of pairs not

this: it merely determining the tension to which the charge

rises ; though on this latter depends the available quantity at the

receiving end for recording.
A battery to charge the cable in the least time should have the

plates of unlimited size: this would not be possible, neither

would it be practical to have them bear any small proportion to

the four acres to be charged. The minimum time however may
be nearly obtained by using a sufficient reservoir to collect the

evolved from convenient sized plates and thus work-
ing the cable by means of an immense Leyden battery. For

this purpose I would construct a Leyden jar of metallic sheets

:i "i varnished paper or silk, of several acres in extent, and con-

nect the alternate met;. r ""aching

thebatterv a. Itnil doubtless at once be

perceived!; . a Leyden

- . :

Ul " mask is up which has disguised the time oi charge (the so-

called ivave time). To merely enlarge the battery plates some-
doubtless obviate the

difficulty to a proportional extent, but full enlargement should

be made, 6m to work as rapidly as possible.

h a Leyden battery as I propose the tension which pro-

pels the electricity into the wire could at no time fall more thnrt

one third, and its effective power in charging the cable would
be some t : -r than an arrangement of an

intensity series of small pairs. In short, it is apparent that

by such an immense Leyden arrangement and a sufficient batten-
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to charge it, the electricity would find its way through the con-

ductor or through the insulation.

From the tone of the European publications I have been led to

infer that they do not consider it possible to work the cable in a

prompt and efficient manner by means of the battery. The

slow and imperfect action of the Balaklava and some other

cables seems to have early thrown a damper on the prospects for

submarine lines, and the suspicion seems to have become convic-

tion after the publication by Mr. Faraday of his experiments,

together with those of M. Melloni and Mr. Clark ; according to

those experiments it is demonstrated that increasing the number

of pairs in the battery, or increasing the " intensity" as this oper-

ation is often improperly called, does not diminish the "wave

time "or the time for the electricity to flow through the con-

ductor. By the experiments on the subterraneous v,

Manchester telegraph, the time for the current to mani

through 762 miles of wire, was the same whether :'•

pairs, or any number of pairs up to 500 were used. If I d°
J

ot

mistake the tone of these, and all the subsequent papers on tne

wave time for submerged conductors, these experiments are re-

garded as decisive against the possibility of shortening the torn

by any modifications of the battery. At the results of thftj

experiments M. M • ;:,;• jars to express astoni.-

considers it as opposed to the laws of Coulomb and others, an

against the received ideas of quantity and intensity. Mr. Jaw
appears to be disappointed however, he having predicted u

rightly apprehend his meaning, that the current from the gre

number of pairs should have manifested itself mor

than that from the lesser, and this noncoi

ment with his predictions he attributes to the fact that

intensity of the current was increased, its quantity was also

creased, and considers with the increase in the number oi

pairs, their size should have been diminished in order tha

same quantity of electricity in a more intense condition rm^

have been permitted to traverse the conductor. From a II *

is evident that those views offer but small prospect of the ba J

ever serving to work the submarine telegraphs. I cann<ol

ever, but express astonishment that any other effect on tne

time, from increasing the number of pairs, than that <

the experiments of Mr. Clark should have been expected,

sidering that at the first moment of the contact of I

with the insulated submerged conductor, the insulation in n

going polarization is acting as a conductor ; thus at the i*^

ning of contact, the wire acts not only as a conductor oi

capacity of its cross section, but also as though it had a ^
section of the area of its whole surface, thus acti

battery, as a short thick wire (in the case of the Atlantic a*
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as i wire having a solid section of 185,000 sq. ft.) in which the

resistance exterior to the battery may be considered as nothing,

and the whole resistance to the generation of the eleel

being only that which lies within the battery : now taking Ohm's

formula for the electric current-^, in which E represents the

electromotive force of the chemical affinity, R the resistance to

conduction due to the materials of the battery, and r the resist-

ance of the conductor which completes the circuit by connecting

the poles of the battery, and considering the effect of multiplying

the number of the elements we have ^rTy and considering r as

being indefinitely decreased by diminution of the length of the

conductor, or by increase in its solid section, which are the con-

ditions that obtain while the cable is receiving its static charge

we may consider it as =0, and remove it from the equation, and

then we have £?=?, in which it is evident a train of batteries

in the conditions which obtain at the first moments of contact

with the cable, can generate no more electricity than a single

cell attached to the same conductor. It is here evident that the

facts arrived at by Mr. Clark, so far from being a cause ol won-

derment, are but"what the circumstances should have suggested,

neither do they call for a modification of Coulomb's laws ol in-

duction, or a change of our ideas of quantity and intensity, as

suggested by M. Melloni; much less do they indicate that a

diminution of the size of the battery pates would hasten the

current as suggested by Mr. Faraday. When a battery has the

circuit that the terminal plates have I

proportional to the number of b3 WiXHSl
and as the whole quantity of el<

'. lU be th*

product of their surface\y the tension, Q=TS, it is evident

that when the battery touches any inductive surface of great

h as that of the insulation of the cable, Q
|

will be

with it, and as 8 compared to that surface is insignifi-

cant, and as & is constant, T will fall enormously as has been

before shown for another purpose ; now when tneteraii nals ol

a compound batterv a
3 ou} T ' V* Jl

thatL tension fis to that of a single pair of plates, it is there-

fore evident that contact of the batterv. with a large mductnc

f^lnS^
terminals, in which case, as has before been shown, many pairs

can generate no more electricity than a single pair, and conse-

quently the tension will be below the maximum ol a single pair,
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in proportion to the smallness of the plates. Is it any wonder

that with the feeble tension produced under such circumstances,

such a long time is required for the battery to charge the cable?

For the sake of illustration I have considered r=0; such how-

ever is not strictly the case, the wire offers some resistance and

the gutta percha offers some resistance to polarization, the ten-

sion of the terminal plates will therefore rise in proportion to

this resistance until ultimate!.' imum tension

due to the number of electromotive elements in the train. If

we consider furthermore that with any finite resistance the

tension will rise in proportion to the decrease in the
or that the extreme tensions will be inversely proportional to

the internal conduction resistance of the battery—or if in the

formula -^rr~ Q we &ye to r a small value and diminish R by

enlarging the size of the battery plates, so as ultimately to obtain

nR+r =™ Q—we see plainly that by enlarging the number of

electromotive elements in the battery, and at the same time in-

creasing their size, any required effect can be produced on the

From all the above it is evident that the time for any battery

to charge a Leyden jar will be in a certain
the size of the battery plates ; the charging of the cable is simi-

lar to the charging of the jar, excepting that it is complicated

by the resistance of the wire, and the time will be a I

the internal conduction resistance of the source of the
The general raathem »ns must apply to every

electrical action, whether it be produced by therm-
by chemical action, bv magneto-electricitv, by induction coils, or

by the lightnings from the clouds. But as the battery is tne

only effective source of electrieil—n calls for the construction of a sufficient battery, for wor*"

mglhe cable in preference to all secondary contrivances. ,

No one at all acquainted with the subject will doul
an immense Leyden jar as I proposed above for passing <&

longitude signals, if charged to a high intensity, would JM««
than all other things be fitted for affecting the cable. -"

l",

great jar were not d i in g the cable, it *°m
continue steadily to work it in the transmission of messages;

would remain thus com -.Id be ap:--
the number and size of the plates, the battery is made into sucu

a continuously charged jar capable of producing any extent*
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I have not considered the fact that by the resistance of the

wire of the cable, and the reaction of the parts -which first re-

ceive the static charge, the flow of the electricity is broken up
bto waves, and that consequently the whole of the insulation of

the cable does not perform its lull inductive office at once. I

n confined to general principles and admitted
conditions of electrical action, the deductions however are the

same as though the whole inductive surface of the cable were

ged, for the degree of charge given to the
first portion determines the rapidity with which the successive

portions receive their charge.
The plan I propose for large plates or an electrical reservoir

li is advantages also for the discharge. Already it has been pro-

posed and is practised I believe to discharge the conductor hy
making contact with the opposite end of the battery. As the

pose offers such greatly increased electrical conditions,

It mil correspondingly decrease the time of discharge.

I have no doubt that you will at once coincide with me in the

correctness of the views of the cause of the slow working of the
cable. I think you have previously perceived that a •_

in the tension must take place at tJie i.i. «a< vA < fo -ntact, and the

consequent importance of having large terminal surfaces to hold
a sufficient in the tension. The
expression by you of such views I take it is what Dr. Gould
refers to in his report on the telegraphic operations for longitude.

I have already extended this letter to a greater length than
' '^deration for your valuable time would justify; but tbrst I

may succeed in presenting the correctness of my views on this

important matter of the Atlantic telegraph let me trespass on
you for a minute longer, to show that these new views are m

no phenomenon of the delay of the current is amongst
h<- earliest experiments in electricity.

When the knob of a DeLuc's column is brought into contact

with a gold leaf electroscope, the leaves diverge. Jf while the

leaves arc d - ,;it in con*

tact, one with the inner and one with the outer coating of a

;
r, the leaves collapse, and the jar is found feebly

is now detached from the jar the leaves will

kegin gradu: : it' howev. r th. pile is 1« ft in

eswill after some tane

the leaves • ,«* t;

;

;ii '

time required for that generator

ile) to generate the quantity of eh

i jar to the tension due to the pile. Not a single

IE8, v ,::. KXVH No. 80.-MARCH, 1859
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ppose could be found, who would <

„ „ .his ; all will admit that the time is d
_

the ability of the pile to generate the electricity, and the exb

of the inductric surface (the size of the jar). But is not

phenomena precisely equivalent to the charging ot the cable, w

the DeLuc's column a poorer generator m proportion to the sur-

face of the jar than an ordinary battery is m proportion to me

four acres of cable surface ? Every electri

the problem of diminishing the time of charging the jar by me

column, would have to resort to methods of increasing the ao-

tivity of the pile, either by changing the nature oi its

or increasing their surface ; then why does not the same doc n

hold good in regard to charging that big jar, the Atlantic cablet

I have endeavored to demonstrate that submerged telegrap

lines differ from the land lines in requiring batteries having
;

tne

plates very large, because the electrical condition of the cable

the first moments of contact are such that require a battery cap;

ble of furnishing a current of great quantity as well as gr

intensity. I have, however, made no indication of the preu

size or number of plates which should be used for ^orkin°^
Atlantic cable, or any other submerged conductor, with gre

speed. The limit to the rapidity of working must be detanu»»

by the conditions for carrying off the heat generated m tne '

duction by the passage of the electric current; and as
i

tne q

tity of electricity which may be used on any cable ww

endangering the gutta percha insulation by the heat ot tn

^
ductor can be ascertained only by experiment, it is j

means only, that the best size and number of plates can re

mined for working with the greatest speed the cable will au

In the passage of very large quantities of electricity m ^
cable the heating effect on the portion nearer to the batteij

be considerable, for although the measure of the nea

of the current is the conduction resistance, and the r

the current is destroyed by the induction
" mash"\zL&

tricitv
;
vet as the portions of the cable nearer to the pa

j ,

first charged, and the conductor, after the dielectric i
*

_&

resists as an ordinary conductor, it is evident that V ^ f heat

will be heated by the current
;
yet the whole qua*

produced will be less than if no inductive action too r

Considering the whole quantity of heat generated byt™ ^
tion of a given quantity of zinc, or the resistance to ^ ^
tricity thereby generated, which is the sametmr

, ^
greatness of the surface to carry off that heat, it is

j
eas»j ^ ^

that a very large quantity* of electricity might be u&

,**.* to chargeJ^gS?
.nfyet no danger °( *b%"SleD^
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i without endangering it, and consequently a high speed in

mission obtained. For a first trial on the Atlantic cable I

would use a Smee battery of about 500 pairs of plates, each

having 20 square feet of surface
;
yet it may be found on trial

that plates of much larger size may be required.

Although the present cable may be incapable of working with

a satisfactory degree of certainty and rapidity, even, with the

best electrical management, yet this would not demonstrate that

there cannot be a satisfactory electrical communication acrossre cannot be a satisfactory electrical communication across

Atlantic. Certainly I will be justified in saying that the

present state of the engineering art and the experience already

obtained in laying submarine conductors, can lay down a new
cable capable of transmitting 100 letters per minute, if it is con-

structed and worked in full regard to the principles of electricity.

Art. XYIII.

—

On the Variation of the Magnetic Needle at Hudson,

Ohio; by Elias Loomis, Professor of Mathematics and Natu-

ral Philosophy in the University of the City of New York.

During my residence at Hudson, Ohio, between the years

1837 and 1844, I made repeated observations for the purpose of

determining the variation of the magnetic needle. During the

summer of 1849, while employed in determining the longitude

of Hudson by telegraphic comparisons with Philadelphia, I re-

peated my observations for the variation ; and Prof. C. A. Young,

of Western Eeserve College, has put into my hands a very com-

plete series of observations made by himself during the past

Bummer. All these observations were made with a variation

compass by Gambey of Paris, having a needle about 18 inches

long, supported by fibres of untwisted silk, and resting in a

stirrup which admits of easy reversal. It is now proposed to

compare these observations for the purpose of determining the

annual chan^ of the variation. As these observations were

made at different hours of the day, it is necessary to j.pply a cor-

rection to reduce each result to the mean variation of the month
of observation. As the observations required for this purpose

have never been made at Hudson, or at any place in its lmme-

itv we must rely upon observations made at a consid-

erable distance. The nearest station at which such ob»

have been made is Toronto, which is north of the parallel of

Hudson. On the southern side we have observations both at

Philadelphia and Washington. I have pre:'

Washington is nearer to Hudson than Philadelphia ;
and the

Parallel of Hudson is exactly midway between the latitudes of

Toronto and Washington.
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The following table shows for six months of the year, the

quantity by which the variation at the hour named in column

first, differs from the mean variation for the month at Toronto.

The table is derived from live years observations between 1843

and 1848, and is copied from page 90, vol. iii, of the Toronto

observations-

Diurnal change of the Magnetic Variation at Toronto.

Hour.
| April. May. June. j July. August. **

8 a.m.

5 »

J::

4% E.
3 96 E.
1-30 E.
202 W.

598 W."
5 84W.
4-98 W.
3-30 W.

•

80W.

0-U i

.'

5-88 E.
418 E.

306 W.

484 W."

0-18 w!

6-20 E.
4-7'J E.
1-73 E.

626 W'.

376 W.

62 W!

6-26 E.

1-78 E.
1-76 W.

5-86 W'.

5-96 W.

368 W.

0-66 W.'

6-» E.

4-76 E.

102 W.
018 W.

4- E

The following table shows for the nonths the quantity

by which the variation at the hour named in column first, difieis

from the mean variation for the month at Washington. «

»

derived from two years observations from 1840 to 1842, and is

deduced from the table on page 326 of Gilliss' Magnetical Ubser

Diurnal change of the Magnetic Variation at Washington. ^^
Hou, April. May. June. August.

. f97 E. „:« 0-82 E.

1 SI E.

2 7.:. R.

3-41 W.

ooi w.
0-45 E. 0-48 E. 103 E.

The following table shows the observations of the roagne

.nation at Hudson. Column first shows the day of the
,

: column second the hour of observation ;
c<

the observed variation ; column fourth the correction aPP^
reduce the observation to the mean for the month ;

f

fifth shows the variation thus corrected. The correction ^
tained by taking the mean of the numbers famished *>)

Washington and Toronto observations.
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Observations of the Magnetic Variation at Hudson.

Date. Hour.

1839 April 15. 3 3*5 p.m. 51-96 E. +4'02 5598 E.

1840 April 13.

r! :H v. m. 49-80 +018 48-98

••
. -

-_ S,.;,t.-20. •13 35

1844 June 8.

"
-4-29

1849 July 24. 30 04
9-37

" July 26*. 12-3S

» July 28. 5-61

930 13 03

- Aug.
9"

10-58 +0-43

« Aug. 16.

9-50
9-52

>bservatious me most proDaon

result, let us put d for the mean variation Jan. 1, 1839, and A
for the annual motion. Then it' we regard the observations of

any one year as forming a single observation, we shall have the

following eight equations of condition.

d 4- 0-285 A = 55''98 I S+ 4-586 A = 42'-63

1-279 _ 51-

Solving these equations by the method of least squares, we
obtain $ = 5o'-213, which is the mean value of the van!

Jan. 1, 1839 ; and A= -2'-2416 ; that is, the easterly variation is

ing at the rate of 2£ minutes in a year. "We also con-

clude that the line of no variation will pass through Hudson
sometime during the year 1863.

Art. XIX.—On the Dummies of Occnr, Currents; by Lieut.

E. B. Hu>T, Corps of Engineers, U. S. A.

(Read before the American Association, at the Baltimore Meeting. May, 1857.)

It can scarcely be denied that the state of our knowledge of

ean currents is any thing but satisfactory. Not only are we to

very great extent ignorant of the precise state oi the facts, but
ignoranti very great

*e are also deficient in the theorK
known. We can easily explain our lack of

of those already

precise knowledge
of facts by reference to the circumstances. The vast oceanic

areas can be observed only bv p.-rsons m-a-ed in navigation,

*?o are mostly unfurnished with proper means for con

oiinationa, and who lack that special training which i
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essential for good observations. The facts to be observed are

also of a character so complex and elusive, are so subject to

fluctuation in a given locality, and are involved in movements

of air and water of so Vast compass, that we cannot hope for

precision of knowledge by the use of means now in operation.

The single fact that most observations are made on the water

surface while the ocean depths are of vital efficacy in shaping all

marine phenomena, gives a character of signal incompleteness to

those observations which have been mainly instrumental in fix
-

ing the received notions on the system of oceanic circulation.

It is a fit subject of regret that the discussion of ocean move-

ments has been so rarely attempted by those whose previous

training in mathematical or mechanical science would have been

a sufficient guaranty and preventive against the wild and illogi-

cal rhapsodies of theorists who have run riot over the broad

domain of the physics of the sea.

With a view to apprehending the mechanical elements of this

problem of ocean currents, let us first suppose a terrestrial sphere,

which has assumed the equilibrium condition, resulting fr®

gravitation, diurnal rotation, a solid nucleus and a homogeneous

water envelope unbroken by land. This water stratum would

shape itself so that its bounding surface would be a strictly

mathematical level surface. A level surface of this nature may

be defined as one which is at each point perpendicular to tM

resultant of all the forces acting on the individual molecules

situated in that surface. In this case it would be a continuous

oblate spheroid to which the resultant of gravity and c^"^
force would be everywhere normal. If to this we add tnos

diurnal disturbances of the normal level due to the irregularity

of solar and lunar attraction during the earth's rotation, w

obtain the tidal waves which appear as perturbations oi

normal level. If the continental masses be supposed to

elevated, we have a slightly modified normal level surface

the ocean ; but one, which once determined becomes the prqp

standard of reference for all oceanic perturbations, to wba
J

cause due. This surface is everywhere the true bounding surw^

and cuts the resultant of gravity and centrifugal action tor
.

earth as it is, perpendicularly at each point of the surface, sm^

entirely continuous, though no more truly spheroidal. 1 ^
the normal ocean level, and it is a useful surface of ^ier^
all vertical ocean movements or perturbations. If fe n0 ^
Cthe homogeneous earth without continents subjected

ing action of the sun's rays, the result will be that
^

e ^
tor will become a line of maximum heating, from which

.
.

l heating,

>ftl

thus rise above the normal level

vhichwoujj
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the expansion at each point. Thus from the pole to the equator
a spheroidal meniscus would bespread equal to the ocean expan-
sion under the solar heat. It is a remarkable feature that the
heating leaves each vertical ocean column of its original weight,
and there is thus a perfect mechanical equilibrium beta
columns considered as joined by their interior bases. Thus con-
sidering the grand ocean masses, there is no disturbance of static
stability from the heating agency of the sun, hence there is no
formation of massive currents due to this cause.

If now we regard the heated ocean in its hydrodynamic aspect,
we find that the bounding surface having everywhere a slope
toward the pole exceeding that of the normal level surface, there

lifestly but a slight disturban
normal level, amounting in the meridian quadrant only to the
vertical expansion at the equator, and being diffused over the
entire quadrant. It is extremely doubtful if this would suffice
to overcome the passive resistances and produce an acta
overflow. If, however, a current were once established by any
other agency, such as the wind, the equatorial heating would
constantly operate to maintain this current. The heated waters
w?uld constantly be lifted as a floating mass on the colder waters
"Which, pushing on the lighter equatorial mass at its base, would
come in to replace any deficiency of mass due to the -

outflow. Taking the facts as they are, we find in the trade-winds
and the resistance of the continents, two causes fully adequate
to break up the static equilibrium referred to, and obviously -iv-

^g the precise direction to' the outflow which it actually has.
-Lnus while the type of action induced by the solar heating power
considered along the meridian is surface outflow and deep inflow,
the perennial trades determine this circulation along a different
and constant route, fixed first by continental obstructions, and
essentially modified in direction by the earth's rotation.

.
As the equatorial evaporation greatly exceeds the correspond-

H. this operates to counteract in part the regular out-
flow by diminishing the quantity of water to be discharged on
account of expansion due to heating. This would also increase

iiic gravity of the equatorial waters, and to
tnat extent would bring their actual surface into close accordance
with the normal level. It is clear that this saltness could not

^"y compensate for the expansion by heating, or we should
nave the surface reduced to the normal level, when all would
euier be in stable equilibrium, or below it when the currents
*oald^be reversed.

*

it thus appears that the expansion due to equatorial heats in-
uces a superficial derangement tending to an outflow towards
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the poles, which by the trade winds

along a single line of debouche. This giv. - a discharge with fai

less Vnctional resistance than a direct meridional outflow would

encounter, as this would involve a polar set for the entire ocean

surface.

Accepting the well-determined trade-winds and the equatorial

current as certain facts, we shall find that the vast surface sheet

of water which has a westerly set under the trades, having ac-

quired a very con^d. ra<<l- wlocity, becomes the representative

of a vast amount of living force.
* When by impact against west-

ern barriers this vast sheet of water undergoes inflection to the

north or south, it still : bins the greater portion of its living

force, and will continue to do so until this is wholly expended

in overcoming resistances. If now we bear in mind that the

wide equatorial sheet is by this deflection consolidated into a

compact current of deep section, and also that the resistance per

mile is proportionate to the length of the line of frictional resist-

ance in a cio action we shall see that the currents turn

towards the poles [ impulse almost unabated,

and with the resistances great lv reduced. We ought, therefore,

to expect that the inertia of this vast moving mass would suffice

to carry it on with a mei -ting, to the polar

regions. So soon as the progress of the current gives it an

increasing latitude, the effect of the diminishing parallels in

giving an eastwa w itself; and, combined witn

the forward projectile motion of the mass of waters, would de-

termine the route of the current, governed, of course, by soJid

opposing masses of continents, islands, and shoals. .

Reaching the artic neighborhood, this current would tali ^

with the tendency to restore to the equatorial region the watera

withdrawn by outflow, which thus leave a deficiency ot stan

mass in that region. Its forward force not yet expended, wow

bring it into the equatorial flow only after a long arctic sweep

Then bordered in by the eastern occean coasts, it circles on

the equatorial belt, there to start the repetition of itecouN

either directly, or by proxy, if, entering at great depths, it se

only to lift higher portions above the normal level. \\ e n

thus a continuous circuit in which the water whirls i

.

primary impulse derived in the equatorial regions, an onii

due to heating and the direct propulsion of the trade-^
•

I he primary order of circulation is in two currents, the ujr-

running polewards, and the under from the poles to theeq
'

This order is entirely modified by the action of the trades. ...

becomes essenti a <

1 ation, the propelling at

of these perennial winds, co
ity to determine an immense movement, of which the 1 ^
torce imparted in the equatorial region suffices to carry on

circuit in full and enduring activity.
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This consideration of the effect of inertia in storing the living

force of this immense equatorial current, and thus enabling it to

sweep through the cycles of the seas, has not been duly consid-
ered. These currents, in such a place as Florida Straits, move
in a closed channel, and are subject to the hydrodynamic rules
for this case. The gradual changes of direction and velocity
there imposed, produce less absolute resistance than is generally
imagined, by reason of the great mass of waters relative to the
area of frictional surfaces.

The problem of ocean currents is of very great complexity,
not only on account of the difficult hydrodynamic questions in-

volved, but because the effect of the winds on the ocean surface
can scarcely be subjected to estimation. The permanent eleva-
tion of the equatorial waters above the normal level traced from
the pole, might be approximately determined by knowing the
mean equatorial ocean temperature at all depths, and the same
trom point to point towards the poles, accompanied with observa-
tions on the corresponding saltness. Were there a considerable
deficiency of weight in the n i column, relative
to an arctic one, connected by their bases at the same deep level,
this would at once generate a corresponding wave towards the
equator. As we may be sure that the equatorial mean ocean
temperature exceeds the air jv. we must con-

°u
f,

some elevation above the true normal level throughout
ail the warmer latitudes, but any attempt to definitelv fix its
amount, would be very rash in the present state of our knowl-

-there are numerous secondary points which might
discussion, but which need not now be considered. I ^

flight oceanic oscillation which is practically unimportant ; but
J^ch I believe has not before been noticed. The sun in its2 f

ound ^st heat the waters of the sea, at a given locality,
**ch a manner that there shall be a daily maximum and mini-
uni sea temperature due to absorption and radiation combined.
s must give a maximum and minimum of expansion, or a

ST
1?? tidal wave wcmkl follow tne sun

>

which might wel1 be

ser. fl t

the keliothermal tide. It would" clearly be too minute for
- Pirate observation, an<} though curious, cannot be important,

rent
•

i?

r circumstance is worth notice here. A forward cur-

conJ* sea has a distinct bounding surface on which it en-
unters a factional resistance. The mode in which this resist-

mol
13 exPended is by a constant dragging into the forward

^cment parts of the layer of water making the boundary of
^current. Thus if a current be moving through a sea other-

a vol,
qml

'
{t wil1 hJ this lateTal draggittg carr^ forward sucb-

coimVl
me °f water in addition to its own proper mass

7
that a

Si"°Urrent must ^t in to restore the level. This is, I sup-
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pose, the explanation of some of the counter currents which

exist along the great oceanic currents, as also of the eddy cur-

rents of rivers. These too imperfect generalizations may do

something towards making the system of ocean currents more

comprehensible. So great a -subject needs treatment far differ-

ent from what it has yet received, and first of all the essential

facts should be more clearly established. Unfortunately this can

result only from long, well organized, and costly operations for

this express purpose. We must be content to do our several

small parts patiently, hoping for more light in the future.

Art. XX.—Report on Dupont's Artesian Well at Louisville, Ky.;

by J. Lawrence Smith, M. D., Prof. Chem. University of

Louisville.

This work was commenced in April, 1857, from the bottom

of a well that had a depth of 20 feet, the boring tools employed

made a hole 5 inches in diameter to the depth of 76 feet from

the surface ; the boring was now reduced to 3 inches, and thns

continued to the bottom of the well. The depth of well is 2086

feet ; flow of water 330,000 gallons in 24 hours ; rise above the

surface 170 feet.

The rock struck, which geologically belongs to the Devonian

series, is for 88 feet shell limestone ; then for 40 feet coralline

limestone ; at which depth the Upper Silurian is reached. With-

out being able to make out with any degree of certainty, the

amount of Upper Silurian passed through, we suppose it to he

over 1200 feet. At the depth of 1600 feet a sandstone was

reached, doubtless of the Lower Silurian, and 97 feet deeper**

encountered the first stream of water which reached the surface.

This flowed out abundantly and with much force. The quanta?

not being sufficient, the boring was continued. After this, it

J
unnecessary to use the bucket to take out the material detaeneu

by the borer, the force of the water bringing up the fi"a
§
m^

very readily. The water increased in quantity in going deep*,

the increase being more marked at 1879 feet, and still more

1900 feet, where pieces of rock weighing an ounce or two c<

up with the water. The water increased every ten or tw«u

feet to the depth of 2036 feet ; here a very hard magnesian.w

stone was encountered 6 feet in thickness. After which

sandstone reappeared, and for the next 50 feet there was

increase of water. ,
js

The following table exhibits the series of rock as far as i

possible to make it out by the fine fragments taken out at ®u

ent depths, beginning at the top

:
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76 feet, sand and gravel.

100 feet, tolerably pure limestone, with fragments of fossils.

12 feet, soft limestone mixed with clay.

52 feet, tolerably pure limestone mixed with fossils.

5 feet, limestone with ferruginous clay.

81 feet, gray limestone.

157 feet, limestone mixed with clay.

149 feet, tolerably pure limestone with many portions quite white.

13 feet, clay shale with little calcareous matter.

207 feet, limestone with a little blue clay shale.

33 feet, same, little darker and more shale.

Next 94 feet, pure, very white limestone with fossil alternating with very

dark limestone, color probably from organic matter, with some dark shale.

26 feet, shaly limestone.
40 feet, very light and hard pure limestone.

1 foot, white clay.

546 feet, gray limestone, alternating hard and soft.

41 feet, sand rock—white..

4 feet, same, very fine and hard, with little limestone.

60 feet, same, with more lime.
<2 feet, same, less limestone.
308 feet, same sandstone uith but little lime.
6 feet, magnesian limestone, very hard.
50 feet, sandstone again.

JU the urgent request of many citizens of Louisville^the-

. „ ouring forth

. r about 330,000 gallons in 24 hours. The ^

ty its own pressure, rises in pipes 170 feet above the surface.

The boring was accomplished in sixteen months, and the depth
reached is 2,086 feet. In order to conduct the water to the sur-

face and prevent its passing off into the gravel beds below, a
robe five inches in diameter leads from the surface to the rock, a
aepth of seventy-six feet into which it is driven with a collar of

I^canized gum elastic around it. No tubing is found necessary
IOr any other part of the boring. ,. , , .

When the size of the bore (three inches in diameter) and its

aePth are considered, the flow of water from the well is un-
' i that flows

Paris deliv-

»u lue bottom an

great as the Dupont well, and a few hundred

as great. A corresponding diameter to

— ouc urgent request or manv ciuzeua w ^«'"*^
wring was now stopped to give a fair test of the medical y

°f the water that was pourino- forth at the rate of 230 g

quailed by any other artesian well yet constructed
a^ve the surface, for, although the Grenelle well at I

** 600,000 gallons in twenty-four hours, it has at the
*w» six times as great as the Dupont well, and a fe

£* up seven times as great. A corresponding cl

tioffS wel1 woulcb according to just and reasonable calcula-
"0ns, furnish about 2,000,000 gallons in twenty-four hours

;
also

^elevation of the water above the surface is great-
-•

L £y T
other artesian well, and it is only exceeded

e bt
- -Louis well, and that to an extent of 113 feet.
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The water comes out with considerable force from the five-inch

opening, and a heavy body thrown into the mouth of the well is

rejected almost as readily as a piece of pine wood. By an ap-

proximate calc :;"
i force is equal to that of a

steam engine with cyli

sure, with a speed of 5

) horse power.

r conducted al

1 the centre, from which there is a central jet of n

40 feet in height, with a large water pipe, from which the water

passes in the form of a sheaf. When the whole force of water

is allowed to expend itself on the central jet, it is projected to

the height of from 90 to 100 feet, settling down to a steady flow

of a stream 60 feet high.

Temperature of the Wafer.—The water, as it flows from the

top of the well has a constant temperature of 76|° F., and is

not affected either by the heat of summer or the cold of winter.

The temperature at the bottom of the well is several degrees

higher than this, as ascertained by sinking a "Walferdin's regis-

tering thermometer to the bottom, which indicated 82| *

Taking as correct data that the point of constant temperature

below the surface of Louisville is the same as at Paris, namely,

53° F., at 90 feet below the surface, we have an increase of 1 pi

temperature for every 67 feet below that point. The increase ia

Paris is 1° for every 61 T\th feet. The temperature of the water

is sufficient for comfortable bathing during most of the year, a

circumstance that will be of considerable importance, if it ever

be turned to the use of baths. The reason of the difference oi

6° between the water at the bottom of the well and at the top a,

that the iron pipe leading from the surface to the rock passes

through a stratum of water 60 feet thick, having a temperate

of 57 °'

• -f the
The Source of the Water.—The question naturally arises, it

^
vein of water supplying this well has a connection wita sow

distant source higher than the surface of Louisville, whe
f,i

that source? From all that we have been able to learn
_

on

geology of this county, taking Louisville as a center, tbe B *

rocks encountered corresponding to the sandstone ^^-^
water of the artesian well was struck) are in Mercer, Jessamig

and Garrard counties, near Dix Creek, to the east of ****

burg. The rocks there are said to be cavernous and ?a^\-d
ing. The elevation is about 500 feet greater than Louisvuie,

about 75 miles in a straight line from this city. , ce

This being the most probable source of the water, frj1^" ^
come its mineral constituents? These are obtained from

rocks through which it percolates in its way from its sonj

<

the point below Louisville, where it has been tapped, anaw
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it will doubtless flow in undiminished quantity for centuries to

come, as wells having such deep sources as this, are usually

is perfectly limpid, with a

jmperature as already stated ol '/ 6^°, which will be invariable

11 the year round.
Its specific gravity is 1*0113. The solid contents left on evap-

rating one wine gallon to dryness are 915^- grains, furnishing

Sulphate of Soda,

" Magnesia,

* Potash,
'

Bicarbonate of Soda,

"
Magnesia,

Phosphate of Soda,
Iodid of Magnesium,
Bromid of Magnesiui

14-7757

4-2216

1-2119

0-1012

72-2957

29-4342

77-3382

1-8012

3-2248

2-7558

0-3518

1-5415

0-3547

0-4659

0-8857

0-7082

Sulphuretted Hydrogen,
Carbonic Acid, -

Nitrogen,

The analysis was performed by the usual methods ;
but as

florid of lithium was sought for and found, it may be of inter-

est to detail the method of research in this particular, as a guide
to similar investigations of other mineral waters in this country.
ie* gallons of water were evaporated to about two pints, (there

*as an abundant deposition of salts,) to this was added one gallon
01 »o per ct. alcohol ; it was then thrown on a filter, and the™ on the filter washed with alcohol of the same strength—the
^tered liquid was evaporated nearly to dryness; m the present

nstance the residue consisted of a few ounces of a thick syrupy
^d; to this was added one pint of absolute alcohol, addi-
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tional salts were precipitated ; the liquid was again filtered and

evaporated nearly to dryness—to it were added 8 oz. distilled

water and two ounces of milk of lime, (pure lime made by igni-

ting carbonate of lime prepared by carbonate of ammonia,) the

lime was added for the purpose of precipitating the magnesia

and alumina—again filtered and washed ; the filtered liquid was

somewhat concentrated, and while warm, carbonate of ammonia

added to precipitate the lime ; it was then filtered and evaporated

to about a fluid ounce and treated with a little lime water and

carbonate of ammonia alternately, to insure the absence of the

last traces of magnesia and lime.

Before going farther, it would be well to state that the treat-

ment of alcohol separates the great mass of salts that are held in

solution by &e h the detection of

so minute a constituent as the lithium salt—by the alcohol we

reduce the salts to small amounts of chlorids of magnesium,

aluminum, calcium, sodium, potassium and lithium ; by the lime

the first two are got rid of, and by the carbonate of ammonia

the lime is precipitated.

The solution, now containing the chlorids of sodium, potas-

sium, lithium and ammonium, is evaporated to dryness, and the

residue heated to dull redness, by which the ammonia salt is ex-

pelled and a little organic matter destroyed ; the residue is next

dissolved in water, and a drop or two of the liquid tested for a

sulphate; should this be present it must be got rid of by exact

neutralization with chlorid of barium, (a slight excess of the

chlorid of barium will not interfere with the other steps in the

analysis) ; in the examination of the water in question no trace

of sulphate was found at this stage of the process, so it was again

evaporated to dryness in a small capsule over a water bate;

there were now a few grains of residual matter. To this was

added an ounce of a mixture of equal parts of pure ether ana

absolute alcohol, the capsule was covered with a small receiver

and allowed to stand for 18 hours ; the liquid was then thrown

on a small filter, and the filter washed with a little of the nur-

ture of ether and alcohol. The alcoholic ether solution evapo-

rated to dryness furnished the chlorid of lithium recognized oy

its well known characteristics. Although this process ream**

considerable time and some careful manipulation, its results are

both accurate and satisfactory. ,. j
The water of this artesian well has very valuable meai

properties, and those readers who are curious to examine W>
these points, will obtain all the required information by senai"S

to Louisville for the medical report.



the Mouth Blowpipe.

ART. XXI.—On Modes of increasing the Heat <

' Uions ; by P] "
"""

U-gf\ Wo>] ii

, April, 1858.]

In the course of some blowpipe investigations which I have
in progress, it has been found extremely difficult, and sometimes
impossible, to obtain in the ordinary way sufficient heat for the
production of certain desired effects. Attempts were therefore
made to devise means of increasing the heating power of the in-

strument, and this object has been so far attained, and by means
so simple and efficient, that I take this opportunity to make these
means public, that others may also be benefitted thereby. To
blowpipe analysts it is not necessary for me to detail the advan-
tages to be gained in many cases by a practicable mode of in-

creasing the heat, of which advantages not the least important
is the saving of time.

I

It was first observed that in the ordinary mode of manipula-
tion, a great part of the heat was conducted away from the bead
by the cold part of the platinum wire contiguous to it. This is

easily prevented by simply bending the wire previously, at right
angles about an inch or an inch and a half from the loop that is

to hold the bead.* On then holding the bead at the point of the
blue cone of the flame, and the wire so that the bent portion is

coincident with a continuation of the axial line of the flame, this

bent portion becomes also heated to high redness, losing thus in
a great degree its tendency to abstract heat from the bead. By
tais httle contrivance alone the heat is increased to so important
a degree, that I venture to think that no one who has once tried
'

f

Clever use a wire of any other form.
I next directed my attention to the combustible used. An or-

tbnary alcohol flame, as every one knows, gives with the blow-
P lPe a comparatively feeble heat. A gas flame is much superior,
and a large wax candle gives probablv a higher heat than any
jwng else at present commonly in use among blowpipe operators.

" occurred to me that the heating effect was probably propor-
tional to the density of the burning vapor, or the quantity of

ver, Prof. Brush of N^

«** novelty way be founJ in
'

modes of mat
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combustible matter contained in the same volume. I therefore

searched for combustibles having a high density of vapor, and

found that theparaffine of Beichenbach, now known from the

investigations of Hofstaedter* and Filipuzzif to be a mixture of

different isomeric hydrocarbons, all of which must have very

high equivalents, was found by LewyJ to have a vapor-density

of not less than 11 -8. By inquiry, I found that candles com-

posed of this, or a similar material, obtained from the products

of distillation of the well-known " Breckenridge Coal," could be

bought in New York. On procuring some of these, and using

them us pabulum for the blowpipe-jet, I found my anticipations

fully realized. The flame obtained by means of the paraffine

candle is much hotter than that from a wax candle. Unfortu-

nately the candles made in New York are small, and have ex-

tremely small wicks, which renders them difficult to manipulate

with, because the least motion of the jet-piece, by throwing it

out of the centre of the flame, deranges the form of the cone.

This can of course be easily remedied by having larger candles

made with larger wicks.
Next, and lastly, the blowpipe itselfseemed to me susceptible of

improvement, by the introduction of an agent to absorb the

moisture and carbonic acid of the breath, which must necessarily

diminish the heating power of the flame. I have therefore

sought to eliminate these obstacles by using, instead of the tube

of the ordinary blowpipe, a somewhat larger tube filled with

fragments of caustic potash. In the instrument which I have

heretofore used, and which I now exhibit, this tube is composed

of glass, and is united with the jet-piece of an ordinary blow-

pipe of Berzelius' form by means of a perforated cork; but ot

course in practice i lis I

;' inn . as well be composed of metal to

avoid breakage. I use the ordinary potassa fusa, occurring *
the shops m the form of sticks, broken up to about the size ot a

split pea, the fragments being confined in the tube by a plug, *

cotton at each end. It is advisable, when this kind of blowpipe

is not in use, to keep the upper end of the tube corked. «

remains yet to be seen whether the additional advantage gam<»

by using a blowpipe of this construction will compensate ior

the concomitant inconveniences, though the latter are W
Jg

important, according to my own experience, than many wouw

suppose.
^

.
Now as to the effects which may be produced by the combina-

tion of these several appliances. Platinum wire of medwj
blowpipe size is fused with little difficulty, and I have obtain^

beads of considerable diameter. Fine platinum wire melts down

* Liebig and Kopp'a
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like wax. A borax bead volatilizes rapidly in white smoke.
By moistening the end of a bent platinum wire, and dipping it

into pure carbonate of lime or pure magnesia, and exposing it

to the flame, a very fair exhibition of Hare's lime light, in min-
iature, may be made. The fusion of a small iron wire, and the

spring may t

Berzelms, in his work on the Blowpipe,* says, " I am con-
vinced that the temperature produced by the blowpipe, fed by
air from the lungs, has a distinctly defined limit ; so that, for
instance, alumina or silica cannot be melted, however small frag-
ments of them be employed." Now although I have not
succeeded in producing large globules of fused silica, yet
person, by a

that the deg
ptmg the above expedients, may convince himse!

; of heal
'"

.at thus obtainable is adequate for the fusion
of silica. My experiments were made with chemically pure pre-
cipitated silica, and with a fragment of a colorless transparent
crystal of quartz, from Herkimer county, New York, finely pul
yenzed in an agate mortar. By taking a small platinum wire,
pent as above, first fusing the end into a globule, then moisten-
m
g this globule with saliva, or better (in order to avoid the in-

troduction of any trace of basic contamination, which might be
supposed to form a fusible silicate), with syrup made from pure
sugar, and dipping it into the powder, then gently heating and
"jcineratmg in the flame of a spirit lamp, the silica powder re-

gains loosely attached to the wire, and under the lens appears
now perfectly impalpable and devoid of transparency. If now
me potash-tube blowpipe, with paraffine candle flame, be brought
10 bear upon it for a minute, the silica being held a little way
°m<k f the point of the blue con6j which in thig kind f fjame
PPears to be the hottest point, it will then be found strongly
aanerent to the wire, as if melted fast, and under the lens pre-

S?itlle aPPearance of sma -ailarly shaped
globules, fusedfast to the platinum. I have little doubt that with

bef
ge

|+
raffine candle

>
and larger jet, a splinter of quartz might

T
^.

e jWe mode of obtaining a high heat is essential to the
Facticabilityof a peculiar mode of manipulation that I have de-^ and which I shall proceed to describe.

! 2?*°^ Translation, page 46.

^\mZ?
US

'
b a note

' mentions an announcement of H. de Saussure that he melt-

t!»ou*h L a
PP°rted on a sliP of ;

m a * f T'
"thesJ"

e
fame °f * thick wax candle ; adding, however, that he suspects that

klWs^ may haye Produced an effect on the assay, and that the air from the

lr«t'S PUru' ; .nntnhuted to effect

'•'<*.
p 64

CanDOt ** obtained by the mouth blowpipe."- Whitney's Tramla-
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Many minerals and artificial products, when dissolved in a

borax bead in large quantity, cause the bead to become opaque

and milky on cooling, forming in fact an enamel, instead of a

glass. Some of these are lime, magnesia, baryta, strontia, glucina,

oxyds of zinc, cadmium and 1 titanic acids, cal-<

cite, magnesite, dolomite, witherite, baryto-calcite, stroniianite, gypsum,

epsomite, heavy spar, cekstine, goslarite, smithsonite, finer spar, apa-

tite, sphene, aesn
_ scheelite, scheeh

tine, xenoiime, yttro-cerite, fiuocerite, cryolite, &c. A great many
more render the bead of microcosmic salt opaque or opales-

cent on cooling, and as some reactions, for instance that of titanic

acid, are much more easily obtained in this than in the borax

bead, these cases are also frequently of importance.
Now when it is desired to detect another substance occurring

in small quantity in any of the above, such for instance as man-

ganese, copper, cobalt, or titanium, by the color imparted to the

bead after cooling, it is frequently impossible to do so, for the

reason that if enough is added to give a decided reaction, the

bead becomes opaque on cooling and the color cannot be seen
*

In considering the cause of this loss of transparency, it seemed

to me that it must be a granular crystallization, and remembering
the fact that even common glass, if made to cool very slowly

from fusion, becomes opaque and enamel-like, with many other

familiar facts of an allied nature, it occurred to me that the con-

verse of this phenomenon might also take place, or that an en-

amel which becomes transparent and vitreous when fused might

retain its transparency when suddenly cooled. I was thus led to

dip a bead composed of a highly basic borate of lime enamel into

cold water while still fused. The result verified the hypothesis.

The bead when cooled in this way remained transparent, and

manganese was thus distinctly detected in a purely white mar-

ble, in which its presence could be distinctly pronounced upon

otherwise only by Crum's test.

For a number of years I have had constant occasion touse

this expedient, and have found it a highly valuable one. W>*
pipe operators will need no further remarks upon the import-

ance of such an addition to our facilities for investigation,
lta

necessary, however, that careful examination be made of all spe-

cial cases, a work of time and patience, which I hope, neverthe-

less, soon to take up systematically. i

_
As before intimated, it is necessary, or at least highly cona

•

cive, to the success of this new manipulation, to have mean*,

such as are above detailed, of obtaining an increased heat; &

* Speaking of red zinc ore, Berzelius says that it is dissolved by pbo8pb°£»$
but that "the color of oxyd of manganese cannot be obtained till theg^3

?^,
Bolved so large a quantity that it is no longer transparent on cooling.*-W •
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cause these supersaturated beads, which enamelize (if I may be
allowed to coin a new but convenient word) on spontaneous cool-

ing, require a much higher temperature for fusion than those
which remain vitreous, and without some additional facilities for

obtaining this higher heat, the tax upon the time and patience of
the analyst becomes very onerous, and in many cases I have
found it in fact impossible to succeed by the ordinary mode, for

when the bead is very highly basic, it must be heated considera-
bly above its point of fusion, or it solidifies to an enamel imme-
diately on removal from the flame. It was this necessity which
led me to devise the above modes of increasing the heat. It is

by no means necessary, however, in ordinary cases, to use all of
the expedients described. In fact, for the fusion of most of these
borax enamels, the bent wire [alone, with an ordinary blowpipe
and an alcohol or gas flame, will suffice, and most others need

°iTn
t
^
e a(iditional assistance of the paraffine candle.

Whilst upon this subject of the blowpipe, I may be pardoned
for offering briefly another suggestion. While making the ex-
periments upon the reciprocal neutralization of the colors of me-
tallic solutions, described in a former paper,* it struck me that
the same principle should have applications in blowpipe analysis.
It must be that when several metallic oxyds are present in a glass
their several colors must interfere with each other in certain
ways, and if we knew how to eliminate one or more of these
colors by adding a neutralizing ingredient, so as to render others
apparent, might it not furnish us with new facilities for research,
and enable us to avoid old sources of error ? I mav conclude by
noticing two or three results, which I have obtained, bearing
uPon this question. A deep amethystine bead of manganese
glass acquired, on addition of a little oxyd of chrome, a gray
color, resembling that produced by a mixture of solutions of
chlond of cobalt and chlorid of chromium, without any tinge of
either red or green ; a trifling additional quantity of oxyd of
chrome giving, however, a distinct green color.f Another man-
ganese bead gave a similar gray color on addition of oxyd of
copper, but a slight excess of the latter imparted then a blueish

™ge, which might easily be attributed to a trace of cobalt The
Preserve of nickel does not affect the blue color of a cobalt glass,

™ « does the rose color of cobalt in aqueous solutions, unless its

quantity, compared with that of cobalt, is very great.

* Am. J. Science [21 xxvi 49

frt£
he

,
decol°ratioi' of ferriferous glass by the addition of deutoxyd of man-

5ST; fkra-makerV - . due to the conversion of the fer-

f-£tK»i, 5?"
°'

"

P°r"°° ""
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Abt. XXIL—On the Pendulum; by F. A. P. Baknaed, Presi-

dent of the University of Mississippi,—with a description of an

Electric Clock, constructed by E. S. Bitchie, of Boston, for

the University of Mississippi, under the direction of President

Barnard.—With a Plate.

[From the Proceedings of the American Association at Baltimore, 1858.]

The importance of the pendulum as an instrument for the

measurement of time, is sufficient to justify any amount of effort

which may be made to secure the regularity of its performance.

The causes which disturb this regularity exist partly in the

nature of things, and are partly introduced by the contrivances

employed to maintain the motion of the instrument. -Among

these, the effect of varying temperature in altering the distance

between the centre of oscillation and the point of suspension, is

one which has given occasion to many ingenious inventions;

yet, however effectual some of these may have been in removing

the irregularity due to this cause, it is probably true that no plan

of compensation has been found in practice to be entirely satis-

factory. It is an opinion entertained by the writer, though it is

proposed with some diffidence, that the problem of compensation

cannot be experimentally studied with results to be PerfectY J

e"

lied upon, so long as the pendulum has any work to do ;
.

an
y^

must be the case whenever the maintaining power is derived, di-

rectly or indirectly, from a train of wheel-work. The dirrereni

forms of anchor or pallet escapement involve friction upon to
* pallet escapement :

pallets, which, however nearly constant it may be, <

wholly so, and however slight it may be, either absolutely or

its variations, cannot be altogether insensible as a disturd b

cause. For small as may be the amount of fluctuation in «n

resistance, it is to be considered that all the quantities c°ncern

in the question of maintaining the motion of the P^^^i
small, and that every minute variation is multiplied

}

n0US*V.

of times. But a more serious cause of irregularity in the penw

km directly driven by a train, is to be looked for in the varyi o

condition of the train itself, and of its lubricants ; in conseqn

e

of which the power of the prime mover is to some extent
^

sorbed, and is at different times unequally communicated

pendulum. •

- ^
When we attempt to study, in the actual performance o

pendulum, the efficacy of any plan of compensating trie e

of temperature, it is impossible entirely to distinguish^^
ularities due to one cause from those which may prp06^ ^
another. Cold, for instance, by stiffening the lubricants\j
cause the clock to gain, and this effect may be errone
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pendulum-rod. And though, in such a case, if the clock should
run more slowly than in warmer weather, we might justly infer

an over-compensation to exist, we should be unable to determine
exactly the excess.

The partial or total failure in practice of plans of compensa-
tion theoretically perfect, has been sometimes attributed to the
unequal rapidity with which changes of temperature take place
in different parts of the same pendulum. Every plan of com-
pensation is necessarily founded on the supposition that, under
all alterations of temperature, the temperature throughout the
entire instrument is simultaneously the same. It is easy to see,
for example, that if the mercury Employed to compensate the
pendulum of a common astronomical clock were to be wholly
inclosed in a cylinder of some material entirely impervious to
teat (supposing such a material to exist), it would be altc

- 1

useless for t
1

purpose intended. And that which would thus
pe true, on the supposition that the mercury could not change
its temperature at all, must be measurably so, if its changes of
temperature lag behind those of the rod. Glass jars for contain-

iv . -,

mercury in pendulums of this construction have been
. the ground that they do introduce an irregularity

of iron. The objection has been founded, I believe, rather u^^
tae observed performance of the pendulums, than upon actual
observation of the relative temperatures of the mercury and the
rod. It would seem not to be difficult to arrange a pendulum
^ith thermometers which should show constantly the true tem-
perature both of the mercury and of the rod. And considering
tne importance of the question involved, such an experiment
w°ald appear to be well worth making, before pronouncing the
Mercurial compensation to be unsatisfactory, or even condemning
fte glass cylinders.

J-he escapements called remontoirs apparently set the pendu-
jam free from most of the liabilities to disturbance which the
Jram introduces. In clocks provided with these escapements,

J ,

torce of the train itself is exerted not in impelling the pen-

Jj. but in raising a small weight, or bending a slight spring,
winch subsequently acts—the former in its descent or the latter

* its recoil—in moving the pendulum. The gravity-remontoir
Pparently furnisi 00 which is perfectly uni-
wm, there being nothing but the very slight friction on the
{/^ots °f the arms carrying the remontoir weights to disturb this
^iformity. The spring-remontoir is free ftoi

qup
tUrbance

'
but is °Pen to a more serious objection, m conse-

ch»
°f tne varymg elasticity of the spring occasioned by

u«nge of temperature. Both of these contrivances, however,
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impose a certain duty on the pendulum, which is, to unlock the

motor should be raised. This cannot be done without friction,

although the friction is less than in the case of pallet escape-

ments. It is also true that, in proportion as the friction required
to unlock is reduced, these escapements become liable to the ac-

cident of failing to lock—or of tripping, as it is technically called

—whereby error is introduced into the time shown upon the dial.

Of all these escapements, remontoir escapements and pallet

escapements alike, it may finally be said that they require the

pendulum to swing through a certain arc larger than would be

necessary if the maintaining power could be applied to it from
without, leaving it subject to no disturbances whatever, beyond
those occasioned by the varying temperature and density of the

a
?' l

USUal 6Xtent of the arc of vibration is 2° on each side

of the vertical. About one quarter of this distance is required

merely to unlock the train of the remontoir. If now, at a defi-

nite point of the swing, a light weight could be deposited upon
an arm projecting from the pendulum rod, allowed to remain
there during the descent, and then removed, and if this could be

repeated on one side and on the other alternately, with perfect

regularity and at pi aYS from the

centre of motion, and if this could be done without any friction

or concussion, we should have a pendulum subject to no forces

accelerating or retarding but such as may be accurately estimated

m their amount, and in their effects upon the time of vi
I do not overlook the fact, that the manner of suspending the

pendulum may have some influence on its performance. But as

the suspension is almost invariably by means of a very flexible

but also very elastic spring, the effect due to the resistance of

this spring in the ascent may be considered as neutralized, so far

as regularity of vibration is concerned, by its recoil in the de-

scent; and for the variations of its elasticity with change of tem-

perature, a special compensation may be made.
ine problem which is here proposed, seems to present a con-

dition difficult to be fulfilled. The impulse is to come at the

proper moment, but the pendulum is to do no work in order to

induce it. Yet it can be nothing but the pendulum itself wnicn

is to determine the moment of application ; since if we
[

?J impendent mechanism sufficiently regular to do this, we

should have no need of the pendulum. It is believed that the

difficulty which this consideration presents has been overcome.

Ihe clock which is herewith presented for the examination
01

the Association is one in which electricity is made to work a re-

montoir apparatus, by which very slight weights are madej

rnately, on either side. Ther

i electric clock : but there is s
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sufficiently novel in a clock in which the pendulum does abso-

lutely no work at all (not even in making battery connections),

to deserve attention. There have probably been as many varie-

ties of electric clocks as of escapement clocks—conceived, at

least, if not constructed. All of these known to the writer, in-

volve as much friction as the dead-beat escapement—most of

them a great deal more—or else are otherwise objectionable.

ieh seems to be least so, is a contrivance described in

volume of Becquerel's Electricity, and attributed to

Mr. \ Yvite, in which two light balls are suspended by metallic

threads to a horizontal lever oscillating on pivots placed just

above the point of suspension of the pendulum. Two arms from
the pendulum alternately touch these balls, closing a battery cir-

cuit by the contact. The corresponding end of the oscillating

lever is thereupon depressed, relaxing the suspending thread, so
that the ball presses upon the pendulum arm until the latter is

carried by the swing, out of its reach; when, the circuit being
_

broken, the lever rights itself again. Ingenious as this arrange-
ment is, the objections to it are too obvious to require enumera-
tion. It furnishes a force which fails in the three essential

requisites,—perfect uni \ uniformity in dura-
tion, and uniformity in lion. The suspending
thread, however flexible, must interfere with the first of these
conditions, and the agitation produced by the sudden tilting of
the lever must affect the other two.
The construction of the clock herewith exhibited, may be ex-

plained by reference to the accompanying diagram, (see Plate,)

which shows the upper portion of the pendulum rod with the

contrivance employed to apply the impelling weight. Two lev-

eiB ^e representee!, marked A A' and B B'.

JJe first of these, from its office, is called the remontoir lever
—the second, which is employed to control the first, is called the
governor. The former is provided at each of its extremities
with two hooks (as shown in perspective at the bottom of the
^agram). These hooks are designed to carry a very light

height in the form of a small cylinder of metal. This cylinder
is slightly indented in the latter at the points where it rests on
the hooks, to prevent lial

>A -

ihe pendulum-rod is furnished with two semicircular arms, to

^ich, at their extremities, are attached two parallel plates of
«ietal which pass between the hooks of the remontoir lever, and
receive the weights, at the proper moments from the hooks,
jxang also slightly notched or indented, to secure uniformity in
egard to the point of application of the force.

, . . .

Both the levers are pivoted in agates, their pivots being m the
same

horizontal line as the centre of motion of the pendulum.
iney are also provided with adjustable weights at their extremi-
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designed to make them tilt slowly in one direction or the

either side of the pendulum at the proper moment.
The remontoir lever, when free from control by the other,

tends to preponderate toward the right. The governor has a

sufficient preponderance in the opposite direction to carry the

remontoir with it, when in action, by means of a projection seen

at D, which overlaps a corresponding projection on the other, as

shown in perspective at the foot of the diagram. This lever in

the position exhibited, is caught by a detent at D, and the re-

montoir lever is free to tilt toward the right, in doing which, it

will carry the impulse weight of the extremity A along with it,

while it will leave that at the extremity A' on the higher arm of

the pendulum. In its swing toward the left, the pendulum will

then be impelled by this small weight until it reaches a corres-

ponding inclination on that side, when it will deposit the weight

A upon the hooks of the remontoir, and will take up the other

upon the opposite arm.

_

This mechanism is so simple as to require ]

tion. It only remains to point out ii
'

are controlled by the electric battery.
The remontoir lever is insulated by the agates in whieh it

turns. By a tangent spring at its axis it is put into the battery

circuit It has no other contact with the mechanism except

wnere it is acted on by the governor; at which point insulation

is also effected
; and likewise through the springs shown at G

and C, upon which the hooks remotest from the observer alter-

nately rest These springs are fixed in insulated pins to which

are soldered the extremities of the enveloping wires of the mag-

netsM and M. The pin C is connected with the magnet if, and

the pin C with the magnet M. The continuation of these wires

beyond the magnets is not shown ; but they are united into a sin-

gle one which, after enveloping a third magnet in the time-reg-

ister (of which no drawing is given), returns to the battery.
Urom what has thus far been said, it would appear that the

moment the hook of the remontoir lever touches either of the

springs, C or C, the battery circuit would be complete. But

this is not the case : for the hook in contact with the spring *

insulated from the lever, and the circuit is only completed at we

moment when the pendulum, in its swing, deposits the imp^
weight upon the two hooks.

In the position shown, the weight A is supposed to havejust

been deposited. The magnet i/has acted and has raised th

extremity B of the governor to the detent, D. The remonton

lever will now slowly tilt, the gentle motion being necessaiy
*

prevent the impulse weight from being thrown off; and ti*

balance weights being so adjusted as to secure the necessary
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change of position within the second. A stop prevents the spring

Ofma following the hook as it rises.

When the impulse weight A' is deposited on the hooks, it is

the magnet M which acts ; and the effects of this, through the
bent lever pivoted at E, is to release the governor, which, by its

preponderant weight will cause the remontoir to tilt again.

Whenever either magnet acts, the magnet of the time-register

simultaneously acts, and advances the second-hand one division
on the dial.

The remaining parts of the mechanism it is hardly necessary
to describe. Adjusting screws are provided to secure the exact
position of the pendulum arms, and to cause the impulse to be
precisely equal in duration on opposite sides. In adjusting for
this latter purpose, the graduated arc on the right, and the index

i the remontoir lever, are employed. The manner of
making the adjustment is obvious.
A pendulum impelled in this manner is subject to the action

of no forces which cannot be definitely appreciated. The im-

>wer is constant and known. "The mean resistance of
t{ie air may be computed, and even its fluctuations may, if

necessary, be taken into account. The irregularities, therefore,
which cannot be ascribed to these causes, must be due to im-
perfect compensation.
There is a possibility that a steel pendulum rod may, to some

affected by the vicinity of the electro-magnets em-

Y -7k
d ^ this contrivance. In order to guard against this danger,

« it be one, the rod of the pendulum of the clock, here exhibited,
8 made of brass ; and the compensation, which is mercurial,

-%sted accordingly.
Ahe effect of the impelling and resisting forces acting upon a

Pendulum is to alter its rate of motion ; but this circumstance is
oi Qo importance, so long as these forces are invariable, like
gravity,

if; however, any variation occurs, either in the impulse
or in the resistance, the time of vibration will be altered. The

*J

nd of alteration which occurs, in consequence of a given change

Z%VS not
' nevertheless, the same, with pendulums impelled

l,5rrent P^ns. The recoiling escapement, for instance, ac-
ce'erates the rate for an increase of arc, while the dead beat re-
arda it beyond the amount which would be due to circular

°^on ,
as compared with motion in the cycloid.

<

aon 1
remontoir escapement has the advantage that, though it

^eierates the rate of going of the pendulum, it applr- —
3 same amount

of going of the pendulum, it applies m
nt of impelling force at every swing : * >

L\°
Uld be object to no" disturbance of its regularity except

"

sec
aS may be consequent upon fluctuations of atmospheric
°ND SE&IES, Vol. XXVII, No. SO.-MARCH, 1859.
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density, and upon changes in its own temperature. In studying

experimentally the subject of compensation, it would not be

difficult to eliminate the effects of the first of these causes, so as

> exhibit truly the merit or defect of any given mode of c

"
: the epensation for the expansion and contraction of the materials of

the pendulum.
The remontoir escapement does not perfectly fulfil these con-

ditions
; but it is believed that the electric clock herewith pre-

sented does so completely.

This pendulum has an additional advantage over an escape-

ment remontoir; which arises from the fact that its arc of

vibration may be reduced much lower than is at all practicable

with a clock driven by a train. All the errors of the pendulum,

except those arising from the varying temperature of the rod,

increase with the arc. It is believed that this pendulum maybe

run with so small a motion as to make such errors quite in-

sensible. The degree, moreover, to which external forces affect

the rate without altering the are, is proportional to the forces

themselves ; and these, in the present case, must necessarily be

less as the arc is less.

In order to show in what manner a pendulum of this descrip-

tion differs in its rate of going from one entirely free and

vibrating in vacuo, we may take the ordinary differential equa-

tion of the angular motion of an oscillating body, and introduce

into it terms expressing the forces which in this case are in action,

besides gravity. This equation then becomes (g> being the van-

able arc, measured from the vertical, t the time of one vibration,

g the force of gravity, I the length of the simple pendulum,

the maintaining and r the resisting forces, or rather their con-

stant coefficients as compared with gravity).

j force, in the present case, is a weight appljjj

t an arm of the pendulum at the h<

-x. Eepresent the weight by w, the length oi

"J
arm by a, and the total mass of the pendulum by M, ana

have the value of m equal to^ The function of <p
on whic

its effect depends is obviously the cosine. ,
nC

The resistance is, in this case, nothing but the atmosp

n

inertia, so long as the imp -. the mamtai^

weight becomes itself a resisting force, and its sign mu=

changed. The resistance of the atmosphere may ke__?°mLfr
on the supposition that the velocity with which a falhng « ^
of equal weight with the pendulum, and presenting an *A

J
surface of resistance, ceases to be accelerated by gravi)>

!li.,g
.

ty,-,f ;
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known. This velocity may be represented by k Then rf(q>)

=p. For the value of/ (<jp), we consider the velocity to be that

which a body would acquire in falling vertically through the
height the pendulum has descended from the commencement of
its motion, which (if « represent the limit of vibration) is

Z(cos<p-cos«). Then ^=2^(cos9-cos«), and

^)=^(cos*-cos«).
The equation then becomes

o, and integrate between the limits « and -§,
we shall have (employing the simpler symbols for the sake of
convenience)

4" *(«-*) j.
Replacing the trigonometrical functions by their values in

"

+1" arcs, and rejecting minute terms of
"

"

*

nd, we shall obtain, after reduction,

4 «—

J

dt= P
#

~ d<p

\y\/a2+ 2ma- 2 mqp-<jt)2

t~ F* arr,in
y+ OT

l^

M between the limits « and -ft

nnlcl •
fanner, if t> express the time during which the im-

pUlse weigats oppose the motion,

r=Ji^_arcsin ?±^).
itting t =

? + v
j
the tQtal time of vibratioDj

-4(-
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Developing these arcs in terms of their sines, according to the

ordinary series, taking their difference, and expressing by di the

difference between t and the time of vibration of a free pendulum,

A=_ |Try+,)-tf-,) m+my, -(?-*).]

S/l (<-+•»)
*

2.3 (.+»•)*

which becomes, if we neglect insignificant terms,

If J-= -, as for the free pendulum beating seconds, then, pat-

ting d T for the total acceleration of the clock in making the

number of beats made by the seconds pendulum in a day, and

calling the entire remaining value of the second member of the

last equation JS,

„r_ 86400S
(2)

i

The terms containing r having disappeared from these expres-

sions, it would seem that the resistance of the air does not affect

the time of vibration. These terms, however, have not been

eliminated, but only neglected, in consequence of being con-

nected with powers of the arc higher than the square. By pre-

serving them, it maybe shown that the resistance of the air

produces an effect which is not altogether insensible; rather,

however, by consuming some of the disturbing power of m, than

by its direct influence. The reason of this is, that the resistance

of the air opposes gravity during the descent of the pendulum,

but favors it during the ascent.
The value of the foregoing series depends upon the impelling

power, and on the ratio between the arc of impulse and the arc

•ion. The necessary impelling force itself, when tae

ratio just mentioned is fixed, depends upon the absolute magni-

tude of the arc «. If we assume this arc at two degrees, whicn

is '035 of the radius taken as unity, and make the ratio of ?

«=*707l, as recommended by Mr. Denison, in his rudimentary

treatise on clock and watch work, we may compute the value

w by the following process :

—

. •

Assume the pendulum to wei^h twenty pounds, which isjW

far from the weight of that of the clock exhibited; an<

it to expose a resisting surface to the air of thirty squi

A column of air of equal base and weight would be al

feet m height, and the velocity with which a fluid of this alM^
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would issue from a vessel in consequence of the superincumbent
weight, is determined by the formula

v*=2gh.
Were the pendulum therefore to move with a velocity equal

to the square root of 2 X 32 X 1250 (= 80,000), the resistance
would be equal to its weight. Hence,

^=v/8pOO*
And r (cos9-cos«)=^x^-^=^!z^_)

' &2 2 80,000 •

cff^
is

J
3Tg ^e coefficient of the variable resistance, the total

pression

resistinS force m^J be found by integrating the ex-

"WOO
-
9 dt>

between the limits a and -«. Employing the symbol r, instead
oitne fractional coefficient, and taking the value of dt as given
above, we have, calling the total resistance R,

J 2 *
V )^ 9\/*2+2m«-2

Integrating between the limits « and -a, and putting \l=K

a __
ce w is very minute in comparison with «, we may make

£j^=l, and also neglect -2 ma. The small positive term at

nJrfR •
becomes insensible, when multiplied by the general

sSlent
'
m wllich ha is a divisor—the term itself being in-

g^™11* compared with *, with which it is connected by the
S +. The errors thus introduced, besides being insensible,em opposite directions, and nearly balanced. The simplified

expression is then,

of i ilfi l
omPut^ion supposes the resisting surface to be plane. The actual value

heater th ^ "*• the form of the pendulum; and will ordinarily be considerably

deduct t^i
1* k here found to be. The disturbing effects upon the pendulum,

SSbL f
Cr °D

' ™U therefore be materially less than represented; since a less

ThVaSi
°TC

f
WiU be squired to 1 ,

, , calculation exhibits.

b7 consid7r
-

U
f °^ *

•

rained for bodies of regular shape,
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uring the time

already given for d t betwe

mg{t-V) =
n L«

+
2.3«3

+
2.4

8|?» 1.3.5j? 7
. t

(4)

Or, putting S for the isum of the series within the brackets,

mg(t-t') =
, which must equal R.

Therefore,

2mgS
= -

, 2 ;
and ±Sk 2 m = gla 2 tt,

Whence,

m^m =S&- Mglz <* 2n
W~~ 4aSk*'

(§)

The foregoing series rapidly commerges, and if § = -707 a,

f the pendulum arm, m
its

sum is J.

.

Putting a
, the length o

ured at riglrt angles to the penduluru rod from the centre of mo-

heretofore given, we shall obtain for rn and w the numerical

m = -000001597.

w = 2*914 grains, or 3 gr. nearly.

Eeturning to the expressions (1) and (2), with the value of m

thus determined, and still employing for § the value '707 b, the

sum of the series within the brackets in (1) will be found to be

1-384. And therefore d T, or the daily acceleration, will be,

, T== 2X8640^00^59^^384 ^^
3-14159 X -035001597

Whence it appears that this pendulum, in order to beat sec-

onds, must be about three one thousandths of an inch longer than

one entirely free.

In order to investigate the liability of this pendulum to change

of rate, we must observe that, at a constant temperature, it »

impossible that there should be a change of rate without a change

of the arc of vibration
; and further, that there is no cause in

operation to change the arc, except variations of density in thefjur-

In expression (5) we observe that « 2 varies as Jc
2

;
but it is evident

that k2
varies inversely as the density of the atmosphere, v

i

putting D for the density,

2adan2kdk<x>-
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2D'

Putting the mean density of the air = 1, and substituting a
Unite difference for dD, we shall find that the corresponding
finite difference of « will be but half as great in proportion to the
entire arc, as the fractional change of density. If, therefore,
under a constant temperature, the mercury in the barometer rise
or tall one inch, or a change of density occur equal to one thirtieth
ot the mean, the arc of vibration will change one sixtieth part
of the whole

; that is to say, if the value of « is 2°, the arc will
all oft, or increase to the amount of 2'.

To compute the effect of such a change upon the quantity JT
f

ward the series in equation (1) as being sensibly con-

le whole expression, except the
aenominator of the coefficient fraction, by Q, and omitting the
^significant term m from the denominator, we shall have,

<#*=-* -dfi fa2£
Substituting - u j Tfor Q and reducing, we have,

J Tela

Jf the daily acceleration equal to -058 sec. This change is, un-
v, in the same direction as that of the circular error:

out it is proportional to the quantity ^ T itself, which is directly

y
tn^ maintaining po\. as appears from equa-

11011 (o), is as the square of the arc. Hence, therefore, the im-
portance of reducing the arc of vibration, and the near approach

'ility of the errors aria

.

"3, when it

Were the arc only 1° on each side of the vertical, the
error would be between one and two hundredths of a second per

nth
ere [t half a deSree ;

tne clock
'

from ttis cause? would

°J^ an
.
entire second in error in nine months.

in the construction of the elec-
nc clock hi a*, been to secure the reduction

onr! ,

arc of Nation. The work having just been completed,

m»% ty has not yet been allowed for experimentally decid-

Jg
the question how great a reduction of arc is practicable ; but

6 Pnnciple of the mechanism exacts no larger motion than
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may be necessary to make and break electric contacts. The re-

duction of the arc « may be equally effected by either of two

methods—either by reducing the impulse weights, or by short-

ening the duration of the impulse. When the arc is considera-

ble, the former method appears preferable; when it is very

small, there is not much to choose between the two ; ex
by constantly reducing the impulse weights, they may perhaps

become inconveniently small.

To return te> the subject of compensation for variations of

temperature, it may be observed that, while every pendulum is

liable to be disturbed by the forces other than gravity acting

upon it, and while these forces are not all of them subject to

law, so that their effects can be exactlv predicted and allowed

for, it is not surprising that methods of compensation theoreti-

cally good should have failed to satisfy in practice. In the elec-

tric clock here presented, should its performance accord with ex-

n, and should it be found practicable to reduce the arc of

vibration as far as it is at present believed to be, there will evi-

dently be no sensible change of rate arising from any cause

whatever, except expansion or contraction. If then the rate

does actually change, the cause of error will be directly indica-

ted; and the proper mode of correction may be made a subject

of intelligent study.
A doubt has been already intimated above, whether the com-

plaint made of the performance of the mercurial compensation,

and of the glass jars as connected with it, is well founded. If

the pendulum rod descends into the mercury, it would seem that

there could be no great difference in the fluctuations of the tem-

perature of the two metals. As the changes come from without

it will be the rod which will be most directly exposed to them;

but the capacity of the mercury for heat is so much less than

that of steel, that its changes take place with correspondingly

greater rapidity. If the smaller bulk of the rod in proportion to

its surface, be in its favor, the remedy would be to make the roa

larger, or to dispose the mercury in an annular vessel. But, at

any rate, it is easy to make the containing vessel of iron accord-

ing to the plan of Mr. Dent ; and if this is done, and the expe-

dient last suggested is adopted, of introducing the mercury into

the annular space between two cylinders, it would seem that tne

mercurial compensation might be made quite perfect. As a n?ai

security against irregularities in ti t or parting

ie entire surface both of the rod and of the containing

vessel might be made uniform in character : which is done m tue

present clock by gilding. For a comparison of the performance

of the compensation in glass and in iron, different jars are

provided, which will be substituted for each other at inter?**

of several months. A brass cover, externally gilded, is &
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provided, to be placed over either the iron or the glass jar, for
the purpose of observing the effect of change of external surface.
Ihese are some of the arrangements which have been made

for future use m the experimental examination of the question
under consideration. They would not have been brought to the
notice of the Association until after having been instrumental in
securing some results, were it not for the fact that no other op-
portunity will occur of exhibiting the clock itself—its comple-
tion having taken place just as the Association are meeting—and
the constructor being on the point of forwarding it to the Uni-
tim&l of Mississippi, where it belongs. The observatory of

will be set up. It will be practicable, however, with less perfect
iacuities to make some of those observations for which this
ciock is designed

; and the conclusions to which such observa-
tions may lead will be communicated hereafter.

nr
^^--Enumeration of Ferns collected by Mr. Charles

Wright, %n Eastern Cuba in 1856-7; by Daniel C. Eaton.

This enumeration has been prepared for the benefit of the
subscribers to Mr. Wright's Cuban collections. It is unavoid-
/>ry ^perfect, since my materials for identifying tropical ferns

;'•
!

v
;'nil 'v- and, indeed, I should not venture to print it, were it

°J
tor tne kindness of Sir W. J. Hooker, who has examined

$. *ame(* for me several of the more obscure species. Mr.

2* ? a"ain collecting in Cuba : after his return a supple-

*y t0 tks list will probably be published. .

lit' ?emi°nitis palmata, Linn.

{If-
futrophyum subsessile, Kunze, Analect. p. 29, t. 19.

'

'
J.

A. lanceolatum, Kaulf.

Ill r
3™? Famme tartarea

'
Besv'

ill'
^^nrea, Besv.

Yfil
W<>pteris serrulata, Kaulf.

18
»' ™cium sorbifolium, Willd.; Langsd. and Fisch. Ic. Fit. t, 4.

Ut JV sorbifolium, Swartz. This is probably but a variety of the
**withnarrowfli-T»nT,»

>rbifolia, Fee, Hist, des Acrostichacees, p. 69,

2m deserves to be described as a new species, but I ai

3 and describe it from my present scanty materials.
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788. Gymnopteris nicotianaefolia, Presl. (Acrosticlium nicotiansefoli-
um, Swartz.)

789. Elaphogiossum ciliatum, T. Moore, Index Filicum, p. 8. (Acros-
tichum Preshanum, Fee, line. Mini. p. 46. t. 24 Hook in litt)

chum latifolmm, Swartz; Hook. F.I. Exot, L 42.)

The name Elaphogiossum is retained for this genus because
there was no representative of it in the original genus Acrosti-
chum (Linn Amcen. Acad, i, p. 268,) which contained only tvo
real Acrostichaceas/A. aureum and A. lanceolatum (Leptochilus
Lmnaeanus, Fee), the former of which must keep the name Acros-
tichum. r

792. Hymenodium crinitum, Fee, line. Mem. p. 90. (Acrostichim
cnnitum, L. ; Hook. Fil. Exot. t. 6.)

793. Elaphogiossum.

Prell'- HooTfc
1^ ^^^ *' °' P "

13
* (

Acrostichum Piloselloides
'

Sllltz
v
Gonio

*>hlebium ™canum, j; Smith. (Polypodium incanum,

796. Pleopeltis angustifolia. (Polypodium eloneatum, Mettenius, Po-
lypod p 88, non Pleopeltis elongata/iW/.)

§ '

, .

Ca*
.. /%, Gen. Fil. p. 258. (Polypodium

teniosum, W^iV/rf. ; J/ <,,/..,. /. ., -o
)

F V "

J 9^7 \ in Hook. Jour. MA,?-
56 (Polyp,

799. Campyloneuron.
801. C. Cubense, Fee, Iconogr. p. H and 129, t. 3. (Polypodium fee-

niosum,var. Mettenius, I.e.)

803. Phlebodium aureum, R. Br.; Hook. Gen. Fil. t. 112. (Poly

podmm aureum I . Chry ;, L
)

B^&yssas" 1^ * *** * c
-

(poi}T°dium

805. Polypodium sororium, J5T. 5. A^.
«U0. P. pectinatum, Z.

enl' f

P
' Funiculum

>
Fee, Iconogr. p. 12, t. 18.

sno Vn°"
P- susPensum >

L.; Hook, in litt.

?„ * £ ^^ptoneuron, JP&, £m. Fil. p. 237, /cono^r. p. 60, t 23.

811. P. tnchomanoides, Swartz.

Ill' n
h

.

astsefolium
J Swarfe; jjoo^ <g #m,

# /c pii t. 203.

ri f fiif'Xr
8 ^P

,

tans
'
Pm^- (Polypodium reptans, ^flffe.)

814, 816 & 865 Polypodium (Phegopten's) sanctum, Swartz.

^*t££SS?&? (Aspidium pubescens
'

^flrfe;

<? ?I
7
V
Go° 5pPteri

\tet'-agona,>m/. (Polypodium tetragonum, Svw*[

•
L 18b Phegopteris teLgona, Jfc««. Stt 2** P-

8i)

818, 819 & 822. Lastrea patens, Presl. (Aspidium patens, Svarb-)



This is a common and most variable fern in the Southern
States from Florida to Louisiana and Texas. It resembles Ne-
phrodium molle, and was mistaken for that species by Kunze.
(Am. Jour. ScL vi, p. 83.)

820. L. eoutermina, Presl. (Aspidium conterminum, Willd.) Hook.

823. Nephrodium deltoideum, Desv. (Aspidium deltoideum, Swartz ;
fatten. Phegopt. und Aspid. p. 93.)

824. N
.
Skinneri, Moore, Index Filicum, p. 1 04. (Aspidium Skinneri,

826. Nephrolepis exaltata, Presl.
827. Goniophlebium loriceum, Fee, Gen. ML p. 255. (Polypodia

829. Polysticlmm triangulum, Fee. var. (Aspid
TO laxum, Hook. Fil. Exot. t. 33. P,
*% p. 279, Iconogr. p. 21, t. 6.

830. Lastrea Melanoehlamvs, Moore, I. c. p. 96. (Aspidium Melano-
ehlamys, Fee, Gen. Fil. p. 294.)

831
- L - exculta, Mooi '

90ft. und Aspid. p. 69.
832. Polystichum pWM .«.WW Phegopt, /

. I c. p. 122.)
';'• '^I'l'i.nn, , utariii i, S;vurtz : M< V< n. I.e. p.lll.
834. A. macropl, .. I.e. p. 122.
°3o. A. trifoliatum, Swartz.
836. Oleandra nodosa,M
»37. Asplenium serratum, L. ; Hook. Fil Exot. t. 70.

to
p^" marginatura, L. ; Hook. I.e. t. 73. (Hemidictyum margina-

slo'
A

'
Serra

'
LanOsd - & Fisch. Ic. Fil. t. 19.

t 48
1 dimidiat™. Sivartz. (A. zamiaefolium, ^unzs, IB. p. 103,

8

8

4^-(al^o,Zam.,affine.

(A^Tr
ad
Jema PJ-olifera, Hook. Gen. Fil. t. 58, B

;

Sm^adyenii
'
Mettenius

>
*«• Hort LiPs

- P- 95 '

alt
AsP!enium, salicifolio, Z. affine.

rIS' Klp azium grandifolium, £Wz.; tfoo*. i

J*'-
Diplazium.

84q ?sP]enium bidentatum, Willd. \

850 /•
auncularium,i>m%

859 a J
1

' A< rhiz°phorum, Swartz; Hook in

8« f* ?
,sectum

, Suwfe.

854 r dentatum, L. ; Hook. & Grev. Ic. Fil. t

855A 0SUm
'
WiUd-'> Hooh

-
FiL Exot *

857 a *
A

* cicutarium, Swarte.
'• A

- fragrans, Sawrfe; .ffbo*. in lilt.

Fil. Exot. t. 36.
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858 & 859. Onychiumstrictum, Kunze, Fit. 2, p. 11 ; Hook. Sp.Fil.%

p. 123.

860. Gymnogramme leptophylla, Desv.

861. Asplenium pumilum, Sioartz.

862. Didymochlaena sinuosa, Desv. (D. tnmcatula, /. Smith.)

863. Blechnum occidentale, L.
864. Lomaria decresceus, Fee, Gen. Fil. p. 68, Icmiogr. p. 24, t.9.

(L. attenuata, Willd., ex Hook, in litt.)

865. Vittaria lineata, Sioartz—(the longer specimens.)

865 bls
. V. sp. ign.—(the shorter specimens.)

v 866. Plenrogramme immersa, Fee. Sme. Mem. p. 37, t. 4. Hook, in

867. Pteris pedata, L. ; Hook. Sp. Fil. 2, p. 208. Fil. Fxot. t. U.

(Doryopteris pedata, J. Smith.)
868. P. leptophylla, Swartz; Hook. Sp. Fil. 2, p. 216. (Litobrochia

leptophylla, Fee, Gen. Fil p. 135.)
869. P. mutilata, L.; Hook. I. c. p. 164, t. 181.
870. P. denticulata, Swartz ; Ji- •.,'•. /'. .-. ,

.. -j j -,_ (Litobrochia denticu-

lata, Fee, I. c.)
1 k

871. P. longifolia, L.
872. P. aquilina, L. var. caudata, Hook. I. c. p. 196.
873. P. aculeata, Swartz ; i?bo&. ?. c. p. 224. (Litobrochia denticu-

lata, .Fee, /. c.)

874. Adiantum macrophyllum, Swarte ; Hook. Fil. JExot. t. 55.

875. A. trapeziforme, L.
876. A. tenerum, Swartz.
877. A.concmnmn,JT.i?.^.
878. A. fragile, Swarfe.
879. A. pulverulentum, L.
880. A. cristatum, L. ; Hook, in litt.

882. A. villosum, L.
883. Pteris laciniata, Willd.; Hook. Sp. Fil. 2, p. 176, t. 132.

SSe^Polypodium (Phegopteris) barbatum, Kunze in Linnaa,9,M-

887. Cheilanthes microphylla, Swartz. F,

888. Hemitelia horrida, H. Br.: Hook. Sp. Fil. l.p. 30, 1. 15;
fxt '

Exot.\.m. • *
889. Alsophila.

890. A. muricata, Hook, in litt.

891. Cyathea Serra, Willd. var. ?

892 <fe 893. C. arborea, Swito; #oo#. Sp. Fil. 1, p. 1?.

Hypolepis r

Dicksonia c

897. Dicksonia Plumieri, .ffoofc. Sp. Fil. ]

898. Davallia aculeata, Swartz.
899. D. uncinella, Kunze, Fil. 2, p. 96, t.
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903. T. anceps, Hook. Sp. Fil. 1. p. 135, t. 40 ?

904. Hymenophyllum sericeum, Sivartz.

905. H. hirsutum, Swarts.
906. 907 & 908. Trichomanes pyxidiferum, L. var.

909. T. angustatum, Carm. , m. 1. 166 ; Hook, i

itt. >
910. Metzgeria fucoides, Nees & Montague.

914. T. apodum, Hook, & Grev. Ic. Fil. t. 117.
915. T. reptans, Sivartz.

916. T. holoptcrum, Kunze, Fil. 1, p. 185, t. 77 ?

917. Hymen -. Swtrts.
918. Hymenophyllum.

920. H. abruptum, Hook. Sp. Fil. 1, p. 88, t. 31.
921. Gleichenia pubescens, Willd.
922. G. dichotomy Willd.
923. Nephrodium Serra, Desv. Ann. Linn. 6, p. 253. (Aspidium

»erra, Swartz.)

924. Danasa nodosa, Smith; Hook. & Grev. Ic. Fil. t, 51.
925. Lygodium Poeppigianum, Presl. Suppl. Tent. p. 103 ?

926. Schizaea dicbotoma, Swartz.
927. Rbipidopteris peltata, Fee. 2me. Mem. p. 78. (Acrostichum

Peltatum, Swartz.)
928. Anemia adiantifolia, Swartz.
929. A. Breuteliana, Presl. 1. c. p. 90. (A. Mandioccana, Hook. Gen.

930. Ophioglossum vulgatum, L. (Opbioglossum reticulatum, L.)

Dr. J. D. Hooker in the Flora of New Zealand unites all the
sPecies of Ophioglossum proper, and Sir W. J. Hooker, in his
and Dr. Arnott's Flora of Great Britain, says he is ready to
acknowledge the c

1 -fsilotum triquetrum, Swartz.
• Lycopodium cernuum, L.
L. reflexum, Swartz ; Hook, in litt.

L. bnifolium, L.
turn, L.
:. Swartz.

939 & 940. Species of Selaginella.
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Art. XXIV.

—

Some observations on the Mi
inq Plants; by Wm. H. Brewer, Prof, of Chemistry in Wash-

ington College, Pa.

It has long been recognized as a general law, that green plants

during their growth grow towards the light, but all the botanical

works that have come under my observation, which speak of

winding plants and tendrils in this connection, speak of them

as forming, practically, an exception to this law, that is, that

they turn towards some "dark" or "opaque" object. That they

do turn towards a solid support has long been observed, the fact

is undisputed, and the cause of this motion, instinctive as it

were, towards some solid around which they may twine has al-

ways been given, directly or inferentially as the absence of light,

or more properly the opacity or non-luminous character of the

support. I have been unable to find any account of experi-

ments on this property of certain plants or of certain organs of

plants further than merely to show" the fact, that it exists.

During the summer of 1855 I made some observations on the

growth of a hop vine (Humulus) to ascertain more precisely the

relations between the rate of growth at different hours of the

day, and the temperature, clearness and other atmospheric con-

ditions. To effect this the vine was measured at stated hours

several times each day, and the better to do this it was not

allowed to wind around, but was trained up one side of a smooth

pole. Incidental to the desired observations, it was noticed that

during the heat of the day, although the plant sometimes grew

several inches, it grew towards the light with only a very slight

tendency to wind around the pole, while during the night, or on

>. while the rate of growth was slower it would assume

the spiral and cling closely to the support. On one occasion,

when a number of plants were only from one to two feet \m
fall of snow took place which remained a day or more,

and in a few hours, all the plants which had sprung up fr°m tfl

,

ground and remained perfectly erect until this time, inclined a

a high angle towards a lattice which was artificially heated.

It was also found that they would climb a transparent gi»

tube almost or quite as readily as an opaque stick. The
f,

a

f
L

similar observations at other times suggested to me thattn

cause of the motion towards a support was not owing to W
influence of light, or its absence, but rather to heat, ana

elucidate this subject a series of experiments were made atw
N. Y., during the last summer. #

These consisted in the main of presenting a warm and a c

support to some winding plant, and then observing if i*^
rested any preference. The plants experimented on were
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m Lima bean (Phaseolus lunatus L.) and the common morn-
ing glory, {Convolvulus purpureus L.) The general plan was to— *he plants in a closed room during the day and early part

evening, where the air could be kept at a rather high and
nearly constant temperature, and then remove them for the night
into another room where the temperature was several degrees
lower than the first, where the warm and cold supports were
presented to them. This room was also closed and darkened
that neither currents of air nor morning light should interfere
with the accuracy of the experiments.

the supports tin tubes were used, of the
given in the figure, having a funnel a,

top, and an elbow b, at the bottom, form-
ing an obtuse angle. These were about an inch
in diameter, similar in size and shape, and the
vertical part pained black. These could be
kept cool by filling with cold water, and if de-
sired by placing ice in the funnel a, and could
be warmed and kept at any desired tempera-
ture higher than the air, by a small spirit [amp
placed under the end c. For the use of glass
and other materials, an elbow of tin was em-
ployed, and then the straight tubes fitted with
a cork. To test the effect of colors, tin tubes
were painted of various colors, and in some
cases colored paper was pasted around them.
White, black, red, pink, green, blue, and yel-

low, were tried. When in use the tubes were

^•^>--^^ held in a nearly vertical position, about five

^^^S inches apart, one filled with well-water a few

otWflii j
degrees colder than the surrounding air, the

uer nued with warm water and kept heated to any desired tem-
perature by a spirit lamp, generally from 5° to 12° Fahr.. above
7*er?Perature of the air in the room. The plant was placed

the t

gl
J
aninS of the experiment so as to be midway between

rjlin

W° s
'
not exac% parallel with them, but crossing their

ancp f
a W angle

' Xt was allowed t0 remain without disturb-

of tli
•

9 P
"
M

"

'

until 7 A
-
M>

'
and its Position >

tne temperature

ratel

6 ^ and ttie water in tne tuDes ancl otner conditions accu-

Mar.
n0te(

\
at ^e Deginmng and close of eacn experiment.

t av$J
Preliminary experiments were made to devise means

feet th
various causes of interference, and to test and per-

the r i

aPParatus, and they so far succeeded that I consider

extwf
S §iven as reliable. After these, a series of fifty-two
«b were carefully made, of which nineteen were with

thirty J ' -
and twenty-three with Phaseolus. These gave in

y lx ^es results confirmatory, that is, the vines turned to
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or towards the warmed tube, in fourteen cases the}' showed no

especial preference, and in only two cases did they turn to the

cold tube. In these fifty-two experiments, the right tube wag

heated twenty-five times, and the results were nineteen confirma-

tory and six indifferent ; the left tube twenty-seven times, and

the results seventeen confirmatory, eight indifferent and two con-

tradictory, (that is, turned to the cold tube). In both of these

latter cases the nights were exceedingly hot (one was 84° F.)and

the experiments were in a room in which the sun had shown a

part of the day and the walls had become heated, so that on

closing the room the temperature rose during the night several

degrees
;
the heat radiated from the walls doubtless effected the

results.
_ During the cooler nights, or when the temperature was

below 65° F., the results were most marked, and generally in the

morning the point of the vine, left the evening before midway
between the two tubes, would be found not only moved towards

the heated tube but would be closely twining around it, the

point of growth lying closely against the surface. The right

and left tubes were in turn heated on alternate nights and also

they were made to exchange places occasionally. As both of

the plants experimented on wind to the left, (the right according

to Bischof) it will be readily seen that it makes much difference

which tube is heated, when the plant is placed in the position

relative to them which I have described, in the form the spirals

will assume.

Thus, let a and b be the sections of the two tubes, and c the

extremity of the plant c d, at the beginning

of the experiment. Then if a be heated (the

one I have assumed as the left tube in the

description) the plant will gradu0_^n: the position of the dotted line m m, by am;

.A (7)\ ply turning to the left. Ifhoweve
\MI J^' tube, i, be heated, the plant will take *

direction of the dotted line nn, by first rising

vertical and then passing behind and around

the tube. ,

fl

The room in which all the experiment

.
(with the tubes) were conducted had but one

window, opening west, which at night was carefully closed anu

darkened. In half an hour, sometimes in a few minutes, alter

the light had been admitted in the morning, the growing po"1

of the vine would slightly relax the hold with which it w^J
press against the support, and then during the day its g^
would be towards the light. During this period, the tendency w

grow m the direction of the light was vastly greater fcol»Kte
uC

warmed tube ; in fact, the Phaseolus seemed to be entirely ins«*

si Die to the latter during this time, and the Convolvulus nearly •
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I found that the Phaseolus, if grown in a room in which the
temperature was high and nearly constant, not falling more than
rf or 4 H. during the night, would wind about a support in
mich very long loose spirals that it could not retain its position,
but would slide down from time to time, and this same plant,
when allowed the influence of cooler nights, would then wind in
shorter spirals and cling with its accustomed tenacity to the
smooth stick which served as a support Furthermore, I found
that by placing a plant in such a position that the sun could shine
on its growing extremity, but not on its support, and changing
t occasionally to keep up the conditions, turning it so that its
tendency to grow towards the light was in opposition to that of
ib winding, and then keeping it at night, at nearly the same tem-
perature that it had during the day, I could entice it entirelyway trom the support until a length of several feet of the vine
was pendant and unsupported.

d*,*T lndicate the same fact sustained by the experiments with
he tubes, vi

|
, ,est when

-,

the su ^ort ia warmerman the air. This condition is fulfilled in nature at night, as the
o id absorbs the sun's rays by day and cools more slowly than&e surrounding air by night; I am aware that such plants will

ntw
m n

-

tur
? around cold supports, such as growing plants of

other species, but I doubt if their first direction towards them,
oerore the contact is more than accidental.
inere appears to be much difference in the force with which

^erent species of winding plants The Con-
volvulus seemed much more sensitive to the influence of heat
^an t^ Phaseolus, before it was in contact with anything, and

with

m°re lnde
P.endent of it; afterward, for when once in contact

woul^f
S

ii
PPort !* could not be induced to again leave it, and

j]

follow a piece of twine or slender rod apparently as read-

iest ^,
more sond material. Many experiments seemed to bl-

are that contact with the support modifies the force with whichEs assume the spiral, ugh the fibres of the

ward
ar
f
somcwhat spiral about its axis before contact, after-

pi'7 tnese spirals are shorter, and only then will the whole
form as if to enclose something in its turns,

into a tv
aS beailtim% shown by introducing the end of a vine

sum i
glass tube at n%ht

5
tne nbres of tne Pfent would as"

arounfl
6r Spiral and sometimes the plant itself would wind

•Wtio
n t}

-

le
^
nner surface of the tube in tne same form and

plant*
U aS lf xt nad enclosed some cylinder in its turns, while

fibril
n0t So treated would remain nearlv straight and their

res less spiral.

matP^n
Xpe

i
riments witn tut>es of various colors gave no results

SkIVrI rent from the others -
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These experiments were more striking than was anticipated,

but were prosecuted under difficulties which prevented their be-

ing completed.

They are intended as the preliminaries to more extended and

complete investigations in the same direction, to be continued at

some future time, embracing the interesting question, whether

tendrils are influenced by the same causes and follow the same

law, also some things relating to the direction of winding plants,

the length of their spirals compared with their diameter, the di-

rection of the spiral growth of various trees, (Sec. Some obser-

vations have already been made on all of these subjects except

that of tendrils.

The experiments performed, indicate, I think,
1st. That during the day winding plants like others grow

towards the light.

2d. That they possess the property of turning towards some

solid support.

3d. That this is more manifest by night than by day, and the

most so on cool nights following hot days.

§

4th. That this is not controlled by any influence of light or

its absence, exerted by the support.
5th. That heat is the contrMlin- rrmso, and that such plants

will only turn (unless it be accidentally) towards a support, the

temperature of which is higher than that of the surrounding air.

6th. That the color and material of the support exert no in-

fluence further than that they influence the radiation and absorp-

tion of heat ; and
7th. That when such plants are in actual contact with some

support, the tendency to w , it is much greaterouppuri, xne tendency to
than they manifested in

Art. XXV._0n some Anomalies in the Florida Gulf Stream

and on their j by Lieut. E. B. Hunt, Corps

of Engineers, U. S. A.

the Baltimore M ,
•

, \f,
:
V.v> i

There is perhaps no portion of the ocean waters wbid :

';\

been so imperfectly studied, in proportion to its importance,

»

that from the west end of Cuba through the Gulf of Flona*

ihe whole commerce of the Gulf of Mexico is d'rectl
^fl ecerned in whatever inv

i

accurately
denn

the currents or other ph\> that portion otw

Gulf Stream area from the line joining Cape Antonio to tap

Catoche, and the latter with the Tortugas, thence to the ea*

ward through that grand channel bounded on the north an
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west by the Florida Eeef and mainland, and on the south and
east by Cuba and the Bahama banks. As it is the natural out-
let for the products of the entire the valley of

daappi, the present eommewe following this

as it is, must ultimately be so :.
- will seem

[significant in comparison with that which another half
century will direct through this channel. The character of this

»n, no less than its amount, is such as to demand the
most careful study of the currents, by which it is so largely in-

fluenced. All are so fa mense annual losses to
commerce by wrecks and disasters on ;h - F.orida Reefs and
Bahama Banks, that a simple reference to the fact will abund-
antly vindicate the importance oi '^whatever
knowledge can give greater safe!

j

. The high
extra premiums for marine insurance by this Florida channel
route, afford another s • die risks of this navi-
gation; but I think it right to n n the best
information I could obtain at Key West, the Florida channel in-

surance rates are very much too high, and are annually giving
exorbitant profits to the insurance companies. This makes it

the interest of these companies to exaggerate the dangers of this
passage

; and it is believed that they are, on this account, less
averse to wrecks, and less strict in distinguishing collusive or
fraudulent wrecks than they should be. A reduction of rates
must soon be made, if we may ind hat owners
are, to a considerable extent, becoming their own insurers, in

Preference to paying the established rates. The new light-houses
and coast-survey beacons have added much to the security of
w»s route, and the business of wrecking at Key West is, on the

Jjtole, diminishing, although commerce is of jcourse increasing.

all due abatement for the exaggerations of the terrors
or the Florida Straits, and for the increased aids to navigation,
were still remains a very serious annual marine loss, due almost
entirely to the imperii f navigators with the
peculiarities of the route, and especially with the currents. Mis-
lea by false or imperfect views about the Gulf Stream, and other
currents prevailing here, sea captains are frequently so unfortu-

nate as to run directly on the reefi ' they are
WeU out in the channel way. I cannot but think that a system
°' reef pilotage, properly organized and well conducted, would
Jead to a great reduction in the number of casualties. By
aking and leaving well-trained pilots at the entrance to, and
exit irom, the region of danger, the numerous casualties due to

JJ«
imperfect knowledge of sea captains would be in great part

obviated.
Skillful pilots, constantly engaged in taking vessels

Jirough the channel, would grow more and more certain of all
^e essentials for secure passages, until it would become a gross
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offence to lose a vessel, except from causes truly extraordinaiy.

It is obvious that such pilots should be so situated that no possi-

ble advantage could accrue to them in case of wreck, while a

premium should be awarded for each safe pilotage. Were
such a system in full operation, it would be a proper rule that a

vessel failing to take a reef pilot should forfeit its insurance, ex-

cept when no pilot could be procured. A great difficulty in

~~omplishing this plan except by the combined action of the

insurance companies, is found in the fact that three i

jurisdictions enter the field of pilotage.
A first essential for giving greater security to the Florida

channel navigation is a more correct determination of the cm-

rents by which vessels are affected during the transit. Having

spent the last winter at Key West, I was led to inquire about

these currents with some particularity, and, as a result, was

brought to the opinion that the prevalent views are very seri-

ously at fault. There are many facts quite incompatible with

the common notions of a vast current constantly sweeping

timony given me by various persons specially acquainted with

the matters in view. They were questioned more particularly

with reference to facts and opinions touching a southwest-

erly current prevailing more or less between the easterly Gulf

Stream and the Florida reef. Such a counter or eddy current is

definitely indicated on Jeffrey's map of 1794, by a (lotted line,

above which is written, " North of this line is a current setting

southwestward, unless when the wind is at north or east, which

winds admit of no southwest;" and, "South of this line the

current of the Florida stream sets always northwardly."
Capt. Geiger, who for over thirty years has been observing

the waters of this vicinity, most of that time having acted as

J
pilot off Key West harbor, and who is perhaps better acquainted

than any other person with the currents there prevailing, ft®
the following statement of facts.

A strong north or northeast wind keeps the Gulf Stream

back, and makes a westerly current near the shore. 1**"*

June, July, and August, the westerly current prevails more tnan

the easterly current from five to fifteen miles from the reeL

The direction of the current depends mostly on the wind, w
westerly current prevails for from one third to two fifths the e

tire time from year to year, for from two to fifteen miles outs

the reef off Key West. He has known it twenty -five to ttuj?

miles off Sand Key. When the Gulf Stream is strongest on
^Cuba shore, the westerly current is strongest on the north si >

and when it is weakest along the Cuban shore, the Gulf bw*£

sets close along the ree£ He has found the westerly currem
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fir up as Carysfort, but not frequently, and not broad or strong.
I ins current broadens from Carysfort to the w< -i \vV {l n.| con-
tinues about constant along its' course. The tides on the two
sides of the reef are about six hours apart, on an average; but
set, on the whole, as much one way as the other over
Sometimes there is a narrow eastern- current foi a mile from the
reel

;
then a westerly current, and then the Gulf Stream. Both

the Lnited States steamers Susquehanna a:

westwardly by the current about eight or ten miles durino- the
past season. A considerable number of the Gulf traders know
ot the westerly current, and make more or less use of it in navi-
gating westwardly. When running with the wind the water is
smooth, and rough when running against it. After northers,
the westerly current is to be expected. Sometimes, in crossing
to Havana, no Gulf Stream indications are found; and some-
nmes a westerly current is found along the north shore of Cuba,
notwithstanding Capt. Geiger's long observation of these cur-
rents, he says that he is quite unable to reduce them to rule, or in
any way to know before hand how the current will be found to
se

• He asserts that the Gulf Stream sets from the vicinity of

«Tv Antonio
> northeasterly through the Florida channel,

ana that the main stream does not make the circuit of the Gulf
oi.Mexico as generally supposed.
Uptam Richardson, pilot of the Coast Survey surveying

«eamer Corwin, says, in substance, as follows: The westerly
wient appears irregularly chiefly in the winter, .but sometimes
uunng the prevalence of the regular trades. It extends from
ten to fifteen miles off from Sand Key, sometimes running as
™uca as two miles an hour. It never prevails over the reefOer

-

£
Jt sets for two months or so some winters. It spreads

^rtner from the reef as it goes west. Has known it as far north

wh
ry
f
fort

' Just outside the reef, and at Cape Florida even

a

ere
.

the reef is narrow and deep, this current sometimes sets

f™
01

? \* some two ^les from shore, but is not very frequently
gjnd there. As it runs west it seems to increase in breadth

7

,j„ 7," Key he has known it to extend seven miles from the

at! °^ Se reef
J-
at Bahia Honda it is sometimes ten miles, and

ther
7

'

from ten to fifteen miles
'

In the winter of 1856~7

•m-J.
^as very little of this current. In crossing from Key

Cuba °-f
:avana the Gulf Stream runs much stronger on the

curr t
* T° some extent

>
navigators know this westerly

one c

and USe il with greSLt advantaSe wnen bound west In

gas J^v 1 "^^ ne knew of two \ ast Tortu-
6 Which_ separated about 100 miles in twenty-four hours, by

oth
CaPtam knowing this current and the channel, while the

sanrll *? m tne westerly current. The tide between the Quick-

fointh h
Ugas SGtS fl°°d KN'E

'

and Gbb S'S 'E'' <Mbring
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Captain Wilson who has for several years been running on the

vessel serving Fort Jefferson on Tortugas as a mail boat to and

from Key West, says that for some three months prior to Feb.

11, 1857, there was a strong and decided westerly current on the

north margin of the gulf, on the reef between Key West and

Tortugas. It had then for some two months been constantly to

the west. Running out from Tortugas on an E.S.E. orS.E.

course, and tacking to the north or east of north when the point

was reached, which in an ordinary gulf stream would bring him

out somewhere from Sand Key light to six or seven miles west

of it, which tack if there were no currents would bring him out

abreast the Marquesas, he has six times in the last three months

come out abreast the Onieksands. thus tailing short of where he

would have been had the water been still, by some eighteen to

twenty miles, or some thirty miles west of Sand Key where he

would have fetched during a full Gulf Stream current. It usu-

ally takes about twenty hours to run both branches of this tack.

There is no appearance of any current on or within the reef

either way except the set of the tides. When the westerly cur-

rent is running, he finds it b-tter to beat up within the reef than

to attempt to cross over into the Gulf Stream. Mr. W. thinks

the current sometimes extends half way across to Cuba. #e

says, this westerly current has prevailed more or less, ever/

winter for seven years that he has been running between wy

West and the Tortugas; but never so strong as this winter

(1857-8), or for so long a time, probably not over a month »

any previous case. He thinks the westerly current mainly dis-

appears during the prevalence of the regular summer trades.

>

I was informed by General Totten that Com. Bainbridgem
him, that in a voyage made by him some fifty years since, wM

he supposed himself in the Gulf Stream, west of Cape I onaj

he found by known landmarks that he had drifted a consider

distance to the westward instead of to the eastward. „,

I am indebted to Mr. Charles Tift, of Key West, for the

lowing notes :

—

,. -

"In December, 1856 (I think), the barque Joseph Hale tw

Philadelphia for New Orleans, got ashore ten miles souuk

from Cape Florida light-house. She had passed round

'Isaacs,' and made the Orange Keys, steering for the -l*
'

headed Shot Key's ii-ht. While looking out for theW
ship apparently going seven knots, she struck, and proved

in the position above stated.

"The ship Rockland from New Orleans to Boston was
,

Pan of Matanzas at four o'clock (say March 25th, Iffy^t-
j

E.S.E., ship going per compass E.N.E., intending to sigW>** _
headed Shot Key light. At twelve o'clock saw what wa> -
posed to be the light on Double-headed Shot Keys, andW i
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ship off to pass it on the gulf or western side. But the light

proved to be the new one on Sombrero Shoal (just opposite),
of which the captain had no notice, and she struck a sho
the main reef. A glance at the chart will show how far these
captains were mistaken in their estimate of both the force and
direction of the current.

"Some years since a fishing smack left Key West to go to
Cape Florida. The wind was eastwardly, and after she had
beaten to windward for some forty-eight hours, she stood in to
make the land. She fetched twenty miles to the westward of
the starting point, showing in this instance, a strong westerly
current from the centre of the Gulf."

,

Mr. Tift adds that he "knows that the 'gulf current' some-
times, though rarely, runs strong I i aile or more
msute of the reef (at Key West), but that the general set is west-
ward for a short distance from the main reef." The idea, how-
ever, of a "strong westerly current" on this "edge," must be
taken with many grains of allowance. A ship-master (earing
tne strong gulf current and approaching the margin, finds the
set so reduced in its rapidity us to conclude that he has found
the stream actually goimr westward. As stated above, this is
only true to a very limited extent, or in other words the belt of
westwardly current is very narrow.

I am indebted to Mr. Baldwin, collector at Key West, for a
^e in his own experience showing a westerly drift, and for
some observations mai te by his long and full

acquaintance, not only will ti e" nuitt< rs in question, but with
me navigators frequenting Key West.

.|n June, a few years since, Mr. B. made a passage in a fast-
saUing brig from Mexico to Havana. After leaving Campeachy
Bank, they made Tortugas Islands and took a departure about
sunset, steering about southeast by east. About midnight it fell
caIm,and for five days they experienced only calms and occa-
sional light airs from the south. On the sixth day there was a
^ghtwmd from the east. The master, an experienced navigator

,

nc
* WeU acq red south, supposing

f
bad drifted through the Gulf. On the morning of the seventh-

ly he made land, which he su here near
^atanzas, but which turned out to be near the Colorados, a reef
ott the west end of Cuba.Again, m a voyage from St. Marks to Key West, Mr. Bald-
in

i

says, that being set by strong 3 * tne Bay

g Mexico, they fell to T >riivi s Islands.
avmg an experienced ign into the gulf be-

w7?ihe Tor^gas and the Quicksands. After beating to wind-
am tor three days they stood in, and found themselves six
ues t0 leeward of where they entered the gulf. Satisfied that
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they had to contend with a strong westerly current, the master

consented to beat up inside the reef, and they reached Key West
in thirty-six hours.

Mr. Baldwin says he has conversed with many intelligent

ship-masters, with the Key West pilots, and with the masters of

fishing smacks who are constantly crossing and re-
gulf to and from Cuba, and savs that they assure him that no

dependence can be placed on" the Gulf Stream ; sometimes it

runs very much stronger than at other times in a northeast di-

rection: that it very frequently runs in a southwest direction;

and that at other times there is no current at all. Very fre-

quently they experience an easterly current on the Cuba coast

and the reverse on the Florida coast, and at other times a strong

current in the centre. The current cannot be mistaken, as the

change is perceptible to the eye.
Mr. Baldwin adds, "A great deal depends on the force of the

wind. My own observation has satisfied me that the wind influ-

ences the set of the Gulf Stream
; for instance, after a heavy

northeast wind the stream sets to the northeast at a very rapid

rate, and vice versa. Since my residence at Key West, I have

known several vessels to be brought in from the northwest,

having got into the Bay of Mexico, when supposing themselves

east of Cape Florida."
He was assured by the master of a vessel from Honduras, and

another from Central America, both stranded, that they had

come round Cape Antonio, and after beating as they supposed

in the gulf, aided by the Gulf Stream for a number ol

covered land, and judging it to be the Bahamas, shaped their

course through the gulf, and were stranded near the Cedar Keys.

These scraps of testimony might be much extended if neces-

sary, but I suppose they fully suffice to show that we are still

very far from possessing the knowledge the case demands.

I hey clearly prove that there is enough westerly current in^
Gulf of Florida to be of vast importance to navigation if its

movements can be defined, and to constitute a great danger, it

»

is not known. Its variations are also well established,
an

should be known to navigators. I am also quite well persuade^

not only from actual testimonies, but from the fact that a corai

bank extends above Cape Catoche, that at least a large part o

the Gulf Stream turns to the northeast around the west
,

end

Cuba, instead of making the circuit of the Gulf <rf

The effect of the earth's rotation and of its own inertia, on »»

current coming north from the Caribbean Sea, would be to g*

it an eastward bend. It is also quite incompatible with tne w

dency of the westerly current to expand towards Tortugas,
»

suppose that the main Gulf Stream comes sweeping in from ne*

the mouth of the Misissippi towards this point.
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Before attempting to theorize on the cause of this westerly
current, it is certainly very desirable that it should be more ac-
curately defined. The effect of dragging by the Gulf Stream
along its sides, may perhaps be to produce a deficiency of water
behind, to be re)

,

-

:TOnt f this degree of force,
but it would certainly not call for such a vast body of westerly

N»* * s ]S vouched for in some cases, nor would it expla:" '

Channel, and we
t setting through the Santarem

ay see in this a suggestion of a cause for the

Ja a

c
c
urrents when these exceed the magnitude of a proper

eciay. A Santarem current projected across the gulf, may be

resulT
Peef

'

th°Ugh I Sh°uld n0t much e*Pect sudl a

tJ*
W[

l\
be 7el

J
here t0 cal1 attention to the refutation of the

at the Gulf Stream owes its progress to a declivity re-

H"8 f™ - in the Gulf of Mexico, which
his parallel counter current affords. There is no evidence of

for O f
levatlon of the Gulf of Mexico as this theory calls

f*L .V
n
ir

e contrarJ there is no such southeast current acrosswm the Bay of Mexico, Barnes's Sound, &c.,—as such an eleva-

create. The whole motion of a descending^erm the sea, with ite o, seems to
e quite untenable and conflicting with facts.
-the natural conclusion from what has preceded is, that there

' aoundant need of further exploration into the movements of
jnis whole system of currents. Their incalculable commercial

?
ortance makes such an inquiry any thing but speculative,

1 stimulate active arid well-conditioned observa-
'/; well know how imperfect the observations by the

uren * '

mUSt be
»

tbe^ are ratlier ideations than meas-

to th

Vl6wof tlie Present state of the case, I would ask attention

se
•

e Pr°mise of results offered by undertaking an extensive

Ant
S
?* current bottle observations*'; on the line from Cape St.

rinin?

m°
-

to CaPe Catoche. By systematic proceedings several

Suppose a vessel to cross on
' .-i.-» i, utiilv fur a vear, tiirowing over one or two

^jmred bottles each t i
-red so as

rei?te
v
each siting point accurately; these points being

catio I
ii]> run

'
and cbecked hJ tne verJfl-

foe route sailed. As these bottles proceed on their

bv tl
y Wl11 become faithful witnesses of the currents, and

IZl °f the Gulf S ^ ! - it is brokeri
>
0De

8Ec ^^eePmg around the gulf coast, and the other pushing
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on northeasterly. With a view to promote their being readily

picked up at sea, I would propose that flasks of white glass,

blown with broad bases, should be used. These could be seen

at a distance, and in a region so crowded with sails as the Gulf

of Florida, very many would be picked up while still afloat,

thus giving a true measure of mean velocity. A small sailing

vessel, such as one of the Key West pilot boats, or the revenue

light, by having a good observer put

aboard, make such a course of observations with slight expense

rf
eedful

•

here further state the bearings of such a plan, but 1

1

i hardly needful that I

nportant

roportionto tl

furtl

will concede to it the promise of elucida
questions of the Gulf currents. It would surely be
better, could deep sea observations be made also, and to some

extent probably they might be connected with a current bot-

tle campaign. The superficial study, ought certainly not to

be longer deferred ; after this, we can take a next step more

Art. XKYL—Abstract of a Meteorological Journal, keptatMandto,

Ohio: lat. 39°-25 N. and Ion. 4°-28 W. of Washington City;

by S. P. Hildreth, M.D.

temperature of the year iw

. degrees above that of 1857, whichjj

of heat and cold have not been

as in some years, especially that of cold ; the lowest f

i." The extremes of heat"and cold have not bef^j^of
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the thermometer being only five degrees below zero, in Feb-
ruary.

(

Rain and melted snow.—The amount of rain and melted snow
is sixty-one inches and eighi

. a quantity some-
what exceeding that of any other year since I have kept a reg-
ister thirty-two years, and with that kept by Mr. Wood from
ISIS, making forty years ; forty-two inches is the mean amount
tor a series of years, but in dry periods it sinks

- -jL-^ntity that of any other, being nearly
twelve and a half inches. It was divided among the seasons as
follows: winter 13Ty¥ inches, spring 18 TVo inches, summer
1&tA inches, autumn 13 TV\ inches. The quantity of snow was
small, four inches being the greatest depth at any one time, not
affording sufficient for sleighing.

Winter.—The winter of 1858, was uncommonly mild, the
mean

i
being 36°-54

; more than si .at of 1857,
wnicn was 30°-35

; while that of 1856 was 25°-50, the lowest of
any one on record. ]

; continued until near
*ne middle of February, about which time the Ohio river was

J",™ navigable for steamboats. The mean for December

1 V >
and that of January 40°'14, being many degrees

a°ove that mean for these months, *> mild was die weather that
"was feared we should lu.ve n .» iee for summer use. The buds
oi irait trees swelled as they do in March, and some peach trees
on a high sandy ridge of land in N > or twenty
miles north of Marietta soma on the 28th day
• ia

^
Uar

J; and what is very cm ig the cold

Tfttik * "^ aud March, produced fruit. It was as late as the

oaIZ
°f

,
FebruaiT before navigation was closed by ice, and the

^before the Ohio was frozen over. It remained shut only a
jew days, an. I the tenth of March.
°

.

a maJonty of years, the Ohio is closed for a short time in De-

wh +i
but

.

invariablJ opens again at or near the winter solstice,

a „

6

n e is commonly an abundance of rain. February was
a cold month, the mean being 28

o
"00; whereas in 1857 it was

,
»*> a difference of nearly fifteen degrees. The earlier part of

tbe ™nter was mild aim I

e Ohio.

The mean temperature of the spring months is

* Y" I being nearly seven X -. - al .\ that of 1857, and a full
-— ^i tma ainereiK e ut my uuuasiuued by the

sir?p?!i
mPerature of April. The mean of this month is con-

nPoli .f
usua% repres yrear, but in 1858 was

the n^-
de°rees above il

-
' The month of Ma^' was about

Unnn
mary temperature 60° '70. The early part of March was

commonly cold, the mercury falling to zero on the seventh of
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the month, and for a number of da}-s it was but a little above that

point. This severe cold had a disastrous effect on fruit trees of

all kinds, especially peaches, apples and pear?, the crop of these

varieties being entirely destroyed all over the Western States,

except in a few favored places, especially in orchards located on

the tops of high ridges with a light loamy soil ; at this time the

blossom buds were red, on the point of opening their flowers,

Orchards on islands in the Ohio river were in some measure pro-

tected by the proximity of water, and produced a partial crop.

The loss to the country must have been more than a million of

dollars, as there is scarcely a farmer in the land who has not

more or less acres of orcharding, some along the borders of the

Ohio raising in ordinary years two or three thousand barrels of

apples. Fruit trees blossomed at about their usual period, and

when in this state, a severe frost on the 27th of April destroyed

the remaining strength of the germs, so entirely that the young

fruit all dropped off before it attained the size of a robbin's egg.

The grape being later in blossoming, escaped in a measure the ill-

effects of frost; but the excessivi 1 , w et summer rotted and mil-

dewed a large portion of the fruit, disappointing the hopes of

the cultivators in affording them only a small crop.

The month of May was excessively wet, raining more or

less copiously on seventeen days, summing up i

month the enormous quantity of twelve and a half inches, whichis

more than all that fell in the spring months of 1857, and a greater

amount than ever known before since a register of the rami*

been kept. For the three spring months this year the amount

was eighteen and a half inches. The effect s of this superabuno/

ant and constant wet, was very disheartening to the cultivators

of the soil. The land could not be plowed at the proper tune

for the planting of corn and other spring crops, and when it w«

done, the seed rotted in the earth. Along the margins ol w

creeks and rivers the bottoms were overflowed, destroying w

seeds that had already germinated, and leaving much drift an

rubbish, thus marring the grounds for future cultivation,
iwsj

overflows continued to recur, until as late as the fifteenm
hi]e

June, and many fields were replanted two or three times,/n

others were abandoned as hopeless. This excess of rain

not confined to the State of Ohio, but was felt in all the WesW'J

States, especially on the river Wabash, where the floods m J

were very disastrous. West of the Mississippi river the r_
were still more copious, as by a notice in a letter from

jj
County, Iowa, there had fa , is from the ew

of April to the first of November, the usual quantity oe»

only forty-four inches
; and as December was a very

month, there was not less than seventy-two inches,
or
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feet daring the year; an amount usually found only in tropical
climates.

Summer.—-The mean temperature of the summer months is

73°-34, one degree more than in 1857, and a full average for
this region. For the healthy growth of plants th re was ab md-
antheat; but the excessive rains so saturate! tin- earth that
their roots were in a manner drowned, especially on fiat lands,
causing a sickly aspect, instead of the usual deep green color
seen m common seasons. There was a large proportion of stra w
in the wheat and oats, but a lack of fullness in the grain : much
of the wheat being shriveled and light, a blight or rust having
attacked the stems a short time before the ban i st, bo that in the
operation of threshing, a cloud of offensive ill-flavored dust an-
noyed the workmen, making this labor very irksome. This
mould, on the oat crop was still more destructive, i

total failure in three-f, , la in the valley of the
Unio; such as escaped were on high grounds and sowed very
early. Many fields of wheat were not reaped at all, and left to
decay on the grounds, or plowed in for the next crop.

1 he weather being warm all through the summer and till late
in the autumn, gave the Indian corn time to perfect its growth
and ripen the grain before the setting in of frosts, thus saving
toe inhabitants of the west from 'the disastrous effects of a
lamine. The grain of this plant, a native of America, is above
an others suited to this climate; affording the most nutritious
rood for man and beast. Potatoes, next to maize as a food
°r the laboring man, were also a failure. The rot so disas-
trous m its effects a few years ago to Ireland, destroyed this
desirable esculent after it 'was nearly full grown; and thou-
sands of acre? m the -onrh l

- .jiti - -1 ( ' '" h lly returned
toe amount of the seed that was planted. Sweet potatoes fared
rouch better, and yielded a fair rel >r. Being
a native of a tropical c

I

* inj ure it
11 planted on a sandy soil. This year the price of this valuable
root was less than that of the common potatoe, when in ordinary
vear t louble that article. The amount of rain in the
summer miv teen inches. The maximum heat
™ on the 29th day of June. Although wet summers are ac-
counted to be sickly, yet no epidemic fevers prevailed; it was

^U
i
Um-—For the autumnal months the mem temperature is

ZaW Y™?'mZ b^ little from that of 1859. During September

of xr
ber tnere waa nor untli middle

hL ?
V
n
mber

> Siving late Panted corn time to ripen, which it

"jja tally accomplished by the last of October. In ordinary
years this crop is ready to be cut by the twentieth of Sep-
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tember if planted in clue season ; all over the uplands of the

State it was unusually fine, better on the hills than on the bot-

toms, as the latter had been too wet for a healthy growth. This

abundance of corn furnished the farmers with the means of

ar, and the yield of pork

It also bears a [air price.

enabling them in some measure, to make up for the loss of their

wheat and potatoes. It has been on the whole a disastrous year

for the agriculturist, and pecuniary affairs were never more de-

pressed than at present, even more so than in the panic and

mercantile failures of 1857. as then he had a fine crop of wheat

and abundance of fruit and potatoes to comfort him under his

On the 27th of November there fell seven inches of snow with

the temperature at 33°. It rained the following night and in

forty-eight hours it was all melted. There has been no ice in

the rivers up to this time, 5th of January, 1859, and the great-

est degree of cold, the 9th and 10th of December, is 14° above

Floral Calendar.—March 12th, Bluebird seen ; 17th, Bobbins

appear; 20th, Blackbirds in flocks; 25th, Primroses opening,

Sugar tree in blow; 29th, Daffodill ; 30th, Hepatica triloba

Crown Imperial 12 inches high. April 3d, Crown Imperial

open ; 4th, Early Hyacinth ; 5th, Golden bell or Forsythia vi-

rida ; 6th, Magnolia conspicua, most of the blossom buds killed

in February; 7th, Peach tree, in sheltered localities; 9th, Pear

opening; 10tli._Saiiguinaria Canadensis, Pyrus Japomca,

a

13th, Cercis Canadensis, or red bud;
and Cherry; 1. etabilis; 17th, Apple in w
bloom; 18th, Jeffersonia diphylla; 21st, Dwarf Kanuneuu*

Triphyllum uliginosum; 24th, Lilac; 26th, Cornus Florida,

29th, Quercus tinctoria, black oak ; 80th, Garden tulip an

tree Peony. May 3d, Viburnum dentatum, black Haw; m
Primus scrotina, black Cherrv, Crafcegus flava, summer iw .

Shell-bark hickory, Aquiliegia Canadensis, Columbine; ^
Geranium maculatum ; L31 lacacia, yep**T
cust, Dodecatheon Illinoisi, or Prairie Captain, Calceolaria,-Wj

and yellow varieties; 13th, Weigelia rosea; 18th, Magnohai

petala, Castanea equinus, Horse chestnut, Kubus viUosus, ***jg

berry, bore an enormous crop of fruit, more than ever Jfl» .

before; 19th, yellow Harrison rose ; 20th, Black mulberry; ^
'

Purple peony; 23d, Syringa fragrans. June 2d, Euom*
atropurpurea, wahoos ; 3d, Syringa Philadelphia ;

4th, ±«
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canthia virginica, Spiderwort ; 5th, Eosa Carolina, swamp rose

;

8th, Sambucus Canadensis, Elder; 11th, Yitis cordifolia, frost

grape; 12th, Kosa multiflora,
|

ariensisi I8tb, Triosteum perfo-

liatum, feverwort. Rhus fcyph oa, sumach; 26th, Wheat harvest
in warm exposures ; 28th, Asclepias cornuti, milkweed.

ily 6th, Lobelia spicata : lotL. Rim.- rad an.=, trumpet creeper;
16th, June-eating apple ripe ; 17th, Sweet bough apple ; 18th,
Blackberry ripe ; 26th, Cassii senna, in flower.
August 11th, Watermelon ripe in open fields; 19th, Sweet
potatoe in market, good size.

Art. XXYIL—BemarJcs on the Lower Cretaceous beds
and Nebraska; by F. B. Meek and F. V. Hayden.

(Extracted from the Proceedings Acad. Nat. Sci., Phflad., Dec, 1858

leuce, been :

though at firs

|

doubts &» ~ ,

tne lowest formation, might not be older than Cretaceous, <

ways placed it provisionally, in our published sections, in tne
Cretaceous system. More recently, after a careful review of the
subject, we became satisfied from the modern affinities of numer-
ous dicotyledonous leaves found in this formation, that we
hazarded little in regarding it as a settled question that it could
not be older than Cretaceous, and so expressed ourselves in our
Pfper read before the Academv of Natural Science, Philadel-
phia March, 1858.

-The references of this formation to the Cretaceous, however,
Was not without some exceptions generally admitted, for Profes-
sor Jules Marcou, in his work on the " Geology of North Amer-
1Ca

> page 143, refers it to the New Ked Sandstone, and in a
^bsequent publication* he places it in the Jurassic; while some
^vestigators in this country also, inclined to the opinion that it

jrost be Triassic. In the midst of these conflicting opinions,
although

satisfied we were right, we wished, in order to remove

7 7ubts from the minds of others, to have the opinion of some

P°\ authority in fossil botanv, (a department of pala?ontology
w Which we have given little attention,) respecting the fossil

'eaves on which we mainly based our views in regard to the age

p
^Ifotea pour servir a une description geologique des Montagues Rocheuses,
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of this formation. Consequently, we sent outline sketches of a

few of them to Protocol- Oswald Heer,* the distinguished au-

thority in fossil botany at Zurich, Switzerland, informing him

they were from a ionnation we regarded as Cretaceous, and re-

questing him to let us know to what genera and geological epoch

he would refer them. This letter was sent to Professor Heer in

August last, before we started to Kansas, and on our return, in

the latter part of October, we were disappointed at finding no

reply from him. After w; long r. and receiving

no answer from Professor Heer, we concluded our letter had

either failed to reach him, or that he was unwilling to express

an opinion based upon nan- sketches of the leaves; conse-

quently we submitted the whole to Dr. Newberry, who had then

returned to Washington, and in whose opinions on this subject

we have the fullest confidence.

After examining the specimens, Dr. Newberry gave us a writ-

ten statement bearing date, Nov. 12, containing a list of the

genera to which he had referred the leaves, together with some

interesting remarks and generalizations, in which he expressed

the opinion tha L they an - some of them be-

longing to genera peculiar to that epoch, and that the whole

belong to more highly organized plants than are known in the

Triassic or Jurassic flora.

Knowing as we did that the rock from which these plants

were obtained, beyond all doubt, holds a position beneath, a

least, eight hundred feet of Crvtace.uis strata, containing gn»

numbers of Ammonites, Scpahites, Baculiles, &e., it of course

never once occurred to us that any person might suppose I

Tertiary.

About the thirteenth of November we sent on to the American

Journal of Science, a con n ling Dr. Newberry

list of the genera to whi cl these plants, wnn

some extracts from his remarks, all of which appeared in ^

January number of that Journal.f Some two or three wee

after we had corrected the last proof of this paper, we recew

(13th of Dec.) a - r Heer, bearing date °i

£
'

26, in which he informed us that our letter had reached nun

a late date, in consequ. . his al sence from home, ana *

after his return. had prevented him irom

plying sooner. In this letter Professor Heer, in accoy

with our request, sent us a list of the genera, as near as w

possible for him to make them out from hastily drawn skeM*

and also kindly furnished brief diagnoses of the species, sw
J

at the same time that although one of the outlines
resembles

* Our friend Dr. Newberry was then in New Mexico.
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Cretaceous genus (Credneria,) the nervation being obscure, and
the others more like Tertiary forms than anything known in
the Cretaceous of the old world, he was inclined to the opinion
that they are Tertiary.

Along with Professor Heer's letter, we also received a printed
pamphlet, entitled "Letters on some points of the Geology of Texas,
Mm Mexico, Kansas and Nebraska; addressed to Messrs. F. B.
Meek and F. V. Haijden, by Jules Marcou." In this pamphlet
Professor Marcou quotes Professor Heer's conclusions in regard
to our fossi] ies the opinion that No. 1, of the
Nebraska section, is both Miocene and Jurassic, or in other
words, that we have included in it strata belonging to each of
these two widely different geological epochs.
Having a very high regard for Professor Heer's opinions on

any question in fossil botany, where he has had an opportunity
to examine the specimens themselves, or to study good figures
and descriptions, we are quite sure, had the whole collection
been submitted to him, instead of mere sketches of a few of the
species, his opinion would have been very different. At any
rate we can assert, with the fullest confidence, that it is absolutely
impossible that this formation, or any part of it, can be Ter
we know it passes, as already stal . I -, atfa at least eight
hundred feet of Cretaceous strata. This is not mere conjecture,
n.oian inference drawn from having seen this formation under

pose from the dip of the strata,
that it must pass beneath the Cretaceous if continued in a given
erection at the same a btrt from the fact that
11 has actually been seen, directly beneath the other Cretaceous
r°cks, not merely at one place, and by one observer, but by sev-
eral persons at numerous localities.
An order to satisfy others that we are not mistaken in this, we

"^giveaf ;n^ on this
question. In the first place we would remark that the farthest
pomttowards the south sefen this formation, is '

near_bmoky Hill river, in Kansas, latitude 38° 30' north, and
jongitude 97° 30' west. Here we found it forming the upper
Part of several isolated elevations known as the "Smoky Hills,"

itude of about 1200 feet above the Missouri at Fort

owever, we saw no rocks over-

it i
tj anc* consequently have no stratigrapliical evidence that

is the san
i

•

jes under Cretaceous

crS ^Ut ° - ;,
'al evidence is

<l
uite

2d T^ °n tllis P« i
color, composition,

Ki \ otlj(-' from No. 1, of the

r

.section, as seen near the mouth of Big Sioux river

wh if
*issouri

> and contains numerous fossil leaves, some of

secon^
6 identical with those occurring in No. 1, at the last
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mentioned localities. Amongst these leaves Dr. Newberry h

also identified at least one genus ,

tunmo, No. 3 of the

following cuts,) peculiar to the

Cretaceous System. The speci-

mens from which this outline

was drawn, was not in our pos-

session at the time we sent the

outlines to Professor Heer, but

was afterwards found associated

with several of the species from
which the sketches sent him
were drawn. The annexed cuts,

Nos. 1 and 2, represent other I

forms from the same rock.

Bearing in mind that all the

rocks here have a gentle but
uniform inclination or dip to

the northwest ; and that the for-

mation under consideration con-

sists of red, yellowish, and other colored sandstones »
J'

with generally more or less impure lignite and
J

errUc,

an(j lo

cretions, we will be prepared
elevations aa we proceed northward

recognize i
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Without undertaking to mention in detail all the intermediate

Places where this rock is known to occur, we pass at once to

Jocahties where it has been observed by various persons beneath

Cretaceous beds. First at several points on the Eepublican fork
ot Kansas river, about eighty miles above its mouth, and some
sixty miles nearly due north of the Smoky Hills, it was seen

7 Br
- H. Englemann at an elevation of about 1000 feet above

toe
; Missouri, at Fort Leavenworth. Here Dr. Englemann de-

^ibes it as "a coarse grained, friable dark brown ferruginous

™stone, and very compact white and light colored shaly sand-

Near this locality he saw it overlaid by Cretaceous beds, the
action given by him being as follows descending. "The top

r 9* formed of a white granular limestone, and another more
mPure yellowish variety full of Inoceramus. Below there seemed
*\te a sandy clay, probably from decomposition of arenaceous

cTJTHaceous slates > ^d then a stratum of gray compact sub-
crystalhne limestone in thin layers, full of Inoceramus Crijpstz.
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In the lower part rinous sandstone was exposed."

Eeport Secy War, Dec. 5, 1857, p. 497.

Again it has been seen by several observers at different times

near Little Blue river, not' far from the Kansas and Nebraska

line—lat. 40° and a little west of the 97° of west longitude.

Here at an elevation of about 700 feet above the Missouri at

Leavenworth, or three hundred feet below the horizon of the

localities on Eepublican fork, and, five hundred feet below the

elevation of the outcrops seen bv us on the summits of the

Smoky Hills, our deceased friend, Mr. Henry Pratthen, saw near

Wyeth's creek, in 1853, the following exposures in descending

1. Slope, height not given.

2. Yellow and whitish limestone filled with casts )

of Inoceramus, referred by him to /. myteloides \ No. 3, Nebraska Sec

=1. r,rnhhmatir.u*. \

,.2, Nebraska Sec.

r x»*l, Nebraska See.

tyledonou tress.
J

'

A short distance west of this exposure Dr. J. G. Cooper in-

forms us he saw outcrops of a red sandstone in the valleys at

about the same elevation ; and above this, exposures of darK

gray laminated clay answering exactly to the description ofNo.-,

of the Nebrask: r. near the tops ot

the hills, he met with outcrops of light colored limestone containing

numerous casts of Inoceramus.
At other localities not far to the southwest of the foregoing,

Mr. Hawn saw exposures of / tit ,„/,„•, / limestone forty-five tee'

in thickness, containing !"WS ^^J
6,*

'

ferred, from specimens sent by him, to I. problematic^.

#ei0

this there was a slope of twenty-seven feet in which he saw

exposures, while still lower he observed outcrops ofdarhjen^

nous and yellow sandstone, and various colored i

sions of leaves, resembling, as he supposed, those of oaks

willows. (See, the Proceedings*

the Academy- o Philadelphia, May, W™
Proceeding northward from the \n< u^uu -i l-viuui''-'-;;..

find on reaching the Loup fork of Platte river, near the eav

limits of the Pawnee reservation, outcrops of the light co°<

Inoceramus beds
near the water's edge ; and at the mouth of Loup for*, ou
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Platte, the red sandstone No. 1, so often referred to, crops out
near the river margin. s beds are seen in the

bluffs above it.
_
Going down the Platte in a direction nearly con-

trary to the dip of the strata, we find this sandstone rising up so
as to form near the mouth of Elk Horn river, bluffs some sixty
feet in height. Here it seems to rest directlv upon upper Car-
boniferous rocks. Continuing on down the Platte, we find this
red and yellow sandstone rising higher and higher in the hills

yntil we come within five or six miles of the Missouri, where it

is seen with its base elevated near sixty feet above the Platte

;

and there are probably outliers of it between that point and the
Missouri at greater elevations. So that we find the same forma-
tion which at the Smoky Hills, is elevated twelve hundred feet,

r-on the Republican river, one thousand feet,—and near Little
-Blue river seven hundred feet, above the Missouri at Leaven-
worth, has by the gradual northwestern dip of the strata, sunk
to within about one hundred feet of the Missouri at the mouth
of the Platte*
Ascending the Missouri from the localities just mentioned, we

see occasional exposures of the upper Carboniferous rocks, which
gradually sink lower and lower until they pass beneath the river
Bear Florence, to be succeeded by the reddish and yellow sand-
stones, &c, of No. 1.—(Nebraska section.) At localities along
tne river above this, occasional exposures of this formation are
seen with its charact-. and fit several points,
some thirty miles below the mouth of Big Sioux river, it forms
Perpendicular escarpments of yellowish sandstone rising from the
pater's edge to an ei fekty feet; while at
a]gner points, back on the "summits of the hills, the same calca-
reous beds an hlematicus. Here at
a quarry in the sandstone (formation No. 1,) some twenty feet
al»ve the level of the river, one of us (Dr. H.) collected a large

lumber of fossil leaves, some of v i& species
«>und by us in this rock at the Smoky Hill locality already
mentioned. The sketches of leaves sent by us to Prof. Heer
Were mostly drawn from specimens collected at this locality.
At the mouth of Big Sioux river a low bluff of this formation,

jot more than fifteen or twenty feet in height, is seen, and on

^
e Bills back a little from the river, at a higher elevation, the
ame fnoceramus bed crops out at several places, and is used for

6ouriT
es of No

- l - ! feet a£Te
t
he Mis "

w5> andT^"'
''

'

i i[L^fu" riverout

SjwSv north^3

.

i
^theast of the Blue
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the Big Sioux
us (Dr. H.) saw No. 1, containing its characteristic fossil leaves,

directly beneath No. 2, of the Nebraska section. The exposure

presented the following beds in the descending order

:

1. 20 feet exposed of light gray limestone and
\ N<> 8 Nebraska Sec.

2. 45 feet dark laminated clay with ferruginous
j

concretions containing fish scales.

3. 15 feet exposed above the edge of

a thin bed of impure lignite above, and some
layers of various colored clay below, containing
dicotyledonous leaves.

One of the sketches of a long lanceolate leaf, like some of the

existing species of Salix, sent by us to Prof. Heer, was drawn

from a specimen collected from one of the lower sandstones here.

Again at another locality on the Missouri, about thirty miles

above the mouth of Big Sioux river, No. 1, was seen by one ol

us (Dr. H.) only five feet above the water's edge, and immediately

overlaid by No. 2, of the Nebraska section, containing its char-

acteristic species of Ammonites; and directly over the latter, to

saw No. 3, containing Inoceramusproblematic^.* At this local-

) found in No. 1 some of the same fossil leaves W
characterize it at the other places already mentioned.
On ascending the Missouri, above the last named locality,

formations No. 2, 3, 4 and 5 are seen to sink at the same gradual

uniform rate of dip, in regular succession, beneath the level o

the river; so that on reaching Heart river, we find the topo

No. 5 nearly down on a level with the water's edge, and aw
distance above that locality, it passes out of sight to be succeea

by the Great Tertiary Lignite basin of the upper Missoj1
'

which overlaps it on the hills along the river for some distal

below.
j

From the foregoing statement, we think it will be cleary

understood, that formation No. 1 of the Nebraska section^

a position beneath the other cretaceous deposits of that regi^j

while the occurrence in it of the remains of highly orga

angiosperm dicotyledonous plants proves that it cannot W".
than Cretaceous. It maybe argued, however, thati jfflg

rf

part be Cretaceous and part Tertiary, or at any rate.tbauw

these leaves may have been obtained from overlying J-

beds which we have confounded with the Cretaceous
ne
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This, however, is impossible, simply because specimens of nearly
all the species found at the re been quarried
from the same bed at Blackbird Hill, and the whole,—not a part
only—of this formation, passes beneath all the other Cretaceous
rocks of the northwest. In addition to this, we have extensive
collections of plants from the Tertiary of Nebraska, not a single
species of which is identical with those from No. 1.

When we stated in some of our papers that it was possible we
might have included in this formation beds not belonging to the
Cretaceous, it was not because we thought any part of it might
be Tertiary, but because we suspected some of the lower beds
referred to it in Kansas might possibly be Jurassic ; and we are
even now prepared to believe that it may yet be found to repose
on Jurassic rocks in that Territory, as it"does at the Black Hills,
m Nebraska.

Art. XXVHL—Geographical Notices. No. VI.

Semenow's Explorations in Central Asia, 1857.—The
trigonometrical survey of India, the exploring expedition of the
brothers Schlagintweit, and the researches of Eussian travellers
are making valuable contributions to our knowledge of Central
Asia. In a recent number of Pet highly im-
portant paper is presented in respect to the expedition of P. V.
feernenow, in the neighborhood of the Balkasch lake. The arti-
cle is based upon orioinal data furnished by the traveller, and
Mted St. Petersburg, June, 1858.
We^condense and translate such portions of the article as are

^ost interesting, regretting that we are not able to transfer it

To the south of the Eusso-Siberian frontier and military post
route, which follows the course of the Irtysh, there extends
* ^ide and sterile tract, universally known as the Kirghese
jjteppe. This Steppe has a rocky substratum mostly crystalline,
°ut m part also sedimentary, swelling into hills and occasionally

I into small and low mountain-clusters. Its character-

ise:
features are aridity, the absence of trees, scarcity of streams,

relatively
insignificant height of the hills which hardly in a sin-

§
ie mstance deserve the name of mountains, and numerous salt-

deserts with their accompanying halophytes (salt water plants).

thptt\?l
w
?

arrive at the river AJaSus'
an eastei? tfbutary of

bvth
Lake

'
and Pass bey°nd tne low sandy downs

>
that

J ?.
eir depression, their saline character, and their numerous

tift i!

n§ Pools bordered with sedges, indicate a former connec-
ion between the Balkhash and the Ala-kul, we enter an entirely
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different region. This long low mostly dry bed of what must

formerly have been one continuous lake extending from the 74th

to the 82d meridian east of Greenwich, forms a marked dividing

line between the mountain-systems and general physical features

of Central Asia on the south, and Siberia on the north. From

this line onward we encounter a continuous series of magnificent

Alp-lands, rising height above height till they at last blend with

the Thian-schan, the most central of the mountain ranges of Asia.

This line too forms a natural limit, north of which we no longer

find many of the vegetable growths or the animals of Central

Asia, such for instance as the Populus dkersifolia and the Pyrus

Sieversiana among trees, or the tiger, the hedgehog, the pheas-

ant, &c, among animals.

Semenow's explorations, made in the year 1857, relate mostly

to this Central Asiatic A ugh comparatively

small in extent, is yet charming for the variety of its scenery,

and attractive to the physical geographer for its union of so

many different zones with their diverse characteristics of soil, of

temperature, of vegetable and animal species, etc. It is bounded

on the north as we have stated bv the Balkasch-Ala-kul Late

belt, on the east by the snow-covered crest of the Dzungariscn

Ala-tau, and on the south by the perpetual snows and glaciers

of the Thian-schan, and it comprises all altitudes between the

wide extremes of 600 and 2000 Paris feet * This region, in ad-

dition to its interest for natural science, is also attractive to the

ethnographer, as having been from the earliest times one of
Jne

most important stations for those vast wandering hordes irW*

have successivelv overrun Europe For here in the broad ana

fertile valley of the Hi they would often stop for several yeaj

and then with the fresh strength and energy gained by their re-

pose, take up their march around the southern shore of »

Balkhasch, either northwest toward Europe, or southwest toward

Turan, Southern and Western Asia. .,

The Hi divides this portion of Central Asia into two pM
the northern called " the land of seven rivers," the soutneru

" the land across the Hi," (Transilian,) names given them by»

early Russian settlers. .,

The distinctive features of this region are its three lofty ^F
lands, viz.

:

,

fl

1. The Dzungarisch Ala-tau, (closely connected with

Talki-chain that divides the Ala-kul and the Hi valleys, j
I

wu
^

medium ridge altitude of 6,000 feet, and a peak mtuac

12,000 feet. ,.,,.

2 « The Ala-tau across the Hi," between the Hi valley
^ndtn

Issyk-kul plateau, with a i
I ade of 80W

'

and a peak altitude of not far from 14,000 to 15,000 feet; an
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3. The Thian-schan, between the Issyk-kul plateau and the
plains of Little Bucharest, with a medium ridge altitude of about
11,000 feet, and a peak altitude of perhaps 20,000 feet. The
Dzungarish Ala-tau on its western slope and the Transilian Ala-
tau on its northern lace decline directly into a broad Steppe-level
that stretches away at the varying elevation of 1500 to 500 feet
to the Balkasch basin, and comprises the entire western and
northwestern portion of this region. And the nearer we ap-
proach to the Balkasch, the more fiat, arid, unfruitful, sandy and
saline does the soil appear, gradually becoming covered with the
Haloxylon annnr , i.,-i.\.„ u>. i with halophytes ; and the streams,
which as they issued from the m bt, clear and
rapid, become more sluggish and turbid till at last they come to
a stand amidst sandy downs and sedgy marshes, and "but three
of them, viz. : the Lepsa, the Ka] tually reach
the Balkasch Lake.
But the transition zone between the mountain-land and this

oteppe, is on the contrary, one of the finest agricultural tracts
on the continent. It possesses a deep vegetable mould, a luxuri-
ous growth and such an abundance of water that the inhabitants,

jhese, the Buruti and t; db, apply an
artificial irrigation to their fields with surprising facility.

If we now take a general survey of this region in its practical

adaptations to the wa > fcs we shall find that it

includes four natural zones, each offering its peculiar tribute to
the general welfare. 1. The Steppe-zone, 500 to 1500 and in
some places 2,000 feet above sea-level, affords most excellent

larters for the Nomads, on account of its mild climate
and its almost entire exemption from snow. 2. The agricultural
zone, from 1,500 to 4,000 feet of altitude, contains rich arable
lan ds. 3. The pine-tree zone, from 4,000 to 7,000 feet in altitude,

yields abundance of timber wood for building ; and 4, the Alpine
Meadow zone, from 7,600 to 9,000 feet in altitude, entices the
-Nomads by its wholesome air and its rich pasturage to resort
wither during the summer. There are two other zones, viz. :

Vlp and glacier-zone from 9,000 to 11,200 feet in alti-
luc*e, with its brilliant flora, and the snow-zone, or the region of
perpetual snow ; but these will forever remain practically of no
^mediate importance to colonists.

.

vve omit Semenow's measurements and notes, geological,

Physical and enthusiastically descriptive, taken during his ex-

J in the Dzungarisch Ala-tau and the Thian Schan, and
pve briefly the results of his observations upon the Issyk-kul

;

a*e. Between the Transilian Ala-tau and the Thian-schan

[

anges there is a plateau of 4,200 feet altitude, 230 wersts in

)y. and 70 in breadth, in which the charming lake of Issyk-

fii18 Sltuated. This lake is 150 wersts in its extreme length by
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50 wersts in breadth. Its waters art- brackish and unpalatable.

It is fed by over 40 short mountain streams, which fertilize the

otherwise sterile soil of tiie plateau, and which are fringedby

long lines of trees. But little sedge is to be met with, and thai

only around the indentations of the lake. On the contrary, the

Hippophae rhamnoides forms a thick bushy growth in the neigh-

borhood of the shore. Between the mountains and the lake

there is a belt of from 7 to 20 wersts in breadth. At one point

only do we find the case otherwise, viz. : the Kesse Tsengyron

the northern shore, where a spur from the Ala-tau approaches

so near the water that there is merely room enough left for

is more elevated and presents a steep descent to the water; in

such places the beating of the waves frequently wears away the

loose alluvial strata ofwhiehth.se blubs consist, so that large

masses will at intervals crumble into the lake. Semenowsaff

no islands in the Issvk-kul. From the fact that so many streams

flow into it, he conjectured thai it must at some point effect an

outlet Geographers had hi h, rto represented the river TacnJ

as such an outlet. 1 nt S Tsehu up toward

its source and ascertained that it approached the lake no nearer

than 5 wersts. Here it brea',< thrmmh a iriuhtful gorge in the

Byam mountain, a continuation of tin- 'i'ransilian Ala-tau, aud

flows N.B. to unite with the Kebm. If t lie waters of the Tssj*

kul had at some previous oeriod been about two hundred feet

higher than tic tei -marks near M
base of the mouniaiu which mav warrant such a supposition,)

then the lake ma\ self ha\ n. t i lb. am gorge, and »

discharged its surplus ilood into the Tsehu. Such a^^
strata on its ban . d in theWjeJ
and brought to view on the recession of the waters. Semen *

found moreover , n l I »r this hvp.-th^ 11
-;

legend of the B a rabrn rged &?#*£
oA-r-toir, o^«c.^^„ ,e.,.:vo,. .,4. *i... 4.1. -,c .i,„ rpnl-. -uid. under i"

merely 200 feet but many hundred feel ahoy

Issyk-kul plate!t

1

'u.

Ul

.\ear'^tuX. be' second ^fjSl
mentonthe military road to the Trnnsiiian Ala-tau, ;ind L

. coV
-

to the north of th^ i mntainsthe round -
counnoul>.

eredwith snow only in .lanuarv and' bebruary. In
*j!nf the

kul plateaus,,. r »<**£*
winter season. In the beginning of May when at *»
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-: >n u, auu me use or iu rs .- till we are
surprised to learn that notwithst ation of the

are sometimes encrusted with thick ice. This fact is doubt-
less to be attributed to the temperature of the deep bed of the
lake.

The Glaciers of (he Tengri- Tagh.—The Tengri-Tagh, a colos-
sal mountain range directly to the east of the Thian-sohan,

. .
•

by Semenow, of 20,00u ib t. . xhihits on its northern
series ol gla i ir I surpassed i&

•nsions by those of the Alps. Semenow informs us
that he had hitherto doubted whether true Alpine glaciers could
exist m such a dry climate as that of Central Asia. But the
most essential features of their formation, viz. : an enormous

wards the inner termini of the high mountain railed, were
he could doubt no longer when his further 'explora-

tions were at last "rewarded with the view of three Alpine
which the

glaciers of the Tengri flow are so flat and broad, and their slope
is so inconsiderable, that the plastic ice can more readily expand

h and d. .wuward."m Ten™
g r lio Alpine in two respects, viz. :

m the absolute level of their upper and lower termini, and in
tneir color. The latter ttfid to reach a point
°£00 feet 1 ie I, et appears to be the
utmost vertical extent of the former. And may not this lesser
range of absolute level in the Tengri glaciers, joined to their
Jesser slope, permit the snow-light the more readily to stream
through them, thus accounting for their water-green color, so

from the delicate blue that marks the glaciers of the
Arns?

TkkMGONOMETRICAL SURVEY OP INDIA. MEASUREMENT OF
fJlMALAYAN Peaks.—In the last number of this Journal, it
jas mentioned that a third peak higher than the once pre-
eminent Daaulagi nred near the Karakorum
Pass in the Kuen J en x b i t

The information was com-
municated to the Royal Geographical Society of London, Nov.

*f>
1&>7, and briefly reported in the Athenaeum. The i

ment (eiv; '
*

gomerie

Waugh.

* anous inquiries having been made of us in respect to the
measurement of the peaks in Central Asia, we give in this con-

clI0U the data reported by Col. Waugh, to the East India
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of the four famous peaks

-»'--•— «— If,,,.:

Choomalari j Senchal, H. S.f -

.

orl. } Tonglo, H. S. ...

27 49'41,s'
" M 41,5 « « 43,'

i

23,04-:

28,151

- 00

« Al

so

fDoomDangi, T.S
Senchal, H. S. . .

.

Birch, H. S

~»» »
or 1A

' Bunderjoola, T. S.

Menai, T. S
Baisi, T. S

[ Harpoor, H. S. . .

.

27 49 41,5

27 42 9,5

" " 9^3

" " 9,2

89 18 43,i

88 11 26,4

" « 26,2

« " 26,2

« « 26,7

" " 26,2

fDoomDangi, T.S.

Menai, T. S

Mount Everest] f
a;P°or'

T
4
S

*

'"
._ -v-tt < Ladnia, T. S
°r ^ V

- Janjpati,T. S

1 Miriapoor, T. S. .

.

[Lirol, T.S

27 42 9,4

27 59 16,5

" « 16,'

5

" " 16,7

« « l7,'o

" " 16,7

86 58 5,8

1»M'

2*xe

8.sy?

9.002

9.00-5

29^

26.S1"

« 60

« 43

, 00

f
Ramnagar, T. S. .

.

Morairi, T. S
Banarsi, T. S

Dhaulagiri
J Slaonharsa, T. S. .

or XLH. 1 Poovenah, T. S. .

.

Ghaos, T. S
Toolsipoor, T. S. .

.

[Amu-kali, T.S. ...

27 59 16,7

28 41 47,9
" " 48,i
« " 48,i
" " 47,8

« " 48,2

86 58 5,9

Mean,.. 28 41 48,oj83__3^_J^

We also give the following general account of the P^U ^
the Trigonometrical Survey of India, from the annual au

of Sir E. I Murchison, in 1858, as president of the iloyax

graphical Society. ,.a bv

"The trigonometrical survey of India was commence a

Colonel Lambton in 1803, and continued hy him fall m\z0i

in January, 1823. During that period he measured an
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the meridian from Punnae in 8° 9' 3.7' near Cnpc Comorin to
Damargidda in lat. 18° 3' 16", being about t.-n dWrr«-s < \ lati-

tude, and extended a net of triangles over the south part of the
peninsula of India, reaching on -'principal
meridian to the 19th parallel. Colonel Everest, who had been
his chief assistant since 1817, and succeeded him at his death,
completed the section commenced by Lambton, aud extended
the arc to Seronj, lat. 2<i°, near which"place he measured a base
of verification. This is the most important base in the trigono-

survey of India, as all the work to the north, east, and
west is dependent upon it. Colonel Everest carried on the
measurement of the meridional arc to its completion in the
Dehra Dun, lat. 30° 19' ; the whole extent from Cape Comorin
being 22i° of latitude. He also extended a longitudinal series
from the Seronj base to Calcutta, in the neighborhood of which
he measured a base of verification. From points selected on
this series originate distinct sects of meridional series, the north-
ern limits of which are united by a longitudinal series running
along the foot of the great mountain chain, which thus com-
pletes the triangulation of that vast tract, comprising about
223,000 square miles.

When this distinguished officer left India, Colonel, then
Captain Waugh, who had been his chief assistant since 1832,
was appointed his successor in December, 1843, and following

JP
the admirable plan of survey laid down by his predecessor,

the principles and methods of which have been described by
^verest,* he worked out the several series left unfinished be-
tween the meridional arc and that of Calcutta. Finally he
Pleasured a base of verification at Sonakoda, lat. 25° 18', long.
°8

. 18', and also completed the triangulation of the south coast
senes from Calcutta to Ganjam.

' Colonel Waugh then commenced operations on the west of
the great meridional arc, and measured a longitudinal series
tr°m the base of Seronj, passing through Kajputana and the
sa*% desert to Karachi, upwards of 700 miles in extent, where

5i t?
°f vermcation was measured, whilst the triangulation of

}Q Bombay meridian was connected with this series. He fur-
aer extended another series in a northwest direction from the
nations of the meridional arc, Banog and Amsot, through the
Plains of the Panjab and a great portion of the mountainous
act to Peshawar. Again, a base of verification was measured

*®* Attock, the series embracing an area of about 67,000

f"
ate miles. A meridional series is far advanced from the

°*f
at Karachi, along the Indus, to that near Attock. This

Peration will complete a gigantic geodetical quadrilateral, of



which the great arc series [< v ; tl • eastern side. Simultane-

ously with these trigonometrical operations, most minute and

elaborate topograph i
; ; - :r. .• - Inive been executed under the

superintendence of Colo;, v, the irreater por-

tion of these tracts.

"Lastly, having determined that of all the mountains whence

the affluents of the Ganges run, the loftiest summit is situated

about midway along the il j i van eh nd finding that thi

culminating point (N. hit. 27 od. K. long. 36° 53') was 29,002

English feet above the sea, and consequently 846 feet loftier

than the famous Kind Colonel Waugh has

gratefully and approj.riat. ly named this, the highest known ele-

vation in the world. Mount Kveresi. after his valued geographi-

cal instructor.
1 '

Central Africa. Expeditions of Capt. Burton and DR-

Roscher.—Our readers are aiivudv acquainted with the expedi-

tion of Capt. Burton, and of his determination to reach, if pos-

sible, the mysterious lake of Central Africa, by penetrating west-

ward from the coast of Zanzibar. Letters received from Rev.

J. Rebmann, m ,ar, by the Church Miss. Soc.

of London, and published in their Record for December last,

state that Capt. Burton had reached the lake Uniamesi, hut

give no further particulars in respect to his journey. " Th166

letters from the explorer himself giving his observations in Zan-

zibar, written in a spirited style, are given in Blackwood's Mag-

azine for February, March and May, 1858.
The missionary letters just alluded to, announce also the arri-

val in Zanzibar of the German traveler, Dr. Albrecht Koscber,

and of his departure for the reported snow peaks near the equa-

tor. Dr. Roscher is represented as qualified in every way, by

his previous studies, his energy of character and his excelled

outfit, to undertake this difficult exploration. He proceeds under

the patronage of the king of Bavaria. From his efforts ana

those of Burton, we have good reason to expect that two ot tne

great African problems will be solved, the extent of the g«»

lake, and the height of the equatorial mountains. There isje-

son to hope that light may also be thrown on the older proDie^

of the sources of the Nile. qu\
From a recent number of Petermann's Journal (1858, p-w

we have translated the following passages which occur i

paper by Dr. Roscher, showing the reasons for his selection

the coast of Zanzibar as a point of departure for CentralA^
In projecting the plan of an exploring expedition int? ^

tral Africa we must depend mainly upon the history oi_ R£
^m those parts: for these will both suggest what is sUU ,

accomplished and instruct us as to the means to be eD1PrJ
nce

and the course to be pursued. A due regard to the expen
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of earlier travelers will alone enable us to discover new routes
into unexplored regions, upon which we need not expect to

meet with those insurmountable barriers that have presented
themselves to our predecessors: and yet the ready abandoning
of expectations, prematurely indulged in respecting earlier and
more recent expeditions, is a source of greater surprise than the
let that so large a portion of Africa remains unexplored.
All the accounts of travels, which have aided us in the con-

struction of the map of Africa, do not give us any information
relative to the central and northern portions of the interior of
Africa, although these regions contain the solution of the most
important geographical questions, and furnish the key to a proper
conception of the physical features of the continent. The re-

markable travels of Livingstone prove that an expedition into

South Africa is attended with difficulties comparatively small,
and that the failure to advance farther into the interior must be
attributed, not to the hostility of the natives and the unhealthy
climate, but mainly to the selection of an unfavorable starting-
point. The course which has thus far been most frequently
pursued, that of i rior from the north, is the
jeast practicable. The traveller meets with obstacles at the very
boundary which separates the Mohammedan and heathen tribes

;

for among the form, r, (an ni. i>m and avarice, among the latter,

fears of slavery, prevail, and every one advancing from the
-'—rmountable

by the Mo-
Arabian geographers, in

> the geography of Ptolemy, imagined the snow-ditions to the geography of i

Mountains of the Moon to i

thus prevented from penetrating
any farther than river afforded them a pro-
tection against the assaults of the natives, which rendered it

"^possible for them to reach the source of the Nile. Dr.
faith also was convinc d that an advane* into South Africa
'""

l^eTsad was impossible, and hence, contrary to all in-

structions, he directed his course westward so that the original
object of the expedition was not attained. Dr. Vogel was next

J*
1 out, and strono- hopes were entertained that he might meet

11

'-cayrac at the source of the Nile, although even at that time
might have been proved that this point was the last one at

*>h the two expeditions would be at all likely to meet. Dr.

,
°gela journey - prow that he,

j**l his predecessors, was convinced that the so-called Moun-

ven if in reality I

^insurmountable barrier.

is certainly come w
away with, and when

J ue time has certainly come when merely fruitless attempts
must be done awav with.
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Africa ought to take their point of departure in South Africa.

There is no means of direct communication between any point

on the western coast and Europe or with the Interior, and hence

none is suitable for the fitting out of an expedition. The true

condition of affairs in this region, may be best inferred from the

opinion of Galton, who assumed that a traveller could advance

into Africa only very gradually. Finding the arrangements

previously made not suitable to the climate of the regions to be

traversed, the traveller would be forced to return for the purpose

of entering upon new preparations.

The expedition of Caillie, Bruce and Livingstone, prove

how erroneous this assumption, and yet it is applicable to such

travellers as seek to advance from the western coast, and by

reason of the imperfect means of communication, daily meet

with difficulties of which they could not have had any previous

knowledge. Besides, the seaboard towns are, as a general thing,

very unhealthy, and the fever is specially severe upon those

newly arrived ; so that the explorer on returning need not ex-

pect to experience a relief from his toils, but only new dangers.

The successful expedition of Dr. Livingstone has turned the

attention of all to South Africa. The point of departure in his

expedition, was Lake Ngami, a point equidistant from the eastern

and western coasts. Hereonsratulated himself upon the pecuhar

advantage of his seeming to be a traveller toward the country

of the whites—homeward ; for the savages can comprehend the

utility of such a journey, and unless this is clear to them, tnej

become suspicious and anxious to drive the stranger from

borders. In view of so important an advantage, this rottfe
|

•

-'

not be too highly recommended to such as are in a situation am

ilar to that of Dr. Livingstone, or do not dread the expen

of a preparatory journey from the Cape to Lake Ngami
;

taw- *

to such as are willing to spend some time in that unhealthy rega-

in order to become acquainted with the country and its in

tants, and then return once more to the cape to prosecute
*

final preparation for a more extensive expedition
; ^ m

Livingstone's route one can not expect to meet with a ue

^
path or with other travellers, hence the preparations

,

m o
more extensive, many requisites for the journey must be ^ ^
by the party, circumstances which will considerably increaa

.

expenses. To other travellers this route will prove less
i

u

ble, from the fact that on the eastern coast there is a

^ ^
which presents all the facilities requisite for the fitting ou ^
expedition ; at this point too, the means of communicatio ^
Europe and the interior are adequate, nor will the traveii

^^
meet with that great obstacle, the hostilities between

the i

^ ^
medan and natives. Nor here will he expose himseli ^
of life and health. Such are the advantages that the isi

Zanzibar presents.
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From this general survey of the difficulties of travel in Cen-
tral Africa, Dr. Koscher proceeds to consider in an interesting

manner, the characteristics of Zanzibar, but our limits do not
permit us to follow this portion of his remarks.
Nohth and Central Australia. Gregory's Expedition.

Leichhaedt's Fate.—In the last number of this Journal some
account was given of recent explorations in South Australia,
especially in the neighborhood of Lake Torrens.
We have since received from Eev. W. B. Clarke of Australia,

a communication addressed by him to the Sydney Morning
Herald of Sept. 10, 1858, in respect to the probable fate of
Leichhardt, which gives us an occasion to refer to the explora-
tions in the northern and central parts of the continent.

.
It is well known that the question has been much discussed

m respect to Australia as well as in respect to Africa, whether
or not m the interior of the continent, a great sea exists. Eyre,
whose explorations were made in 1840 et seq., adhered to the
belief that no such sea existed. On the other hand, Sturt, jour-
neying north froa <

.

'

, i 1 ing to discover
an actual sea be li< . The following remarks
are given in his own words.

Ihe principal features of the interior are the sandy ridges
or dunes, by which it is traversed from south to north, and the
weat Stony Dese region traversed was once
submerged, there cannot, I think, be a doubt. Its salsolaceous
productions, its sea-level its want of trees of any size or growth,
excepting on the banks of the creeks, sufficiently attest this;
Dut whether the sandy ridges were thrown up simultaneously,
or were successively formed by a joint effect of winds and a
Padually retiring sea, or of winds alone, it is impossible to say.

"ten I first crossed the Stony Desert, it appeared to me to have
oeeathe bed of a former current ; and I felt satisfied that the
^elusion was just when I crossed it at another point more than
•degree from the first, and noticed the strong proof it exhibited
^waters having at one time or other swept over it with unre-
«stible fury. Whether the Stony Desert continues to any dis-

J""*
1 cannot say, but my opinion is that it does, and that, as

^ West part of the interiorf it receives all the watersfalling in-

^b from the coast Whether those waters are gradually lost

7 evaporation.
i ii d to some still undiscov-

J5 «*> remains to be proved; but as it is difficult for others

£ elucidate these things, I have thought myself called upon to
fl>v every light I can on the probable character of the interior,

milJ
1 °a? sa

-y i3
> that after having traversed a desert for 400

fouS^ failed to reach its northern limit, and after havingi^ ^ continued unaltered for four degrees of longitude,
C<XND 9ER<E*. Vou XXV11, No. 80.-MABCH, 1859.
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I cannot hope that it speedily closes in, either to the east or

In 1848, Leichhardt, whose previous journeys had made im-

portant additions to our knowledge of the northeastern parts of

Australia, set out with a party of eight men to cross the conti-

nent from east to west, expecting to be gone two years and to

determine the great question in respect to the interior. No

news has been received from him since a short time after his

departure. Hopes were entertained that Gregory's expedition

would bring some news of his course and fate, but these expecta-

tions are disappointed.

An outline of Gregory's tour is thus given by Sir R I. Mur-

chison, on awarding to him the Founder's gold medal of the

Koyal Geographical Society of London.
" Having ascended the Victoria as far as was practicable, Mr.

Gregory established a camp on the right bank of this stream,

and at about 80 miles from its mouth. With his brother, Mr.

H. Gregory, Mr. Wilson the geologist, and Dr. Ferdinand Muel-

ler the botanist, he then explored the Victoria to Jasper OreeK,

determining the geological nature of the country, and ascertain-

ing that the river made a od. Again taking

with him his brother, and Dr. Ferdinand Mueller, together wi«

the artist, Mr. southwards to ascertain litne

saline desert, which Sturt had discovered in proceeding iniana

from the southern regions of Australia, and which he had in

self found to prevail in Western Australia, was also to be me

with in a journey southwards from the north coast. ,

" For this purpose he ascended the Victoria to its source,

found the hilly or dividing range to have an altitude ot low

feet above the sea. Trav . ,|. lie descend^

a south-flowing stream, which he named Sturt Creek, and wa
'

bending to the uc'dial
,
t

, whilst
Mount Wilson, in S. lat. 20° 2' and E. long. 127 5. ju^
the southeastern and southern slopes of the dividing ra

^>
ffhoie

thus proved to be everywhere dry and sterile sands, ta
.

of the territory to the north of the same presented tne

striking contra - in grass*, P

larly the extensive grounds named Hutt Plains and Boe V^ q{

"In this first effort, therefore, made specially by tbe a

^ ^
our medallist Sturt, the grand geog
ture which was suspected to exist was brought to the i^
we may now ','

i ral portion M ,

tinent, as well as the long southern cc

and a consider ier of Western £***r^d
stitute an uninhabitable desert, probably the dned-up o

a sea, and that hence all future intercourse between ow ^
ban colonies must take place either along the fertile co&
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"Returning to his camp, which he had left under the charge
of Mr. Wilson, the geologist of the expedition, who had in the
mean time examined the adjacent country, of which he sent
home sketch maps to this Society, Mr. Gregory sent away Mr.
Baines the artist, with Mr. Wilson, and the larger number of
his party, in the schooner ; and after giving directions that the
vessel should meet him at the head of the Gulf of Carpentaria,
he set out on his chief mission, accompanied by his brother, Mr.
Elsey the surgeon, Dr. Mueller the botanist, and three men.

"Quitting the basin of the Victoria, and passing over a broad
table-land of sandstone, he entered a valley watered by a tribu-

tary of Leichhardt's river the Koper, which he named Elsey
Creek, in S. lat. 15° 15' and E. long. 133° 10'. He next took a
south-southeasterly direction to the west of Leichhardt's route,
or about 70 miles distant from the western shore of the Gulf of
Carpentaria, and traversed the various rivers discovered by his ad-
venturous precursor (but nearer to their sources) until he reached
the Albert, which empties itself into the head of the Gulf. Not

a, under the orders of
' of Stokes, and crossed

the river Flinders at about 80 miles distance from the Albert,
ana, journeying to the nort

I

- on the Gilbert
nver at S. lat. 18° 0' and E. long. 140° 40'. Ascending that
stream, Mr. Gregory left behind the drainage into the Gulf of
Carpentaria, and traversed the high basaltic plateau which sepa-
rates the waters I i from those which descend
"ito the great eastern ocean. To the dividing high lands he
^signed the name of 'Newcastle Kange,' in honor of the Secre-
tary of State for the Colonic s.

:
-md organized

the expedition. B red that stream
SO

um Stwards t0 its junction with the Cape river of Leichhardt.

T
.

The next march showed the connection of the Suttor of
leichhardt with the Belyand i

>mking south-

west from the latter stream, Mr. Gregory skirted the Peak
*ange, the extreme point to v,

' extended their

X lm
1

gs
' *• e- m & lav. 'I'd 1

1

'
ai d !:. long. 147° 50', or about

°W miles from the 'head of the Gulf of Carpentaria.

Whilst a great breadtl ^"f
s

>
Wlth one

jnsulated rich spot onlv on ti 1

1

between the

J«*
of the Victoria on the north coast and the Gulf of Carpen-

vf'f;
Wlth occasional poisu T fou*d "early

2 J
e ^st re^o i side of the gulf and the

so rrnmost station °f °ur settlers to be mor\or les
?

ert
!'

an i i
l ln the last weeks of the expedition the horses fattened,

K
after travel-.- m izie, Comet, Dawson, and

^rnett, the pari . ane and Moreton Bay in
excellent health "
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The publication of Mr. Gregory's report, without any decisive

indications of Leichhardt's route, led Mr. Clarke to prepare the

paper already referred to in the hope that the discussion might

initiate another expedition into the district yet unexplored, be-

tween the 145th and 147th meridians, and" which, as lie con-

ceives, may bear traces of Leichhardt's route, although the ex-

plorer probably perished far to the northward and westward of

the Victoria. We have not room to make extended extracts

from this paper. Its whole tendency is to show that the inten-

tion of Leichhardt was to skirt and not cross the desert. There

is an extended criticism to show the probability that an L found

by Gregory on the Victoria, and two marks XVA in an L-sbaped

border previously found near the Warrego and the Nive were

not the marks of Leichhardt . V j ri. .us ind< 'j »endent witnesses are

also cited to confirm the opinion of Mr. Clarke that Leichhardt

did not attempt to intersect the desert. The article concludes as

follows.

"If then he did reach the Victoria in 1848, and was not cut

off, and we have now no ground to conclude he was, he would,

in case of finding the country impracticable to the west, have

gone round by the head of'the Victoria, towards the north,

and it is somewhere between the head of the Victoria and the

head of the Clark, that, I think, his tracks are to be l°oked.ior,

not, probably, on any line of route explored by Mitchell, but w

the westward, or, crossing Mitchell's track, on a line to rm
Eange and the Burdekin. Or driven in by drought, he may

have taken a course on the 148th meridian, without going aero®

the Maranoa, where Hely could not trace him, on a newtrac*

of his own. • j
"It is in the hope that a new expedition may be organs

with a view to the exploration of the country west of Mitcne

Belyando, as well as to ascertain whether any traces orj
lamented friend can be found, that I have made this coin*

^
cation ; believing that, as I have had it in my power to p

matter in a tangible form, and to quote from manusenptu

in my possession, what has not before been committea

press, I am only rendering a service to the cause of science,

lization, and humanity." ,

-

n this

The following paragraph may be read with interest ^
connection. It is a letter of Dr. J. Palacky of Prague

C. Eitter of Berlin, printed in Poggendorf's Annalen iur ^

vol. 100, 1857. .r -h>loffthe
" The statement of Sturt that Lake Torrens must He[Oex

fc
lie

level of the sea, led me to think that Central Australia
g^

very deep. I found unfortunately no other data tnan ^
Bd. ii, p. 299, where in connection with Kennedys rout^
Victoria river—it is mentioned that in lat. 25 00 6 i

»*
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142° 24', the water in the camp when the air was at a tempera-
ture of 64° Fahr., had boiled at 214° F. Prof. Coritska, who
directs the height measurements of our Geological Reichsanstalt,

undertook at my request the computation of these data and
found that if they are correct, this point must lie 306 meters
below the sea level."

Art. XXIX.—.1 •.,'•.
i I ' //, Sulphur Water of the Arte-

sian Well of I. . Charles M. Wetherill,
Ph.D., M.D.

J y

History of the WdL—The artesian well of Lafayette is situa-

ted in the northeast angle of the court-house square of the city.

The boring was commenced in the spring of 1857 by order of
the Commissioners of Tippecanoe county to test the feasibility

of artesian wells for prairie farms, and with prospects of success
from the results of the wells in Illinois to the southwest. On
February 18th, 1858, after ten months labor, a vein of over-

flowing water was struck in the grey limestone, at a depth of
216 feet 6 inches. The depth of the well was subsequently in-

creased to 230 feet without any change in the character of the
water, which is very similar to that of the celebrated Blue Licks,
of Kentucky. The strength of flow of the water began to di-

mmish, and while g for more water instead of
frying to stop a known leak, the water suddenly ceased to over-

flow, and fell in the well about 20 feet. As there was no pros-

pect of the recovery of the water bythe contractor, the County

Commissioners placed the well in the hands of Captain Eogers
&Qd myself, for the purpose of obtaining some experimental

knowledge with respect to the source of the difficulty. Before
giving the results of our experiments, I will submit a table

which shows the order and nature of the strata encountered m
wing the well:

Table of Strata encountered in the Lafayette Well.

% .

Fe

J
Inches -

Remark'-

ciay and gravd'. :;;;;;;;;;;;; 9 q water.

gravel and pebbles 1 8
*"»e gravel and sand 13
Wcband .... 1
^ayel, day and pebbles'.!!.'..'. 2 6

?
a* gray clay . f 72 Marlite.

°and and gravel 4 Water.

and gravel

.
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Sand and gravel 3

I pebbles 6 6

Gravel and pebbles 5

Boulders 40
Blue shale 2 To shale 1 70 feet.

Gray " 18 Iron pyrites in all the rod

Blue " 1 6 formation.

Gray " V Thickness of shale 28 ft. 6 in.

Limestone—coralline 11 6 To coralline, 198 ft. 6 in.

Gray limestone with spar 20 Overflowing water.

Depth of well from original surface 230

The first water in the table is the well water of the locality.

The water under the marlite is fresh ; it was expected to overflow

but only rose to within 36 to 38 feet of the surface. The third

and overflowing water is the mineral water.
A cast iron pipe of ei i\: a ses the well to the

first rock, which is a friable blue shale. The hole in the rock

was not tubed, it was of 7£ inches in diameter to near the com-

mencement of the coralline ; for a few feet farther it was of five

inches, and for the remaining distance of twenty-one feet its di-

ameter was four inches. We found that the bottom of the iron

pipe had been broken during its passage through the forty foot

bed of boulders, and as this fractured end rested upon a friable

bed of blue shale with porous strata immediately above, a leak

of the mineral water had always existed. From an experiment

made during the overflow of the water we were able to assign a

delivery of eighteen thousand gallons during twenty-four hours

as the lowest capacity of this leak. We found that the ceasj» -

of overflow was caused by the leak having been increased by

the removal of a piece of the shale rock. Restoring the over-

flow by stopping this leak was the natural inference from
j

experiments upon the well ; but there were difficulties m tn

way owing to the bad shape of the hole in the rock, by the use

of improper boring tools. The holes were all of tnanguw

shape, and the four inch hole was especially bad, having reente

mg sides and semicircles at the three angles. We migW £
arrested the leak by tamping and puddling at the end oi aw

°

tube below it, but were fearful of presenting difficulties
thereg

in the case of the removal of such a tube, for as the leak a

top of the shale rock had always existed, we had no mea^

knowing whether some of the mineral water was not den*

from the shale, and would be shut out by such a tube.
_

The leak was at length arrested by the following device
;

oi
;

own, which I submit in the event of a future need for », ^
proved simple and successful in the Lafayette well, ana

not aware that it has ever been employed in a similar case.
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t of the four inch hole was made truly r
and of six inches in diameter for a distance of nineteen inches.

A car spring of vulcanized india rubber was turned in a lathe to

the shape of the frustum of a coi < -1 , hu-he- i 1 lemith, and of

diameters six and a quarter and five and seven-eighths inches.

Upon a wrought iron gas pipe of two and a half inches bore and
of sufficient length to reach the coralline rock, was chised a
screw thread upon which ran two heavy nutts. The hole in the
rubber plug was turned suffic he plug might be
screwed tightly upon the gar ipe. v.- he it was secured for

pulling or pushing by the nutts above and below it. When the
pipe was placed in situ in the well, the plug was arrested in its

rocky socket just above the commencement of the coralline rock.
The water at once fell outside of the gas pipe, and rose on the
inside to near the surface of the gr< >\\vA. A her two days it com-
menced to overflow and increased constantly and steadily. The
increase at first was very rapid, the delivery doubling itself in
five hours ; a rei Na.surement of the quantity
of water showed that the rate of increase fluctuated, and became
pdually less. T > at the leak had
lowered the head of water in the reservoir supplying the artesian
veil, which head «red by the rains, springs,

«c, upon shutting off the leak. This increase in the flow will

go on until the overflow equals the feed of the reservoir. When
the delivery was last measured on December 8th, it equalled one

J™e gallon in 14/77 seconds, or 5850 gallons in twenty-four

Geology of the well—The order and character of the rocks in

Proceeding from a point west to one east of Lafayette, is from
information furnished by D. Brown, State Geologist, as follows:

J-
Seams of Coal.

* Mountain Limestone about 200 feet in thickness.

J
Clay Sandstone (Devonian) about 500 feet.

*• Delphi Slate varying from 25 to 100 feet, and thinning to
the northwest.

°- grey Limestone (Upper Silurian).

Jr
Blue Limestone (Lower Silurian).

*ae dip of these rocks is about 25° to the south of west, and
™ *& angle of 50 feet fall to the mile. This westward dip is

maintained until I
ssed, when the dip is east-

**Fd- The seauenee. of the, rocks, in penetrating the earth a
"1i

The sequence of r
rtmgthet™[y at Lafayette, should be Clay Sandstone, Delphi Slate, and

"ej Limestone
; but the valley of the Wabash at the artesian

^ is about one hundred feet below the general elevation of the

2UDt
?\aild the force which has scooped out this valley has re-

£°ved the Clay Sandstone, not a trace of which was discovered
n bormg the well. The Delphi Slate was the first rock reached
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after traversing the drift, and the bottom of the well is situated

in the upper measures of the grey limestone. A crude idea of

the strike of tin tined by tracing upon a map

of Indiana the strike of the Delphi slate, by a curved line join-

Qg Louisville, Ky., Lexington, Ind., Elizabethtown, Indianapo-

is, Delphi and Crown Point, Ind.. which shows that the well is

ituated upon the edge of ; i sin. As far as our

present ge<geological knowledge goes, (and which is limited owing

i backwardness on the part of the State Legislature in making

appropriations necessary to a survey,) the reservoir of the

artesian well n n of and beyond Delphi, for

the water comes from below the slate cropping out at this local-

ity. A glance at the map will show by the river courses, that

Kokoino is the highest ground in the neighborhood ; hence we

shall probably not be far from the truth in assuming the reser-

voirs to be situated some formed by joining

Delphi, Logansport and Kokoino. During the experiments upon

the well by Captain Rogers and myself, one of the greatest

freshets in the Wabash, within the memory of the inhabitants

of the valley took place. The leak had not yet been stopped,

and we found that the water in the well rose and fell simultane-

ously with the freshet. It is reasonable to suppose that this

effect of the freshet was not upon the mineral waters but upon

the water under the marlil a) ; for the smaller

freshets in the river since the leak has been stopped have not in

the least affected the flow of the well. This can only be ac-

counted for by supposing that the 72 foot bed of dark grey clay

crops out under the Wabash at a level lower than that of tne

ground at the well. It follows from this that we cannot expect

an overflow of this marlite-water in the neighborhood ot ^
fayette. In fact since .the completion of the mineral well, turw

other wells have been dug in the city for the expressed purpo*

of reaching the marlite-waters. It was obtained m every

»

stance, but did not overflow.

Physical Characters.—This water is of extreme hmpidiy* 1

taken freshly from the well. The deposit upon the pebbles o

which it flows is white, entitling it to the nam'
water. Standing in imperfectly closed vessels

white deposit takes place, which under certain conditions

tains black flakes of sulphuret of iron. The smell of the w

is strongly of sulphuretted hydrogen. The taste is sun"*

that of the celebrated Blue Lick water, though less stron .

is pleasantly brackish, resembling in taste, the liquor from op

freshly opened. The density, from a mean of six observa

is 1-00523.
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The temperature, noted at intervals since the water was first

obtained, (Feb. 18th to December 8th,) remained constantly be-
tween 55° and 56° F., my thermometer not being sufficiently
delicate to give more definite results.

Although the mean temperature of Lafayette is unknown * I
have no doubt from other considerations, that the artesian water
is "thermal ;" for, first, the calculated temperature of the water
upon the Grenelle basis renders this, in absence of contradic-
tory facts, most probable. It will be remembered that ther-
mometers placed in the wells of the Paris observatory stand
invariably at 53° F., at a depth of ninety feet, and that from the
increase of temperature at increased depths observed in boring
the Grenelle well, the fact was established that the temperature
rises one degTee F., for every 61/T feet, after the first ninety
teet After taking ninety feet from the depth of the Lafayette
well there remain 140, and if the same ratio of increase of tem-
perature exists as at Grenelle, the water should have a tempera-
ture of 2^° above 53°=55i°, which agrees closely with the
temperature actually found for the Lafayette water. Secondly,

^ infer that the artesian water is "thermal" from the fact that
"s temperature is above that of the neighboring springs and

ii
^^y. te seen fr°m the following table, which contains

Temperature of the Wells and Springs of Lafayette, taken April 0,1858

\ tocAUly. K "aIT^T"

3
tfr. C. Taylor's dwelling,

tag Store,
Two squares from Artes. Well,
Mr. Benbridges' dwelling,
Messrs. Taylor <fc Co., lumber yard,
Cellar of Mr. J. Mix's st< re,

Lahr's Hotel,

1(3

Southeast

North

East

78° F 51° F.

So-

50°

from T
a? Characters. Qualitative.--The water is faintly acid

« sulphuretted hydrogen and carbonic acid, but becomes
"eutral after having been boiled, owing to the expulsion of these

tar
58

*

*
Xt follows from this fact that al1 of the sulPhur is in the

jate of sulphuretted hydrogen dissolved in the water, and from
"e neutrality after boiling, that alkaline carbonates are absent.
Particular experiment for the search of a trace of alkaline

p°nates Save tne same results,

in i .

nic acid is contained dissolved in the water, and holding
solution the earthy carbonates. Nitrogen is the only remain-
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ing gas in solution. On boiling the water the carbonates of

lime, magnesia and iron, held in solution by the carbonic acid,

are thrown down, and by a slight concentration, sulphate of lime

is also precipitated. In the boiled water chlorids of sodium,

calcium and magnesium, were detected. Crenic and apocrenic

acids were in vain sought. A trace of organic matter was found

dissolved in the water. The only alkali present is soda in the

state of chlorid of sodium. No trace of potassa was discovered

after a careful search. Mr. H. C. Lawrence kindly undertook

the concentration of eleven and a half wine gallons of the arte-

sian water, which were boiled down to half a gallon ; a concen-

tration in the ratio of 23 to 1. In the solid residue and nitrate,

I detected phosphate of lime, hydrofluoric acid, alumina and a

very faint trace of oxyd of manganese. A small trace of iodine

was discovered in the mother liquid, both by the starch test and

by ehlorid of palladium. With the starch test the characteristic

blue tinge could not be developed by chlorine water, the excess

of chlorine decolorizing the extremely minute quantity of iodid

of starch ; but it was readily brought out by nitric acid. The

result of the bromine test by Fresenius's method was doubtful.

Quantitative analysvs.—The quantitative analysis gave the fol-

lowing results

:

Mean of two exp sul h a 'd d i t* .... 0-5621

.
ST-750T

.
2-1TS2

.

2-10:3

.
0-00-5

. O-0080

.
0-5388

.

0-1HS

. . .
0-4^

0-2- 1

3

* after boiling the water, in the precipitation, .

.

Sulphur, carbonic acid, and nitrogen as stated below. W&
data calculated according to the ordinary rules give the folio*

ing result:

1-0052;

oAsEOTscoroN
:1o.rUm^

Sulphuretted hydrogen o*0093 6-3594
0-1841

Ditto water of Aprils, 0-0145 9-9154
J-2 ^Carbonic acid, 0-0997 52-683
J
°/°

Q
Nitrogen, 21-280 ° 61 °
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Residue by evaporation, Pure water, ^992-75 7274-446
Solid ingredients, 7-25 53-124

1000-00 7327-570*

Carbonate of lime, 0-2052 1-503
Carbonate of magnesia, 0-0069 0-050
Peroxyd of iron with alumina,

)Phosphate of lime, fluorid of calcium, \ 0-0085f 0-062
And a faint trace of manganese,

)™'
» 0-0080 0-058

cSr^f Iime
»

°*9555 7 '002
^nlond of calcium, 0-0635 0-465
Chlorid of i lagnesium, 0-5059 3-707
Chlorid of sodium, 5-5402 40-596
mce of iodine and organic matter, )
Bromine doubtful,. C _

:-,-,:

I have recalculated the analyses of the principal sulphur
*aters of the United States to the same measure, a wine pint,
and tabulated them as follows, for the sake of a ready compari-
son

:
(see table on following page).

Jty-reference to the table, the great analogy is at once apparent

7 i

h exmts_ between the Lafayette water and that of the Ken-

,

er
- The latter water contains less sulphuretted hydrogen,

a carbonic acid, and less solid matter. It is curious that the

Blue Lick. Lafayette. Blue Lick. Lafayette.

79 : 53 : : 64 : x=42
The common salt (x

T) in the Lafayette waters, is by experi-
ment nearly 41.h round numbers one and a half pints of the Lafayette w:
ntam as much common salt as one pint of the Blue Lick wa

^£a

fh

eSia
-
SaltS bear a greater VTO?^oiito the rest of

"•*• m!iJure"
16 *
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The sulphuretted hydrogen of the Lafayette water is equal in

quantity to that ingredient in the Greenbrier White Sulphur
water of Virginia, and varies as in that water. I established this

fact by many and careful sulphur determinations of the Lafa-

yette water by the chlorid of arsenic test upon water taken at the

spring. I have also made frequent careful density determina-
tions of the water during a period of six months, and have
found the specific gravity invariably to the third decimal point,

proving an invariable mineral composition for the water during
that time.

The Lafayette water has been used with, great success in the
diseases for which sulphur waters are applicable.

I have noticed in the neighborhood of this city several chaly-

beate springs. A very fine one is situated upon the shore of

Barnett's creek, which flows through the celebrated battle-ground
of Tippecanoe at a distance of seven miles from Lafayette. The
temperature of the water was 53° when that of the air was 84°.

It strikes a dark color with extract of galls, has a strong chaly-

beate taste, and coats the stones over which it flows with an
ochreous deposit.

ART. XXX.—On the Measurement of the Stria of Diatoms; by

W. S. Sullivant and T. G. Wobmley.

No characters are so constant for distinguishing the species of

diatoms as those drawn from the strias on their frustules. The
accurate measurement of these stride has not received the atten-

tlQD, particularly among European microscopists on the conti-

nent, that might have been expected from the general interest

t^en in the study of these beautiful organisms.

. Attention appears to have been first directed to this subject

jP Silliman's Journal for 1849-50, by the late distinguished Pro-
fessor J. W. Bailey of West Point, and Mr. De La Eue of Lon-
don, in their papers on the marking of Pleurosigma Spenceru,
toe measurements of which, made by the latter gentleman re-

fining to this day a reliable standard for comparison.
;

In 1853
«»e first volume of Smith's admirable synopsis of British Lha-

omacefc appeared, in which the striation of numerous species

J' tor the most part, correctly determined. Next in order of

?*e » the paper of Messrs. Harrison and Sollitt, read (1854)
D
?
f?re the British Association for the Advancement of Science,

|
Vlng measurements (widely different from those in Smith s

^nopais) of several well known species.
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The above, including the second volume of Smith's Synopsis,

embraces about all the information on record, relating to the

subject of these papers, known to the writers.

The measurements of the larger portion of the following spe-

cies were made on authenticated English specimens. The fig-

ures affixed to each species express the number of transverse

striae in the T7rVoth of an inch (-001"), as determined by us;

next following and in parentheses are the measurements, if any,

of other observers. In not a few cases it will be seen that our

accord very nearly with those in the Synopsis,

not differing more than might be expected in observations of

this kind : besides it is well known that the striation of each

species varies within certain limits peculiar to the species. In

other cases, however, there are discrepancies between our meas-

urements and those in the Synopsis, too great to be accounted

for in this manner.
Nitzschia sigmoidea, 72 to 75; (85, Smith); (105, Harnson

and Sollitt).—K obtusa, 54; (56, S.).—N. plana, 50; (56, S.)^

K linearis, 73.—Stauroneis linearis, 65.—Cocconeis Thwaitesu,

54; (72, S.).—Amphora membranacea, hoop 53, valve 36; (80,

S.).—Cymbella cuspidata, 35; (30, S.).—C. Scotica, 45; (42, ty

—Navicula lanceolata, 40
;

(44, S.).—K firma, 42 ; (42, S.W-
ambigua, 38 ; (36, S.).—K sphserophora, 40 ;

(42, &).-p.»2
sima, 51

; (48, S.).-K rhomboides, 70
;

(85,
S.).-Pmnnlana

Johnsoni, 48; (56, S.).—Fragillaria virescens, 40; (44, S.W

•

5.).-Fragillaria virescens, 4U; WJOJ
Capucina, 40; (40, S.).—Colletonema vulgare, 72; (72, b.y*

eximium, 56 ; (56, S.).—Achnanthidium coarctatum, WijSfi
—A. lanceolatum, 33

; (40, S.).—Amphipleura inflexa eM»
S.).—A. pellucida: we have not been able even to "g^F.
the striaa on this diatom. Messrs. Harrison and Sollitt in m

paper above cited, estimate the striae at 125 to 130
>

in
•

Q
uu
q ^

Himantidium pectinale, valve 27, hoop 48
;

(v. 27, h. 48, o-J.
_

Pleurosigma maerum, 70; (85, S.).-P. angulatum, 45 toW;

(52, S.); (75, H. & S.).-P. Spencerii, 48 to 50 tr, 55 long.

(52 tr, 55 long, S.)
;
(120 to 200, Bailey).-R^^fm

32 long.; (40 tr, 30 long, S.).—P. fasciola, 56; (64, bMj
H. & S.).—P. littorale, 40 tr, 22 long.

;
(50 tr, 24 lo^f&t

P. acuminatum, 45 tr, 40 long.; (52 tr, 40 long, b). *'

gosum, 42; (44, S.).—P. Hippocampus, 38 tr, 32 long.;^^

32 long, S.).-P. lacustre, 42 f (48, S.).-P. W^T'^ioU
S.); (70 H. & S.).-P. speciosum, 42; (44, S -P- P^
turn, 55; (65, S.).-P. strigile, 30 tr, 35 long.; W *•>?&£?
S.).-P.elongatum,48to50; (48, S.); WH.&S.WJ^
turn, 60; (75, S.).—P. formosum, 36 tr., one set of obliq<w

24, the other 30; (36, S.).—P. decorum, 45 tr, 36 oblique, i

S.).—P. intermedium, 56; (55, S.).—P. Balticum, 3b; I**
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-P. Wormleyi, 52.*—P. obtusatum, 56.f—P. Sciotoensis, 404-
-nedra radians, var. ? a common fresh water species i "

'

" ~>01", \ci7 U11U-

shallowness.—Gb JQ to 75 on the
Greenport variety, 75 to 82 on the Providence variety.—Hyalo-
discus Cahfornicus: a large valve "005" in diameter (the central
disc or umbilicus measuring -0016") gave at the margin of the
umbilicus about 65 straight radial lines in -001" ; midway be-

*Jf
en that point and the circumference of the valve near 70 in

•001"
;
and at the circumference about 75 in -001". More or

less of these lines from the margin of the umbilicus, before
reaching the circumference, bifurcate : this accounts for their
being coarser near the umbilicus than at the circumference, as is

Pi? ^ tlle above measurements, and by the greater ease with
which they are resolved near the former point. The umbilicus
itself is rayed, and in certain portions of the light exhibits curved

To those interested in these matters it may not be unaccepta-
ble to state the means and method bv which the above measure-
ments were obtained. The objectives used were two T',ths, one
oy fepencer, the other by Eoss, and a TVth by Powell and Lea-
*and, upon one of Smith and Beck's first-class stands, with their
second eye-piece and Jackson micrometer. An important ad-
junct to the above was Tolles' amplifier which consists essen-

J^y of an achromatic meniscus lens placed between the objec-
tive and the eye-piece, affording an amplification much superior

.

tnat from ordinarv eve-piecing. The value of the Jackson
Micrometer (a scale of -005") with each of the objectives was
carefully established by the averages of numerous trials on two

J*

amith and Beck's stage scales of -001". Thus the smallest
Visions of the Jackson micrometer were made by moderate

*cirt^

LEC

h-

0SIGMA Wormleti
> Sulliv.-

.-moideum, ia apices

C^&Z?*er; Colum
™
us. Ohio, Pre/r.G. Wormley; Genessee river, V. T.f Mr.

evidently sigmoid and with

Ecult to resolve, being shal-

ilatnm, leviter sigmoii

** CaT*' Columbus
> Ohio: Oambier, O., Prof. H. L. Smith; Genessee

fei?^ Col«™bus, Ohio : Genessee river, K. Y, Mr. C. A. Spencer.

ciei L ^e P - SP«°cerii, for which it has passed as a variety, but is a larger m

4kto£*r
y*. iuLyia8 more parallel sides and less acute ends. Its stnation at oi
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draws of the draw-tube to measure with different objectives from

•000025" to -00000167" under an amplification of 1700 to 3600

times
;
precautions being taken against any disturbance of said

value, that might arise from the thin glass covering the object.

A Powell and Lealand cobweb micrometer was occasionally

used, but mostly for corroboration. The Jackson micrometer,

upon the whole, was found to be more manageable and satisfac-

tory, the shortness of its lines permitting their coincidence with

the striae to be more readily observed. The light employed was

sunlight, admitted through a small aperture into a darkened

room : with no other light could the striae of the highest marked

frustules be distinctly resolved under an amplification sufficient

for counting. In order to diminish as much as possible the

chances of error, the counting always embraced as many con-

tiguous strias as covered a space equal, at least, to that between

the centres of the five-lines of the micrometer, and when practi-

cable a larger number was counted.
In conclusion, we may remark that our experiments are con-

firmatory of the generally received opinion that stride closer

than about 85 in -001" have not yet been resolved. Whether

this limit is interposed by the physical properties of hgH ®

whether it arises from defects still existing in our apparently

faultless instruments, remains to be determined.
Columbus, Ohio, January 18th, 1859.

Art. XKXL.—Correspondence of Prof. Jerome NicJcUs, dated Pari*

January 3rd, 1859.

On the nature of simple bodies.—The Comptes Bendus for D**"j£

contains a lorjg memoir by Despretz on his researches to ascertainw .

certain of the so-called elements are decomposable. His laborious

careful investigations have led to no decomposition, and he a™ ^"
conclusion that the substances called elementary are really efemfJTjU
incapable of decomposition. The author should have added, tn» >

were not decomposable by the methods he used, for it is not W> ^
that there is nothing more to be done in this branch of researcn.

fl

process consists in submitting the element—cadmium /or examp

the physical and chemical reagents ordinarily employed in i

transforms it into an oxyd, then into salts of all kinds, deco^
^

salts by chemical and galvanic methods, precipitates the
#

met
*,

crTJ
.

time at the positive pole, at another at the negative, examines tn
.

talline form, turns it again into salts, which he decomposes, ™£
the metal by means of the pile; and thus causes an element;ir^
through a great number of different states, and still arrives at ^
element. While rendering justice to the zeal and patience ot ^ ' ^
pretz, we have to regret that these good qualities have been here
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for the researches would be a hindrance to the progress of science if taken
seriously.

Dumas took upon himself the refutation of Mr. Despretz, and brought
to the subject his well known ability. He prefaced his remarks by pre-
senting the following table wh id

i g relation between
the equivalents of certain simple and compound bodies.

Ammonium 18 ' Methylamine 32 Ethylamine 46 Propylamine 60, etc. ) ™
MethyhumlS Ethylium 29 Propylium 43 Butylium 57, etc. \

m
As this relation suggests a doubt as to the elements being sim

Dumas took occasion to express his opinion on this important questio
Since the radicals (elements) in mineral chemistry present the &i

general relations as those in organic, he believes there is reason for bri
ing the two branches more closely together than is usually done. We
decompose the latter, and there is no proof that we may not decom]
the former. The following are the conclusions in his memoir which will
soon to published.

{!•) The compounds which the three kingdoms offer for our study,
are reduced by analysis to a certain number of radicals which may be
grouped in natural families. (2.) The characters of these families show
incontfcstible analogies. (3.) But the radicals of mineral chemistry
d'ner from the others in this, that if they are compound, they have a
degree of stability so great that no known forces are capable of produc-
ing decomposition. (4.) The analogy authorizes the enquiry whether the
rormer may not be compound as well as the latter. (5.) It is necessary
to add that the analogy gives us no light as to the means of causing this

decomposition, and if ever to be realized, it will be by methods or forces

s generation.—Mr. Pouchet, Professor of Zoology at Rouen,
a

.

dec»ded believer in spontaneous generation, and has undertaken to

£
vipe this theory which has been overturned by the experiments of

^hultze and Schwann, as well also by those of Messrs. Schroeder and

"J**-
The former have shown that animal substances do not ferment

tuhf ™ey are endosed in air which has previously traversed a red hot

dpfi •
i

3atter state that these same substances maJ
r be Preserved m"

coS"- -
y m air wW< mude t0 pass throuSh a tube

tW f
mng cotton. They have alike concluded from their experiments

"at
fermentation and putrefaction are only the results of the lite of cer-

,
,nfen°r animalcules whose germs were in the atmosphere, and which

g
developed at the expense of the fermentible substance. Remove these

8 nn» either by filtration or calcination and there is no fermentation or
Pulrefaction.

bil?
6

-
mecnanicai theory of Liebig, which has at least as much proba-

wir
n

-

lts favoras the physiological just mentioned, opens a way of
Pfiation independent both of this and spontaneous generation.

*7 work of Mr. Pouchet was some time since announced, and the

SIS'
00688 of tb-c naturalist of Rouen proclaimed. It was stated that

W>D SERIES, V0fc. XXVTI, No. 80.-MARCH, 18*9.
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he would surprise the scientific -world with a prodigious number of ex-

periments directly opposed to all received ideas.

The following are the results announced. He has seen cryptogams

and animalcules to be produced in vessels when every organic germ bas

been previously destroyed and when the air had been washed in sulphu-

ric acid or had traversed a tube of porcelain heated to a red heat. He

has even succeeded in developing organic beings in artificial air and also

The details of one of his experiments are as follows. A flask, holding

a litre, was filled with boiling water, then hermetically sealed with the

greatest precaution, then inverted in a mercury trough ; then when the

water is cold, it was opened under the mercury and half a litre of pure

oxygen introduced. Immediately after was added to it, under the mer-

cury, a small box of hay weighing 10 e?ams, which had just been raised,

in a flask, by means of a stove to a temperature of 100° C. and kept at

this temperature for 30 minutes. The flask was then hermetically sealed

by the aid of its stopper ground with emery ; and to make it sure, when

taken from the mercury a coat of varnish and vermilion was put over the

aperture.

Eight days afterward, small globules were found in the liquid and on

the hay. On opening the flask at the end of ten days, the oxygen ap-

peared to have remained pure. The whitish globules were due to a fun-

gus in tufts which Mr. Montagne, the micrographer, called AspergilW

Pouchetii. ,

A plant is thus developed in a medium from which it was endeavorea

to exclude every species of organic germ ; but the conclusion ot

Pouchet is quite too general, as no facts prove that every kind ol
^
vrtau.

was destroyed during the exposure of the hay for 30 minutes to 1 •

Ozonometry in the Crimea.—During the Crimean war, *e
jj'Jv.

army physicians, established three observatories for ozonometnc, toe

metric and other meteorological observations, morning and evening

day, and also for keeping statistics of diseases and deaths. &'fffi
of Versailles has in charge a reduction of the observations, and tne

lowing are his conclusions on the subject of ozone.
. „

(1.) The more the ozonometric test papers were colored m tne r

air, the more numerous were the sick that were taken to each of then

^

pitals. One of these hospitals was situated at the general qu«w ^
Sebastopol (Observatory No. 1), the second at the south border

Inkerman plateau <Obs. No. 2). ,-
ctefl

.

(2.) The higher the temperature the smaller the number ot

tered and also of deaths. , iir the

(3.) At the three observatories, the ozone curve was essential;

same ; and (4.) the same was true for the temperature. ^
(5.) At observatory No. 1, the less the ozone, the greater tne

of deaths, whilst at observatory No. 2 it was the reverse. r,„mS$]
This is almost the only positive result which science and[bm^

have derived from that destructive war, which has cost so m
and so many lives. directed

Dynamo&copy.—Dynamoscopy is a new mode of auscu tan » ^
towards the examination of sounds hitherto not studied, w



Dynamoscopy.—Artificial Caoutchouc. !

Dr. Collongues, examines these sounds in case of a deceased person v
an instrument with one extremity on the part to be ausculted and
other at the ear. It is with this instrument that Dr. Collongues s

poses he is able to detect the evidence of actual death.
He found this evidence in 1854 in the case of a woman attacked \

cholera who was not believed to be dead. Examining about the h<

with others, and has arrived at the following conclusions respecting this

(1.) After the respiration and the beating of the heart have ceased at

death, a crackling sound may be heard which he calls " bourdonnement."
(2.) The sound continues from five to ten hours after death.

(3.) It goes on decreasing from the time of death, and is last perceived
about the precordial and epigastric regions.
The results have been confirmed by observations on animals. It hence

results that life continues until the cessation of this sound has ceased,
and the cessation is a positive sign of death. This observation offers a
means of distinguishing lethargy from death, as the sound does not cease

On applying the instrument to the extremity of the fingers, a sound
of similar kind is heard which varies with the age, sex, state of health,
activity or repose. The crackling is more rapid in children than in adults,
and still more so than in aged persons. It is more gentle in woman than
» man of the same age, and the crackling sounds (" petillemens ") are in

general twice as numerous as those of roan. There is also a great differ-

ence for different temperaments, and for different seasons and climates.

A singular experiment made with the instrument is to hear a faint and
agreeable harmony which is made at the extremity of the fingers of a
»an asleep, whilst when awake there is only a great discordance in the

bourdonnement." Dr. Collongues supposes that these sounds have
Aeir seat in the nerves.

Artificial Caoutchouc—-This substance is obtained by the action of
cwond of sulphur on oils. On adding to oils an excess of this chlorid,
lh6J become heated and take a consistence more or less viscous • after

*?me days they harden and become friable. With one part of the chlo-
m to nine of the oil, there is a lively reaction, chlorhydric acid is dis-

engaged, and it is all changed into an elastic substance like sponge which
*«*«» in the water. The products are insoluble in water, alcohol, ether,

£«, and sulphuret of carbon; they are attacked neither by ammonia nor

^dilute acids, and are not altered at 150° C. -

nd k
faCtS have been recent]y communicated to the French Academy

21* lowing is a brief statement of the remarks which I have made

of . « ?b
Ject t0 the Academy. " In order to protect the glass stopper

a flask containing chlorid of sulphur from incrustation, I put on it a

Z i

0l\ l was »<* » little surprised on the next day to find the coating

^mpletely
solidified. I soon recognized that the solidihcatio.i had 1,. „

rre<l W the chlorid, and that in general, this compound hardened fatty

^s by modifying them more less. Being' then engaged in other
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researches* I proposed to myself to take up this chance observation at

another time, when I learned by a number of Dingler's Polytechnic Jour-

nal for 1849 that the fact bad also been observed by Mr. Rochleder. The

subject having thus lost for me its special interest, I published it without

making any claims of priority.

" Since then, this observation has been taken up by Mr. Gaumond,

who, by mixing the chlorid of sulphur with the sulphuret of carbon has

made of it several interesting applications. He forms a soft elastic paste,

with which he prepares the ink-rollers of printing presses. This was

in 1852."

At the same session, Mr. Balard communicated the results obtained in

his laboratory by a workman, Mr. Perra, temporarily engaged there;

this was in 1853. The following are some of the results

:

100 parts of linseed oil with 15 to 20 p. c. of chlorid of sulphur gave an

elastic product. With 5 p. c. of the chlorid the oil was thickened

strongly without hardening; in this state it is soluble in all liquid

which dissolve the oils, which is not true of the other products obtained

with the chlorid. On mixing a given weight of linseed oil with thirty

to forty times its weight c"
'

one-fourth of chlorid of si

days. On applying this 1.^

the sulphuret of carbon evaporates immediately and" the solid bodv»

found to be covered with a varnish. ,

,

The chlorid saturated with sulphur is preferable to the pure chlond.

To succeed in these mixtures, it is necessary to put the chlorid quictgy

into the oil, and agitate it, in order to obtain a uniform product »7

degrees it becomes heated ; the oil hardens more or less according to tn

proportions of the chlorid of sulphur. It is necessary to operate wit

only small amounts of chlorid and avoid the elevation of the temper*

ture. When the mixture is perfect, the material is thrown on a poJiw

surface, as a plate of glass : after some minutes, it is done. A
.

cor
.

ne

the
the pellicle is detached with the point of a knife and immediately^

it of sulphuret of carbon, and then introducing

* sulphur, the product remains liquid for several

s liquid to glass, wood, or any other sohdWy,

By inserting a metallic cloth between two plates of t

has obtained plates that were quite durable. With some preca"w
the plates may be made transparent and unalterable in the air

;

to

end, it is only needed to place them in a stove in order to expel the es*»

of chlorid. Cold renders the products hard and brittle. y.
Mr. Perra has not succeeded in making a substance analog?

US *

bie ;

dened caoutchouc. He has colored the material or veined it like m»

and for this purpose the coloring material is mixed with the ou

the chlorid is added.
t «,*

These products made from vulcanized oil are inconvenient foi"?

'

they retain for a long time a disagreeable odor. They are not acted r

by dilute acids or alkalies. In the concentrated state, the alkalies r

* On the cause of the variation of angles in crystals, and on the ison°$£*Q.
homologous compounds. See Comp. Rend. Acad., 1848, and Comp. Bend. l«
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rify them. At 120° C. they become brown, and at a higher temperature
they melt with a black color. For moulding, the material is excellent.

It is in a high degree electric, and may be used for making electrical

plates or the electrophorus. It readily destroys any tissues to which it

may be applied.

Bromid of sulphur has properties analogous to those of the chlorid.

Photochemical experiments.—We have more than once had occasion to

speak of Wiepce d« >\ raoJn, who employs his

leisure in the useful arte. If it shall !>« demonstrated that there is a
fluid analogous to that of cm i Ifog especially over
chemical phenomena, Niepce de St. Victor will have had a prominent
part in the discovery. But a f< .-named the funda-

mental fact that a !
• hr radiation could

act in the dark at a distance on certain bodies, like light which emanated
directly from the suu. The obsei ->stly with a cylin-

der of white pasteboard. Mr. Niepce has just noticed that the paste-

board that has been exposed to the sun, and then has been preserved in
the dark in a cylinder of sheet tin (tinned iron), is still active six months
afterward. This action of the chemical fluid calls to mind radiant heat.

Nitrate of uranium has in a high degree the property of magazining
the chemical fluid. On exposing to the sun, under a photographic proof,

Paper impregnated with nitrate of uranium, and then at the end of a
quarter of an hour, plunging it into a solution of nitrate of silver in the

a positive image immediately appears having the usual maroon
To fix it, it is on "f with pure water. If the

<>f silver ;

, rei | ;u ;,.,|
: v chlorid of gold, the image appears of a

deep blue. These pictures resist the action of the

gold, the image appears <

m of the cyanid of potassium,

therefore far more stable than photographs

cid has this same property, although in a less degree. Heat

l sensibility of the reaction. For on covering with a plate of

to 50° C. both the pasteboard which bears the impression

ti and the leaf of sensitive pap r prepared with chlorid of

i will appear at the end of a few minutes, while at 0° C.

» quires several hours to obtain a faint impress!
One general result of the researches of Mr. 2

Mies which
result of the researches of 1

T»es which preserve the greatest activity with a dose

™*athe exception of the salts of uranium, those which s

I fluorescence.
ihw chemical activity which certain bodies may contract under the

jnuence of the Bun'i neater or less according to

ne nature of tV>« B „i. c *« > ;* l, n « its limits: when a substance has

bached
i

Paper prepared with the nitrate of uranium changes color m the h

*** becomes insoluble; in the dark it is decolorized, and n ' -
>,.-, h

I uf some hours, to be colored again in the light. It reduces

Ml
? <* gold and silver, so ma "> ** m*°\ubte.

A body rendered active by the sun will transmit this activity by <

** "* the dark to another body—tartaric acid, for example.
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Mr. Niepce proposes to investigate whether the permanent activity

communicated to a body by the solar rays is capable of determining the

combination of chlorine and hydrogen, and whether it can be acquired

in a luminous vacuum. An engraving wet and subjected to the sun re-

produces itself on sensitive paper. But if it is covered with some milli-

meters of water, the effect fails, even with a solution of a salt of uranium

or tartaric acid.

After having shown that certain bodies acquire by exposure to the sun,

the property of reducing in the dark, salts of gold and silver, Mr. Niepce

- does not take place av
:

:

Paper is very good for this purpose,

while no action is obtained if we take, for example the edge of a porce-

lain plate which has just been broken ; on impregnating this edge wu

a solution of nitrate of uranium, no effect is obtained in the sun; but

there is an action if we put on the edge a solution of nitrate of silver,

containing a little starch or gum, and then sulphate of iron or gallic acid;

a coloration is seen in the part subjected to the sun ; it is the same

silver be used in place of uranium.

The reagents which Mr. Niepce employs by preference for demonstra-

ting this action of the light are the salts of gold and silver, tinctures ot

litmus and turmeric, iodid of potassium for paper prepared with starcfl.

In many substances that have been exposed to the sun the activity com-

municated is apparent in the insolubility ; it is on a similar principle ac-

quired under the sun's action by gelatine containing bichromate ot po -

that Mr. Talbot has founded his photoglyphy. Heat and hunwW?

promptly cause the loss of this property. . . j

Mr. Niepce cites many examples in which the same results are obtain*

on inverting the course of operations ; thus, a leaf of paper imPreS
n

with gallic acid and exposed to the sun, treated by iodid of' yo

m

gives a feeble image which becomes very decided if subjected to ni

of silver. A sheet of paper impregnated with chlorid of merely

"
, with chlorid of tin, chlorid of

«JJexposed to tne sun gives an image
soda, potash, and sulphuret of sodi

pregnated with chlorid of tin, and exposed
with sulphuret of sodium, chlorid of mercur,

.

and nitrate of silver. A multitude of important

potash, and sulphuret of sodium.
'

' " tin, and exposed i

chlorid of mercury, chlorid of goto (U ^
t facts are still to be aw

from the recent works of Mr. Niepce and v

Reproduction of engravings hy means of Phosphorus.—The^ ^
is exposed to the vapors of phosphorus burning slowly in tbe '^
black parts alone become impregnated with the vapors ;

it is tue ^ $

to a sheet of sensitive paper prepared with chlorid of
^

llver

j^ paper

quarter of an hour of contact, the engraving is repres

by a design formed of phosphuret of silver, which when it is s

decided, resists the action of dilute chemical agents.
.

in a box

The best way of operating consists in placing the engravSd ^th »

in front of a piece of pasteboard whose surface has been ™D
ft»

stick of phosphorus, and which covers one of the sides ot «* J^ be-

necessary to rub the pasteboard with phosphorus at each op ^^
cause if the phosphorus becomes red phosphorus, it produces
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ces or species, it is a subject of gratulation that a French-and-Greek
dictionary has recently been pul a ry is issued by the
publishing house of Hachette. Its authors are three Greek scholars, of
the highest merit, Messrs. Alexandre, Inspector general of the University,
Blanche and Defauconpret, Professors. There is also a complementary
work—a Grseco-French Dictionary by Mr. Alexandre alone.
Bibliography.—At Mallet-Bachelier's, Quai des Augustin, Paris.

lraite d'Optique physique, par M. Billet, Prof, in the Faculty of Scien-
ces at Dijon, tome I.—This work is altogether mathematical, and one of
jne kind has long been needed in France. Prof. Billet, with whom the
higher optics is a specialty, has here published the results of 20 years of
labor. The volume has already gone into the hands of all opticians and
professors of physics.
Cbaw de Physique de VEcole Polytechnique, par M. Jamin. Tome I,

with 270 figures and a steel plate.— Mr. Jam in is Professor in the Ecole
oiytechmque, and in this work he presents the programme of the course
'physics in this celebrated school. From the range of the work it

J'gW well be entitled a General Treatise on Physics, for not only
auterent topics profoundly treated, but also experimental

'

°°T u
Ae aid of tlie theoretical and mathematical.

At Hachette's, Rue Pierre Sarazin, Paris.
Resistance des Materiaux, 1 vol. in 8vo., 2d ed—The first edition of

*»swork appeared in 1853, and has been rapidly exhausted. Before
Preparing the second, its author, General Mom, Director of the Conserv-

l \Jh°
! ^rtS and Trades

> desired to verify by experiment the princi-
p
?'jh«ones, and to this end has made many trials to test the accuracy
the hypotheses admitted in the ordinary theory with regard to the

distance of solids to flexure. He has also experimented on the resist-
nce of sandstone to pressure, on which subject he gives an abstract of

2 tr,als made by the French engineer, Mr. Michelot, on the resistance of

^employed for construction at Paris.

Attn

ClS irA
ffriculture theorique et pratique, par MM. Pavex and RlCH-

i 8vo.—Among its topics, this work reviews

-^ies on the principal points in the culture of lain, ummm

'

Jg an elementary treatise on all departments of agriculture and even

^techny, a science
I

is authority, as we had occa-

"Dictionnaire raisonne d'Agri-

Mathematiques et de Physique, par M. Menu

This is a volume of exercises

s Department of Engineering i

i 8vo.—This is a volume of exercises prepared with

££<«» to students in the Department of Engineering including Mines,

strated by many figures in the text.
_

ut ,

aire Gr> " '
: ' rec

-
2 vok

' £rands m 8m~
s*ork is noticed above.

I80n
e des Cotemporains, par M. Vapfereatt, grand in 4° de

Lio^S* en 2 colonnes.—In this work, the author proposes to give a
feraptucal notice of the most distinguished cotemporary men m all de-
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partments of science, art, industry, literature, politics, and even war. This

colossal work remains in the ' state of composition ' from the beginning to

the end, and therefore open to emendations, until the moment of publica-

tion. Supplements will be published as may be required. The whole dic-

tionary is so put together as to admit of modifications, which must be nu-

merous ; for the good faith of the author has been more than once surprised.

This dictionary is not addressed only to the French, for men of all

lands have a place in it ; and the American reader will find a biographi-

cal notice of the principal men of the State, Art, Literature and Science

mo, avec figures.—Philippe de Gir
spinning linen thread, and the author of many other i:

hibited and appreciated in this small work.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS.

1. On intermitting fluorescence.—J . Muller has observed in platino-

cyanid of barium a peculiar phenomenon to which he has given the

name of intermitting fluorescence. "When a strip of paper is washed

with a solution of the salt in such a manner that on evaporation the sur-

face appears covered with a layer of delicate green crystals and then ex-

posed in a dark room to the spectrum produced by a flint glass pj»

aided by a lens of long focal distance, almost the whole portion onwn^

the blue rays fall appears blue. In this blue portion however, three<i

lated green fluorescent bands appear. The middle of one of these m
corresponds to Frauenhofer's line G ; the two others lie between fr» '

The centres of these bands correspond to the wave lengths O'OQOw »

0-000446ram o-0(H30n»n. Fmm this it appears that rays of these w»

nCQ «f intermediate wave-leng^
ile those of intermediate *aT

J
ie"8

1 green fluorescence begins at tn» I

responds to a wave-length of &tion of the spectrum which corresponds ^ «
0-000410mm No similar phenomenon has hitherto been observed.'

Ann., civ, 649. . ,.^.
2. On the increase in the resistance to electrical conduction w«

pends on temperature.—Clausius has pointed out a remarkable

deducible from the experiments of Arndtsen on the resistance
i

oi

^ ^
at different temperatures. Arndtsen had arrived at the result tna ^
simple metals, with the exception of iron, the resistance increaw'

formly with the temperature and that in the different metals tne or^
ative increase is nearly the same. Clausius remarks that at

numerical results may be expressed by the formula

»,=»o (1+ 0-00366, t), at

in which w
x

is the resistance at the temperature t, w the resists
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0° C. From this it would follow that the resistance of the simple metals
in the solid state to electric conduction, is nearly proportional to the abso-

lute temperature. The author remarks that although this conclusion is

not jet fully borne out by experiment, the numbers obtained being ouly
approximate, it may yet be of interest and serve as an inducement to

3. On the expansion of liquids heated above their boiling points.—
Thilorier found in 1835 that between 0° and 30°
C-> has a mean coefficient of expansion of 0*0142, which is about four
times greater than that of air and other gases. Drion has endeavored
to generalize this observation, and finds, in fact, that other volatile liquids
at temperatures sufficiently above their boiling points, exhibit coefficients
of expansion of similar magnitude. The following are the author's re-
sults for chlorhydric ether and sulphurous acid. The coefficient of ex-
pansion of chlorhydric ether at 0° is according to Pierre 0-00157.
According to Drion the apparent expansion of the same liquid is 0-00360
°f its volume, at 121° C. upon the average for every degree centigrade,
between 128° and 134° the coefficient is 0-00421 of the volume at 128°,
while between 144°-5 and 149°-25 the coefficient is 0-00553 of the vol-
ume at H4°-5. The mean expansion of sulphurous acid between 0° and
18 is 0-00193. Between 91° and 99°-5 the coefficient is 0-00368 of
the volume at 91°; between 108°-5 and 115°-5 it is 0-00463 of the
volume at l08°-5

; between 116° and 122° it is 0-00533 of the volume
Jtll6°; between 122° and 127° it is 0-0060 of the volume at 122°.
«om this it appears that the coefficient of expansion of chlorhydric
ether becomes equal to that of a gas at a temperature of about 125° O.J
'Jat of sulphurous acid equals that of a gas at about 95° C. Above
uese temperatures th« ,U,lAr i very rapidly.— Comptes

On the chemical effects of electric discharges.—Plucker has pub-
usned in successive parts, the results of an elaborate and very interesting

j^estigation of electric discharges in tubes containing rarefied gases.

J
T the details we must refer to the original papers, which do not admit

° condensation, and content ourselves with giving in the author's own
0r<is

,
the results which are most interesting to chemists.

* Certain gases (oxwen, chlorine, bromine and vapor of iodine,)

andT*
m°re 0r less sl0^ with the Platinum of i

-

t
. ,

e ^suiting compounds are deposited upon tin
e glass tube. When the gases are pure we approj

w * Perfect vacuum.
U- Gases which are composed of two simple gases (vapor o

ZrT*' Prot°xyd of nitrogen, deutoxyd of nitrogen, r

chan^I7 "P**** into their components, and t

of tK

ged
» lf they do nc '

3 gases be oxygen (i

gradually

Btano
^uc S*8*33 are composeu oi

w, complete decomposition by the l

?
oxygen going to the platinum of the negative electrode, (sulphurous

io**
01" OX?d > carb°™ acid). Carbonic acid at first split* instantly
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into the lower gaseous oxyd and into free oxygen, which combines grad-

ually with the platinum. Carbonic oxyd gas is then slowly decomposed

by the combination of its 0x3 ive electrode. There-

suits above mentioned, were obtained by means of the so-called Geissler's

tubes, which are simply glass tubes of vaii • :" ;> • LMTitaiiiin;; rai ;

;

gases, and provid< the glass. The elec-

tric currents were partly derived from the electric machine, and partly

from Ruhmkorff 's apparatus. Finally, the results themselves are directly

deduced from the prismatic analysis of the light of the simple and com-

pound gases, the spectrum obtained being simple, or composed of two

distinct and superposed spectra, according as the discharge passes through

a simple gas or a mixture of two.

—

Pogg. Ann., cv, 67. *. o-

5. On a new Law of Binocular Vision; by the Rev. J. Disme, (Proc.

Brit. Assoc, Ath., No. 1615).—The object of the law in question is to

obviate the impel Id sometimes arise from the def-

ence of the pictures in the two eyes. In some cases this difference would

lead to great inconvenience and confusion. It sometimes happens, for

instance, that in looking at a field of view at some distance, objects con-

siderably nearer are so interposed as to present themselves in the picture

formed in one eye and not in the other. Thus, in looking at a landscape,

if the finger or any other object is held before one eye, the ""Hgyj;

from the one retina is superposed in the sensorium on a part of th
e

Ian

scape formed in the other eve. On mere physical pri

be expected to blot out or greatly confuse that part of the IfflW

upon which it was placed; but upon trial this is not found to

case, a3 that part is merely a little dimmer than the rest from being

only with one eye, but is equally distinct and as truly colored.

By various experiments the author had ascertained that this was

suit of a peculiar power of the will, by means of which the mind:§w
bled, when two different images are superposed in the

whichever it pleases, to brin|that object into view, and entirely to^
erate the other,—it sees, in fact, whiche
image, simply by being neglected, becomes invisible. In

the determination of the image to

the will which n of the optic axes ;
but p»

arrangements which were indicated both images may W v^\

effected by the same ao

-_*:„ „«« • hut by ««*»
the will which deten

nents which
1 relation to the optic axes ; and as the predisposition* ^

one or the other is thus obviated, it is made indifferent to tn
H

which of the two images that occupy the same place in the «»

shall see. When these arrangements are made, it is foundW £
efforts of the will r the one or the other w.^
The importance of this law, which enables the mind to select ^
was pointed out in different cases of ordinary vision. It ow ^
difficulty already ? two different pictu"»

ing

same spot; it has not improbably an important influence in P -,.

the general stereoscopic effect ; it also, to some extent, remedies ^ ^
"*'

;ing the picture in the imperfect eye,* ^f squinting, by obliterating the pictu
ot be else done without shutting i

tordinary cases, was also noticed, espe<

1 images on the sight, as 9

shutting it. The effect of the ^'/^^
so noticed, especially in the P^f^ca*
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(see his life by Sir David Brewster). The author pointed out the great

interest of the subject, not only in its practical aspect, but also as having
an important bearing on the connexion between mind and matter.

Prof. Stevelly said that in reference to these permanent impressions on
the retina so well described in the very interesting letter from Sir Isaac

Newton which had been read, he wished to mention a circumstance
which occurred to himself this summer, and which he was entirely una-
ble to account for on any optical or physiological principle with which he
was acquainted. At the' close of last college session he had been in weak
health, and had gone out to his brother-in-law's seat in the country for a
few weeks. While there he had become greatly interested in the economy
and habits of the bees. " One morning, soon after breakfast. t

1

i say, that one of the hives was just beginning to swarm.

,nd I st

easuy coursing hither and thither in most curious yet regular confus

the drones making a humming noise much louder and sharper thai

morning was a beautifully clear, sunny one, and I stood gazing at the

"•'% as they appeared projected against the bright sky, rapidly and t

workers, from whom also they were easily distinguished by their size

;

hut all appearing much larger in their rapid flights than their true size.

In the evening as it grew dark, I again went out to see the bee-hive, into

which the swarm hi and; soon after I

was much surprised to see, as I thought, multitudes of largo flies coursing

about in the air. [ j in-law, who said I must be

mistaken, as she had never seen '> so few flies were
abroad. Soon after, when I retired to my chamber, and knelt to my
prayers before going to rest, I was

'

" % back and for
;ward, between me and the wall, what I now recognized as the swarm of

toes, the drones quite easily distinguishable from the workers, and all in

fapid whirling motion as in the morning. This scene continued to be

present to me as long as I remained awake, and occasionally when I

\woke in the night, nor had it entirely faded away by next night, al-

though much less vivid. This was the first instance I had ever heard of

moving impressions having become permanently impressed on the retina,

Dpr can I give the slightest guess at the modus operandi of the nerve.

Notices of fixed impressions pari
"en dazzled

>
are

J°w common enough. The' Kev. Dr. Scoresby, r*
*'

L,verpooI. h-1 ----- - i--'i-J -< -<* *att

themselves
,

5*» since. I was rtrtett of Belfast with Sir John
J

acneill, the eminent engineer, when he said to me-' what has become

* *y old friend Green, who kept that shop ; I see new people have got

J
Turning suddenly to look at the shop indicated, I was complete 7

*f
ed by the bright reflexion of the sun shining on the new brass-plate

^<Ier the window of the shop, so that for some seconds I could see

2Dg
V

As ^ walked on I soon observed before me in the air the

Jfds ' J. Johnstone & Co '
in blood-red characters, which soon however,

Ranged to other colors. With an exclamation of surprise I stated the

turned back to see whether or not thiswas reaHj Men*

the brass-plate,

simple enough.
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the intense light reflected from the plate, but as I had turned with pain

from it instantly, the part corresponding to the black letters on the plate

had escaped, and as I walked on the red strong light reflected from Bur-

rounding objects on this part became contracted with the darkness, as yet

showing itself on all the surrounding parts of the disordered retina; u

the retina recovered its tone other colors in succession took possession of

the place which at first had been red. Sir J. Macneill then told me that

when first he had gone to reside in London, a murder had been found

out by a similar circumstance. The murderer, then unknown, had been

dazzled by the reflexion of the sun from a bucket of water, which another

man was carrying before him, and soon after seeing in the air what he

took for a bucketfull of blood going before him, he was seized with such

horror that he declared himself the murderer, and disclosed such facts u

brought the crime home to him, so that he was convicted and executed.

II. GEOLOGY.

1. A record of Earthquakes, kept at Silo, Hawaii; by S. C. Lwtf.

(from a letter addressed to Dr. C. F. Winslow, and by him communica-

ted for this Journal).—Jane, 1833. Two slight shocks during the montu.

Oct. 3, 1833.—Two shocks in the night, one quite heavy

Oct. 13.—A shock at 3 o'clock,

Feb. 19, 1834.—At 6 p.m. there

which was almost instantaneously

upset some things in the house, throw the ~.~—
in pans, and throw water out of a pitcher standing in a wash-bowl.

o'clock in the evening there was again a shaking of the earth wmc

lasted only a few seconds.

May 14.—A heavy shock between 2 and 3 p.m. .

Aug. 3.—One at about 4 o'clock, a. m., so heavy as to waken pF"

and cause them some alarm.

March 23, 1835.—One slight shock at 9 A. M. . a

March 26.—Three shocks following each other in quick successio

25 minutes past 6 o'clock a. m.

July 21.—Three shocks during the day.

Sept. 6.—One shock at 2 or 3 o'clock a. m.

June 20, 1837.—A smart shock at 20 minutes before 7 p.m.

Jan. 12, 1838.—A smart shock some time after midnight.

.6 mgni, one quire uw»jr.

p. m., motion quick, up and down,

e was a slight shaking of the earth

r followed by a shock so heary as to

row the cream off from milk standing

I little p»l

o'clock p. m. The first two heavy,

Three shocks in pretty quick succes

The first two heavy, the last slight.

July 9.—A slight shock between 8 and 9 o'clock A. M. ^^
Oct. 16.—Ajar merely, accompanied with

charge of distant cannon.
Nov. 5.—Three shocks during the day, one in the forenoon

in the afternoon.

Nov. 6.—One shock, a few minutes before 10 a. m.

JVov. 7.—A smart shock at midnight, another at twenty mm

3, and another about 4 o'clock a. m. ,. *• „f /



five days following, and then occasional ones during the month, r

"

/ a rumbling sound, <

'"

shock, but I do not recollect the t

i heavy, some of them accompanied by
"waterbva "the rushing of water by a ship. There was one quite heavy

'. do not recollect the time.

Dec. 4.—A distinct though not heavy shock.

Dec. 9.—One shock at 40 minutes before 12 at noon.

Dec. 10.—One shock at 4 o'clock, a. m.

Dec. 12.—A severe shock at 1 o'clock p. m. Stone walls were thrown

down, and plastering a good deal cracked, but no other damage done.

April 7, 1839.—A pretty smart shock at midday.
Feb. 1, 1840.—A severe shock at half past 1 p.m.
May 5.—A slight shock at 4 p. m.

Sept. —.—A shock at 10 p. m.
Oct. 14.—A slight shock between 8 and 9 o'clock p. m.

Dec. 18.—Two smart shocks about 5 a.m., waking us from our slumbers.

March 11, 1841.—Two shocks, one at fifteen minutes before 1, the

other at 20 minutes before 2 p. m. The motion was up and down, gentle

April 5.—A smart shock at 15 minutes past 1 p. m., undulations north

April 7.—At llf p. m. This was the most severe shock we have ever

felt Stone walls thrown down, plastering cracked, and chimney also,

milk was thrown out of the pans and water out of a pail a little more
tjan half full. Motion undulating north and south. In just one hour

there was a trembling of the earth, and after another hour another jar.

May 28.—A shock at half past 7 p. m., not heavy.

June 26.—A shock in the night.
July 3.—A shock between 5 and 6 A. m.

Sept. —.—A smart shock in the night.

Nov. 28.—A shock in the night.
*W. 14, 1842.—A shock at 5 o'clock a.m.
May 15.—A shock in the night.
Aug. 31.—A shock at half past 9 p. m., not heavy.

Nov. 9.—A shock in the night so heavy as to awaken us.

March 8, 1843.—A shock at 7 o'clock p. m.

Apnl 27.—A shock in the night.
July —.—Two shocks during the month. One in the night, or p. m.

Dec. 15.—A shock at 10 a. m.

•£<*. 18, 1844.—A severe shock at half past 6 p. m.

Sept. 1.—A heavy shock between 7 and 8 a. m.

•g«. 21, 1845.—A moderate shock in the night.

*«»• H, 1846.—A slight shock at 7 A. m.

June 15.-A moderate shock in the night.

June 24.—Ditto.
March 29, 1847.—A shock between 9 and 10 A. m.

Oct 4.—A heavy shock about 3 o'clock p. m.

7*. —, 1848.—A heavy shock at 5 o'clock P. M.

Apnl 19.—Two slight shocks about 8 p.m.
July 9.-A severe and protracted shock at 4| A.M.
DK

. 5.^A slight shock at 8± o'clock a. m.
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In 1849, none.

In 1850, only two shocks during the year.

Jan. 12, 1851.—A smart shock at 7 p.m. Premonitory shock, very

distinct.

May 4.—A moderate shock after midnight.
May 11.—A slight shock at 2 o'clock a. m.

July 14,—A heavy shock at 20 minutes past 10 a. m.

Aug. 21.—A moderate shock towards morning.
March 31, 1852.—A very severe shock at 1£ p. M.

Oct. 19.—A smart shock at 4f a. m.

March 2, 1853.—A smart shock at 5 o'clock p. m.

March 8.—A slight shock.

March 11.—A smart shock at 4£ o'clock A. M.

Aug. 26, 1854.—A smart shock at 4 o'clock p. fir.

Oct. 29.—A smart shock at about 8 p. m. Premonitory, distinct.

March 18, 1855.—A smart shock at 8| p. m. Vibrations continuing

several seconds.

May 24.—A protracted tolerably smart shock at about 9 a. m.

June —.—A smart shock at 4% p. m.

Aug. 3.—A tolerably smart shock at 8£ P. M. Motion up and down.

Sept. 17.—A shock at 8 a.m.

Nov. 2.—A smart shock at 7 a. m.

Jan. 8, 1856.—A smart shock at 4 o'clock A. m.

July 8, 1857.—A slight shock at 5£ o'clock, a. m.

July 30.—A severe shock at 1 A. m. Motion undulatory.

Aug. 30.—A slight shock at 1£ p. m.

Sept. 9.—A short smart shock at 9 o'clock a. m.

March, 1858.—One slight shock, time not recorded.

April —.—A protracted and rather heavy shock in the night.

June 8.—A slight shock at 3 p. m.

July 5.—A smart shock or jar at 2 a. m.

This record has been kept simply for my own gratification, and cro

sequently is not in as good a form as it might have been could

known that it would ever have been needed for scientific P^P^rr^
a general thing I noted down the earthquakes as they occurred. >

they have come in the night I have not always known the precise n^-

and when I have been sick the day of the month has sometimes

forgotten. This must account for the imperfect manner inwfiicj
.

record has been kept. I shall endeavor to be more particular m rut »

I would here remark that our earthquakes are never very pro

seldom lasting over a few seconds, and they are seldom violent, uw i

generally sufficiently so to shake our nerves.

Hilo, Hawaxi, Sept 11, 1858. $„
2. Hadrosaurus Foulkii, a new Saurian from the Cretaeeo^oj

Jersey, related to the Iguanodon, (from the Proceedings of tw>
^

Nat. Sci., Philad, 1858, p. 213.)—Mr. Wm. Parker Foulke
.

mw
^

respecting the fossil bones, shells and wood presented oj

;
Hoddoofield Camden 0£$

io of bis neighbors, Mr. J™»



Hopkins, while digging marl upon his farm, about twenty years ago, had
found some bones. These were described as vertebrae, and as being of

large size, and very numerous. Mr. Hopkins being young at the time of

the discovery, and n [in such subjects had permitted

visitors to carry away the fossils; so that none remained in his own pos-

session, nor could he remember the names of any of the persons by whom
the vertebras had been taken. According to his recollection, no head had
been found, nor any other bones than those of the spine, except one,

which was said by him to have resembled in general respects, a " shoulder

blade." It appeared then, not improbable that upon digging around the

old pit, (which was sixteen feet long and eight feet wide,) a head, or at

least a portion of one containing teeth, might be obtained. Considering

the geological age of the formation upon which Haddonfield stands, and
that specimens of Mosasaurus had been discovered in places not very

remote from the village, there appeared sufficient motive for exploration.

Mr. Hopkins with an intelligent appreciation of the object proposed, gave
to Mr. Foulke, with Imission to dig in any part of

the farm, and to take away whatever fossils might be thus procured.

There was some diffi the place of the old excavation.

It had been made in the bed of a narrow ravine, in which a brook flows

eastwardly into the south branch of Cooper's Creek ; but the pit had long
since been filled to the common level of the bed, and it was in like

manner overgrown with grass, shrubs, and young trees, so as to be undis-

tmguishable by the eye. After conference with one of the diggers who
had been employed at the time of the discovery, (whose indication

proved to be inaccurate ) and after a careful survey of the vicinage by
Mr. Hopkins, a party of experienced marl diggers were set at work

;
and

after one day's preliminary trial, the eastern side of the old pit was de-

nted. In conformity with Mr. Hopkins's recollection of the manner m
*J.ch the vertebra lay, the party of diggers was shifted to the western

s'de of the old pit. The superficial deposit overlying the marl here was
°"ly about four feet thick: the ravine being between twenty and thirty

f«*t deep. At nearly four feet further depth, a thin stratum of decom-

posed shells was passed: and at about two feet below this, overlying and

Wermixed with another stratum of shells, the workmen came upon a

Pile of bones-the same now before the Academy. The total depth from

^e surface was between nine and ten feet. * * *
Dr. Leidy stated that the bones, mentioned in the remarks of Mr.

F°ulke, obtained from the marl of Mr. Hopkins's farm, near Haddonfield

*>ew Jersey, and now exposed to the view of the Society, were those of

a h«ge herbivorous saurian. The animal was closely allied to the great

?
tmct Iguanodon of the Wealden and Lower Greensand deposits of

7auT [
the genUS iS

'
however

'

differ6nt
'

aDd f°r
" "

ame

Besi^ a'numbe'r of small fragments, the bones consist of twenty-eight

^jebr*, ffiost] with their
^

es broken away; a humerus, a radius

*»<?, ^ ulna, complete- an ilium and a pubic bone, imperfect; a femur,

* *Wa and a fibula ; two metatarsal bones and a first phalanx, complete

V*-
r* are also in tn« cnlW.tion nine teeth and a small fragment of the
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The bones are ebony black, from the infiltration of iron, and are ex-

ceedingly heavy. Their texture is firm and well preserved ; and they are

neither crushed nor water rolled. In association with them, besides the

shells and wood, were found several teeth of Odoniaspis aniUnchodm.

Most of the specimens of teeth of the Hadrosaurus appear to have

belonged to the lower jaw. These, when unworn and perfect, are about

two inches long, and of all known teeth mostly resemble those of the

Iguanodon. They have a demi-conoidal crown, with a lozenge-shaped

enamel surface directed inwardly, and divided by a prominent median

carina. The upper borders of this surface are provided with short, trans-

verse, tuberculated ridges. The body of the crown outwardly is parabo-

crossed by a slightly elevated crucial ridge with diverging branchlets.

The ridge, resulting from the latter ossification of the dental pulp,?

56 is shield-like in outline, is bordered by

idge, resulting*

harder than the surrounding dentine, and is adapted to

triturating surface. The sides and bottoms of the teeth exhibit the im-

pressions of lateral and inferior successors, and appear to indicate that

the teeth in use, together with those more or less developed within the

jaw, had a quincuncial arrangement.
,

Two of the specimens of teeth perhaps belong to the upper jaw. They

differ from the others in the extraordinary degree of developments the

median carina of the crown. The enamelled surface was perhaps directed

in a reverse manner to that of the lower teeth ; that is to say, outf-
it is likewise lozenge-like in outline, and tuberculated at the lower tor-

rdly is half oval in section.
1J

prolonged from the carina ot W
crown. These teeth also exhibit the impress of successors holding"1

same relative position with one another as in the lower teeth.

The fragment of the lower jaw is a portion of the left dentary Don*

and is three inches in depth. It has an outer parapet wall about^i

inches high, with deep vertical grooves for the support of the tee

No corresponding wall appears to have existed on the inner side o

latter.
. ^

The cervical vertebrae have their bodies prominently convex in „

and deeply concave behind, and would appear to indicate that *»

was correct in assigning similar vertebra;, found in the Wealden dep»

of England, to the Iguanodon. Three cervical vertebra, suspected i

the third, fourth, and fifth, are two and a half inches long at the »ae*

Five succeeding vertebrae, not immediately conjoining the on J

mentioned, and supposed to be anterior dorsals, likewise have «^^
concave bodies. At the sides of the latter they are from 3 to 5J

long, and posteriorly are 3£ inches wide. The sides of their arcn p

a deep pit for the articulation of a rib ; but no articular mark is r -

ot

ble at the sides of the bodies. Two other vertebrae, PerP
aPs

.
P
c0DC4ve

dorsals, have the bodies slightly prominent in front and shg^«y -^

behind; and they are 3£ inches long at the sides, and 4f u»cM»

posteriorly.



The caudal vertebrae possess articular surfaces for chevron bones ; and
the specimens we possess, from different parts of the tail, give the follow-

ing succession of measurements of their bodies : length 2£ inches, breadth

5 inches; length 3 inches, breadth 4£ inches; length 3 inches, breadth

H inches; length 2f inches, breadth <L\ inches; length 2£ inches,

breadth If inches. From the gradation of size of seventeen specimens
in the collection, it may be estimated that there were originally about
fifty vertebra; to the tail. This number may be too great by about ten,

but certainly not more.
A caudal vertebra from near the middle of the tail has its arch and

spinous process complete. The two latter together measure 11 inches
long from the body, which is 4£ inches deep. The addition of a chevron
bone would indicate the tail of the animal, at its middle, to have been
between one and a half and two feet in depth.
The humerus is perfect, and is 23 inches long. Its breadth at the

tuberosities, between which the head projects midway, is 1 inches. The
snaft above is compressed from without inwardly ; its lower part is cylin-
dr°id, and near the middle of the bone measures 9f inches in circumfer-
ence. At the condyles the transverse diameter is 5£ inches. Only a
Tery short and narrow medullary cavity occupies the centre of the shaft.

Both bones of the fore-arm are solid. The ulna is 23 inches long, and
7 lnches in circumference at the middle. The radius is 20 inches long,

A very great disproportion exists between the bones of the fore and
Jmder extremities. So much is this the case, that I was at first inclined
t0 believe they belonged to different animals. The disproportion is even

greater than in the Iguanodon, as indicated by comparison with the re-

nins of an individual of the latter, in the British Museum, known as
»e Maidstone specimen.

P»e ilium has its two extremities broken away, and in its present con-

ation is 27 inches j Ita gacral articular surface is 12 inches long

V thre« inches thick. The breadth of the bone, opposite the latter sur-

v v
from 7 to 9 inches. A bone, which I suspect to be the pubic, but

*n.'ch appears to correspond with that of the Maidstone Iguanodon de-

[Jbed as the clavicle, is 26 inches long in its present state; one end

°«Jg
broken away. The remaining pubic extremity is 10* inches wide.

.

Jne thigh bone is 40 inches long; its breadth at the head and adjoin-

y trochanter is 9 inches: its breadth at the condyles is 8 inches; and
h
« anteroposterior diameter of the internal condyle is 10 inches. The

**ft » quadrate, and provided at its middle portion internally with a

\
rge trochanter. The circumference of the shaft just above the latter is

'inches;
just below it, 15 inches. The condyles in front enclose a arge

**neu terminating a groove descending from the shaft. Posteriorly, at

^bottom of the intervening notch, they enclose a smaller foramen

^medullary cavity is of large size, and extends about half the length

">• shaft through its middle portion- . . .

,

Anemia
is 36£ inches long; its breadth at the upper part is 11

vtT' •

a
?
d ita brea*th below is 10 inches. Its shaft is narrow and

cPindroid at the middle where it measures llf inches m circumference.

EC0ND SERIES, V0L. XXVn, NO.80.-MABCH, 1S59.
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dullary

The two metatarsal bones are of robust proportions and are eacn aooui

11 inches long. The proximal phalanx of a toe is 6 inches long, and 5{

inches broad at base.

If we estimate the number of vertebra; of the trunk of Hadrosaurus,

to have been the same as in the recent Crocodile and Iguana; the

number of sacral vertebra? to have been the same as in the Iguanodon,

and the number of caudal vertebrae to have been fifty ; the whole num-

ber of vertebras would have been eighty. A calculation of the length o

the specimens of vertebrae in our possession, with a proper allowance oj

separation by intervertebral fibro- cartilages, and an addition ot two an

a half feet as an estimate of the length of the head, would give, as tie

total length of the animal, about twenty-five feet.
,

The great disproportion of size between the fore and back parts ot the

skeleton of Hadrosaurus, leads me to suspect that this g

ivorous lizard may have been in the habit of browsing, sustaining its*'

kangaroo-like, in an erect position on its back extremities and tail.

we, however, frequently observe

responding parts of the body of

without any tendency to assume such a position as that menuo

not improbable that Hadrosaurus retained the or

which has been suspected to

,. in the extinct batrachian of an earlier period, the Lâ "
rm^

Hadrosaurus was most probably amphibious ; and though its

were obtained from a marine deposit, the rarity of them m «*'

leads us to suppose that those in our possession had been carnea

the current of a river, upon whos<= banks the animal lived.
imi

Occasionally un nts of huge bones have
^

in the green sand of New Jersey, (of which we have severat 11

1

lection of the Academy,) which I suspect to belong to ^°.ar
.

tes ,

One of these specimens exposed to the view of the members,:m^
much larger individual than the one whose remains have bee y

this evening. kHowm011
'

The species I would respectfully propose to dedicate to our iei ^
ber, W. Parker Foulke, than whom none of our number is mor

in the advancement of the great objects of this Academy.
of ^

3. Ichnolofftj of New England: A Report on the Sandston^

Connecticut Valley, especially its Fossil Footmarks, made to
ocK ,

ment of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts by Edward j" „
Professor in Amherst College. 220 pages 4to, with 60 quax v ^ ^
Professor Hitchcock has here given us a revision ot ms » ^ long

subject of the Connecticut River Footmarks, in which he>» jx*
and successfully labored, and, besides, has added a large a ^
material and many fine plates in its illustration. The volumeop ^
a bibliography containing a list of all publications on Am

i ^^
Footprints. The characters, conditions, and origin of the s

{os5U

discussed, and following these pages, the descriptions ot tne

imprints. , that &
On the age of the sandstone Prof. Hitchcock conclude . ^^

upper half of the sandstone,—that east of the trap range ot



—is not older than the Lias ; and that the Virginia and North Carolina

beds are of equivalent age ; the lower half of the same sandstone, which

may be a mile in ; the measurements of Prof. H.,

are thick enough to embrace the Tri. ssic and Permian ; but no evidence

has been obtained that the Permian is represented.

Since the discovery of the Permian in the west as a direct continua-

tion of the Carboniferous beds, and as the closing part properly of the

Carboniferous system, it has become more apparent, we think, that the

beds on the Atlantic border fro ley to North Caro-

lina, belong to a later period. The elevation of the Appalachian moun-
tains appears to have closed the Palaeozoic era, and thus separates the

Permian period, the last of the Carboniferous age, from the Triassic, the

first of the Reptilian. The observations of Prof. Hitchcock tend to con-

firm this view, for the rocks all appear to belong to one system : the fos-

sils of the upper half are as recent probably as Lias ; and no trace of a

Permian species has been found in any of the beds.

The footprints are referred to Marsupialoid animals (5 species) ; Birds

(31 species) ; Orriithoid reptiles, or reptiles walking on their posterior

fet (12); Lizards (17): B-Urachiar (16); Chelonians (8) ; Fishes (4)

;

Crustaceans, Myriapods and Insects (19); Annelids (10)—in all 123
species, more than double the number announced ten years since. The
reference of some of these species to the special division in which they

occur is still quit.: I
Litchcock states, especially the

Chelonmn and Marsupialoid tracks I; is not possible to present the

arguments respecting them satisfactorily in a brief notice, and they

would be imperfectly appreciated without figures; we therefore refer

our readers to the work The question whether any of the tracks were

aade by birds has s
' it has been found that same

species (placed among the M«

8

" ! '

'

M
j

•'" ! *P
t!l>an) had 3-toed re teet

-
The de~

*riptioM of the specie are given rith much detail and illustrated by

characteristic figures, ' r «* interested to pursue the

subject and work out their own conclusions, where those of the author
a[e not deemed satisfactory. It

" lie of the gener
,

a

?f reptiles are identical with those tuat havo been made out from fossils

m furope. Much is to be learned respecting the tracks of living am-
aals,and the variations for running walking and standing, before the

Object will be exhausted. .„ , ...
*** lchnological Cabinet at Amherst contains a magnificent display

ot specimens, and il
h*d done nothing more than

*>"ect this cabinet, he would have made his mark on the science of geol-

°P- In pronouncing the display magnificent we speak advisedly. I he

£ b,

J
et is by no melns feirly treated in a sketch on one of tne plates.

Tl* hall is ioo feet long and 30 l lrom one en
?

to

L
h

Lf^ with slabs of vario,y • Of the huge Bronto

TVT Series of the la"er °
12* h/nd-like hind feet of t

eirjht feet and upwards in

5~Brontozoa andOtozoa there are many specimens;

r of eleven tracks covers a slab 30 feet long

f the Otozoum are 20 inches long.
.
There

^ a few tracks of the fore-feet of Out
UtU

* less than half the 1,\ length of the hind feet; they show that 1
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mal sometimes brought its anterior limbs to the ground though generally

walking on the posterior pair.

The delicate tracks of insects or crustaceans are also remarkable.

There is a specimen with impressions of what appears to be a neurop-

terous larve, although of doubtful relations. The Cabinet contains speci-

mens of all the species that have been discovered in the Connecticut

valley. The number of tracks on all the specimens collectively is not

less than 8000, averaging 68 tracks for each species.

4. Geological Survey of Canada. Report of Progress for 1857. 240

pp., 8vo. Toronto, 1858. Sir W. E. Logan, Geologist.—This valuable

Report includes notices of the Laurentian rocks about the mouths of the

French River, the Huronian and other rocks of Echo Lake, and the lime-

stone of Bruce Mines, by A. Murray, Esq. ; on the Magdalen river and

Lake St. John and its deposits, by James Richardson; on the modern

fauna of some localities, by R. Bell; on Canadian Graptolites, by James

Hall ; Pateontological Report by E. Billings ; on the composition of some

Dolomites, and the origin of magnesian limestone, and on Fish manure, by

T.S. Hunt; and an abstract of telegraphic observations for longi^by

wood-cuts illustrating the differ-

(Saxicava rugosa) occur on Belle

lat. 48£° and long. 7l£ ,) at a height of probably 200 to 300 leet w*»

the sea ; also on River St. Alphonse, about four miles above its entra

into the upper part of Ha-Ha Bay, about 150 feet above the sea.

recent researches of Mr. Hall on Graptolites have already been nooceu

this Journal. Mr. Billings describes new species of corals, and new ge

and species of bivalves from the Silurian of Canada, illustrating sot

of the latter by figures; and besides he presents important compa

between the rocks of Canada and New York. The researches or ^
Hunt on dolomites are of much interest, and we propose to ci

them in another number.
T

im v0 |.

5. The Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society of LM^ ^
xiv,Part4,No.56.-This new number contains the conclusion *

annual address of the President, also the important papers w^Jjfc,
Geology of the United States by Dr. J. J. Bigsby, (which, ^'^n

and

their great length, we should be pleased to reproduce in thisJou y^.
a paper by Mr. H. C. Sorby on the microscopic structure oi

tals, besides other shorter papers. . i without

We cite here the conclusions to which Dr. Bigsby haS arrlV

^al
pals-

wishing to endorse all as they stand. They relate to the ce
\_ ^

ozoic basin or area of Middle North America. They are in pa ^
to what has before been presented in this Journal and elsewHere, ;

writers. . -nd-DefO-

1. That, whatever may be the case elsewhere, the Silurian a
uS

nian systems of New York are parts of one connected and na ^
period—the product of successive and varying Neptunian age

<^
ting in waters which deepened westward from the Atlantic,

wards from the Laurentine chain on the north.
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2. That from the Catskill group (Old Red Sandstone) downwards through

the whole series, to the Potsdam Sandstone, there is perfect and close

conformability, and no such unwonted change in fossil life as to constitute

a systematic break, except at one place—the Oriskany Sandstone, the

base of the Devonian in New York,—there being no break of like im-

portance at the Oneida conglomerate period, contrary to an_ opinion

towards which able geologists are now inclining,—an opinion which leads

them to consider the break at the Oneida conglomerate as systematic.

3. All the palaeozoic groups of New York slowly pass one into the

other by gradation of mineral and organic characters, with easily ex-

plained exceptions.

4. The palaeozoic strata of New York are comparatively thin. They
seem to have lost in thickness what they have gained in extension.

5. De Verneuil rightly divides the New York groups into two great

classes,—the "constant" and the "local." Among the former are Pots-

Among the latter are

onglomerate, &c. This

1 division.

6. That it is both convenient and natural to divide the Silurian and

Devonian systems of this State each into three stages,—the division

dam Sandstone, Trenton Limestone, and Niagara,
the four lower Helderbergs, and perhaps Oneida <

is a useful division.

of its sediments, from their innumerable

«inute alternations, and from the organic poverty prevailing.

8. That the presence of Oneida conglomerate in New York does not

necessitate a change of name for all the strata below it (of "Cambrian"
for instance;) because a conglomerate does not always indicate systematic

change,—not even if there be volcanic intercalation, provided there is

conformableness, and some community of fossils.

The Oneida conglomerate seems to be local, is supernumerary, and

only found at present on the east of Middle North America.

.

9
- The hardening and crystallizing effect of u

ln
Joe neighborhood of hypogene rocks.

!0. The New York basin exhibits few upli

Magnitude; no - a series

"? flypogene beds, as in Bohemia, Wales, <fec. JN either has it

alternating volcanic grit (conformable,) save in the Potsdam
^ke Superior

,
This basin has a « lay" or position of its own, as a number of undulating

*«*• of sediment, dipping slightly to the southwest, here and there

g""d by a peak of crystalline rock, and in certain regions raised into

toree broad low domes of great length.
, , x .. ,

»; The sedimentary roL of this basin have submitted to two kind,

f
Plutonic disturbance, independent of each other, and acting at distant

»*"*
: 1st, that of s'ecuJor slow oscillation du„ng deposi ,on

;
2nd,

So d5sturbance arisinS from P^oxysmal uplifts long alter their com-

<W- ^e whole Silurian a*d Devonian serIeS
-

f SiT^}fnS
\
dn^^Position, sunk to the depth of 13,300 feet, it is submitted as a query

wh*her it does not seem necessary to suppose that they were elevated
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into their present position by the post-carboniferous uplift,—such agency

being sufficient to produce all the observed phenomena, and the effects

diminishing westwards from the central line of disturbance. No other

agency is known to me, although hinted at by [some] American ge-

ologists.

13. It is a remarkable fact that brine-springs exist in considerable

quantity in the mi
. a group or two below

the Onondaga salt-springs of the upper stage, and three palaeozoic sys-

tems below any salt deposits in Europe.
14. That the form and direction of the five great Canadian lakes are

not due originally and mainly to the passage of loaded waters over their

site, but that they follow the outcrops of their containing sedimentary

rocks ; changes in shape and size having, nevertheless, occurred since.

15. The contours of the valley of the St. Lawrence generally (to

1

"n

! altitudes

assumed westward, in slope> •

Silurian and Devonian

strata, the lowest or most ancient being on the east. This is beautifully

evidenced in the rocks forming the basins of the great Canadian lakes.

16. That some of tbe groups, during and after deposition, were sub-

atmospheric, presenting the conditions of dry land and shallow waters for

long and varying periods—and that, together with the marine life they

supported, they enjoyed the influences of the sun and other meteorological

agencies. This is indicated by animal tracks, sun-cracks on ancient

shores, the short ripple-marks of a chopped sea, impressions of reeds

waving in running water, and by the presence of bog-iron-ore. This B

conformable with what took place in the carboniferous, permian, tnasic,

liassic, oolitic, wealden, and later periods. Denudations also occurred to

most of the groups to a large extent.

17. That in New York, as elsewhere, there is an intimate connexion

between fossils and their sediment or habitat. The calcareocolous
ani-

mals are always found in limestone more or less pure, and the arenicolou

in sandstone more or less pun rch as usually happ*

with respect to locomotive animals. The calcareocolous are every

w

the most numerous. It is true that molluscs are the principal agent*

the deposition of calcareous sea bottoms ; but these latter greatly »

afterwards the multiplication of individuals.
, We

18. That the iron-ore which we so frequently see investing inverteDr*

remains, had access to them after their death and sepulture. -
^

19. Every group, as established by the State Geologists of
J
eW J

is a distinct centr. ,1m or community of anin»

beings, which may be called epochal, so marked are the differences.

The majority of these existences always perished at the end oi

group when certain deposits ceased, because the new sediment, w
•

new and peculiar flora (and for other reasons,) was only able to no

.
of the old molluscs.

. , fon]r
20. la New York the species of fucoids occupy and are typical <K

one group. ,.
s

21. All the individual existences are perfect at once, from the *n

aawn of- hfe
, m their organization and social relations.
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:
22. It is a great thought, that throughout the incalculably long succes-

sion of fossiliferous deposits, palaeozoic or more modern, all animal and
vegetable life was constructed upon tbe same idea of innervation, organs
of sense, sup;- ion, Ac

23. Tbere is another kind of life-centre—tbe geograpbic, belonging to

one and tbe same group. This forms numerous separate provinces linked

together by a few common fossils, and displaying extraordinary variety.

This principle or regulation is < verywhere. Bohe-
mia and Scandinavia have scarcely a Silurian fossil in common. One
half of the Russian and Irish fossils, and two thirds of those of New
fork, are new and peculiar. Even the east and west sides of the small

Wales and England investigated by Prof. Philips dinVr rc-

KabJy m their population. We see this in the American Tertiariea

24. Contrary to tbe opinion of Mr. D. Sharpe, the mollusc having the

greatest vortical rai aizontal extension, being found
in the most distant regions.

25. There is no evidence of multiplication of species by transmutation.

26. Fossils may be contemporaneous in geological age, without being

contemporaneous';/, u „, a< ..'.mi... : h understood.
Geological age is partly determined by fossil evidence. Now, the pres-

ence of Jiving beings (subsequently fossil) depends on mineral and other

conditions, such as temperature, depth, currents, &c, which were nowhere
<ne same for large spaces, but were always undergoing changes from
Plutonic and other causes—changes always more or less local and limited,

^e deposits being thick or thin in places : so that the universal scheme
of palaeozoic life was not everywhere worked up to the same point ;

here

Preparations were making for Lower Silurian deposits,—there for the
c Pper, or Devonian, and so on. Thus isochronism was perhaps not

common.

27 The principles of recurrency, succession, increment, and relative

abundance of fossil species are the same in New York, Wales, and else-

wb^ modified by local circumstances.
_

- Kecurrency, or reappearance in different strata, is at the same time

7s measure of viabil I

-
»' connexion in the groups of

J

trat* It is a kind :
l!lt [l ' :it the &oxxV* belonS

f°
one and the same order of things. It may have been partly caused

^migration.

^currency is not so common in New York as in Wales,—in other

^ords, vertical range is longer in Wales. Great depth is an obstacle to

e existence or t
atures.

Everywhere, on the eastern as well as on tbe western continent,

T sanie fossils, of all orders and kinds, appeal
Very kw Crustacea and a Lingula or Oboh

patting of fucoids, appear at what now seems to be the dawn ot

Jew some Gasteropoda, a few Cephalopoda, and a few Brachiopod

^ third group frODi below (Chazy). But in the.fifth giouj
>
from be.u

fenton,) multitudes of Zoophyte, Bryozoa, Brachiopoda {wsSpmfm
}*faocerata, and Trilobites spring forth; but not a Lamelhbranchial

) be tbe dawn of life

;

> advent of a new deposit; but,
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30. There is a close similarity in New York i

ment and decrement of Zoophyta, Bryozoa, Echinodermata, Brachiopoda,

&c. ; that is, these fossils are numerous and few at the same points of the

Silurian scale.

31. The same genera, species, and amount of individuals abound or

are few in the countries just named. Brachiopoda, Crustacea, Ortho

cerata, are many ; Lamellibranchiates few. The extraordinary opulence

in fossils of the Rhenish Devonian strata does not obtain in New York.

In New York, however, according to our present list, the Lower Silurian

stage is the most fossiliferous ; in Wales, it is the Upper. Future dis-

coveries may change this condition of things.

32. A remarkable feature in the uppermost four groups of New York

Siluria (the Lower Helderberg) is the substitution in them of limestone

? mud of the Welsh J "

I of Wales a

has given them a Wenlock character. But i

the Ludlow and Wenlock groups
—74 out of 311 species of orga
IT Ir nearly one quarter.

shall not proceed at present with these inferences i

Devonian system, although there is no want of interest. I may just re

mark that many Silurian Brachiopoda and some other molluscs wo

.

themselves up into the Devonian as representatives of a common period.

;he Carboniferous system,

1 De Verneuil to be not uncommonly
The great ruling zoological principles of the Silurian system are con-

tinued into the Devonian ; but in the latter we have the introducuoii»

Vertebrates in profuse variety, and of new and complex types of In*3"*

brates in unwonted abundance, the old forms dying out. ,

6. Report of the State House Artesian Well at Columbus, W<>, J

W. W. Mather. 42 pp., 8vo., Columbus, 1859.—The Artesian ^m
Columbus had reached a depth of 1858 feet early in last D^mb

"\l|.

the first 23 feet the material passed through was sand, clay and
I

g»»
then 15 of slate and 14 feet of Columbus limestone referred to the j*

nian; 115| feet Columbus limestone, probably Upper Silurian P*

this 277 feet, the blue limestone of Cincinnati; then 187 feet
[ g

o3

depth of 764 feet,) limestone shales with salt water at 675 feet; tnw -

rf

feet of greenish marley slates, probably equivalent to the Utica s

New York. Prof. Mather observes that " if the Cincinnati or iJU»

stone be the equivalent of the Trenton
river group, there must be a great depth
no traces exist in New York, Pennsylvania, or other States aroun"

id he inclines to regard the Blue limestone as Upper Silurian, MM

' facts.

"if the Cincinnati or ^«-

nestone, Utica slates and^
i of mud rock in Ohio, of

J**
tnia, or other States siwj**

;one as Upper Silurian, MM*

ippeal to facts. . .
Dd

par E. Desor. 1 «*-.»*[&.

8vo plates. Paris and Wiesbaden,^
iow of Neufchatel, is devoted to w .

iptions of 1415 species of &£»$*
r of fine figures on the 44 crowded p*

settling the question by a sufficient appeal to facts. ,

Synopsis des Echinides Fossiles ; par E. Desor. 1 vol. Kft

*upp. 8vo, with 1 vol. of 44 8vo plates. Paris and Wiesbaden,.i

-This work by Mr. Desor, now o:

Schinid*, and contains description w
ges, with a very large number of fine figures o
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I. Brititk National Museums of Natural History.—The separation of
the Natural History collections at the British Museum from the library
r.nd antiquities, seems to be inevitable at no distant period. An influen-
tial memorial, addressed by lea Chancellor of the
Exchequer, strongly recommends this separation to be effected at the
present time

; and it is thought that the recommendation will be adopted.
It is proposed to establish separate museums of zoology, botany, and
mineralogy, and even to divide each of these into a typical or popular,
'•! economic, and a scientific department, the two former open always to

"• pawns, Uw latter to men of science. The zoological and perhaps the
m.neralogical collections it ja ,. in some part of
Undon or the immediate vicinity, probably at Kensington Gore; the
botanical collection would of course go to Kew, where the national bo-
wnical garden,—brought to a high state of perfection under Sir Win.
l

- "»'Ts hii;.crinlcndcMir«\—and a large museum of economic botany,
most successfully est

, |y exist. There is likewise an

"<s some years ago presented to the estab-
Mttmeot by Mr. Bentham. There also is the great herbarium of Sir

^
m. Hooker, perhaps the largest in the world,—certainly far larger than

nv other ever formed in one lire time, or by a private person, and the one
Jich for the last twenty years has n any other to the
avancement of the science. For almost 20 years the Hookerian herbarium

*" *~"~2 than the Royal Gardens—has made Kew the head-quai

consulted under proper
latest botanist or' |

: i collections for a
garter of a century have not contributed to the advancement of botany

ay tuing like 1 1

-'

.irium, and its de-

a ^

ed
' generous-sr.ii • under have done. How such

^ast herbarium can have been collected and maintained, in perfect

easy t
°
rder

'
hy

'
" ,ncanS

'

Jt is not

^ilTCe
-

VG -
'

J r- important for science

R»?i « ma,n m P
acquired by the

2^4 Government herbarium, with
-quate provision

.
he Banksian and

2z ?pec,al ««U«el
i

i* ^ould be kept
Mnct)—

vv in form an unrival|ed scien tific botanical museum. a. q.

-•On the Coiling of Tendrils; by Prof. Gray.—As much as twenty

7 !;\ M ],i - . of tendrils 'resulted from an
' ' ex. it- 1 by contact.' In 1850 he remarked that this view has

put

n0
.
I)articu^r approval to boast of, yet that nothing better has been

»e o^tk
8 P,ace

'
" ' of his ndmirable 15ttle treat*

Ktol\? Ve
ffetable Cell (contributed to Wagner's Cyclopadia of Phys-

»Seo •
k" efly says :

' In my opinion, a dull irritability exisU in the
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stems of twining plants and in tendrils.' In other words, he suggests

that the phenomenon is of the same nature, and owns the same cause

(whatever that may be) as the closing of the leaves of t

at the touch, and a variety of similar movements observed m plants.

The object of this note is to remark that the correctness of this view may

be readily demonstrated. .

For the tendrils in several common plants will coil up more or less

promptly after being touched, or brought with a slight force into eontac

with a foreign body, and in seme plants the movement of coiling is

rapid enough to be" directly 'deed consideraU

quicker than is needful for being visible. And, to complete the
:

parai ei,

as the leaves of the Sensitive-pk it, and the like, after closing by irrita-

tion, resume after a while their ordinary expanded position, so the e

drib, in two species of the Cucurntacecx, or Squash family, expend
nnrm orimwAillnr,- in nniKSPmiMlf of .', touch. V- ill lUlCOll HltO 3 StrftlgU

quickly than before ; and

four times
'

tJis maybe repeated three

My cursory observations have been principally made upon ™
Cucumber ISicyos angulatus). To see the movement well, ™*&

and outstretched :
i reached any support, snou

selected, and a warm day ;
11° Fahr. is high enough. .

A tendril which :lt tafip

' llde
gently touched once or twice with a piece of wood on the upp ^
coiled at the end i

tion began after an interval of several seconds, and fully bait o ui

ing was° quick en.
Altera kttte*

than an hour had elapsed, it was found to be straight again. ^ ^
**H was repeated,

'' !d °
a
, nuarter in

lingberjan within fuiu second ai 1 mad, on. circle and a q
q

"int.fnnr ewnrU Tt h.ad strai. itemed asrain in an hour ana
yni{about four seconds. It had straii itened

utes (perhaps

touched rather firmly, but not so qui.

turns in half a minute. I have indications of the same rn ^
the tendrils of the grape-vine ; but a favorable day has not

(

the experiment - V direct?L a contr

ject. I have reason to think that the movement is caused by a

^
tion of the cells on the concave .

: de of the coil, but i nau* .

opportunity for making a d

of the America,. ; -
n~< P"

J
'

1 f tt

3. An Essay on the Tape S a
t
f Weal&

Nature, Orgai

- byP.F.WraNLAND ,
Ph.D-tc -1"

of all species of H<
a l wood

bridge, Mass., 1858.' "Metcalf & (Jo.—Dr. Weinland
!

s ^L^Ss"t»f
a11 subjects connected with Intestinal worms, and especially t

^ n\u^\
"""1

whole
!**•*
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i i more strange than
facts have not been in this Journal, we cite a fe

"Every butcher is acquainted with the disease in the muscles of the
domesticated hog, denominated 'measles,' and calls the flesh of such a
hog 'measly pork.' It has long been known that those pea-like whitish
globules (measles) contain a curious animal, namely, the perfect head
and neck of a tapeworm, ending however, not in the long, jointed body
ot the regular tap-v-Mii. bi:t in a wat -r-bladder. No traces of repro-
ductive organs are to be seen. Such maasles are found not only in-the
nog, but also in other animals, where they are better known under the
name of Hydatids. For example, they are very often met with in the
liver of rats and mice ; in the mesentery of the hare ; and even, though
more rarely, in the muscles of man ; and those of the latter have turned
out to be of the same species (< uudolphi) as those
round in the hog. All the different species of this sort of hydatids are
*nown m science under the generic name of CysUce,cm.
Again, other hydatids, varying from the size of a pea to a diameter of

several inches, are occasionally found in the lungs, the liver, and other
organs of man, but more frequently in the liver and lungs of our domes-
ticated Ruminants, such as oxen, sheep, and goats. These hydatids are
roundish bladders ol , containing a watery fluid, in
which swim many v tin fa,

as a good

y
•" sflow, a well-developed head and neck of a Taenia, inverted into

a Wtie bag. This kind of hydatid, also, has been considered as a dis-

^t genus of intes. . Eddnococcus.
Agam, a disease . Hm brain of sheep, producing

vertigo (German, Dnla,; I ix-nch, Uj\ • '*)• This was ascertained, years
to be caused by another sort of hvdatid, app<

Cys

ago,
|

often of several inc « and Echino-

^
ccus, filled with a watery fluid. On the outside of these bladders are

«tached a number (often hundreds) of tapeworm heads, all retractile into
»

'

inside of the bladder by inversion like the finger of a glove. This
hydatid was considered by zoologists as a third genus, called Ccenurus.

t

^ese three gei coccus, and Ccenurus, formed
yj'l recently an order in the class of intestinal worms, called Cystica

gadder worms, or Vesicular Worms). But we now know that all of
l™ group are merely larves of tapeworm* and that the whole order of

g**, being composed of larves of Cstoidea, must therefore be dropped
Pour zoological system.

r
ih's important discovery wa« mada as follows. Ephraim Gotze, a

^uan clergyman
,

I *t century, had noticed a sin-

r"r S1uiilarity between the heads of some Cysticerci and those of some

E!0rm3
" He b*d particularly nedced this similarity between the

foS°
rm 0f tbe cat (Tcenia crassicolis,) and the Cysticercu* winch is

onl-
1

!
the liver of ie rat ft*. I

radons). C. T.

<al lt
bold

' the m°st noted helm '
**»«** l &«

tW o
Dg

' aud in !848 had already Eluded to the possibility that all

In hi
yStica miSht be nothing but undeveloped or larval tapeworms.

°» system, however, he still recogn.zed the Cystica as a distinct order
1

aelminths s
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In the year 1851, F. Kuchenmeister first proved by experiment that

»

certain hydatid when brought into a suitable place, is developed into a

tapeworm. He fed a dog with the hyd
found in the mesentery of the hare, and on dissecting the dog, after a

number of weeks, found these Cysiicerci alive in the small interim.

They had, however, lost their tail-bladder, and the neck had begun to

form the joints of a true tapeworm, which worm had been long well

known as Tcenia serrata, and as common in the dog. How, one dis-

covery followed another. Governments, scientific institutions, and wealthy

farmers furnished the money and animals to carry on the experiments on

a large scale. Siebold fed a dog with the Echinococcus of the ox, and

thus raised the Taenia Echinococcus, Siebold. It was also found in the

same way that the Ccenurus from the brain of sheep is the larve of

another Tcenia of the dog, Tcenia Camurus, Siebold.

Now the question, whence does man get his tapeworm ? was ready to

be answered. It had been observed that the hydatids of the hog, cor*

monly called "measles" (in the zoological system, Ct/sticerc u G
'

have exactly the same head as the common tapeworm of man {Twin

Solium, L.) ; and after the experiments mentioned above, in relation to

the different tapeworms of dogs, a doubt could hardly exist that Cym-

cercus Celluloses of the hog was the larve of the common human tapewm

(Tcenia Solium). Kuchenmeister, who wished to make sure of the fact,

made the experiment upon a criminal who was soon to be executed, ana,

as was to be expected, with perfect success. Measles taken from ire*

pork, and put into sausages which the criminal ate raw, at certain inter-

vals before his death, were found again, in the post-mortem examination,

as tapeworms in ages of development,

according to the intervals in which the measles had been taken.

^
Thus it became clear, that all hydatids are tapeworm jarves, w »

when swallowed with the animal, or a portion of it, in which^toey •

by another anima :me of the latter.*

Now the opportunity for experiments was again open in ano
y
ier

',

tion. If the tapeworm embryo developed its scolex or head by mm

budding, it was likely that those animals having hydatids Sot
.J

e
J°,Lei

ing the eggs of the species of tapeworm to which those hydatids Dei -fj

And this has been proved by experiment. Goats fed with <jgg»«
rf

Tcenia Echinococcus got the Echinococcus ; sheep fed with the «0
^

Tcenia Ccenurus, got the Ccenurus in their brain ; healthy young <gr;

with the eggs of the human tapeworm got the measles. Kuchen -

Siebold, Van Beneden, Gurlt, Luschka, Wagener, Leuckart, W
and others, have the merit of tracing this interesting development

their further investigation, it became moreover evident,

also, with its many heads, originated from one embryo, which, en»jjn»

greatly, throws out as buds from its interior, not one, but many »

moreover, that the process is also exactly the same m f
chinoC^ ft*

cept that in this hydatid the scolices free themselves after a wm
;j

the internal walls of the bladder, and thus swim in the fluid contain

the bladder, the latter itself being simply the enlarged embryo. ^
But the zeal of these investigators did not rest here. V *" ^

gets by chance the eggs of the Tcenia Ccenurus of the dog row
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ach, how do the embryos hatching from those eggs reach a suitablo place

for their development into hydatids, which place is, in the sheep, the

brain ? It had been erroneously assumed that they bored with their

spines recta via from the stomach through all the tissues and organs until

they reached the brain. Acco the embryos of the

Taenia would have to go from the stomach into the muscles ; in the rat,

into the liver ; and in the ox, into the lungs ; for it is only in these par-

ana that these hydatids are found.

R. Leuckart, however, discovered the way in which the embryos actu-

ally reach their destined resting places. On feeding rabbits with the eggs

of Taenia serrata, he found that, some hours after the feeding, the egg-

shells were already I to granules by the juices of the

stomach, and the embryos set free. But on putting the eggs immediately

in the intestine (through an art i :
'

•

'
not hatched. It

was clear, therefore, that only the gastric juice could hatch the embryos;

and this accounts at once for the strange fact, that f
i itself 1

Moreover, he found that they do not pass from the stomach into

intestine, and hence, as had been supposed, through the bile-ducts

theuie nver, but that they pierce the blood-vessels, and thus <

circulation. He e\ - found four perfect embryos in

the blood taken from the vena porta. It is by the blood that the embryos

of tapeworms are carried to the organs in which they develop \

Mj. It now at once became obvious how easily they reach thi

" lungs, etc. But it is to be supposed that only th

reach the destined i themseves, while 1 ,
which

are carried to other organs, must perish."

The subject is continued with a full description of the common tape-

worm and of other species. The extreme length is stated by Diesing at

twenty-four feet

4. Depth of Molluscs of Peconic and Gardiner's Bays Long Island,

*• F.; by Sanderson Smith. (Communicated for this Journal.)

*I. ,;;

,

Depth.

!.nv- ind abundant

•NaLTobsole'ta
0811111

'

J)*** trivittata,

J? umbella avara.

Littoral. Very abundant.

->

f to 10 f. Abundant.

i w to 10 f. Moderately abundant

TJ»be» duplicata,
->auca triseriata,

^atica pusiila *
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*Natica immaculata, One dead specimen.

Eulima subangulata,* Rare.

Chemnitzia producta,*

*Chemnitzia fusca,

*Chemnitzia semiouda, 2f.

Moderately abundant.Chemnitzia trifida, Low water.

*Chemnitzia bisuturalis,* Low water. Rare.

*Chemnitzia interrupts, 4 or 5 f.

Scalaria clathrus,* One dead specimen.

Scalaria lineata,*

Cerithium Sayi, L.W.t0 2f. Extremely abundant.

Cerithium nigrocinctum,* Rare.

*Cerithium Greenii,*

Cerithiopsis Emersonii,* 4 f. to 10 f. Moderately abundant.

Cerithiopsis terebellum * 4 f. to 10 f.

Caecum pulchellum ?
* Abundant.

Vermetus radicula,* The tip of one specimen.

Littoral. Very abundant.

*Littorina littoralis (animal white), Littoral. Abundant.

Littorina " (animal black). Littoral.

*Lacuna vincta, Low water. Moderately abundant.

*Rissoa minuta, Low water. Extremely abundant.

Skenea? n. s* One dead specimen.

*Oalyptrea striata,

*Crepidula fornicata, H.w.tolOf. Very abundant.

. convwm, Abundant.

*Crepidula unguiformis,

-nidinalis,

L.w.tol0f.

Low water. Moderately abundant.

Chiton apiculatus,

*Melampus corneus, Littoral. Very abundant.

Actseon punctostriatus, Rare.

*Bulla solitaria,

*Bulla canaliculata, 2f. Not so rare as preceding-

Low water. One specimen.

Ostrea boreal is,

*Anomia ephippium, H.w.tolOf. Very abundant and b*

" vars. electrica and squamula
*Anomia aculeata,*

*Pecten irradians,

*Mytilus eduhs, Littoral.

Extremely abundant.

Not very abundant.

*Mytilus modiolus, — tolOf. Abundant.

•atulus, Littoral.

Area transversa, 3 f. to 10 f.

Area pexata,

*Nucula proxima,* 2 f. to 10 f.

Rare.

Abundant.

*Leda limatula * 2 f. to 3 f. Rare.

*Leda sapotilla *

*Solemya velum, 4 f. to 10 f.
"
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Moderately abundant.

Littoral. jVery abundant.

.Abundant.

3 f. iTwo specimens.

3 £ JRare.— to 6 f.
;
Moderately abundant.

..
I '

' ':

Moderately a

convexa, 'One valve.

•Venus gemma, — to 2 f. [Very abundant.
Petricola dactylus,

•Petricola pholadiformia,

•Mactra lateralis,

-i-iissima,

•Kellia planulata,

a -lovata,*

-iiis (St.),

Tellina tenta,*

•Tellina fusca,

iuoides,*
*Solen ensis, JNot very abundant.

bidens*
*%a arenaria,

Corbula contracta,

Anatina papyracea,
tochlodesma leanum,
Lyonsia hyalina,

*STaCo
radi *

pandora tnlinoata,
Saacava distorta,

.

Turdo, Theca, Ascidia, a Cyntliia, a Molgula, two or three Aplysiae, and
6« or seven Botrylli and Polyclina.

—One Cephalopod, forty-three Prosibranchs, one Pul-
m
?

1

I
6r

' three Tectibranchs, one Nudibranch, forty-one Lamellibranchs,

p
nd

.

fifteen Tunicates, altogether one hundred and five marine species.

^
s'des these, *Astarte castanea, *Cyprina islandica,* *Mesodesma arc-

,

m
> Purpura lapillus, and *Buccinum undatum, occur on the Sound

a™ about Montauk A of one hundred and ten spe-

2,** the eastern end of Long Island. Twenty-nine of those (marked
an a * after them) excluding the Tunicata, are additional to those

-»ted by Dekay to occur in the waters of the State, though many of

,

m are surmised by him to exist there. I have no access to a library,

j° ^termine how many have since been described as coming from them.
™dmg the Tonica riw to forty-three or forty-four.

III
1

? sPeciea (marked with a * before them), or sixty-five per cent,

^eluding the Tunicata,) pass Cape Cod. Only twenty-nine other spe-
"« are stated by M - elk of New England," to pass

* '-ape, so that 68-1 per cent of the whole number occur here ; and a

othe
dredginS about Montauk would probably discover nearly all the
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IT. ASTRONOMY.

1. Fifty-fourth and fifty-fifth Asteroids.—The asteroid discovered Sept.

10, 1858, by M. GokK-hmidl at I'mis, has been named Alexandra, and

is numbered as the fifty-fourth of the series. The asteroid discovered on

Pandora,
2. Another Asteroid.-

dertook a series of observations of the asteroid Daphne. On computing

his observations he was surprised to discover that he had not found

Daphne but had observed for it a new asteroid in the neighborhood.

He has computed its elements, and it is to be hoped that the body will

be redetected.

3. Review of Gilliss's Astronomical Observations in Chili* (from

Gould's Astronomical Journal, 1858, p. 168).—This volume, though bear-

ing the date of the year in w ..ere printed, has only

been issued a few weeks. It i observation! d )''"

and Venus during two oppositions of the former and inferior conjunctions

of the latter, made at Santiago by Lieut. Gilliss or under his superintend-

ence. These series comprise bo irisoM with the equa-

•-
circle. These are

contributed by Mr. Bond of the Cambridge Observatory contains w

pages of observations of Mars during the opposition of 1849-50 chxflj

micrometric determinations < I
inaJlj, Mr. MacJear,o

the Royal Observatory at the Cape of Good Hope, has furnished w«

ing the first opposition of Mars.
These 492 pages of observations and accompanying remarks

/
r

,

e

/eX
.

ceded by introductory remarks upon the origin and operations ot tn

pedition, with a description of the instruments and method of observa

employed, by Lieut. Gilliss ; and by a detailed discussion of the e

mass of observations by the editor of this Journal. This discussion occ

pies 264 pages.
, ^ f

The plan of the expedition contemplated micrometric compari

the limbs of the «ted by Lieut. W._

for the purpose, &ii I he northern and southern

spheres; but the extremely small number of northern observations^

eluded all hope of attaining any valuable addition to our kno«i^

the Solar Parallax by this method. ,
carefnl

In the earnest desire that so extended and costly a series
_ ^

.
pr-v.,

i has i loyed, which, though I

amount of toil, seemed to afford the only adeqi

be observations serviceable for the fulfilment ot

L may be briefly described.
.

tbe
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A catalogue of the comparison-stars having been prepared, their de-
clinations were obtained from a thorough examination of all the available

sources, and from the combination by weights of the positions as given
by the several authorities: I

:

Existence Of r.ny

possible proper motion, the . rred to the mean
equinox of the beginning of the year in which the comparisons were
made, and a final list of comparison-stars thus constructed, continuing
not only the declinations of each star, but the relative value of the de°-

Lhen repeated, and

;_' d with m, ri,Ii n ol - nations. Each of the fou:

ions and the Fenus-eonjunctions) was treated independf
and the error of the ephemeris considered as of the form x-\-Ty-\y+* s

*,

-,
lue time from a medial epoch. Four other unknown quan

introduced,—two of these relating to the apparent semidiam

r employed, and the last being the

W~
wv/" "w

-
CiU0Ji:e s aetermination of the mean solar parallax. "The

observations at each place have been independently discussed, and the
several groups finally combined in series of approximate solutions by

The sequel indicates that the results afforded by the series of observa-
tions of Mars, during the opposition of 1849-50, so far surpass any of

e ^ers in precision and tros Be, taken alone,
promise a closer approach to the desired values than when combined with
tie three other series.
Tie resultant determinations of the whole discussion are as follows:

Semidiameter of Mars = 4-6639+ 1-9681 = 663
" " Venus =8-6625 — 0-3118= 8-35

Mean Solar Parallax = 8-5712 - 0-0762= 8-4950

great increase of the previously assumed semidiameter of Mars is

It has
i ;

to free the

from the ',. dependent on
= vwwver or on the telescope. The adopted value depends on the

nly. The necessity of some
rease to the previously adopted value is indicm< d by six series of ob-

,•„ i
om

i being all i opposition, with the excep-
i0
" of the Cape of Good Hope series.
* Ue propriety of i

•
1 1 .-meter of Venus

* * also to be d pointed ont.
tpon the resultant v'alue of the parallax I am not inclined to place

tint, S
eat

,

Stress
'

l]; :
'
decided ^onvic-

»nd \?L
value

'
'

lbe transits of VmUS in 17G1

re»«H??
may be improved by a slight decrease; and am inclined to

and ti r/alue 8"-5000 as being lite near the truth,

«fy adopted. o.
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MISCELLANEOUS SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

• of 1835, Pro-

fessor Elisha Mitchell of Chapel Hill University, North Carolina, meas-

ured the highest point of the Black Mountain in that State, and

announced its height to be 64*76 feet. His stationary barometer was

at Morganton, which he estimated to be 968 feet above the sea. 1 he

late railroad surveys show that the Morganton depot is 116S|*eetni
g|'

making the place where Dr. Mitchell's stationary barometer hung, uw

feet above the level of the sea. Hence the height of Mount Mitchell--

the name which has justly been given to the highest part ot tw

Black Mountain—according to the indications given by Prot. Mitcneui

v +„.. ;„ 10 35, is 6708 feet. This measurement of 1835 was are

i Raleigh Register, and again in SillinWs Jourr

additional ]

the great apparent height of the mountains in Haywoott
~JHJ' .

also to the highest in the Great Smoky Range. The Highland Mer-

ger, published at Asheville, near the Black Mountain, in 1840 when ai

ing toDr.M.'s measurement of it, says : "we are perfec ljrwdbj^

of Mount Mitchell to" that particular point

iree of labor and ape*
Mountain which Prof. Mitchell, after a degree

which none other than a genuine devotee of science *°™
J***

demonstrated to be the most elevated point

Rocky Mountains. We say measured lam
1

nd still believe that there is one, if not two pon
* • rPro

ee oi science wumu «-- - ,

,ointof™«5ur«nandeastof£

land, because we have long

J*
, a ie „nt. two noints, in the saw

higher than that i

forty to sixty miles west of the Black Mountains." TJ* "T^
editorial by the Rev. D. R. McKally, D.D, now editor of the v

.

Advocate at St. Lo bave quoted it, because«^ ^

points are probably the two highest which we have recently m^.^
the Smoky Range, about sixty

Tiie^1 j3
Mr.

Clingman's accui

he estimates to be 6941 feet, which is 233 feet higher^

Mitchell's corrected height of the same point. Prof, lurnerus
,

has since found its height to be 6711 feet, and in 1856 Prof. Ggo^
observations, ascertained :

Theie is little discrepancy between the measurements ° ^Jfc
Mitchell, Turner and Guyot, and hence there can be little oou ^

Clingman's estimated height of the Black Mountain, as n
dJ ftb»

the Smithsonian Transactions, and now in Colton s new-a ^ #

World, and ate teer, is at least 230 iee*

IV:.
'S
nt ' n Vna mount* 1*

i 1S38 and 1844 again visited the V*
r0

^be folio*'"*
Asheville.

.:-—-•
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Lower Ford of Pigeon, .

tAsheville, 1

Top of Black 1
Head of Scott's Creek, 3240
Tuckoseige Ford 1927
Golly Whee Gap, 3897

. : t Tuckaseige, 3795
Col. Zachary's Cashiers valley, 3324

It should be remembered that these measurements were also made pre-
vious to the railroad surveys, by which it is now known that the height
of Asheville near the court house is 2260 feet.

For the convenience of future obrsrvers we give below, Prof. Guyot's
measurements in 1856, in and around the Black Mountains, the three last

excepted.

Mt. House, .

PotatoeTop, ...

1

arriage road up
i Wm. Patton's

W Ridge Middle P

end of the Black
T
,v"ra. Patten's Mt. House, ,

Mt. Mitchell, "highest,"...

-•. "-''

near Penland's

~-£ mat "these heights may be modihed by a tew ieet

publication, the point of base not being identified within t

ujed by us with two of Green's standard barometers during the n
°! ^Ptember and October in 1 858. Prof. J. LeConte of Columbia,
observed the

^•Uathey's,atth

^geofMi.ssS.0
fc J

. Unoir and M

j^SEyV"

5«her01d.Field

stationary barometer at "Waynesville, N. C, for the measure-
* he higl

professorship, th_

the Forks of Pigeon, Haywood Co., N. C., and placed in

Turner Cathey,

duties of his professorship, the stationary

Cathey. We l

Mount Lenoir,.

Top of Whiteside

precipice

Mount Mcl^-eil, .



i the State line, between North Carolina and '.

lopkins's house, 1995 feet. I White Rock Moi

This last is a misnomer of the hunters, being composed of a darkgr

and mica slate, covered in many places with "

abundant of which are Cladonia rangiferina, and Cladonia Carolinian!

.

..;:.! I-'

i

Kobert Collius House,

.

It is proper to state that most of these heights are the result or a sin-

gle barometrical observation, and hence they will probably be modined

somewhat by future observers. Observations were made on the two

highest at two different visits, and a mean result between the two calcu-

lations is given as the height of Mount Buckley, while the height ot

Mount Guyot is given as ascertained by the first visit, it being made m i

more settled state of the weather. The second observation at its sumffl

gave its height as 6994 feet. It is well known to those conversant wiu

the barometrical measurement of heights, that accuracy requires a sen

of observations, and it was out of our power to make them at so intfj

points during the time to which we were limited by the lateness ot u»

86

Fortunately the months of September and October were uncommonly

dry, w liich < nabl. 1 us to continue exploring nearly the entire time,

toil was great, and the difficulties to be encountered can only be imaging

bv those who have ascended the steeps of the unfrequented &ou

Alleghanies, through laurel thickets (Rhododendrons and Kalm1*'
.,„,

multitudes of the prickly locust, (Robinia hispida,) which has a p*

for scratching the face "and hands, tearing the clothes, and jcca^
the skin beneath. \\ o i ur. i tl i Viburnum lantanoides or bobm^

with its .tn-^ling branches, very troublesome on the Smoky M^n

ag all this we have the mountains and their gw

scenery. We encamped eleven nights on their tops ;
and saw w ^

stars were brighter, and the planets apparently larger than WW

from the valleys below. Then also the wonderful comet (Donah*) ^
the southwest ' h i head and mysterious tai

,

' thft setting sun. . _, wRaD2«'tW mountains, esneciallv those in the Smoky**The scenery of these mountains, especially those in the^^
bounds in precipices and deep chasms, surpassing any thing ^
>er to have seen among the W HaI"Pf

"

ew tbsn

pectator on the highest Smoky Peaks can enjoy a more

rom any other points in the Southern Alleghanies. East lennes*
_ ,

to towns, rivers, and the Cumberland mountains in the distonca^P^
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higher mountains of North Carolina, and at the south the

Northern Georgia. Such prospects jpay the explorer for

remembrance is always sweet. The country on the Ten-
mch lower than in South Carolina, and the descent of the

lins is generally more abrupt and precipitous into the

mn into the latter.

lhe highest Smoky mountains are near the head waters of the Oeona-
hiftu and Little Pigeon rivers, being accessible from Tennessee via
Sevierville, and up the Little Pigeon to a Mr. Hawkins', who lives eight
miles from the top of the gap road, which is near the alum cave ; and
from North Carolina by the re fa to Mr. Collins's
house, seven miles from the top of the afore-named gap-road.

The geology of the mountains south and west of Asheville has a good
deal of sameness, they being composed of crystalline rocks, with the
exception of a narrow strip, extending southwest along the Unaka or
jnioky mountains which belongs to the taconic system of Emmons.
lhe tacon'c rocks here consist of dark colored shales in which we do not
remember to have seen any organic remains. The strata of these rocks
are m many places nearly and often quite vertical. They are well ex-
posed along the Middle or Straight Fork of the Ravensfork in descending
trom Mount Guyot to the Ocona-luftu. They also occur at the summit
ot the gap-road near Mount Mingns, and extend two or three miles down
jje road into North Carolina. The chief rocks of the Haywood moun-
tains are granite, gneiss and mica slate, excepting a small portion near
we Smoky Range, where the taconic rocks are again found. The
ofaiwng-Rock mountain about eleven miles south of the Forks of the
Pigeon is entirely of white or milky quartz, and is probably the largest
ffiass of that rock at any one point in the Alleghanies. It has a fine

appearance in the distance and is deservedly becoming quite a place of
resort. "We believe that Haywood and Jackson counties, N. C, have
not as yet afforded any paying mines to those who have been at the
expense of working them, but it

'they have been
Jltt'e explored for that purpose. Prof. Emmons the State Geologist, con-
wmplates a survey of those mountains next summer, and we suspect that

J

e will destroy the golden dreams of a few who build castles upon unde-

ere are quite a number which have been found i

°rld. In the months r.f Mav and June wh-i) tin; ivimua, iunxjo-
s and Azaleas are in bloom, these mount
' of floral beam to no other section of the

States. Themu ir intermina-

;riess, are by no means as beautiful. The Rhododendron Cntaw-

acea, are not excelled by
ve floral beauties ; the two last abound in nearly every section of

fountains, but the first rarely descends into the valleys. Beside*
1 the Rhododendron maximum, (laurel,) Rhododendron punctatum,
» arborescens and nudiflora, Oxydendrum arboreum, Chionanthus
mica, Halesia tetraptera, Clethra acuminata, Robinia hispida and
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viscosa, Stuartia pentagyna, Liriodendron tulipifera, Magnolia acuminata,

Umbrella, and Fraseri, grow there more or less abundantly, and they are

all ranked as among the most ornamental trees and shrubs of the At-

lantic States. The Pyrus Coronasia is very common south of the French

Broad river ; Catalpa occurs in several places along the same river and

in the mountain valleys near the Warm Springs ; Cladastris, grows at

Paint Kock, Tenn., which is near the Warm Springs. Most of the high-

est mountain tops are covered with the Abie

the former is the black s

latter is the true balsan

collected. It attains a greater size than Pursh or Nuttall have given i

in their works. We measured some on Wilson's Balsam and near Cathey's

Peak, which were more than three feet in diameter and from eighty to

one hundred feet high. The black spruce appears to grow at a lower

elevation than the balsam, but neither of them are often met beneath an

height of 4000 feet.

the banks of streams and coves of these mountains have some of the

the United States east of Mississippi river. There is a

ulipifera,) near the Pig

tvood Co., N. C, about eight miles from the Tennessee line, thirty-

three (33) feet in circumference at three feet from the ground, or eleven

feet in diameter, and upwards of one hundred feet high. Another on

the western slope of the Smoky mountains in Tennessee, on them
Pigeon river, is twenty-nine feet in circumference at three fee*

J™"
1

ground. Near this locality we also measured a chestnut (^r1

,,

yesca,) thirty-three feet in circumference at four feet from the groum:"

om
is a noble living specimen, apparently sound, and of nearly a urn

diameter upwards, for forty or fifty feet. About two miles farther up^

same stream there is a hemlock, or spruce pine, (Abies Canadensis)

teen feet and tv, ,vnce at four feet from its ^
Here also the Hal an uncommon size, being

two to three feet in diameter, and about sixty feet high. On JonatM

Creek there is a white oak (Quercus alba,) nineteen feet in circumte"

at three feet from the ground. This list of large trees could gre«V
rf

extended, but enough have already been cited to show the nam

those coves and valleys. „, ^
The Quercus Leana of Nuttall occurs at several places on the ie

river near Frank!- i i Carolina. It is evidently
^ ^

a hybrid between Quercus imbricaria and Q. tinctoria. Its aeon

identical with those of the Q. imbricaria. On the Haywood tno
Mr

we saw a few specimens of the Betula excelsa (yellow bircli;, .

Curtis says he found it on the Black mountain. Among sev

f

ra

Jt is pe-

which we obtained for cultivation the Pyrularia oleifera or oil- ^
culiarly interesting. It grows to the height of from five to en w~> .,

bears a pear-shaped fruit little more than an inch in diameter, * ..

so oily that it will burn like a candle if a wick be drawn tnro

Squirrels are fond of it, and cattle have a great liking tor ;

janC«

branches and leaves of the Pvrularia. Last spring we saw an ^
of it in the edge of some woods fenced into a wheat field, ana - ^
ber we again went there after the fruit ; but the harvest was y
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field had been pastured with cattle, -which had destroyed nearly all of

the Pyrularia. Hence it has already become rare, and the general occu-

pancy of the mountains with herds of cattle and flocks of sheep would
soon destroy it entirely. Mr. Durand of Philadelphia thinks that the oil

expressed from it is superior to the best olive oil. Our specimens of the

Pyrularia have been planted atThiLi .
-

. « i. V. Ymk, and at the botanic

garden of Cambridge, near Boston, and also some of them have been
sent to Paris to the Acclimating Society of France, whose object is to

I trees, shrubs and plants.

On Mount Mingus we first met with the Rugelia, a new genus of Shut-

tleworth, in the natural order Compositse, which has not yet been de-

scribed in American works on botany. It is frequently found along the

Smoky mountains to the extent of twenty-five or thirty miles. Dr. Gray
recognized it at once, he having received it from Mr. Shuttleworth, a
European botanist t m years before, in

»e early spring, we had visited those same mountains with Dr. Rugel, a
German botanist, and we were right glad to learn that his name was
affixed to one of their The Solidago glomerata grows
•a most of the Balsam mountains, and the Potentilla tridentata of the
Aew England mountains also crows on the bald peaks of Macon county,

The Carolina mountains have a great variety of huckleberries (Vac-

s'
1111 and Qayluas. anon from July to September.

' wn we first met with acres of those bushes, in September, covered
Wa large delicious fruit, the temptation was so great that we partook
nuier freely, expecting to pay the penalty of over indulgence, but were

^PPi'y disappointed. Judsrins? from the experience of others and our

J»*
on many occasions, those berries are remarkably healthy. Most of

*em were larger than any we ever saw at the south. The Vaccimum
Unstable! of Gray, which sometimes grows ten or fifteen feet high (on

lr TR°ckh wM , as late as the middle of Octo-

* ;.
lher« are several species of the huckleberry which are worthy of

^ ijauon. The common high blackberry (Rubus villosus) is otten
0UQd 10 dense patches on and near the mountain tops, with its stemB

1°°
I
and destit*te of prickles. This rule is constant. We do not

member to have met with an exception. The same species growing in

T

V

l
eys has its ^ems armed with prickles. ^ M

V^/aonth of September many of the women and children d»g

The fJ alia ^in V* and on the r
aounta

1

1

1

n ?„
ZPlT** of the ginseng or •

there called
'

ar6

Had l! ,°me twe°ty-five cents per pound. We met with one man who

iWTf? 30
'000 Pounds > and ™ ^member being with one family

4r i

ldren sold s«^nty pounds of dried sang. These roots are dug

SnLT.g narrow hoe called the " sang hoe."
. ,^ bu

J»PringiUa nivalis) we saw on the Black mountain, and also

TW7 of th« other Balsam mountains south and west of Asheville.

id t
*°]^ or in pairs> &°™s evidenUy ***

they breed m tbose

S'toi
n°ther sPecies^ bird, whose summer habitat is generally sup-

sarT*!
confined to the north also breeds and summers in those Bal-

^ountains. It is the Crossbill (Loxia curvirostris) *hose curiou*
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bill is well adapted to extract seeds from the cones of the black spmce

and balsam trees. In the mountain valleys we frequently met with

many northern birds, among which was that sweet songster, the rose-

breasted Grosbeak (Fringilla Ludoviciana).

The tedium of the night, when encamping on the mountains, is almost

always enlivened by the stones of the guides and their adventures in

hunting. They all positively assert that the bears in early spring, when

first emerging from their winter quarters, are as fat as when they first

retire for the win; r they shed the sole* of their feet,

which renders their walking difficult in the first of spring, when their

food consists of the young plants, on which diet they soon become lean,

and remain so until the ripening of berries in August and September.

They are very fond of hogs and pigs, pork and honey being their favorita

diet. Why they bite and scratch the bark and limbs of the balsam and

black spruce we cannot tell. It cannot be for food, because they do not

generally leave the marks of their teeth on a tree, except in ono or two

places. Sometime they rise on their hind legs and make long deep

rk with their fore paws. It may be done for sport,

npanions know their whereabouts. We have seen

those fresh bites and scratches on different trees at all seasons of the

year. The bears show great i at the leeward of tto

paths on the mountain ridges, along which the hunter is almost obligea

to travel, hence if the wind blows it is almost impossible to get a shot

at them, their keen scent discovering the hunter long before he ge»

within shooting distance. They are stupid and unwary about traps,

entering without fear the log pens ; these are shallow, with a dept

not more than two feet, over which is raised a very heavy top, *J»

falls and crushes the bear when he disturbs the bait. Hundreds •»

caught in this manner every
j

'year. In the unfrequented partslottne

is concealed in the bear trail; but du£

,h we saw two caught in ons
mountains the large steel trap

dangerous, and liable to catch dogs, ot

morning to our great sorrow. The piteous yells or i»B
,

uu'"'

dogs rang in our ears long afterwards. The bears rarely disturb ca

or young cattle, but in one locality of the Smoky mountains we

told that they did much damage in killing young cattle, and tJiai

could be no mistake about it, because a large bear had been cauL

the act of killing a young steer. The panther, wild cat, and wol
i

a^
troublesome to the mountain farmer of those regions. The pa

stroys sheep and hogs ; the wild cat, lambs and pigs. Both are co*

a, being rarely seen. . r,1invm in

The Red squirrel (Sciurus Hudsonius) called Mountain Wj
North Carolina, is common on all the higher mountains WJ ^
descend into the valleys. They are fond of the seeds of the oa» ^
black spruce, and as they are Tarely molested by the ounters, i ^
very noisy, active, and more fearless of man than their brotBTuD(ian t,

north. The Ground squirrel- ^i0 xeT?
d }ar

ger

often destroying a good deal of corn, but as corn is plenty, «^ ^ %

game common, the ground squirrel is rarely killed. "N e v0K'
l

',

'

'

travelling fur merchant, whom we there met, that the skins w"
f

bought s
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ia the Erie Railroad as if they had c

from the northwest. The principal furs obtained in the southern Alle-

ghanies are the skins of the otter, mink, black fox, red fox, raccoon, and
muskrat.

From the great height of the boi rre being twenty-
four peaks higher than Mount Washington, it will be readily inferred

that they have a northern climate. A vear ago, our guide to the top of
Roane told us that he had been on its summit v, !,,n it was covered with
snow on the 17th of June. There is a table land extending from near tha
Roane to the head of Turkey Cove and Linville Falls, a distance of twenty
or thirty-five miles, on which the inhabitants succeed with difficulty in
raising Indian corn sufficient for their own consumption. Occasionally
way have frost during every month in the year, and then they resort on
horseback or on foot to the valleys for corn. About the first of last May
we saw the mountains in Haywood covered with snow about six inches
deep The wheat harvest at the Forks of Pigeon begins about the first

«ekin July; and we know of no better criterion for isothermal lines
an the time of ripening wheat. We kept a record of it in western

*ew York, and in ten years the annual time of beginning the wheat™t Ad not vary 1 l nth of July.
Ihe valleys in the Carolina Mountains vary in elevation from two

™>nsand to upwards of three thousand feet, hence a few miles travel will
ten take one to a much warmer or colder climate. This we experienced
«7 s«nsibly in going from the valley of Jonathan's Creek to that of the

U° Tf The former has a mean elevation of about three thousand

J*
aDd th« latter near two thousand. The Chinese sugar-cane (Sorghum)

« extensively grown, and may be regarded as a decided success. There

The ? portlons of &* Union where such a production is more needed,
absence of railroads and the cost of transportation render sugar and

•eS
8

-
5 h<3nce the deduction of the Chinese sugar-cane in that

sweet ff

a ^reat ^essiQg> an(i wm enable many a poor family to have

m m°
S

f
ct 'on °f the United States have we seen finer apples, and they

UcdJ Y.from S( nted b? the Indians
- silas

to (U
, °f franklin, in Macon Co., has devoted more than twenty years

an orT 4 °,n aad Srafting of those best native apples, and he now has

IS??
1

°/
m°re than 6°° aPPIe trees

'
whicb bear fruit e(?ual if not

*5V° be
-

t northern kinds
-

Tbere is said to be a bne or belt

^valler
01111

?
111 Slde

? about tbree hundred feet above the adjoining plain

: upwards several hundred feet, where fruit t

'

-1; i, fivp from frost. If this be true,—and
its truth has been pretty well tested by experiment,—the

•Una might supply the South with an abundance
r ion were good. By the

« more grass, and the introduction of the improved breeds
° tbo9e moun ad cheese might also be
je southern market. One great drawback to the raising of

'*n?
are destr°ye(1 by wild animals, and also killed by the

^ XXMl, No. 80.-MAKCH, ISM.
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dogs. Still we think it would even pay well to keep sheep, herd them al

revive old Arcadian times among those delightful e

2. On some Modified Results attending the Decomposition of Bitumi-

nous Coals by Heat ; by Dr. A. A. Hayes.—When bituminous coal

is exposed in proper vessels to a gradually increasing temperature, at

a certain point decomposition commences and continues, while heavy

hydrocarbon vapors, mixed with the vapors of water and salts of ammo-

nia, escape, and may be condensed-
,

The proportion of permanent gasea formed is small in comparison win

the weight of the liquids produced, when the decomposition of the coal

is carefully regulated.
_ _

In the ordinary rapid breaking up of the composition of coal by new

suddenly applied in the manufacture of illuminating gas, the proportion

of permanent gases is increased, but the heavy fluid hydrocarbons are

also formed. This mode of decomposition is evidently a mixed one, par-

taking of the characters of a regulated distillation, while at the same

moment a more complete destruction of the coal is proceeding in some

parts of the mass.

A further decomposition of the fluid products, c„ condensed from either

i of these modes of operating, takes place when we

to the influence of heat; and this well-known fact is the Das.

which improvements in the manufacture of illuminating gas nave

founded—a secondary destruction of vapors being effected in appropt

apparatus, heated to a high temperature. . •

t

This character, which Si the bituminous coals exhibit, of passing i to

carbon nearlv free from vapors only when heavy fluid hjdrocarwn ^

also formed/has, in a chemical view, been the strongest fact
,

aoa

opposition to the generally received opinion that the :
mtnraiw»

semi-anthracites have resulted from chemical changes of bituminous^

through the agency of the heat of igneons rocks which have <

their beds. The heavy hydrocarbons, represented by ordinary

indestructible' bodies known; and wherever

j

^'th

iear bv those products of the chemical c

effected in the

the elements of the heavy hydrocarbons, that no second <"

-

effected; they always undergo decomposition by h

>n of carbon, which under any known natural

which coals undergo bv heat, where the influencing <*™*uv
.

h deIDon-

the same as those usually seen ; and the results of extendedi^^
strate that the bituminous coals may be broken up into per

^ %^
vapors of water, and ammoniacal salts, while carbon rem

product.
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escape. Generally the light, nearly colorless, oils of the benzole series,
•ppear with the aqueous solutions of the ammoniacal salts, while only an
accidental quantity of carbon is deposited in the eduction-pipe. The
carbon left is more than usually compact and hard; and such coals as
ordinarily produce much water, when they form heavy hydrocarbons,
attord less than half the usual amount, when thus decomposed, under the
influence of the constant presence of an atmosphere of permanent gases,

in tallowing the observations at the earlier stage, it was found that the
size ot the eduction-tube leading the gas from the hotter part of the mass

ges, exerted a most marked effect on the compo-
sition of the products. It was established as a fact, that in an ordinary

ort, the size of the conduit might be varied so as to allow theaniw bodies to form, or to prevent their appearance at pleasure.— obtained, when, after having pre-

Mrta <i ^,
ana*,on of the change of composition induced in the volatile

notinnL
Itumi

?ous coa]s under the above-described conditions should

ordina
amcal Pressure> wli'ch » »*> greater than often exists in

nentJ
mS

-

Pr°?able that the Presence of an atmosphere of nearly perma-

them f

S6S
*? decomposing vessel, and the regular continuous flow of

«f chanT- V°ai
'
prevent the formatio11 of heavy vaP°™ at the instant

n«cessarfV
n

°0aL In suPPort of this Point >
we find the temperature

carW
to

,

co
,

nvert coal into gas without the presence of heavy hydro-ps much less high than when they are produced.
y J

im\t*!?*
7 *herefore observe the decomposition of coal without the

«n'»«nj ?

S

;

rmation of tar
»
and beds °f coal may be inverted under

fornud
m conditions to anthracite, without secondary products being

the con"*?"
1 °f ComPar^tive Zoology in Harvard University.—Since

rard \<J^
ot Professor Agassiz with the scientific department of Har-

^in^ 2cir-
7',

he has been active]y devoted
'
as is wel1 known

>
to co1"

^e colUf-T ,

sPecimens and laying the foundation of a great museum,
"hrough his agency, and in great

arge. The interest felt in this move-
-&~ .he country, and has recently taken a

^mc^is destined to lead to the most important results. The
\ Boston—a gentleman extensively known for the

knowledge in many departments of literature,

i promoting schemes for the public good—was
" i_

idy of the natural sciences, during the last

habits of intimate and cordial association

'he colUt;
& °rw«nens and lay

^aut salready madeby hii

"Sent ha, ^ exPense. are very 1

Ms^T^ ^neral through tl

'ate p!! -

Wh 'ch is destine
'

***
£fs iT

et

f

v of his :

«trongi
v attlXT

Spirit in Promotin

^h? h
f
edtoth^tudyoft

*"& Prof \
hfe

'.
and was in habits
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This distinguished gentleman died two years ago. He left by will hi»

large, choice, and most valuable collection of engravings to Harvard

College, together with a fund of sixteen thousand dollars to defray the

expense of cataloguing and preserving them. But the most important

of his legacies for public objects is that of fifty thousand dollars, as de-

scribed in the extract from his will, quoted by William Gray, his nephew

and executor, in a letter addressed to the corporation, dated Boston, Dec.

20, 1858, as follows:

"And also give, out of such surplus only, to Harvard College, or such

other institution as you see fit, the further sum of fifty thousand dollars;

the income to be applied to establishing and maintaining a Museum of

Comparative Zoology ; not to be appended to any other department, but

to be under the charge of an independent Faculty, responsible only to

the Corporation and Overseers. No part of said income is to be expended

for real estate or the payment of salaries."

The conditions under which this donation has been bestowed on Har-

vard University are as follows

:

.

« First, That the same be kept as a separate and distinct fund, and in-

vested from time to time at the discretion of the Corporation, provided

that no part thereof shall ever be invested in real estate, or m the share*

or stock of any incorporated or joint-stock company. ,

" Second, No part of the income of said fund shall ever be expended

for real estate or the payment of salaries.

" Third, The income is not to be subject to any charges of any nature,

but the whole amount derived from the fund is to be applied toetfaj

lishing and maintaining a Museum of Comparative Zoology at Harv

College. ^
"Fourth, Neither the collections, nor any building which *»?",„,,

the same, shall ever be designated by any other name than tne

of Comparative Zoology at Harvard College. , ^
"Fifth, The Museum shall never be appended to any other aep

ment, but is to be under the charge of an independent Faculty, respo

ble only to the Corporation and Overseers. t *
t

"Sixth, The President of the College shall be the presiden'oi

Faculty, which shall be composed of four members besides tne rr ^
In case of vacancies in their number, other than that of Vresw *

i

Faculty shall from time to time nominate to the Corporation pew

fill such vacancies; and if confirmed by the Corporation, suC

o
^r

atioDS

are to become members of the Faculty ; if rejected, new no

shairbe made by the Faculty to the Corporation. ^ ^ ^ part of

""^Sfeposalbytl*

President of the College, Professor Louis Agassiz, Director ^
seum, Dr. Jacob Bigelow, Professor Oliver Wendell Holmes, au

sor Jeffries Wyman.
en much of &

"Ninth, In case of the loss of any part of the fund, so ^ ^ ^
income as may be requisite for this purpose shall be re a

e^
good such loss, provided that not more than one-half of the
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S Tenth, That the Corporation enter this donation, with its conditions,

upon their records, and vote to accept the same."

The conditions above prescribed are most judicious. The object for

which the fund is established, in their nature cannot change. But there

still remained other objects which imperatively demanded to be provided
for. The collections of Professor Agassiz are at present in a small wooden
building, which the torch of an incendiary might in an hour reduce to

ashes, and thus annihilate the fruit of twelve years toil. Attention has
been repeatedly called to this subject, and the announcement that Mr.
William Gray, in the exercise of the discretion vested in him by his

uncle's will, had decided to give the fiftv thousand dollars for the support
of the Museum, with the limitations already recited, seemed to be a suf-

ficient reason for bringing the o of building again
before the public. The matter was forcibly presented by Prof. Agassiz
to the Visiting Committee of the Scientific School, in January. We give
an extract from this document, which has been printed by order of the
Overseers,

"I have laid out a plan which I will simply submit to you. I am
afraid you will consider it extravagant, but if I understand rightly the
aspirations of the young men with whom I am every day brought into
contact, I cannot consider it over-sanguine, or doubt that the time is
coming before long, when the scientific progress of the country will de-
mand such an inst

"My hope is that the're shall aris
jaseum of Natural History, which
Museum and with the Jardin des Plai
ff you cannot suppose that what exists in England and Fi
preached in America. I hope even that we shall found
!"uch will be based upon a more suitable foundation and bei

old w ?,f
the niSnest interests of science than

"

theU
Ut

Mf
h0U^ * have skefcched a Plan for such a museum

'
l am never"

'"»s tul]y aware that, at the beginning, it must be carried out in a
at>ner commensurate with the probable means that may be secured,

too ono
€

-

eCt a VmS of that ideal museum
>
at an exPense of perhaps

uuo
,
or. if t.W. is too much, let us limit ourselves to such rooms as

already on hand, and secure

A spark of fire in
thl

g
7
e n& shelter t0 the collections

thl rT the danSer of fire and otlier c

" w»ght wooden building, where the^K would be sufficient t

'<* it has cost me twelve y* *Pst valuable collection
^nt, and, in Some of its

the2 Cr0WdedtoSetherin

^Aer
(

^
ou}d be sufficient to destroy in half an hour the collections

c& it has cost me twelve years to amass, and which I can truly say is

most valuable collection for the student of natural history on this

nJ!
Qent

'
and

> ^ some of its classes, superior to any in the world. The
• what is already in our possession UDder

barrels and boxes, inaccessible to myself or

.~& ...em to the public, and making them useful
ua

.S will, I have not the slightest doubt, be a sufficient stimulus in
^munity to secure what will be needed to finish the structure and

lth v
Worth

-
v of the institur ill be connected,

«• enlightened people who understand that in our age, culture is the
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only true distinction among nations. One thing only should not be over-

looked, that whenever any structure is put up for the museum, it should

not he built in a corner where it cannot grow, but be placed on such

grounds as will never be an impediment to its indefinite increase.

" In its present condition the museum hardly furnishes me the speci-

mens I require for my courses of instruction, for, in consequence of the

daily accessions which are heaped upon those already crowded in this

narrow space, it is often impossible to find what is wanted at the time,

and it is out of the question to allow free access to the Museum in its

present confused state, to any student not already trained in the manipu-

lation of specimens. Had I six or eight rooms of the size of the two

now at my disposition, I could at least make a fair beginning of a syste-

matic arrangement, separate the duplicates from what is to constitute the

collection proper, allow free access to the rooms for the public as well as

the students, and thus create a more general interest for this establish-

ment, while the students themselves would derive all th'e advantages

which such a collection ought to afford them in their studies. At the

same time, the separation of the duplicates from the collection proper

would furnish ample materials for an extensive system of exchanges with

other institutions of the same kind, by which the collection would at

once be at least doubled in all its parts, and in some of its departments

increased three or four times, and in some, even tenfold. The advantages

of such a system of exchanges are very obvious, and my inability from

want of room to separate the duplicates from the collection, has already

been, for some years past, a check upon its increase. I hope, therdoj

that as soon as it is fully understood, some remedy for this evd may w

" But even the possession of an appropriate building will not a

gether put an end to our difficulties. The collection is already so large

that it is impossible for me to take charge of it alone, even were 1 to fl

all my time to its care. For many years past I have already t**11."

the necessity of having one or two, and at times even three assist*

^
who, at my private expense, have been, most of the time, enga

taking care of the specimens. As I have nothing in the world dim*
^

I earn daily, such an expenditure has frequently been for me a so

unendurable anxiety, of which I wish to free myself, that I may tf»
devote whatever energv I may possess untrammeled to the higher mi

-

of science. In this perplexity I have thought that a number ot cur^

ships, (corresponding to the scholarships now existing m the uni ^
which enable young men, whose private means are insufficient < -

^
an object, to receive a college education) might perhaps be iouna f

some of our weai, '-IcrtoV^
students who have already taken their degree, and who, wishin? J^ns
ecute further their studies under my direction, might thus eartr

^ rfg
.

of remaining in Cambridge by assisting in the arrangement and p ^
tion of the collection, as well as in making the exchanges. in

fj,
t of

of the curators in the scientific school would thus be similar ^
the tutors in the undergraduate department. In a well oTS^ lze\

Q^ ir

there should be as many curators as there are branches in z°°
«£ ^

eluding embryology, paleontology and zoological anthropology
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course of time, the curatorships (to which should he attached the duty
of delivering a certain number of lectures annually) may be endowed so

as to afford the means of appointing special professors for each branch,

and as soon as this > utilization would be more per-

fect than that of either the British Museum or the Jardin des Plantes.
Beside the curators, there should be one or two preparatory to mount
specimens, and to make the nee- '

uired for the illus-

tration of the specimens. It would also be desirable to have an artist

attached to the establishment, who would have to make magnified draw-
ings of such specimens as are too small to be at once studied by the natu-
ral powers of the eye ; these drawings would be appropriate ornaments

5rp,Wrcidora, and at the same time assist in the courses of lectures
which it should be the duty of every curator to deliver annually upon the
special branches intrusted to his care "

The very able chairman of the committee, the Hon. John H. Clifford,
made an earnest report, urging upon the Overseers and the community
the importance of acting at once upon the suggestions of Prof. Agassiz.
Ine interest which these communications immediately excited, was great
and general, and steps were taken to carry out, or at least to commence

e
,

exepution of the plan. Several meetings of the most distinguished
and enlightened citizens of Boston have been held, and liberal sums have
weady been promised. A general subscription has been undertaken,
"n the certainty of success. Not only this, but the subject has already

th \ ?Ught before the Legislature, and there is strong ground to believe

hrt? c
n^SOme aPP' ie

'
from tue moneys received

7 the State from the sale of the " Back Bay" lands. Governor Banks,
is annual message, called attention, in general but emphatic terms,

» the value of the natural sciences, and has since shown a liberal dispo-

of th

t

°Tr'

aVOr this Particular measure. The Hon. Charles Hale, Speaker

men
'

\r°
USe °f liePresentatives—and one of the most rising young

.
° ln Massachusetts—is also understood to be a warm friend of the

L P
• Other leading persons in the government look upon it with

til*
there seems little doubt that a majority of the Legislature will^same enlightened view. ».

UtoiJ l
n
:
atlons ©» the Genus Unio, together with descriptions of new

96 n?'
Soft Parts> and embryonic forms, in the family Unionidae.

of tKs 4
^°. with 29 plates; by Isaac Lea, LL.D. (From the Journal

tolum f
emy Nat- Set Philad., 1858).—These researches constitute a

in? tw •

WhlCh tlle first PaPer was read in Dec
*
1857

'
and the remaiQ-

c^oAs
11 No

T
emDei\ 1858. The embryonic form of the shell in the

Plates Tl
Speciea of Unionidae is figured without details on one of the

than th l

Prevalent *°rm is pouch-shaped, the height much greater

State
6 n§tu - In the last paper on new Unionidae of the United

*rv* iff*™8 sPecies are described and well figured. Dr. Lea ob-

ancj ,3 he has found the Unio cylindricus Say, U. rubiginosus Lea,

kind of
?°*? imhecilis Sa7» sensitive to light, as if possessing some

lisiled thi
organs> and that Prof. Haldeman had observed and pub-

this
point

Sam
-

e f°r the n̂io radiatus - M* Lea'
s first publication on

ruary ig-*
88 m tae Proceedings Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia for Feb-
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5. On the Stratification of Vesicular Ice by Pressure; by Prof.

William Thomson, F.R.S., in a letter to Prof. Stokes, Sec. R.S., (Proc.

Roy. Soc. from Phil. Mag., Dec. 1858.)—In my last letter to you I

pointed out that my brother's theory of the effect of pressure in lowering

the freezing point of water, affords a perfect explanation of various re-

markable phenomena involving the internal melting of ice, described by

Prof. Tyndall in the number of the " Proceedings" which has just been

published. I wish now to show that the stratification of vesicular ice by

pressure observed on a large scale in glaciers, and the lamination of clear

ice described by Dr. Tyndall as produced in hand specimens by a Brah-

mah's press, are also demonstrable as conclusions from the same theory.

Conceive a continuous mass of ice, with vesicles containing either air

or water distributed through it ; and let this mass be pressed together by

opposing forces on two opposite sides of it. The vesicles will gradually

become arranged in strata perpendicular to the lines of pressure, becaust

of the melting of ice in the mtre and the regula-

tion of the water in the localities of least pressure, in the neighborhood of

groups of these cavities. For, any two vesicles nearly in the direction of

the condensation will afford to the ice between them a relief from pres-

sure, and will occasion an aggravated pressure in the ice round each of

them in the places farthest out from the line joining their centres; while

the pressure in the ice on the far sides of the two vesicles will be some-

what diminished from what it would be were their cavities filled up with

the solid, although not nearly as much diminished as it is in the ice

between the two. Hence, as demonstrated by my brother's theory ana

my own experiment, the melting temperature of the ice round each vesi-

cle will be highest on its side nearest to the other vesicle, and lowest m

the localities on the whole farthest from the line joining the centres.

Therefore, ice will melt from these last-mentioned locali

vesicle have water in it, the partition between the two will thicken

freezing on each side of it. Any two vesicles, on the other hand, wm

and will each direct away some of the pressure'from the Portlf\°\;
n.

solid next itself on the two sides farthest from the plane through tM

tres, perpendicular to the line of pressure. This will give rise »

increase of pressure on the whole in the solid all round the two ca

and nearly in the plane perpendicular to the pressure, although no>

else so much as in the part between them. Hence these two y«,c'"
;„,,

gradually extend towards one another by the melting of the inter

^
ice, and each will become flattened in towards the plane tbrou

rf

centres perpendicular to the direction of pressure, by the tree
» R

water on the parts of the bounding surface farthest from this P'
t of"^n-may be similarly shown that two vesicles in a line oblique to tna

densation will give rise to such variations of pressure in the solidw^
neighborhood, as to make them, by melting and freezing, ^
each obliquely towards the other and from the parts of its ^ ^
most remote from a plane midway between them, perpendicui

direction of pressure.
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The general tendency clearly is for the vesicles to become flattened and
arranged in layers, in planes perpendicular to the direction of the pres-
sure from without.

It is clear that the same general tendency must be experienced even
when there are bubbles of air in the vesicles, although no doubt the re-

sultant effect would be to some extent influenced by the running down of
water to the lowest part of each cavity.

I believe it will be found that these principles afford a satisfactory
Physical explanation of the origin of that beautiful veined structure which
Prof. Forbes has shown to bean essential organic property of glaciers,
inus the first effect of pressure not equal in all directions, on a mass of
snow, ought to be, according to the theory, to convert it into a stratified
mass of layers of alternately clou: -nendicular to the
direction of maximum pressure. In his remarks " On the Conversion of
Uieljeve into ice,"* Prof. Forbes says, "that (he conversion into ice is

1

'-'["eons" (and in a particular case referred to « identical") "with the
Jtrmahm of the blue bands; .... and that these bands are formed where
tne pressure is most intense, and where the differential motion of the
Pans 18 a maximum, that is, near the walls of a glacier." He further
utes, that after long doubt, he feels satisfied that the conversion of snow
mo ice is due to the effects of pressure on the loose and porous structure

LI e*
; and he formally abandons the notion that the blue veins
1 freezing of infiltrated water, or to any other cause than
ction of pressure. All the observations he describes seems

toe kneadin

» the thirteenth letter, he says, " the blue veins are formed where

naxjm*
Ur
»

1S m°St intense and tne differential motion of the parts a

Now the theory not only requires pre
^indifferent directions

JiT"
06 f pressure in different directions produces the - differential

pre. « • ?red t0 b? Professor Forbes - Further, the difference of

bl.\J
e m dlfferent directions must be continued until a very considera-

-amount f this differential motion, or distortion, has taken place, to

!,Jte^ any sensible degree of stratification in the vesicles. The abso-

^theref°

Unt ot
.

distortion experienced by any portion of the viscous mass

contm,, T m
.

lndex of tlle persistence of the differential pressure, by the

^X bi

act10n of which ^e blue veins are induced
-

Hence aLso we
Winn ;„

n
l
V
,?'

ns are not formed in any mass, ever so deep, of snow

c
\'na hollow or corner. * * *

pitinri

°U9 on Matter and Force, or marvels that encompass us, com-

bv Tnoy9v
ti0nS llf & the earth and the un™er*e ;

fc lRm
™ANK

> author of "Hydraulics and Mechanics," <fec. 154

•^littll ?€wYork, 1858.—There are many excellent thoughts in

N*** 7h
k

- But we cannot s«bscribe to its main doctrines, that ex-

*arth 's heat ?

nly effective moving power in a forming earth
;

that the
a ^eans rf

13 to Pressui'e from gravitation ; and that gravitation is
'

01 preventing any decrease of the mean temperature of a globe

SEco.\rA™

'

rteenth Letter on Gla«er9, section (2), dated Dec. 1846.
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because heat is generated by pressure

lation of the hot liquid. Expansion ;

of temperature are equal in amount
both may be sources of movements
the circulating liquid, the power caus

amount of heat expended to the heat produced

culation, so that there can be no increase from tl

tion can produce no condensation except there be a loss of heat, it

be a means of augmenting the heat ; and hence, whatever may be the

amount at any in. ill still lose by radiation, and find

its only possible means of compensation for the loss in external sources.

The author touches on geological topics while no geologist, and there-

fore without being aware of the points that are to be met in the required

explanations.

7. Shower ofMud at Corfu.—Dv. G. Lawson describes a mud shower

as having occurred at Corfu on the 21st of March, 1857. The day was

squally and shov. in came down a light shower ot

mud which cover* L bghtlv tl ivcs of the trees and garden planfc

Under microscopic was found t0m
mainly of quartz grains and not of minute organisms.

8. Notes on jl .0.4; by W, G. Binset, (1

r

Acad. Nat. Sci. Philad., 1858, Nov.)—Mr. Binney in this paper gives*

catalogue of A ra

,

Ml lists of^

W

which will be foun ice to all interested in this subject

9. Memoirs of the Geological Society of Great Britain, ana oj

Museum of Pran; - <>-< of Great bntam.

II, The Iron Ores of South Staffordshire; by J. Beale Jukes wvin^

rious analyses, made under the direction of Dr. Perci. ^ a0f

London, 1858.—The South Staffordshire iron works occur in an u

50 square leagues about Dudley. . T .•
f„ {

,\-m is

10. Smithsonian Report for 1857.-The Smithsonian I^f^
doing for science what is done by a Royal Society abroad

;

and^
more. For besides publishing elaborate

;

fail of a publisher on account of the expense, it is gn

ence over the land,
a
'^w mJ5»»

observations and specimens, in explorations over the *<>?y
Star)ley

and the regions v.- ^T£b2n£f*
collection being deposited there, with the project ot ll

f oJuctions

chased by governn binet of the naturaij>

q{

of the United Si rary of all the
' ^^.rf

foreign Societies v-JSuSi issuing

nearly as possible up to the date of publication,—ehciting^ ^ ^
Reports on different departments of science,—sustaining a

fof ^
tures at Washington through the winter -and m^g-S in the

great convenience" oi the count ... a medium of c°u>n>u™
.

t<!
. Th»

way of publications, between the science ot the two Con m
rf

Report^ gives a brief account of the ^blwatioM^^JJJ^j ,]»
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It contains also the decision of the Board of Regents upon the charges

brought by Prof. S. F. B. Morse (contained in Shaffner's Telegraph Com-
1855) against Prof. Henry, r plying his "consciously and will-

iting from the truth and this too from unworthy and dishonor-

awe motives" in his testimony resp ;

r. Morse touching
the origin of the electro-magnetic telegraph. The charges were of so
gross a character, that Professor Henry, under a sense of the responsibili-

ties of his position as Secretary, deemed it incumbent on him to bring
tbem before the Board. The report of the Committee of investigation

pronounces the charges unsustained. I
, >f. IV m v follows the report with

a history of the discoveries that prepared the way for the telegraph.
11. Straw Lightning rods.—The power of straw as a conductor of elec-

tricity has been utilized in the south of France, no less than eighteen
Communes in the neighborhood of Tarbes having been provided with
conductors composed of straw. Experiments show that an electrical
shock sufficiently powerful to kill an ox may be discharged by a single

12. Tschudi.—Dr. Tschudi, the well-known traveller, has just returned
lj>m lm last journey to Peru ; the results of which will be submitted
Portly to the public—lb.
0*nuLm.—Death of William C. Bond.—We are mined to announce

the death of William Cranch Bond, ESft, the director of the Astronom-
ical Observatory of Harvard College. He died at Cambridge, Mass., Jan.

g, 1859, aged 69. He was born in Portland, Me., Sept. 9, 1789.

P ]f.
aPPointment to the Cambridge Observatory, he had devoted

imself with much in ; cess, not oruy to astronomical
ervations, Dut to the construction and improvement of optical instru-

ments m every detail ot which he was well informed and practically

vat
• JvWS"" : j I-server at his private obser-

in ?£i
D
Porcnester

> he was called to the charge of that in Cambridge,
»o39, before any buildings were erected. The great telescope was

punted June 24, 1847. In connection with his sons, he has used that

Sen u With imPort™t ^sults, in observations of the fixed stars,

i J *
3nd the Planet Saturn - To llis practical skill observers owe

*w I

mechanisln
. calJed the "Spring Governor," by which time is

mil-
measured t0 a small fraction of a second. To the same skill in

owinff ,

Scientificknowledge to mechanical means was in a large part

ingJt -

S known in Europe as the "American method" of record-
5 tronomical observations by el te 1w been engaged

«„,
*nc°nraging success in experiments for taking photographs of the

Sent Jf p
CaQiera Cached to the great telescope. Before his appoint-

n«kin« *
"dSe he was employed by the U. S. Government in

S^ E
&

? .

rono,ni
' •

: «tion with those of the South

*»Hful f"

ng ExPediti"n - Mr. Ia.ikV.s talents and acquirements as a

also in p
tronomer were duly appreciated not only in this country but

«w>fenJi
P
u
e
-"

In 1842 the honorary degree of Master of Arts was

can Tr?* h,m ]
>Y B al -or of the Ameri-

B^ab a?
y

f

of Arts and Sd m Philosophical

^-athVhe Pi!
tlle ^°yal Astronomical Society of London. By his

"^munit °i
ege is depnved of a highly valued officer, and the scientific

^"M'j Ad
°De °^ ^ most gifted and accomplished sons.

—

Boston
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Synopsis of the Report on Zoophytes ; by James D. Dana. 180 pp.

8vo. New Haven, 1859 ; conl all the species in the

Author's original 4 to. Report, which is out of print.

H. L. Bowditch : Address on the Life and Character of James Deane, M.D., of

Greenfield, Mass. 46 pp. 8vo.

Lieut. J. C. Ives : Colorado Exploring Expedition, Preliminary Report to Cap

tain A. A. Humphreys, Topograph. Engineers. 12 pp. 8vo.

J. Cassis: Mami States Exploring Expe-

dition under Captain Wilkes, U. S. N., 1838-1842. 1 vol. 4 to in 466 pages, with*

tion of the Laurent school.

Sir R. I. Muscimol England and Wales, 16 inches by H.

Knipe : Geological Map of Scotland including the Shetland and (

London : E. Stanford. 25*. mounted in case.

G. R. Greenough: General Sketch of the Physical and Geologi

rnisbed or folded in a case.

Lake Price: A manual of photograph!,: manipul

Ion. 6s. 6J. J. Churchill.

. Vocabulary.

direction of Prof. Ansted and Rev. C. G. Nicolay.
rmw Jones, Esq., assisted »- ™-

dis, Esq. : The Naturalist in Bermuda
and's, together with meteorological o

Adulterations. London: Va^^~\y^
botanical evidence.

"

Milne-Edwards, H. : Lecons sur la phys*
et des animaux. T. IV. Ire parte. In-S. Victor Mim

"Air I ikh. Taf.~~.Fra

F. RitterTon Hatjer and Fb. Foetterle: Geologische TJebersicht der B

r vorwort von Wilhelm Haidi>^

pp. 8vo. Vienna, 1855. ti

Proceedings Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia. 1858, ffov

tella from near Newport, R. L ; J. Leidy.—y. 190, »ote m «

I of Hakodadi, collect*d

s£elLs l(o

—Prodromus. A M'edlt !

on^A
"

f )lP J

nera and species of N.Amern,

r of New To
, Synopsis of t

Wishes of the Western portion of the iaiw*
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ART. XXXII.—On the Fluctuations of the W"tcr Level at Green

%, Wisconsin ; by Ciias. Whittlesey, of Cleveland, Ohio.

The town of Green Bay is situated at the mouth of the Fox
Meenah) river. As far up the river as " Des Peres," or about
we miles, the water is dead and deep enough for navigation by
sau vessels. The first rapid is at Des Peres, the seat of the ear-
liest French mission on the Fox river, taking its name from the
Jesuit fathers, of whom relics yet remain. Here a dam and
Jockaaye been built as part of the improvement of the river.

Movements of the waters at the mouth and along the still
?ater portion of the channel are so frequent and so marked

^
to attract the attention of travellers and residents from the

ttays of the Jesuits to our own. The current is seen flowing
rapidly^ stream asfar as th(? ids almost everyday, and
Retimes more than once or twice. With the influx is a rise

«*?? very sma11
, at others reaching one and even two feet,

Je
i

following tables show.
withstanding the curiosity excited by 1

nui?iK

Y6Ty few measurements have been made. The early

UT

/

S °f tms Journal contain, I believe, all the observations

thel JS,
made

,
but I have not the advantage of referring to

W m Tk°

Se whidl I now Present are bJ no means comPIete ,

iaflue
^ °f SOme value in discusses tne question of lunar
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In the month of August, 1858, at my request, D. Underwood,

Esq., cheerfully consented to make hourly observations so far

as it could be done consistently with his occupations. Mr. Un-

derwood is the observer at Green Bay for the Smithsonian Insti-

tution at "Washington: a capable and faithful person, having a

strong inclination for all subjects connected with natural science.

The bay which has given its name to the town, is on an arm

of Lake Michigan, about 120 miles in length, and its greatest

width about 20 miles. It opens into the lake not so much re-

direct channels as by side ones among islands that lie across the

mouth, which is about 25 miles in width. In general form it

resembles the half-fledged wing of a bird attached to its bodr

by its side and at the largest end. The general direction of its

axis or middle li King an acute angle

with the coast line of Lake Michigan. A narrow peninsula

coming to a point at the "Port-des-Morts," lies between the bay

and the lake, rising from 100 to 200 feet above the water level

The western shore of the bay is low and swampy ;
winds that

blow across the bay from the northwest, therefore, act more

powerfully on its waters, locally considered, than those from the

opposite quarter over the bluffs of the eastern shore. At Green

Bay and Fort Howard the shore lines approach to a point.

From Mr. Underwood's register I have to a considerable extern

condensed the readings so as to express them in substance, m

the form of curves. At the broken or dotted portions the ob-

servations are wanting. , We assumed an arbitrary line or flg

of reference intended to be above the floods of the year im
and called this zero.

.
. ^

Constructing a water-gauge, marked to half inches, it

nailed to a pill at the south side of the dock of Day & Brother.,

its zero corresponding with the assumed line, the figures ,

r

f j
c

downwards. The readings were made hourly during tne u» -

but were necessarily deficient for most of the nights. ,
g

By means of the tables and of the diagram [see i?W}

written portion of this article is very much abridged.

Two columns at the left show the time of high water, any

proximately the hour of the moon's southing on the san .

The period which should elapse between the meridianiW,
and high water is subject to so many collateral influenceS^t for

is not determined without long continued observations. ^.^
the same place it must be nearly constant, and a ti ^
from that cause would therefore occur with regala?^ ^
space occupied by the corresponding strength and mret

the winds, as observed locally, exhibits only their prev^ B

general condition. , w:tbolit ob-

On the 22d of September only four hours passed wll
cIosed at

servations, but most of the days began at 5 a. M. an
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The position of Green Bay is more favorable for detecting a
lunar tide, if it exists, than a point on the shore of the lake. In
inland seas of much greater size, such as the Baltic and the

Mediterranean, which connect directly with the ocean, only a
small tide is observed. I am not aware that it has been noticed
in the Caspian and the Black Seas. On the open sea the rise

and fall is slight, ranging from two to three feet only.

The great vertical range of tides in our harbors on the coast
arises from the configuration of the shore and the form of the
ocean bed. The swell is augmented of necessity as it is driven
into bays and inlets with converging shores and shallow water.
At the mouth of the Bay of Fundy the tidal wave has thus
been raised to 10 and 12 feet, and running into the bay it attains
a height of 30 and 40 and at spring tides of 60 feet. The con-

^
ur °^ Green Bay is much the same. A swell of two inches at

the Port des Morts when carried on and compressed between the
converging shores should produce a rise of six or eight inches.

ft has been long known that on the western lakes there is a
land and water breeze occurring daily, as happens on the coast

f
"i ocean. Its regularity may be disturbed by storms, but

"? shore between

&„„ Xli „^ ov^jLiiug, OUuiW™ u w vai^e vessels out of
Harbor, About ten in the morning following, the reverse is wit-
nessed. In the cold months, a sluggish, but damp and chilly,
current of air moves from the water towards the land. It is

Productive of congestion of the skin, opprt

C t°rp0r in the animal system, and i

wood to the head. The evening breeze has the opposite effect,
nithout assuming, in the present state of the observations, that

kl
m

T°
n Produces no perceptible effect on the waters of the

ist ?
ffer some deductions that I think follow from the reg-

JO" ot Mr. Underwood, showing a direct c<

TV
&nd the rise and fal1 at Green Ba7-

plaS A
Ct is comPlicated but maJ ]

L u •'
-A- land breeze commencingma m due time press the waters into the bay, w*

vould
g
H

t0 ltS duration and force
-
A water or off"land breeze

.l
depress the water, but owing to the form of the bay and

42?*^ effeCt Sh°uld be less in amount These breezes are

j,
e winds and gales that occupy the whole surface of the

case,T lrr^lar m their occurrence. Theyo™™™ ™ ™™
lineJT minor currents that flow and reflov

7 towards its southerly extremity, where the chances of
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shipwreck are at least equal to those in favor of his escape. The

gale carries the water along with it, and at Chicago and Michi-

gan City there is a rise in the surface of three to four feet. At

the Beaver Islands and at the Port-des-Morts there is a corres-

ponding depression. The waters of Green Bay must therefore

tend to flow out. But the same wind operating within the basin

of the bay, resists the flow of water to the north, and diminishes

the result that would otherwise follow, depressing the surface at

the town of Green Bay. A gale from the east and northeast

acts in favor of a rise, both directly and indirectly. Its tendency

is to force more water into the bay and to retain what is air.;

there. Accordingly we should anticipate very high water under

the influence of prolonged northeasterly winds. But even here

as I witnessed at the Oconto River, November 2d and 3d, 1858,

a reflux may occur while the wind holds in the same quarter.

On the 2d at noon the water was at its greatest known height

At noon on the 3d it had fallen 12 inches although the same

gale continued.

Gales from the south and southwest should produce hydro-

graphical effects the reverse of those from the north, and have

the same double action. If they continue long, the water in

the lake is raised at its northerly end, and tends to flow into the

bay, raising its surface. Within the area of the bay, however.

the tendency is to drive water out of it, and to depress the sur-

face at the mouth of the Fox Eiver. Here is again the question

of the resultant of opposing forces.

The diagram and its attendant columns show a direct connec-

tion between the northeast winds and the extreme floods
i

ot i

season. The 2d of July, the 20th, 21st and 27thj0f
Aug*,

the 8th, 9th and 24th of September, and the 2d and 3doi a

vember are cases of this sort. .

a

But to present this part of the subject more fully 1 «*"

table of the extremes of both the ebb and the flood auxin- -

days which have the fullest record. [See table, nextJP^- j
From this table it appears that in all cases where tne w

the wind during the day reached 2 and over, there wt* y

ence of level of eight inches or more, with the exc^Ptlon J^b-
1st, when it was only 6£ inches. The wind that day was

erly. There is one case (Sept. 9th) of a range of 8 inches ~
the force of the wind (northeast) was only 1. In "TL^d,
(Sept. 25th), where the record of the previous day was m» ^
there was a fluctuation of 10J inches without any^a

t <are

able at the town of Green Bay. Observations on tne cu
^

necessary to elucidate such- cases. On the 25th also tne*

range of 9 inches under similar circumstances.
fl

i
oc-

By the registers, there were 17 days in which the v ^
curred twice, having two maxima, and 15 days witn
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rater occurred in the forenoon 18 times and in the after-

be same number. Low water took place in the forenoon

5 and in the afternoon 12. With the wind northerly, of

I and west line, high water occurred 12, and with it south-

times. There was a flood in calm weather 10 times, and

Extremes of fluctuation for A«#«** and September, 1858.

HIGH WATER.
j

WIND. LOW WATXK. WIND.

»s.Hw- "tT K**°* ^orce "Ifour. ! *J
Fo™

Ill ',

"

W.U-X
! 5

F
'«
M

*

jief"
j
N.

12 m. 13f " W.

* 9 inch.

«j4
"

of
<•

2 r. m. 12 - X. 111"

12 m. £#»« «i 10±«

I «
Calm.

j i" 1?--'| -;;

3A5p.m. 13 " ! a
X.

'

2 A 3 « 111 " ! N. 101"

K. 11 412 p.m. 9 "
j
X.

'fir*'* I "

S.

s.

i
5 A.M. & ) u « &
4 p.m. 16 " ! S.

1 « 20| "
{

S.

•
'.'.?•

n » s.w. 9 & 10 a.m. 20 " (S.W 10|"

5 «
n

;;
8.

If. I 12 to 2p.m. 1* " N.'

2
r'-«*

N.

8T !
5, B X.E. i 5 A. m. 13 " X.E. 1 8 "

:"
li

S.

s.w.

N.E.

2

5 to 9 a.m. 10 "

12 M. 11*
"

C;ilm

S.W.

X."

;

64"

12 "

ioi"

i V. M. 15 A X.E.' Gale. t

6"
Ah^tofther wmfor of Jmes %^ ani low watei

influence of different winds.

cr the

?* water, - .

X<irth x.w. West. I S.W.

3 3

South. East. X.E.

8

S.E.
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From the 1st to the 16th of September inclusive, the moon's

southing occurred within the hours of the readings for high and

low water. Of these days, on the 1st and 3d the flood arrived

within two hours after the passage of the moon. On the 2d, 4th,

6th and 7th from 5 to 11 hours afterwards. On the 8th, 9th,

10th, 12th, 13th, 14th, 15th and 16th from 5£ to 11* hours be-

fore southing, but on the 9th and 13th there were two maxima

3 to 5£ hours after. From the 12th to the 15th inclusive, four

days, the weather was continually calm at the place of observa-

tion. The variation of level during those days was small, the

mean being four inches, the least 2, and the greatest 6J in. This

was the most favorable opportunity for the appearance of a lunar

tide. The period of conjunction passed on the 7th, and conse-

quently the calm weather all came within the first quarter.

Neither on those days or during the most quiet periods embraced

in Mr. Underwood's register, do I discover evidences of a flux

and reflux that I can connect with the moon's motions.

Perhaps more perfect and prolonged observations might dis-

close such evidence. No station can be found better calculated

to test the question fairly, provided simultaneous observations

are made at the mouth of the bay. It is to be hoped the atten-

tion which the officers of the United States Topographical Corps

are now giving to the subject of lake fluctuations will lead to

such observations.*

Aet. XXXIIL—On Parthenogenesis ft by E. Kegel.

Thousands of accurately observed cases bear evidence that

an embryo can be developed in a seed only under the influence

of fecundation. A few naturalists did, indeed, up to the wj

ning of the present century, deny the necessity of
^
c
^f

&l^
but these were solitary voices (Schelver and Henschel?). J ,

theory of fecundation, the practical proof of it (the production

hybrids), was assumed to be a settled fact, and up to ouro»

time underwent a continually fuller development. _ ,

A few voices were here and there raised, not against the

^
ory of fecundation generally, but for the proposition^tbat i

tain plants a true embryo might be formed without fecund^

. F. J. Schelver. Breslau.
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ence offecundation. But if the fecundation is prevented, in certain

cases an embryo may be nevertheless developed.''' Strictly speaking,

therefore, it was assumed in this statement that the male sexual

organs of plants were wholly superfluous structures.

But this assertion was made always in reference only to par-

ticular plants, and indeed to the same with which Spallanzani

had experimented in the year 1786, namely hemp and spinach *

How inexact Spallanzani's observations must have been, appears
from the fact that he obtained ripe seeds even from basil from
which he had removed the anthers, also from watermelons, &c.

On these latter and similar plants, on which it is easy to ope-

there exist a number of direct experiments

repeated subsequently by persons who were wholly <

Jute of the knowledge requisite for an exact experiment. On
the other hand, Bernhardi, an otherwise very exact observer,
repeated Spallanzani's experiments on hemp,f and obtained ex-
actly similar results.

• "his question then sank to rest again ; Bernhardvs observa-
tions were explained by assumi - rvation, or the
formation of a bud in the seed.
fa 1841, J. Smithy made known his observations on the pro-

duction of seed by Cceleboqyn e stated to per-
ject all its seed without any fecundation. At the same period
^coq asserted the occurrence of parthenogenesis in a host of
plants. From his superficial observations he drew the conclu-
sm

.
tnat all annual plants with separate sexes could form perfect

seeds without fecundation. By such a wise contrivance, nature
Prevented the dying-out of such plants.
^kbogyne is still in very few hands in flowering condition.

J
ter

.

as we know, it has not been observed, from the period of
owermg to the ripening of the fruit, by any German botanist.
^servations on the so-called unfecundated seeds, such as were^e by Radlkofer, Klotzsch, and A. Braun, can have but a
oMitional importance. That all has not been seen that may be
,

en, in this plant, is evident from the fact that while Klotzsch

ir

monstrated, from the formation of the seed of this plant, that
^contamed not an embryo at all, but a bud, Radlkofer and A.

amnV
re °f tbe °PPosite opinion. The latter, however, made

that? ^P011*111* observation, still unexplained by him, namelv,

P^r touna a pollen-grain with a pollen-tube on the stigma of

«*W"D"» i
. Experience,

I T*^ Dietrich, Allg.

Society of London, 1
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In leaving (Mebogyne to one side, since those only are competent

to speak of it who have had an opportunity to observe it, it may

be noticed that this plant has been the cause of the resuscitation of

the question as to the possibility of parthenogenesis in the vege-

table kingdom, and this the more that a similar phenomenon in

the animal kingdom was simultaneously asserted by von Siebold.

Naudin and Decaisne in particular took up again the earlier ex-

periments on Spinacia and Cannabis, adding to them a number

of other plants. The result of their experiments was, that fe-

male plants of Spinacia, Cannabis, Mercurials annua, and Bryo-

nia dioica bore perfectly ripe seeds when they had been suffi-

ciently guarded against the accidental influence of the pollen of

male flowers. According to M. Naiidin's report, neither he nor

M. Decaisne could discover male flowers among the female flow-

ers, which were borne in great numbers. On the other hand,

Eicinus communis and Ecbaliwm Elaterium bore no seed when all

the male flowers were removed before they opened.

Naudin concluded from his observations " that only dwecims

plants are capable of perfecting seeds without fecundation, titofe

monoecious plants perfect their seed only under the ivflwnce oj

fecundation" .

,

Eadlkofer, from the cases made known by Naudin and Smith,

deduced the further law, " that ovaries which perfect their emAw»

withoutfecundation retain their stigmas much longer in afertwa t

condition than is the case when the embryo originates in consequent

of regularfecundation.
11

,

As usual, the majority of naturalists have accepted these stai
•

ments, promulgated as certain facts. The very circumstance

that, in the supposed discovery, all those laws which we have i^

variably recognized in reference to the origin of e^ory

opposed face to face—the attraction of the wonderful, wfucn

^

these days possesses a powerful charm,—has_ brought many

to the party who believe in a parthenogenesis.

The author of this notice has expressed, in the last year*

two ('Bonplandia,' ' Gartenflora '),
his modest doubt as i

accuracy of the experiments of Naudin and Decaisne, ^
served as the basis of an hypothesis of so great weight .

fc

An objection arose in the outset, from the feet

was obtained only in small-flowering plants which de^F
mass of flowers in every leaf-axil, while large-flowering>v

•

like Eicinus and Ecbalium, bore no seed when ft

prevented. Still more striking was it, that, of plants knu^ ^
be polygamous, only female plants were mentioned, ^]V

suranee was given that no male flowers were observed up
,e

I have in the present summer repeated the expenm^^
by Decaisne and Naudin. Although they are not yei q ^
eluded, they have afforded me proof that Decaisne ana *
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have observed but superficially, and that neither Spinacia nor

Mercuriatis are to be included among plants which can furnish

proof of parthenogenesis *

Plants of Spinacia, Mercuriatis annua, and Cannabis were

planted singly in pots ; and the male plants were removed as

they appeared, before the dehiscence of the earliest anthers.

The female plants were kept in a place where no pollen from
similar plants could have access to them. As soon as the first

flowers were perfectly developed, they were cut away so as to

leave only a few axillary inflorescences which could be easily

examined. All newly-produced lateral branches, which were
abundantly developed, were carefully removed, and the inflores-

cences of the plants experimented on observed daily with a lens.

These observations refer, up to this period, only to Mercuriatis
and Spinacia, as Cannabis has not yet unfolded any flowers.

Merourialis.—One of the female^hmts was placed in a differ-
ent locality, where it grew freely without being cut. This plant
has now set abundance of fruit, which will doubtless bear per-
fect seeds with embryos. But on examination it was found that
solitary perfectly developed male flowers were produced in the
axillary tufts of flowers, as can be testified by MM. Kornicke,
fteen, and Maximowicz, to whom I showed them. How this
escaped the observation of MM. Naudin and Decaisne, is beyond
ay comprehension.

f wo plants of Mercuriatis were cut in and observed in the
Jbove described manner. Each of the few tufts of blossom pro-
ceed a great number of female flowers. Here, again, solitary
we flowers continually made their appearance, so that I have

atfeady removed more than twenty of them from each of the
e*^irnental plants. Even with the most careful observation,

absolutely conclusive result could scarcely be obtained with
1S Pjnt

;
for the male flowers are only detected after they have

pea, and therefore may have scattered pollen. I used my
tmost endeavors to suppress the male flowers at the right time

;

frnitn?
hitaert0 neither of the experimental plants have set

uu, ail the earliest developed female flowers having withered up.

to*!ii
e plants should stlU ^ lhlit

'

tlyis must be attributed
Pollen received from some of the male flowers.

flUe^ac
i
a-—difficult as it is in Mercurialis to neutralize the in-

ia still
P°^en from adventitiously developed male flowers, it

were T*
6 difficult with Spinacia. All the experimental plants

towers \"v
I observed at first

.
in tne axillary tufts of female

over tk ? i
y norma% developed anthers, which projected

Qe temale flowers. I removed them, and placed the plants

ni* simU^
r

°0t
£et ful1 observations upon Cannabis ; but this will doubtless fur-
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on which I had noticed them in a different locality. All my

experimental plants appeared inclined to set seeds. I therefore

placed all except one, on which the first flowers were beginning

to unfold, in another situation, and continued the examination

of this plant with redoubled attention, allowing in all only ten

axillary tufts of blossom to come to perfection. All newly-pro-

duced lateral branches were necessarily broken off, as these at

once developed new blossoms. First of all, I observed on this

plant two stamens with anthers containing abundance of pollen.

Placed under the microscope, this exactly resembled normal

pollen. These stamens, however, did not arise (as I observed in

Charnazrops last year) from female flowers ; but among the female

flowers were scattered solitary stunted male flowers, which

brought only one stamen, seldom more, to perfection. This

fixed my attention. With the help of the lens, I soon saw, in

the tufts of female flowers, isolated gland-like bodies, which!

had taken at first for misshapen bracts. When I had dissected

them out, I found that they were sessile anthers, developed in

scattered abortive male flowers. These contained perfect pollen,

as the above-mentioned gentlemen as well as myself can testily.

These anthers are seldom perfectly seen, but are almost always

partly covered up by the involucral scales of the flowers

which they arise, so that they may be easily overlooked or w

taken for transformed bracts. In the isolated male flowers x

usually found one sessile perfect anther, with several abortive-

more rarely several perfectly developed anthers filled witnpw

len (all, however. ^ ~>h . u^im one flower. From one singe

axillary inflorescence I dissected out ten such male flowers^

sessile perfect anthers. But as this had to be done on m t

plants under a lens, it could seldom be effected without injur s

the anthers, by which pollen was always scattered n™
cases, I indeed removed the immediately adjacent female no .

and the withering away of the earliest female blossoms_«^ .^^

result. At present, however, several appear to be swew g

The very abundant development of axillary flowers here *
^

course a result of the cutting back of the plant and tne

of the latt ral shoots w Inch continually break out afresh" ^
axils, since the formative energy is wholly diverted to X.
velopment of flower-buds. A large proportion ot tne

mental plants did not bear
Whether the experimenl

<f

MdJSm5
perfect seeds capable of germination, or not, these e p ^
have already fully convinced me that these two genera

. fr

velop perfect seeds under the influence of the pollen01,
tious male flowers, and that the only possibility ot I -

A

fecundation is ty daily repeated observation ot ev ,
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flower that unfolds, limitation of the growth of the plant to a

of inflorescence, and rightly-timed removal of each .

male flower which makes its appearance. An observer who
merely looks over a number of female plants with thousands of

little flowers, cannot possibly obtain any result of the slightest

.alue. Surveying therefore the conclusions drawn
from these experiments, it becomes evident that they have no
authority.

That Ricinns and Ecbalium perfected no seed, evidently arises

from the fact that in these plants the male flowers may be easily

enough detected in time and removed, which can scarcely be
accomplished with certainty in Mercurialis and Spinacia, since,

from the small size and close packing of the flowers, these can
only be detected when too late, even if these flowers are not
altogether overlooked. There is no ground for making a dis-

tinction between monoecious and dioecious plants in this respect.
The same is the case with the stigmas. All the flowers of my

experimental plants that were really protected from fecundation
soon withered, stigma included. When, on the other hand, fruit
was formed in consequence of fecundation, the stigmas persisted

J
Jong time, which is by no means wonderful, considering the

fleshy nature of the stigmas of these plants.
As soon as Cannabis flowers, this plant shall also be subjected

to careful examination. I may be permitted to notice before-
Jjiid, that the results of previous observations on Cannabis have
">een very varied. Some obtained no seeds on separate female
plants (Linnaeus obtained this result); others obtained abund-
ance of seed. It seems to be indicated by this, that in Cannabis

Wu°CCUr mdividuals bearing only female flowers, and others
winch may resemble those of Spinacia or Mercurialis.

.,

VVe
,
possess plants of Ccehbogyne; but, unfortunately, none of

mem have yet flowered. Yet I am convinced that in this plant
werni observation will clear up the matter. I may refer to the
peculiar glands which surround the female flowers, with which
^Jary imperfect anthers might be easily confounded *
parthenogenesis ^^ doeg not Qccur in lants wi& eyi_

aent sexual organs.

well known. M.BaiUonh
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' ART. XXXIV.— Terrestrial Climate as influenced by the Distribu-

tion of Land and Water at different geological epochs ; by HENRY

Hennessy, F.K.S.. M.E.T.A., Professor of Natural Philosophy

in the Catholic University of Ireland *

Every point on the earth's surface is continually gaining and

losing heat, and its actual temperature at any given moment de-

pends on the difference between its gains and its losses. If the

outer coating of the earth were exclusively composed of solid

materials, terrestrial climate would depend principally on the

heat gained from sunshine and the heat radiated into space. But

as the earth is completely enveloped by an atmosphere, and

partly surrounded by a liquid, its thermal conditions must be

greatly influenced by the physical properties of these fluid cov-

erings. While the heating or cooling of "a solid follows the

clearly denned and comparative well understood laws of con-

duction and radiation, the heating or cooling of gases and liquids

is further greatly modified by the mobility of their particles.

The changes of state which frequently take place in fluids,

whether by evaporation or condensation, freezing or liquefaction,

introduce agencies which still further complicate the study o

their thermal relations. 2 ., , i

When we study the thermal conditions of a liquid ^tnbutea

over the terrestrial spheroid, it becomes manifest, that these co

ditions are influenced by the area, configuration, and pnysiw

structure of such portions of the solid earth as rise above_
tj.

ocean and come in contact with the atmosphere, so as to co

tute the surface of the dry land. Upon this matter 1 FT^
to develop certain views which are closely connected witn iu

I have already published relative to the distribution oi

over such solid surfaces,f ., n;VPS the

2. When a surface, covered with ordinary soil, ^1T*

rays of the sun, the heat thus acquired passes downward
arriving at a very small depth its intensity rapidly

^d
The solar heat which is thus received by the ground ma),

fore, be considered as confined almost entirely to a turn i^
cial stratum. The air in contact with the soil kec°m€* ^
expands, and tends to ascend : a circulation thus i *10**^ the

the upper and lower strata of the atmosphere situated * ^
heated ground. During the night a different prow

p,

place; for then the radiation of the soil causes its te^r

also the Note on the Laws tl
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to fall below that of the superincumbent air ; the coldest stratum
of the lower portions of the atmosphere being in contact with
the ground, the equilibrium of those above is not so much dis-

turbed. Yet, even in this case, causes exist which tend to pro-

duce a series of actions and reactions between the upper and
lower strata of air, by which a process of convection will be
ultimately developed. These actions will be rendered especially

remarkable if the soil is not bare, but covered with vegetation
in the manner of the greater part of the dry land. This ques-
tion has been fully treated by Melloni * in his memoir on the
nocturnal cooling of bodies. His general proposition, that " a
body exposed during the night to the influence of a sky of equal
clearness and calmness, is always cooled to the same extent,
whatever may be the temperature of the air," is fruitful in im-
portant results. Thus is explained the great differences between
the temperature of the day and night on land in the torrid zone.
Uie intense cold observed during the night by Denham in trav-
ersing the great Desert of Sahara, the process of artificial freez-
ln
g at Bengal, and the rain-like dews observed by Humboldt in

the forests of South America, are all necessary consequences of
foe energy of the actions and reactions by which the outer coat-
ing of the earth loses the warmth it has acquired from sunshine
^rmg the day. Conversely, the almost constant temperature

t

V

:\?a in troPical regions, by day and night, and the nearly
j°«i absence of dew on the rigging of vessels far removed from
l™ laud, clearly show the peculiar retentiveness of heat pos-
**sed by the water, and that, unlike the land, it does not readily
Pan with whatever warmth it may have acquired from sunshine

I

"ng the day. The cold southerly breezes sometimes observed
n -kgyptt during the winter months, when the air has passed

tot
lmmense surfaces of sandy desert, present a striking con-

er?\i?
tlle soutnwesterly winds which at the same season trav-

"e the ocean and visit our shores. It appears, from a commu-
cation in the Times newspaper, dated Melbourne, November

wint
' that in Soutl1 Australia, tne coldest winds during the

ter months, are those blowing from the northerly and tropi-

y.
r(

^ons
, while the warmest are those blowing from the pole.

thu f
61 P888 over extensive surfaces of heat-radiating, and

jretore heat-losing land, while the latter traverse the heat-re-

,
«»g ocean. In the summer (at least by day) the opposite

cold ?
mena are observed, of warm winds from the north and

on
tte soutn - Combined observations on the wind, and

DrnW
mperature

' % d»y and right? would further elucidate a
f°oiem which, in the words of the writer, " cannot be solved

de PhSf
8

f**?^ Memoirs, toL v, pp. 453 and 530; and Axuialfls de Chimie et

t K*3 * 't
T Febr°ary and April, 1848.T K*nit2 Meteorologie, French edit., p. 45.
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without greatly adding to the stock of our knowledge." While

the feeble conducting power of the solid portion of the earth's

coating, allows but a small portion of the sun's heat to pass be-

neath the surface, so that whatever warmth is thus received on

that surface during the day is readily radiated into space during

the night, a liquid mass, similarly exposed to sunshine and sub-

sequent nocturnal radiation, possesses peculiar properties which

greatly influence the differences between its thermal losses and

gains." The most important of these properties are, (1) the great

capacity of water for heat, by which it gradually accumulates

and slowly parts with whatever warmth it has received; and

(2) the intermobility of its particles, by which exchanges of

temperature in different parts of the liquid mass are essentially

promoted.
Let us consider the effect of the sun's rays on a globe covered

with water, and we shall soon perceive that a more energetic

process than that of conduction accompanies the exchanges oi

temperature between the different portions of the fluid, "he

water which receives the vertical rays of the sun will be more

heated than the waters which receive its rays at more oblique

inclinations. Not only the amount of warmth received over a

given area, but also the depth to which the rays of heat pene-

trate below the surface, depends upon the angles made by these

rays with the vertical. Inequalities of surface temperature ap-

pending on the latitude, the hour angle, and the sun's long™
shoald thus result. The more heated waters would expand, and

tend to spread over the cooler waters in other regions. Unien

should arise from the mutual actions and reactions oi the u

equally heated portions of the fluid. The colder currents wo

usually tend to flow beneath the warmer, unless at temperat

approaching that of the maximum density of water, and tnu

process of circulation would be established by which the

_

perature acquired by the superficial strata of the water sn

be ultimately propagated to a certain depth below the s

Evaporation would "also take place, and \>y the condensation^
ot

vapor a certain portion of 1 7 the
• .^bent

be imparted, in the formation of clouds, to the superincuw

atmosphere. . ^
If, as in the existing oceans, this water be salt, the lneq^ ^

of temperature producing inequalities of evaP°r?
tl0%

erelIt
re-

produce diversities in the density of the water in am

gions, and thus additional energy will be imparted to tne
j ^

of circulation. The Salter and "heavier surface water
, •

h &$
to sink into the colder liquid which lies beneath, and wn ^
naturally tend to take its place, by ascending uPwa

h

r

fffater

:

process of evaporation would cool the surface ottn ^
but, unlike that of radiation, it is not altogether a I(toinB v
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as far as the entire surface of the earth is considered ; for it is

sooner or later followed by condensation, whereby the greater

part of the absorbed heat is again returned. When a piece of
land or water parts with its heat by radiation into space, that
warmth can never be restored to any part of the earth's surface

;

but whatever heat the water loses by evaporation, becomes
latent in the vapor so produced, and is ultimately transferred by
condensation to some other part of the globe ; and hence evap-
oration does not constitute an agent in causing a diminution of
general terrestrial temperature. Let us now suppose a sheet of
water at the equator nearly surrounded by fixed 'boundaries, so
as to form a species of immense lagoon. Its temperature, from
the causes here referred to, will rapidly augment. The heat
which it has acquired during the day shall have penetrated so
deeply as to be incapable of being radiated backwards into space
during the night, with the same facility as on the surface of a
sandy plain or from the summits of a mass of vegetation. Its
temperature should thus continue to accumulate up to a certain
"mit imposed by the conditions of evaporation, and it might
ultimately attain a mean temperature superior to any which is
n

T mf
at the surface of intertropical seas.

*>• Ihese views are strikingly illustrated by the phenomena
accompanying the origin of the Gulf Stream. The mass of
water which rushes into the Gulf of Mexico, along the southern
ahft~iof the Caribbean Sea, has already
elevated temperature from the action of sunshine i

ern t0
7id zone in its passage from Cape St. Eoque. In moving

around the Caribbean Sea and the Mexican Gulf, these waters

J
111 continue under the influence of a tropical sun, and are con-

Jfcntly increasing in temperature. The islands and coasts which
eJ happen to bathe, have no part in directly promoting this

^gmentation. On looking over the isothermal chart of the

Dev-ii T- Sea and Gulf of Mexico, prepared by Mr. Charles

<W ' -

lfc becomes manifest that in general the temperature
creases in going towards the land. In some places the mean

tiJrS
temPerature of the water close to the land is 24°'5 Cen-

j

trade; farther out at sea it is 25°, and still further from the
.

Q « is 25°-5. In other places it gradually augments from 26°,

n<J°?g
from tne land

> up to 27°-4.f These results are uncon-

plS
W
l
th the influence of latitude, and they are still less ex-

cooU ¥ the influence of centrifugal force, in driving the
and heavier waters towards the edges of the great cur-

i-rotatory movement around the gulf.
3 the law of decrease of temperature in going from the

SW* Soci6t6 M6teorologique de la France, torn i, p. 160.
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land, should not hold on approaching the coasts of large islands

situated towards the centre of the moving mass of waters. But,

in such instances, it is also manifested ; for on the north and

south coasts of the Island of Cuba we find the isothermal lines

of 26°-2 and 26°-5, while the isothermals of 26 "7 and 26
0,
8 are

situated outside them respectively * In Mr. Deville's chart these

are closed isothermals, similar to those which I have indicated

on the surface of the British Islands ; but as the lowest isother-

mals in my map are the most remote from the sea, those in his

chart which exhibit the highest temperature are farthest from

the land. It is thus apparent that the intertropical sea may be-

come a storehouse of heat, by retaining much of what it receives

from the sun, which, but for the physical properties of water, it

would, like the intertropical land, lose by radiation into space.

It is important to bear this conclusion in mind m any inquire

respecting the influence of the distribution of land and water on

general climate, especially as the influence of the land seems

have been hitherto principally considered as a calorific agent.

The heating action of intertropical land has been so oto da-

manges c

between different parts of the earth's surface.

In contrasting the mean temperature of the 'sea with tna

the land in tropical climates, the want of nocturnal obsenw
as referred to by Melloni, is peculiarly felt. While toe *

perature of the one is nearly constant, that of the other is w

to considerable fluctuations; and, as our records arepnnc'P,

derived from diurnal observations, the results are V^J -

f
favorable to an excess of land temperature. This conclusio

^
confirmed by the results exhibited in Mr. Deville s map, »" -

some measure, by the fact of the higher mean temperature^^

entire oceanic covering of our planet compared to 1

In comparing the calorific influence of the land on **
.

gions with the agency of the sea, it should therefore ^
bered, that while the latter stores up heat and acts uy j^
well as by day, the action of the land is effective on j

as the sun's rays are impinging upon it question

4. Let us endeavor to apply these conclusions to tne h
q

of the influence of the distribution of land and water ^ ^
eral terrestrial temperature. As the amount o^^ f the

iter a
T"

infli

ceived by any point on the earth's surface io ~ -

latitude, it follows that the distribution of land ana w* ^
fades must be studied in order to obtain i»

,
8Q°-06, i
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on temperature. This distribution may be supposed to take

place in an endless variety of ways, of which, the following

three cases are the most important :

—

(1.) Preponderance of land towards the poles, and of water
towards the equator. (2.) Preponderance of land towards the
equator, and of water towards the poles. (3.) Equable distribu-

tion of land and water in polar and equatorial regions.

At the present day three-fourths of the earth's surface are
covered with water, so that all the dry land has been truly char-
acterized as an assemblage of large and small islands placed in
a great ocean. If we suppose, with Sir Charles Lyell * that in
the question now under consideration, the proportion of sea to
land is the same as at present, each of the above three cases is

susceptible of two principal divisions, according as the islands
composing the land happen to be few and large, or numerous
and small. If all the dry land on the globe were collected into
a single vast continent, the climatological conditions of the earth,
all other things remaining the same, would be very different
irom what would take place if the land were broken up and
spread out in numberless islands. Whatever may be the sup-
ped distribution of land and water, it is manifest that its chief
influence on the general temperature at the surface of our planet,
roould result from the action of aerial and oceanic currents.

•to the first case above referred to, the belt of equatorial ocean
^onld probably acquire a high temperature, and although the
ctfcumpolar islands would possess very rigorous climates in their
^terror, portions of their coasts might be washed by heat-bear-
'n
g currents, just as the northwestern coast of Europe is washed
J the Gulf Stream at the present day. The superiority of the

tw\temperatllre of the ocean might, in this case, be so great

m i u,
lstribution of heat over the islands should present re-

ntable instances of the laws found to hold good in the British

rwVnd almost a11 of the isothermals on the land would be
uosea curves,f

fro

n^ second case
, the ocean would acquire much less heat

bel? f
•

SUn
'
ancl it( woul(i exercise a cooling influence on the

oi intertropical land. But as whatever evidence we possess

Z™9 10 lndicate that intertropical seas owe their elevated tern-

the

e
??* S0 much to the influence of thermal exchanges with

influT
whlch

- has passed over the adjacent land, as to the direct

j,eatl
nce

.

of sunshine, we may conclude that upon the whole the

in t
v
Dearjng currents would, in this case, be less influential than

fromtfc
has

J ust been considered. The heated air flowing
me equatorial land should, by the agency of winds, in some

* Principles of Geology, cbap. vii, 9th ed., p. 101.
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measure mitigate the temperature of the polar regions, but we

have no reason for believing that this influence would be su-

perior to that of the heat-bearing water currents in our former

If now we suppose the land to be equally distributed in islands

between the equatorial and polar regions, we shall have condi-

tions more or less favorable to the existence of oceanic as well

as of aerial heat-bearing currents, and it seems not impossible

that, under such circumstances, the entire surface of the globe

may enjoy the highest possible amount of general warmth, by

being best circumstanced for the accumulation, retention, and

distribution of the heat it receives from the sun. In this case,

as well as in the first which has been considered, warm currents

from the equatorial seas might freely bathe the coasts of islands

in higher latitudes, thus producing similar characteristic cases of

insular climate. The mean temperature of such seas being

higher than that of the air over the land, the isothermal lines oi

the islands should be partly or entirely closed curves, having

shapes dependent upon the outlines of the islands. The greater

the difference of atmospheric and water temperature, the more

strictly should the isothermals conform to this law. Thus it is

manifest that a nearly circular island, with a surface equal to

that of Labrador, and lying in the same latitude, would present

a much greater diversity of climate between its interior and its

coasts, if the latter were bathed by sea water having a tempera-

ture of 80° Fahrenheit, than if that temperature amounted only

to 40°. As the manner in which the warm air over the warar

would exchange its heat with the air over the land should aw

place undoubtedly bv circulation, it would not be easy to assign

a distinct law for the difference of temperature between twin

terior and the coast of the island ; but it seems evident jau

difference should, up to a certain limit, increase with tM«

perature of the heat-bearing oceanic currents. A gr°JP
^

islands situated in high latitudes, and surrounded by curr

possessing a high temperature, while receiving but a

amount of heat from sunshine, should present a series oi

isothermals, and while their interiors would be cold, their

might enjoy an extremely genial climate.
.

i

g we

5. If such conditions existed at former geological epoc »

may fairly expect to find some evidence of their existent ^;

comparing the characters of the organized beings by w .

interior and the Coasts of such islands were habited.
rf

geologists as have hitherto studied the diversities in siru

i

the fossil remains which have come under their notlc!'
t
tg elevs-

have attended principally to the climatic influence ot
Vi

»

tion of the interior parts of such islands. Professor iw
.

* Memoirs of the Geological Survey of Great Britain, voL i, P-
32 '
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in his memoir on the denudation of Wales, after pointing out
the great elevation above the sea, which portions of that region'

had formerly possessed, calls attention to the resulting varieties

of climate that must have prevailed. " If," he says, " the climate
of our latitudes, when the coasts were washed by the new, red,
:>i :i:i^ ;

.<; seas, were tropical, as is generally supposed, still on
the heights indicated on the vertical sections, we have ample
space for tropical and temperate zones, each probably abounding
in its own appropriate forms of life. And here, in connection
with this subject, it may be remarked, that in Mr. Brodie's re-
cent work, ' A History of the Fossil Insects of the Secondary
Rocks of England,' it has been stated that, with certain excep-
tions, the minute size of the great mass of the insect remains
seems to indicate a very cold, or at all events, a temperate cli-

Tfe appeared to Professor Eamsay not to be in harmony with
the other fossil evidence, which proves that most of the crea-
tures whose remains are preserved in the strata of the secondary
senes inhabited a tropical climate. If the interior temperature

J|

the land, whose inhabitants apparently existed under such
different conditions of climate, depended not only on the coor-
dinate of height above the sea, but also on that of distance from
we coast, in the manner here described, a more complete expla-
nation would be afforded of these remarkable phenomena. The
discovery by Mr. Strickland, in the alluvial sand of Worcester-

1 i °l
tbe bones of a hipp°Potamus.

accompanied, not only

J the bones of other mammalia, but by twenty-three species of
iresh water and land shells, of which nineteen are existing Brit-

oftRleS
' seems to show that, even at a period so recent as that

i the deposit from which these remains were taken, remarkable

sm n
nCeS of climate may have existed over a comparatively

fa! 1 fl

rea °f ]aQC** The strong presumptions furnished by the

2 ^ an(* otner evidences connected with the history of
««er geological formations in favor of the existence of numer-

tur ?
uds tattered over an ocean enjoying a tropical tempera-

Bo? !i •

d lead us to exPect more of such resuIts a* are here
iced, instead of feeling surprise at the discrepancies which

1™J seem to exhibit.
• \ shall now attempt to illustrate some of the preceding gen-

hi*h
WS fr0m the actQal condition of the earth's surface. The

south'
n
l
eari temPerature of the northern, compared to the

edeed
ra

rri
emisPnere ' is clearly proved and universally acknowl-

tofnn * o
su perior warmth is usually ascribed to the greater

^ount of land in the former compared with the latter. It has

eiaes
apparently assumed that the surface of the dry land exer-
upon the whole a far more energetic influence, in tsnding

logical Society's Proceedings, June, 1834, p. 94 ; and Ljell, p. 76, 9th edition.
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to elevate the mean temperature of the earth, than the surface

of the water, and this action is generally ascribed to the superior

heat-absorbing power of land compared to water. Upon this

assumption is mainly founded the beautiful and elaborate theory

. of geological climates, which Sir Charles Lyell first published

in his Principles of Geology. Although Fourier had previously

indicated the possible influences exercised upon terrestrial tem-

perature by the physical conditions of the earth's outer coating,

he had not given his views such a definite shape as to enable

him to deduce any conclusions from them for the solution of the

great problems of terrestrial physics which have so much occu-

pied the attention of philosophical geologists.

If the conclusions of the theory now referred to be correct, it

follows that predominance of land over water between the trop-

ics, where an absorbing surface would be most advantageously

circumstanced for acquiring heat, should result in producing the

highest possible degree of general terrestrial temperature. On

the contrary, the earth's general climate would be reduced to a

maximum of coldness by a predominance of land towards the

polar regions, and of water towards the equator. The views de-

veloped in this essay would appear to require some modification

in these conclusions, and the first especially is not in perfect har-

mony with the results to which we have been led by such rea-

sonings as I have here presented. Not only are there physical

grounds for adopting a somewhat different conclusion, namely,

that the most favorable condition for a generally high terrestrial

temperature would be in a comparatively equable distribution

of land and water over equatorial and extratropical regions, in-

stead of a concentration of land in the former; but the study oi

the present relations of sea and land seems strongly to verm

the views on which this conclusion is based. ,

.

If we look over a terrestrial globe, or a good stereograph";

projection of its surface,* we soon perceive that in the region?

traversed by the ecliptic, and where, consequently, the su

J
rays diffuse the greatest amount of heat over absorbing sufew

ces, land and water are distributed very evenly at both siaes

the equator. Each hemisphere absorbs the greatest quantity

solar heat during the six months when the sun is vertica

some part of its surface, and I have found that the j»raw

7° 24' receives the maximum amount of sunshine /*
unl

2ailel
summer half year. In the northern hemisphere this p

runs from the coast of Guinea through Central Africa; era* *

the Indian Ocean, south of Cape Comorin, it passes througn
^

1 - "-'— -J ^~ -/and of Mindano; thence throug
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the Pacific, until it meets South America, the northern portion

of which it traverses from a point near the Gulf of Panama to

another between the mouths of the Orinoco and Esiquibo. In
the opposite hemisphere, the parallel of maximum southern sun-

shine crosses Africa from a point north of St. Paolo de Loando
to another near the Monfeca islands. It traverses a great part

of Java, New Guinea, and smaller islands. It crosses South
America almost on the line of greatest breadth, from near Trux-
illo to a point north of Pernambuco. On comparing the extent
of land and water lying under the parallel of maximum half-

yearly sunshine, it appears that the proportions are nearly the
same in both hemispheres, although a very slight excess of land
appears to lie under the southern, compared to the northern
parallel* Outside the torrid zone, the proportions of land and
water belonging to each hemisphere respectively are extremely
different: while nearly half of the surface between the pole and
the tropic of Cancer is land, by far the greater portion of the
area between the southern tropic and the pole

'

the temperate regions. Upon the whole, _
jnay be concluded, that there is a comparative predominance of
land over water in the higher latitudes of the northern hemi-
sphere, while the opposite condition holds in the southern hemi-
sphere. If the presence of dry land in high latitudes is favora-
° e to a cold climate, this condition appears to be more com-
pietely manifested in the northern than in the southern hemi-

wt?
e

'

i

aud if tne Presence of a certain amount of dry land
i.tnm. the tropics is favorable to a high temperature, that con-

f
n ls al«iost equally well fulfilled at both sides of the equator,

top 1?
S conceive a11 the land north of the equator to be sub-

Sp '^ its place to be supplied >
first

>
°y a mass of land ia

ne north tropical zone, exactly similar in area and configuration

ofN f°
l1cning it in the southern zone. Let the arctic regions

an i 1jAmenca, Nova Zembla, and Greenland be replaced by

ren1° if
lmilar to Victoria Land, and let a few scattered islands

Weston greater part of Asia, Europe and North America:

land i M
hen nave a globe with a considerable belt of equatorial

cWflu tlle Polar and temperate regions will be occupied

pW y
-

water
-
We should thus have a state of thin£s aP-

Qg much more to the conditions required for a high

Water vt6mperature tnan tne Present distribution of land and

*oul<i vZ
Ct tlie distribution here supposed for both hemispheres

a oe precisely what at present exists in the colder of the

^toermli'r
3

-
28,

^J*
XXX*V, On the Laws which Regulate the Distribution of
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two ; and we should thus have the paradox of warming the en-

tire globe by modelling its warmer hemisphere after its colder.

Unless the influence of Victoria Land as a refrigerator of the

southern hemisphere should be greater than that of the immense

•masses of land in the northern parts of the new and old conti-

nents, this paradox would seem inexplicable on the theory under

consideration. Bat it can be in some measure explained, if the

agency of oceanic currents in storing up and transporting the

heat acquired from sunshine be fully admitted. In the actual

state of the earth's surface, the form of the basin of the South

Atlantic Ocean, combined with other physical conditions, seems

to determine the transfer of a great volume of heated water

from the southern intertropical regions to the northern hemi-

sphere, which, passing subsequently through the Caribbean Sea

and Gulf of Mexico, acquires a still higher temperature, and

ultimately confers its warmth on regions in high northern lati-

tudes. From the direction of the currents of the Pacific, as

laid down on-some of Maury's charts, it is probable that a simi-

lar transfer northwards of heated southern intertropical water is

effected in that great ocean as well as in the Atlantic. The gen-

eral result is, that the southern hemisphere is not only deprived

of a certain amount of the solar heat absorbed by its waters, but

that the temperature of the northern hemisphere is augmented

to a corresponding amount. But although the paradox alluded

to may be thus explained, this result shows the danger of under-

estimating the agency of aqueous currents in connection wife

any theory of the distribution of land and water that may be

proposed in order to explain vicissitudes of terrestrial climate.

7. In examining the consequences resulting from the suppres-

sion of the Gulf Stream on the climate of western Europe,#
reference to the question of glacial action at former gf

lf^
epochs, as has been done by Mr. Hopkins * we need only direct

our attention to what actually takes place at corresponding la

tudes in the southern hemisphere. In these regions, there is n

only an absence of such an active calorific agent, but even

abstraction of some of the heat due to them from the sunsni

which falls upon a portion of their oceans, which he:/

seen is transferred to the northern hemisphere, to
quently descend to the sea, not only about the latitude

'

o*j*
'J

as observed by Captain Cook, but even so close to the equa

as 48° 30' S., where they were noticed in great abundance

the western coast of South America by Mr. Darwm.t *e
, dertW^nj :-„* v i • „l:— *\,a cpa m the latHuYobserved one instance of

responds to that of Napoleon

The existence of glacial aci

Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society, 1852, p.
I

Voyage of Adventure and Beagle, iii, p. 282.
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southern latitudes, equivalent to those of the temperate regions

of western Europe, suggests the possibility, that by an inversion

of the operating causes, the southern hemisphere might have en-

joyed a milder climate at the same geological period when gla-

cial phenomena were most completely developed north of the

equator.

8. The results of our inquiry may be thus recapitulated :

—

(1.) The physical properties" of water appear upon the whole
more favorable than those of the land, to the accumulation, re-

tention, and distribution of solar heat throughout the matter
composing the external coating of the earth.

(2.) Phenomena presented by intertropical seas at the present
day, confirm and illustrate this conclusion.

(3.) The distribution of land and water most favorable to a
general increase of terrestrial mean temperature, should, there-
fore, be such as would imply the existence of great intertropical
seas and of groups of islands evenly distributed both within the
tropics and in extratropical regions.

(4.) Such a distribution of land and water at former
epochs, seems to be indicated by the results of observa

(5.) The superior mean temperature of the northern compared
to the southern hemisphere is probably due, not to the direct in-
fluence of the greater proportion of land in the former, but to
currents which determine the transfer towards the north of a

P°J
10
"°f the solar heat absorbed south of the equator.

9- While fully acknowledging the important influence which
changes in the distribution of land and water may exercise on
terrestrial climate, we are not precluded from studying the ac-
ooii of other causes, and of giving to them such weight as the

mlt S
68 in tlleir favor may render advisable. If, from the re-

•T °* astronomical as well as of geological testimony, we are
kjuced to believe that the earth has been for ages slowly cooling
otn a state of former incandescence, its climate during the ear-

infl

e
*)OC *ls °f *ts physical history must have been more or less

How
6nCed by the heat thus Passing outwards through its crust.

the th

Ver efficient
' ^ applied to recent phenomena, we may find

the e t?
°f §eolooical climates that explains the variations of

f t
,

art
.

Qs .superficial temperature by changes in the distribution

L
jt

e
!)3

uid and solid portions of its outward coating, it seems

the v J"
COmPetent to rationally and consistently account for

fpm
ery mgh temperature which must have prevailed during

oa»M t^L
8 °f the earth '

s historv
'

If we reJect the evidence

from a flLvi •
been conclu(ied that the earth has slowly cooled

admiuh *
m°andescellt state into its observed condition, and

even et-
•

eartll
'

s spheroidal shape was due to gradual and

itBnrimV
111
^ causes

'
and not to the mechanical consequences of

i unitive and universal fluidity, we shall arrive at a eonclu-
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sion which, on the supposition of the complete adequacy of su-

perficial causes to explain all changes of climate, would lead to

the inference that, from very remote epochs, the mean tempera-

'.nis-hinir.ture of the globe should be increasing instead of dimini
" aid condition of the earth, we ar<

oblateness in the way attempted

rejecting the former fluid condition of the earth,

ed to account for its oblateness in the way attempted by

layfair, that is, by appealing to the influence of certain superfi-

cial actions coexisting with the phenomena of geological changes.

But I have proved,* that if, from superficial causes, the earth's

figure became gradually more oblate, the extent of polar dry

land would gradually diminish, while that of equatorial dry land

would, at the same time, tend to augment. Hence the very ope-

rations required to mould the earth's figure into the shape now

observed, would, on this theory, point to a gradual increase in

the efficiency of the physical conditions required for an augment-

ation of terrestrial temperature in proceeding from the most re-

mote to the most recent geological epochs. But this is the very

reverse of the conclusions deduced from the entire mass of geo-

logical inquiries ; hence, as far as observation enables us to judge,

we cannot explain by superficial actions alone, the twofold con-

ditions of the spheroidal shape in the earth's figure, and the

gradual diminution of its surface temperature from the earliest

periods of geological history up to the most recent.

Art. XXXIV.—Note on the Laws which Regulate the Distribute

of Isothermal Lines ; by Henry Hennessy, F.E.S., M.B.1.A-.

Professor of Natural Philosophy in the Catholic University

of Ireland.f

In my essay on the Distribution of Heat over Islands,! I re-

ferred to another mode of treating the general problem ot t

thermal lines, by which similar conclusions are derived. *>

these conclusions are not only obtained by a method somewa

different from that already published, but as they are accomp*

nied with a few additional remarks relative to their
,^

nD
:Ln t

with the climatology of the globe, I may be permitted to prew
^

the following investigation as a development of a portion o

former inquiry. . j
is

2. The general problem, whose solution is here attempt
^

to find the influence exercised by the physical structure a ^
drographical relations of an island on the temperature at i

face. Let us consider an island having a certain dennrte

* Proa Royal Irish Academy, roL ir, p, 383, and Journal of the Geolog**1

<aety of Dublin, March, 1849. . rt1 ; « S»»-

t Cited from the Atlantis for January, 1859. t
AtkDfa9

'

T
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and surrounded by an ocean so warm that we may at first neg-
lect the influence on its climate of the difference of latitude of
the several parts of its surface. Let it be supposed perfectly
free from hills or mountains, land breezes will tend to blow from
the interior, and sea breezes from every point on the coast. The
disturbing action of other wini s greatly modify
tbe directions and intensities of the land and sea breezes ; but,
abstracting for a moment the effect of such general winds, it is

evident that the temperature at any point of the island due to
the action of the warm air flowing in from the ocean, and of the
cold air flowing from the interior, will be some function of its

distance from the coast, and, consequently, the forms of the iso-

thermal lines should have some relation to the coast line. If no
other winds blew over the surface of the island but land and sea
breezes, and these with uniform intensity and frequency at every
Point, the isothermal lines should be similar to the coast line.
Ut us now superimpose on the island a series of elevations suf-
ficiently considerable to offer impediments to the currents of
*md: the forms of the isothermal line

aeir influence shall be greater than if they were all concentrated
owards the interior of the island; for, in the former instance,
bey will present a kind of barrier, more or less broken, between

?
e air resting on the central plains and the air outside covering

je ocean. The sea breezes will no longer exercise the same™ on the portions of the interior situated behind the moun-
™s, while their influence will remain unchanged, or be even
DC"eased

>
on the portions still unscreened from the ocean. A

thp? g change must, therefore, take place in the forms of

JJ
18°tnermal lines. They should approach the coast at the parts

greened by the mountains, while they should remain stationary,

£ sometimes recede towards the interior, at the intervals be-
een tne mountains. If the interior of the island does not

d

nsis

[
entirely of dry plains, but is covered with lakes and con-

j^able areas of a nd, such evaporating sur-
«h*s win cool the surrounding air. If the evaporating surfaces
«

concentrated chiefly about the centre of the island, their in-

t

,^ce will not be much felt at the coast, and thus, although

theLfrf Produce some local changes in the forms of the iso-
rmal lmes in their neighborhood, their most important effect

turl
° gender still more decisive the differences of tempera-

drawn from the coldest region at the ce

somo J^0ther words
> t0 contract or enlarge the dii

3; T? l
e lsotnermals.

of ft
• re mfluence of the differences of latitude of the surface

2? lsIand be now considered, it can be demonstrated that its
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• hemisphere the island may be situ-

ated, and that the isothermals at the centre shall be more affected

from this cause than those at the coast. Let us suppose, for

precision, the island in the northern hemisphere.
Let us at first abstract the effect of all other sources of terres-

trial temperature but solar radiation, and consider the propor-

tions of heat that may be received by two elements of the sur-

face of the island included between two adjacent isothermal lines.

It will suffice to determine the quantities for the spaces included

between each of their northern and each of their southern ex-

tremities respectively. From the great distance of the sun, its

rays may be supposed nearly parallel, and from the limited area

we are considering, the earth's figure may be supposed perfectly

spherical. By the laws of radiant heat, the amount of heat re-

ceived by an element s of the surface of the earth, will be rep-

resented by*

being a coefficient, independent of the state of the earth's sur-

face, and expressing the amount of heat that passes from the sun

to a unit of surface placed perpendicularly to the direction of the

sun's rays at a certain unit of distance, g> the inclination of the

sun's rays to a perpendicular to the plane of the element, s of the

earth's surface, and R the radius of the earth's orbit. But

s= a^cosXdUfi,

where a is the earth's radius, * the latitude of the point where

the element s is situated, and'^u its longitude. But in the spheri-

cal angle whose sides ^ - <5, ^ - X, include the angle fx

which

subtends % we have

cos <p z= sin X sin S -f cos X cos <? cos y>,

where 3 [3 the sun's declination, and y an angle depending
JJ

the hour of the day, being included between the meridian or

element and that of the sun. The problem now before us, Dei

j
connected with the proportional quantities of sunshine receiv

by different elements and not with the absolute amounts, w

may in a first approximation consider these quantities as prop*

tional to the amount received at noon ; consequently for a linn

^
area of the sphere the quantity of heat received in the tune

is proportional to

Sffl-w
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But if u represents the mean longitude of the sun, and P the
parameter of the earth's orbit, we should have

R2 du= */Pdt.
But also

i being the inclination of the equator to the ecliptic : therefore
the above expression becomes

v~p\fff
Ci

-Iff*

2 X^/ 1 _ sin2 jgin 2 u d uc[),dp

sin u sin * cos Id ud Id(i\

The limits between which the integrations for v and * are to
oe efiected, will depend on the figure of the surface under con-
sideration For simplicity, let it be an extremely small portion
o the surface of the island included between two meridians, so
close to each as to include a nearly rectangular space between
Jeir segments and those of the two isothermal lines. If m be

J

ne b

[

eadth °f the rectangle, we may take fi from o to m, and A
ffom i

2 to l n X
t
being the latitude of the northern extremity of

whichever of the isothermals is nearest the coast, and *
3 the Wi-

de °* the northern extremity of the other isothermal. The
^a under consideration will be m(^ -*2 ). The sun's longitude
« must be taken from to 2* in estimating the amount of solar
beat received during a year.

have f 5-
C
i°
ast nearest the element of surface by I, we shall

in

or -" the proportion of heat received by the element dur-
g a year, the expression

-1(0032^-^82^) smif?nudu

th

8e

fl°
nd of these integrals vanishes betw

ne nrst may be determined by the prop«
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U(i) representing a complete elliptic function of the second

order,* whose modulus is t. The value of * being 23° 28, B$
=1*50658 : consequently we may ultimately write

H=f{l-A)

:«:.:;<
?? m v

But as sm(*,— i
a )
= *

l
— *

a , very approximately, this may be

ff=f{l-A)+ C(l+*»i4)

C— 3-01316 a ag \-M-

Similarly #", the proportion of heat received by the very small

and nearly equal area included between the southern extremities

of the isothermals, may be written

J6ri=/(l 1
^

1)+C1
(l+coB2^ 1)

and Z,= the latitude of the nearest point of the southern coast

of the island. f(l-A) &ndf(A
l
-l

x )
are both positive, and botn

are supposed, in virtue of what has been already stated, to pos-

sess the property of varying- inversely with I—A and A ,

spectively ; in other words, f(l-A) increases when ]-A ^r
ishes, and f{A

x
-l,) increases when A

x
-l, diminishes, li *<j

divide H and H, by the nearly equal areas «i(*,- J
f

m(l
s
-l

4 ) respectively, the results will represent the amount u

heat received- by the units of surface at the northern and sou

ern extremities of the isothermals. These quantities should

equal ; hence we shall have, very approximately,

eos2^+/(Z-^)= cos2.i
1 -f/K-'i); ,

But as cos2^<cos2^
1 ,

it follows that/(Z-^)>/(^'4' uon

consequently, I-A<A ,
- Z, . If the influence of solar rau»

were not considered, these quantities would be equal.. ^
quently its tendency is to transport the closed

.

1S0tneT ne.v

from south to north, by making the distance of i« nor™
^

tremity from the northern coast less than the distance^
southern extremity from the southern coast, i-be s

&̂ orit

will affect the next adjacent isothermal, and ^ °° m
fTftltfDOrtei

otJv on +T,o icnAormal lines will be trauoF-

C(l+cos2^)= 2Ccos 24
j 0-1W98, as its logarithm from Legendre, Tb&rie d
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the heat received at any point of the earth's surface from solar
radiation alone, abstracting the influence of atmospheric absorp-
tion in different latitudes, varies in conformity with Mayer's law

the square of the cosine of the latitude.

The more the influence of latitude predominates over all other
causes, the more will the positions of the isothermals be changed
in the manner above indicated : it follows, therefore, that while
towards the equatorial coast of an island these lines terminate
on the coast, they may still continue as closed curves in the in-
terior of the island. If the influence of differences of latitude
was greatly predominant over all other climatic influences, all

tals may terminate on the coast.
5. The quantity of heat received by a given small area during

the summer and winter half-years, between the spring and au-
tumnal equinoxes, may be readily found by integrating with re-
spect to u, within the limits 2* and n and afterwards within the
Jlmits a*d 0. Thus we shall have the general expression

a2Gm r

~Jf J

[cos (l.+l.) sin (^-K)+^ -ij *(9

the term affected by 2 sin i is to be taken with the positive sign

J
that half of the year during which the sun is at the same

&We of the equator as the area in question, and the negative sign
«"" the other half of the year. If *,-*, be so small that its

X^aybe neglected, then for the small areas = m(A,-*
a )

eith I ^ 6 the amount of solar neat H
*
received during

er hali year expressed by the equation

ff^K(E(i)cos*A±s\nism2A), making K= 2-^ (5.)

sinU

e same, the isochimenal lines,
F^re would be less displaced

of t
L
0m l^e Preceding expression we can determine the latitude

(jgyy®
P^allel which receives the greatest amount of solar heat

iave
^ 8umraer half of the year. For on differentiating we

^f=^(sinicos2^-^(0sm2^),
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° ^(0

Also, ^"=-2^r| sinisin2^+ ^(i)cos2^|

If in (6) we substitute the values of E{») and sin * respectively,

we shall find A = 7° 24' nearly, cos 2 A and sin 2 -4 will both be

positive, and therefore —— negative ; the above value of tang.

2 A, gives therefore a maximum value to IT, and consequently

the parallel which receives the greatest amount of solar heat

during the half year that the sun is at the same side of the

equator, is the parallel which has the latitude 7° 24'.

6. The results of these investigations become applicable to the

two great continents of the eastern and western hemispheres;

for as these are both completely surrounded by water, they may

be considered as two immense islands. The distance from the

ocean of the greater part of their surfaces, diminishes so much

the action on their general climate of the waters by which they

are surrounded, that the influence of difference of latitude be-

comes as a general rule, predominant over all other causes, ana

the centres of most of their isothermal lines are transported so

far towards the pole, that many of these lines circumscribe me

earth's axis, or lie in surfaces which cut that axis more or

obliquely. .. -^
In the interior of a continent, an elevated table-land ot Ijbuku

dimensions is circumstanced nearly in the same way as an i

for its edges are surrounded with air having a mean temperou

nearly uniform, and different from that lying on its sun

We may therefore expect to find, even in the interior ot w.

nents, closed isothermal lines, as well as in the interior ot oce

islands.

The disturbing action of general winds will modify the lo

f the isothermal lines, according to the frequency and U*^
jerature of these winds. The warm winds will cause v^
thermals to recede from the coast towards the interior m

-,„&
tion opposed to that from which they emanate; the cow

i

will, on the contrary, cause the isotherraals to advance i

^
the direction from which they blow. We may, theiaon^

w
ceive the tendency of such general winds, when warm, ^^
remove the centres of the isothermals from the V°m

b these

they blow ; when cold, their tendency will be to approa ^
centres towards the same points. If we compound tnese ^
cies with the effect of differences of latitude, we woUiV

uld be

resultant direction towards which the isothermal lines ^
displaced from their concentric position by the action oi *»

disturbing causes.
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Art. XXXVI— On the possible Intersection of the orbits of Mars
and certain of the Asteroids; by Professor Daniel Kiekwood,
of the Indiana University.

The present eccentricities of the asteroidal orbits are included
between the limits 0-046085 and 0-336987. Of these, some are
increasing, others diminishing. We are not aware, however,
that the range of variation has, in any instance, been accurately
determined. If we assume the superior limit of the eccentricity,

the case of the following members of the group, to be 25,M this is less than the present eccentricity of Juno, Phocasa,
Polyhymnia, and Atalanta,) their perihelion distances at the
epochs of maximum eccentricity will be as follows :

F1°ra 1-630940
Ariadne 1-652879

J
a™onia. 1700861

Melpomene 1-722045.

The present aphelion distance of Mars is 1-665725, the eccen-
tocity of the Martial orbit is, however, increasing; the secular
^nation being 0-000090176. According to LeVerrier the maxi-
jom eccentricity will be 0-14224. The corresponding aphelion
^tance will be 1-740431 ; greater than the least perihelion dis-
jnces of the asteroids above named. It is obvious therefore

I ui i
he longitudes of Mars and any one of these bodies

J J

u

f

ld " lffer by nearly 180° when the eccentricities of both aregw from their superior limits, the orbits or at least their pro-
jections on tne plane of the ec '. When it is

jmembered that the variation of the eccentricity is extremely

wTi •

tlle Hne of apsides of the orbit of Mars completes a
"omtioii m less than 20,000 years, aud that the inclinations of

abiiit f
°f F1°ra

'
Harmonia and Ariadne, are small, the prob-

SL~ a ver
.v near approach of Mars and some of these small

* "—an approach so close as to render the question of the
>ations of the latter both curious and interesting—is at

apparent. If we assume the greatest eccentricity now found
e group, as the superior limit of the variation of all, the
""""n aphelion distance of Mars will be greater than the
Urn perihelion distances of twenty of the small planets.

HajDgton
-
lQd., Feb. 11, 1859.



T. S. Hunt on Euphotide and Saussurite.

Art. XXXYIL— Contributions to the History of Euphotide and

Saussurite ; by T. Sterry Hunt, of the Geological Survey

of Canada.

1. The name of euphotide was originally given by Haiiy

to a rock composed of diallage and a white compact mineral

which he designated as feldspath tenace, (the compact feldspar of

Werner, the lemanite of Delametherie, and the jade of deSaussure

senior). The well-marked contrast of colors which suggested

the name of euphotide is seen in the beautiful verde di Corsica

or verde antico di Orezza, and in some varieties of the rock from

Mt. Rose. In these the diallage is represented by a grass-green

smaragdite, and this mineral and hypersthene being regarded

by Haiiy as varieties of diallage, he included under the head ot

euphotide, the verde di Corsica, (for which alone d'Halloy re-

tains the name of euphotide,) the hypersthenite or bypente oi

other authors, and the granitone of the Italians. This last by

an error of Yon Buch, in which he has been followed byGustav

Rose, is very frequently called gabbro. The true gabbio of the

Italians is however a diallagic ophiolite. (Brongniart, »/•

des Roches, 1827, p. 75.) „
t1

'1

Brongniart defines euphotide to be a mixture of aiaUagevw

jade, petrosilex, or compact feldspar, and including diiall(?

two species, euphotide and granitone, but excluding hvpen •

he distinguishes as varieties, jadian and feldspathic eupno
^

besides ophitic (serpentinous) and micaceous euphotides,

latter being sometimes talcose. jk -p.

Coquand {Traite des Roches, 1857,) has followed Hauy vriw

gard to the euphotides, while Senft (Die Felsarien, lb0
'^f

i

crite

in one group, under the head of hyperite, three genera, eci g

gabbrofancl hypersthenite, in the second of which he indjj

rocks made up of labradorite or saussurite with dial age

ragdite. The eclogite of Hauy is composed of diallage
o

ragdite, and red garnet ; it often holds disthene VtF^toSA
the predominance of which it passes into disthenite (ais r

y

while hypersthenite or hyperite (hypersthenfels <• «»»

mixture of saussurite or labradorite with hypersthene ^a

*

Distinctions like some of the above based upon the
' ^'^

varieties of pyroxene are evidently of secondary im^^
tf

.

and it becomes necessary to define with more stnctn - .^

ture of the other element of the rocks in question. ^
of the Swiss Alps to which de Saussure junior, atterwa .

the name of saussurite, was described by de Saussu^Th t0

compact, tenacious, greenish-white in color, barJ ?T3*8*
scratch quartz, and having a specific gravity ot 6 o
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Mobs gives 3 -256 for the density of a granular saussurite from
Peidmont, and 3'34 for a compact variety from the Canton of
Vaud, while Naumann assigns to the mineral a density of 3 '40.

These authors thus agree in ascribing to saussurite a specific

gravity much above that of the feldspars.

Klaproth and de Saussure junior, both analyzed specimens of
the saussurite from the shores of the Lake of Geneva (lemanite,
l and ii) while Boulanger subsequently examined the saussurite
from the euphotide of Mt. Genevre (in), and from two localities
in Corsica, the valley of Orezza (iv) and the banks of the Fiu-
malto(v).

V
'

sssr^

ff

The Physical and chemical characters of the above specimens
oiterecl considerable differences. The saussurite n. is described

and a Tre aS leek-green, subtranslucent, with an oily lustre,

Za
&

,
hne

}j granular, scaly fracture ; it scratched quartz and

lo

a a

f

densitJ of 3-261. At a high temperature it fused without

J8 ot ^glit, into a glass much softer than the original mine-
'

Jf

and Qavmg a density of only 2-8. This saussurite, which
as iree from any admixture of smaragdite, was scarcely attacked

7* io?g
sulPhuric acid.—i./ roL xix, p. 205,

.
^e saussurite from Mt. Genevre (in) according to Boulanger

1*22?**?
With a greenish-brown smaragdite, and is itself

Cn i

lte anc* c°mpact, not scratched by the knife, and

5 sam
a

i

Slty of 2 '65 - He describes another euphotide from

fcldavi
allty as having a lamellar base, with cleavages like

vith fV°metlmes chatoyant, hard, not attacked by acids, and

spar rr f
Slty of 2 "58 - The analysis of this undoubted feld-

4 4.3!! ni
m

'
silica 66 "6

> alumina 18*5, lime 1-8, soda 60, pot-

poBed

6

JUphotide of Orezza is described by Boulanger as com-

rietv of i^

r
i

e
,

ea diallage> a blackish matter also apparently a va-

Wds „•
a aSe, and saussurite, the whole arranged in parallel

tare
'

flT
11^ to tne mass, which is very tough, a schistose frac-

^dy j
8aussunte

(JV) was very compact, less hard than in,

bv conl
a
r
ensity of 3-18. It was easily fusible and not attacked

^centrated sulphuric acid.
'
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The euphotide of the Fiuraalto consisted of green diallage

with curved lamellae in a white paste, whict was tender, easily

cut with a knife, and had a density of 3*30 (y). It was readily

fusible and easily attacked by sulphuric acid, with which the

analysis was made ; the separated silica being dissolved by a

solution of potash which left a residue, supposed to be diallage,

and equal to 3"8 parts, which added to the above analysis makes

the sum 1004 ; alkalies were absent.—{Ann. des Mines, [8],

viii, p. 159.)

Notwithstanding the peculiarities presented by saussurite,

modern mineralogists have generally referred it to labradorite

or some other feldspar, (see Beudant, Bischoff, Dana, Delesse

etc.). Jameson, separates it from the feldspars on account of

its greater specific gravity, but recent authors seem to have en-

tirely lost sight of this characteristic. Coquand describes saus-

surite as having a density of 2 -87, while according to Delesse «t

is seldom inferior to 2-80. These authors agree in declaring the

mineral to be decomposable by acids like labradorite, while

Bischoff and Senft, without alluding to its density, assertW
saussurite is not attacked by acids.

An analysis of saussurite by Stromeyer gives the composition

of labradorite, while Lory on the other hand has described w

euphotide a rock from Levaldens in the Dauphinese Alps, wni

«

is made up of an olive hornblende and a white mineral having

the cleavage of a feldspar and the composition of ande.

—(Bull. Soc. Oeol de France, [2], vii, 540.) ,

Delesse examined the white base of a euphotide from we

in the Vosges, and another from Mt. Genevre. Bothotui

were highly crystalline and exhibited the polysynthetie ma -

of the feldspars of the triclinic system. When P*\fff** j

treated with muriatic and sulphuric acids they swelled up

»

were decomposed. Delesse has however described them as
-

surite. That from Odern gave him, silica 55'23, alumina* -

lime 6-86, magnesia 148, protoxyd of ironW.^™L
ash 3-03, water and volatile matters 305 = 99"83. im>

J£
tide of Mt. Genevre contained diallage, a ^f^fefcpjr.
stance, and a ferriferous carbonate of lime, besides tflie ^

.r^

whose crystalline laminae were more than one-tnira ^ jin
, e

in length, and gave by analysis, silica 49'73, alumiwi^-
1118, magnesia 0-66, protoxyd of iron 0-8o, soda 4 W, F^
0-24, wate? and volatile matters 375 = 100-00.

.

Of the^
portion according to Delesse, at least 2"50 p. c. is wa ^ pp

mainder being carbonic acid. (Ann. des Mines, { }>
bicttUr

238 and 267.) This feldspar resembles that ot tn
e ^

diorite of Corsica which gave to Delesse, silica 48'o/,

alkalies 3-61, and 049 of water.
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Under the name of saussurite von Eath has described a mine-

ral which with hornblende (uralite) forms the greenstone of

Ncurode in Silesia. It had the hardness, cleavage, and crystal-

line structure of labradorite, but with a specific gravity of 2 '99,

by analysis, silica 50-84, alumina 26*00, peroxyd of

lime 14-95, magnesia 0-22, potash 0*61, soda 4*68,

volatile 1-21 = 101'24.—(Pogg. Ann., xcv, 555.)

2. Accepting the view maintained by Eose, Bischoff and De-
lesse, that saussurite is nothing more than a feldspar, I referred
to this species the compact feldspars of the Laurentian rocks of
Canada, described in my report of 1854. Associated with the
limestones and ophiolites of this most ancient geological series,

is a great body of crystalline stratified rocks, composed essen-
tially of anorthic feldspars, sometimes almost without admix-
ture, but frequently associated with green granular or cleavable
pyroxene, which passes through a kind of bronzite into hyper-
«hene. Small quantities of epidote, garnet, and more rarely
mica and quartz, are also met with, and magnetite and ilmenite
we common. Different varieties of these rocks would be re-
ferred by lithologists to the species labradophyre, dolerite, and
eaphotide. The feldspars are sometimes very coarsely crystal-
™e but often compact ; they have a hardness of 6-0, and vary
jn density from 2-67 to 2'73, and in composition from andesine
to vosgite. The denser varieties are those in which lime and
ammina predominate ; all of them contain besides soda small
quantities of potash. The analyses of numerous varieties of
nese fekjspars will be found in the Eeport cited above, and in
^L- E. and D. Phibs. Magazine, [4], ix, 262.

wi-
euPnotldes examined by Del esse and Lory are apparently

Sng more than varieties of dolerite, by which term We un-
derstand a rock composed essentially of a triclinic feldspar, with

tf* If
nety of Pyroxene, which may be augite, hypersthene,

vari f
e

' Acc°rding to G. Eose, smaragdite, which is the

ofwYu Pyr°xene regarded as characteristic of euphotide, has

bUi
external form of pvroxene with the cleavage of horn-

^
Me, constituting the variety uralite, while in the euphotides

s

**ste and Veltlin hornblende occurs with the diallage, and

sail*! -^ rePlaces it entirely, giving rise to a rock composed of

ofT
and hornblende. Sandberger has observed crystals

iatWA
6ne formrag macles with others of hornblende, and the

J? ott«n surround the crystals of pyroxene, or as I have re-

^^^ specimens from Madawaska, small crystals of deep

white r1™^ are implanted upon large prisms of greenish-

WoPr?Xene
- Smaragdite according to Hisinger and Dela-

a morrDsists of lamina of pyroxene and hornblende united m
f^m A I-

38 reSu]ar manner. Since diorite is distinguished
u°iente by the substitution of hornblende for pyroxene, it
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is evident that feldspathic aggregates like those of Baste present

a transition from the one to the other species of rock.

Diorite is distinguished from diabase according to Senft by

containing a feldspar insoluble in acids (albite or oligoclase,) and

by the frequent presence of quartz, while in diabase the feld-

spathic element is less silicious and decomposable by acids
;

(lab-

radorite or a variety approaching anorthite).* When however

we consider the manner in which these feldspars pass into one

another, this distinction between diorite and diabase seems of

but secondary importance. We have seen that the orbicular

diorite (or diabase) of Corsica contains a feldspar near anorthite

in composition, while others in the Vosges, according to Delesse,

contain labradorite and andesine, the latter with quartz. Lory

has described a diorite from the crystalline schists of the moun-

tains of Chalanches (Isere) which is made up of a chromiferoos

hornblende, with crystalline andesine and a pale greenish-yel-

low epidote often intimately mixed with the feldspar, and so

abundant as to characterize the rock. This epidote gave by

analysis, silica 40-6, alumina 302, lime 17'7, protoxyd of iron

es with small portions of carbonates, ln«

granular, sub-translucent, greenish or blnu-

ihering superficially to an opaque white ano

3. Diorites, as already mentioned, sometimes contain albite.

Associated with the Silurian ophiolites of Canada we often bntt

beds of rock which are mixtures of albite with hornblende or

pyroxene,

gray in color,

The hornblendr^element is ^metiSes"ne'arly
amorphous.

but at other times forms cleavable grains; by ignition w*
portions become darker, while the feldspar is rendered WSPj

and more opaque, and often exhibits striae upon the cieav B

surfaces.

A fine grained variety of this diorite from Orford was ex

ined;.it had a somewhat yellowish-green color and a sn

choidal fracture. After ignition the striated crystal me &»

of feldspar were distinctly seen. The powdered rock **»

effervesce with nitric acid, which appears to be without

upon it. The analysis gave as follows

:

0xyfeD .

Soda, 7-95)

Lime, '. .7.7.7.7."
- ,«' 2"14)

Magnesia, ...3-37 ... ... 1-85 V

Protoxyd of iron, . . . 4-23 . .

.

Loss by ignition, . .... -40

See R, H. Scott, L. R and D. Phil. )/',<./•, Ml -
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The oxygen ratios of the alkalies and alumina in the above
analysis are very nearly as 1 : 8, and if to these we add the
silica corresponding to twelve equivalents, or in round numbers
to 24-00 of oxygen (equal to 45'00 of silica) we shall have 65'78
parts of albite, in which the oxygen ratios are 1 : 3 : 12. The
oxygen of the remaining silica and protoxyds equal 9 -81 : 4-43,
lowing a slight excess of silica over the proportion required to
m a pyroxene *

The feldspathic base of dioritic and doleritic rocks is some-
times even more silicious than albite, and passes into petrosilex,
which may be regarded as a mixture of feldspar with quartz, or
perhaps a distinct feldspar like krablite. Brongniart mentions
petrosilex as sometimes forming the base of euphotide, and
Thompson has described under the name of saussurite a mineral
which occurs with diallage at the Lizard in Cornwall, having a
oensity of 2-80, and yielding by analysis 82'0 p. c. of silica,
asides alumina, lime, magnesia and oxyd of iron. In this con-
nection I may cite from my report above referred to, the analy-
£s oi two varieties of petrosilex. The first (a) forms great
jeds among the ophiolite rockg of 0rford .

it is apparently
homogeneous, somewhat translucent, very tough and with a

hi^
0nC

u
0ldal fracture

;
i1; is distinguished from the diorites

just aescribed by the absence of the white opaque coating upon
e weathered surfaces. Color greenish or grayish-white ; lustre

foTfi! a
Hardness 6-0; density 2-635—

2

:639. The second
W rrom St. Henri, is a finely granular greenish rock, which
^ws interstratified with shales and limestones in unaltered

oSv Strata which are regarded as the equivalents of the

tfP l * ^
enes

- Jt 1S somewhat less compact and tenacious than
e 'ast

; Which however, it closely resembles.

P..trish.;

^ °y ignition, '90 2-50

I -rn- .
99^ 99 '66

rocks x.t-
1

l
en^aSed in the examination of the various feldspathic

^onsLnti i

af ass°ciated with the ophiolites of Canada, I was

flavor I
°

1

°
1

klng for some mineral whose hardness and specific
7 saould correspond to those of the jade or saussurite ofcorrespond to those of the jade

of Geol. Si

U>f SiOa ,
r the equiJ

Survey of Canada for 1856, p;

'

' old equivalent weights of
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de Saussure and Mohs. At length I met with a very heavy

rock which occurs with the ophiolites of Orford, and closely re-

sembles an ophitic euphotide. It is made up of a white garnet

having the aspect of saussurite, intermingled with a small

amount of a soft green serpentine, which fills the interstices

between irregular rounded masses of the garnet; portions of the

latter mineral half an inch in diameter, are easily obtained in a

state of purity. It is distinguished by a hardness of 7*0, and by

its density, which for selected fragments, was found to be 3'522

—3-536. It is amorphous, finely granular, and extremely tena-

cious, with a conchoidal fracture ; lustre feeble, waxy ;
color

yellowish or greenish-white ; sub-translucent. After intense ig-

nition, which did not however .effect its fusion, the pulverized

mineral gelatinized with hydrochloric acid. Its analysis was

made after fusion with carbonate of soda, and gave :

—

Silica 38-60 38-80

Oxjds of iron and manganese, 1-60

99-80

This mineral agrees closely in composition and properties with

lime-alumina garnet, whose theoretical composition is represented

by silica 401, alumina 22-7, lime 37*2 *= 100-0. Croft obtained

for a white garnet from the Ural mountains, having a density oi

3-504 : silica 36-86, alumina 24-90, lime 37-15 = 9810.

At the' falls of the river Guillaume in St. Francois, (Beaocej

there is also found a heavy rock which is composed in greal
t pj£

of garnet. It forms a bed in contact with an ophiolite, ana n»

a somewhat variable aspect ; in some portions it has a sub-co

choidal fracture with traces of crystallization ;
lustre shim

^
somewhat silky, color yellowish-white, sub-translucent,

i

variety, which is apparently homogeneous and
i

exceXP

g
f

tough, has a hardness of 7'0, and scratches deeply the surface *

agate; its specific gravity was found to be 3'333—3'364. it-

occurs as a greenish-white or grayish-white somewhat gra

rock, cavitiel in which are lined with small indistinct cry**'

the density of this variety was 3-397—3436.
. et

Other specimens from the same locality exhibit the^
intermingled with large cleavable masses of dark-green

blende, which passes into a pearl-grey or lavender-gre) *« -

f

Small fragments of the garnet from this mixture had a
- ^

of 3-496; thev were white, opaque, with a conchoidal ira

and somewhat vitreous lustre. Intermingled with the g^
D\ ^

hornblende, was another white or yellowish-white^^
mineral, with a waxy lustre and a hardness of 6'0; ««
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_
conjoined with its hardness, renders it probable

that it is a feldspar ; but it is very difficult to separate it from
the garnet, or even to distinguish between the two species by
the eye alone. Another specimen of a white granular rock from
the same locality, which had been taken for garnet, had a density
of only 2-800, and was supposed to be chiefly feldspathic in its

nature. The specific gravity of the greyish hornblende was

A specimen of the first described variety, having a density of
S

-

333 was selected for analysis ; its powder did not effervesce
with heated nitric acid, which however dissolved from it consid-
erable alumina and lime. By the ignition of the rock, its

yellowish color was only changed by the appearance of rare
points of blackish-green. The analysis gave as Mows :—

if we suppose the alumina the peroxyd of iron and a poi

J"

lime to form a garnet in which the oxygen ratios of the pro-

1 : 2, the residual lime and

3 magnesia will be in t"

. „ ^ene. We. ha,™ limp. 9,1 -f
]ron, 3-20,

v magnesia will be in the proportion., .^- ~
iorm a pyroxene. We have lime 21*07, alumina 10'76, peroxyd

3-9.0 «i^ oo-69=57-72, with the oxygen —*-»* **«
»«

:
11-98. There remains then for the pyroxene, lime 13-31,

11 ??!!?
5 '24

'
silica 22-16=40-71, containing oxygen 5-87 and

vmT i

:

i

2 ' The observed density of the rock corresponds

'{ <;
lose y with that calculated for a mixture of lime-alumina

r^j
ai
!? Pyroxene in the above proportions.—(Geol Survey of

C^ Report, 1856, p. 449).
t A

thpJ

- Xhe great density of the above described garnet rocks and
™ association with hornblende, serpentine and feldspar, led

<W SUppose that similar rocks might have furnished to different

hiZ. ?me of the discordant facts which are met with in the

thW^i euPh°tide and saussurite. I have recently however,

Wf the kindness of Prof. Arnold Guyot, now of Princeton,

earL*-?^' had an opportunity of examining a collection of the

^tides of Switzerland, made by him in the course of his

^hes on the distribution of the erratic rocks of the basin of

fourS • ' Pr°f. Guyot then traced the euphotides, which are

Jr m pattered blocks and pebbles for a distance of nearly

th7Z!
dred a*d fifty miles, to the valley of Sass, or rather to

Responding chain of the Sassgrat, which forms a part of
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Mt. Kose.* The euphotides of the Alps according to other ob-

servers are associated with protogine, ophiolites and crystalline

I had now before me the original euphotides which had been

studied by Haiiy and de Saussure, and through the liberality of

Prof. Guyot was furnished with numerous specimens of the char-

acteristic varieties. Their examination has afforded me the

following mineral species : saussurite, smaragdite, actinolite, talc,

feldspar, and rarely pyrites.

The saussurite, which is generally predominant, is very uni-

form in its characters ; it is always finely granular or compact,

very tough, and with a sul atery fracture. Its

color is white, passing into greenish bluish and yellowish-white,

rarely with flesh-red stains ; sub-translucent ; lustre feeble, waxy.

Hardness 7"(T; scratches quartz. Specific gravity 3-33—3 38. A

euphotide containing cleavable masses of smaragdite an inch in

diameter, afforded me porti te saussurite, appa-

rently homogeneous, and having a density of 3'336—3365.

Another specimen of euphotide, containing a good deal of talc,

and only small grains of smaragdite, had a density in the mass

of 3-315, but selected fragments of the saussurite gave the

number 3-385. Another large fragment of greenish-white saus-

surite had a specific gravity of 3*338, while a fourth specimen ol

euphotide holding only small lamella of smaragdite, and min-

gled with greenish-gray talc, had a distinctly granular texture,

and a density of only 3\L6—3'20.

The smaragdite of all these varieties of euphotide has a grass

green color passing into emerald and olive-green. Lustre some-

what pearly ; hardness 5'5 ; specific gravity of fragments from

the first-mentioned euphotide, 3-10—312. The smaragdite gen-

erally exhibits only the cleavages of pyroxene, but in some cases

it is irregularly penetrated by slender prisms of hornblende.

Talc is rarely absent from these euphotides, and is often abun^

ant in small foliated or radiated masses, enclosed in the sauss

rite. The talc is generally silver-white, but occasionally app^

greenish from the presence of minute crystals of dart g

actinolite, which may be seen penetrating the talc, in close p

imity to the yellowish-green smaragdite. The latter I "

always found enclosed in the saussurite. .

t
L
eseA bluish-gray or lilac feldspar is often met with in**"

euphotides, and is at once distinguished from the saussunre.

j

its color, cleavage, translucency, vitreous lustre, and id

hardness. I have not observed cleavage faces of this ie t r

more than a fourth of an inch in length, although in
.

som
-Xd.

mens it is rather abundant. Grains of it are som
f^^rite.

ded in the talc, but it more generally occurs in the sa

* See also Jae. Forbes, Travels through the Alps, p.
352.
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This feldspar is completely decomposed by heated sulphuric acid,
and contains a large proportion of lime, characters which show
it to be labradorite or an allied variety.
Two specimens of saussurite were selected for analysis, the

bluish-white variety from the first mentioned euphotide having
I *eafic gravity of 3"365, (vi) and selected fragments of a
greenish-white variety from the second, with a density of 8-385,
(Vii). This was penetrated by talc, from which it was impossi-
ble, completely to separate it. The eleutriated mineral was
decomposed by prolonged fusion with carbonate of soda, the
separated silica and alumina being in each case carefully an-
alyzed. The

Lalkalies were determined by J. Lawrence Smith's
method of igniting with carbonate of lime and sal-ammoniac,
and consisted of soda with but traces of potash. The results
were as follows

:

Alii
4S '

5
.
9 **"** 48 '10 ^^

sr°fi™' 3s 11 H "i
Magnesia, 2

.98 119 6 -76 2 -70

100-04 10031

aW' g concentrated sulphuric acid removed only traces of

b

Da and_hme from the pulverized saussurite, which was
"ever partial lv rWnmr^... *r Irvine hefin

dC fdness and spline gravity of s

Salt
n \ epidote

- Eammelsberg has recently public

"dote or zoisi

the oxygen
,rly as 1 : 2 : 3, often

in* J °f six vai"ieties of lime-alumina epidote"or zoisi te, vary-

th* !L
deDsl*v frorn 3 '25 to 3-36, and finds the oxygen ratios of

ho?i
Xvds

> Peroxyds and silica to be n

var?L
e

J
Wlth aa excess of silica. The ratios of his analyses

*7 between the limits 1 : 1-94—2-16 :
2-95—3-36.—{Berlin Acad.

^iSoB, 605).

amount
/°]low Rammelsberg, who has regarded the small

havA? ,

lron in the ^oisites. as peroxyd replacing alumina, we

305 Vhe analvsis vi the ratios 762: 14-73 :
23-25=1 : 1-93 :

«*fille

/
or VI1 we have 7-21 : 1293 : 25"65, showing an ex-

lfL th of silica and protoxyd, due to the intermingled talc,

equal ^Sard tbis surPlus of protoxyd as magnesia it would

Ci '° P?r cent oftalc, anS deducting the elements of this

rite thT
analvsis

> we have for the oxygen ratios of the saussu-

srJ*
numbers 1:2: 3-29 Saussurite has then the hardness,

c cavity and chemical composition of a lime-alumina epi-

liich

r

Q!
0is

i
te

' containing small portions of magnesia and soda
1 are frequently present in this species. The analyses of
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various epidotes give from two to six per cent of magnesia, and

from one to more than two per cent of soda.*—(See Dana's

; u. 4th Ed., ii, 407).

6. The composition of zoisite as already noticed by Eammels-

berg is identical with that of meionite, a species which is shown

by its hardness of 6-0 and its density of 2-6—2-7, to belong to

the dimetric division of the feldspar group, where it is to the

scapolites what anorthite (with the ratios 1 : 3 : 4,) is to the tri-

clinic feldspars. The mineral described by Boulanger as saus-

surite from Mt. Genevre, with a density of 2-65, gives according

to his analysis (in) the oxygen ratios 7*37 : 14-18 :
23-75=1:

1-91 : 2-22, and appears to have been meionite. In de Saussure's

analysis, (n) if we regard the iron as protoxyd, we obtain the

ratios 5-22 : 14-02 : 23-50, but there is then a deficiency of 450

p. c. in the analvsis of an anhydrous mineral. Klaproth's re-

sults (i) seem to indicate a mixture of a silicate like pyroxene or

talc as in vn, while the anomalous softness of V and the facility

with which it is decomposed by acids, render it difficult to form

any conclusion about the saussurite of the Fiumalto examined

by Boulanger. His analysis of the saussurite of Orezza (it)

gives the oxygen ratios 7"23 : 14-95 : 23-25=1 :
2'06 : 3-21, »

that it has the composition of meionite and zoisite, while its

specific gravity is between the two. Although inferior m hard-

ness, it resembles zoisite in resisting according to Boulanger the

action of concentrated sulphuric acid. ..

The saussurite of Orezza evidently demands farther study; «

remains to be seen whether the verde di Corsica or verdeantw

Orezza, as it is also named, (the corsilite of Pinkerton, Petra

m

ii, 78), which is regarded by d'Halloy as the typical ewphotiae,

is not distinct from that of Mt. Eose. Delesse found the specif

gravity of the Corsican euphotide to be only 3'10. The na

* Laurent in an essay on the silicates published in 1S49, insisted that dijjjjjj

based on the relations between the proportions of protoxyds and sesquioxj.° . ^
but secondary importance, since these oxyds may replace eacl.other to.an ">«

extent in many Bilicat 1 his pnncipwi*

then illustrated by ti >wing from He^
analyses of thirteen - iade three fj^J
that although the oxygen ratios of the protoxyds and sesquioxyds offeree

i

w ^
ble variations, it was -t the one tor

,

f

to reduce all the«e epidotes to the same formula with garnet, *>""«"£
jji,

SiO+RO, in which RO, represent-
alO (=A1 , 3 +3).-{Comptet Rendm der Travaux de Chemie, 1849, p. »< K^

This idea of Laurent although at the time rejected, is now universal lJ
!r ^

Dana has adopted it
rmann *£«*£, fa

viewed his own analyses and accepts Laurent's view, while RamnielsDers
ft

tgiht

trated it in his laborious researches on the tourmalines, has recently apf> w f

angites and hornblendes containing peroxyd of iron. But while theres«n

the general and wide application of this principle of the bomo?morpb«m
^ .^ ^

toxyds with sesquioxyds, it is nevertheless true as Dana has «»**£, rf 0»
epidotes the variations in the oxygen ratios of the protoxyds,?W^J£»,*
are about 1:2:8, which may be looked upon as the normal ratio o I

1 : 1
: 2 is for garnet, and 3 : 2 : 5, for idocrase.—(This Jour., [2,]

«v» w° h
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of verde di Corsica, which in the arts is applied to the rock as a
whole, is by Beudant restricted to the contained sniaragdite.
I have lately examined a pale yellowish-green compact and

apparently homogeneous rock, which forms great beds among
the crystalline schists of the Shickshock mountains in Gaspe,
and has somewhat the aspect of saussurite. Its hardness is 7'0

and its density 3*04—3-09. It is exceedingly tough and sono-
rous, has a conchoidal fracture with a feeble waxy lustre, and is

translucent on the edges. The analysis gave as follows

:

^!
ica

: 6260 3338
'™lna

> 12-30 578
Protoxyd of iron 9-40 2"82

jjjjj—
...".""!.'.'!!.'.."*.".*.'"*"!

H-io :::*.:" 403

Soda with a trace of potash,' '.'.'.'.'.

V. '.'.'.['.'.'.'. 43
'.'.'.'.'.'.

'. 11

The oxygen of the protoxyds and peroxyds in the above
nalysis equals 4-43 and 8"60. If to these we add the silica
^responding to 13-00 of oxygen, we shall have 61-33 parts of
epiaote, leaving 32-22 parts of silica uncombined. The density

ahn
maSS is tllat of a mixture °f epidote and quartz in the

:°°ve Proportions, and in some specimens where the rock be-

res §r̂ lar, the two species are easily distinguishable. (Geo!.

nl*7 f C
?nada , Report, 1858). This epidote rock then is com-

ply distinct from the saussurite of Orezza.

staJ*
T^^cates zoisite and meionite offer a remarkable m-

am* t? ,
lsomerism in mineral species upon whose import-

to tL • ?
0n^ insisted. The relation of the specific gravity

an ?
em

Plncal equivalent weights of minerals, must enter as

the p?
6nt

-

lal

1

element into a classification which shall unite

tek
m and natural-historical systems. Similar isomeric

aons exist between kyanite and sillimanite, rutile and ana-

aslhave elsewhere endeavored tofihow,

«

f
rb
0Q-spars.

• -Mo dot

It becomes necessary in the study of mineral
to determine their relative equivalent weights, to which

r^ac gravit must be
-

ef ide>_(iVoc. Am. Assoc.
^•<We, 1854, pp. 240-247)*

^iSr? °f heat uP°n organic bodies of hi^h «quivaIent .

tends to resolve

******
i offt aDd ll - MillMWtapm-

^'i 8™1 portions of more complex kydn
P»Tity of J*";

th« aena ,- Slagmw the specific

*<* 3% (fir ls k ^ i Iocrase is reduced

•WWduv? te R
E

i

"' !

'
! f,(>m 8

'40 t0 3 '

2°
•

'..----
; .. .

. . .
•

**^belfil!!l
1

1
ocrase and garnet cr

'
- "' v ar '"' : '"- ">

** re*Jced X ,
ahedr°D3. Deville foun le and Pyroxene to

^"2^89 tl
n from 3'2 to "-8 orthoclaae from 256 to 2 35, and labradorite
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7. Srnaragdite.—The staa • of the euphotides

appears to have been first examined by Vauquelin, who found

in a specimen from Corsica with specific gravity 3'0: silica 50-0,

alumina 21*0, lime 13*0, magnesia 6*0, oxyd of iron 5*5, oxydof

chromium 7*5, oxyd of copper 1*5= 104-5. (Beudant, Minerah-

gie, ii, p. 134). Boulanger subsequently analyzed the diallage

from the euphotide of the Fiumalto already described. It had

a density of 310, and gave silica 40-8, alumina 12-6, lime 23-0,

magnesia 11-2, protoxyd of iron 3'2, protoxyd of manganese H
oxyd of chromium 2'0, water 6-2=99-4—(Ann. des Mines, [3],

viii, 159).

I have analyzed the grass-green srnaragdite already described

as occurring in masses an inch in diameter imbedded in the

saussurite VI. It was to some extent penetrated by the latter

mineral, and contained irregularly disseminated slender prisms

of hornblende, apparently associated with talc. The analysis

gave as follows

:

Silica 5430

ii^™
m

!'///.^^!'.!i;il!!V.l!'lll'.''.'.*.*.*'.'.l'.'.'.'.'.'. 13-72

Protoxyd of iron,"
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. .'

'. ". '. "".'!!! .7.

!

'.
" " ^

Oxyd of chromium,
"61

X5fni*el "S

A partial analysis of another specimen gave alumina 3*8
,

lime 14-22, magnesia 18-07, protoxyd of iron 2*34. The paie

green color of the powdered srnaragdite becomes brownish o

ignition. The small portion of nickel, whose presence I bare

already shown in a great number of chromiferous serpentin

and diallages,* gave evidence of a trace of cobalt before *

blowpipe. The oxygen ratios of the silica, alumina and p

toxyds in the above analysis are as 28"96 : 212 : 13*29. Its

JJJ
position is evidently that of a pyroxene, with some admix

_

of saussurite and probablv of talc. A portion of the Jan

mineral from one of the euphotides of Mt. Rose, was submit*

to analysis, and allowing fo re of saussunte.

found to have the composition of ordinal \ tale, being a

silicate of magnesia with a little iron and a trace of nicKe

.

Conclusions.—1. The true euphotide is distinct from tnc

lagic dolerites, with which most modern lithologists haJ
]dspar

founded it, and which are composed of pyroxene and a
f

1^
having the constitution of andesine, labradorite, or a stil

^
basic variety approaching to anorthite. By the substitu

^
hornblende for pyroxene these dolerites pass into tn

diabase.

* This Journal, [2,] xxvi, 237.
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2. The euphotides of Mt. Eose according to my observations
are composed of smaragdite (a pyroxene containing chrome and
nickel,) in a base of saussurite, which is a compact zoisite, or
lime-alumina epidote, containing portions of magnesia and soda,
and having a hardness of 7*0 and a specific gravity of 3 33—
3'38; characters which at once distinguish it from the feldspars.
These euphotides also contain as accidental minerals, talc, actino-
lite and occasionally a vitreous cleavable feldspar resembling
labradorite.

3. While the minerals analyzed as saussurite by Stromeyer
and Delesse are feldspars, that from Mt. Genevre examined by
tfoulanger has the composition and specific gravity of meionite,
a species which is isomeric with zoisite; the saussurite from
Urezza according to the same observer has a like compositionm a density intermediate between these species. The saussu-
nw examined by Thompson is apparently a petrosilex.

\rt d ^ lts great density an<l its composition, the euphotide of
« Kose is related to certain rocks in which a white garnet, re-
sembling saussurite, is mixed with serpentine, with hornblende,

witl, l
a feldsPatoic mineral. These aggregates associated

*™» ophiolites, albitic diorites, and a rock made up of epidote
«a quartz occur in the form of beds in the crystalline schists of
«« altered Silurian series in Canada*
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The<
j of the fluid

which must accompany the changes of its superficial form, is, at

least, an explanation of the phenomenon, though not a true

theory.

Mr. Airy remarks of it

;

tible theories that was ever applied to explain a collection of important

physical facts. It is entirely false in its principles, and entirely inapplica-

ble in its results. Yet, strange as it may appear, this theory has been of

very great use. It has served to show that there are forces in nature

following laws which bear a not very distant relation to some of the most

conspicuous phenomena of the tides ; and, what is far more important, it

has given an algebraic form to its o\\ 1 results, divided into separate parts

analagous to the parts into which the tidal phenomena may be divided,

admitting easily of calculation and of alteration, and thus at once sug-

gesting the mode of separating the tidal

numerical results of theory with which they are to be compared, me

greatest mathematicians and the most laborious observers of the present

age have agreed equally in rejecting the foundation of this theory, and

comparing all their observations with its results. And till theories are

perfect (a thing scarcely to be hoped for in any subject, and lees in the

tides than any other,) this is one of the most important uses of theory."

If we could indeed grasp the conditions of the problem—bring

into our analysis the expression of the actual form (or even a

tolerabler approximation to that form) of the solid nucleus whose

depressions form the ocean beds, then indeed the solution would

be that which we seek, not a mere explanation, but a true ex-

pression for the phenomena, as they actually occur.

While we are utterly incapable of doing this—when such a

mind as Laplace's is found unable to grasp the conditions oi

" Dynamic Theory," it seems to me that Mr. Airv wastes epithet*

the "equilibrium theory" which, after

physicist ever regarded as a real theory of the tides, but rather

mere putting into mathematical form of their obvious wvneiu

cause. If, to get over the difficulties of the true theory, >»»

bring the problem within the grasp of our mathematics, we a

obliged to make assumptions, entirely at variance with the i.

which really govern the question—which cannot even appro r

mate to them—we might as well, so far as the solution we see*

concerned, go one step further, and suppose there is no mo

at alitor that the fluid is destitute of inertia; in °ther *°
n0

fall back upon the equilibrium theory, for the problem i

longer that which we propose, but a mere mathematical I

which may yield us some curious results.
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" It was found necessary, however, (Airy ' Tides and Waves,") in order
to make the application of mathematics practicable, to start with two
suppositions, which are inapplicable to the state of the earth. These are

:

that the earth is covered with water ; and that the depth of this water is

the same through the whole extent of any parallel of latitude."

If the actual configuration of the ocean's bed is, as I have be-
fore remarked, the very basis of a dynamic theory of the tides,
then a theory which is obliged to reject entirely this actual con-
figuration, and instead of ocean beds of limited areas, isolated from
each other by dry land in those parallels where the tidal effects
are greatest, substitute an imaginary ocean covering the whole
JtoOe, and of the same depth following each parallel of latitude,
the problem can be only a mathematical one of more or less
merest from which nothing of any practical value, as to the
wwl phenomena of the tides, can be expected.
.^uchjs, in fact, the dynamic theory of Laplace; it has fur-

nished no result nor been of the slightest use to physicists in
jeir investigations of the tidal phenomena. Mr. Airy remarks,
under these suppositions (the arbitrary assumptions as to the

wean s extent and depth) it is evident that the theory is far from
ing one of practical application ;

" but when we consider that,

to If
7 ort to make the theory a d7naraic one

>
bJ intr°-

wnnA i

motlons °f the fluid particles, the real motions as gov-

and n i

aCtUal con%urati°n of the ocean beds are discarded
« purely imaginary ones substituted, we may well hesitate in

.-i

t

» & assent to the proposition which finishes the sentence;

th«* V* clearly approaches much nearer to truth than the
rory ot equilibrium which we have already described."

seek, i

ey6
1

°f the mere iheorisi ti maJ be so
>
but t0 one who

nam ^
know

.

ledge of the tides as they actually are, the equilib-

which
eoi7 ls far more useful; and of two things neither of

sidPr^
P°SSess any claims to be called true, one maybe con-

'yassumptioi

notion

<

T?^f
ential equations which determine the elevation and

ter, when the question is limited by these arbi-

5 already mentioned, are obtained with no great

\
fact, the equilibrium theory gives the elevation of

otherr/f *I
would he were the water destitute of inertia; in

torhina i?j-
forces of attraction of the earth and of the dis-

inthe w? are alone considered, while the forces of inertia

ft* for
ltself are disregarded. We have only to introduce

»nd thni
t0 convert the equilibrium into a dynamic theory

;

forces of
•

ns
^
dering the effects of the fluid motions only in the

of eqmhh
Dertla devel°ped, it follows from the general equations

will be tr?

nUm °f fluids
>
that the total fluid pressure resulting

«ach
class

6

T?
°f the Pressures due to tlie separate existence of
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llingp the total fluid pressure at an
1 of all the forces, p' the pressure <

Calling p the total fluid pressure at any point, arising fi

3 due t "

tfJIo

forces of i

p=p'+p"+p'".
If we desire to have the value of p at the undisturbed surface of

the earth, put p'=0 and we have p=p"+p'".
If we call iv the height of the fluid column due to the pressure

p, and q the height due to p'\ we shall have (considering the

density as unity) p=gw,p"=gq, and

(!) giu=gq+p'",

in which w is the total tidal elevation due to the disturbing attrac-

tions, and to the inertia of the fluid, and q is the elevation due

to the disturbing attractions alone; in other words, it is the

height due to the equilibrium theory.

Confining the B Implicity, to the attractions of

the sun alone, we shall find from the equilibrium theory (Tide

Airy's "Tides and Waves" par. 44,)

-1) (1— 3 sin2 l)4-£sin2ilsiii2acos(/-»)+

+fcos^cos*acos2(/-,).

In which JS and o- are the celestial right ascension and declination

of the sun; X and I the terrestrial latitude and longitude of ne

place, (the latter referred to a meridian fixed in space); rw
actual and Pm the mean parallax of the sun and S' a coefficient

which (vide par. 41 and 42) =^/^V(the density of the

water being considered insignificant compared to that oft e

earth) in which S and D are the sun's mass and distance, o

earth's polar radius * and g the force of terrestrial gravity

In the equation (2) the angle (Is) is the difference m W9™
of the point of observation and the sun, referrred to a men

fixed in space. If we consider the earth a revolving body

call * the longitude of the point, referred to a men-
earth's surface, and n the velocity of rotation, then ti

longitude of the point of observation, at the end of the i

referred to a meridian fixed in space, will be represented oy wr <

and the angle I— a, by nt+tx— s. 6 ne the

If instead of the latitude A we use the polar distance

point of observation we shall have

cos*=sin0, andsin2A=sin20.

* The spheroidal form is disregarded, as the tidal displaces are rerj

the same whether the earth is regarded as a sphere or spheroid.
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Making the substitutions in equation (2), and then substituting

the value of gq in equation (1), we have

(3) ^=
2̂
(t cos3ff-1)( 1

-3 coB^+^Mn2a.Bin2«ooB(ntf«-i).

+ ^cos2a.sin2d.cos2(nt+«- S)+p'>>.

If, now, we suppose a particle of water running towards the
south and call u the arc (in latitude) passed over at the end of

the time t, b— will be the actual velocity of the particle, in this

direction, and b— its acceleration. If 6 is the angular polar

distance of the initial position of the particle, bd will be the actual

lineal polar distance, and^ will be the differential coefficient

°J

the pressure arising from a variation of 0, and by a slight and
admissible extension of the fundamental equations of hydrody-

namics we should have
d^ = - b

d
^.

But if the particle has, at the same time, a component of ye-

1(*% towards the east, represented by bsind^ (v being arc in

!ongitude moved over in the time f,) its centrifugal force is in-

cased from~~ (due to the earth's rotation abne,) to

l;t| the difference between which is (omitting the

^containing the square of ^ since it is very small compared

to
») 2nianfl^, and the component of this increment, 2nbsind

008

e

^, will press the particle towards the equator and is to be

^ to the value of\Q before obtained. Adding it and mul-

*Qg by b, we have

^^nsidering now the component of angular velocity to the east

*< since the radius of the small circle of latitude in which it
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moves is b sin 0, the actual lineal component of velocity would

be b sin 6— while the differential coefficient of the pressure (in

space) will be
6 inflrf

>
and considering this motion alone, we

should have .
=— bsmd—

.

But the particle of water has at the same time a southerly

component of velocity 6—

.

It is evident that, as it is passing to a lower and larger circle

of latitude, to maintain its position in longitude, the momeDt of

its quantity of motion, with reference to the axis of the earth's

rotation, will be increased.

The principle that the moment of the accelerating force is

equal to — (the moment of the quantity of motion) (which can

be easily deduced from the equations of rotation around a fixed

axis—see Bartlett Analyt. Mechanics, par. 229,) will enable us

to determine the value of~— corresponding to this cause. The

accelerating force in this case (or the pressure generated by this

motion of the particle) is ~^— , and its moment with reference

to the earth's axis is *£
The moment of the quantity of motion of the particle of water

(per unit of mass) due to the earth's rotation, is nb*sm *,«

which the % is 2nb* sin 6 cos —
. But as the change in the polar

dt

distance of the particle is due to the component of velocity

~
jt

will be expressed by the same, and hence, from this cause

we should have ^£=-2nb- sin* cos^. (The negative^

is used since the increment of the pressure is in the reverse

tiontothatof*).

Adding this value to that previously obtained, we have

(5)
d
jQ =-2nb2*mdcosd~ _ ^sin*^-

Another equation may be obtained from the condition
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Let aa' b'b be an elementary area of ocean
surface, the angular co-ordinates of a being -a 5
and 0, and a b and a a 1

, being equal to 8k and S,

M. Let the depth of the water at a be y.
"

According to the assumption with regard to
the depth alluded to before, y varies with the
polar distance 6, but not with the longitude *.
Let us suppose the water flowing over this area with angular

components ~- southward and pf

eastward ; velocities which

are themselves variable with 6 and * and the time. Taking a
space of time t, from the origin of motion, the water will flowm the point a with a velocity which would carry it in that
time through the space u, and past the point a', through the

The area of the section ab is y**, and of the section a'b', is

k+rffl^KH- cot0*0)**. (Since it is easily seen that the side

[W is to ab (or 3*) as sin (6+36) :sin0; or as 1+ cot 686:1
nearly). Therefore the quantity of water which flows through
ne s^11011 a* in the short time *, will be u Y8^ and through the

section aW will be («+ ^<J 0) (Y+
dJ-
Q
3 6) (1+ cot 03 6) 8«. The

$•**« between these quantities, is the quantity of water sub-
•acted from (or added to) the ocean area aa' b'b, and is (omitting
quantities of the 3d order)

~(u Y)8d3 a+ u YCot0803x.

Je area of the section aa' b'b is (nearly) 868* (for convenience,

^multiplication by the radius of the earth is omitted with all

tn f u
Dgular quantities, as it does not affect the results) and

e all (or rise) of the tide w, due to the southern component of

diJ^^1011
'
wil1 evidently be equal to the foregoing expression

titled by the area 868*.

« we now consider the eastern component of velocity ~, the

yantity of water which runs eastwardly through the section aa'

W.u rea is * d0 m the time t is Y v86, and the quantity which
*s through bb' (since both y and 86 are constant in this direc-

h°n) r{v+d£ 8 «)dd, and the difference T^ 96 **, ^ the quan-

Sm^7ater subtracted from the area aa'b'b through the eastern

Pi£ nt
?f tidal velocity.—Adding this to the foregoing ex-

S?of 'h

dividinS bv * e'« we Set the w*"81 t0tal fal1 (or
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(The negative sign is used since w represents the elevation, posi-

tive or negative, above the undisturbed surface, and if u, and v

increase with 6 and *r, in the preceding discussion, there will be

a,fall of tide.)

be put under the general form

in which © is a function of 6 alone: and also that "the equation

between w, u, and v ; those between p"\ u and v
;
and that be-

tween w, p"\ and the terms arising from the disturbing force,

being all linear, we may take the terms arising from the disturb-

ing force separately, and, finding the solution for each term, we

may add all together. It will be sufficient, therefore, to proceed

with the solution of the equation" (instead of equation (3))

0=ecos(it+k«)-9w+P
" }

j this with equations (4), (5) and (6),

we have Laplace's differential equations of tidal motions (as given

by Mr. Airy). , , _j
" A general solution of these equations is scarcely to be nop

for; it is a matter of difficulty to find, in a very limited case,^

particular integral which will satisfy them."—(Airy, Ma.
Waves:') And the particular integral essayed by Lapiace

Mr. Airy is of the following form

:

10 = O 008 '{%t+ ku)
»= b COB (it+ k*)
v =c em(it + k*)

p'"=a"' cos {it + hvs)

in which a, b, c, a'" are functions of only.
# further,

It is not my purpose to follow the investigation any ^
which is purely analytical and consists in determining^^

term of equation (3), the values of these quantities, ana, •

q

of w, u, v, p'"
t
by which we get the elevation, velocity, w

of motion, &c. of the tides arising from the disturbing
lores*

pressed by the particular term.
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I will only remark that the compulsory resort to this particu-
lar integral fixes the original assumption of an ocean covering
the whole surface of the globe, irrevocably,—these values of w,
u,v,mdp''\ being simple perturbating functions, whose perturb-
ations in time correspond exactly with those of the forces, while
they extend in space through the whole circumference of the
earth, without the possibility of limitation in that direction. In
short, it is the particular integral which expresses that particular
tide belonging to an ocean continuous in longitude.

Excepting the arbitrary restriction applied to the variation in
depth, the differential equations (3), (4), (5) and (6), are perfectly
general, and could a general integral be obtained, a limitation of
the ocean's area (approximating feebly to the continental bar-
riers) could be established—and, thence, results which might be
considered approximations to the actual phenomena. Such an
mtegral, however, is not likely to be obtained, neither Laplace
nor Mr. Airy having cared to attempt it.

"If we look to the results of the theory, it will be found that they are
father of a negative than of a positive kind. They show that, without a
w more complete knowledge of the form of the bottom of the sea than
• can hope to possess, it will be impossible, even with more powerful

mathematics, to calculate tides a priori. They show that the calcula-
™«k founded on the equilibrium-theory cannot be good for anything.

J
proving that (with sea at least of a certain shallowness) the part of

™« equator next to the moon would be a place of low water, they destroy

* kr
P
,
e.°f usinS an equilibrium-theorv, even as an approximation. In

^bhshing the remarkable result as to'the non-existence of diurnal tide

nneight when the depth is uniform, they show that no inference can be
«wn from the me],

e magnitude of a force as t0 the magnitude of its

^•'—{Airy, « Tides and Waves.")
It does not seem to me that so difficult and profound a course

°J analysis was at all necessary to arrive at everything in these
n»ve results at all important.
ihe remark in the beginning of this paper that "the actual

-^pe of the ocean's bottom is the very foundation of a dy-

nic ^ory of the tides," seems almost self-evident. But our

"wifrnatics, thus far, has failed to grasp even the simplest ap-

P^nation to shore-outline-ml if we had the most perfect

pledge of the form of the bottom of the sea, it would be far

l^jond the powers of analysis to introduce, with any accuracy,

ai tfik!

1

?
ldeTation into the problem. Eemarks of a similar nature

£ be
.
made M to the conclusions concerning the equihbrmm-

rZl' fhich > ^ seems to me, no philosopher could ever have
'Wed as a solution. Laplace having failed to show what the
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effect of the continental barriers is, it cannot be considered as

proved, that the equilibrium-theory is not as near an "approx-
imation" as anything else we have or are likely to have.
My object in this paper has been to show by what simple con-

siderations and processes the differential equations of Laplace's

theory may be arrived at. In doing so I am perfectly well aware

that the finding a short path to a known result is quite a different

affair from the original discovery, and I must also remark that

the considerations from which equations (4) and (5) are deduced

are pointed out (after he has arrived at the equations by long

and tedious processes) by Mr. Airy himself.
Mr. Airy concludes his able work on " Tides and Waves," by

a " Theory of Waves in Canals," and which, as embracing the

subject of the tides, applies to cases such as rivers and arms of

the sea, to which neither the equilibrium nor dynamic theory

would (if applicable elsewhere) apply,—and to "cases of open

seas, where the whole may be conceived divided into parallel

canals in which the circumstances are nearly similar."

The "theory" is a very beautiful one and a very valuable

contribution to physical science; more valuable, I think how-

ever, for its thorough discussion of waves in all (or nearly all)

the aspects in which they present themselves to the navigator,

naval constructor, or engineer, than for its applies

tides. Though it doubtless comes much nearer an approxima-

uallyflowini to the circumstances under which the tides i

rivers or arms of the sea, than the dynamic or equilibrium theo-

ries do to the tides of the ocean, yet the vast difference between

the actual configuration of shores and beds of such canals, and

the simple assumptions the theory is confined to, will probably

render this, like all other theories, useless, or nearly so, m

practice.

The subject of the tides of the ocean, though perhaps as in-

telligible as a physical phenomenon, as most others in astronomy,

is in its actual manifestations, entirely beyond the grasp °\
'

°®

mathematics,—beyond any reasonable conception we can form

as to the powers of the human mind to grasp, through any sup-

posed improvement in the means of mathematical analysts., i

is probable that, for the aid of the investigator, the "nn&b*T
theory" has done as much as any theory can be expected to a*
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possible,
i

We char

The fossil plants of our recent formations have until now at-

tracted little attention. The difficulty of identifying species of
dicotyledonous plants from fragments of leaves only, is perhaps
the cause of this neglect. Nevertheless the plants of the ter-

tiary and quaternary strata will likely give a solution to some
important problems in natural history. Botanists are now in-

tently looking at the flora of those formations, not only to satisfy

their minds in regard to tire ies of plants in
the different strata, but to trace to its farthest limits the history
of our present vegetation. They wish to find the origin of some
genera and species now living on our earth, to trace their geo-
graphical distribution by recording their appearance and de-

x~ at certain places and at a precise time, collecting thus, if

some facts that may help to unravel the causes which

,

i changed and may still modify the march of vegetation. It

» besides well known and easily understood that plants are more
jwly influenced by atmospherical changes than animals, at least
«an testaceous animals, which are those most commonly pre-

yed m the geological strata, these only showing the changes in
we sea. Even as characteristic of alluvial or fresh water forma-
™<|s, plants are more reliable than the remains of terrestrial ani-

ps exposed to ac .untabie migrations. The
eat of a palm tree found in the quaternary strata of Northern Rus-

?? never have excited such discussions as did the remains

SLr?
elePnant found there imbedded in the ice. We may

"ereiore expect to obtain from botanical palaeontology more
Precise indications about the succession of certain geological

S than from shells and animal remains only. This expecta-
fl B confirmed by the flora of the different strata of the coal-

easures which is evidently different, at least as regards some of

^species of plants, for each bed of coal.

unr!

°Qg tlie colleetions of fossil plants that have lately come

JJ*,
my examination, the most interesting, by far, is the one

0*e by Br. John Evans in his U. S. Surveying expedition of

fa3f
m

1

territ0I7> Vancouver Island, &c. A description of these

^ Plants appears just now to be a valuable contribution to

HaS fd With the approval of the Secretary of the Interior,

tW 1

been advise(i by Dr. Evans to publish my remarks on

*5 J? f•* ia advan(* of the publication of his report which
^contain a full description of the fossil leaves with correct

somA
111 be Cresting to mention and compare at the same time

ue
species of fossil plants found by Prof. Jas. M. Safford in
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the Pliocene of Tennessee, and some others collected by Dr. D.

Dale Owen and myself in the chalk banks or Pleistocene of the

Mississippi.

1. Populus rhomboidea (Lsqx.). Leaves rhomboidal, witn the mar-

gins irregularly toothed above, and entire near the slightly decurrent base.

Lateral primary nerves diverging at an acute angle like the secondary

ones, and ascending to both corners of the rhomb of the leaf, all strongly

marked with k rent veinlets.

lus repando-crenata of Heer.
'""

broader and by the undulatioi

mutobilis with its numerous varieties is a characteristic plant of the upper

Molasse or Miocene of Europe, especially found in the upper strata of

Oeningen. (Nanaimo).

2. Salix Islandicus (Lsqx.). Leaves large, lanceolate, pointed, serrulate,

rounded at the base. Secondary nerves in acute angles with the medial

nerve, nearly straight and numerous. Subdivisions of the nerves invisi-

ble. A willow with very large leaves, apparently identical with Salts

macrophylla (Heer) of the Miocene of Europe. (Bellinghani bay.)

3. Quercus Benzoin (Lsqx.). Leaves shining, oval, with undulate and

entire margins decurrent on the petiole. Basilar secondary nerves oppo-

site and emerging in an acute angle above the margin and ascending to

the third of the length of the leaves. Upper secondary nerves more open

and diverging. The kiud of nervation of this leaf is peculiar to a tew

species of oaks, and has also some likeness to that of the genus Benzoin.

This species is distantly related to Quercus Charpmtieri (Heer), common

in the Miocene of Switzerland. (Nanaimo.) ,

4. Quercus multinervis (Lsqx.). Leaves apparently shining and oni

but differing much in the numerous, deeply marked,

,

11 parallel, emerging in an obtuse angle from the
>

meow

J
It is related to Quercus neriifoha (Branny

Oeningen. (Nanaimo.) ,,
faf/)0tloD?~

es thick, coriaceous, half a footmQuercus Evansii (Lsqx.).

i
and slightly arched. It is related to Quercus neriifoha (&Wh

lies plentifully

"wrcusEvan
, elliptical, with wavy and entire margins. Primary

} uc. » es deep and broad, apparently keeled. Secondary nerves o q

curved along the margin of the leaves. This species has the same

and nervation as Quercus und **&, and PlajP^l
of Goppert, all species which may be referred to the same an

in abundance at Shossnitz. The size of our species is twice «*

(Bellingham bay.)
.

.
onl

.

6. Quercus Gaudini (Lsqx.). Leaves oval-lanceolate in g6^^
line, narrowed and somewhat decurrent at the base (sometimes n g
sinuate, dentate above, entire below, pointed. Nerves deeply mar^^
the former. Apparently a very variable species, which but tor ^ .^

of the leaves could be referred to the former,

its nearest relative is Quercus densijlora, a <

lingham bay.)



apparently elliptical, thick, v

irregularly sinuate and toothed margins. Primary and secondary nerves

broad, deep, flat ; secondary nerves oblique and branching above the rnid-

o; surface wrinkled by tin licular nearly per-

current veihlets. lielated to Quercus platanoides (Gopp.) found at Shoss-

8. Planera dubia (Lsqx.). Leaves short oval, petioled equally serrate

on the margins. Second: rv in r\e- -imn! , — . running to the point of

Vt.Mli. This *peeie« is ;, imvh like Planna Fmeri (Braun), which
' m ti-i iaee the E ble to point out a

difference. It may be identical. "(Belliugham bay.)
9. Ficus? An undeterminable species of which the broken base only

is marked on the specimen. By ii> wavy, entire, and irregular baseband
its peculiar nervation, it is referable to Ficus populina (Heer), of the

Lower Miocene of Switzerland. (Nanaimo.)
10. Cinnamomum Id , ,,. (].* \ i. 1. \ t s elliptical or obovate, slightly

Recurrent at the base on a broad petiole. Lateral nerves ascending to

to top? with obsolete divisions. The g-mus Cinnamomum is largely

represented in the Miocene of Europe and appears to be equally so in the
tertiary strata of oar northwests n . .

t

- . '.;. The species above de-

scribed is nearly if not perfectly i
w th Cinnamomum Buchii

(aeer), abundant in tl .-.Switzerland. (Nanaimo.)
lffo fruits of the same genus were found among the specimens of Dr.

11. Cinnamomum crassipes (Lsqx.). Leaves very thick, cuneiform,

funded at the base, with entire
i

I broad petiole or
enlarged medial nerve. Nervation aerodrome, viz., the three principal
toves ascending to the top of the leaf from the acute angle of diverg-
jce at the base. W

. The specimens collected all

Jjowonly the inferior part of th. leaws, even without the petiole. But
« relation of the sp ' ri (Heer) of the
•ocene of Switzeri -.m bay.)
2
\ Persoonia ovift ,-,,>us, shining or

2
m
™i

secondary nerves alternate, the basilar one ascending to above

J, 7 of the leaf.
. The part of a leaf here de-

nied might be refi » (Heer), a species

J* pensively di>: r
"', for the basilar

rotary nerves whi« M»d doubt to the

to»?T®
aDd t0 <he £enus Persoonia, but I do not know of any species

•«h (Belliugham bay.)

Mnt'»A
P
!
Jros lu " :

' aiC,tor^' ^I***

tS at l?ih en .rves alternate

CT*^- " kh Remedial

*pl tlTt***
obsolete ' The sP^ies agrees well with Dwspyros brachy-

71 Vf
1
- Br.), common at Oeningen. (Bellinj

^o7EWto6a *

>theobS
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With the above species I must also mention some leaves

which could not be well determined for want of good specimens.

A Platanus? with the same nervation as Quercus platinervis;

a Chamcerops agreeing with Sabal Lemanonis Brgt., common in

the European Miocene, or rather a true characteristic plant of

the tertiary ; a very fine Salisburia, very variable in the outline

of its leaves and named Salisburia polymorpha (Lsqx.), distantly

related to Saiu ind in the Pliocene

of Italy; a small piece of a fern referable to the genus Lastrea,

all these found at Nanaimo ; and further a branch of Sequoia,

apparently identical with Sequoia sernpervirens (Endl.), still living

in California. It was found on a piece of coarse sandstone at

Coosa bay. A species of the same genus, viz., Sequoia Langsdorfii

(Heer), is very abundant in the Miocene of Europe, and is so

near a relative of S. sernpervirens that M. Heer doubts if it is not

the same species.

From the truly magnificent work of Prof. Heer (the Fossil

Flora of the Tertiary), we see that the Shossnitz formation

which was formerly referred by Prof. Goppert to the Pliocene

belongs to the Upper Miocene ; and that the fossiliferous strata of

Heering in Tyrol and of Sotzka in Dalmatia, placed by M. linger

in the Eocene, must be admitted as Lower Miocene. Therefore,

except the Salisburia, which would perhaps indicate a newer

- formation by its analogy with a species of the same genus found

in the quaternary of Italy, there is not in Dr. Evans's collection

a single plant that does not show a near relation to some species

of the Miocene of Europe. The geological position of the coal

strata of Vancouver and of Oregon where the leaves have been

found is thus evident. This conclusion is not new; but it is

worth remarking how closely the fossil plants characterizing the

formation in Europe are analogous to those of North America.

On the coal itself, in connection with these leaves, Pr Evans

has given the following remarks already published in the na-

tional Intelligencer. " These coals do not belong to the true

coal measures but to the tertiary period ; they have hovveur

been altered by volcanic action. The Bellingham bay coal par-

ticularly, in consequence, is of a remarkable crystalline stru
•

ture and presents under the magnifier a very singular and W
tiful appearance. It will produce an excellent coke, and isje

suited to manufacturing and domestic purposes. It burns W* >

and although rather light for long sea voyages, unless the co

struction of furnaces should be changed, lessening the drart,

suitable for river navigation. The ?oal crops out at various

points from the British line to near Port Oxford in Oregon, *

is accessible to sail and steam navigation, and almost inexna

We in quantity. These coals with imperfect machines ana
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cilities for mining can be delivered ready for shipment at from

"The average analysis of many specimens gives the following

Fitzugh's Mine, Bellingham Bay.

Specific gravity, - - 1-846

Specific gravity,

Fixed carbon in coke,

Volatile gases,

Tenn.,

by Prof. J. M. Safford, State Geologist c

The species of this collection that are referable to plants of

our time are only four.

(

1. Laurus Caroliniensis Mchx. (Red-bay). Grows now in the swamps

fom South Delaware and South Virginia to the two Flondas, in pine

barrens.

2- Prunus Carolmiana (Michx.). Wild orange tree; a species now

^{ned to theism Vr^'*' ™Tks
J*e Bahama Island

MieliaUX ™
b* this species is not found on the main land at a distance,of two to

l« miles from the shores where the temperature is five to mi ucg c

ofer in the winter and proporl i

**£.
,Mlth of

«• toercu, myrtifoliJ (Wm.). Inhabits now the islands south ot

G^a and along the coasts of Florida. jU . Th
-

fruit js

J- ^n\to{ Frames ferruqima (Michx.). Red beech. lb» ir»-
^ewhat more distinctly ribbed on the sides and margins, than m our

jamon species, but the characters are not distinct eno g v

^Pwation of six - be American beech is ratUer

**• & » found to the south afong the Alleghany i

Tk following plants of Prof. Safford's collection are^either

m'> viz., extinct or undescribed species, or unknown to me.
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1. Salix densinervis (Lsqx.). Leaves narrow, one and a half to two

inches long, lanceolate or tapering at both ends, entire. Medial nerve in-

flated at the base. Second a; ftstomosiog as in the

leaves of a fern or of a Tiih - iptite ]>eculi;u t< r

a £$alix, and pei 'hi linens are found, the plant may be

referred to another genus.

2. Quercus ! crassinervis ? (Ung.). The specimen is broken and shows

only the middle part of a large, sharply dentate leaf, apparently oval-lan-

ceolate in outline. The broad nerves and secondary nerves running to

the poirtf of the teeth as the form of the acute teeth also would refer this

species to Quercus crassinervis Ung., a species found in the Upper Miocene

3. Quercus Safordii (Lsqx.). Leaves nearly linear, less than one inch

broad, five to six inches long, gradually tapering to a point. Margins

regularly and disti rate, entire near the base and de-

current in a broad petiole or enlarged nerve. Medial nerve broad and

flat; secondary q« running to the point of the teeth

and alternating w is not any published

fossil species that might be compared with this. It is distantly related n

living species of son :o, but among the leaves kindly

furnished to me for comparison! by Dr. Asa Gray, there were none of

these new species to which it could be referred.

4. Andromeda dubia (Lsqx.). A thick, smooth, elliptical, obtusely

pointed leaf, with entire, wavy, and somewhat reflexed margins and obso-

lete nervation. It is nearly related to Andromeda ferriujlnm (M

the pine barrens of the south. This near relation would indicate that the

true identical species might be found on the islands or along the shores ot

the Southern States.
,

5. Andromeda vaccinifolice ajfinis. Thick, oval, lanceolate, pointed
,

w

obtuse leaves with size, outline and nervation as tn

above mentioned A. vacc'inifolia Heer. Its nearest living relative i

America is, I think, Andromeda acuminata. But the leaves of the ]o%-

species are smaller and the nervation somewhat different. A vaccim/o

belongs to the Upper Miocene. .

,

^
6. Elaeognus incequalis (Lsqx.). Leaf long, elliptical, obtuse, witfi^

tire margins, rounded near the base on one side, and ab°ut one
l

^

longer and decurrent on the other side of the short petiole, ^"^j,
nerves well marked, thick near their base, emerging in acute ang e,

acamptodrome . I do not know of any
"J

species to which this could be compared. Among the fossil plan«

nearest relative is Elozagnus acuminatum (Web.) found at Oeningen.

W hj Dr.

1. Quercus virens (Michx.). Live oak. The leaves of this specs*
^

abundant in the strata. On this oak Michaux remarks that its r g

habitat does not extend to more than ten to fifteen miles from tne w
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leaf is somewhat narrower than
r inhabits the pine barrens of

3. Ulmus data ? (Michx.). This species is also mentioned with some
doubt. Our leaf is more pointed and its teeth shorter. It might be only

mm Americana. The only specimen is deficient.
With the above species there is another Ulmus ! scarcely one inch

long, ovate, with nervation and form of teeth of the genus, which exactly
resembles Ulmus minuta (Gopp.) of the Upper Miocene. Perhaps it

may be a variety of the following species. But it differs evidently in its

-cleaves.
4. Planera Gmelini (Michx.). Ti.\ M.-ries grows now in the river

Louisiana.
"• Pri,m inter/rifolia (Ell.). Two leaves of this species were found

6. Ceanothus! Americanus? (L.). To this very variable and common
Jgfc.Iwfci with some doubt two leaves, one large, regularly ovate-
obtuse

,
with somewhat decurrent margins, the other oval-lanceolate, with

founded base. The are of the leaves are just alike
^d agree with C. americanus.

7. Carya olivaformis (Nutt). "Pecan. Fruit and leaves in specimens.

s
gSgraphical hflbif:U ,tT!,i - i'"* 1^ '* srili fil " "ame as of old -

Bets evidently be-
lon?>°g to the Locust.

V
'

»• Acorus calamus (L.). Part of a broken leaf.
m. home undeterminable catkins of Alnus or JBetula.

Tie remarks of Prof. D. Dale Owen in the first volume of
ae burvey of K, ntue ... ., 22. udicates the position of the
jjata bearing these fossil leaves as being about 120 feet lower
wan the ferrua-innns «anrl in ™>>iW, +V.^ Knn«s af the Meaalonvx
Jtffersonii

ferruginous sand in which the bones of the Megalonyx

were found. The exact position of the strata near
^merville has not been exactly determined by Prof. Safford.

hi!
°,m the sPecies of plants of his collection, they are refera-

^ to the lower or middle Pliocene.

mi .

W
j
now examine the gei tlie Plants ^

nu "

£
rated above, we are at once struck with the remarkable char-

wK u°
the Miocenic flora of Oregon and Vancouver Island

^h evidently indicates a tropical climate at this period of the
gwogical formations. Palm trees, figs, Cinnamornum, and Pro-

twt ar6
n

now generally distributed at least 30° lower than

Z \ e then ' But ^ ia still more extraordinary to find just

"the same latitude but on an opposite point of the globe, in

g^tzerland, a contemporaneous fossil flora of which the species

'veso near a relation to those of Oregon that some of them

i!-regarde,i «*
-

; ih' i<k»i ••
:

-
rins -

"a
'

? a re^
arkab1

^
ofZ^iritlu , at the epoch

tQ« Miocene formation, and establishes beyond a doubt that
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around our globe and have not been the result
cal disturbances. That the oscillations were slow and progres-

sive is shown by the distribution of the species of plants in both

the following formations. In the Miocene of Vancouver the

Proteineae are dominant. It has also palm trees and Salisburia,

all tropical plants, and most of the species are without relation

to the plants now living on this continent. In the Pliocene of

Tennessee the Proteineas appear still abundant and the flora

finds its relatives in the southern shores of Florida and on the

islands of the G-ulf of Mexico. The Post-pliocene of the Mis-

sissippi near the mouth of the Ohio river, and even above it,

has the same species of plants as are now found along the shores

of the Atlantic, in the southern states. We have thus appar-

ently a steady decrease in the temperature from the Miocene to

the Post-pliocene of the Mississippi. From this it appears to

follow that the chalky banks of which the true geological position

is still uncertain, ought to be regarded as anterior in origin to

the Drift. For it is probable that if they had been deposited

after or at the time of the ice period, the distribution of the

plants would show a colder climate rather than the climate ot

our southern shores.

Boenite occurs in Field's gold mine, in Dahlonega, Georgia,

in a vein of quartz, associated with native gold and some aurif-

erous iron pyrites, in hornblende slate rocks, bordering theCnes-

The mineral is found in thick foliated masses, having a crys-

talline structure probably hexagonal, though not perfectly de-

fined. The masses are from half an inch to one inch in diameter,

and they split like talc and mica into thin plates, quite as readuv

as talc. .

Its lustre and color, are like those of highly polished stee •

It is flexible, sectile, and soils the fingers like plumbago"

molybdenite. Its streak on porcelain is metallic, or near in*

color of the pulverized mineral. Hardness between tbat

gypsum and calcareous spar, but nearer to the former,

H. = 2-25. Density 7"868. Before the blowpipe on cMrw

melts, giving out white fumes, which have the odor ot seiem
^

leaves a white deposit on the cold charcoal, and near tne^
a ring of yellow color, and a little metallic bismuth is oD^u



This, cupelled, gives a little gold. In an open glass tube no smell

of sulphur observed ; a white smoke fills the tube, and condenses

in it. Heated, this deposit forms little yellowish globules. At
the lower extremity of the tube, a fused metallic mass remains

adherent to the glass. A little brown sublimate is mixed with

the sublimed telluric acid, and is selenium.

One gram of this mineral selected with care, to avoid all ad-

mixture of pyrites, was analyzed and the following results were

obtained

:

(BO. 0-88) 0-7908
' allic) 0-1800

+Se03 0-042) 00118
Tellurium, (metallic

Selenium, (BaO+

The bismuth was separated from the nitric solution by car-

bonate of ammonia, and was several times redissolved and pre-

cipitated anew, to free it from all traces of telluric acid. It was
then converted by heat, in a porcelain crucible, into oxyd of

bismuth. The whole of the washings and the filtrate, mixed,
was evaporated to small bui icid was decom-
posed and removed by repeated additions of chlorhydric acid

and heat until no more chlorine was given off. Then the solu-

tion was brought to near neutrality by ammonia and a current
of sulphurous acid gas was passed through it, until all the tellu-

n^ appeared to be reduced. It was then filtered and washed

J'lth water saturated with sulphurous acid, and the filter which
bad been properly tared was weighed, when dry, at 212° F.

On addition of a solution of sulphite of ammonia to the filtered

Won, an(j aiiow ing it to stana for forty-eight hours more
metallic tellurium subsided, and was collected in a tared filter

andtne amount was added to that first obtained.
^

Standing

welve hours longer this solution gives no more deposit, though
1

™ ells strongly of sulphurous acid gas.

Jhe selenium was determined on a separate sample, ofone gram

I
the Bornite, by converting the selenium into selenic acid by

ponged digestion in nitro-muriatic acid. Then the selenic

{J

1* was precipitated bY nitrate of baryta, as selemate of baryta.

h ^ighed 0-042 gram. . *
' .

Jj separate experiments, it was ascertained that no sulphunc

^existed in the solution of the Bornite; hence no sulphur
Was

present.
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Art. XLL— Geographical Notices. No. VII.

Physiography of the Isthmus of Choco, New Granam.
By Arthur Schott.*—The transit line across the Isthmus of

Choco, New Granada, has been lately re-surveyed, from ocean to

ocean, in the neighborhood of the seventh parallel of north lati-

tude, by a party acting under the authority of the IT. S. govern-
-"• The following facts were collected i

field work of the topographical party, under the immediate or-

ders of Lieut. N. Michler, U. S. Topog. Engineers, cooperating

officer of the expedition. A more general account of the results

of the survey was given in this Journal, November, 1858.

The entire length of the route surveyed is about 160 miles,

belonging entirely to the torrid zone, as its greatest elevation

does not exceed 1000 feet above the level of the sea. By its

physical features this line is divided into two distinct portions,

differing from each other both in extent and in meteorological

condition. The western or Pacific slope, being only 15 miles

Jong, has an almost constantly dry climate, which appears to be

peculiar to the whole extent of the Pacific coast. The eastern

or Atlantic slope, 147 miles in length, situated under a sky per-

petually clouded, is drenched for eight or nine months of the

year by daily rain, more or less heavy. Its atmosphere at the

same time is kept in a state of perpetual oscillation by never-

ceasing electric changes. Along this portion of the line, me

features of the country are decidedly aquatic, varying according

to the hypsometrical subdivisions.
From the level of the salt water in the Gulf of Uraba to its

marshy uplands and scarcely ventilated mountain forests, every

kind of "lowland" is represented,—mangroves, lagoons, ever-

glades, forest swamps and ever-shady uplands. .

To facilitate a more detailed examination of the country ^
following synoptical table is submitted : I. Mangroves and tide-

water lagoons. II. Atrato levees. III. Everglades and over-

flow of the Atrato. IV. The palisades. V. The lowland.
>•

The tableland.- VII. The Cordillera or Divide. VUL f
eal

luvium. IX. The mangroves. X. The beach (La Playa>

Not only is the Atlantic slope found at first sight to es«*J

very much in extent the western or Pacific slope (* Ie* 1

,

which applies generally to the whole of the continent,) buw'-^

each of the topographical subdivisions mentioned is mucn rn

developed on the eastern side than on the western. Thrown

aquatic character already refenea \

flora. A more detailed renewdistinctly marked in its fauna and flora. A more

* Communicated for thig Journal by permission of the U. S. Nai
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w t the Atlantic shore in the Gulf of TJraba may be
added to the table just given.

Section I. Mangroves and Tidewater Lagoons.—Among plants
we find prevailing here Rhizophorea?, aquatic Grammes?, Polygo-
nacea?, Aroideie, lacustric Palmacea? and Musaceas, all which by
kbit correspond to amphibious reptiles, to Natatores and Gral-
latores among the birds or to the cetaceous Manati, and to fluvi-m Qavidae like the Agouti and Lancha (Dasyprocta and Hy-
drochcerus). As occasional forms of animals we here find the
red roaring monkey (Mycetes seniculus), and of birds two forms
related to Sturnidas, which suspend their nests from the branch-
tops of the mangroves, thus making them inaccessible to their
enemies. To these may be added a genus of Psittacidae in the
shape of the psittaceous Macao. These birds leave their home
in the more elevated regions on the eastern shore of the gulf, to
follow their daily sport all over the Atrato delta, which in the
evening they leave again. Nearly related, anatomically, to the
Jxansores are the Halcyonidse, and we may rightfully consider
them as icthyophagous climbers. They are represented by three
or four distinct species, and form a characteristic type along the

.

This section, of an extent of about twelve English miles by
*ay of the river, may be characterized geologically as floating

alluvium, which is covered by a low but densely interwoven
arboreal vegetation.

Section II. The Atrato Levees.—Where the surface of the
country rises up to and above high-water mark, plants of more
;

Jrtna] babita are added to the former. Thus Leguminos*
Jth their suborders Cassiea3 and Mimoseae, also Mrfpigbiaee®,
jalvaceae, Euphorbiacese, Apocynaceee, Margraviacea?, Lecythi-

Jace*, Mekstomaeese, Bign. " met with un "

Qer a most diversified generic
"

so varied in habit, and the div—
W, we find a close analogy to them in the members of the
auna inhabiting this ground. Among the reptiles we observe

^elguano and the Basilisc, both of arboreal habits and only

occasionally taking to the water. The Quadrumana genencally

grease. Mycetes Beelzebub and Pithecia leucocephala (the

^ambo and the Mono cara blanca) appear W1th the roaring
monkev . Here also the low form of Bradypus finds a safe and
solitary

retreat. Among the birds, tin- Sc^sores, the most ap-

P^Pnate form for this section of country, are represented by

Jto«t every variety. The rr. n ,.,.,ha^
l^ittacicke, the ento-

^Phagous Pi,; ,r at least oo-pbagous Ram.
P^tidae are leading fc>™* together with the ichthyophagous

- v., v"

.gether with the ichthyophagous
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Pelicanid of arboreal

on of the country the

fauna and flora increase. Musaceaa and Amomaceas, with their

peculiar maximum development of chlorophyllum, may be con-

sidered as equivalents of the two herbivorous pachyderms,

which seem to feed on them ; they are the tapir and the peccari

(Danta and Sajino of the natives). Corresponding to them is

the Manati, which is said to abound through this section as it

does also within the delta.

The section of the Atrato levees in its geological character is,

if the expression is admissible, truly amphibious, for during

eight or ten months it is thoroughly swamped by the overflow

of the Atrato. .

The growth of trees upon it is nevertheless very heavy, and the

traveller here meets those well known mighty leguminous giants

in company with mammoth forms of Bombax ceiba, and also

with Cedrela, Carolinea or a Tecoma. They maintain a promi-

nent stand upon the banks of the river or arrange themselves

there in closed ranks as an impenetrable phalanx.
Here the river flows in solitary grandeur, reflecting from its

mighty sheet of water an ocean of light and giving freedom to

the aerial currents, which show their effects in the surpassing

beauty of a tropical flora. Such is the difference, where light

and air have access, that even the plague of mosquitos and the

lurking effects of sickly miasms, which have their dominion

within the enclosures of the swampy forests, disappear upon tne

openings of the river.

It is a peculiarity of the Atrato that it forms, throughout its

course of nearly sixty miles from the head of its delta up to tw

mouth of the Sucio and still higher up, but one bed, witWB

which it keeps collected the whole body of water, bordered dt

vertical banks and having an average depth of over fifty_ieet

The Atrato levees able. Even the lnd^

and few Zambos remain upon them only occasionally for tomnv-

i Qg and hunting. The only settlement is found at la*
:

,

and this is but a mere trading station for the Atrato navigators

and a shipping depot for the collected raw material ot cao

chouc and ivory-nuts. A few natives only remain in "»» P'

to profit by raising plantains, bananas and other fruits, in

corn, calabassas and cacao, which latter prospers here ana

superior quality.

Section III. The Everglades.—In leaving the Atrato levees

through the mouth of the Truando a relapse of level is rea '

which leads for about 18 or 19 miles through a region 01

glades. They form on both sides of the Atrato the recy
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of the river's annual overflow. Here forest-vegetation is almost
entirely checked by the eddying currents of the main river and
its tributaries. Only certain swells of the bottom or levees
bordering on running streams are indicated by the growth of
larger trees, and so we recognize here those vegetable cause-
ways called cafios or calles by the natives, or regular hummocks
in the shape of small bushy islands, which stud this vast grassy

This region is preeminently aquatic and characterized as such
by its animal and vegetable forms, among which the " waders"
prevail. The trees wear the same mournful adornments as the
cypresses do in the dismal swamps of Louisiana or the Carolinas.
Long flakes of Tillandsia usneoides are suspended from the tree-
tops, playing in the wind lil

• streamers. In
many of the trees life seems to be extinct, and a host of para-
sites and pseudo-parasitic heirs have taken possession of their
leafless branches and withering trunks. Here we find a variety
ol dendricolous Filices, Musci, Jungermanniacese, Hepaticae-,
wchenes, Bromeliacese, Aroideas, and Orchidaceae.
Numerically the most prominent vegetable forms are a Poly-

gonum and a Panicum (the Gramalote and the Tabaquillo of the
natives). They are frequently interspersed with a conspicuous
arborescent Aroid (perhaps the poisonous Caladium arboreum) in
company with, which they often stand in from three to ten feet
oi water. The margin of such growth appears frequently lined
*itn patches of Pontederia azurea (perhaps crassipes?) and the
graceful floating Desmanthus lacustris, the Dormidera or sensi-
wa JNadadora of the natives. Both the latter forms are of mi-
gratory habits, and the traveller on the Atrato often meets them

L!| f,

form of large floating islands, upon which little herons

™<J
the neat Parra Jacanna have their sport after insects and

*aterworms.

Corresponding to the dense herbaceous cover of the everglades
n Wn

.

lcn millions of ichthyophagous alligators are found, is the
paic and numeric display of wading birds. Among them
we most prominent for its size is the herbivorous Cabrilla of the
^tives (Palamedea chavarilla). Scansores are also fully repre-

u*
d

' and also some Conirostres of which the most interesting

la ^fotophaga, a Cassicus (cristatus?) and a Tanagra. Of

Smala only Mycetes seniculus was noticed. ,

ihe everglades are uninhabited, ' and from their nature will
nec^anly remain so.

ever?
* IV. The Palisades (Las palizadas).-If we consider the

corl

'

the
,
action of the so-called palisades may be looked at as

desponding to the Atrato levees only with this difference, that
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they are not traversed by a wide running stream like the Atrato

but by a multitude of minor rivers and bayous, from which air

and light are more or less excluded by the over-lapping branches

of the great forest covering it. Consequently we here meet a

marked generical decrease of organic forms, when compared

with the vegetation upon the banks of the Atrato.

The palisades thus form a belt of forest swamps, which bor-

ders the everglades to the west and covers the eastern limits of

the sloping lowlands.

If we do not find here that magnificent display of individual

development in organic forms which was noticed upon the

Atrato levees, we still find a great increase both in species and

number, when compared with the lagoons. Here forms of the

most diverse nature are thrown together and flourish in closest

contact. The same feature is repeated also in the animal king-

Plants and animals of more terrestrial habits enliven this

nocturnal region, where the sun never reaches to the bottom,

and where not the slightest breeze penetrates beneath the tree-

tops.

For this reason the higher forms of mammals are confined to

but few orders, as Felidse, Quadrumanse, and Sciuridae, which

are naturally fit for arboreal life, and thus avoid the dark swamps

below. A far greater increase was noticed among the feathery

tribe, among which we find represented : Accipitres, Conirostres

with a considerable variety of Buccidas, Kasores, Columbid*,

Merulidae, Tenuirostres, Trochilidse, Muscicapidas of every shape

and size, Sylphiadae and Scansores, whilst others as certain Ka»-

lida? and Ardeidae take leave. Of the Eail family, however, the

remarkable "Psophia crepitans" seems to be still retained.

The geological character of this alluvial section is peculiar,

for within its limits fallen and drifting timber forms a sort ot a

skeleton for the more firm though only temporary support ot an

otherwise incessantly shifting soil. This same timber, noweY^
which causes such "ground-mooring" produces on the ot e

hand a great number of obstructions to the navigation upon w

" subsylvatic" branches of the Truando river and its afliu<*
•

This characteristic of the palisades undoubtedly gave rise to i

Spanish vernacular name "las palizadas," which signifies

place naturally or artificially defended by fence-work.
|

name is certain well chosen, for it applies as well to the njoi

graphy as to the topography of the region. . , 4

Like Section II, the palisades are scarcely mtabitaWJ

only a few families of Cho anally bull° .'

their temporary lodges, af " "

tions may require. The (

to about 14 miles.
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Section V. The Lowland.—Closely allied to section IV. are

the lowlands with an east to west extent of about fifteen miles,

belt differs from that of the

inclined surface. The up-

)lding strata towards the west end of the section exhibit more
or less disturbed, often broken and isolated layers of tertiary-

rocks.

Nature's means for producing the most surprising results ap-

pear often very trifling. Here a slight increase of the angle of

inclination changes almost the whole physiognomy of the surface.

The Truando, before divided into endless branches and sweeping
like a many-headed Hydra through the nocturnal forests below,

flow gathers its waters into one bed. Its winding course is bor-

dered by more elevated banks, which are crowned alternately by
the growth of heavy timber or densely interwoven brushwork,
or appear lined by patches of succulent Endogens of the orders
of Musaceae, Amomaceae and Gramineae, whilst the whole seems
to be festooned all over with the rich garlands of a perpetual
festival.

The general increase of vegetable forms through this section

becomes especially marked with Filices, of which nearly all

throughout the lower sections have been dendricolous. Now
quite a number of forms are noticed to be terricolous within the

lowlands. At the same time other orders, as Orchidea? and
Aroidese, decrease in a similar ratio as others increase.

Similar changes take place in regard to animal life. Several

jacies of Rasores and Columbidas appear in addition to those

anwies observed along the Atrato banks.
Alligators seemed to be lessened in number, probably in con-

sequence of the reduced space, occupied by water. These car-

nivorous Saurians seem to ascend the rivers of the country to

dePosit their eggs in the warm sand along the streams, thus

securing their offspring above overflow, during the dry season.

Ifie elevation of this section seems to justify somewhat, hu-

**a habitations within its limits. Thus we find in its western

Portion one tambo? (station house of the Indians) near the

Jtouth of the Salado, a little tributary of the Truando. This

J*»% is also oryctognostically marked by a fossihferous mete-

^orphrc limestone? which in all probability will answer the

P^poses of a first class building stone.

Section VL The Talle-land.-At the western margin of the

Xl
a
\d a r0(% terrace ™es, the steep side of which faces east.

^Ponthe top of it the table-lands of the upper Truando and

?«WM are placed. The position of the various strata consti-

^
ng these table-lands are augitic (perhaps trappean rock,

eitHer strongly granular crystalline or compact amygdaloid or
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porphyritic in texture, and schistose in structure. Layers of an

argillaceous sedimentary rock of little specific gravity, stratified

but bearing marks of disturbance, since their original deposition

are overlying the former. In the bed of the river, erratic and

drifted boulders of concretionary or semi-rock occur. Alluvium

uniformly covers the whole. The lower strata are only exposed

at the east end of the section and partly along the Truando.

From the mouth of the Nercua upwards only quaternary depos-

its are standing out.

The upheavings of the metamorphic rocks rise to a height

(approximately of from 250 to 300 feet) above the waters of the

Truando ; and form here a series of falls and rapids, the river

rushing through the narrow pass of this formation for the dis-

tance of about three miles.

This catenary mountain range, made up of this rock, seems to

be a northeasterly outrunner of the Cordillera to the west, and

has received from the surveying party the name " Sierra de los

Saltos;" for under the vernacular name "Saltos" this region is

known to the natives.

Not only within the enclosures of the mountain pass of the

Saltos, but all through the table-lands and their next vicinity

below, more distinct potan res are perceptible.

They consist of a number each one draining

a regular basin of its own. This is quite different from the

swampy sections below, the whole extent of which is to be con-

sidered aa a common estuary, where all the affluents of the

Atrato and Truando lose their identity beneath the dead level

land inter

thermal Lr „

which was found to have a temperature of 107° F. Here m
water is saline and smells like carburetted hydrogen. ,

On the surface of the table-lands the array of vegetable au

animal forms, reaches its highest pitch of development, i

undoubtedly is the result of a more thorough ventilation a

insolation of the country, in addition to a better regul^d
0̂D

age, and a diversified sloping of the surface. It is this t&

only, which a few families of Choco Indians have taken m
permanent abode, to follow, though constantly roaming,

semi-agricultural pursuits. ^u .

Here also the plague of mosquitos and sandgnats ceases

^

ally; but now the traveller ha? to guard against the almost

perceptible aggressions of the "nigua" (Pulex penetra°s^ianr

Articulata in general appear still more diversified, esp*
^

Apidas, Formicidae and Cimicidse, as also a great no ^
wood-destroying Coleoptera. Xylocolous and tro

f°SJ)idoPter*
nidse, become quite a prominent feature, while the bej> v
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and Neuropterae, the beau monde among insects, display their

Eeptiles also appear in full force with the exception of the

alligators, which seem to prefer their sport through more aquatic

regions. New forms of fish also appear, as if to exceed the

superabundance of the regions below.
Aphidse have rarely been met with, and only few were col-

lected. The flora is also further enriched by several genera and
species of palms, which did not occur below ; Areca, Phytelephas,

Carludovicea appear strongly represented. A still larger addi-
tion however is to be mentioned as regards ferns, which now
according to their habitat may be classed as Terricolse, Saxicolas,
Dendricolas, and subdivided again into Insedentes, Scandentes,
Ripariee.

It will be observed that no mention has been made of the
"igher orders of Vertebrata being represented here, though there
'« no doubt that such is really the case. The scanty means of
our travel generally, but especially through this and the follow-
ing sections, permitted but imperfect observations on this point.
Une deer was observed however by the majority of the party,
and so a member of the Rurrsinantia, (one of the most interesting

3!t u
aPParen% rare throughout,) came to be noticed. As

kole-lands are inhabited by hunting Indians, the representa-
tives

i

of higher animals, must necessarily be limited.
Ane Hne of travel through tins action, amounted to about

fore?
10*1 VIL The dividi!l ridge.—The dense and unbroken

chara t

°^ering tilis low sierra or cordillera, as some call it, are

self?
Zed ky a numeric ; ebb and quite a

so-Si°S °l
" Filices " not seen before. Among the latter several

is we 1 '

0wering ferns appear. Otherwise a marked decline

forms
m generic as also m numerical development of floral

drains**
8 ™ seryed

- Th is is probably caused by a lessened

*markhi p
tead of tte last Atlantic stream

'
Hingador, is

an arhn
tlie occurrence of several beautiful examples of

from2?
r

t

OUS fCTn
' (ProbaUy a Cyathea?) attaining a height of

throng !u
80 feet A second terrestrial orchid came into notice
Beclion.

fc an5 t
nimal forms the general decrease is still more percepti-

eXc
' " JarSer animals do not seem to exist here at all, with the
P«on of the peccari.

r̂cua w^
Sten Indian Patn loosely connects the Indians on the

asay
jig?

a ^arnbo settlement on the Pacific shore, which

game
account to some degree for the general scarcity of
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In its geological features the dividing ridge bears some anal-

ogy to the structure of the table-land. A similar trappean rock

of a schistose texture, perhaps less compact, underlies a deep

quaternary bed. Between both, traces of tertiary layers may be

discovered by parties better titled out for exploring purposes

In the bed of small streams on both sides, an argillaceous

deposit of quite recent origin, and a calcareous conglomerate

(nagelfluhe) containing coarse sand cemented together with a

mortar-like matrix, were observed covering the metamorphic

rock beneath. The alluvium sustaining a dense and heavy forest

vegetation, made it very difficult indeed to bring out clearly the

geological structure of this section.

Except in the beds of the small streams, rocks were nowhere

observed. Nothing of the more solid frame of the dividing

ridge was discovered except at the head of the Hingador falls,

and on the other side on the banks of the "Pie de Nercua.

On the latter place, rocks in situ were seen nearly related to those

on the Truando falls.

The prevalence of terrestrial plants against aereal and arboreal

forms observed through the lower portion of the Atlantic slope

may justify the idea of supposing the crest of this dividing

ridge to be likewise a water-shed and a meteorological divide

between both oceans.

This section, though not uninhabitable, is not populated at

all; it looks more like a neutral ground between the quiet In-

dians and the adventurous Zambos on the other side.

The distance travelled across this section is about 7*6 miles.

Section VIII. The Alluvium.—This section forms a narrow

belt linking together the western slope of the dividing ridge an

the tide-water flats below. There seems to be an ^crease om

mospheric humidity, which produces vegetable increase g

The generic and numeric animal and vegetable forms los
t

J*^_
are somewhat regained, but the region itself is of too lit

_

tent to sustain again that opulence which was observed nro^

the corresponding sections on the Atlantic side. It lj . ^
.
fauna may have been intruded upon by the population

seaside near by. . „n(2\ for

This section also contains a number of clearings
'

W^
the cultivation of tropical field and garden fruits, wwcu

Section IX. The Mangroves.—This section is eni

u

~_
almost exclusively rhizophorous, much more so than i

^
i ^

lent on the Atlantic side. In regard to the individual g
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of this remarkable tree, I have seen nowhere in all my travels
mangle columns of such size.

One species of fern within this section descends to the tide-

water mark in the same way as another species of apparently
the same genus on the Atlantic. These two sea-side ferns thus
may be looked at as the alpha and omega of filical growth, hold-
ing respectively both termini of the isthmus line.

The fauna rapidly decreases, clearing the scene for only a few
orders and families of lower organization.
The travelling line through the mangrove belt amounted to

about two miles.

Section X. The Beach (La playa of the natives).—This narrow
peninsular neck of land is separated from the main by a narrow

Jay. It is a mere gain from the salt water, made by the free
beat of the ocean wave, the maximum rise of which amounts
to about fifteen feet.

The formation of an eastern equivalent within the Gulf of
Uraba seems to be prevented there by the peculiar stowage of
we waters, which hold the gulf shores in a continued state of
submersion, where the tidal movements do not change over two

The open beach on the Pacific forms the Peninsula of Para-
cuchichi, named after one of the three rivers emptying their

paters into the ocean in its immediate neighborhood. In fact

We seaward tendency of their currents has been the principal
^ency in the formation and partial detachment of this conti-
nental appendix, as we may call this peninsula.
ihe top of this beach above high-tide mark is crowned by a

«ense growth of brushwork, sparingly interspersed with single

™* of larger size, and outwardly lined by a dense row of mag-
n^ent Cocos palms.
^he fauna upon this outlying flat is entirely littoral and but

My represented.
J S

•

*ne flora is a motlev growth of seashore plants and continen-

\lL
mS' The orders of Apocynaeea,, Bignomacea?, Cassicae,

naoT
86

n
and Aminos* are general, also Passiflorace*, Sola-

n
.

ace*, Convolvulaceaj, and Graminese have been observed.

5oSs
the latter bun(*es °f a graceful

Uniola were verj con'

J^istance across the bay (bahia ensenada) and the beach is

ab0« three quarters of a mile.

Jf-In what has preceded it should be remarked that the

^ements are onlv approximative, having been taken from

^SQ neld notes.
G-8*nm, B.C., February, 1859.

^M> SERlESl Vo,XXVn
i
No.81.-MAY (

18M .
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and north of the Niobrara
; this is the direction in which a majority of

the rivers flow till they join with the Missouri or Yellowstone. To the

south of the Niobrara the greatest slope of the plains is to the southeast,

towards the Gulf of Mexico, and this is the direction pursued there bv

nearly all the rivers of the plains. Thus the Niobrara would seem, as it

were, to run along a swell or ridge on the surface. The average slope

of the plains from the Missouri to the mountains make nowhere an angle

with the horizon greater than one-half degree.
"A remarkable feature in regard to this change of slope which occurs

in the neighborhood of the course of the Niobrara is the shortness of its

tributaries, the surface drainage seeming to be away from and not towardi

its banks. A result of this is the absence of the amphitheatre-like valley

which rivers generally have, and which enable us to look down at the

stream often many miles distant. Through the greater portion of the

middle half of its' course you have scarcely any indication of it as you

approach, till within close proximity, and then you look down from the

steep bluffs, and catch, at the distance of two hundred to five hundred

yards, only here and there a glimpse of the river below, so much is it

hidden by the precipitous bluffs which at the bends stand at the water-

edge. So strongly was I impressed with the fact that the surface drain-

age could never have been directed along its course so as to have worn

out this channel, that I think a portion of it must have originated in

»

fissure in the rocks which the waters have since enlarged and made more

uniform in size, and which the soft nature of the rock would render easy

of accomplishment. It is worthy of remark, in this connection, that the

bed of the stream in longitude 102° is four hundred feet higher than that

of the White river at the point near- er having there

cut its way entirely through the tertiary formation, flows along the creta-

ceous, while the bed of the Niobrara is in the miocene tertiary, the plio-

cene forming the bluffs. The bed of the Niobrara is also, in two-thirds

of its upper course, from three hundred to five hundred feet above the

bed of the Platte river at corresponding points at the south.

"In the section of the country through which the Niobrara flows m
soil is very sandy, so that what rain or snow falls sinks under the surface,

and none is lost by evaporation. This is gradually all poured into t

stream by the springs in the ravines, and in this way the river is mai J

supplied in seasons of low water, at which times it is one of the large*

streams of Nebraska."—pp. 60, 61.

Warren's Map to accompany the Pacific BAILB^f
Reports.—A map prepared under the direction of the §&nr]
of War, to accompany the Pacific Railroad Reports has W*

published on a scale of 1 to 3,000,000, including the country,

far as surveyed, between 26° and 49° K lat. and 90 ana t
-

W. long. It is prepared by Lieut. G. K. V
Eng., acting under the department of Explorations and &nn ;-

of which Capt. Humphreys is director. In its construction,
n

only the results of the Pacific R. R. Exploring Exped:

those of the Mexican Boundary Commission, but all tne e

investigations, which are reliable, including those of lie**
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Clarke, 1804-6, Long, 1819-23, and many of a more recent date
have been collated and employed. Although much information
is yet wanting in respect to the vast regions thus delineated, the
map is an important embodiment of what has been ascertained.
Capt. Humphreys's Keport on the Progress of U. S. Ex-

plorations and Surveys.—The report of Capt. A. A. Hum-
phreys, of the office of Explorations and Surveys, under the
Secretary of War, presented to Congress at its recent session has
been recently distributed. In addition to a statement of Lieut.
Warrens operations, the following particulars are given.

1. The experiment of sinking artesian wells on the public
ands has been prosecuted by Capt. Pope so far as to demonstrate
mat with any reasonable amount of expenditure, artesian wells
on the Llano Estacado, and plains of similar formation and po-'«
smon are impracticable. A well was sunk to the depth of a
one thousand and fifty feet; beyond that depth it could not be
earned. Apprehensions are even entertained as to whether the
water would flow at the surface, if the boring were carried to
the depth originally intended.

ft -wr
field work of the exploration of the Eio Colorado of

ne West has been completed, and the report and maps are now

,o
P

i

ep^tl0n
' The river was ascended by steamboat to a point

"early 500 miles from its mouth (lat. 36° 06'), beyond which it

Z f

lr?Prf
ctlcaWe to proceed in boats. The ascent occupied

joouwo days, but is said to be practicable in ten or twenty
lV\by steamboats of suitable construction and two feet draft,

ii! •
of navigation is 220 miles from the first Mormon set-

j!«oent in the Great Lake Basin, and 500 from the Great Salt

3
- The explorations recommended for the next season are the

tfiTv
1

?!

11 °f the interior of Nebraska, especially the sources
me Yellowstone; the region along the San Juan to its junc-

2 fth the Rio Colorado of the West, and along the Spanish

I

1 lrom that river to Abiqui ; the route across the Sierra Ne-
aaa to Carson's river to ascertain its railroad practicability and
&e upper Columbia river to ascertain its navigability.
^ieterici's Estimate of the Population of the World.

Prn
•

F - W> Dieterici, Director of the Statistical Bureau of

185«
a

' Presented to the Berlin Academy of Sciences in March

in
p' f

n estlmate of the population of the earth, which is printed

othe

6
•
apn?s Joumal for January, 1859, together with two

for tL
aKeS from the same Pen > g™1^ corresponding estimates

PaS l
fferent races an <* religions. Dr. Petermann has accom-

dan! ,

e articles with a map of the world, exhibiting at a

PaiW i6 comParative density of the population in different

tiZ L H globe- The eminence of Dieterici as a statistician
6 ves

Peculiar value to these estimates. We quote his results,
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remarking that the data upon which they are based are given i:

the journal above referred to.

1. Total Population of the Earth.

Europe,

793
571 272
964 755

000,000

000,000

Africa, 543 570 200 000,000

America, 750 055 59 000,000

Australia, 161 452 2 000,000

South Polar lands,

-.433

288

In the world, 900 1,288,000,000

2. Population of the Earth by Races.

Caucasians- Europe, 270,000,000

36,000,000

4,000,000

America, 58,000,000

Australia,

369,000,000

Mongolian, 522,000,000

Ethiopian, 196,000,000

American, (The Indians,)

Asia <fc Austr.

1,000,000

Malay, 200,000,000

Or, in round numbers, we may say that of 1,300,000,000 innaou

ants of the globe, 375,000,000 are Caucasian, 528,000,OUU mon-

golian, 200,000,000 Malay, 196,000,000 African, «nd W^w
American ; or by percentage, 28'85 are Caucasian, 40'bl mong

lian, 15-38 Malay, 15-08 African, and 0"08 American.

3. Population of the Earth by Religions.

Christians, 335,000,000 or 25*77 per cent.

The Christians include

Roman Catholics, 3,000 or 50-7 percent.

1.000 20 6

Greeks, 76,000,000 or ZZ'<

Fernando de Costa Leal's Report of the E**?^^
to the Mouth of the River Cunene, Southern

lora
.

—The accounts already published of Dr. Livingstones r

^
* These are German square miles, one of which equals sixteen Eng »
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tions in Southern Africa, and the earnestness with which this in-

trepid traveller has engaged in a new expedition, give a peculiar

interest to all investigations in that part of the world. Among
other inquiries which have long been unsettled, the extent and
course of the Kiver Cunene, or Nourse, emptying into the At-
lantic Ocean, in lat. 17° 30' S., now appears to be determined.
Pimentel, Chapman, Owen, and others had given concerning it

such contradictory accounts, that at one time it was supposed to
be a large river furnishing the readiest access to Central Africa,

and navigable for the largest ships, and at another it was doubt-
ful whether it even extended to the ocean.
A Portugese expedition, in 1854, undertook to ascertain the

truth, proceeding from Mossamedes, a colony on the west coast
of Southern Africa, to the mouth of the Nourse, and then as-

cending the river a considerable distance. In Petermann's Jour-
pal (1858, p. 412) an account of this expedition and its results

is given from the manuscript just received, of Fernando de Costa
Leal. We translate the entire article. It is dated Mossamedes,
W* 24, 1854, and is as follows.
For a considerable time past mention has frequently been

made of the Eiver Cunene, the fertility of its banks, and its

mineral wealth ; but these communications from the traders of
the Desert contained nothing in reference to the mouth of the
nver, and hence it remained undetermined whether the river

*as navigable throughout its course.
The mouth of the river is on the west coast and not upon the

east, as is erroneously represented on the chart to the ' Investi-

? of Lopez de Lima into the Statistics of our transmarine

^sessions. '

.
According to the representation of the Bush traders respect-

"Jg
the course of the river. &e Muimbas and

Sambas, tribes sft shore of the Cunene, this

ri/er has its source in the 5
' » the ^g^Se

? the natives, means Highlands), constitutes the buunuary bo-

Tfn Molomba and Kamba, passes by Canhama, situated on jts

"ghtbank, and then curves round to the coast, below 17 51'

^th latitude.

.with a view of rendering a service to my country, I deter-

ged to proceed, in person^to the mouth of the river in order

£ convince myself of what degree of importance it might prove

^the interests of the commerce with Africa I accordingly

^ledfmm \f j._ n ..A.- ^^^nor < Crmselho. on the

* «je interests of the commerce with Africa I accordingly

SI £°m Mossamedes Bay in the schooner < Conselho, on the

^ of November, in company with Messrs. Bernardino da Cas-

£°> Erector of the colony, A. A. de Oliveiro Cavalho, Jose D
£**>, and Antonio E. franco, who had expressed ^earnest^ to accompany me. We sailed southward, and arrived at
the

*>rthem point of the Great Fish bay on the 8th of *ovem-
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ber. This bay, 6£ miles in breadth, is bounded on the east by

immense sandy plains, and on the west by a peninsula of sand

;

it affords most convenient shelter to ships of every size, and

abounds in fish; great profits would be realized from fisheries

here established.

The surrounding region presents no trace of vegetation, save

a small plant of the genus Cactus, but fresh water can be ob-

tained in the immediate vicinity, and upon the coast towards the

south, an area of about 30 miles in extent is thickly strewn with

trunks of trees, which have been carried, during the great fresh-

ets, from the banks of the Cunene to the ocean, and have been

thrown by the waves upon the coast to the north of its mouth.
1

s though

I mirage .

and what appeared to be a sea in which were mirrored the large

trees and other lofty objects, proved to be only a sandy plain.

We spent November 8th, 9th and 10th in the bay. Our object

originally was to proceed to the mouth of the river by sea, but

since the exact situation of that point was but little known, and

it had been reported that we should find the entrance difficult,

as well as be unable to come to a secure anchorage, we deter-

mined to prosecute the remainder of the journey on land alon

the coast.

After the necessary preparations had been made, the entire

company, consisting of ten whites and eleven negroes, disem-

barked, and we proceeded on our journey on foot. The snnti -

sand and the hot sun made our advance slow and tedious; ai

o'clock p. m. we pitched our tent on the borders of EsPf^
(the swamps). On the morning of the 12th we cont

?

auevL
march southwards, advancing over huge beds of granite, w

were intersected by basaltic dikes ; on our right were still *

the dunes of sand. Our progress was now rendered more >

and after having advanced twelve miles, we halted tor

.

tDe "&
he

near the coast, although not the smallest trace lndicawb

proximity of the river. A small supply of water reI

JL jm

'

with no expectation of our being able to obtain any in .^
mediate ramtar Two persons were sent to some distaw,

directed to dig pits for the V^^^f^ZJ,
efforts were fruitless. In no wise dishearte

water, but their efforts were fruitless.

firmly resolved to overcome all the difficulties of our^^
few other persons set out with the same 0DJM* "JJ^ieir sue*

evening, at half past 9 o'clock, they returned from i ^
cessful expedition, bringing two vessels full of clear *

distant

water which they had taken from the river only 4* nuiea

from us.
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Filled with joy and anxiously awaiting the break of day, we
spent the night, and at 4 o'clock in the morning we struck our
tent; at 5£ o'clock we reached the right bank of the Cunene,
about 1£ leagues from its mouth. We followed the course of
the river from this point to its mouth. Here we found that the

'- :;: : - -.:; "

wuipletely closed up by a sand bai
lyat times of high tide; at.<

*
' high tide; at other tin

several miles; he also designates the course to be pursued with a
boat on attempting the entrance into the river. I am convinced
bat this navigator passed at the time of high tide, and regarded
ms as the usual depth of the stream, hence he failed to remark
wis circumstance.

_
Had we prosecuted the restfcf our journey

J sea, we would in all probability have determined very little
in reference to the river, from the fact that the sand-bank is very
Ngn, and completely connected with the banks of the river at
* mouth. This would certain! v Lave been the result unless
we latitude of the river had been previously determined with
^uracy. Even if we had succeeded in discovering the river,
ae sea, very rough at this point, would have exposed the boat
* great peril.

ear ^e coast, upon the right bank of the river, vegetation

. ^lte abundant, and we met there with great numbers of deer,
JMelopes and goats. The sea coast takes a south-southeasterly

faction, and affords not the least protection. The stream near
ne sand-bank is very shallow, too much so even to carry a flat-

ottomed °oat. The banks are but slightly elevated, formed of
and and pebbles, and covere< km. On our re-

1,
t0 the cam

P, an dephanl 10 our view, on

.„ °PPosite bank, and in spite of the perils from the crocodiles

*f
m

,
lng the river, to which our hunters were exposed, they

terior

m Saf6ty and sPeec% drove the elePhant int0 the in'

On the 14th of November we followed up the course of the

nil*

r

°t
ltS "S^ bank

> observing on both sides of the river large

IZ °I
WOod and tbick trunks of trees simiIar t0 those seenm the sea coast. The banks gradually rose to greater height,

bed f? grew narrower, but thus far no obstructions in the

feij
• ^e river were met with ; after a two hours march we

bani
m Wltil hiSn waterfalls. Sand dunes constituting the left

cnn,
' 5
nd PerPendicular masses of granite rock the right bank,

a nT L
ed US to leave the shore and we only returned to it after

selTi°f ^ hours - The deeP winding valleys which inter-

marT
surface in this region, rendered this portion of our

find?
mUch more wearisome than the earlier portion of it.

»Ecn?
n ]mPossible to advance any iarther on this day, we re-

"^D SERIES, Vox. XXVII, No. 81.-MAY, 1839.
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turned to the river in order to halt for the night on its banks.

We found here an agreeable and picturesque spot. \

rather rich, consisting mostly of cedar trees, of a size far infe-

rior to the European cedar. The banks here were less elevated,

and afford an easy passage, although large rocks abound in the

river ; and upon the left bank sand-dunes are still seen. At

this point we met with many traces of the elephant, zebra, the

deer, the fox, the monkey, and the lion. The direction of the

stream is N £ West.
We resumed the march on the following day, with no expec-

tation of replenishing an almost exhausted stock of provisions.

We halted at 9£ in the morning, and after disposing of the re-

mainder of our provisions, were on the point of turning back,

when very luckily one of our soldiers killed a young elephant

that accompanied by its dam had ventured within range of our

guns. Soon after we resumed our march. The general appear-

ance of the region through which we were advancing was the

same, with this exception, that the vegetation seemed to be more

fully developed, and the traces of the various animals, especially

the elephant, became more numerous. This led us to believe

that farther in the interior, great herds of elephants frequent

the banks of the Cunene, which at certain seasons of tbe year,

advance towards the mouth of the river. From the source ot

the stream to the point which we were able to attain, a dis-

tance of about 21 miles, we fell in with eight elephants, whicn

all withdrew into the interior.

Up to this point the Cunene presents no points of any im-

portance
; its course is winding, the bed of the river narrow ana

obstructed by waterfalls, and hence not navigable For eyen

if these were to be removed, (which is not impossible,) yet
JJ

mouth of the river could not be cleared; for the current ot uw

river, removing the sand-dunes on the left bank constantly^

posits them near the mouth where the water is shallow and i

current not so strong. Whether the Cunene be navifflbie*

any point, we are as little able to say, as at how great a ctisia

the tribes living on its banks kept themselves from us.

We discovered a mountain range of considerable heigM,

,

ningin a direction from north to south; but it was in
?PJThcd

for us to cross this range, since we were in no respect a

with the necessary means. Our mission being quite a ain

one and already accomplished, we commenced our J

homeward on the 16th of November, and arrived at tw u
;

Fish Bay on the following morning at 10 o'clock. Lw
of our whole journey on foo * '

The result of the* expedit _

the inhabitants of Mossamedes, «

ert, are preparing themselves ;"
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banks of the Cunene. If a friendly intercourse with the people

of this region be kept up, the colony will here find a new source

of trade and wealth. This would result in leading that nation

to carry on a direct trade with Mossamedes, after the example
of the people of Gamba, Huilla, Jau, Humputa, Quillengues,

Humbe, Kamba, Mulonde, and other places. D. c. G.

Yale College Library, April, 1859.

In the { Mina Grande' near Coquimbo, Chili, there exists a

mineral containing sulphur, lead and copper,, in certain propor-

tions which render it highly interesting. From the same mine
Have been obtained the following ores of lead : vanadiate of

lead, vanadiate of lead and copper,, arseno-phosphate of lead,

sulphate of copper and lead, and carbonate and sulphid of lead,

besides an intimate mixture of sulphid and sulphate of lead, the

former mineral evidently undergoing gradual oxydation.

The double sulphid of copper and lead has the following prop-

erties. Sp.gr. 610. H. from 2-5 to 3. Massive. When broken,
a slight conchoidal fracture, having a deep indigo-blue color,

quickly tarnishing on exposure to the atmosphere. Immediately

associated with carbonate of lead and carbonate of copper. -

The pure mineral is violently acted upon by nitric acid, with

the formation of sulphate of lead and liberation of free sulphur.

100 parts yielded—

S,
er

'.

corresponding to 3Cu
3 S, Pb S, which requires Cu 5333, Pb28-88,

. The only other simple combination of sulphid of copper and

kd with which I am acquainted is the cuprojlumbite of

Pawner,
(also from Chili,) which is a compound of Cu b

?
^D&.

I have proposed the name Alisonile for this mineraI,
in Honor

JB. E. Alison, who has spent many years m developing the

^eral wealth of Chili.

3, Jan. 29, 1859-^wan, Uoquimbo, Jan. 29, 1859.

AppENrjix.—In a letter to one of the editors of the same date,

2 Fiel<* observes, that the mineral described by him under the

?e of Ovayacanite (this volume, p. 52), he has found to be
lQe rare species Enargite.
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Art. XLIII.—An Abstract of Prof, von KobelVs Stauroscopic Ob-

servations; by Ogdex K Rood, Professor of Chemistry in

Troy University.

The following pages contain a brief abstract of Prof, von
Kobell's observations with the stauroscope, an optical instrument

lately invented by him and designed to be used in optico-crystal-

scribed and figured
; the annexed diagram will therefore be suf-

ficient to point out its optical arrangement. l.

P is a plate of glass which re-

flects polarized light toward the En
eye at E, S is the stage-plate or
engraved square, C the crystal
under investigation, R a plate of
calc spar cut at right angles to its

optic axis, and T is the analyz-
ing tourmaline. During the ex-
periments the stage-plate S with the crystal is revolved about

3 EP, the i t remains stationary.
I have found it much better to use two Nicol's prisms in-

stead of .the glass plate and the tourmaline, and in my own

experiments at the end of this article they were employed ex-

clusively.

The plate of calc spar being in its proper position, the tour-

maline is turned so as to darken the field, and upon looking

through the instrument the usual black cross is seen, of which

we shall afterwards speak, surrounded with its concentric colored

rings. The dark field which would be seen without the plate ot

calc spar is more sharply defined by the cross.

When the third cylinder is put in, its slider fitted to the sec-

ond, and the divided circle turned around to zero, then two sides

of the engraved square coincide in position with the axis ol tnc

tourmaline. If it be wished to determine the directions (or

planes) in which the polarized rays of a double refracting crys-

tal vibrate with regard to the edges of the observed crystal

the crystal is to be fastened with wax (

plate oyer its opening, and turned till one of its (

:
cyl-
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If the cross is seen unchanged in its position then the polar-

ized rays of the crystal vibrate in the direction of the side of its

plane and at right angles to it, but if no cross should appear, or

if it should be changed in its position, it is a proof that the rays

do not vibrate in the direction of the edge of the crystal plane

under observation, and it is necessary to turn the cylinder to

which the crystal is attached a certain fixed number of degrees

till this happens and the cross again appears in its upright nor-

mal position ; the angle is read off by means of the vernier. In
this manner it is possible to obtain through the stauroscope cer-

tain characteristic optical distinctions for the different crystalline

systems, by which they often may be determined when other

means fail.

I. System of simply refracting crystals.

Monometric crystals show, in every position in which they can
be put on the stage, the cross normal ; however the stage may
be turned it remains unchanged.
Examples: Eock salt, alum, spinel, fluor. Amorphous pieces

II. Systems of doubly refracting crystals.

All doubly refracting crystals show in certain directions the

cross inclined, or by revolving them they_ extinguish the normal
cross; it is only in the directions of their optic axes that they

behave to a certain extent like monometric crystals.

Ranges itself according _ .

nght angles to each of its sides.

(2.) Through the prismatic faces the cross has the position of

«e principal axis. , ,

(3.) Through the basal plane the cross appears normal and

remains unchanged when the crystal is revolved.

Examples: Apophyllite, idocrase, zircon, scapohte.

(1.) Through a plane of the hexagonal pyramid the cross

Jwjto in the directions of the verticals of the triangle or at

\) .^ugh^e rid«1>?thTrhombohedroii the cross arrangesW m the directions of the diagonals.
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(3.) Through the faces of the scalenohedron the cross arranges
itself according to the lines of altitude of the sides of its holo-
hedral dihexagonal pyramid, -or at right angles to the sides of
its horizontal twelve-sided transverse section.

(4.) Through all the prismatic sides the cross is seen normal
in the direction of the principal axis.

i

(5.) Through the basal plane the cross is seen normal and un-

- the revolution of the crystal.

Apatite, quartz, calcite, chabazite, emerald.

Systems with two optic axes.

In these systems there occur no planes through which the nor-

lal cross remains unchanged during the revolution of the crystal.

A by ;

(1.) Seen through a plane of the rhombic pyramid the cross

makes three angles with the three sides, corresponding to the in-

equality of the sides of the triangle.

(2.) Through the prismatic faces and also through the macro-

and brachy-diagonal planes the cross is in the direction of the

principal axis, also through the domes it is in the direction of

the dome edge.

(3.) Through the basal plane when it is rhombic the cross

stands in the direction of the diagonals, when it is rectangular in

the direction of its sides.

By revolving the crystal the cross becomes pale or is altered

by colors.

Examples: Heavy spar, topaz, sulphate of magnesia, arago-

nite, chrysolite.

(1.) Through the lateral planes of the oblique rhombic prism

the cross is inclined to the principal axis; also through the

planes of the clinodome it is inclined to the dome-edge. lje

angle through which it is necessary to turn is the same for lu»

planes, and the crosses are turned towards or away from the

clinodiagonal chief section to the right or left with equal angles,

when seen respectively through the back or front sides of the

crystal.

"(2.) Through the orthodiagonal plane the cross is normal in

the direction of the principal axis. . ,
tn

(3.) Through the clinodiagonal plane the cross is inclined w
the principal axis.

(4.) Through the basal plane of the rhombic prism the cross

stands according to the diagonals.
Examples: Diopside, selenite, orthoclase, epidote, borax.
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The cross appears through every plane inclined at a certain

angle, when any one of the planes or corresponding edges of the

crystal is placed horizontal or vertical on the engraved stage.

Examples: Kyanite, albite, sulphate of copper.

L Stauroscopic Observations on Cooled Glasses.

In the Stauroscopic observations of Prof, von Kobell plates of
crystals with natural or artificial parallel sides were employed,
and it is of course a matter of indifference through which part of
the plate the polarized beam is transmitted, the phenomena ob-

served being the same whether the centre or any of the edges
be employed. The case is however different with plates of glass

of a definite shape to which double refraction has been commu-
nicated by sudden cooling from a red heat or otherwise.

Having arranged a stauroscope with an open stage I submitted
to examination pieces of glass of different figures to which double
refraction had been thus communicated ; the following are some

>fer results obtained.
1- Through the centre of the equilateral triangle the cross ar-

ranges itself in three positions, at right angles to its three sides;
tne cross is of course not stationary when the triangular plate is

Solved. The same is true when the polarized beam is trans-

ited through three spaces near the middle of its sides.

through the angles of the triangle the cross is inclined to the

above mentioned planes.
i found no spot in the triangle where the cross remained unal-

9 mi
hei1 the Slass Plate was revolved.

* Ihrough the centre of a cir-
cul»r plate of glass the cross re-

*3
ai°ed tolerably unaltered by rev-

^tion, this position of the plate

1 P
2
nds before to the basal

Plane of a crystal belonging to the
^metric system.
trough the spaces 0, 0, 0, 0, the

rfes are altered by revolution

JJ"
arrange themselves in the po-

tw\of the dotted lines. Seen
Q/ongh the spaces marked with
&
J^s the crosses arranged them-
lves at these angles to the dotted lines.
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3. Through the centre of an elliptically shaped plate the cross

was altered by revolution and arranged

itself in the directions of the major and
minor axes. The same is true for the

f the dotted lines.

the

of the plate will at once be seen" by the

annexed diagram, and also that the ar-

rangement of the outer portions is essen-

tially the same as in the circle, the main
difference being in the occurrence of the

oval-shaped spaces on either side of the

4. Through the centre of the square

the cross remains tolerably unchanged by
revolution; near the middle of its sides

the cross is altered by revolution and
arranges itself at right angles to the sides.

In the angles it was inclined

gles of from 30° to 50°. In a perfectly

shaped plate the cross arranged itself

parallel to only two sides of the rhomb

;

it remained always somewhat colored.

(See under circular polarized light.)

Through the spaces s, s, s
?
s, it arranged

itself according to the diagonals.

6. Through the centre of a rectangle, whose length was torn

times its breadth, the cross arranges itself according to the
|

ameters : in the angles the crosses are inclined at certa

to the diameters.

When two pieces of this shape are laid one upon tJ

parallel or at right angles, and viewed through their commou

centre, the cross still arranges itself parallel and at rial

to their sides.

When the plates were inclined 45° to each

other no black cross was seen in any position

;

in its place a red or green nebulous cross ap-

peared at all inclinations. (See below.)

7. Through the centre of an octagonal shaped
plate the cross remained tolerably unaltered by
revolution ; in the spots marked the cross was
altered and arranged itself accordingly to the

dotted lines; in the spaces marked with num-
bers the crosses made these angles with the dotted lines.

i ang:-
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From these observations it will be seen that the crosses remain
unaltered when viewed through the centres of regular polygons,

as for example, the square, the octagon, and the circle, the latter

being considered a regular polygon with an infinite number of

sides; the centres of such polygons are therefore uniaxial and cor-

respond to the basal plane of uniaxial crystals : the positions of
these solids which I have marked correspond with the pris-

maticfaces of uniaxial crystals ; the portions marked with num-
bers correspond in a certain sense with the planes of the quad-
ratic pyramid. It is remarkable that we should have in portions
of one plate a representation of the action of all the planes of a
crystal.

The central portions of the ellipse and rectangle correspond
to the basal plane of a crystal belonging to the rhombic system

;

the rhombic plate of glass had not been cooled with sufficient

regularity to base a conclusion on its action though indications

were observed which would place it along with the ellipse—at

all events the spots marked s acted like the rhombic shaped ba-
sal plane of a rhombic prism.
The centre of the triangle corresponds in action to a plane of

the quadratic pyramid.

2. Observations on Circular Polarization by means of Cooled Classes.

(1.) The celebrated physicist, Dove, found when a cube of glass

was suddenly cooled and afterwards placed in a polarizing appara-

tus and inclined 45° to the plane of primitive polarization, that

?
e plane polarized beam was converted into circular polarized

>ght by transmission through the corners of the square plate

;

lari <?
?
T0P°sed as an easy method of producing circularly po-

l
tave found that when a beam of polarized light is trans-

ited through the centre of a rhombic shaped plate of glass (see

aoove) which had been thus treated that the light was more or

*» circularly polarized whatever the position of the rhomb with

prd to the plane of primitive polarization might be, though
QeeXperunent succeeded mQre strikingly when its position cor-

esPonds to that of Dove's cube. The polarization was right-

Jjwied, and the colors were as brilliant and followed each other

™fc as much regularity as when seen through a quartz plate cut
CX» for thfi purpose. . ,.

fM) Through the centre and portions along the major diameter

;
a* elhptically shaped piece of glass the light is also circularly

gWd when either of the axe? are inclined at angles of 4o
,

°°

n ;

&., to the plane of primitive polarization. The polanza-

2 Was
,

ri^t-handed, and in both these cases a large beam ofcir-

t£hHzed %A« was obtained; by changing the angle of the
°ND SERIES, Vol. XXVH, No. 81.-MAY, 1859.
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plate with the plane of primitive polarization I easily obtained

elliptically polarized light, the axes of the ellipse having any

desired relation to each other.

(3.) Through the centres and along the chief diameters of rect-

angular shaped pieces of glass, whose length was four times

their breadth, the light was als id when fee

inclination was 45° to the plane • on. W bea

two rectangles were crossed at an angle of 45° and placed as

above, the light was more completely circularly polarized, it was

found to be right-handed; upon reversing the inclination of the

rectangles to each other the beam was turned to the left hand.

It will be seen therefore that by means of two similar rectan-

gles of cooled glass, either right or left-handed circular polariza-

tion may be obtained at pleasure, an observation I belie

has never before been made.
(4.) The light in all the angles of the octagon was circularly

polarized.

in the Stauroscope. The cross a means of detecting circular or

elliptical polarization.

If a plate of quartz be cut at right angles to its axis and of

such thickness that for example it gives the yellow tint wnea

placed in the field of a polariscope, then when introduced into

the stauroscope it will modify in a certain manner the cross and

the colored rings.

(1.) No black cross will be seen in any position of 1

plate; in it- pi _ a .. ,?, cross appears which remains station-

ary and in its normal position when the quartz is revolved, ana

the white quadrants next to the calc spar cross are replaced wita

patches of red and blue color.

(2.) When the analyzing plate is revolved the yellow cros,

revolves with it, passing'at the same time through all the

tints, the rings not being greatly changed. If the plate

or thinner than the above mentioned, the in;

in the first instance be differently tinted, but the color will ro

every case be the same with that 'which the whole plate wouiu

laced in the darkened field of a polariscope; the res*

«

the phenomenon remains the same. The circular polarized Iign*

obtained through cooled glass acted in exactly the same manne --

I have found this colored cros
excellent means of detecting cii

~ ht w
„.h a

would otherwise have been overlooked. I

'
- - " • . '

coming black, it is a proof that the li-hu.s dn-nlarly polan/x •
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When the polarization is elliptical a colored cross it is true

will be seen and it will nwolv with the analyzer and change in

tint, but at angles of 180° it becomes normal and nearly black.

Of course light occurs in every state of polarization, passing

from elliptical through circular to plane, according to the relative

dimensions of the axes of the ellipse, but after some practice it

is possible by means of the cross to judge of these dimensions

approximately.

In examining this matter, besides using plates of quartz, &c,
I constructed an apparatus for producing plane, circular, or ellip-

tical polarization by means of the inclinations to the plane of

primitive polarization given to a lamina of mica of a certain

thickness, the state of polarization of the light from the mica
was examined with a doubly refracting rhomb of calc spar be-

fore observing the cross.

Aet. XLV.—On Boltonite; by Prof. Geo. J. Brush.

The identity of this mineral with chrysolite was pointed
out by Professor J. Lawrence Smith in this Journal, vol. xviu,

P- 372 (November, 1854). Previously to this Dr. Kenngott*
endeavored to show from analyses made by v. Hauer that

poltonite was a distinct species. Subsequently f Kenngott calls

•n question Smith's conclusions: from v. Hauer's analyses he

Jlraws the formula fi^, and insists that this, together with the

w hardness {5-5) of the mineral, shows that boltonite is not

cnysolite. In Dr. Smith's examination, the mineral was as

carefully selected from the gangue as possible and then freed

Jom
i

adhering carbonates by repeated treatment with dilute hy-

drochloric acid ; afterwards great care was taken in choosing for

^alysis the purest of the fragments thus treated. Three anaiy-

*> made upon specimens so selected gave

:

1 4?« Si, X 0* ^^ 99-00

I
S3 Sg S^S

D

l

Jlr—
Jwh excepting the slight amount of loss by heat (not necessa-

n
\water) indicate a perfect correspondence with chrysolite

fp

^n Hauer did not find it practicable to separate the boltonite

fr°mtheganaUe bnt nn.Wd n soecimenwith the accompany-

°J fusion with carbonate of soda. His results gave-
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%
In the second analysis, made

L with dilute

The carbonic acid (32'71 per cent) was determined by the loss.

le upon the same mixture, the min-

hydrochloric acid, and the bases in

the acid solution were determined and calculated as carbonates.

The insoluble portion was decomposed by fusion with carbonate

of soda. The magnesia in both the soluble and insoluble por-

tions were determined by the loss. Analysis No. 2 gave—

SlgO 1840

)

t ^W'30 insoluble in HCL

&g 11-77 J

Assuming the carbonic acid (which was determined by the

loss) in No. 1 to be combined with the bases in the same man-

ner as found in No. 2, Kenngott shows that No. 1 contained

28'64 per cent insoluble in acid. The percentages of- the sub-

stances in the insoluble portions in both analyses would then be:

Kenngott calls attention to the close correspondence between

the analyses and insists that tbe method employed by v. Hauer

to obtain the true composition of boltonite is quite as satisfactory

as that adopted by Smith.
. .. .

It is however worthy of remark, that the carbonic acid in

both of v. Hauer's analyses was determined by the loss that tne

magnesia in both soluble and insoluble portions in No. -was

also determined by the loss, and that the errors have been

increased more than threefold by the manner in which tne

analyses were calculated. It may well be questioned v»etw

conclusions based upon analyses made in such an indirect ma

ner should be permitted to throw doubts on analyses of caretiiny

selected material where everything was determined Jir

The fundamental nnint in the ennrlnsions which KenDgO"The fundamental point in the conclusions which Kenngoti

a.w.q f™m xr u,,,,^'. „™i„™„ A^a-r,A* it™™ the assumptionT
v. Hauer's analyses depends upon the assumption

3 is not attacked by dilute hydrochloric acid, wr
draws from
that boltonite

* In the analysis the figfl is stated to be 5093 and CaC 18'40, bul

that follow show that this ir. 1 error
•j- To avoid misrepresents int I quote froff

article, p. 27 of the 12th No. of Kenngott
Analyse hervorgeht, dass das Grundgestein

seigt, dass es Eisenoxydul entbau, so w

8 Probe desselben Gemenges mit sehr verdiinnter Salzsaure digerirt, *

t, der Boltonit, gewiss nicht angegrifFen werden konnte."
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No. 2 the portion insoluble in dilute hydrochloric acid was con-
sidered to be pure boltonite, and from this was calculated the
composition of boltonite as given in 1 (a) and 2 (a).

But I have found by experiment that boltonite is acted* upon
eyen by very dilute hydrochloric acid, and this being the case,
the insoluble portion in v. Hauer's analysis must have contained
an excess of silica derived from the partial decomposition of
boltonite by dilute acid. It is therefore evident that i

elusions in regard to the composition of boltonite based upon
the analysis of this insoluble portion must be erroneous. This
partial decomposition of boltonite also affords a satisfactory ex-
planation of the excess of silica in v. Hauer's analysis over that
obtained by Smith.

It is unnecessary to follow Kenngott farther, as I shall pro-
ceed to show from my own analyses the correctness of Smith's
conclusions.

In the year 1854 I made an examination of boltonite, but not
being entirely satisfied with the purity of the substance analyzed,
ne analysis was not published. The mineral was separated from
«>e gangue by acetic acid and selected as carefully as possible.
*used with carbonate of soda it gave-

il ft« Fe Oa SI Ignition.
W94 5054 4-37 1-20 0"27 328 = 10060

Disregarding the ignition, the result confirmed Dr. Smith's analy-

^ but I could not be certain that the mineral was perfectlym and it was not until a few weeks since that Prof. C. II.

Repaid kindly placed at my disposal a specimen containing

^irregular crystals of boltonite from which I have been able
w select the mineral pure for analysis.

il occurs in a magnesian limestone in crystals which are some-
times more than an inch in diameter ; these irregular crystals im-
Fnted m the gangue often present rectangular sections and
ave a very distinct cleavage in one direction. The color ot

^specimens I examined was dark ash-grey, but small frag-

menb
i were almost colorless. It scratches feldspar, and there-

I
the hardness fr 6 or a litfle above. Its specific gravity is

E1

;,
Before the blowpipe in platinum forceps it does not fuse

SL e COlor changes to light-yellow; with salt of phosphorus

& r^tions for silica and iron. When treated with very di-

2}^loric acid (i. e., one part acid to ten parts water) the

Powdered mineral is partially decomposed. In the quantitative

2 S1S> m^eral was firet powerfully heated over a blast

aZ atl(i subseq«entlv decomposed by carbonate of soda. The

Dr. Smith also alludes to tl
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This ratio gives the formula of chrysolite fi 8 Si. The analysis

fully confirms Dr. Smith's conclusions, and shows that boltonite

is a magnesian chrysolite, that is, unlike other varieties of the

species, it is a silicate of magnesia and not of magnesia and iron.

Yale Analytical Labratory, Dec. 1st, 1858.

Aet. XLVL— Varying Level ofLake Ontario ; by Prof. C. Dewet.

tradit

i 18d7, and confirmed the result by observations

The variations in the level of this lake, as well

3 of the other great lakes of this chain of waters, has been the

bject of much observation and of many singular, if not absurd,

ditions and speculations. The want "of measures, known to

be reliable, has been a great support of these fancies. In the

following Table the remedy is in part attained. The measures

were made at the Port of Genesee, Charlotte, at the mouth of

Genesee Eiver, by order of the Government. They have been

reported annually in the local papers, and in the Regents' Keport,

and I now present the measures and results obtained for the

thirteen past years.

Variations of the Level of Lake Ontario, for the enumerated yean, meas-

ured from a fixed point downwards to the water.--The larger the

measure, the lower the level.

l'ABLK Measure in inriiM

Yean. Jan Feb Mar -\
r,r M,v June Jul" An, *P Or, Vcv Dec Mean Range Re"<"ive -

1--4-; 51 54 48 45 42 30 42 45 45 48 45-2 15 Low.
1847 18 36 f V 25 25 25 30 39 43 10 35-81 23 BelVmean

1848 •2!i 34 37 38 30 1!' 53 41-3 25 " '

50 50 52 36 39 {5 38 :> 42-7 19
i

" „

45 10 32 20 40 17 41 -9 26 *

]-.]! 54 4* 47 3- 35 :,': 51 45-0 19 Low.

,-,u 51 48 14 20 22 2! 30 23 38 347 29 Higher.

1853 ;;:, 32 32 25 20 20 24 39 27-8 25 High.

1854 39 :»:• 38 27 25 27 30 44 48 36-2 26 Bel'* mean

52 53 36 40 40 :;; 30 30 31 33 38-6 20 "

1856 :}5 31 23 18 30 37 40 34-7 35 Higher.

30-0 47 High-

10-9j^iVery_hifk
56 16 35 24

J858_ 19 13 13 18 4 6 4 2 12 14

12 3!) 38 30 27~ 28" 29 34 30 H 40 29j8j5_i
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Some results are obvious on the Table.
1. The summer months have higher water, for 10 of the 13

years. As this depends on the melted snows and spring rains over
the greater watershed, the water is higher in the eastern of the
lakes later in the season, affecting Lake Ontario after Lake Erie.

2. The winter months have the lower water for ten of the
years. This is owing to the less water which falls over

tie section in the fall months and the greater evaporation through
the preceding months.
The means of the months at the bottom of the table illustrate

the general conclusion involved in these two results.
3. In 1848 the level was the lowest in November; in 1850 in

iNovember and in 1856 equally low in November and Decem-
ber, from the less rains in the preceding months.

4. In 1848 the highest was in January ; and in 1857 in Octo-
ber; and in 1855 in November, from preceding rains.

6. I he lowest measured in these years was in February, 1857,
ana

.

tJ
?
e highest in August, 1858, giving the range in the whole

Period to be 56-2=54 inches. [The maximum and minimum
level was at Toronto in the same two months of these two vears,
and the range was the same, 54 inches. For this fact I am in-
debted to the intelligent and accurate observer at that port in

r. The range is found to be
nearly the same in Lake Michigan.] These facts show that the
common statements, in the summer of 1858, of the lake being
some feet higher than before known or in many years, were ut-
terly fejse . in 1858 the , Q in 185T>

rt, I £here is no period ii the lake discernible on

^ table, and the variations in the level of the lake seem to be de-
pendent on very regular and ad, 4 untc causes of supply and drain.

mail ?
servatlon sn°ws that the direction and force of the winds

l .

the vaiiatii.iiv ....; ; ;. ._, •
, 1 simultaneous at the ports

aying positions differently affected by the winds. Still a series

s mf
vations must 1(

'

i mate results.

,°- Ihe table contains only the slow monthly and annual
friges of the level. I have not introduced other measures,

8iSu
m

^°me other Parts of this lake
>
on account of the imp0S"

,7 of reducing them to the same zero, as there has been no

at points have been assumed by observers.

ve I noticed those sudden changes of the level, where
water falls or rises several feet in a few moments ;

and when
vly three

or fift

feet Tllese alternations occur several times about twelve

iter comes to the previous level.

>e are known to have been caused by violent winds

id tempests. Probably this is the uniform cause, as
]1% adequate to the effect,^hest<^.Y., March, 1859.
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Aet. XLVII.— Contributions to Mineralogy ; by F. A. Gexth.

1. Whitneyite, a new species.

Massive, structure crystalline, finely granular. II. «$$. Sp.

gr. at 16° Cels. = 8 -408. Lustre metallic ; color reddish-white

(about that of the new American cent, or of an alloy of equal

quantities of copper and silver). Admits of a fine polish, but

soon tarnishes, first assuming a yellowish hue, which gradually

changes to brown and finally to brownish-black; sometimes

iridescent. Somewhat malleable.
B.B. it fuses readily and gives off the odor of arsenic. Insolu-

ble in chlorhydric acid ; soluble in nitric acid. Composition

:

Cu I9 As. Analyses:

The material for the analyses was selected with the greatest care

and was apparently quite pure.
It occurs coated with red copper, and a copper-salt resulting

from its oxydation, probably olivenite. One boulder of forty

pounds in weight has been found at the Pewabic Mine, Hough-

ton County, Mich., and was mistaken for silver. The material

for the above analyses has been kindly presented to me by John

F. Blandy, Esq., of Philadelphia. According to the informa-

tion received from him, the agent of the Albion Mine recognizes

the same mineral as occurring in a small vein of from three to

four inches in width, and about one mile from the Cliff Mine,

at the Albion location. I have named the mineral m honor

of Professor J. D. Whitney, who informs me that a mineral,

which he found at the Minnesota Mine, is identical with my new

species.

In its chemical relations it is of considerable interest, because

it is another example in which a multiple of six equivalent

of copper combines with one of arsenic, forming with domeyt

and algodonite a beautiful series of arsenids of copper, viz:

Domeykite,

utneyite,

(To be continued.)



M. Kiln a rds on Spontan

Art. XLYUL—On Spontaneous Generation.

1. Remarks of Prof. Milne Edwards on the value of certain

facts as evidence of the spontaneous generation of animals, made
before the Academy of Sciences at Paris * at the session of Janu-
ary 3, 1859.

Physiologists have long been divided on the subject of the
origin of life in organized beings. The larger part believe
mat this force exists only where it has been transmitted ; that
from the creation of the species till the present time, an unin-
terrupted chain of possessors of this power has communicated
it successively

; and that dea I er of organizing
a plant or an animal unless it be submitted to the action of a
wing being or a germ that has proceeded from an individual of
some species.

Others, on the contrary, have held that inert matter, under
certain chemical a i

. ke on life with-
out the agency of a generating being; that plants and animals
Nay produce themselves in all their parts without deriving the
Principle of existence from another living body; and that conse-
quently hfe itself must be considered, not as a force which has
been imparted peculiarly to organized beings, but as a general
property of organizable matter manifesting itself under certain
favorable conditions,
la my lectures and writings, I have often combatted this last

octnne
; and th e h m eo us generation has to-day

1

I should have feared

™ne, had I not seen in the Eeport of a recent session of this

™% that one of our correspondents, Mr. Pouchet, bad made

wKiit °v
J6Ct °f new research^ and i a-l : rrivwl at conclusions,

hvTk '
r,ght

' suslail1 the idea that living beings may be made
oy tae same general forcas on which chemical combinations in

twFu •
nature dePend -

Since readir -

oil/
^ mi°ht be ^M to submit to the judgment of my

Deitf
6S m>

7 reasons for ;

1;S; f u
*?"

l^ to me desirable also to know the opinions of other physi-

Jogists oa a point of so much importance: besides, the question

lootf
ejoud th ;ral science- and WC m&y

s tor additional light from our chemists,
^ong before the invention of the microscope had enabled

i00J
ogists to disc - which are produced in
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myriads in waters containing an infusion of organic matters, it

had been observed that dead bodies when left to putrefy often

became populated with swarms of life; and as the into

of no living being was manifest in their production, the old nat-

uralists supposed them a product of the putrefaction which was
in progress, believing that the m ig to pertain

to a living being, could reorganize itself under a new form ind
so constitute animals which had no parent; accordingly, that lUi

is not the cause, but the consequence of a certain mode of Ar-

rangement of the molecules composing these substances, lod

thai this kind of molecular grouping could be determined by

inorganic forces in nature.

The occurrence of maggots in carrion was one of the cases.

But since the study of the origin « i these animals by the Flor-

entine Academy, happily named "del Cimento," and the exact

investigations of Eedi, one of its members, it has been well

understood that these worms about dead bodies, far from being

a result of spontaneous generation, are the brood of well known
insects, species which find in such bodies the conditions requisite

for development, and hence, through a marvellous instinct, de-

posit there their eggs.
The experiments of Eedi, which date from the middle of the

17th century, left no uncertainty respecting these larves. But

while very easy to establish the fact respecting animals as large

as flies, it was far less so with regard to infusory animalcules,

which are discernible only by means of the microscope, and

whose germs are so excessively minute that they have escaped

all the methods of observation which the science of optics has

supplied. When, therefore, Lewenhoek and his successors made

known the existence of these animalcules, the hypothesis ot

spontaneous generation regained favor. While some physiolo-

. as derived from germs of extreme minuteness

which were spread everv where in nature, and floating as nne

dust in the atmosphere," settled on all bodies to develop only

where the conditions of air, water and organic decomposition

favored; others denied the existence of germs, and supposed

that under
,u f tne water, the dead organic

substance took on life and so came out as new beings.

Analogy afforded a strong argument for the first ot Uiese

opinions. The second has often been sustained by appea'8
.

T0

researches claiming that animalcules were produced under cir-

cumstances in which all germs from external sources were ex

eluded, and all present in the waters used had been destroyea

Frey and several other observers have thought that they nau

succeeded in securing these conditions and still had found tneir

infusions populated with microscopic plants and animals; whence

the conclusion that these organisms were a result of sponiauc
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It does not pertain to me to pronounce on the origin of mi-
croscopic plants, for this difficult subject must be left to botanists.
But as regards animals, I do not hesitate to say that the experi-
mental conditions required to prove the truth of spontaneous
generation have not been realized by any of the predecessors of
Mr. Pouchet. And are the researches of this naturalist, that
have recently been communicated to the Academy, free from
the objections which are made against earlier experiments? I
believe not: and before mentioning some observations I have
had occasion to make on this subject, I will briefly state the rea-
sons that lead me to this conclusion.

I do not question the facts stated by Mr. Pouchet. The point
is, Have these facts the significance attributed to them ? I be-
neye not. His experiment is briefly as follows. After having
toiled some water and kept the liquid from contact with the air,
he puts it into contact with pure oxygen, and introduces a cer-
tain quantity of hay, which had been previously enclosed in a
flask and heated for a half hour in a stove whose heat was ear-
ned up to 100° C. or to the boiling point of water. The infusion
thus prepared was hermetically sealed, and after some days Mr.
fouchet found infusoria developed in it

*
f o make these facts sure proof that the animalcules obtained

*ere not derived from the hay put into the infusion, it must be
shown that the heat of the stove had destroyed all the germs.w Pouchet presumes that this is true, because on boiling in
*ater the spores of a Penecillum he has seen that they were de-
composed. But this reason does not satisfy me.

f the first place, was the hay, although enclosed in a flask
at>d kept thirtv minutes in a stove at 100° C. (212° R), really
jjmed up to the temperature of boiling water? Mr. Pouchet
Peeves it

; but I think to the com:

.

t physic-
«« and chemists will judge so too. The equilibrium of tem-

- is not established so promptly

^
thls; it appears to me probable that the hay, enclosed in a

^vessel andsurrounded byairii - ncesbad
yductors of heat, was in r'-alitv heated but Utile by the heat

the stove during the <h»vt turn it was exposed to it.

^tsuppo-;
| heated op to 100 C, can we

POle of development ? No, for there is an important distinction
ere to be recognized between the action of heat on organized

ZT ^'ch contain water and on those which are in the dry

• -

:

Jar Earned colleague, Mr. Chevreul. Although in ordinary cir-

death takes place when animals are exposed to a
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temperature sufficient to determine the coagulation of the hy-

drated albumen in their tissues, we know I

so in the case of those which have been previously dried. In

fact, fifteen years since, Mr. Doyere made known that certain

animalcules, such as the Tardigrades* after being sufficiently

dried would preserve their vitality for several hours while ex-

posed in a stove whose temperature is much higher than that

used by Mr. Pouchet for his flask of hay. I have seen these

humniJcules resist thus the very prolonged action of a stove

whose temperature stood at 120° Centigrade (248° F.)| and in

the researches < i M \ \)<y rre, the heat of the ambiant medium
was carried to 140° C. (284° F.) without death ensuing from the

heat.

What is true for the Thrdigrades, animals of a very complex

structure, may also be true for the germs of Infusoria in general;

and I conclude that nothing in the trials of Mr. Pouchet author-

izes us to infer that the germs of the animalcules obtained by

this naturalist were not in the hay that was used in his experi-

ment. I will even say that the experiments of our correspon-

dent do not seem to me to add any new probability in favor of

the hypothesis of spontaneous generation.
I have often made analogous experiments ; and I have always

found that the living animalcules which appeared in water con-

taining dead organic matters, were increasingly rare the more

complete the precautions employed for protecting the liquids

from the introduction of germs. In more than one trial, I

should have believed that spontaneous generation had taken

place under my own eye, had I not, on reflecting on the condi-

tions under which I was operating, perceived sources of error,

and on setting these aside, observed negative results to multiply.

I will not occupy the Academy with the general recital of

these trials, but will ask permission to recount brier]

series of experiments in which some infusions, that if exposed

to the air would in all probability have given birth to animal-

cules, afforded none when the imprisoned matters in the her-

metically sealed vessel had been subjected to a temperature hign

enough to cause the coagulation of the contained albuminoid

was two-thirds filled with air, was then closed by -

lamp, and both this and the other tube were then pl«n^d **

a bath of boiling water. The bath was kept in ebul

enough to establish an equilibrium between the water autsiue

* The Tardigrade animalcules are minute worm-shape animals about a^'^
an inch in length, belonging to the Rotatoria of Ehrenberg, and therefore

:--- !

•
--

: .
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and the liquid of the two infusions ; and then the tubes were
allowed to cool and left to themselves, care being taken to ex-
amine the contents from time to time. After some days, I found

les in the tube which remained open to the ate
but not a single one in that which had been hermetically sealed.

I have been accustomed to cite these experiments in my lec-
tures, but had not thought of bringing them before the Academv,
because negative results acquire importance only when thev have
been obtained constantly in a large number of trials, and also
because the spontaneous generation of animals appears to me so
little probable that I would not devote time to the repetition of
researches on a subject which seems to o • alnv.p -ttled. Only
m view of the communication of our correspondent, and the in-
terest that experimenting in this direction mav excite in our
joung physiologists, have I been induced to bring out these

ig the reasons for still rejecting the hypothesis of spon-
taneous generation as an explanation of facts connected with the
multiplication of animalcules.

, "^[hypothesis which is not necessary in order to understand
me phenomena made known by observations, and which is in fla-
grant discordance with all that analogy teaches us, seems to have
Qo

i

nght to a place in science. It may be that chemistry will be
awe to make all the kinds of substances which occur in the con-
stitution of living bodies ; but as to the genesis of living organ-
isms without the concurrence of vital force, I see no reason for

it Until more amply instructed, I shall therefore con-
tinue to think that in tl there is no such thing

J

8 sP°Dtaneous generation, and that all animals, large and small,

fe subject to the same law, and can exist only when they have^ generated by living beings.

2
- Remarks on the same occasion, by Mr. Paten, Professor in the

Conservatoire Imperial des Arts et Metiers.

Some time in 1843, there occurred an alteration of the bread

Wit; 7 a raPid Srowth of cryptogamic vegetation
;
and after

"aving determined in connection with Mr. Mirbel the cause of the

™menon, which had produced some excited dissatisfaction

jT°°?
J
Qe people, I endeavored to determine the temperature

wjjch the sporules of the Oidium aurantiacum lost their ger-

Z i AAo
Ve^P°wer- These sporules were heated at first for an hour

wei?u
C

- (212 ° F in a ^be inserted in an oil-bath. A
fo 1 ,

witL
! mtlie proper circumsta

srl?
i°Wth

; and gemination took place. The remainder o

vent?
Were then heated to V1Q° C '

'

and theJ neither UD

FiTv.ii
nSe of color nor lost their property of germination.

1Dau
J, they were heated to 140° C, when their appearance

circumstances

of the
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? altered, the color became reddish-orange in place of brown-
yellow, and the germinative power was destroyed.
[?hese results sustain, as regards the lower orders of vegeta-

i, the opinion expressed by Prof. Milne Edwards respecting

8. Remarks on the same occasion, by A. DE Qtjatbefages.

I have often expressed on the subject of spontaneous generation

similar opinions to those of Milne Edwards ; and I now give ray

full adhesion to the conclusions of my learned associate. I take

the floor only to communicate to the Academy an observation,

which, although incomplete, confirms ideas now generally ad-

mitted. [De Quatrefages adds some facts sustaining his opinion.]

4. Remarks on the same occasion, by Dr. Claude Bernard.

Among a large number of experiments which I have made to

ascertain the influence of saccharine substances in liquids where

microscopic vegetation was developed, I will cite one, as it bears

directly on this subject of spontaneous generation now under

On the 1st of September, 1857, I put into two glass flasks,

each half a litre in capacity, about fifty cubic centimeters of a

same dilute solution of gelatine in water to which some thou-

sandths of cane-sugar had been added. The liquid was then

kept boiling in the two flasks for a quarter of an hour, the tu-

bular neck of each having been previously drawn out so that

it could easily be sealed. Up to this point there was no differ-

ence between the flasks. Now, when the 6
and filled with steam, a difference was begun by allowing ordi-

nary air to enter one, and highly heated air the other. To accom-

B, while ebullition was going on, the neck of one of the

flasks was connected with one of the extremities of a porcelain

tube filled with fragments of porcelain and brought up to a red

heat by a furnace ; at the other extremity the porcelain tube

i iiated in a glass tube of fine bore, so that the air should

enter gradually and •

Thus situated, the vapor of the liquid in ebullition rose intoa"d

filled the porcelain tube, and even passed out at the end o£ tne

fine tube. The lamp was then removed to arrest the el

and by degrees the steam was condensed and the oatsi

of the laboratory) entered to take its place, passing through tne

red-hot porcelain tube above described. After the liquid had

cooled, the flask was I at the neck.

The other flask was allowed to cool without any 6
with the porcelain tube, and the atmospheric air entered fiW-
When the flask was cooled it was sealed like the other.
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The two flasks were then placed in the same conditions, ex-

posed to the light and to the ordinary temperature. After ten

or twelve days, at the surface of the flask containing the ordi-

nary air, vegetation was visible, a well-characterized mould,
whilst in that which had received the heated air the liquid re-

mained perfectly limpid, and without any thing on its surface.

After a month the mould had much increased in the former,
while nothing had appeared in the latter, except that the water
had slightly lost its clearness. After six months (March 4, 1858)
the mould remained stationary in the former, while in the other
the liquid continued the same, without any trace of mould.
The extremities of the two flasks were now broken under

mercury. In the case of the one with heated air, considerable

mercury was absorbed, but none in the other. The air of the
two flasks being analyzed, no oxygen was found in either. The
air from the flask with ordinary air contained 13 "48 per cent of

carbonic acid, that of the other, in which no mould had formed,
12-43 per cent.

The liquid of the flask with ordinary air had a putrid and
very disagreeable odor, while the other had none. These liquids

^ere examined by Mr. Montagne ; and our Associate ascertained
that the mould developed in I

aary air was the

Penecillum glaucum, which was in full fructification; in the
other he found no trace of any vegetable or animal organism.

Jt is plain that I ce those which have been
before cited, is not favorable to the hypothesis of spontaneous

generation.

5
- Remarks on the same occasion and subject by the chemist DUMAS.

Dumas stated that he was in full agreement with his honorable

Associates. For thirty years he had had under careful examin-
ation the question on which I

~ *** instructed

^ Academy with so high authority, and he had arrived at pre-

cisely the same conclusions. . ...

..
«e was incited to experiment on the subject by the publica-

tion of Mr. Frey, who had announced results analogous to those

^unicated to the Academy by Mr. Pouchet.
,

;
« his experiments he has assured himself that organized mat-

*» heated to 120° C. or 130° C. with water artificially made by

Jans of hydrogen and oxyd of copper, and ^th artificial air

n closed tubes, the glass of which had been recently heated to

red heat, produced neither vegetation nor animalcules. On
opening these tubes and allowing ordinary air to enter, there

***** an appearance of vegetation and animalcules Iheae

^ had surprised him, as he was disposed to think that the^ of these plants and animalcules might be d.stnbuted in
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the organized matter as well as in the air itself, and that certain

of these germs might well be of a nature to resist a temperature

of 100° C. or even a higher temperature.
As the Tardigrades when absolutely dry resist 140° C, and

the sporules of Outturn aurantiacum 100° C. in a moist medium,

it will not suffice in order to establish the hypothesis of sponta-

1 generation, that living beings should
vith artificial 'boiling water in contact with artificial air and with the presence

of organic matters that had before been heated, especially if

these matters were heated when dry. When among these infe-

rior animals and plants, life is suspended by absolute desiccation

to return to action again on a return of humidity, the being so

treated is in that state of latent animation which belongs *•

hence a matter of astonishment that on putting

heated organic matters into connection with oxygen and artificial

water, we do not sometimes find living beings to appear. Even

such an observation as this, would not therefore suffice to estab-

lish the theory of spontaneous generation, or prove that the

germs of these beings were not previously deposited in the or-

ganic matters employed. But, in fact, whilst animalcules appear

when the ordinary air has access, without this access under the

precautions mentioned they do not appear.

6. Note on Spontaneous Generation, by James D. Dana.

There is a well-known principle in the system of nature that

full? sustained by all research both L ___
eluding the important experiments above mentioned that it

may well carry with it great weight, and quiet both apprehension

and expectation on this subject. It is this :—The fta

and inorganic nature act in opposite directions, the former up

ward, the latter downward. ,

The vital force, in the organic substances it forms

through vegetable and animal life to an exalted height m »*

scale of compounds at an extreme remove from satmv
oxygen ; inorganic force descends towards the saturated oxyo.

The former reaches a point which from its very elevation is one

of great instability ; the latter tends towards one of
|

hility. There is hence a counterpart or cyclical relation between

the two great lines of action in nature.
withAs some readers of these remarks may not be familiar

chemistry, a further word of explanation is added.
aS

When an element unites with its full allowance oi

determined by its affinities, it is in a sens
Since the attraction of the elements for oxygen is toe

versal and, in general, the strongest in nature, the oxva*
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class are the most stable of compounds ; the rocks, the earth's

foundations, are made of them. But evanescence and unceasing
change are in the fundamental idea of the living structure ; and
consequently the material of the plant or animal contains only
oxygen enough to give increased instability to the combination.
Moreover the compounds augment in instability, through this

and other ways, with the rise in the grade of organic life, and
reach probably their farthest extreme in this respect in the brain.

Here then is the summit of the series of compounds which arise

under the agency of life. The stable oxyd is at the lower end of
the series in nature, the material of the brain at the upper. Pass-
ing from the latter condition towards the former is therefore a
real descent ; and it is the natural downward course of inorganic
forces ;—while passing towards the latter is as truly an ascent

;

it is the counter-movement of life.

The plant throi s us may take carbonic acid,

and from it, continue to elal

>

'ducts constitut-
ing vegetable fibre, until a whole tree of such material is made,

Jjd then produce the higher material of the flower and seed,
fhe animal may then go to the plants and use them in making
a still higher class of products, muscular fibre and nerve. After

*| this is done, now turn over the material to the action of
chemical and physical forces,—and the work of years of life is

swn pulled down from its height, i
.1 « te pari after another de-

fends towards that state ol
' v. the condition

« an oxyd. Chen >J
commencing

^th those of a hig made, but not

otherwise. Albumen is a pri 'the egg; and
chemistry has not succeeded i net^ much less

living.

,

The very relation of life to chemistry is therefore evidence
aat chemistry cannot make - the reverse di-

ection. And in this reciprocal relation one of the profoundest

^f of nature is exhibited. It leads the mind to recognize one
Whor for both, and not to imagine that one side in the cycle

"as generated the other. ,
.

rf
* fhere is another consideration, which, if it has not the force

"demonstration, a d to understand the extent

the transition from dead matter to living. •

, W In ordinary » a, there is the simple iorma-

Whw Cr?stak -
ds of inorganic nature.

;f the enlargement of the er-tu tli-i- i- ^ '-^
.

ot n
p
v

£l
6rS

,
0r ^alities: it siim.lv -xisls. In i:k-. in entering this

[ftof perfection, there J for the SaS 13

a

highest condition of stored or magazined force m inorganic
tu°*D SERIES, Vol. XXVIL No. 81.-MAY, 1SS9.
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nature, the liquid the next, and the solid the lowest, this con-

dition of power being related directly to the amount of heat.

(b) The plant grows from its germ, enlarges, accumulates force

storing it away in vegetable fibre, and accomplishes its highest

functions in its blossoms and fruit. But there is here only latenl

or storedforce generated, besides that which is used up in growth,

and no mechanical force. The minute spore or reproductive

cellule of some seaweeds has locomotive power, but it is lost at

the commencement of germination ; and the plant is ever after

as incapable of self-locomotion as a rock.
(c) In the animal, there is not only a storing offeree in animal

products (the fifth and highest grade of stored force in nature),

but there is also increasing mechanical force from the first be-

ginning of development. It is almost or quite zero in the germ;

but from this, it goes
be a one-horse pov
each species. And in addition to mechanical 'force, there is, i:

the higher group, the more exalted mental force; for the mint
1

while not itself material, is yet so dependent

substance that will grow and spontaneously develop a powerfi

piece of enginery, and continue a system of such generations

through ages of reproduction.
The creation of any such animal germ out of dead carbon,

nitrogen, hydrogen and oxygen, or any of their dead compounds,

is therefore opposed to all known action or law of chemical

forces
; and as much so, the creation of a vegetable germ from

inorganic elements.
Moreover, it is seen that the two kingdoms, the vegetable and

animal, have their specific limits and comprehensive reciprocal

relations, and are obviously embraced as parts of one idea m
a single primal plan:—not a plan involving the generation <»

one out of the other, or of either out of inorganic nature, but

of the three, through some Creating Power higher than all.

Art. XLIX—Eruption of Mauna Loa, Hawaii.

The central crater of Mauna Loa is again in action. Accord-

ing to a letter from the Rev. T. Coan of Hilo and the puww

papers, the eruption began on Sunday the 23d of JanuarVZ
This is the fourth great eruption since the beginning ot w*

year 1843. Previous to that time Kilauea, the still more spa

cious crater on the eastern slopes of the mountain, bad w*

often in violent action, while the summit crater was quiet, a"
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had- long so remained. The account of boiling fires in the pit at

the summit, brought down by the unfortunate Douglas in the
year 1834 was disbelieved, because of the accustomed quiet of
the crater, in addition to some evident exaggerations in his de-

scription and the absence of any manifestations of fires distin-

guishable from the foot of the mountain.*

Kilauea discharged its lavas through the sides of the mountain
in 1823, June 1832, and June 1840. The lower pit, which was
400 feet deep after the eruption of 1840, had filled up again by
1848, and the bottom had become raised by the overflows of the
pool even above the level of the old black ledge. In the course
of these changes a broad dome was raised over the site of the
great lake of boiling lavas in the southwestern extremity of the
crater; in a basin at the centre of the dome the lavas were still

smoking, and boiling or subsiding with its varying phases.
Eleven years- have since passed, and Kilauea has had no new
eruption. Mr. Coan in his recent letter (Feb. 3, 1859,) observes;
"I was at Kilauea last August. No striking changes have

occurred there for three years. The great lake now some 500
«et in diameter—still boils and sputters lazily in the centre of
the deep depression or basin which occupies the locality of the
old dome and the still older lake of far larger dimensions. The
action in it alternates between a refrigeration and a breaking up
or the whole surface with intense ebullition. Mr. Sleeper of
tharlestown, tells me that during a recent visit to this pool he
saw it throw up jets of fire 100 feet high."
^iter the last eruption of Kilauea, the action of the central

^ter of Mauna Loa (called Mokua-weo-weo) began to revive,
[a January 1843 there was an outflow which commenced at a

Jegtof 13,000 feet, and extended on for 25 or 30 miles running
northward toward Mauna Kea, and part northwestward. It is

Ao
- 1 in the annexed map. Again on the 17th of February, 1852,

Mother eruption (No. 2,) took place, making its first appearance-

U the summit, but after three days, beginning its principal

*?°* from a point 10,000 feet above the sea, where there was

Jfonntain of lava 1000 feet in diameter and 300 to 700 feet

J'f
described by V P and others (this Journal,

H, xiv, 219, 254, xv, 63). It flowed off to the eastward with

finding C0Hrse for about 40 miles . In August 1st, 18oo, a

H
t

er5>tion (No. 3 on the map) took place, beginning at a
mm of about 12000 feet, according to Mr. Coan, and continu-

al9

,

W0rd f00t
' althougfc c°™tly used, Is sure to convey a wrong in..pre™on

**• although 18 to 30 miles from the coast
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3
240, xxiii,435).

Finally, on the 23d of

last January, according to

Mr. Coan, a fourth great

outflow commenced : ma-
king three eruptions at

intervals of 3£ years, and
four from January, ls43.

MaunaLoa is heneo finite

taking the lead in activity

among the earth's larger

volcanoes. AndasKilauea
has remained quiet since

the older crater began its

outbreaks, it would seem
as if the mountain had
transferred to the latter its

principal activity. Yet
according to all reports,

hitherto,Kilauea,although
the larger crater and an
open vent at a level 10,000
feet lower, has shown no
signs of sympathy in its

the violent ac-

From the letter of Mr.
Coan and the notices in the public paper of Honolulu i

to, we derive the following accounts of the recent erupu^-

It has yet been but imperfectly explored.

The editorial writer in the " Commercial Advertiser" of Hono-

lulu, in his visit to the region, reached the central Plam,°V
*

island between Manna Loa, M. Kea and Hualalai, elevated aDoui.

4000 feet above the sea. He says
"This new crat<

l Pelehou, }

(the ne
of Mauna Loa, at

. equal i

,
for which we can find no native name

.V,V: '

northern slope
- eruption,) is located <— —
n elevation of, say 6,500 feet, above theiff*

[stance below the level of the summit or i"

me ten miles or so more to the westward, ana

about 4000 feet lower down, than the last eruption of 18oo. ±

course of the stream, from its source to the sea, we judge

nearly K W. by N, The crater bears due east from **J™V{£
the compass, and is about 24 miles from that harbor in a W*8
line. Its latitude, as near as we are able to determine W
instruments, is 19° 37', and the longitude 155° 40'.
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From the distance at which we observed the crater, about ten

miles, and from various points of observation, it appeared to be

ts width being about equal to its breadth, and perhaps

300 feet across the mouth. This may be too moderate an esti-

mate, and it may prove to be 500 or even 800 feet across it.

The rim of the crater is surrounded or made up of cones formed

from the stones and scoria thrown out. The lava does not sim-

ply run out from the side of the crater like water from the side

of a bowl, but is thrown up in continuous columns, very much
like the Geyser springs, as represented in school geographaaa

At times this spouting appeared to be feeble, rising but little

above the rim of the en ! if eager to escape

from the pent-up bowels of the earth, it rose to a height nearly

equal to the base of the crater. But the columns and masses of

lava thrown out were ever varying in form and height. Some-

ii very active, a spire or cone of lava would shoot up

like a rocket or in the form of a huge pyramid to a height

nearly double the base of the crater. If the mouth of the crater

is five hundred feet across, the perpendicular column must be

eight hundred to one thousand feet in height ! Then by watch-

ing it with a spyglass, the columns could be seen to diverge and

fall in all manner of shapes, like a beautiful fountain.

This part of the scene was of wonderful grandeur. The fiery

redness of the molten lava, ever varying its form, from the sim-

ple gurgling of a spring to the hugest fountain conceivable, is a

scene that will remain on the memory of the observer till death,

Large masses of red-hot lava, weighing hundreds if not thou-

sands of tons, thrown up with inconceivable power to a great

height, could be seen occasionally falling outside or on the rim

of the crater, tumbling down the cones and rolling over the

precipice, remaining brilliant for a few moments, then becoming

cold and black, and lost among the surrounding blocks of lava.

A dense heavy column of smoke continually rose out from

the crater, but always on the north side and took a northeasterly

direction, rising in one continuous column far above tne moun-

tain, to a height of perhaps 10,000 feet from the crater.

On leavin| the crater, the lava stream does not appear at the

surface for some distance, say an eighth of a mi
J

as it has cut

* way through a deep ravine or gulch, which hides it from the

eye. How deep this gulch may be is all conjecture as it is im-

possible to get near enough to look into it, but it probably »
^veral hundred feet deep. The first then that we see oi ine

kva after being thrown up in the crater is its branching out into

various streams some distance below the fountain head[J™^d
<* running in one large stream, it parts and divides into aweat

juaber, spreading out over a tract of five or six miles n width

^ the first six miles from the crater, the descent is rapid, and
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the flow of the lava varies from four to ten miles an hour, ac-

cording to the descent. But after it reaches the plain, where it

is level, the stream moves more slowly. Here the streams are

not so numerous as higher up, there being a principal one which

varies and is very irregular, from an eighth to half a mile in

width, though there are frequent branches running off from it.

This principal stream reached the sea near Wainanalii, or about

fifteen miles south of Kawaihae, on the 31st, after a flow of eight

days from the time that the eruption commenced on the 23d of

January. This stream, on reaching the sea, spread out to about

half a mile in width, and clouds of steam rose several hundred

feet high, and covered the region.

The length of the lava stream from the crater to where it en-

ters the sea at Wainanalii, we estimate to be thirty-eight miles.

For the first ten miles from the crater, the flow is divided into

many streams—perhaps as many as fifty—but lower down, it is

confined to one or two principal streams with frequent branches

to the right and left."

Another writer in the same paper, L. Lyons, dating Waimea,

Feb. 4, makes the important statement that an outbreak took

place first "very near the top of the mountain," and that the

outflow at 6500 feet was only a continuation of the eruption.

"On Sabbath, Jan. 23d, volcanic smoke was seen gathering

on Mauna Loa. In the evening the mountain presented a grand

yet fearful spectacle. Two streams of fire were issuing from

two different sources, and flowing, apparently, in two different

directions. The whole region, earth and heaven, were lighted

up, and even the interior of our houses received the lurid vol-

canic light direct from its source. In the morning of the second

day, we could discern where the eruptions were. One appeared

to be very near the top of the mountain, but its stream and

smoke soon after disappeared. The other was on the north side,

further below the top, and was sending out its fires in a north-

westerly direction. On the second and third nights, the dense

smoke and clouds prevented us from a fair view of the action,

but on the four following nights we had a view—and such a

scene ! It seemed as though the eye could never weary in ga
_

ing at it. The burning crater seemed to be constantly enwjWB

and throwing up its volumes of liquid fire above the mouth oi

the crater—I will not venture to say how high—and the ne>

stream rolled onward and onward, still adding gra?
deQI

?,lt

terror as it proceeded, till, on the morning of the 31st, aoouu

sunrise, the stream was compelled, though reluctantly, to s y,

by meeting the waters of the ocean. Even then its resist^

and opposing energy carried it on some distance into tn

The poor inhabitants of Wainanalii, the name of the viiw«

where the fire reached the ocean, were aroused at the miawg
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hour by the hissing and roaring of the approaching fire, and

had but just time to save themselves. Some of the houses of

the inland portion of the village were partly surrounded before

the inmates were aware of their danger. Wainanalii is near the

northern boundary of North Kona, and about twelve or fourteen

miles from Kawaihae. It is, of course, all destroyed, and its

pleasant little harbor filled up with lava. The volcanic stream

was one mile wide or more in some places, and much less in

others. It crossed the Kona road and interrupted the mail com-

The whole distance of the flow from the crater to

Last night (the 3d Feb.) the volcano was in full blast, and

the burning stream seems to have taken another direction."

Mr. Coan writes from Hilo on Feb. 3, having projected but

not yet undertaken a journey of exploration.

"On the 23d ult. Mauna Loa opened near its summit and out

rushed a flood of lavas, which made unusually rapid progress

in its descent. So vigorous was the action and so immense the

floods of lava poured out, that, for a long time, there seemed no

blackening and refrigerating process on the surface, but a vast

incandescent river rushing madly down and throwing up such

an intense glare as appeared like a consuming mountain and a

burning firmament. The course of the stream was north until

it was diverted by the base of Mauna Kea, when it turned west-

northwest and flowed towards the opposite coast of our island.

^ great has been the light and so vehement the action, that

fnany pronounce it the greatest eruption we have ever had in so

BWtatime.
At the present time there is no light and but little smoke

visible from Hilo at the summit or side of the mountain, but the

%bt is still intense all over the isthmus between the mountains.

The present eruption commenced very near the point of the

jne in 1843 [at the summit] which cost me such fatigue and

daiiger in exploring. The direction of the lava stream or

streams is, also, very nearly the same." „ . .

, This eruption appears tohave been similar to that,of I800 in

!*jet or fountain of lavas at the great outbreak Th »fiig out-

?
reak at the summit shows that the column of lavas oi Mauna

^ bad the

6

heighTof aTut 13 000 feet, or 9500 above the level

of the bottom of the crater of Kilauea. The second ™tbrea*

f J
^ight of 6500 feet, was therefore 6500 feet below the tost

"* * proves that a column of 6500 feet of heavy quid avas

J« acting by its pressure in producing the fountainlo
:

la>as

described* Like nfi iC nreoedins eruptions of the grand old

^tain, th^reVere n£SA*<*^m"™'» "mmon in the more blustering action of^™£^^e is rock material enough in Mauna Loa to make onehund
re(i and twenty-five Yesuviuscs.

*
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I. PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY.

1. Researches on the Thermic action of the Solar Spectrum.--Muller
h ''- communicated an intoivstiiiy memoir upon the subject of the thermic
•"•t'un of the M.I.-u- -p.-triiin. :\ -.nl.j.-ct %vhi,-li has hitherto attracted ,,„„-

d, the author in the 8m
place, briefly reviews the experiments of Melloni, who confined his att<u-

tion almost exclusively, to the determination of th

spectrum. Experimenting with a prism of

'num of heat in a position which !;VsVlelloni found the

I limit of the spectrum as the place of p

nt from the red end. The Italian
| kj*

ie»< gave however no numerical data from which the thermic curve in the

spectrum could be deduced. Melloni also, who had previously adopted

the opposite view, afterward maintained the perfect identity of rays of

beat of the same degree of refrangibility. This last view as to

... was also adopted by Masson and Jamin, who found that all

!!i '' r;i
.

v - ' The visible spectrum are equally well

1 by rock salt, rock crystal, alum, glass, etc. That consequently
the unequal transcalency of these nil tied by their

Kicity of absolving the rays of heat which are less refrangible

than the red. They have not however, published the details of their

The merit of first communicating measurements of the temperature at

different points of the spectrum, obtained by means of the thermoelectric

battery belongs to Franz. He found that in a spectrum which is pure

enough to m h
j effects are so slight that

measurements are out of the question. As Franz' numerical data were

obtained by means of a flint glass prism, which absorbs a considerable

number of dark rays of heat, the curve of intensity, constructed upon bis

""•nbers, does not correspond to the distribution in a complete h.-:.i

im. This can only be obtained by means of a prism of rock salt.

struments employed by Muller, consisted of a thermo-
of 40- pairs of bismuth and antimony, of a mujtip
and of a linear thermo-electric pile of 15' pairs. The sun's rays with

experimented, were introduced into a dark room, by means of a

Silbermann's heliostat.

Before undertaking experiments on the distribution of heat in the spec-

trum, the author endeavored to attain his object by infetfjg
absorbing action of colored liquids upon the rays of heat. This method

requires us to assume the identity of rays of light and heat - 4

degree of refrangibility. The liquids employed were enclo-

parallel glass plates, and optically analysed by means of a prism. »

I

consisted of pure water, a solution of cochineal, a solution of I

CI
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By directly comparing the quantity of heat transmitted through these

( ui">K with' the character of th< the author found

that the heating power of the less refrangible rays of the solar spectrum,

namely of the red, orange and yellow rays, is much greater than that of

the green, blue, indigo and violet.

After some preliminary exix-rimenvs with i alas-, prism, the author pro-

ceeded to use a prism of rock salt, .-electric battery.

From the numerical data obtained, he constructed the curves of thermic

intensity in prisms of crown-glass, and oi rock salt. This curve shows

that the dark rays of heat in the spectrum, k-yond the red, occupy, in

the case of crown-glass, a si>;iee wind ;

'.":-- is long as the entire

visible spectrum, and this ivs'ult .orr : Is nlv with those of Franz.

In the spectrum obtained by means of a prism of rock salt, the thermic

maximum lies still farther outside of the red, than in the case of the

spectrum with the glass prism, and the actual distance corresponds with

the measurements of Melloni above mentioned. The dark thermic pro-

longation of the spectrum is, according to these experiments not greater

The above experiments show that the dark rays of heat which are con-

tained in the solar spectrum, extend far beyond the red limit ot the \ isible

fajs, and that for a crown-glass spectrum, Fraunhofer's line B lies about

» the middle between the violet end of the spectrum and the extreme

jjj rays of heat. '
.-rown-^s tor

to line H is about 1-546 and for B about 1-526, it follows that the index

« ^fraction of the extreme dark rays of heat in the solar spectrum, is

about 1-506

The results of the author's experiments, as we shall see farther on, do

** agree with Cauchy's formula for dispersion, which is intended to ex-

V** the relation between the wave length and the index of refraction,

to relation the author endeavors to express by an empirical formula

of the form

w= a+ be+ ce* . . . • M .

» »Wch w represents the wave length, e the index of refraction, and a

'and c constants detei ! il - t:

:

rmu,a
?***:"*

T

r
*»e length of the extreme rays of heat in the solar spectrum and for

aa mdex of refraction of 1-506, the value

5?«ame result very nearly Ts obtained by a graphical construction,

*aich gives

w~ 0-00 19""™.

^author takes the mean of these two determinations, namely,

w= 0-00183mm ,

15 tie wave length of the extreme dark rays.
,

... .

J>* *ave length of the extreme fluorescent rays m the sun s light u,

"hording to Esselbach's experiments, 0-0003. . ,

Jhe wave length 0-0006 eon .

'
*
''f0r» « the next lower octav, pT'the middle

.
T
Je second lower octave with a wave length 0-0012 falls in the middle

•ftosu*
rSyS

°f heat °f the S°Iar SpeCt

sT"
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.

The third lower octave with a wave length 0-0024 falls outside of the
limit of least refrangibilitv.

In all therefore the solar spectrum embraces somewhat more than two

In conclusion, the author investigated the distribution of heat in the

diffraction spectrum, the apparatus employed being a rule.

smoked glass • that employed by Eisenlohr, and •
linear thermo-electric battery of fifteen pairs,

so small that he was obliged to abandon the hope of obtaii
results b this manner. He however deduces the curve of distribution of

the heat in the diffraction spectrum from that of the refraction ipectnm
From this curve, it appears that in the diffraction spectrum the dark rays

of heat occupy a space which is about three and a half times as broad as

the whole visible spectrum.
In a second memoir, the author returns to the subject of the disagree-

ment of his experiments with Cauchy's formula for dispersion above

alluded to. If n represents the index of refraction for a par
A the corresponding wave length, Cauchy's formula for dispersion is

£«+» W
neglecting the higher powers of ~.

If we substitute in this equation the values 1= 0-000396 for the line

H, and n= 1-546 for crown-glass, we have

0-41839= a -f-c. 6376900. (2.)

If we substitute the value I= 0-00069 for the line B and n= 1*546 we

0-42943 r= a+ C. 2 100400. (3.)

By combining these two equations we find

a= 0-43436

c= -O-OOO000O023477,
and substituting these values in equation (1.) we have

J__ .4 o 4
0-0000000023477

(4 ^

n2
— • 3436 --

. ( •)

This is Cauchy's formula for the special case that n represents the index

of refraction for crown-glass, and I the corresponding wave length in the

and this is the least value of the index of refraction which is possible ac

cording to CauchyV formula, tb-n v ir ajuvais that according to Cauchvi

formula when the index of reft m 1546 to I'W tm

wave length diminishes from 0-000396 ram to 0-00069,nm ;
when howeve

the index diminishes from 1-526 to 1-517 the corresponding wave lengt

ought, according to the formula, to increase from 0-00069 to infiuit),

result which to say the least i| extremely improbable.
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For all values less than 1-517 and therefore for 1-506, equation (4.)
gives imaginary values for K But by taking into consideration the influ-

ence which the ponderable particles exert upon the atoms of the ether
which was neglected by Cauchy, Redtenbacher develops the formula

i=«-f.*ia+
j

i...
(
5 .)

This formula agrees with observation very well within the limits of
the visible spectrum. When applied to Miiller's index of refraction 1 -506
for the extreme heat rays it gives for the corresponding wave length A the
value 0-0048"»«>, which is more than twice as great as that above deter-
mined by the author. Mtiller remarks that this difference is not surpris-
ing when we consider how uncei m of empirical for-

mulas far beyond the limits for whir , ;i„ i,
,'

„ :

:

. ients are determined.

deduced from the purely empirical formula. If we adopt this determin-
ation, 0-0048'nm for the wave length of the extreme dark rajs of heat,
we find that the entire solar spectrum embraces four complete octaves, of
which not quite one is made up of the visible spectrum.

—

Pogg. Ann.,

2. On the Preparation of Chromate of Lead, for use in Elementary
Analyses; by Dr. H. Vohl, (Liebig's Annalen, April 1858, p. 127, cited
from Chem. Gazette, No. 380, p. 319).—The employment of chromate of
«ad

!

in elementary analyses, in which it has many advantages over per-
«yd of copper, is considerably limited, partly by its cost, and partly by
>ts troublesome preparation; moreover, it could not hitherto be restored
to its original condition like oxyd of copper which has been used, so that
a[terit has served twice or at the utmost three times, it has become com-
pletely useless. The behavior of the nitrates to oxyd of chromium at a
re<i heat, led the author to examine into the action of nitrate of lead
uP°n the oxyd of chromium. He mixed together one equivalent of each

^bstance in fine po* I mixture in a porcelain crucible
0ver the spirit-lamp. A considerable reaction very soon took place. The
Jass caked together, and a great quantity of nitrous acid was evolved.
>v hen the evolution of gas had ceased and the mass was more strongly

jwjed, it fused, and on cooling furnished a radiately crystalline body of a
Uar* reddish-brown color, which, when triturated, gave a brownkh-ydJow
g>»der, and proved to be pure chromate of lead. When this salt is em-
P^edm elementary analyses, it is principally only the chromic acid that
s deprived of its oxygen ; and used chromate of lead may be again con-
Te
fted into the pure salt bv moistening it with nitric acid and atterwards

3
- On the Solubility of Sulphate of Strontia in Nitric Acid, Muriatic

f<and Acetic Acid: by R. Fresemus, (Liebig's Annalen, May, 1858,

Ltl 1
Cited from Chem. Gazette, No. 381, p.

338).-Accord.ng to the

"wors previous experiments, 1 part of sulphate of strontia dissolves in

'l.OOO to 12,000 parts of water containing a little muriaticand suiphu-

£
c a

5
ld

- ^at is, in a fluid such as is obtained when chlorid of strontium

^solved in water and the strontia is precipitated by an excess ot

«Phunc acid. Sulphate of strontia is, however, unequally soluble m

2*J containing a somewhat larger amount of nitric acid, muriatic acid,m «ven acetic acid. This must be taken into consideration in analyses.
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a. Pure t"> i.hatc of strontia was cligo>r.-i i: :

cold for two i i ic acid of spec. grav. 4"8. 150 grama

of the filtrate left 0-3451 gram, so that 1 part dissolved 435 parts. la a

second ftxpari ura is 1 : 432.

b. Another portion of sulphate of strontia was digested in the cold for

two days wft >'<<<] of spec. grav. 8-5. 100 grams left

0-2115, and another 100 grams 0*2104 gram. The average solubility of

sulphate of strontia in muriatic acid of the above strength is therefore

expressed by the proportion 1 : 474.

c. A third p<-iti >n was ;i L>, ,t. ,1 in th. <<.}[ \\>r tw>» days with pure di-

lute acetic acid containing 15-6 per cent of hydrated acetic acid. 100

grams of the filtrate left 0-0126 and 0-0129 gram. This gives the aver-

4. Ammoniacal Solution of Protoxyd of Nickel, a means

Silk and Cotton; by Professor Schlossberger, (J.f.pr.Chero.,

farm, p. 3*59, cited from Chem. Gazette, No. 383, p. 372).—

1

blue solution of freshly precipitated hydrate of pr

an extremely remarkable action upon silk. If silk threads !

contact with a drop of this - < ution nn 1. 1 t
; e microscopi

micular movements are observed in it, and at the same time they swell

up considerably and acquire a yellow color. Soon afterwards
-

become pale, in part (with raw silk) accompanied by considerable infla-

tions or ruptures of the external envelopes of the fibres, and finally com-

plete solution takes place. If silk be thoroughly kneaded up in a test-

glass by means of a glass rod with the blue "solution of nickel, it soon

becomes of a brownish yellow color, resembling that of hydrated oxyd of

iron ; it then becomes slippery and gelatinous, and at last furnishes a

brownish vellow solution.

If the silk fibres be washed with water in the first stage of their alter-

ation by the author's new reagent, all further action ceases; in later

stages of change, they are also fixed by washing. The same thing w

effected by a drop of weak acid, by the addition of which the fibre also

loses somewhat in volume, and becomes colorless.

Solutions of alkaline salts do not precipitate the solution

do solutions of sugar and gum. It is remarkable that a solution ot

CINH* restores the original violet-blue color to the brownish
);

-
"

solution of silk in NiONH 3
, without separati

of silk and nickel is abundantly precipitated

solution of silk in NiO NH 3
, without separating anything. 1

of silk and nickel is abui d this precipi-

tate (in colorless flakes of the aspect of hydrate of alumina) is permanent,

ids are not too strong. The fluid exhibits a greenish color.

Cellulose (cotton) is not at all altered, even by immersion tor set era.

days in the solution of N - ree "*?* "7

fibres of cotton still pre* >rm under the microscope,

and there was no trace either of swelling or coloration.
Potato-starcn

also did not swell up in it; inuline was gradually dissolved. ^No analogous action has yet been produced upon silk by means o

lutions of CoO, ZnO, and A12 3 in NH 3
. In the coloration, s

J
e,,,n='

and solution of silk by NiO, it is essentially a matter of \ff^'
whether the silk employed be raw silk, or silk deprived of its dre*mg

by boiling.
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5. The Discovery of the Composition of Water, (Athen., No. 1635,
Feb. 26, 1859).—Mr. Bennett, of the British Museum, has addressed a

letter to Sir Benjamin Brodie, Bart., which contains indisputable evidence

in favor of Cavendish's claim to the discovery of the composition of water.

The evidence was discovered by the late Robert Brown, Esq., and is not

* -i:r la

; decouvert, forme d'Air,

pears entirely to have escaped the notice of those who have advocated
1 iraidish's claims. It is the more conclusive as coming from De Luc,
the '-ami zelc," as he justly terms himself, of Watt, and who, in relation

to this question, believed himself " a portee d'en connoitre toutes les cir-

The testimony of De Luc is as follows :—" Vers la fin de l'annee 1 782,
j'allai a Birmingham, ou le Dr. Tri.->:l.-\ >\'m .it . .al.li depuis quelques

annees. II me communiqua alors que, M. Cavendish, d'apres une remarque
de M. Warltine, qui avoit toujours trouve de l'eau dans les vases ou il

avoit brule un melange de Vair inflammable et dair atmospherique,

s'etoit applique a decouvrir la source de cette eau, et qu'il avoit trouve

qu'uu melange (Fair inflammable et (Pair dephlogistique en proportion

cotivenable, etant all eonvertissoit tout

eptier en eau.—Je fus degr6 de cette decouverte."—
Me* *ur la Meteorologie, Tome 2, 1787, pp. 206-7.
The italics and inverted commas are De Luc's own.
In this communication, made by Cavendish to Priestley, the theory of

the composition of v. :!. The two gases—known to

tave been hydrogen and oxygen- '» due proportion,

and by means of the electric spark were entirely converted into water.

Referring to one of Cavendish's experiments, as recorded in his Journal,

wrd Jeffrey, the most candid - adwcaiw, Ufl

H "If he (Cavendish) had even stated in the detail of it that the airs

*ere converted, or changed, or turned into water it would probably have

wen enough to have secured to him the credit of this discovery as well

as to have given the scientific world the benefit of it in the event of his

death before he could prevail on his modesty to claim it in public. —
Edinburgh Review, vol. 87, p. 125. . . .

The evidence which this distinguished critic and judge regarded as suf-

ncent to establish Cavendish's claim is now afforded, not by a note m his

Pnvate journal, but by the testimony of the zealous friend oi Watt who

** that it was communicated to Priestley towards the end of 1782,

Jat is to say, several months before Watt drew his own conclusions from

Alley's bungling repetition of Cavendish's experiments. It was,

^eover, publifhecf to the world and suffered to remain uncontradicted

*foie all the parties were alive and in frequent intercourse with the author

It is a remarkable fact that notwithstanding all the researches made

^nent SaVan^L°
S

evlnce^ublished by De Luc, in 1787, remained

fevered, with an exception"that being, as above mentioned, the late

^bert Brown, Esq., and this is the more remarkable, whence remember
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that De Luc's chapter, already referred to, is especially devoted to anec-

dotes on the subject in question.

[We happen to know that this knowledge had 1

possession, at least for the last nine or ten years of his life, dm
from the time when he fur-

nished Ca v. i : information; also that he

regarded it as decisive of the controversy. So remarkable a retinence in

such a case is probably unparalleled, but is perfectly characteristic. It i*

to be hoped that Mr. Brown has left some record or indication to show

how he ;- >n ih 1 De Luc's statement, in 1787, of what occurred in 1782

uitii his (De Luc's) letters to Watt in 1783-4, now published in the

W'h'' correspondence. The only apparent solution of this new enigma,

consistent with the idea of De Luc's truthfulness, is that he bad at the

time misunderstood Priestley's verbal communication, but had been after-

wards corrected by Priestley. That the name of " Cavendish" is not a

lapsus for that of Watt is pretty certain. So, De Luc's statement, pub-

lished in 1787,—at a time when Watt and Cavendish were h

-may be regarded as his own reversal of the views he

1 in his correspondence with Watt, and even as an indication

jtanding of the parties at the time. And it is

i republication now should close the long controversy which followed

tne resuscitation of this correspondence by Arago.

—

Eds.]

6. On, the Electric Conducting-Power of the Metals ; by Augustus

Matthiessen, Ph.D., (L. E. and D. Phil. Mag., vol. xvi, p. 219).—The

following values for the conducting power of the metals were determined

in the Physical Laboratory at Heidelberg, under the direction oi

Kirchhoff, by the same method as is described in the " PhilosophicalKirchhoff, by t

Magazine," Fel

Silver, 100
Copper, No. 3, 77-43

Copper, No. 2, 72-00

Gold, 55-19

Sodium 37-43

Aluminium, 33-76

Copper, No. 1 30-63

Zinc, 27-39

Magnesium, 25-47

Calcium, 22-14

Cadmium, 22-10

Potassium, 20-85

Lithium, * 19-00

Iron, 14-44

Palladium, 12-64

Tin, 11-45

Platinum, 10-53

Lead, 7-77

Argentine, 7-67

Strontium, 6*71

Mercury,
,

Bismuth,

,
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0-884
Alloy of Bismuth 32 parts, . .

.

Antimony 1 part,

Alloy of Bismuth 12 parts, ) „ «.
Tin 1 part,

J"

'519 22 '°

Alloy of Antimony 2 parts, Zinc 1 part, . . 0*413 25'0

Graphite, No. 1, 0-0693 22-0

Graphite, No. 2, 0-0436 22-0

Gas-coke, 0-0386 25-0

Graphite, No. 3, 0-00395 22-0

Bunsen's Batterv-coke, 0-00246 26-2

'Tellurium, 0-000777 19-6

Red Phosphorus, 0-00000123 24-0

All the metals were the same as those used for my thermo-electric ex-

periments, with the exception of cadmium, which was purified by my
friend Mr. B. Jegel.

The alloys of bismuth-antimony, bismuth-tin, antimony and zinc were
determined in order to as* v give, with other metals,
such strong thermo-electric currents, they might be more advantageously
employed for thermo-electric batteries than those constructed of bismuth
and antimony.

Coppers No. 1, 2, 3 were wires of commerce. No. 1 contained small

zinc, and nickel. The low conducting power of

j*°. 1 is owing, as Prof. Bunsen thinks, to a small quantity of suboxyd
being dissolved up in it.

Graphite No. 1 is the so-called pure Ceylon; No. 3 purified German,
and No. 2 a mixture of both. The specimens were purified by Brodie's
patent and pressed by Mr. Cartmell, to whom I am indebted for the above.

The conducting power for gas-coke, graphite, and Bunsen's battery-

coke increases by heat from 0° to 140° C.; it increases for each degree
°'00245, i. e. at 0° C. the conducting power =100, and between the

common temperature and a light red heat about 12 per cent. The fol-

ding metals were chemically pure :—Silver, gold, zinc, cadmium, tin,

lead, antimon -1,, tellurium. Those pressed were

lead, stron-

tll"n, antimoi . and the alloys of bismuth-antimony

fid bismuth-

f

Vere made is described

"> the "Philosophical Magazine" for February, 1857.

II. MINERALOGY AND GEOLOGY.
1. Note on Rammelsberg's results with, regard to the Composition of

«« Titanic Iron Ores; by James D. Dana.—In this volume, at page
* 2 ', an abstract is given of the important researches of Prof. Rammels-

^rg on the titanic iron ores. One of the conclusions to which he arrives

Miat they are compounds in different proportions of titanate of prot-

. part of the FeO is often

^placed by magnesia (MgO). The proportions of the two in

Q'nerent varieties are mentioned, but the numbers given are m general
°njy approximate results from the analyses.

,

lfle great dominant fact in the titanic irons is their isomorphism with

^matite, Fe2()?, and if we adopt Laurent's view of the constitution of
s°ch compounds, instead of looking for a titanate and sesquioxyd com-
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bined, all the twelve varieties, with two or three exceptions, come very
<!•- iv under the general formula M 2 3,—M standing for ill I

(iron, titaniui! . manganese and magnesium) present. The folio

allows that the <•< >inci.Jence for the varieties analyzed is quite remarkable—all hut three or four giving almost exactly the ratio 1 : 1-5—2 : 3.

The formula M 2 3 appears to express the true nature of the compound.
2. Kaba-Deheczin Meteorite.—On the 15th of April, 185V, at 10h

p. m., a meteorite fell near Kaba in tin \ ini-x . 1 >. !i,-< /m in Hungary,
wad is bow in a public Cabinet at that place. It is named the Kaba-
Delreczin meteorite. Its weight before being broken was 1 pounds; but

is now reduced to 5| pounds. It has not been analyzed.
3. Okaba Meteorite.—On the 10th of October, 1857, some time after

i

!

.ere was a fall of a meteorite in the commune of Ohaba, east

of Carlsburg. It is pyramidal in form, 14£ inches in height, and w«gta
29 pouuds. Specific gravity according to Dr. Grailich, 3-1103. It con-

tains, according to Dr. Birkeisen :

Insoluble silicate (olivine), 4483

K»,Nil'S0), 23-76

Sulphuret of iron, 1314

"HMMJO

The specimen is in the Hof. Mineral Cabinet of Vienna.
4. Otologic Kansas Territory; by F. B. Meek and

F. V. Hayden, (Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philad., Jan. 1859).—This paper

gives the results of the most extensive explorations of the K
that have yet been made. They Avere undertaken last summer by Messrs.

Meek and Hayden, and were carried forward with their well-known care

and ability. The paper includes details respecting the Permian and Carbon-

|

tions of a considerable number of species. We cite a few pages

ueral section of the series, with their remarks upon
"As our examinations along the Kansas and Smoky Hill riven above

this point were made in more detail, where the outcrops were more fre-

quent and continuous, we have, as we believe, been able to trace out the

of the Smoky

Hence, we give below a general section

the Cretaceous sandstones (

38° 30' N., long. 98° W., and descending

formations seen along the Smoky Hill a

e bluff already mentioned, opposite th<

Big Blue river, on the Kansas. Tt is true, tin re are a few gaps

as well I

greater

intermediate formations seen along the Smoky Hill and Kansas

the base of the bluff already mentioned, opposite the mouth of

• - am in this sec-

3 slopes, but

as we know the position in the series, as well as°the extent of these gaps,

a have

been examined, the nature of the beds occupying them.
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General section of the Rocks of Kansas Valley from the Cretaceous down, so as

include portions of the upper Coal measures.

1. Red, brown, and yellowish, rather roai-se-smined sandstone, often ob-

liquely lammart I j. i i nmi- u m i eta n-. ; al-o fos>il

wiKxi and many leaves of dicotyledonous trees, some of which belong to exist-

'-

, -.

-

uite to the bluff's of

Jwabeen traversed i calcareous and ar-

so as to form thin -
i > iv,- and inter-

:'''

;

, ,.. ,, .- •
:

: •

> " '

or mouth of Smoky

a»last .••;: ,
i.'7*

«o sandstone, with .. ***** bJ calcareous

.,, ,-md heds of vel-

,.,, M.i„lin.i r r.it

mondial Cai

A. Kansas Falls 5
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14. Light grayish and yellowish magnesian limestone, containing many con

Monotis. 'Fort Riley and below; also at Kansas Falls and on Cottonwood creek.

16. Light yellowish magnesian ! >',<lal markings, frag-

ments o f small Crinoid columns, Pecten, Allorisma, Spieiyf ra, Orthisina urn-

Riley, and at other p/„r,,< „'/„,,. ,.-, d i„l,,„- Fort A'., ,ts mil as on Cottonmood

biserialis, <L-c. Locality same as lust '

21. Slope, no rocks seen. Below Fcrt Riley
21 Whin-!,, m limestone, rendered porooi hy

cavities left bv the weathering out of numerous F„„,!n,i. Tins is the In-ho-T

below Fort Rihy. ,,/ ih Kansas, and apparently

_
23. Bluish, light" gray, ami 1 YYYYhYY YYY YYYYnal hYvers of m:iirne*ian

&c. Ten miles below Fort Rile,,'.

24 Hard. ver\ U utth Fu**Uu%*>*

25. Slope, with oeea-ional cxirHiia,, thin lavers of F„s„lo,a limestone,

and seams of graj ,,,'nia, Monotis, Pecten, and frag-

ments of Synocladia biserialis. Near same locality as last

J". Light gray argillaceous limestone, showing on weathered surfaces a

Offden Ferry,an'd JAiJ,"//"!,'. '. '.[[']'] .'?. YY.'. .'.".".'.V.'.Y
'.'.'.". '.'."/.

•js. Whitish <

.uto/Oy
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J harder Beams an
"'

; '//

tan •••

-t..iu-, with dark laminated clays, or soft -hair, rohtainin;: great quantities <

/ /•'. rnlindrn-a var. v >,;,: <^,^ 1 hs,; ,,a Manhattan, ;s>

"!>• I
>

S
/ '

••>"•' •

unefir KrvgonnfiaABynocU

nid*, Chonetes, and Mt/ali»n in mult, species Same locality ax last 4*

40. Light greenish, v "
I " l|,,-" ,wn

7
nearly to high water mark of the Kansas, pjH ' >> h <>/ Blue River..

. 11

The foregoing general section of the strata seen along the valley of

Kansas and Smoky Hill rivers, from the mouth of Blue river to the 98th

degree of west tongitude, is presented in its present form more with a

view of illustrating the vertical range of the organic remains found in

these rocks, than as an attempt to group the 1>eds into formations that

may be expected to preserve their distinctive Iithological characters

throughout areas of any great extent. As this has necessarily been done

from a knowledge of only a portion of the fossils characterizing these

strata, it is quite probable." when more extensive collections are obtained,

that it maybe found mn-arv «-\.-u on this principle, to classify and

group the beds somewhat differently. We are also aware that some of

these beds probably inm-a- -r <lii.ih.Mi greatly in thickness, or may

even entirely thin out, at no very great distances from the localities where

It will ^'observed we have in this general section, without attempt-

ing to draw lines between the systems or great primary divisions, pre-

*nted in regular succession thevanoiis beds with the fossils found in

each, from the Cretaceous sandstone on the summits of the Smoky Hills,

down throu-h several hundred feet of intermediate doubtful strata, so as

to include the beds containing Permian types of fossils, and a^consider-

"Me thickness of rocks in which *, Im-I u'-' '-"»'
• -

.

" f «Prr

"J*

1
'

nonzon we should draw the line between t

11 k equally difficult to define the limits b

'
i " 1; '~mU -

c j „ W* !n orpat
Bern "

r, i f this section we find we na\e in great

;
, lt ,.l to the coal measures, we u»>

'*&rd to the identity with the Russian species.

i the Permian and beds



dens, (or a closely allied specie.-.) Reteia Mbrmyim, Rhynchonella Ut

phalu* similar to /•.' r 51 res, while the few new
and undetermined specie- a— ..•h,.-..] with these, are, for the most part,

ledly more nearly allied to Carboniferous than Permian form
We should Ih-iv r mark, however, that we occasionally met with a spe-

cies of Monotis, allied to the Permian species M. speluncar'm

cladia bisericU -a Permian genus,} at

1 riz. 1- r.u h, n, ,rh t!i base of this section, .

Mi-sou; :. We even found ;i single specimen of this Monotis as low down
as bed Xo, 9, of the section taken near the landing at Leavenworth City,

which must occupy a posii feet below the lowest beds

of the above section. Still a- this shell is very rare in the lower rocks,

and the Synocladia is a distinct species from the well known Permian
form of the old world, while they are both, at these horizons, associated

with great numbers of the common well-known coal-measure species, we

of these genera at an eai er p in this , ,n,ti\. than in the old

world. This, it seems to us, is more philosophical than it would be to

ita with their vast numbers of well

find with these occasionally a few forms which would in the old world be

regarded - characteristic of the Permian epoch.
Takii g it foi gi in < i th n. th t w< h iv< , w\u d this section down far

enough to include, not only all the beds containing almost exrlu-iv -v

Permian forms, but a considerable portion of the upper coal measures, it

will be interesting to notice, as we ascend in the series, how far each of

the coal-measure species mentioned in the lower part of the section, as

well as of a few others that occur above and below, ran-
Thns we see that Fusulina cylindrica var. ventricosa, Ch< ,

iana, and Retzia Mormonii were not met with above division No. 37:

while Spirifer planoconvexus, Productus splendens ? and Rhynchonella

Uta, were not observed above 34, nor Spirifer cameratus above 32.

common in the coal meas-

ures of Kansas and Missouri, was not seen above 22; nor was any spe-

cial or variety of that genus observed above this horizon.

Apparently the same species of Monotis, mentioned at various I n-

zons far beneath, were occa tnd 20, gene-

rally associated with the same soecief WW far down

coal measures.
Synocladia Iibiseriulis, and a Spirigera allied to S. suMUt^ H '''

luenucai, aiong with a new species of Chonetes we have called

i ranges down into the beds near the base of

Along with these were also Productus Norwoodi and Ori
mardiana, both of which are common in the c<

and a large Orthisina similar to 0. umbraculum, but apparently more

finely striate.

Ascending through the intermediate beds to No. 12, we continue to

meet with nearly all the species mentioned in 19, with the exception of

Chonetes mucronata. We also have, first in 18, a large species of Pro-
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• i P. (Jalhotinianus by Pi similar to

some varieties of P. semirt ' Prof. S., to present

well marked interna! differences. There is likewise" added in 16, a large

,i Spiriffi r simil ir to S BOW gibbous;

•

notis, so often mentioned below, "in 12, we also have added a small

Spirifer similar to S. lineatus, but perhaps more nearly allied to the

Permian Bpeci< - ". King.

The succeeding bed above, No. 11, appears also to contain a mingling

of Permian with coal-measure forms, for we have in it the following

Permian types, viz., Myalina very similar to M. squamosa, Pimm
subcuneatus, Bakevellia parva and Mot a A">,/i-

phalus near E. rugosus, the same <i'.

] <- "' to S. sub-

liana.

On passing into the next division above, No. 10, we find we have lost

si-rlit <A all the ehara -, uu 1 '— the X/Arigrni

some of the beds below be regarded as only a m
a which bowsvw, w* I

»ctj for witu

this exception, nearly all the fossils seen by us in this division, are such

as would be regarded as Permian types. Although the number of species

found by us in No. 10 is not great, individual specimens are often nu-

merous. Above this horizon we saw no more fossils throng

thickness of various colored clays, elaystones, &c, until ascending to the

Cretaceous sandstones crowning Smoky Hills.

If we c}o r Wf«» of an intermediate

group of rock- ahove
> ^J

the coal measures below, and must dm Wow which

be regarded as Carbonif
1 principles alone, carry i

passage from the Carbonifer-

ous to the strata containing Permian types/however is so gradual here

that it seems to us no one, undertaking to class,:,

any knowledge of the classi
'vou d 1,a

/
e

separated then
r Pal

f
ont°-

logical grounds ™ not, so far as our kno*

tends, separated by anv
break* Indeed the fact that some of the Permian types oec

So. 10, were - many Car-

boniferous species would seem to indicate that even No. 10 may possibly

We been deposited just before the close of a period of transition from

the conditions of the Carboniferous, to those of the 1 eriman epocn.

. "The apparent absence of fossils in the beds above No. 10 renders^it

^possible, with our present information, to detern.

»Pper limits of the series containing Permian forms. It is true, there is

* We have been informed by Dr. J. O. Norwood, former Stategeologist of HU-
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which might appear to form a natural line of division between the beds
containing the Permian t'.^-ik and those above, in which we found no
organic remains; but this seems to be local, and although the

feature presented by the zone of gyp-uin deposit-, ab..Te it, we find be-

tween the beds and layers of gypsum, and far above the horizon at

which they occur. UuMi, nT.vhi.-li. and - .tln-r colored clays, not only
similar to tho>,. between the beds and layers of limestone coi

Permian fossils in division No. 10, but also precisely like I

clays between the beds of limestone of the upper Carbonifen
below. Again, in these clays of the gypsum zone, as well as through I

bs of clays above it, there are occasion!

dftvstose, which sometimes pass into seams of magnesian limestone, ex-

actly like some of those containing Permian fossils, in division No. 10.

We saw no fossils in these seams amongst the gypsum-bearing beds, nor

higher in the series, but it is probable they may yet be found in some of

the more calcareous portions.

Another fact apparently indicating some kind of relation between the

gypsum-bearing beds, as well as some of the high.-r deposits, and the

rocks below, is, that we often find both in the clays between the beds of

gypsum, and those between the limestone containing the Permian fossils,

the same peculiar appearance caused bv the cracking of the clays and
siibsequ.Mi! infiltration of calcareous matter, seen in division No. 5. At
some places the thin plates of limestone formed by the impure calcareous

!:: these cracks, may be >e..-n i ;m i\in- ihi.-mj-h some rather

thin beds of I ., intersect each

other at every angle. W'le-r- I.... „\ \\ i- kind have been exposed for

any length of time along near the tops of bluffs, the - A

"
. . .

•..:;. -

From these facts we are inclined to suspect,—though we are fully

aware that it is a question which can only be determined upon evidence

m organic remains,—that not only the gypsum-bearing de-

posits, but a large portion, it' not all, > ( division No. 5, belongs to the

same epoch as the beds containing the Permian fossils below.
Between No. 5 and the Cretaceous above, there is still a rather ex-

tensive series of beds in * us; these may
be Jurassic or Triassic, or both, though as we have elsewhere
we rather incline to the opinion that they may prove to belong to the

former. As we have fulh u in regard to the Creta-

ceous age of the highest d a paper read

Vcademy in December last, and in an article in the American

Journal of Science, January, 1859, it is unnecessary for us to add any-

thing further on that subject here.
As already stated, our observations along the Kansas valley, to within

twelve or fourteen miles of the mouth of Big Blue river, were too iso-

lated to determine in all cases the relations between outcrops seen at

different places. Consequently, although we saw at several p
this part of the valley, indications of a westward or northwestwai !

n
-

nation of the strata, we were left in some doubt whether or not there is
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of the rocks in that direction, between Waboui

and the Missouri. Above this poii

more connected, and the exposures r

termine very sat isfa at least irom near

uniform dip towards the west or northwest, so that in ascen<

sas valley from this region, we are constantly meeting W

more modern rocks, as those we leave behind pass beneai

From the foregoing statements it will be seen that ii

the dip of the strata to the northwest, and in some slight degree to the

fall of the Kansas and Smoky Hill rivers, the whole of the foregoing

general section below No. 12 passes beneath the level of the Smoky Hill,

between the mouth of Blue river and Chapman's Creek. ConseowSitly,

tbi limesfc aes of the succeeding :- - ?tb i and less dura-

ble than those below, and separated by heavy beds of clay ; we find, as

might be expected, that the country here in the region of the mouth of

Chapman's Creek, is much lower than at Fort Riley and below.

On reaching the mouth of Solomon's Fork, we found the face of the

country characterized by long gentle grassy slopes, no part of it near the

river apparently being elevated more than about 60 or 10 feel

surface. A short distance beyond thi-. - ihnpse of the

which were seen in a "f west from

tl„ sun imdit :' h«w . unm 1 ke lark I lu«

th« !„ ris ,n . On !
•! biagl ese, we found them always sit

mlnni^ I i.ktMiu tn. m i ml iM,-uie three hundred and fitly

feet above it. The immediate bluffs of the river here, are generally com-

' , and that

i of these hills a

ona No. 4 and 5 of the foregoing general section and that

-

From 5>me of these lull- on the north Bid.
.

-

tw. n it and ^ <,.,!-. id :.n .

of the surrounding country. In the n

d sigh* and as the dip of d ^STS*
ble that some of this are not only chiefly made up ot tne sanu

stone No. 1, but surmounted by the other Cretaceous beds *os. 2 and 3

v -. -

;

^
-
-- • .-":;

formations
i

on Republican river, not more

mmtj miles north of this* . , . , , . . - :,

i8 merely designed to give a bnet ske ch of the

leading geological features of these portions of northeastern Kana

,:-.,-. ..

•
.

.
- -; "-

•
- -; „

- to other portions of the Mississippi valley, when

we state" fi affer having travelFed extensively in the Great A

after having seen many of its most favored spots we have met witlt
i

no

attractive features than Kansas Territory. Hex

Secretary of War, Dec. 5th, 1857, page 497.
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ween the extremes oflie.it and cold, while the rich virgin

itiful prairie* in admirably adapted to the growth of all

"rain and root crops of the west.

it in some districts there is rather :i deft.

;ts are known to have sprang Up DO nini

lie country became settled so as to keep out the animal

the present scarcity of timber should not 1- regarded a-

serious obstable to the settlement of tin

ive with vast herds of buffalo that were seen quietly grazing as t.ir

eye could reach in every direction. Even on the high divide lr-

the Smoky Hill and Arkansas runs, south of this, we found the

:h and supporting a dense growth of grass; and from all we could

rom persons who have gone further out, the same kind of country

s tor a long distance beyond this, towards the west. Hence we in-

t the belt of unproductive lands between the rich country on the

rid the eastern base of the Rocky Mountains on the west, is much

er than is generally supposed ; and even this so-called desert coun-

known to possess a good soil, which may be rendered fruitful by

egard to the mineral resources of Kansas, we have at present only

nd space to say a few words. As already stated, coal is known to

hough its extent is not yet fully determined, at several localities in

gion of Leavenworth City, while the geological structure of the

.-, as well as discoveries already made, warrant the conclusion t»v

portant and useful mineral abounds at many localities south of

Limestone suitable for building purposes, and the production of

me, ,-xist throughout large areas, while inexhaustible beds of gyp*

m\ river. Near this piae.- w,- \'ik!-\\V.''sax\

l

'iii t'h

"

ruble to .:'.':. rn

i lie flora belongs to the Miocene p<

that of the Miocene deposits of Upper
<iorf, Leoben, etc. It is also near that <

some relations to that of Bilin in Boh
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Among the species 1 of them has a representative in Central Europe, 4

n Southern Europe, 2 in Central Asia, 10 in North America, 2 in South

America, « in the East Indies, and 2 in Australia.

fAe CHfflfl/c Indicated Is subtropical or from l;,° V. 21° 7?.
_

The especially tropical sp.'..-ic<s are ,IWor„.....,

lOWte poh/morphu, Clssits platani/o/io, Sti-rrulm I tmlobonentu, Ptero*

vrmum duhlum, (Jvpanodes miocenkus. = 6.

Uintpt/ms pannonlca, Androvicilltts paradoxus, lihuwnns^ Auaustnin,

M'irtus Aus/riora, Leg^mvawnUi nmtharioid* s, /..

The warm temperate -;»•. i. > arc Cupmhs !,.:,,,,,,,
.

I

mi. Pinites Partschii, Betula prism, B. JinmaiilartH.

Fa>jus castmietrfolia, Qucrrvs llaidhvpri, Plamra I'lajfri, Lifjiudamhar

Hr'qHtiu,}, Stij'rax prist'* it u m, . \a r ps( adocreticum, Pterocurya Haidtnyeri.

The species particularly North American in type are Fayus castanea-

K tyurtu* Ilnidingeri, Liquidambar europceum, Laurus Swoszotcicv-

jEffiwifffiii ambl ,trs paradoxus.

These beds contaii Kii; !- ww»g remains of

Mammals- Cybium Partschii Miin-t.. auont: I"Ui.- ;
Mdanopis Marhn-

«w Fer., if. ^ «« Fer., if. /»/-/, 7*t<m;» Mm.st.,

C/toataro Eiclnv.. I
* »'•• G **«*«<«• Partsch

>

«nong Molluscs: Ctfthekna ten. > _ n
6. (to ^ Tertiary Flora of' • ^ Dr

;.
°- vo°

EmsosHAusEx.—This paper is finely iHn*

*ore», Artocarpete,

Apocynaceje, Bignoni;
<**. HuphorbiacT-rr. li

,

The Flora has its ,

<ace.T. Myrtacere, am
« specks out of the
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and Chiton* some peculiar species of SantalaceEe, Sapotacese, and Le-
gum.nosea? This relation to Aim j, evident

>

he fossil flora of Sotzka. Only 11 -

the warm temperate climates, namely, Juniperites ecenica, J',
ostrobus Querent deformis, Q. Goepperti, Alnites Reussii, Planera Un-
gen Saltcites stenophyllos, Laurus Lalages, Ilex Oreadum, Rhamnus
colubnnoides, Juglans hydro oh Ha.

7. Fossil Flora of Koflach, near Gratz, in Styria.-Dr. C. R. von
lUflO has described the plants of Koflach in the Jahrbueh der

*.*. geol. Reichsanstalt of Vienna, 1857, p. 738. They are of the

mon
C

wi

e

t,

e,

;

a

h F"*^?*??"* 12
°f WhJch aTe neW

'

and 15 Com -

mon with the flora of Fohnsdorf in Styria. More of the species occur inUw Miocene of Switzerland than in the fossil flora of Schauerleithen near
ritten in Lower Austria, and but very few of them are found in ;h •

Parschlug deposit. The most common species are the Sequoia Langs-
dorfi Heer, and Alnus Kefersteinii Goepp.; and next to these Glypios-
trobus Furopceus Heer, Betula Brongniartii Ettings., and Carpinus
Jieem Among the peculiar species there is a Myrka Joannis Ettings.,

turn Ettings Dombeyop^
Fuonyrnvsli

hus macroph/l
lus Ett, also related to a North Amen, j „llum crassi-
nerve and F. Stmaeum Ett, analogues of tropical Euphorbiacee. The
paper is illustrated by many excellent wood-cuts and three plates.

8. Un some deposits in Tuscany containing Fossil Leaves ; by C. T.
^audin of Lausanne, and Marquis C. Strozzi of Florence.—According
to a notice in the Jahresb. k. k. Geol. Reichs. 1858, p. 135, these Tuscan
deposits are situated in the upper part of the valley of the Arno, at
Montajone, Bozzone and Malmerenda. These and the Piedmont beds of
tmeri Guarena, Sarzanello and others, and those of Sinigaglia, are on
nearly tne same horizon with those of Parschlug, Tallya, Swoszowice,
Weichenberg, Schossnitz, and also the S imgen, Ischel,
S<-hrotzburg, Albis, Locle and the upper freshwater mollasse, while of
older tertiary (Eocene above the nummulitic beds), are the deposits of
Cadibon^ Bagnasco, Std ,„,' Aarwangen. Moulin-

uT ' ^ ^
e-Rhonen

' Em> Pochette, Ri vaz, Ralligen, Waggis, in Switzer-
land

;
and Hanng, Sotzka, Monte Promina of Austria.

9. Fost-terhary of the St. Lawrence Valley; by J. W. Dawsos,
(Canadian Nat and Geol, iv, 23).-This paper* describes and figures a
number of new species,,;

J two or three localities,

mentioned in the former paper, (see this Journal, [2], xxv, 275, and Can.
Nat. and Geol. n, 401). ]

, d from the
memoir. 5 ^ ° l

Section at Logan's Farm :

Soil and Sand, - - . . _ . . .19
Tough reddish clay,---__" '_

. o 0|
Gray sand, a few specimens of Saxicava rugosa, Mytilus edulis,
Tdhna Gramlandica, and Mya arenaria, the valves gener-
ally united, ----____- 8
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Tough reddish clay, a few shells of Astarte j

Leda Portlandica, - 1 1

Gray sand, containing detached valves of Saxicava rugosa,

Mya truncata, and Tellina Gramlandica ; also Trichotropis

borealis, and Balanus crenatus : the shells in three thin

layers, 8

Sand and clay, with a few shells, principally Saxicava m de-

tached valves, 13
Band of sandy clay, full of Natica clausa, Trichotropis borea-

lis, F. <--,', h ni't'tus, H'lccinnum undatum, Astarte Lauren-

tiana, Balanus crenatus, &c. &c, sponges and Foraminifera.

Nearly all the rare and deep-sea shells of this locality occur

inthisband, - - 3

Sand and clay, a few shells of Astarte and Saxicava, and re-

mains of sea-weeds with Lepralia attached ; also Foram-

inifera, 2

Stony clay, boulder clay.

It thus appears that at Logan's farm we have littoral species at top,

and that all the rare and deep-water fossils, as well as the Lepralia and

tively thin band near the base of the

deposit. This corresponds precisely with the order observed c
1—

-

v -

in the vicinity of Montreal ; though at Logan's farm the arrang

somewhat more complex than in other localities.

Beauport.—I visited this celebrated deposit for the first time last

autumn. At first sight it consists of a mass of stratified sand and

gravel, equivalent to the Saxicava sand of Montreal, and resting on

boulder clay Til,' * with Saxicava, Tellina, <fec.

;

and the underlying boulder clay as usual contains no fossils My experi-

ence in the Montreal deposits, however, led me to expect a bed, however

thin, representing the Leda clay, between these; and on searching at the

junction of the two great beds above mentioned, I was gratified by find-

ing a layer of sand about thre* ^ wf thyarer

shells of the deposit. t-haraa-rKtic of its deeper waters, such as turn*

tornatus, Pecten hi *»»» Modiolana discors, «fcc.

The Rhynconella p, this layer, and in such a manner

*> to leave no doubl
* very spot where

it lay anchored to the stones of the surface of the drift. On these .tones,

however, I found a new and interesting field for observation In the thin

layer above referred to, all the stones, as well as those that lay on the

surface of the boulder day or partly imbedded in it, were covered w.th

the remains of ma 1 planus crenatus Sjnrwto

tnistrorsa, Spiral ,
*&^rtJwiK

J

or^evidJL represented^^^Sr2 dXSr^ti eotre'd by the Saxicava «£
This bottom aUhouS no clay has been deposited on it represents the

^a clay aTMontreal, %Lt exceedingly rich in the fossils usually found

* Sir C. Lyell notices the fact that these shells are more abundant in the lower
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at the surface of that bed.

Montreal.

The paper concludes as follows

:

"In so far as general conclusions in geology are

vations of the past year do not in any way conflict with the conclusions

lying non-fossiliferous boulder clay, a deep-water bed of clay or sand (the

Leda clay of Montreal), and overlying shallow-water sands and gravels,

the Saxicava sand of my former paper. This arrangement shows a

gradual upheaval of the land from its state of depression in the boulder-

clay period, corresponding with what has been deduced fro

68 in the Old World. 'The upheaval of the bed of the glacial

sea,' says Forbes, < was not sudden but gradual. The phenomena so well

described by Prof. Forchhammer in his essays on the Danish
eating a conversion of a muddy sea of some depth into one choked up

with sand banks, are, though not universal, equally evident in the British

Isles, especially in Ireland and the Isle of Man.'*
'

We now have in all, exclusive of doubtful forms, sixty-three species of

Marine Invertebrates from the Post-Pliocene or Pleistocene clays of Ifafl

oc. Lawrence vauey. All, except four or five species belonging to iu«

older or deep-water part of the deposit, an know n as living shells of the

Arctic or Boreal regions of the Atlantic. About half of the species are

fossil in the Pleistocene of Great Britain. A majority of the v

now living in the Gulf of St. Lawrence and on the neighboring coasts;

and I have reason to believe that the dredging operations carried on by

the officers of the Geological Survey in the past summer, will enable us

to recognize all but a few as living Canadian species. In so ;'

marine life is concerned, the modern period in this country is connected

with that of the boulder clay by an unbroken chain of animal

These deposits in Lower Canada afford no indie

fauna; but the remains of Elephas Primigenius in beds of similar ..,'-

in Upper Canada.f show that during the period in question great eli.urj >

occurred among the animals of the land : and we may hope to find simi-

lar evidences in Lower ("
t«re, as' on the

Ottawa, the debris of land-plants and land-shells occur in the marine

1 from the Author's MSS. and other papers bv J. W. M UJ
"J

. Chem. Univ. of Alabama.—The death of Prof. 1

J.:;il Survey of Alabama, that had been in progress under h:«

charge, unfinished, and the preparation of his Second Report
A large part of the MS. was given to the printers in 1856 : b

or two signatures had been printed b-tbrc hi> deeea-e in March. !-"•

The manuscript, partly in confusion and partly lost through some care-

lessness on the part of the printer, u die hands ot

f Reports of Geol. Survey; LyeU's Travels.
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Prof. Mallet, the Chemist of the Survey, and

suits have been brought out. The volume tr<

of the northern part of the State, giving some

rian, Devonian and Carboniferous rocks, and also the metamorphic, witli

particular descriptions of iron ores and other economical products. It

also mentions local details on the newer deposits of the State. The im-

portant statement is here made that the " Gnathodon beds" of Mobile

bay, regarded as fossil beds by Lyell, are beyond doubt accumulations

made by the aborigines of the country. They are often in heaps and

contain ashes, burnt shells and charcoal, and bear no evidence of accu-

mulation by wave action. The Report of Prof. Mallet, as Chemist of the
s

ir\. y. contains analyses of a large number of rocks and ores.

11. The Earthquake Catalogue of the British Association, with the

Discussions, Curves and Ma]-, .-(. : l.v Robert Mallet, C.E.,F.R.S., and

John William Mallet, Ph.D., Prof. Chem. University of Alabama.

From the Transactions of the British Association for the Advancement of

Science, 1852 to 1858 : being Third and Fourth Reports. Lond. 1858.

—This thick 8vo volume contains the papers of the authors on earth-

quakes contributed to the British Association at the meetings from 1852

to 1858; of their thoroughness and great value it is not necessary here

to speak. The work is indispensable to all who would understand the

subject in its details and full breadth. The paper of 1858 is now for the

first time issued, as the Report of the Association for last year has not

yet been distributed : and it has special interest as it reviews the " Facts

and Theories of Earthquake phenomena," and is illustrated by several

fine maps.

12. Catalogue of Mineralogical, Geological and Palceontological Speci-

mens, Collections, Models, etc., offered for sale at the Bheinische Minera-

lien-Comptoir of Dr. A. Krantz, at Bonn in Prussia. American edition,

1859, pp. 48.—Collectors of mineral and geological specimens will be

glad to know that Dr. Krantz has published an American edition of his

Catalogue, and that it may be obtained gratis on application to Messrs.

J- F. Luhme & Co., who have been appointed his sole agents for the

United States. This Catalogue will serve an excellent purpose in guiding

mineralogists and others as to the comparative value of mineral and

geological specimens, and at the same time it gives an idea ot the ex-

uded scale upon which Dr. Krantz conducts business in his justly cele-

toted establishment.

III. BOTANY AND ZOOLOGY.

wtionof Agricv.it v iti. v»»»«.«
!*£, with additions, bv George Th, kb.k, IV ,f. of Mat. Med. and Bot.

«>N.Y. College of Pharmacy. New York : Moore & Co. 18o9, pp.

460, l8mo._Dr. Darlington's Agricultural Botany was always a favorite

Jd»to new dress it deserves to be still more so While regretting

^ the author, at i
indisposed to assume the labor

f
a revise," 'we a be task must fall into younger

haads, it could hardly fall into better ones than those ot the present editor.
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He has extended the limits of the work so as to include the commoner
medicinal p itrre shrubs as are worthy of

and has added a brief, remarkably well written, and pertines

torv chapter upon the Structure of Plants, followed by a key to the nat-

ural orders of the plants described in the volume. In a book so full of
'"I" rinat >n ' it us n! pi ir k it seems hardly fair to promote the term
1 weeds' to the head of the title—by these mean:'
unwelcome individuals that will persist in growing where they are not
wanted." But, after all, so far as botany can help him, the farmer needs

rather to be i tpose of his enemies than how to make
the most of his friends. This edition is illustrated by good wood engrav-

ings of many of the plants described, in great part from original 0t»*»
ings from the skillful pencil of Mr. Anthony Hochstein. a. g.

2. Journal of the Proceedings of the Linncean Society (Botany), No.

10,(1858); contains:

—

Synopsis of Legnotidece, by George Bentham. He still regards these

plants as forming a mere " tribe of Rhizophoracece," and as having "a
general affinity with Cunoniacece and with Lythracece," as Brown long

ago suggested. Mr. Bentham distinguishes nine genera, one of which is

new, and about twenty-one species. One of the most interesting of these

is a new Crossostylis, detected (in fruit only) by Prof. Harvey in the

fewer carpels in its gynsecium than Forster's C.

tk>B of which we are indebted to the South Pacific

Exploring Expedition under Capt. Wilkes. Mr. Bentham also contrib-

JVotice of the Rediscovery of the genus Asteranthos, Desf, by Mr.

Spruce.—Although ticketed as from Brazil, this curious plant was sus-

pected to be African, because Napohm - African; but

Spruce has now confirmed its American origin by finding it, in great

abundance, upon the banks of one of the tributaries of the CY.^iuiar 1
.

lew of the close affinity of these two

plants with the Myrtacece.

Monograph of the Eucalypti of tropical Australia, with an arrange-

ment, for the use of Colonists, according to the Structure of the Bark;

inand Milller, Government Botanic, Victoria.—The zealous

and indefatigable Dr. Muller here de» - >at part from

the region which he had assisted to explore in Gregory's expedition. The

which will need translation beiore

they can well be used by the colonists.

On some Tuberiform Vegetable Productionsfrom China; by the Rev.

M. J. Berkeley.—One of &«M apparently structure-

less rounded bodies are), the Pu-foo-ling of the Chinese, known imme-

morially in the northern part of China, where it is largely used as a drug

be identical with the Tuckahoe or Indian-bread of the Atlantic United

States (Lycoperdon solidum, of Gronovius in CL
>* of S, hw.-init/, S. qiganteum of Torrey, the Pachyma

Cocos of Fries); thus adding another to the lore
or nearly so to China or Japan and to the eastern side of North America.
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insoluble in water, though it diss tions, forming neu-

tral pectates, whence the pectic acid is separated by the addition of muri-

atic acid, in the form of a colorless jelly : This jelly may be pre-

pared so as to form an agreeable article fur the dessert."

We have not at hand the Gardener's CbrojMck for '
Q

Mr. Berkeley, in which the late Professor Ellet's accc

But we will' at once reclaim the discovery and the original publication 01

culars for Professor Torrey, who, we may .ay, discovered that

Tuckahoe was composed of pectine before pectine was itself discovered

by Braconnot. Prof. Torrey's original paper upon the subject was read

before the Lyceum of Natural History, New York, in the year 1819, and

was published in the N. Y. Medical Repository for December, 1820 ;
in

this, after chemically ascertaining the properties of the substance, as since

recognized, he adds that, " having shown that this principle differs from

all those before described, it must be considered as a new species, and

may be called Sclerotin." In 1827, after the publication of Braconnot's

paper upon pectic acid, Dr. Torrey republished his earlier paper, with

ons, in the New York Medical and Physical Journal (vol vi,

No. 4), and showed the identity of the two substances. Moreover, he

no-lit with good reason,—the characters assigned

by Braconnot to pectic acid, being unable to detect any acid properties

in the Tuckah iBg the acid reaction of the so-called

pectic acid, as prepared, to some of the muriatic acid employed for coagu-

lating the solution being entangled in the jelly so completely that it could

not be removed by the most copious washing, even with alkali. And

Braconnot's b<
; T ected to

.

be mfe mlx"

ti,™ ,f Ae „ employed to dissolve it, and entan-

when the jelly was formed. Inasmuch as Prot.

auonswere perfectly well known to the

late Prof. Ellet, it seems probable that they were duly referred to in his

only should have been.

Notes on Abuia, a genus of Menispermea* ; by Prof. Grisebach of Got-

tingen
; correcting its characters and limitation, and reducing to it Ane-

ksma of Miers.

Notes on Arctic Plants, by Prof. Dickie of Belfast.

No. 11, issued early in the present year, contains several ftides; 0I

which much the longest and most important is Dr F. Muller s paper on

Acacia, with annotations by Mr. Bentham. A note oim«

Morphology of the Balsaminacece, by Prof. Henfrey, promises no small

interest, bZ the present number closes with it, mere commencement^

3. Walpees, Annates Bot. Systematica; cotinned by^ ^Mjjkl-

^-Vol. IV, the first of the continuation, closes with the £<^'«*£
-a full abstract of Klotach's well-known memoir. The^d^s

d ê

r
,

e

s
the less needed, inasmuch as the order is «ow printing in DeCandoles

P/odromus. The first fasciculus of the fifth volume, issued at the
>

close

of the past year, carries on the work from the Pa**fi<™* *^X££
n^eous Composites. This is a very useful compilation, but not remarKamy

forr.



by Henfrey in Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., Feb. 1859).-
Mr. Kegel stoutly denies vegetable parthenogenesis altogether; but some

• tions are those of a special pleader rati

gator, such especially as his remarks upon the case of Ccelebogyne. He
records, however, some new observations upon Spinacia and M

•v strongly cutting them in. he Bo*
male flowers constantly developed, which without great care would have
escaped notice

; whence he concludes that the results obtained by Nau-
lisne are valueless. He thinks he might find imperfect an-

thers upon female plants of Ca>lebogyne ! It is to be hoped th
have the opportunity of searching for them ; also that the French bot-

repeat his experiments upon Mercurialis, Ac. But how does
Kegel reach the conclusion if an embryo may in certain cases be de-
veloped when fecundation is prevented then stamens are wholly superflu-
ous structures ? As, on the one hand, there is considerable reason to sus-

pect that hermaphrodite plants couth, would after a
while become sterile and so verge to extinction, so, on the other, sexual

t may be strictly necessary to the perpetuation of th
without being strictly indispensable for every generation. And if there

really be parthenogenesis in plants (and the evidence still seems to show

ordinary fruits, especially in polyspermous ones, are sometimes perfected

without fecundation. Natura non facit saltum. a. g.

.

5 - Xoho
. , pian tes par \e Semis, et

twris sur VHeredite dans les Vegetaux. Are. : par M. Louis Vilmobik.
Paris, 1859, 8vo paraphl., pp. 64.—This ven nteresting pamphlet is

D and reprint of several of Louis Vilmorin's important com-
munications to the Cent

, :
, v f France and to the

Academy of Sciences ; to which is prefixed a French translation of a

memoir upon the Amelioration of tl i kited by his

•ns of the London Horticultural So-

ciety (but not before published in the vernacular of the autli

memoir, as the younger Vilmorin informs us, was the point of departure

for his own investigations in this field, and «vati contains the germ otus own investigations in this field, and <

t of the ideas which
'

3 developed upon the theory ot tne

i of plants from the seed. These papers claim the attention

of the philosophical naturalist, no less than of the
Most of our esculent plants are dev ral state of the

species, which have arisen under the care and labor of man in very early

every year, indeed
; but between these particula/varieties, the differences,

however well marked, are not to be compared for importance with

those changes which the wild plant has generally undergone, in assum-
ing the esculent state. In this amelioration or alteration, as in other

cases, Jest la premiere pas que coute. For the altered race, once origin-
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ated, has much less stability than the wild stock ; it accordingly tends,

not only to degenerate (as the cultivator would term it) towards its origi-

-

tors. This ex] j
obtain new

.;. .-Nihility. To detect the

earliest indie, I to select for the parents of the new

eeeded in producing the esculent carrot from the wild stock in the course

of three generations,—no addition to our resources,

it may be clone hy art directed hy science. Bv adopting and

"- '•

benefit upon France which (if she will continue to make sugar from the

beet) may almost be compared with that of causing two blades of grass

to grow where only one grew before, having, so to say, created a race of

beets containing twice as much sugar as theii m .mm-, and indicated

n. The mode of procedure, and the

ingenious methods he contrived for rapidly selecting the most saccharine

lole crop of beets, as seed-bearers for the next season, are de-

- papers.

Once originated, and established by selection and segregation for a few

generation^ the race becomes fixed and perpetual

:..;,..,. ;.,: -. •- .: . •.
•'•

... that the offspring shall inherit the characteristics of the

the consequences. The des traeefe, how

» del ial u m. The divellent force, or idiosyncracy, the source

of that " infinite variety in unity whic

Creator,"—though ever active in all o o
i'-piaerir;,! results to the production oi

ui iwjttst alike,

gov*
"

:h ensures the particular' resemblance ol

being overborne by that opposite or centripetal

„w „.e narticu'
tie latter force,

aggregation of forces, composed non ot * sen
^

ot

ancestors, which we may regard as the attraction of the type ot the spe-

cies, and which we perceive is generally all-powerful. Inere is also the

attraction or influence of the immediate parent, less powerful than the

aggregate of the ancestry, but n
r

'f
ds «° imPres*

Upon the offspnn .
when the parent

,h the longer and the shorter

he. of force are F I

™*uce the same *""£ But

^enever the imnl. tS ] T Zl
•cy of th? offspring^ vary no ***JK^
8Pecies as its centre, but around some point upon the line which ^pre-

sents the amount of its deviation from the type. Left to themselves, as

Mr. Vilroorin proceeds to remark, such varieties mostly penah m the vast
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number of individuals which annually disappear,—or else, we may add,

are obliterated in the next generation tlin..n^li cross-fertilization by pollen

of the surrounding individuals of the typical sort,—whence results the

general fixity of species in Nature. But under man's protecting care they

are preserve'! Lher modified, and the bet-

Keeping these principles in view, Mr. Vilmorin concluded that, in

order to obtain varieties of any particular sort, his first endeavor should

betotihcif whatever; that is, he selected his

seed simply from those in am the type of

the ftpeciea however unlike the state it was desired to originate. Re-

peating this in the second, third and the succeeding generations, the

resulting plants were found to have a tendency to vary widely, as was

anticipated; being loosed, as it were, from the ancestral influence, "Inch

no longer acted upon a straight and continuous line, but upon one

broken and interrupted by the opposing action of the immedi

and grand parents. Thus confused, as it were, by the contrariety of its

ncics, it is tin more n t« s] >rt in various ways ;
ml

we have only to select those variations which manifest the qualities

desired, as the progenitors of the new race, and to develope and fix

the product by selection upon the same principle continued for several

generations.

It is in this way that Mr. Vilmorin supposes cross-fertilization to oper-

ate in the production or' new varieties; and even in the crossing of two

•. be tirink*, is rafary, if ever, the production of

fcfertik bybrid, bul - impressed by

the strange fertilization, and rendered productive by the pollen of its

own female parent, is then most likely to give origin to a new race.

"We cannot follow out this interesting but rather recondite subject in

a brief article like this. But we are naturally led to euquii

the history of those plants with which man has had most to do, and the

study of the laws which regulate the production and perpetuation ot

domesticated races, may not throw some light upon the pro

Nature; and whether races may not have nan;

and segregation. Some recent attempts which have been made in this

e may hope to notice upon another occasion. a. e.

6. Botanical Necrology for 1858.—The list of botanists who have

departed during the past year is a long one, and includes some most

eminent names,—such as those of Brown and I

already been noticed in the pages of this Journal. The following are

f Trieste ; died January 17, 1858,

1

itor of the Alga

ipanion of Hum
Paraguay. Died in t

j
Adriatic.

time Bonpland, the well-known i

. AumiSt 'I'l.
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Prof. G. A. Eisengrein, of Freiburg in Briesgan ; died July 26, 1858.

H. Galeotti ; a sc well-known botanical collector

i.Vi.tral Ameii-a : died in April, aet 44.

W. T. Gumbel, of Landau, Rhenish Bavaria ; a distinguished bryolo-

gist, associated with Scbimper in the publication of tbe later portions of

the Bryologia Europcea : died Feb. 10, 1858, aet. 46.

Mrs. Loudon, the widow of J. C Loudon, herself an able popular

writer of works upon gardening and botany, and a person of remarka-

ble ability, whose name may well claim a place in this list : died, near

Prof. C. F. A. Morren, of Louvain, died, Dec. 17, 1858; aet, 52.

His writings mainly relate to physiological matters.

Dr. J. B. Mougeot, of Bruyeres, in Eastern France, a cryptogamist of

considerable note : died, Dec. 5, 1858, aet. 82 years.

Prof. C. G. Nees von Esenbeck, long one of the most distinguished

and productive botanists of Germany, and for almost half a century

President of the old Imperial Society Naturae Curiosorum : died March

David Townsend, of West Chester, Pennsylvania, the life-long asso-

ciate of the venerable I >r. I •urlin^- n. '•• ho has published an interesting

memorial of his friend and companion in botanical pursuits. Dr.

Darlington and Mr. Townsend have made the quiet borough of \Y est

Chester famous in botanical annals, and have set an example worthy of

all imitation. Although )» .

-oeiate, a botani-

cal author, Mr. Townsend was an excellent and active local botanist, ana

*as so skillful and tasteful in the preparation of dried specimen* that

Sir William Hooker associated his name with that of Professor Short

of Kentucky, as preeminent in this important art. Mr Townsend s

name is commemorated in the genus Townsendia, of Hooker, peculiar

'

-,ng six of seven species of humble but

itiful, Aster-like plants. The botanist whose name they will perpot-

i died, De<

to North America, now .-..mprMiiv six of seven species o

its. The botanist whose name th<

uate died, Dec. 6, 1858, at the age of 71 years. ,-*.*>* utA
Dawson Turner, Esq., of Yarmouth, one of tbe oldest of British

botanists, who so early as the year 1802 published his first work upon

the British Fuei, died on the 20th of June, 1858, at the-«ge ot 83 years.

CZeyher,vho~ *JW *~' ."

"

ted with tbe botany of the Cape of Good Hope, which he has so exten-

sively explored, died at the Cape, near the close of the past year^
^

1. Mammoth Tree of CaUfyrnia^Sep*** £*«**f;jS^mTji.

sold bv Veitch's Nursery for £2 2.*.

,

introduced into European gardei

ingle plants were sold by Veitcu s -— } ^
qLtiLsofseed^ "^Lntatives

;tand the winter-tablishment wit

larkable evergreen. In England it seenfs to ~

without injury; and even in Germany and other parts of £orthc

E^ope it joes not require the protection of a glass house
,
*Q that ^
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in those countries it may become a forest- and useful timber-tree. In
July 1856, complaints were heard that, in spite of the most careful cul-

ture, a pecui .msequence of

which the twigs were observed to die off in the same manner as they
do in Cryplomeria Japonica. Horn alarm, (did

feared that their new acquisition would inevitably be lost; but Dr.

Lindley soon discovered that, though the twigs died.' the main stem an.l

branches continued to grow vigorously, and that the so-called disease

was constitutional, and could not be looked upon as a sign of ill-health,

or a proof of bad culture. In 1858 it bore ripe fruit in lin •ianl. uu<i. r

the skillful treatment of Mr. J. Buckle, at Thetford.
8. Prodromus Detcripti >,dc. Inverte-

brates collected during the North I' r faprains

Ringgold and Rodgers, U. S. N., and described bv W. Stimpson. Part

VII.—Mr. Stimpson, in this paper, published in the Proceedings of the

Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia (Dec. 1858), continues his

notes and description of species of Crustacea from the North
Pacific expedition. The number of species brought home bv Mr. Stimp-

son was very large, and the new s] , uione . \<v... 1 six hundred.
Part VII contains the Anomoura. The collections in this tribe number 83

species; and with the help of extensive collections of the described

species, he has been enabled to give the subject a careful revision. In

the Dromia tribe he has instituted the (for Dromia
', Lamk.), Cryptodromia (« ,n,lv.), Pseudo-

dromia, Petalomera, Conchoecetes (for Cancer artificiosa Herbst). The

'arge genus Porcellana he has subdivided, apparently on good grounds, as

Carapax depre.--

u-ine plus mitm.ve i

-Typu*, P. violaceus. Porcellana violace
xv, f. 2. P. macrocheles, Pceppig.—Chili.

larapax r-

Chelipedes

Stoi.—Ins. Antillarum.
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-

, Lam'k, restrictum. Carapax plei

epimeria integris. Frons sat lata,

dse. Antennarum articulus prirai

depressi; carpo brevi, margine anteriore intus s;...

longior. Chelipedes debiles. Pedum amb. dactyli normales.— Typus. M. angustus.
Porctllana angusta, Dana; loc. cit. i. 423, pi. xxvi, f. 12.—Brasilia.

i

Porcellanklla, White. fVoy. Rati -ix oblongus, multo

il

Typus, P. triloba, White;

arum articulu- i -[(pedes Ireves;

magno. Pedum amb. « i unguiculati. Megalo-
brachio affinis, dactylis expeptis.

—

Typus, P. macrocheles. Porcellana macrochdts,
Gibbes; Proc. Am. Assoc. 1850, p. 191—Carolina.

A list of all known species pertaining to each of these proposed genera
is added, after much careful study of specimens.

Under the Hippidae there is the new genus Mastigopus, and under

Albunidae, Lepidopa. Among the Lithodea, the Lithodes hystrix of De
Haan is referred to the new genus Acantholithus. Among the Paguridea,

there are the new genera Petrochirus (for the Pagurus granulatus Oliv.,

M. Edw.), Isocheles (for the Bernhardus cequimanus Dana), and Spiropa-

gurus (for the Pagurus spiriger De Haan).
9. Memoires pour servir a VHistoire Naturelle du Mexique, des An-

Etats-Unis; par Henri de Saussuee. Premiere livraison,

Crustaces

> plates. Genevs Elected

W the author risit to America. The Mew
tacea are all from the eastern or Gulf shores. There are in al

species descrir* bich are believed by the author to be

new. Besides these, as is stated in the preface, several probably new

species were collected, about which the author could not be certain, for

*antof access to books and collections ;—a want certainly unfortunate,

w it seems to have caused M. de Saussure to fall into some errors regard-

ing what he did venture to publish. At the present day it will be found

h'ghly desirable for those writing upon subjects connected with American

zoology, to consult the works of American naturalists. In the case before

» for instance, a knowledge of the carcinological writings of Say and

Gibbes would have enabled the author to have rendered his work more

accurate, and saved him some labor. . .

.
* the preface Mr. de Saussure gives some interesting genera remarks

^luding details confirmatory of the principle first pointed out by I rot.

Dana.-that Crustacea attain their maximum of development in the tem-

plate, and not as with other Articulates, in the tropical zone. Me is in

<for, however, in asserting that the " langouste" {Pahnurus) inhabits
9

-\ewYork.
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The diagnoses of most of the species were published in the Revue Zoolo-
gique for the year 1857. In that journal two new genera were
Pseudotelphus,*. u i h Mi ,|h San^u n, w , ...,-1 i.-r? id nti. al n ith / <•

tom?'a (Boscia) ; and Halo-psyche, referred to Gebiens, which is now ac-

i i to be Alpheus. In fact Halopsyche lutaria is closely allied

if not identical with Alpheus heterochelis of Say. In desei

species it is always a great aid to tin ir subsequent recognition, to mention
those forms to which they most approximate is

allied, to indicate the dii/ nor even when describing

arcntly identical with previously described ones well known in

this country, neglects to make such comparisons.
We should scarcely have ventured upon the following criticisms were

it not for the ieh adorn the work, and enable us to

recognise several of the 9] . The author

has failed to apply some of the recent improvements in the science, nei-

ther De Haan's subdivision of Lupa nor Dana's of Pagurus being adopted,

while more doubtful Pal ta in Grapms,
are fully recognised. Periara biconiis DeS., seems to be very near to

P. bicorna (Edw.) Gibbes ; it list net it sli 1 eertainh leceive a more

Latabras cn-uuh
cies found on the American shores, of a genus so abundantly represented

on those of the old world. Chlorodius "u,ii<>rirui,u» seems to be one of

the numerous varieties of C.florulamis «,i! >be-,. "I In-.- now species of

Panopeus are described, P. occidentalism serratus, and americanus, from

Guadeloupe, all closely allied to P. & b they should

have been compared,) but apparently distinct. We have specimens of

P. serratus from Florida. The genus Portunus is new to our waters;

the author describes one species, P.guadulpensis (guadelupensis !). The

three species referred to Milne Edw '

,<sus will not

probably fall into that group; at any rate M. duhius lie S., is identical

with Pachygrapsus transversa Gibbes, a common W&i i

and the other two species seem to be closely allied, and also referable to

Pacific group,

pears to be a good species, differing from P. Sayi in the quadrilobate

margin of its epistome. Hepatus tuberculatus De S. should be compared

with the young of If. decorus. Remipes cubensis is a good sj>>

acterized by the marginal band of lineolaB uninterrupted by a longitudi-

barbadensis, it being the Squilla barbadensis ovalis of Petiver. Pagurus
cubensis DeS. is probai ;

.

tonus, as the characters

agree except in one point:— t is said ut th : t liat '"La premiere

Qt un peu au dela du mili dfl kWJ
We presume however that the author means tl

those joints which project from beneath the <

cana would be more properly referred to Atyoid
second pair of feet have a long slend 1 at the ex-

tremity. (SeeM. Edward.: Hist N . t. 4.) Seven

new Palemons are described, which we should have judged to be fresh-

water species, but our author says that they, as well as P. jamaicensi*
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are found on the coasts. Of Tetradecapoda twelve species are described,

—one Amphitoe, seven Porcellios, one Armadillo, one. Pseuda
(a new genus between Armadillo and ArmadilliJiin,*.) one Anilocra,

and one Cymothoa. The ('hlamydolheca azteca, of

a new generic type forming a subdivision of the old genus Cypris.

10. Observat nio; by Isaac Lea, LL.D.—In our

notice of Dr. Lea's Memoir we stated that the embryonic form of the

shell in the case of 38 species of Unioi n details on
one of the plat.-. We intended ; > -.> wit iout details on the plates.

There arc detailed descripl memoir.
11. Catalogue of the Described Coleoptera of the United States; by

Friedrich E«n-i '

Mi i -ii. i •..:.. M.l >., revised by S. S. Haldeman and
J. LeConte. 174 pp. 8vo.

12. Catalogue of the described Diptera of North America; prepared

for the Smithsonian Institution by R. Osten Sacken. 92 pp. 8vo.

These two works were issued the ps —nian Insti-

tution. They are of great value to all interested in these departments
of Entomology.

IV. MISCELLANEOUS SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

1. Appendix to the Ir i the Water Level of the

Lakes (p. 305) ; by C. Win :: '•".. (Revived too late for insertion in

t] irt , ) Sii isrti » * wri ten I have seen

j i otkt - of the discovery of a lunar tide on Lake M
-

_
"It may not be improper tbr me to add, that very numerous observa-

-after of the fluctuations

of the level of L -announced
by me in the Milwaukee Daily Seutinel & Gazette, of Sept. 3d, 1849, m
the following words:
'An Impo,- I W a series of observations ma

month of August, 1849, I have ascertained that

there is a slinht lunar ti, ie on Lnh Michigan:
Other subsequent observations made hourly both day and night, tor two

months, fully confirmed this conclusion. L A. Lapham.

Milwaukee, Dec. 24th, 1858."

At a meeting of the Chicago Historical Society, Nov. 30th, 1858, I

''- -• -
.

. , .

"An interest was made at this meeting by Lieut.

(
'! -I- lb t.rd,

: „„. 1'. S. A.. ..f the iwnt di-eovery of the operation of

••' ::-:
: .

,

• .: •
•- .

'

;

-

A series of accurate tidal observations has, during the last t

ken prosecuted under the superintendence of Col. I

i -

at the period of the moon's conjunction or opposition and in tranquil

weather, the observed extent of it being about two-tenths of a toot

. The brief announcement by Col. Graham will, it is hoped, be followed

b7 a detailed statement of facts and data at a future day."
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2. Report on the History and Progress of the American Coast Sur-
vey up to the year 1858, by the Committee of twenty appointed by the
American Association for the Advancement of Science at tl

meeting August, 1857. 88 pp., 8vo.—The committee of twenty ap-

E> u'M
te
o \^Association, consisted of Judge J. K. Kane, Pres. Amer.

Phil Soc. Pa i i, n .
J. .;. T, u-n. ( hief Engineer U. S. A., Prof. Benja-

™'" re ' rco
:

'

- P™f. John Torrey, U. S. Assay Office,
N. Y., Prof. Joseph Hen r

| ,, n prof. J. F.
frazer, University of Pennsylvania, Pa., Prof. Wn . i ,,„v,n,r I s. \
val Academy, Md., Pres. F. A. P. Barnard, Univ.
Prof. John Leconte, College of South Carolina, S. C, Prof. V
lespie Union College, N. Y., Prof. F. H. Smith,
Va, Prof. WH.C.Bartlett, U.S. Military Aca.i,. \ \ I, W,
cottGribbs, Free Academy, N. Y., Prof. Stephen Alexander, College of

fff

l
e™7\*\ 3 -> Prof- Lewi3 R. Gibbes, Charleston College. S.

<

'.. Prof.

"jock, Sup. Am. Aim, Ky, Prof. Jan
North Carolina, N. C, Prof. Wm. Ferrel, Nashvil
Hitchcock Amherst College, Mass., Prof. James D. Dana, Yale College,
l>onn. After the death of Judge Kane in February, 1858, Pres. F. A. P.
Barnard was appointed chairman of the committee.

1 he Report treats of the methods of coast survey in different countries,
the history of the Coast Survey in this country, the results up to 1858, and
the benefits to navigation, commerce, and general science. We have
presented in a recent article a review of some of these results. This

ea a broader and fuller exposition of the whole subject, and
exhibits in a strong light the indebtedness of the country to the ability
and excellent management of Prof. Bache, the Superintendent. It is

aary to cite here from the concluding pages of the Report the

toon of the conclusions concurred in bv "the Conn.
entire unanimity."

"1. The American Coast Survey, in its inception, was a work impera-
tively demanded by a due regard to th< A- ™»nf.T,

freTdeveto m^^ grGatlj UP°n^ ProsPerit?

2. The indecision which marked the early policy of the
regard to this Survey, and the consequent delay of its efficient operations,
and postponement of its beneficial results, were of manifest d
to the material welfare of our people, and cannot
serious regret.

'

3
f ]

.

econon"ca
!
va^ue °f such surveys is attested by the universal

voice of all commercial men, and by the concurrent practice of all com-
bona, no less than by the melancholy records of marine disas-

ter annually occurring upon every unexplored coast.
*' lhmi *

• -i. in the instance of the American
survey by the spontaneous tributes of approval frequently and freely be-
stowed upon it—no less in regard to the ability, energy an

;han to the magnitude, variety, and oftentimes

esuits it has wrought out—by individuals and or-

ganized bodies of men, whose high position as scientific authorities ren-
ders their opinions upon subjects of this nature entirely conclusive.
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5 This work has conferred many valuable benefits upon science, indi-

rectly and incidentally, in the invention or perfection of in>trtuncnts, in

the improvement of methods of observation or of computation, in the

iod to the scientific talent of the coim-

6. A careful - made frora year to year,

.le evidence that the work has been exp

-

I in any other country in

i of time, and with the same means.

7. Compared with the same surveys executed or in w ,i - < f < \< fil-

aments, the American survey has been conducted

with remarkable economy.
h foreign surveys, the quality of the work done

8. Compai
,t of any standard that has ever been any\

> reflect honor on the scientific character o

the eyes of the world.

9. Every consideration of economy, of human;:

have been as thoroughly explored and mapped as those have been already

'--
-

manner the geodesy of our extendi:

will very early direct that most import
" 1

;
,

.., , , .,.

..• -. : . - ,::-::

i

agementof Muh works, is, in the deliberate opinion c

preferable to i
er been s

«. Xotc on the Heiaht of the Almosphen

:,;::;..-. \: : .; ^

: -/—
1. 2, and 3, indicated that the limit of atmpspben.

^03 in passing from 20 degrees east of the zen.th to 20 d

eg^
But at San Domingo, of which the latitude is 23 &., tne limit oi me

SECOND SERIES, Vol. XXVII, No. 81.-MAY, 1859.
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kilometres or 211 miles.

4. Museum of Comparative Zoology at Cambridge.—Since our last

(see pp. 295-299 this vol.) a new and most encouraging aspect Las come
jjw this important movement. The legislature of Massachu

-the persuasive eloquence of Agassiz, exhibiting in the most
i.iwhi h -pun tin- .uinn.i tho Mil.)..t i«]M.n the p u l i,c

purse, has appropriated one hundred thousand d

ttion that as much more should be subs
eluding the legacy of Mr. Francis C. Gray of $50 0< 0,

?

oi th - um p ii

pose. The subscription soon amounted to $80,000 besides :

or in all, including the bounty of the State,

$230,000 (hoo hundred and thirty thousand dollars). It is now proposed
to make up the whole amount to a quarter of a million.

It will be remembered that the legacy of Mr. Gray is for the expenses

of the museum exclusive of salaries or buildings.
This bounty of the Bfa the sales of a large tract of

land in the city of Boston reclaimed by the commonwealth from the

" Back Bay,'" and hence called the " Back Bay lands. 11 The whole pro-

ceeds of this noble domain so far as by partition with the city and the

g to the State (and they are estimated by millions)

are solemnly dedicated to the cause of education—ever held most sacred

in great-hearted Massachusetts. Were it pertinent to our pages we
should delight to transfer to them all that relates to this subject, pat M
will content ourselves by giving the act of incorporation for the " Museum
of Comparative Zoology, passed April 6, 1859."

"An act to incorparate the Trustees of the Museum of Comparative
Zoology

:

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General Court assem-

bled, and by -

. atfollom:

'-''" >
i'---'

i-' '.-:".-
;

. ..- ..-.-. .-.:,
'

- .
-J;...:..

:
,- A- -"-

-.: '-
-

••
•

---: .-.• : -i. ..'.. . ;•
;

:-,.. ,-.
:. .,-. .:.- ..

Iliam Gray, whenev

i Senate and House of Kepresentatii
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:erwards adopted when the place of the successor of either

I by the death, resigna-

~'i ':'.' ;.-•. ,-• •

•.'.-
:, : , : :

-'.:- .':'':'
exchange or otherwise, among other colleges and insti

able times, and under reasonable regulations, be kept open to the public

5. Conservatory of Art and Science,—By force of that " perpetual

fhich Lord Bacon says is ever the surest sign of a great

mple has awakened, it seems, in the whole body

a noble zeal to secure for the citizens of the whole
State a truly National Museum, on the broad plan of the British Museum,
or rather, it" is said, to unite the features of the Paris Garden of Plants
with the Conservatoire des Arts et Metiers, to be located at Boston and
endowed and sustained by the public purse. This movement promises to

be successful as soon as a proper plan is matured. The Committee on
Education commended it &« strongest manDer, and

.

'

ton and the Commonweal 2 the form of law a month
ago. The source of endowment is to be also the Back Bay lands. The

<h is adequate not merely to conceiv-
ing, but to giving practical efficiency to any plan for a great public mu-

us may elaborate; for there, is ever

ling mind and the executive hand

—

the ability both" to sag and to 2*"h
6. Legacy to Yale College, New Haven.—The, bequest of the Hon.

Henry L. Ellsworth to Yale College, an -«ted, to two
-.:• ' :.

,
, , -

.

.'''•

than to the College itself.

-,;, is doubtful. tt BUS)

College will I-.-
known,

i) ,r, th i.i i i r : e\j — r ' ^nieti n. It is a mu-
nificent donation to the general interests of public education.

V. Journal of the Amei S '"/."—
The America - '•"

" f
' Vw Yo* has

commenced the publi.-.-uinn nfn m.mthlv Journal of thirty-two large

tant and deserving of hearty eu-

suececs.
,

.
The object of the Journal, as stated

v ;.•
•

' - ' - " - ".' "• "."
"

b it may be favored; to

absence, both in the Federal and State Government*.

•ented seems indispensable to their proper elucidation and publication.
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Obituary.—Prof. William W. Mather, acting President of the Univer-
sity of Ohio at Columbus, died in that city, February 26, 1859. He was
graduated at the U. S. Military Academy in 1828—where he continued
to reside a> instructor in mineralogy and geology, and assistant to the
professor of chemistry until 1834-5. In 1836 he resigned !

sion in the army and devoted himself exclusively to sciemii :

in ted by the Governor of New York one of the foi

for the survey of that state, his final report on the

published in a large quarto in 1843. '!

most important original work—and it will alvvav^ 1 u h< i oi i e
*

mony to his ability and accuracy as an observer in this department of

nature. He held the post of geologist to the state of Ohio from 1837 to

1840, and published three annual reports of which notice will be tWim.l

series of this Journal. He was also for a time charged tfith I

reconnoissance of the state of Kent*
v report on that state. Since 1842 he has been connected as

>r with the University of Ohio. His contributions to the pages
of this Journal have been numerous and important both in chemistry.

_'\\ His paper, entitled " Contributions to Chemi-

- (1835), gives ample evi-

dence of his >T ,v | Iis age is not rep0rted ; but

he could not have been far from fifty-five years. He was a native of

Middlesex county, Connecticut.

meeting, held at B:

United States Erj.lorivn F^pnll/io,
1C

42, under the command of C. Wilh

Geology and Mineralogy considered with reference t

I VI, Part I.-96 pages 4to, *

of the Oiirbonm
'

p. 69, Catalogue

between P.nnotherea and Hymenosoma.

i on some Fishes; Putnam.—p.
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iS ><>ght,2dand3 i,N.4';waterlfli
at Des Peres 20*
northerly gale.

35 Aug. 18, N. W. 1

H Fcr8n°°b'
,ii«i,t s

,«

on,"N. l'; Ther* t u'' . 48°.

South 1 ,-*

<**• M,-*

*„* to 3; rain; Ther. 58°.

— ; cloudy.

St. I'M, I I.. ;;

South 2 to 4 ; cloudy.

Afternoon, clear.

'

Conjunction, September 1th.

Forenoon clear; Afternoou cloudy.

— ...,**

Northeast 1 to 2 ; cloudy.

West 1 to 3 ; cloudy.

Calm; Ther. 80°.

|«*

Calm.

L
Southwest, 1 to 8 ; clear.

1 9 a. m. to 4 p. m.
(
clear; Ther. 48°.

North, 1 ; after 4 p. M. calm and

1 cloudy.

-Lowest water of the season, Oct. 16, 2 p. m ., being 24* i

A, wind N. E., a gale.—Difference 39$ inches.—April 11

Highest, Nov. 2d, 2 p. m.,


